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PREFACE 

A1though fracture m叫皿ics，OJ坂田tedbyGrifIi.血也1921，is by now a ma回 edi珂lpline白紙basalr切 dy
found broad a即日制佃sωmetallics削減ures，the fraぬJl"emechanics ofαIIICI"胸血JCtUreSis a young eme噸ng
也∞1Pj.It羽nno伽 tbtbeαHDev町出何回tf，ω也.edesi伊組devaluati咽 ofc四国，tes的同町民OOthas yet 
ωbe白骨化柑.01凶 andverified. R悶 archbe伊 wi由 aI町民血gex抑 imentalinves幅削ofconcrete 
fracture by M. F. Kap凶 Landan叫凶llypioneer恒g6nite elem側側同Sof cral出nginacon側，edambyR. 
W.Oo噌，2.But ttbe J時間澗抽出時d側白rough白e1970's凶白剤凶m幽企a側 eme油anicswas
notre拘置即，ficableω∞E田 t巴S回ぬJI"eSprev凶品百is叩inion，of ωurse， pe制 n吋 tofra血JI"emechanics也

either its ，]inear form or也eform of sma1l-sα1e yielding 1m開祖at血attime.四.ea凶回decha曙edradically around 
1策調[).Itw富srealized也at也efral出JI"emechanics ofωncrete musl旬ke泊1.0account白elar富田sizeof the fracture 
F低脳筑間油ich剖幽apronounced R-c町vebeha由r組d，m個 im阿国t1y，gjves巾cωas仕佃gsize efIeCt 
柑 ch首位制tionalbetween plastic limit ana恥is(凹血 c缶詰立)and ，]Inear elastic fraぬJl"em抽 anicsU由B

str佃 gestpossible血 e貸出).Because of血Eα溜 seheter曙 neousm町os凶組問 ofthemat町凶，manyαmcrete
s旬凶町'esare at也e1，日明rlimit .of the size effi珂仕組出血，油ichpermits也信組a刷sa∞ordingωplasticity
血明'.However， m叫 larges回組問先叫leaallynucl叩 reactorve臨Js.or加島C町specialstruc佃ressuch as 
白鵬madeofhゆ s国時th∞'ncrete，are泊 upp釘伊rtof白巴sizeeffi同 位制帥.which in effi叫 di刷協tbeuse
of合acturem閃hanics.

The r悶 archaCtI吋tysu剖叫y押 110dedat血巴 be伊ni唱。f白e1災直15. Various∞mmittees .of 
h回 n必onalsc:由6凶 devot吋 ωttbeadvancement of也es利回 werefoぽ m叫血巴 earli凶岡田gttbe RllEM 
αmnni虻eech誼 吋 byF.H W也mann.After theωnf，巴，rellJ∞inlausanDJe in 1983， sponso置edby W'Jttm組出
∞皿mi臨e，the number of conferences四 thes1I時ectgrew raが.d1y.D町恒geachof也elast several ye叫 there
weremany判 orinternati，蜘lmee也事組dωd町 ，n<泌氏必略羽白畑町tefra，ぬJl"e，and fuey .often∞nflict吋
稲血 each0血α.τ'biscrω包daωnfusingsituation. An active r臨 ar也erwas皿 able旬組問dal1 of也 蹴

confer即時担dat白畠錨metime he did not know油 ichw叫 db巴由epr泊dpal佃巴旬dα齢 .Rea脳ng由民

sta飽 ofaffairs fir曲釦dwi出myinitial a目聞がatthe schedu1ing of也epr隅 ntconference， I d凶 dedto di却 邸

由E盛岡tion羽血血.eL凶必ngresearchers ar.ound也，ewor1d. In summer 1第泊1，1circula包dale仕:erto白emembe向

。fttbefresh砂町伊nizedIntemational Sci開価cAゐisoryCommittee of也isα凶町田町血whichIsu僻臨d血at
也ediωrd巴dysp釘 trumof∞nfer担問∞叫dbe remedied by四ganizingan interna討佃a1孤ωda泊個也at明叫d
runa間協oftbem血∞nferen由 deali時明白血釦lbj叫 such白紙閃:ryadIve r民 間cherwo叫dknow耐 1
油開doftime油 ich∞，nferencenot t.o miss and where t.o pre鍔国hisbest re凋 l包.

The response was .0町whe1minglysllppI白地ve.It白凶民αmecl即白紙 discussions.of the d巴匂iJSof 
founding組踊叫ati.onw悶 a即 m戸ate.1 have he1d such discu邸∞swittb a number of leadingおお紅白馬 wi由
whmn 1 got a chance to m阿.including S. P. Sbah， F. H. Wi伽阻n， H.Rei曲ardt， A. Carpinteri， H. Mihashi， L. 

L "Crack Propagation佃 d曲eFra血JI"eof Co白 田te，"A!口Jo町nal，58，包括，1，NO.ll. 

2 .. S位四Dis凶ibution也 Norfo1kD細，.Department of口吋IE噌nee巾喜Series1∞， 
Issue 19， U曲闘員y.of California， BerkeLeヲ， 1962
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白制泊，J. Mazars， J. PIa国主K.WilIaJn， B. 1. G. Barr， R. de Bα司，V.E.Sao四 130J. van Mier， and others. We 
t:alkeda加 utitat出e泊Itema依mal冊 rkshop∞concretefracture fK五dinLoωmo，Switzerland， in sq畑山首，規則

(organ出dbyWi創mannand Du噌r)刷出ι泊Itema出凶1wor凶.op佃棚田飽食aぬJreheld in Torino血

Oct.ober 1991 (b岨吋 byA.C岬 泊teri).As a res叫t01 .our disct悶叩sat也臨mostcharming 10叫 0叫 h

detailed∞ncept a予talliz叫

Ano事 nizingm剖 ngwぉca1IedωhotelOranje in N悶州k，Nctherlands， where孟wasbeld叩 I出島

19，1991， d山inga∞.nferen∞organ出 dby J. van Mier.τ1国eIntemational A副団組閣 ofFracture Mecbanic:s of 
白阻むteS回脚色s(IA・FraMCoS)wasα叫 .edby unan泊 ous∞蹴nsusof the mem加 11of the In位mati.ona1
Scientific A柏町白mm蹴eeof白血∞nfereD∞wh.o'wete present in N伎町lwijk.They became也efounding 
members.百epresid白色白es間前町紐d白es句eringα)JIlIIlItteemembe時 間reelected皿白紙 day.τ'he

st低血gαmunitt民 headedby F. H. WJttmann組d羽thB.1. G.B町 asse町民aI'j， is pre卵白g也ebyla明 ofour
oewAss伺a岡崎油 羽llbe吹胸d.oDat幽 ωnference.It w温sd白 ded旬並阻抑ateour A組問ItiOOin the 

削 eof Dlinois and have也eheadquart倒 inEv幽 ton. Mr. clem叫 J.Caroll， Jr.，初試句rney羽血G.ord.o且&
GIi品四， aαic伊 lawfinn， was hired t.o take care .of配1ega幽es.of the incorporation as a D佃 'pr.ofit
organ国住民 W抽 the凶 alBωrd.of Direc:加古 ωnsistingof F. H. Wlttm組D， H. Miha企i組 dmyself， as 
repres回 Ita由民of歯切∞E血朗.ts.τ'heincorpora凶mwasol:蜘inedfrom the S臼.teof Illinois岨December16， 
1991， wbich 1凹 t.o町民wAss国組曲legalstatus. 百巴 princi伊l~叫01 .0山A邸周姐叫 rundem何atica1lyby its 
members，叫b巴ωo昭 nizeat r咽血r凶ervals仰向l砂every曲Z巴叩鍋，)FraMCoS白nferences，必alingwi血
a11血easpc泊soffract町emech組 icsofωncrete町 uctures.The si回 sh白叫da1temate am.ong vario凶 αm由民む

釦 dCOl畑仕ie鳥羽血 nogeographic or otber bias， lx剤 ever，favo血g也emainω臨 lSof res即也 lf必釘吋， .our 
A鈴伺atioom抱htalso時xmsoror∞-sponsor vario凶 0白巴rsymposia 償問rkshopsI4回出d∞morespeaal出 d
su均ect:s.Fur也ermore，註∞叫d銀問旬 coordinateaα1endar of mee血ss如 dpromo包 theadvancement and 
app目白話佃soffrac旬remechanics .ofωnぽetestruct町民byo血αm伺 ns.

Asisdωr from the pr白血tproceedings柑阻e，組問住宅pr.噂細b 必ωd01 us in Brecken副ge.
There抑血組y伽ゆit-p!'O¥'O抽18papers佃 岨ωlts向.倒島組dal鉛 manyql蹴 ，ti.oDSstillωbeans鴨 r叫Let

usb.o戸也at白edisc悶 onsat the∞，nferen∞羽Ube livcly組 dstimulating， n.ot .0助theformal discussions at白E

鈴 ssi.o凶but山由 同atediscussio凶d町崎山仕∞血e，油ichis plentiful at出s∞nfi間 E∞.百間 are
m 鈎 'DSt.o be也ve鴨叫llm批 agαx1s匂rtand a四 lea favorable dinlate fiぽ也esubsequent conferences. The 
a即 lica出凶.offracture m伐hanicsare im伊比anteno喝hωr珂凶reo町田制化dicatedeflor包

It is pr.oper f.or me t.o ackn側 lec鞍 mygra自叫巴ωtheU.S. Na色沼alScien∞FOUDI也.tionf.or provid均
partial financial support for由民αmference.1羽血ω出an1calI the mem加'Softhe白伊且凶曙白mmi恥 仇 佃d
E平 aallyPrm凶sorsK. H. Gerstle， V. E. Sa.ouma， S.公脱却dK. willam .of勘 Univeぉityof白oIorado，勘凶d民

組 d幅厄昭氏holar1. C釘o~伽 theirv温ωhlehelp. 1担 gratefulω白 membersof the In包mationalscien岨c

A働問y白 mmit伽 fortbeir ad'、~ce. 百組ks are also dueωMiIan J凶ek， Grad凶 .te&蹴archA純国tat 
Northwestem U凶ve国ty，for bis exp副総sist釦 ce泊 prq削 ng血epr岱 erupn:悶edingsvolume，祖dωMar也且
Mωer for ber general鈴 cretarial郎sis伽∞.Fur也釘m倒、伽此sare due to (1) the時 FScience and Technology 
Center for Ad¥岨cedCement-B凶 edMater地 atNo抽，westemU討versity，(勾 Aαandits Committee輔，

Fracture Mech血 q 組 d(3) Internati岨 lAssぬ泊。n伽 Bri惨祖dS削減uralEr噛臨時伽agree時 t.o俳
句IOcsor由is∞nferen∞. FmalIy， 1叩 ihto tha且kthe autbors of山 ω時 rellJ∞ papeIlifor tbeir ロrelle.且t
∞且凶b血 田 昌

Zdenek P. BaWU: 

presi.伽~IA.FraMI白 S

Confere.附 ChaUman
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Part 1 

State-of-Art Report 1 

by 

ACI Committee 446， Fracture Mechanics 

lThis report也beingpublished by American Concrete 1附 itute(ACI)， Detroit，剖 AcrSpecial 
Publication，初 dis reprinted in the prωent conference volume with ACI permission. The highlights 
of this report are presented at the conference in山electure by Z. P. Baiant alld V. Gopalar抗nam.
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P1ぜncipalLecture 

FRACTURE MECHANICS OF CONCRETE: 
AN APERCU OF BASIC CONCEPTS AND MODELS 

ZDENEK P. BAZANT1 AND VELORE S. GOPALARATNAM~ 
1 Walter P. Murphy Professor of Ci吋1Engineering， 
Northwestern University， Evanston， lllinois 60208; 
Cha.irman，ACI Committee 446， Fra.cture Mechanics 

~ AS8ocia.te Profe自sorof Civil Engineering， 
University of Mi8曲 uri，Columbia， Mis80uri 65203; 
Secretary， ACI Cornmittee 446， Fra.cture Mechaniω 

ABSTRACT 

The lecture presents an a，戸 rcu01 some se/ected high1ights 01 the state-ol-art report 01 
Ameriωn Concrete Institute (A CI) Committee .u 6， Fra.cture Mecha.nics， entitled "Frac・
ture Mechanics 01 Concrete: Concepts Models and Determination 01 Material Parame・
ters"，叫 ichI8 publishedω ACI Special Publication [1] and is問 p巾山d(wi幼 ACIper-
mission) in thぬfJolume.The oral presentation al80 offers some comments on the second 
state-ol-art report 01 the same committee， entitled “'Fracture Mechanics Aspects 01 Struc-
turul Behωior and Potential Code Improvements"， which I8 near completion. Attention 
is focused principally on the size effect on mazImum loads caused bνthe release 018to問d
eneηy， the implications lor de8ign codes as well a8 finite element analysis， and the non-
local finite element models lor quasibrittle materials such as concrete・陥rioωexamples
01 experimental results and their theoretical modeling are also presented. 

問 TRODUCTION

Origina.ted in 1921 by Gri伍th，fracture mecha凶ωisa theory of fa.il ure w hich wωfor a.long 
ti聡 appliedonlyもometallic structures a.nd cera.mics. Concrete.structures， on the other 
hand， have b伺 nsuc田 ssfullyd白 ignedand bui1t withou色組.yuse of fracture mechanics， 
e~en though their failure process involves crack propaga.tion. However， the proper type 
of(r総 turemecha.nics， which ta畑 into邸側ntthe growth of distributed cracking a.nd 
~~8 localization into major fractures， did not beginもoemerge until about 1980. During 
qe1980khowmr，such atypedfmture m叫a.nicshas emerged， as a. re叫 ofa町 ge
01 research activity. Fracture Sp民 ialistsbecame convinced that introduction of fracture 
m舵h組 icsinto the design of concrete structures， both reinforced and plain， is inevitable 
and willev阻 tuallybring about a revolution ∞mparable to the introduction of plastic limit 
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analysis， which occurred during 1930・1970.1t will signific組むlyimprove structural Saie!.l 

and問。nomy.It wi1l be particularly imporlant for safe exploitation of山.ecapabilities ，; 

high-strength and fiber-reinforc吋 concretes.!t might ev，阻ma.kepossible new structun" 
forms， similarly as the research of creep and shrinkage made possible the developmenもむl

prestressed concrete. 

REASONS FOR ADOPTING FRACTURE MECHANICS 

Fracture mechanics is a failure theory that 

l.u悶 energy泊 thefailure criterion， possibly in ∞njunction with straIns and st悶~.
姐 d

2. takes into account the nonsimultaneity of the failure pro田ss，i.e. failure propagation. 

Five∞mpelling re剖 onsfor introducing fracture mechanics are offered in the first chap附

of the AC1 r叩 ort[11: 

• The physical fact that formation of a crack requires a certain amounもofeneryy is 
one reason， which however suffices only to a physicists. 

• A second rea80n arose from finite element analysis. 1f the mesh in the zone of cra.ck・
ing (characterlzed by strain softening) is refined， one finds th品tnormally (depending 
on stability check) the cracking front must localize into a sharp fracture. This， in 
turn， caus回 thatthe stress in the finite elemenもimmediatelyin front of the fradure 
must tend to infinity no matter how small the load might be. Consequently，もhe
finite element analysis of cracking 00 the ba.sis of strength criteria is unobjective， 
with出eresults depending strongly on the analyst's choiαe of mesh size (spurious 
mesh sensitivity)， and the calculated energy dissipated by cracking during failure is 
found to converge to zero掴 theelement size tends to zぽ o-ap品目，dox.A remedお
もhatis objectivity with regard to mesh choice姐 dproperωnvergence of finite ele-
ment∞des withαacking， is in general achieved only by deciding propagation of a 
fracture or cracking band on the basis of an energy criterion. Otherwise calculations 
c叩 組 match t出伽hee蹴xp戸阿e位出rim阻ωtald品at句晶 f伽o町，ronly on前eel出.em，鵬en凶tsize (which iおsunf，伽o町凶山削もtu凹1D帥】a仰刷t旬凶ely
unknown before the experiments are伺凶edout). 

11 The third reason is the none:lIstence of yield plateau on the observed stress叫 rain
diagrams or load-deflection diagrams. The present code-sanctioned design approa.ch， 
that is plastic limit analy日is，is valid only if there is a prolonged yield plateau， both 
inもhestress-strain and load-deflection diagrams. But yield pμla“te回au凶sa鉱.res閏 nneit山her
i泊nthe s“tr，問e自ss叫 E悶ai泊ntests of concrete no町rin the load-べdeflect凶t“10叩ndiagrarns observed i知E 

も山heb凶H出耐削t“川仙tl山letyp ω off仏a山.1
As a re白sult，the maもerialstrength is never attained simultaneously throughout the 
whole failure surfao巴 (asexemplified in Fig. 1b). The point at which the strength 
limit is attained propagat回 alongthe failure surface， leaving in its wake a str掛
drop (whose steepness， importantly， depends strongly on the structure size)j Fig. 
lc，d. Hence，∞nsidering failure propagation (Fig. le) is inevitable. 

• The fourth reωon，山emost compelling one from the design viewpoint， is the size ef-
fect (or scale e島ct→ffectof the characteristic dimension d) on出enominal strength 
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igure 1: Difference， between plastic and strain-softening materials， in stress profiles along 

心luresurface，品ndfailure front propagation. 

σNof geometrically similar structures， defined剖 σN = Pu/bd町九/♂ (fortwo-
or three-dimensional simi1ari ty );九=maximum (ultimate) load aod b = struc-
ture thickness. For al1 曲目riesin which出.efailure criterion is written in terms 
of stresses and strains， for insも叩ceplastic limit a回 lysisor elastic analysi8 with 
a110wable町 ess(which include all the present code formulations)，もhereis 00 size 

effect (8田 thedashed horizontal line in Fig. 2). But泊 fracturemechanics there 
is. 1n仏eidealized theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)， in which 
all the fracture pro伺 ssis assumed to occur at one point-the crack tip， the si民

effect is the strongest possible;σNα1/ゾdor logσN = -t log d + con~~.~ w~~ch ~s 
repres阻.tedby the downward inclined dashed straight line of slope -1/2 in Fig. 2. 
In concrete structures， the pro倒 szone has a significant size， causing the si田 d田 t

to fol1ow the curve shown in Fig. 2 (均ht)，which is叩 pro対matelydesc出 edby the 
size effect law σN = Bft[l + (d/do)J-l/2 where d，日andB刀aretwo∞nst組 ts，to be 
determined by tests (and刀=tensile strength of concrete， which is introduced for 
convenience， to make B nondimensional). 

This kind of size eifect is exhibited not only by notched fracture specimens but 
al回 bybrittle failures of ∞ncrete sもructures，provided that the length and shape 
of the fractures or cracking bands in structur偲 ofvarious sizes are geometrical1y 
similar. Experiments confirm that this is ind配 dso in most types of brittle failure. 
Byexもensivelaboratory testing of reduced-scale geometrically similar laboratory 
structures made with reduced4im aggregate，the aforementioned size ehct law h硝

already been shown to apply quite closely (over a size range dmax/ dIIUn陪 20)もo
most types of brittle failur，鎚 ofconcrete structur，臥 including:(1) di碍ooalshear 
failure ~f longitudinally reinforced beams without stirrups (Fig. 3)， (2) torsional 
failmoflongitudinallymforced bemh(3)punching shear failure d slabs，(4) 
pul10ut failures of bars and (5) of anchors， (6) failure of bar splices， (7)巾 g姐 dbeam
failures of unreinforced pip民組d(8) double punch∞mpr倒 ionfailure. A1though 
verification and calibratio!l on ful1-scale structures is mostly stilllacking (ex偲 ptfor 
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Figure 2: Size effecもonnominal str聞がh組 dpost-peak response of structur四 failingin 
a brittle m組問r.
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Figure 3: Size effect on nominal strengthσN = v in diagonal shear failure of g田 metri-
cally similar longitudinally reinforced concrete beams without stirrups (tested i~ 1989 by 
Ba.iant and Kazemi) (size range 1:16， d.. = maximum aggregate size). 

四 melatest results reported by Eligehausen et al. from Stuttgart University and 
Walraven from Delft University of 1i袖nology)，it is alrea.dy clear that the existing 
code formulas will have to be modified旬泊cludethe size effect (this h槌油田.dy
started in Germany組 dJapan). 

The size effect is explained by stress 1宅distributiondue to fracture which偽 U掛

a releωe 0/ the stroin energy stored in the structu肥 into出efront of仕a.ctureor 
αack b組 d. This叩 ergyrel品 seis the driving force of f台ra舵ε.cturep戸ro叩pa唱，ga叫t“io佃n(作a 
b笛 組1κc∞B 伺 pμもin 企a鉱ιdも旬加u町r閃eme悶echaε.n山l

being released from a larger volume of material. Thus， ifσN were the same aB 
in a geometrically similar smaller structure， the energy 陀 leaseper unit fracture 
extension would be higher in a larg町 structure.But the amount of energy req凶red
to extend the fracture by a unit length is a.pproximately independent of the structure 
size. Therefore，σN in a larger structure must be les8， exactly so much less that the 
energy release per unit fracture extension be made the same制 ina smaller structure. 
Hence the sizc e.庄町t.

Until about eight y'曲 rsago， it used to be g佃 erallybelieved that the observed size 
effects are explained by Weibull・typestatistical theory of random strength (we 1帥:ve
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a.side the size effects due 句 hydrationheat transport and moisture transport or the 
so-cal1ed wall effect， which we陀 insignific回 tfor the ultimate loads of the labora.tory 
specimens t ω ted). 1批th卸 b 健倒ndem即 ons蜘 ated[2悶2勾]， h加.ow鴨e刊附r，t仙ha“t(怜e位x伺 p肘tf.知o町E晶 fee旬eめb協le e 
effi宣eωcti恒nv，刊eげ small s前tn削 ur悶包吋)， the sta.ti凶icalsize effect is completely overshad-
owed by 山~ deterministic size effect due to energy release [2]. The statistical size 
effect characterizes only structures at which the maximum load is attained while 
the fracture is still very自mall∞mpa.red to the structure dimensions， that is，鉱山e
beginning of crack propagation. This is normally the伺 sefor metallic structur偲，

but not for∞ncrete structures， because a g'∞d design practice needs (and in some 
C鎚笛 the∞dedictates) th叫 themaximum load be much larger th姐 thecrack ini-
tiation 1000. To p凶 isbriesy， the re槌 onfor the negligibility 0/ statistical size effect 
isぬata significan七∞ntrib叫 ionto the probabilistic averaging integral com凹 only
from the fracture proc倒 zone，the size of which is (ex白 ptfor刊r:ysmall structures) 
almost indep白血ntof the structure sizcj thU8 the strength randomness in structures 
of different sizes is being averaged over a zone of the same size， which causes the 
resulting statistics to be size-independent. 

• The last， fif:出 r伺 sonis that the energy absorption capability of a structure， as well剖

the ductility， cannot be 山田reticallypredicted wi出outbeing able to calculate ωF 
rectlyぬecomplete post-peak declining loa.d-defiection curve of the structure. This 
叩 .notbe a.c∞mplished without the use of fra伽 remechanics (note that pl凶 city
impliωthe e田 rgya.bsorption capability to be infinite). 

FRACTURE MODELS 

In the idealized th伺 ryof Jinear elastic fracture m民 hanics(LEFM)， reviewed in chapter 
2 of the ACI r，句ort[1]， all the fracture proc白 sis組 sum吋 tohappen at one point-
the crack tip， at which the抑制 tensorσissingular (infinite， in theory). Near the 
tip，σ= Klr-1/2f(19) where r is the distan伺 fromthe tip， f( 19) is a function of polar 
c∞rdinate d， which is the same for姐 ystructure g旬 metry，and /(1 is called the stress 
l凶ensityfactor. The energy回 l雌 erate， defined a.s c; =ー釦/θawhere a=cra.ck length 
姐 dTI= potential energy of the structure， is related to K1j 9 = Kl / E where E = Young's 
elastic modulus. The central concept is that a crack prop~gates ii and only if g r田 d国

a ce!tain critical value G! called the fracture energy. 
Realistic fracture models for ∞ncrete， described in chapters 3 and 4 of the ACI report 

[1]， must be nonlinear， resecting the fact thaも(1)the fracture process zone hωa自凶te
tensi1e strength刀姐d(2) is large，凶neas in ducti1e metals， b凶 (3)，due to distributed 
damage ( cracl出.g)and in contra.st to metals， exhibits strain-softening (i.e. decline of耐 'ess
with incr，回singstrain) rather th姐 plasticity.In the models developed for 命脱出ment
analysis，hhebadureFroe倒 zoneis trea.ted either回 acrack with bridging str帥伺 (Fig.
-l tO?)， characterized 'by a softening stress-displacement relation (Hill~b~rg's fictiUo;;'-s 
cr~ model) or a cracking band of finite width (Fig. 4凶 ddle)，characterized by組

問~ivalent strain-softening stress-strain relation (H話相Uscruk band model).Theuea 
under the str，ωs-displacemnt cum(Fig.4top)divided by the crack ar伺 iS4takento be 
apP!.~ximately the fra.cture energy， GJ• 

~he most general continuu; 'mddel is the so-called “nonlocal" damage model， in 
which the devclopment of damage (cracking) depends o-n a-~;t~~ wci~h~;d ~;~r~~~ ~ 
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Figure 4: Fictiもiouscrack model of Hillerborg (top)，αack band model (middle)凶 Jenq
組 dShah's two parameter model (bo悦om).

the straIns in a certa.in representa色ivevolume of the material surrounding the given point， 
rather than d叩 佃dingon the sもraIn&t that point. The size of this volume， called the 
characteristic length l， is considered to be a material property. The weight function in 
the averaging integral may be understood組出ecrack influence function， describingもhe
stress at a“froz回 "microcrack at the given point that is caused by a pressure applied on 
a neighboring microcrack. 

A very effective stress-sもraInlaw for damage is the novel “micropl姐 e"model， in 
which the damage is characterized separately on plan四 ofvarious orientations in the 
microstr凶 ure(microplanes) and the c∞。n凶もtr巾 u叫凶tiぬon凶s仕fromall the micropl組問 arethen 
sup釘 imposed. The nonlocal microplane model has been shown to match very well畠

broad r制 geof test data.， including all the types of ωncrete fracture t田句剖 wellω 加古s
of nonlinear tria.xial behavior under ∞mpression and shear. The most realistic fracture 
model probably is a randomly gener前edparticle system simulating the microstructure， 
but its application to larger structures 凶illposes forbidding dem岨 dsfor the ∞rnputer. 

There are also simpler， equivalent LEFM models， reviewed in chapter 4 of the ACI 
report [1]. They include: (1) Jenq組 dShah's two-paran附 rmodel (Fig. 4 bottom)， in 
which the material fracture properties are chara.cterized by Gj， f: and the critica.l opening 
displacement抗 a回 rta.indis畑田 behindthe c叫 tip，相d(2) the R-curve models， in 
which the energy rel邸 erate required for crack growth (called fracture resistance， R) is 
consiclered to depend on crack length a. Contrary to the initial vIew， the R-curve is not a 
material property but dep阻む onstructure g田 metry.As recently discovぽ ed，it m品.ybe 
easily determined frorn the aforementioned size effect law-as the envelope of the fracture 
equilibrium curves corresponding to the measured maximum loads of g'伺 metricallysimilar 
specimens of different sizes. The load-defIection curves calcula.ted from such an R・curve

are in good agreement with t伺 ts.It is also found that the R-curve is followed only up to 
the peak load， while during the post-p伺 kresponse the energy rele剖 erate required for 
crack growth must be considered constant. 
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Figure 5: Measurements (by B話回t.and Pfeiffer) of nominal strength oC three typ田 of
notched 8pecim田 Sof various sizes， and伽sby size effect law (each specimen type yielded 

nearly the same fracture energy). 
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The size effect law makes it furth町 possibleto characterize the stmcsural EespoMb 
Iversal “brittleness numberぺβ=djゐ， such that for s < 0.1 the structur~ t"_"‘ピ

approximately組中eda.c∞凶ngto p凶 ic日凶tanalysis (the c舗 eof既 i副長叫勧
for s > lto da.ms)， and for 0.1く s< 10 nonlinear fracture mech姐 icsmust be心←

(陶d伽aptωωe
一

the br凶r討i“ω1田 e田S8number would be a. simple wa:可.ytωo in凶trod伽u伺 fra.cture mecha.nics i泊nt句odesi耐附
: 

but the metも出hodt句opredict d，ゐ'0i泊na油bse佃n偲 ofもe包5tda抗もanecessitates further r児es鈍e訂 c也h.司 IgIi

IDENTIFICATION OF FRACTURE CHARACTERlSTICS 

As discussed in cbap句 6of [1J， the cla.s5ical w町 句 determinethe fracture energy is fron: 
the mea.surements of the increment of出e∞mplianωofa notched specim阻飽soci山 d
-th an incranent in the crack length a.In concrete，however，this is complicated by th， 

fa.ct tha.t the preci胞 10cationof the cra.ck tip is hard句 determine(制isprobably quit~ 
tt:rthemfa印刷inthe interior of a specimen). Thu8， a more蜘 .ed抑制

One such approach，in which the elastically eq11imlent crack length is estimated from 
伺 suremeatsof the elassie part of the crack mouth open也gdisplacement， was recenth 

proposdby Jenqand spatl・Altemati時 ，Gfcan be d悦 mnedbythework-o印刷日

method， whose application to concrete w剖 proposedby Hill町 borgjin this method. G・ i~
obtained剖 thearea underぬe10a.d-dis凶 cem叫 C11mofaMchdbm，dividdLy;be 
specimen thickness and She lenph of bhe complete cra£k.But the re自ultshave recenth 
been found to depend咋niacantlyonth specimenUze and shape，which may beduet} 

rgy dis均ationoutside the fracture procぉszone and the (suspected) 5ize組 dshaPf 
dependence of the curve of the crack bridging stress vs.the opening displac回 lent.

A third， re白 叫iyinventd and aPPEently very efrective and simple zIleumd，is the sir 
etrect method:OBe needs touat the maEdmm loads of geometrically similar specialalb 
of several sizes (with d.問問jdminと4)anduse the relaSion GI 2ga/AE，in whid gaie 
the nondimensionalized energy release rate，KIlown or calculated for the chosen specinmi 
hape ac∞rding to LEFM，and A is the Elope of the regr句 sionline of the plot of (1-" vs.d for ddermining the pEameters of the aforementioned size esecslaw-A12houglh 
叫 rentspecimen抑制問ded，this method can be i町m叫1噌刷帆抑p凶凶向l恥如e釘佃me
rudime回nt旬arザylaboratory e叫qu凶ipm叩 tcapable of measuring the ma>対amumloads 01乱nlv，電y，組d
t山he悶悶u山Iltsωs釘蹴e伺 鰯s阻叫ti凶a!1砂yi泊nd句e叩peω'nde削n叫.tof s叩P陣阿庇何im附 .e叩e町nshape， and of ∞urse m iwih i6 
proven by the 8ize eff，ωlaw fit8 of伽 datain Fig. 5)・Theproblem of ch… 凶 向
shear (mode II and III)fractures is also discussed in chapter 6of the ACI repOE4Ill-

The daracteristic1mgth t required for noalocal modelsun happmximakly dEur-
mined剖 l== GII日う whereW. is the energy dissipated per unit voî~me meas~;ed in (' 
test in whichqacking is stabilizedmas to remain uniformly distributed. 

INFLUENCING FACTORS， REINFORCEMENT AND CRACK SYSTEM& 

Asreviewed inchapter70f[ll，concretefraetuepropersiessigniacantiydependOB thethe 
loading 削 e姐 dload dufation，the phenomenon being intertwined wibh cr田 'p.Rβcent1y. 
the knowledge of ht loadIng rate efeet was extended to static loadings withume to p叫
load rangmg from ls t0300700Os，which revealed姐 interestingnew property: The si:t" 
fTedis aireded by the loadIng rate，the response shifting in the simefeet plot closerw 
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Figure 6: Energy rel曲目ezones (cross-hatched) for determining the crack spacings. 

LEFMωthe loa.ding rate decreases. 
The fra.cture properties a!so signific姐 t1ydepend on temperature and moisture ∞ntent. 

Under cyclic loading， the cra.ck growth is adequately dωcribed by the Paris law， originally 
formula.ted for metals a.nd ceramics， but a comhination of出islaw wi山 theaforementioned 
.ize effect law is n担 ded七omatcb fatigue fra.cture da'七afor specimens of significantly 
Jiffere凶 siz回.

The tendency to fracture is significantly児 du田 d，組dc組 evenbe eliminated， by st回 l
D制鈎 well掴 fiberscrossing a developing crack (chapter 8). Their effect is to modify the 
effectiveαuve of出ecrack bridging stress vs・もheopening displa.cement， and augm佃 t
:.be effective fr舵 tureenergy of the ωmposite due to energy dissipated by frictional slip 
iJf bars or fiber8 and to泊creasethe size of the proc邸 szone. The overall result is a great 
'，ncrease of ductility of ∞ncrete， especially in山ecωeof fiber reinforcement. 

Prediction of cαra叫.cks叩p戸阿阿a飢叩ci叫i
".(ゐ恥i匂50ha.sed on fi台ractur陀emechanics. Attainment of山etensile strength limit only m曲目that
racks c祖 beginto form， but whether they a.ctually form depends on whether sufficient 
"uergy can be releasedj see Fig. 6， in whicb the strain energy initially stored in the 
'iangular crOSB-hatched ar，曲目 must be equal to the energy required to form the cracks 

川 usthe energy dissipated by bond slip. 
A difficult曲目reticalproblem is the growth of a. system of interacting cracks， whicb 
.he la.st subject review吋.Crack int釘 actionsin terms of energy rel品 seinsuence the 

;.制ngand width of parallel shrinkage and therma1 crack8， a.s well錨 ofparallelαacks 
rl tensile加 E問 ofreinforced concreもe.To ensure stability of dense crack 8pacing can be 

・ ~ gむded as a fundamental criterion for minimum reinforcement. 
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CONCLUDING REMARK 

While only about a dozen years ago the applica.bility of金acturemecha.nic8 to concrete 
W回 doubted，the rapid development during the 1980's h剖 ledto the formulation of a 
rea}istic and adequa.te山田町・ 1tis probぬlyno exa.ggera.tion to observe tha.t fr叫 ture
specia.lists釘 enow convinced the time ha.s become ripe for a.pplying the new th伺 ryin 
design practice， both in codes and in ∞mputer methods of structura.l analysi8. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with instantaneous，delayed and directional 
stabilityof a mode I Cl-ark 

-n a tension-sofbezling linear viscoelastic matErial-It aiso calculates 
the velocity of 

32口:ぉ公立お23九ヱヱ;222ニe:てごらS23;;::sJ;
diamond head buttressed concrete dam. 

INTRODUCTION 

This study is motivated by the need to 印刷回 thesaiety of concrete dams. Such struc・

s invariably contain large cracks almo喧tfIゅm the D10ment they are ∞nstructed. 

1'hese may h附 附 r閃remru匂叩run吋1d白orr立叩I

p卯oun江md批怠，ed. It i詠sthe児er閃ef，おor回巴 nec回厄尉酬s釘串臨a紅xy七切oJDV刊官四帥s叫も“均i氾gat.e川enot only a叫a勾Y1也ns

“
t叩七叩eωO 血品

22i:::立記r立;:岱:2Jぷぷ:γ「ふ位t:2忠1よ♂:

is model凶 bya linear叩 :oel訓 cmaterial回 dan a.llow回目 ism吋巴あてsm 
tension-softening behaviour. The th伺可 ofh?az viscoelastic 

fraeure m 

veloped by Zhang [1-2] is gen釘凶mdto hak mbOMcomt sub-critical dad gluwth. 

Amtkr approach would bebhe viscoelastic-plastic fracture 
theory developed，制nong

ωhers， by Knauss [3]， Schapery [4]， McCart田 y[5]， Kaminc;kii [6]. This theory do回 not

h.owever accounもforthe tension-s，oftening behaviour. 

1 Visiting Scbolar from the 民 part.mentof Mechanical E時ineering，Xi組 gtanUniv噌rsity，Hunan 

411105， PR CHINA. 
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If an allowance is made for this behaviour， then the application of both theories per-
mits one to calculate the critical crack lengths or critical stresses at which instantaneous 
01' delayed instability can take place，回 wellas the velocity of sub-critical crack growth 
and出erupture luetime. The r.回 ultsof 他国ecalculations are applied to出.eana1ysis of 
stabiliもyof a vertical central crack in the upstreぉnface of Zhexi concrete dam. We will 
also comment upon the directional stability of the crack by following the arguments of 
Ka品 aloo[7]. 

Zhexi diamond head buttressed concrete dam is one of the larges七damsin H Wlan 
Province of China. Soon after the placement of concrete in December， 1959， hundreds 

of cracks appeared near the centre lines of the buttreお 伺 . The length of the longest 

vertical crack w田 abou七20-30m with a width of 0.1-0.2 mm  (Fig.l). The depth of 
the crack w嗣 hardto estimate. Before the reservoir w回 impoundedat the end of 1960， 
the cracks were filled with grout. In June 1969， the crack on buttress No. 1 propagated 

suddenly and wate1' spurted through the crack into the inspection gallery. Core drilling 

indicated that the crack had extended about 43 m into the dam，叩dalmost reachedぬe
foundation. The crack width w剖 2.5mm， thus giving a cracked area of aoout 2000 m2. 
Measures w巴retaken to prevent further crack grow出. It was subseqently found that 
the initial cracks in the other buttresses had also propagated to曲目eextent， but the 
cracks had stopped to grow at the time of inspection (1979). 

_2_165m 

Initia1 crack shape 

...5l..一 気}m

_2_ 70m 

Figure 1. Cross-section of the dam through the diamond head buttress， showing the 
position of the crack before the reservoir w邸 impoundedand after 8 years. 

lNSTANTANEOUS AND DELAYED CRACK INSTABILITY 

For a linear viscoelastic body there is no slow， 5もablesubcriもicalcr配 kgrow出 nndera 

constanもloadfor cracks withθKrJδα> 0， where KI is the mode 1 stress inもensity
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マエJ:ftZJ73;ZLf13232:ニ11223rimdfmtk 

GI(t) = GI(O)/J9(t) = G/c， /Jg(t) = tr，，(t)/Ju(t)， (1) 

;芯ヒ立:ご:2笥?ピ2玖Z杭折ff九た，i?1Jri
su:n:一to be a c∞o凶 a叫a以t.JIんiωの仏，fん/"凶A例吋仏，fr.ル，，(tωt吟)a抑m削 t山het“ime f:伽民t伽ぽsお伽rt恥h 回目gyr叫ele側剖e
ra.te， stress II叫1叫土ensιityfa邸cωr釘叩1吋dd必is叩pla叫.ce耳定m四2芳沼r宜mentc∞ompone怠n瓜t，respecti柁ly.For cracks with 
OKI'/θα 〉 O，Hthecrtterm GI(0)=GIC，hmes，imtability wiu o∞ur inst印 刷eou均百ムcertainもimete >O，GI(tc)=GI(0)ffs(tc)=GIC，delmd instability will take 
plMeat tht instant.As GI(t)is a II10rtotonically increasing fmction d t，tbe c出 cal
st脚色rlongterm delayed crack instability (tc→∞) is deβteぽrminedby the凶泊 c∞OD凶di凶tio叩n 

G官;Eif2J;L斗い一託悶悶cαn刷Pμ仰仰も“ω伽iぬ悶ionαωnof色出山hevi引刊v吋叩is民co吋elas“tωeha:加凶a卸avi吋10叩u町rof c∞οαr凶 e，the R.abotnov fractional 
creep exponential kernel 

λ 手 -snt刈トα) ー土Eα(-s，t)， (2) 。(t)= ザーα 之~ r [r n -1-1)(1ー α)i'-E 
.LJ n:=O 

is suitable in the uniaxi叫 constitutiveequation 

制)== D(州)+ fotσ(r)仰ー仙 (3) 

Hereゆ(t)= δD/お isthe uniaxial creep kerne1，入>0， s > 0， 0三αく 1are material 
∞Mmts，md r()is tkgamm fmction-The creep COInplimce D(t)corresponding 

to eqn (3) is 

D(t) = D(O) (1 + E l4>C叶 =D(O)[l+入fι(-s，叶， (4) 

such tl同 thelongterm compliance D(∞) = D(附+ゲβ)・
The material properties of the d悶 1concrete used in subsequent calculations are 

as follows:frazure toughness kIc=lMN/m3，tensile sbrength h=12MPakα=0.65， 
s=O・0658h-oぉ，入=0.91h-oぉ，inst組 tan回出 compli:叩 ceD(O)=会=4.69xlO-

5
MPa-t， 

m主主:eニヰコロ五おお)1fH17ciunitHWisi品向山i…d

tha.t Poisson's ratio does not v町 withtime， then JI" == D(∞)/D(O)・Thecritica.l crack 
均esαcifor ICI and αωfor the longterm DCI are found to be ω= KJc!Cπk?σ2)， and 

∞=αciD(O)/ D(∞) 
h bhe Zhmda--ack problemthewatぽ pressureσ(国 suminglinear distributioD 

叫ongthe height) at the middle of the c叫 length(devation110m，Fig.1)is0.55 

MPa， 50伽 tKI = 0.44σゾ耳石. For this problem aci =5.44 m， a干dacoo = 2.28 m 

Since delayed crack insもabilityoccuπed eight years a.fter the r回ervol.rW回 impoUDded，
the above reSUIts implybhat th initial crack depth Gi must have been in the raage 

αc∞:::;aiく aci，and thaもithad grown by a 5七able，subcri七icalproc氾58.
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SUBCRITICAL CRACK GROWTH 

Iもiswell known [6]出前 thetime itもal制 fora crack七obecome unstable consists of 

incubation ti and initial-growth .d.t1 periods， a principal period of slow subcritical crack 
growthム丸田dfiually a brief period of rapid growth before rupture. For macroscopic 

cracks for which the size of the proc回 szone d is signific担 tlysmaller th回 thelength of 
the crack itself a(t)， which is true for the dam crack under ∞nsideration， the principal， 
slow growth period is considerably longer than the other periods and for all practi叫

purposes determines山erupture lifetime T. 
In order色ocalculate the subcritical crack growth velocity， we use Hillerborg's ficti-

tiOllS crack model [8] and approxi古川ethe tension-softening response by f =σdσm:;: 

(e-吋 -e-C)/(1 -e-C
)， where c is a material ∞nstant.σf denotes the reduced stress 

carrying capacity andσm is its maximum va1ue，η= Ud， d is the length of the process 
zone， and c is出edistance from the fictitious crackもip(Fig. 2). 

ミ
Om=長

x 

1¥¥〈:

n
泳

l

e
c可

l
J

p
m岬

Q

O

G
a
 

Fictitious 
Crack 
d 

Figure 2. The fictitious crack model， showing the coordinate system and the assllmed 
variation of the tensile carrying capacity in the process zone 

We assum巴inthe sequel that either d orσm does not vary with time， and for brevity 
denote出isfact by 8ubscript d orσ. Moreover， withollt l08s of generality， it is邸 suroed
七hatthe exも巴rnalapplied stress does not vary with time. The elastic solution with a 
parameter t has the form d，ια(t)J = C'flx，a(t)J， where， following Schapery [4J， it ma.y 
be shown that 

ん[x，a川±守(乎)2 F[s(t)] 
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h[x，α( t)] 
2 K1(t) I d 

= w2  ~:l\"' v会F[s(t)];

ロ +jlnt信， 中)=1-η

(6) 

(7) F(s) 

Here， C' = 1/ E' isもheelastic COI時 liancefor plane stress or plane s紅白n，11= f~ f/η勾η，

1
2 
==ー f~(df/dT/)φdT/・Underthe condition thatα(t)組 d/ord(t)is a monotonic，n?" 

4m回 iigf脚色ionoft，the crack opening displazernent of a gmwing crack in 

coelastic body伺 nbe obtained by replacing the elastic constan七C'in the corresponding 

d凶 ticsolution by Volもerra'sir叫叫ope凶 orof the second kind [6]・
The tip of the open crack isassumed to propagate when the following condition is 

fulfilled by the crack-tip opening displacement 

何削川z爪吋川，t)吋)Ix=一吋吋=司吋@吋吋(t)= 

where tず， i均sthe time when t出h巳 crack-tもtipf貧缶Irs“treaches the poin凶1泊色 z爪， 剖凱1吋do.ιc i泊sthe critical 1 

cαr畠Cαk-ti“ip open凶ingdωis叩plac臼em巴阻n北此hι . 

Principal Period of Slow Subcritical Crack Growth 

M総rthe initial growth period of unstable-type cracks， further crack growもhunder a 

∞nst拍 textema.1 applied stress takes place slowly and almost ωa  constant rate. For 

Rabotnov kernels， the following approximations紅 eva1id for sma.11もlmeq 

fE.れμqV弘q[a(ι似~(山一イ9

l ι以(←一A仰ルt-r)川叫榊α叫仰(t例tの仏仰糾)，μ)，a(川刈沖刷α《仲刷州(ヤ付川Tけ寸))削)dr~竺 ω iい似附附α《仰刷州(t例t吋引)llι (←-s，仰炉t一Tけ)dr， (10) 

where k(α)= [J干r(2一α))/[2(2ーα)r(2.5ーα)].By changing the variabl田 ofintegration 
through'q'= t ~t' and r "';'O+t' in ~qn' (8) ， and substituting eqn (10) into this equation， 
we obtain 

一生←=1 + k(α) r [α(-s，r)dr， (11) o[a(t)] -， ._，--， Jo 

where a is the time nee制 fortheαack to grow by d， and q = d/a， when d=∞nst; 

q=(?rk?)/(2IIffd)，when σ=const. Substitllting eqn (9) into eqn (11) and integrating 
the two sides of the resulting equation af'もerseparating the variabl田 weobtain the 

follo司lI'ingequations f.ぽ determining.d.t 

(1  _ I 、1/(1-α)
(Xc・1I 1-xlx団 I-. ，- . 

(似)σ = κ1}1 ;l((X/ω=-iJ ax 

， 向、 1/(1ーα)
fXc・I1-(X/XciY' • l . rl~ 

κ2 J1 ) ((X/Xci)lρ=l(山(ムt)d (12) 

(5) where X =α/山 ci= ac;/al， 11:1 ~ 2 (ldt!附 )2[r(2ー α)/s)向，( 1十件凶，and 

1t2 :::: (αdd) [r(2ーα)/s同可
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stra.ight crack deviates from its path owing to some disturbance， i七invariablytends to 

reV'ぽ tもoits original straight path. 

7 
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where KIt is the critical sSEess intensity factor for instantaneous crack initiation 

From the material prope凶iesofthe Zhexi concrete dam，we have k(α) = 0.6186， (:::: 

:;2ニ!?11コふ200h，卯一 α)=2.857，11 = 1μ=  (叫)/(2!lJ?)

Substituting the above parameters into eqns (12) gives in hours 

一

Td 
3 

2 

ofIf l一山 } 2.857 
;; 1 1.857(x/~c5- 1 I dx 

12300 {"'ei J _1-(X/xc;)I/_2_l2.857 J_  

h l1.857(xfxci)1/2--=l ( ux 

(ムt)σ

(.d.t)d 
(14) 

1 
and into eqns (13) gives， after introduction of Y = a/αa 
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Figure 3. Rupture lifetime T (in hours) versus normalized crack length， indicating出e

initial crack size ne田 ssぽ yfor the onset of delayed instability in 8 ye町 s.

CONCLUSIONS 

l'he th印 ryof linear viscoelastic fractu民 mechanicsis shownもopredict the delayed re-
sponse of a cracked concrete dam provided an allowan偲 ismade for the sub-critical crack 

growth. The latter is included through the fictitious crack model with an appropriate 
approximationもothe known tension-softening response of concrete. The generalized 
th句 ryis useful in predicting not only the slow crack growth rate b凶 alsothe rupture 
lifetime. It is also ~ossible t~ use th; theory for foren~c purposes， for inst回 cefor cal-

cu1ating the depth of an initially p四 sentcrack that could not be originally measured or 
esもimated.

(15) 

From eqns (14)ー(15)itis cleas that ifG=ach then the crack growth velocity tends 

to infi凶ty阻 d.d.t→ 0・民 onthe other hand a = aci/1・857=2.93m (σm=const)， 
= aci/そ85724.58F(dzconst)，shenthe crack gowth velocivtends to e o 

Z14混とコuvt;ユ47fTLなt?とJr3L土JZt叩いえ
d=伽 st)，theo the crit凶 timeT is approxima均叩alt-eight y叩 smお山WS

ZJ22s::なな::;:ニニ?and3hm削 haveb阿e伺悶e叩n戸附e吋 i泊ot山hebu山1

In diamond h制 buttres吋∞附eteda.ms mode 1 cracks have been observed to 
grow stably more or less 川 h町 own plane. 'τT百百叩Thi、Tも'hisma'町y片b恥ee位x却pμla叫i勾泊n附l

;z誌;z:r7れ:;訂z:誌ユ::;r:込ユ2泣:t?2出ηP弘lたL2;;Z誌:立;こ;(:;ti;12;:ォ;;12tJ22tt
the quasi-static crack growshln mode I is directionally stable in the sense that if She 
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INTERFACE FRACTURE MECHANICS OF CONCRETE COMPOSITES 

ORAL BUYUKOZ1URK回dKWANG M. LEE 
Dept. of Civil Engineering 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge， MA位 139

ABSTRACT 

Recent1y， the interest in the study of mortar-aggregate interfaces in concrete has 
increased， p釘ticularly，in view of the efforts ωdevelop high performance concrete with 
improved mechanicaI prop回 ies，including strength， ductility，卸ddur油mty.In this paper， we 
fust discuss interface会act町宮m即 har姐cs∞nceptsapplicable to mぽtar-aggregateinterfaces in 
concrete. Then， interface fracture toughness curves developed through novel fracture 
specimens with血eeffects of mixec! mode loading conditions are presen飽d.Finally， a study is 
presented on two-phase composite models of concrちte，∞nsis出gofamort紅 matrixand an 
~ggregate inclusion， to investigate the crack propagation in the interface regions. A criterion 
bぉ吋onenergy release rate is considered to study the crack penetration vs. crack deflection 
scenarios. 

INTRODUCTION 

bEsungofphyseallaboraω.ry models and emplo戸nentof泊terfa田 fracturer国 cha瓜csconcepts. 
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BASICS OF !NTERF ACE FRACTURE MECHANICS 

One obj配 tiveof interface fracture mechanics is to define and assess a prop側 y，i.e. 
ωughness， that characterizes白e命actureresistance of interfaces. Recenuy， a number of 
studies on the interface fracture mechanics of bimaterial systems have been made [3，4]. A 
bimaterial is a compo唱iωoftwo homogeneous mat怠rialswith continuity of 回 ction創ld
displacement aα'Oss泊飽rfacesmaintained. Consider a semi-iぱinite白羽crack lying along the 
白畑facebetween two homogeneous isotro戸chalf planes， wi出material1 above叩 dm創出al2
below (see Fig. 1). Here， plane stra泊 deformation加 i印刷picb凶la町ialis considered. In 
Fig. 1， E，仏佃dv are _Young's m<?du1us， shear 1l!_odul_us and Poisson's ratio， respectively. 
R慣 planes住泊n出emod叫imismatchp釘ametersofD凶1durs包芭

EI-Ez A_lμ1(1-2vz)ーμ2(1-2v1)
α=-:許ー -ι . Ij=-

El +Ez ・ 2μ1(1-V2)+μ2α-Vl) 

where E = EI(1・v2)= 2W(1吋)is the .p!an~ 抑制tensile modulus.百leparame町 αmeasures
出!erelative stiffness of the two materials.百lepar沼 田町pcauses the linearα'ack tip stress and 
displacement fields ωoscillate [3)， 1四必ngωsurfaceinterpenetration. Note that bo曲αands
vanish when dis血凶laritybetw田 n白ee1astic proper由sof the materials is absent，卸dα 創tds
change signs when the materials但芭 switched.

、‘，，l
 

't

、

"z -4s 
# 1 (~，)11' Vl) 

#1 

#1 

x1 
4・ー位X1 

h:r 

的偽ぬ'jVU

Figure 1. An 1nterfaceロackconfi餌lfation Fi伊re2.In館rfa回 αackproblem in a 
sandwiched layer m叫el

For the plane problems，出enorma1 and sh回 rstresses of the singu1ar field acting 00耐
interface a dis回 cerahe叫 ofthe tip can be written in the compact "complex" form 

σ明+河川=「Lrae (2) “山、12πr
where K = Kl + iK2 is出es田 ssintensity factor at佃 interface，i =・1，and白 oscillation
index E depends on p即 cordingω

1 旬日
E = -::=-ln(一主) 0】

2π1+口
百leparameter e brings in some comp1ications which are not present in the elastic合acturt
mechanics of homogeneous solids. The associatedαack fac-e displacemen1s a distance 
behind the crack tip， si = ui(r，6 =π)・ui(r，6=・π)，紅cgivenby 

広+iB2= ~K(11 E1 + 11 E22d;_)r~ (4 。+2iE)∞sh(既)'V 2π 
For anyin健rfぉialcrack problem， the complex K will have the伽 mof

乱~ = YT.rr:-ei • (5} 

where T is四 applied町民出non the stru仰 m，Lis a characteristic lenHdzscrtMnzE 
geometry (e. g.， crack length， layer thickness)， Y is a dimensionless r，回1positive quantity，脚
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.， is the phase angle of KLlE. Both Y釦d'1' depend on the geome回心釦dl叫 dingdetails of the 
structure. For a b附 ercharacterization of loading phase， we may ch∞se a fixed length i..ι 
can be sel出ぬdaslmm，lcm，町 10cm so long as a fix:ed length is used t4ぽrepo巾 ngdata in 

conjunction with the ωughness curve. Then， the loading phase angle 11' of the complex 

qua姐ty乱晶 isgiven by 

い+出φ ( 6 )

Howe四:r，it has been recognized that， for many bim箆加ia1sysωms of interest. s is small， i.e.， 
E is small. With this hypo白esis悦司uareroot sing叫arityis retained at恥 tip.日 US，whenp 
= 0， Kl and K2 measure也enormal and shear traction sin思11ariti回 onthe 函館rfaceab回:dofthe
crack tip with the standard defmition for the stress intensity facωrs. Wi血 p= 0 the phase angle 

申isdefined as伽 ・1(K2fKl). 
百leenergy release rate G per unit length of ex:tension of the crack a1 an interface is 

rcla凶 ωthestress intensity facω四 wi由anIrwin-type relation 

G = (11民+11 Ez) = ，-. -) . :. -~'IKI 

2cosh~πE 

where IKI2 = K12 + K22 and cosh2n:e = 1/(1・s2).If both ¥If and G are defined， one can 
establish a 仕actureωughnesscurve， called Gc''I' curve， for an interface. In linear elastic 

~cture mechanics， Gc-'I' curve is the propぽtyof the given interface in the sense that， in 
principle，託isindependent of the sp即 imeng閃官記官y叩 dthe loading system. 

(7) 

ASSESSMENT OF INTERFACE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 

In the study of∞ncrete企acture，charac町 izationof the in飽rfacialfract回eωughness邸

a pl'Operty of the mortar-aggregate int釘 fac・eis essen討al.An early回 perimentalstudy on the 
measurement of the fractureωughness of mortar-aggrega飽 interfacesin concrete was 
院巾f!Iledby Hillemeier and Hilsdorf [5].百 ey叫>orteolirmted test results which involved 
B剛ieIloadisg∞nditions∞ly.Cracking of mortar-aggt珂ateinterfa田 sinvolves ouxed mode 
fracture effects due to 1he differencesii1悦propertiesof individual materials forming白巴
ωoc児tecomposItes， and due 10 10唱dingconditions. 1n what follows， we introduce the 
湖 dwichs戸cimensas a physical m叫elfor f恥 turetoughness assessment of悦 interfacesin 
t湖町民∞mposi~巴 sy批ms.

句、~en

。 Aninterface crack mod巴1including a thin layer of material 2 sandwiched in a 
叩時間四us.b~y ~~ material 1 is shown in-Fig. 2. Eaeh maωrial is assumedωbe isotro抑
制1011neMy elasue-H釘芭，m町tarand aggregate ar写referredto material 1 and 2， resp配 tively.
l11e crack出salongo明 of山 interfacescoincident wi白 血Xl引 iswi白thetip at肱ぽigin.
I!-出ehqhessof the sandwich layuh is small compaI吋 10theαacklen併2釦 dωallother
ヤ叩E町 lanelength quantities， a un附I
'11号句nSl劉叫守1品比aおc伽 s，K桁1卸 dKむ2，釦 dthe s悦 ss凶.en必tyfactors， KI 佃dKn， for 白ehomogeneous 
mぬlem，isob阻ined[6] 

11-α 
Kh

ie =イ訪れ同州 (8) 

whh lhEl=I，r=KI+ikII，and the real function 叫a，P)represents the sh出 in"phase" of 
J恕fa同町ssin回 sityfactors relativeω山 appliedstress in蜘向factors.Here， one 

-‘:nnes 

Kh匁 =IKleiV，K-=IK・le坤 (9)
tJEVIsaml凶蹴佃gle釦 d，=t町 l(Kn/K.I).TI肌曲euniversal抽出nsh側 nin Eq. 8 
ue expressed as 

'1'=ゆ+ω(α，s) (10) 
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Now， by substituting Eq. 10 into Eq. 6， the loading phase angle '" is ob包泊ed.
The universal rela~on given in Eq. 8 may be applied to加 ysandwich specIlnen. 

Proper tech回ques釘ereq凶redto sandwich an aggregate layer into出especimen and ensure 
めatthe crack stays along one of the interface. Residual s町essesin the layer do not con凶bUIe
ωK in the sandwich specimen and， in calibrating such a sp即加en，one needs 10 take a∞ount 
of the extemalloading only [6].百leproposed specimens for the study of m侃 ar句 greg.枇
interfaces include the sandwiched beam specimen shown in Fig. 3a and the sandWich吋
Brazilian disk等>ecimenshown in Fig. 3b， from which the interface fracture toughness curves 
伺 nbe establish巴din白白Urange of mixed mode effects (7]. す

A
U
 

z--2 i9， 

(的Four-pointbending specimen (b) Brazilian disk specimen 

Figure 3. Sandwiched spec並leDS

Testisl! of Sandwich So配 imens
Ino吋.ertc gen釘 ateth守合加tureωughnesscurves of the monar-aggregate interfa~s， 

~o ty:pes of. sandwich . specimens proposed in the preceding section 'were used. 首切
~~ensio~~ ?~ the san<!wi?hed!>eam specimen were 152.0 mm (Ieng由)x 50.8 mm (height) x 
38.1 mm (thickness). Radius (R) and thickness (t) of the鈎ndwichedBr位 iliandisk speci~泊
were38.1 mm and 25.4 mm， respectively.百lethickness of the aggr写gatelayer， h， was 2.5~ 
mm for both specimens.τlle relativeα配 ksize (a/R) in the Brazilian disk sp即 imenwas fixed 
ωbe 0:25 and the relative crack size (a/d) in the beam sp民 imenwas 0.375. One monar nux 
with28・daycompressive streng出 of45.5 MPa， and gr，叩itewas used as制 aggregate.~or 
monar/graniωcombination， Dunders' parametersαands紅e・0.323and -0.105，児sp邸 tively，
the oscillation index E is O.ω3， and the ω凶 phaseshiftωis about 2.80， indicating白鉱山t
effect of s is weak. The interfacial toughness values wer芭 determinedfrom旬stingthe 
specimens shown in Fig. 3 in conjunction wi白血euse of Eqs. 7 and 8.百lein総rfacialfracture 
ωughness curve developed伽 thespecimens wi血monar/gTaniteinterfaces is shown in Fig..4. 
k is observed .hm this cuvethat脱 int釘facialfractu民 energymarkedly increases as the 
loading phase inα-eases. 

CRACK PROPAGATION AT THE MORTAR-AGGREGATE INTERFACE 

In elastically homogeneous brittle solids， αcra邸cksare ge叩n問erall町1砂y白伽1ロmd
甘阿司邸似t佃αrηyfo町rwhich Kn = O. 百lea加vecrack path cri回四iscl伺 rlynot valid when the ~~~ 
advances at佃 inte出田becausein this case the∞n副 m 由nぱ出erelative magnhud問。f伽
台前鵬 tωghnessbetween the interface阻 daggregate町 m叩， is also involved. In曲IS
section the problem of interfacialα配 kpropagation is studied by∞m湖町inga criterion ba開 1
on energy release rate. 
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Figure 4. Fractureω，ughness curve for the mortar/granite in町 f節目

OadcPene廿温ionvs. De自国tionat an Interface 
In ∞ncrete a crack impinging a m町 t訂.-aggregateinterface may advance by either 

pene回血g血ωtheaggregate or deflecting along岱e泊terfa回.1必tri be theωughness of the 

interfa印 asa function of可fand let r} be the m吋.e1 toughness of material 1 ahead of the crack. 
The加lpingingαョckis likely ωbe defl間同if

L〈fL(11)
r， G:' 

'Nhere r} and Ii are material properties， which can be measured by fracture tes由g，and Gdis 
恥 energyrel伺 serate of the defl配給dcrack and Gpm鉱 is白em田 imum佃 ergyreleぉerate of 
the pene回 tedcrack. For complex g∞me岡田 theratio GdlGps13X can be calculated using a 
!'，u.~c~l analysis scheme [7]. He and Hutchinson [8] computed the ratio GdlGpmax by 
勺lvingthe民mi-infinitecrack problem. 

hsting Qf Beam Tvoe Comoosite Mα制

Model shown in Fig. 5 was testedωinvestigate the αack propagation at the mOrtar-
tg~~ate Il!町face.百lIsspecimen consisted of a monar beam wi由加 embeddedaggregate 
lClusion.羽ledimensions-of the beam were 228.6 mm (length) x 76.2 mm (height) x 38.! 
11m (thickness).百ledimensions of the aggregate inclusion were 63.5 mm (】ength)x 19.05 
'_ll.(heigh!) x 38.1 mm (thickness). The"mortar had the same properties as those for出e
maT US吋 inthe sandwich spec加 entest， and granite was chosen for making曲eaggr司 ate

'lCl叩~n.. Fig. 5 shows a faiIed specimen with a maximum load of 394 lb. It was observ~ 
1域別;問e制限frminclusion白側kwent around白 grani飽

When the hitting angle is明11andαis 0.32， the ph俗 E却 gle'If for the deflccted crack is 
袖附.ぬbe300. The in町向cefracture剛 ghness，ri(3ο，) can be se凶 -empiri叫 lyes削減剖
』ア田町ionin Eq. 11.百emode 1 fracture刷 ghnessof granite (ma削叫 1)，rgis 17.5 
.n:For出etested model，めeratio Gd/Gomax is 0.29ぉ predictedby FE anal長is.By 
-::.~tln:ting rg and the GdlGomax values inω主q.11， ri(30) is estimatedωbe less伽 5.075

ト. FromF泡.4，fj(30) f~r the mortar-granite inÌerf~c~ is approximately 3.5 J/m2， and is 
1'¥" th柏 5.075J/m2 as s凶 edby Eq. 11.官lUS.it can be conc1uded白紙白esemi-empirical 
油吋basedon a cri;ri~~'giv;~ ;Èq~ i 1 is'~;U(ï ~'~ïit~~~p;;汎deaπωonablerange of the 
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in館tfa関白羽.cturctoughness values. 

Figure 5. Failure of beam type conαetecomposi飽

CONCLUSION 

In this pa戸~， novel針acturemodels紅ep防 sentedto study the fracture of mortar-
aggregate iotetfaces in concrete. Sandwich sp∞imens are proposed and used to measure the 
fracture toughness of mortar-aggregate intetfaces in concrete undぽ mixedmode loading 
conditions involving tensile and shear loadings. A study is then presented on the two-phase 
composite models of concrete， consisting of a mortar matrix and an aggr宅gateinclusion，ω 
investigate白ecrack propagation in the intetface regions.百lepresent approach is based on a 
linear elastic in即 facefracture mechanics concepts，創ldis considered to be ap戸opriatedue tQ 
the linear elastic behavior創Kibrittle failure of the intetfaces.百lIsaspect n関dsto be fu同町
studied. F山由ermore，experimental work: shωld be extended to study the effects of roughness 
variations of aggregate s町faces，the size effects of the test specimens， and the loading rate 
effects. 
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ABSTRACT 

The relationship between山 fractureen句 yof c'Oncrete and白eultimate crack width has 

臨 nstudied by considering the post crac凶ng町 ength，ぽ叩f旬以ngof ∞ncre拡 Lin聞，

卯'wer，and exponential m叫elswere uぉdωdescribe血e刷 silesoftening. Excellent 
∞rrelation has been伺 tablishedbetw民 nthe inelastic behavior of concrete釦 dmetals. 

INTRODUCTION 

The appli阻 tionof fracture m回 hanicsto cementiωous materials has 'Opened up a new field 

for m叫 ling'Of phenomena which often have been回.tedempiri叫 lyin the内t.
Traditionally， streng白 p紅 釘netershave been used ωdefine出efracture initiation， 
specifically， the tensile and compressive s回 ng由'Of∞ncrete. Bazant and Oh [1] conclud伺
that such parameters are "in'Obj民 tive"，sin四 theresults 'Of the analysis伺 nbe strongly 

affected by the size of the finite element mesh. 
Other studies have aimed at extending the principles of lin回 relastic fracture 

mechanics and elastかplasticfracture mechanicsωcementitωus materials by using由es回 ss
11加 lsity危cωrapprωch. However， these have generally proved t'O be inadeq岨 .te，sin偲
ぬncretecracks thr'Oughout the fracture zone， rather than in a specific 1α:a包.on.

R民 entstudies have us凶 anew set of mal聞 alpr句路町 parametersto describe白巴

~rac組ng prl∞ess. Th回eare血etβnsile strength 'Of concrete， the fracture energy， and the 
ぬapeof tbe tensile-町温nωfteningdiagram. 

FRACTURE ENERGY AND TENSILE SOFTEN町GOF CONCRETE 

E与x恥蜘R附削rim
.均onna組位on0ぱfmi詑cr舟zひ)-cr臨直抵ck泊s. Initially， a limited number 'Of such cracks devel叩 in the 



(3) 

(4) 
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.~einhardt and Moelands [2] mathematical model， G， is found by integration as 

and wo' Gr， and f， are related as 

号=hλ{I1-?勺 必 =0仰いλ

4.226 
G， 
f重

w. is曲目l恒国rlyrelated to血ematerial properti回 ofconcrete. 

'百leReinhardt and Comelissen [3] exponential model gives 

w e 

(5) 
今=h f， f [ 1 + c1 (子刈仰(ーら f}deE omeohz 

。 -0
" 

∞ncre句 dueto shrinkage， Cl1民:p， and temperature effi田 ts. However， if， somewhere in 
material， the tensile stress reaches the tensile s仕ength，any additional deformation v. 
incr朗 sethe size of the micro-cracks with泊 aso・伺11ed仕留旬rezone， due ωdぬondi
k何 回nthe∞arse aggrega惚sand the ma回x. As白edeformation incr，伺ses，the s周
回 πyingcapacity of the specimen d.白隠ases，sin∞more micro・cracks紅e紅白凶.Tht:

eventually merge into a macro-crack白紙 cannot凶 nsferany load. This phenomenon 
termed tensile-strain叩 fω凶ngof∞ncre飽;it is r句 resentedby the de鈴endingportion of I， 

stress-crack opening displa何 mentcurve in Fig. 1.官1e釘回 underthe curve repre阻 1ts¥ 
amount of energy required ぬ crl回 tea crack of one unit of紅白， q.

The tensile-strain softening of∞ncrete is defined by three P紅泊neters.Theseむeti
tensile streng白ofconcrlω，ι出ear回 underthe softening curve， G(， and the shape of t 
descending branch， as shown in Fig 2. In early studies， linear and bilin伺 rsoftening m枇 1

were us剖 todetermine the stiffness of cracked∞ncrete. However， tensile tests have shov. 
that山e∞ncretes住'ess-strainsoftening diagram is highly nonlin伺.r.Numerous mathematic. 
models have b田 nproposed for the nonlin回 r凶 ain・釦fte凶ngphenomenon [2， 3， 4]. 
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(6) 

O.178e_i〓V'  •・ (η

GI 
円 ー4.05ず

バI吋胸(-5ぺ)ー7.1船仙台]de 

Finally， another model [4] gives: 

G 
f 

ωω
同
M
陶

LF
∞

m
m凶
尚

LFm

(8) 

EqMUons(4)，(6)，and (8)show that Gr，i，md m are linearly relad-FUther，the 
relationship is independent of the mathematical expression白紙 isused to describe the 

Jeωending curve of the strzin softening diagram.Analyses using other nonlinear 
models 

&ave given出e鈎 meresult (Morcos [5]). 1n a more general form，出iscan be expresぉd回:

G
J
f
h
 

A
E
 ，。

ζ

J

 

w a 

STRAIN 

Figure 2. Tensile Stress-Strain. 

CRACK WIDTH 

Figure 1. Stress-Crack Opening Displacement. 

ElaStic Deformation 

。}
here C is a constant白atdepends on the mathematical model that is used to describe the 

F羽 endingbranch of the tensile strain-softening diagram. 

G. 
w=C.2 

oλ  

FRACTURE ENERGY VS ULTIl¥仏TECRACK WID'I百

For a smeared crack model， the crack opening displacement， w， is repr白en旬dbyacr.ぷ

strain acting over the crack band width， h， within the finite element. Therefore， w is官

accumulated crack displacement. By assuming that the micro-cracks are unifoml 

distributed over白ecrack band width， w伺 nbe expr凶 sedas: 

FRACTURE BEHA VIOR OF CONCRETE VS恥tETAIS

、1
 

(
 

where (i is白ecrack norma1 strain in the direction of the maximum tensile stress. 
The合actureenergy of concrete， Gf， is equal to出earea under the stress-cra: 

opening softening diagram. It伺ntherefore be expressed as: 

w=he 

le form and parameters of Eq. (9)紅 esimi1ar to the exprl回 sion白atdefines the crack 

aracteristics of metallic materials. In elastic-plastic企acturemechanics analysis of metals， 

ー
crack-tipopening displacement is related to the material prope出回， as fo11ows: 

2 
k c 

mEσ
ftow 

ltresc is the critical cmck-tip opening displatsmmt at which fFacture would be iniHated; 
.出ecriti句 Is紅白sintensi旬factorfor static loading and plane s住 民sconditions; E is the 

(10) 
6 c 

". 
今=h 8，. h fσde 

o 

where gf is白e紅白 underthe s紅白s-s仕組n田 fteningdiagram. _ 

Since the fracture energy and the tensile strength are material prop巴而esoJ 

conc蹴， it is im卵細tto prl叫 川e時 tion抑 betw白川蹴P仰ro戸附而蜘郎卸制dt伽h加刷3略似削叫e引ωωu叫似Jl削1凶旬

crack 叩e倒凶nin時g，w叫。， a瓜twhich s抑釘国附s伺 nno longer b恥et凶ranヨ加加ns隠sti先erπre吋dQ例do民mοωs[β悶5勾]).By uS1llg 1 
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modulus of elasticity;σ伽 istaken as白eaverage of the ultimate strength and白eyield stress 
of白ematerial;加 dm is a constraint factor which is eq回 1to 1.2 and 1.6 for piane 位 制

組 dplane s位泊n∞nditions，均等脱出ely(Barsom and Rolfe [6]). 
The企actureenergy is rela旬dωthecritical s紅白sin包nsityfacω，r， 1("， by 

2 x: 
G_ = _. 

~ E 
、.. J

 

--E
・
1
A
 

，，.、

where Ge is the cri附 1・抑制 energy吋 l阻 serate. Substituting Eq. (11)加toEq. (1町gives

G_ 
ð~ =ー cー (12)

m op.側

Although the shape， siz怠， and behavior of the fracture zone in concrete is VI町

different from those of 出 eland other metallic materials， Eqs. (9)加 d(12) demons岡 修 制

excellent correlation between the inelastic behavior of metals and ∞ncrete.百lecritiωl 

crack widths of both are linearly問 :latedto the fracture energy and tensile strength， which 
are material pr，句児rties.

CONCLUSIONS 

It is found白紙出efracture回 ergyand tensile s岡崎山 of∞即時もeare 1in回rlyrela凶 ωthe
ultimaぬ crackwid白.百tisrelationship is independent of the model U総dωdc部 ribethe 
softening curve.官lefracture behavior of∞ncrete and metals has been compared，卸dan
ex白Uentco町elationhas been established betw田nthe inelastic behavior of the two materials. 
The critical crack widths of both are 1in回rlyrelated to the material properties. 
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ABSTRACT 

Thc arm of血iswork isωstudy 00自由el∞aland the gIobal responses of an elastic matrix 
国pasen∞ofm却 ysingularities such asαacks， pores or inclusions. In町actionsbetween 
d郎防inhomogeneities箇esupposed to play a great rule on both the behavior of such a 
ma町 ial阻 dthe darnag巴process.In this case one has ωtake泊ω 配 countthe effl配 tof 
前~tion between the lips of the cracks.百lefrrst step of our work was to build a general 
'lChemeωsolve this problem. The original method of Kachanov [10] and Benevenlste [2] 
均sbeenexten必dω白eωseof various泊homogeneiti回 .

INTRODUCTION 

lIi-dime凶 onnalel削 clinear media constitu出血ematrix: of our mes即 opicm他1.百m
Mぬ o~ "element" are today ir叩 lemented-straight line cracks -circular cavities and 
'陶酔tOOunl也ries.百1esemi-analytica1 me白odwe have chosen toωlve elastic problems 
u・制 組 内 加ctionsdueωthese p副 culargeome回目印d白 supe駒山io叩 indple.This 
~:.tI_l:~ w._ves go(~fac~;iicy-fm ~bi~~ rñ;oï~i~g-~~y-~~~ì;riÏi~~~-M~;oo;~i:~~k 
、同ureeffi配 tand創ctionbe抑制白ecrack lips can be easi1y taken inω 配 count.In fact， 
11115 me由odc佃 beぉenas a OOun白ryelement method where αacks do not need sp配 ial
!n:a知lCntnei血erdiおおtizatio且

METHOD 

，̂ method ぱ in.fluenc~~can be applied to linear elastic media by using the supe中osition
巴tple--I・o~ve problems wi自白血町oflinear山制tywec組叩rpo鈴 somewell 
-_.町 S民 S8fields組問恥加undaryconditions are sa白血ed(see (2) Md -[6] and [10]). 
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Figure 1. Superposition戸泊c場，leand effoct of single cracks. 

For this， we use the analytical solutioD of a single αョckor a single circul釘目.vity
under any dis汀ibutlonof tangenrlal or normal_pressure ~.an _infmitc med!~，町出巴solution 
of a semi infinite medium submitted to forces町 displacements.We c_an ~btain 姐
approxima凶 solutionof any problem invol巾 g組問ntkin也 ofg∞me凶 s.In a鎗me
way as in a bo~dary element Ine~~，. elastic inclusions c組 be~剖edby theres戸ctofthe
s田 ssesand displacements compatibilities. 

General iormulation 

Let us consider a finite bi-dimensionnal medium containi_':l~ αacks with耐ctionor not and 
circular cavities (see figure 1). If stress boundary conditions ar壱 consideredone has ω 
satisfyequation (1). 

Nfis白enumber of elements (cracks or加'undariesor pores). S i(X i) is the s回 ss
repartition insidt?恥叫.oneelement in回出白山m剖iumc組制bythe側 ernals蹴倒・

D-j(x j) is the unknown stress repartitionωequilibrate the inleraCtions and ex町 nals'田sses
onthe body. 
By using tlIe superposition principle sev，釘altimes ， one can write for曲eiαack:

Nf 
s・(Xi)=ヱff;;(D・(Xi)) (1) 

j~l- 1) ，-J"_ J 

g甘(Dj(Xj))=・σり(Xi)and Fjj=M 

F ii is a non-symme回clinear叩間町whichgives出estress均 artitionS討(xj) at郎1

el品ゐムn阻削t1，恥即副蜘o叩n(伽泊凶s雌池an削Iはin血E

白削jμel官宝官?:iい…叫a制 of帥 ogonalぬ削onsas D j (x i) ，白.eformulation is 1i削凶

組 d1F ij恥cαnea non-syme凶cma回x.On巴obtains:

[ 1F祖]D = S 

where S is a known vector and D也E回 lc叫a飽dvecωr.
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官lereare no restrictions for three dimensional media but the complexity of伽m
dimension functions renders白isextension quite difficult for non cons切nt炉開sures[6). 

For our applications we used卯l卯 omialexp却 sionstiぽ cracksand boundaries and 
Fouriers expansioDs {i町 cavities.The functions for boundaries are formed wi山由e
Boussinesq・ssolution for a∞ncentrated (i償問 appliedt.o a semi-infinite medium. This 
solution is泊飽g蹴 dover阻泊飽rvalfi町 polynomialdis剖butionsof tangential or normal 
strcsses.行bese佃 alyticalcalculations have been done using a specific software). Anyway， 
problems. can be solv~ 泊 bounded media and also in infmite media (fig. 2). A gαxi 
邸 町acyin presence of singularities. and a small number of unknown values is coupled ~白
血efact白血I泊putsare回 syand fast for user宮.It hasωbenωiced that偽is飴chnicis ideal for 
阿叫elcomputers. 

Friction 

Mor切 ver，according to釦 mehypothesis，合ictioninside cracks is in位。ducedand the history 
ofl伺 dingcan then be叫ded.百lesehypothesis are the following : cracks are opened， closed 
cr rubbing along iωwholeleng由民causecracks are never discretized. Sin田 the加teractions
are low and the stress tensor has a small gradient these hypothesis do not c∞stitute any 
irnportant restriction組 dthe solution is then cαπctly approximatedτbe crack opening 
displacements and企ictionparameters are known for each st.ep of loading and回出evalidity 
of恥 hypothesisc剖 bcestima凶 foreach computation. 

-¥ccuracy 

No proof of the convergence of出ismethod has been given. Anyway a great number of 
cornparisons betw回 nanaly泊calsolutions and 0ぽ resultshas shown伽 tour technique is 
甜 cient唄lecomp釘isonsare d曲目ngwith the stress intensity facωn for various gωme.町
。fα'BCking，wi白出.einteraction between cracks and cavities or between cavities (Figure 2). 
In the case. of bounded media wi白 stress(by now) boundary conditions， it is possible 10 
∞mpute !he approximated solution of the problem on the boundaries.百 ecomparison 
between this solution and白e加 posedconditions gives us an indication of the acc凶 'acyof
:he solu向・Inall tω】he削e“c側 eswe have蜘岡山differencebetween白eapproxima凶叫ution
;md the imposed∞ndition h回也.eshape of higher order terms in the-expansion and their 
噌 nsityis also less白佃afew percent of the intensity of the加山刈arycondition. 

APPLICATIONS 
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geometry reference our results difference 
value [l1J 

a/r d/r KIA KIA (% ) 

0，8 0，2 3，33 3，3 1，0 

2 0，25 2，48 2.47 0，5 

1 0，5 2.59 2，64 1，9 
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Figure 3. Evolution of the stress intensity factor泊 functionof the剖 gleoftheα混ckarraY. 
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We obtain a cycle with dissipated cnergy due to制ctionin the cracks and c佃 alsorem崎
山鉱山eboundaries have a strong effi回tonめed民党aseof the stiffness of血emedium.

CONCLUSION 

Results are showing伽.tthe superposition ~回凶.que is available ωde回 mi田島effectof 
泊町'actions.It is obvious曲atcomprcssive failures involve interactions. No出泊greallynew 
has been now noticed but we are going to continue the development of the model for 
compressive responseω抑制 outhow much白emode II is∞，upled with the mαle 1 [14] 
when the rupωre or localization is reached. Anyhow we have obtained acc山富島esolutions 
even with strong interactions .百ledisplacement conditions 泊可~ introdu偲 din由egeneral 
formulationω加.posemixed・stressand displacement -conditions. 
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MARKOV PROCESS MODEL rOR RANDOM GROWTH or CRACK WITH R-CURVE 

By Yunping Xi and Zdenek P. BaZant 
Department of Civil Engineering 

Northwestern University 
Evanston， I1Jinois 60208， U.S.A. 

臥Ieto the statistical nature of material properties-crack growth is a random 

re;:-254;2tr:よif2227e立よLY勺:;:2222LJ11
Markov chain model (Bogdanofr and kozin，19851is 

(1) 
px = p(， p ---

in which p~ is the initial state probabi1ity vector， ~o = (πl'π2・...πB-l・
;，nT， rπEコ1，1n which π;: Prob(damage state j is initially occupied). We 

l. '1 -. - J 
判官二〈 =1.w凶 otherπ;: O. which means the crack (or damage) always j ~， 

Starts from state l;p is the damage state probability-Ex E {Px{1}，px{21， 
:.x 

Plt(Bn: where Px(j) ;: Prob刷(darπma

the probability transition matrix， 

P1 ql 
。 ，..0 

。
P2 q2 ..0 

。。
P3 ....0 

(2) 
P = 1.... 

o 0 0 ... PB-} q8-1 

00  0...0 1 

"Where p， = probability of remaining in the state i during one loading step， 
md qtJ probability that in onEloading step the damage moves from state i to 

てLaze-L+1.TTEe present model isa unit-jump， discrete・variable and 
qate-dependent Stationary process-Pt and q i can be determined from the 

e:erministic relation of stress and crack length and the deviation o~.th!~ 
'Elation.The deterministic relation for thenominal stress may generally be 
ritten in the form: 

X= 
J長fa_-:'aO)Ec 

(3) 

/1ia F(a/dl 
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where X represents the me制 nominal stress (which is proportional to the 
applied load)， Ec is initial elastic mOdulus， R(a - a

O
) is the R-curve， F(aノd)

is a geometry dependent functlon， available in handbooks (e.g. Tada， 1983)， a 
is the current crack length， and a

O 
is the initial crack (or notch) length. 

The R-curve can be obtained from the size effect law proposed by Ba主ant
(BeiZant and Kazemi， 1990)， calibrated by size effect measurements. 

The variance at state j may be expressed approximately as a Iinear 
function of the crack length a， 1 、

¥ a. -a_J 、 j -0， 2 
(4) 

j (a__..-a，，) -max 
max -0 【

where a___. can be obtained from Eq. 3.σー， representing the variance of 
max max 

the peak load， may be considered to be size independent， because the random 
scatter is mainly related to the size of the fracture process zone during the 
loading process and at ultimate state the fracture process zone size is almost 
independent of the structure size. 

The formula for any state j can be derived from Eqs. 3，4 

(X. -X. .)2 
j "j-l 

(5) 
j IV V ，. 1_2 _2 ¥ -j-l (X， - X. .) + (σ，ー σj --j-l' '-j -j-I 

X. -x 
r.....j "j-l 
j -官?て百一一 -1 

j -j-l 

where pi=ri/{l+ri).md qi=1/(l+ri1. 

Consider， now， a notched three-point-bend beam specimen of high 
strengtconcrete as an example. 百 edetails of the test can be found in Gettu 
(1990). The R-curve obtained from the peak loads is shown in Fig. 2. Figム 3
shows the probability at each damage state and nominal stress. One can see 
that， for example， at loading level 61 (almost the peak load) the probabillty 
for the occurrence of the damage state 61 (almost the failure state) is very 
high， more than 907.. On the other hand， the probabllities for the occurrence 
of the lower damage states， 1 -50， at the same loading level are almost zero， 
which is true in reality. 

An advantage of present model is that the sample curve c創1be easily 
simulated by the computer・ Inthis manner， the scatter band and the trend of 
damage evolution can be seen. Fig. 4 shows the sample curves of the relation 
between the crack extenslon and the loading level. One can clearly see that 
the generated 5温mple curves represent the observed test curves quite well. 
This means that the pre宮entmodel can characterize the probabilistic structure 

for the entire loading history from the initial state up to the failure load. 
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τ1JEE時 ECTOF INITIAL CRACK DEPTH ON THE .BEND SPEClMEN CRACK 
GROWI百 RESISTANCECURVE FOR A CONCRETE-TYPE MATERIAL 

E. SMITH 
Materials Science Centre， University of Manchester/UMIST 

Grosvenor Street， Manchester Ml 7HS， UK 

Concrete-type materials have白echaracteristic that when a crack grows， a partially fractured 
Iig抑制zoneforms behind the crack tip，回dthe res凶泊ings住essesprovided by血ecrack bridging 
e1ements within出iszone are responsible for the craclc tip 8住総8intensity factor incrω8ing during 
.:rack: grow白，血us1eading ωan effectiveωughening of the material. The edge crack-finite width 
bend specimen is frequently U8吋 ωdeterminethe stress inte凶 ity(K)・crackgrowth (R) curve， and 
this paper eXaI凶nesthe effect of the initial crack depth on the shape of the K-R curve. A theoretical 
analysis shows that for a given specimen width，阻das craclc extension proce叫s，白egenerallevel 
of the K-R curve is higher the great釘 isthe initial crack depth. 

ABSfRACT 
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Several types of brittle material，組dp訂ticu1ar1yconcrete-type materials， exhibit a behaviour such 
世latthe fracture resistance， as manifested by the crack tip stress intensity K， incr伺 8eswith the 
m鳩山tR of crack extension. Upon loading a pre-crack:吋 solid，ぬecrack tip remains stationary 
IIntil K = K】cwhen the material仕acturesat the crack tip. As 10ading ∞ot泊ues，曲ecrack extends， 

同vingbehind ligaments which bridge伽 crackfac侃百erestrainiog 抑制備 dueω 白ωe
'g~ents are responsible for the stress intensity increase associated wi白 craclcgrowth. 百le
tmFIng，i.e.陶 relativedisp1acement of伽 crackfac民 at伽 originalcrack: tip 10ω.tion， i.e. the 
~railing edge of the partially fractured ligament zo耽 incr郎総お山crackgrows until the opening 
叩mes~∞ large for any bridgingωocc肌制御 ligam<側 zoneis白ensaidωbe fully ，:evelop叫.

百les位essintensity-crack extension behaviour depends on a variety of facωrs: 白e
，rackJsolid geometricalωnfiguration，仕lemode of loading， the restraining stress-relative 

;;ご冷et?:??l比宍ω吋em附1
~ßa卸VI均Our 釘esin加1甲引Pμ)j焔t白'ie叫d i汀fi託tis aおsS'釦，um町m凶 thatthe re侭8t位ra討in泊gst佐reω58ha鉛5ac∞on凶E酋s匂n戚tvaluep払倹 wi曲回也E

d制 e側ntzon眠巴弘， a如nd白伽a飢t白恥e悦r問巴 i包sa sharp cut-off ω a zero res回 ining山 esswhen-the re1ative 
! .splacement of the crack f温cesattains a critiω) value O

m
;めeDugdale-Bilby-C胡 rell・Swinden

mcS1時間印刷馴(山 is出enu凶 todωcribe伽 behaviourof the ligament material. From 
川sbasis組 dregarding the case (referred to as the smal1 zone situation) o{ a semi-infinite crack: in 
tamtelyhM吋 infiniteωlidぉ abench mark for cornparison， it f国 been伽 wn(3)伽 tぬeK-R
v、hlope町 制ic山均high伽佃edgecr拡 ina白nitewidth bend specimen， a geom町制
Iten us剖 ωexperimentallydetennine白eK-Rωrve.There are obvious advantages if credit can 
t.alcen for the enhanc吋 toughnessassociated with an increasing K-R curve，阻d也isis枕le

F 
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motivation for understanding the g'ωm出 ydepend回 ceofthe K-R curve， partiωlarly泊曲e∞n胤 t
of the transferability of laboratory test da匂 tothe behaviour of actual佃 .ginωrings住U仰江健.

M高jumdarand∞-work:ers(4) study ofぬebend specimen gωm甜 y凶 edfi凶lteelem出
solutions for two specific cおお:3a/w == 0.2姐 daJw == 0.4 (.九=initial crack dep也 andw=初出
wid血).百leK-R curves were similar for曲esespecific situations，皿dindeed Majumdar andω『

workers infe:πed that也ecrack growth resistance bebaviour was indゅendentof tbe泊itialcrack 
dep血.This apparent independence ofぬeK-R curve with respectω 白einitial crack depth for the 
bend ∞nfiguration is not intuitively obvious， and it is against白isbackground白紙白eprese.llt paper 
provides fi川herinsight on the effect of泊itialcrack depth on白eK-R bebaviour of a位置は ina
finite width bend specimen. A bounding procedure is usedωshow that， for a given specimen 
width， 組das crack extension proceed丸山egeneral level of the K-RαlrVe is in fact higher the 
greater is the initial crack depth. 

百m ORZrICALANAL YSIS 

Figure 1 shows泊lemodel of a bend specimen of wid白 w，thiclcr闇 sB， which contains aαack with 
initial dep出 ao'the specimen being subjectedωa moment M;白ereis a Jigament 

間

戸ー~

lI.r 

、曜~

阿

Figure 1.百1emodel of the bend specimen. 

b 

b. 

却 neof lengせ1R at the crack tip， which is therefore at a distance a = 3a + R from the sur色ce
containing the crack.百lerestraining stress within the Iig鉱nentzone is Pc'佃 dthe analysis is wi曲
regard to the凶 5eK1C = 0; for non-zero KJC the crack t切 抑 制 intensitiesrefl町吋 ωin帥

section are mer巴lyraised by an amount K[c.百les佐essintensi旬 atthe tip of this crack of depd! 
a is equal to the 5tr侭 sintensity due to the rωtraining stress Pc acting within the Iigament zone. 

百lIss住essintensity is bounded (below) by the stress intensity for tbe -si同紙ionwhere 
ao = 0， and is bounded (above) by the s住essintensity for the situation where a，.. =曲.As regards 
the ]ower bound case (a) where 3a = 0， the s住民sinωnsity is given by阻 expressionof the iorm: 

K = Pc伊頁 F(R/w) (1) 

where F(R/w) is a function that has been given in graphical forr町内 K is shown泊 theTab]e， fur 
val附 ofR/bo (bo is initial Iig細 entwid白)upω0.4. As reg紅白山upperbound case (b)， by 
integra~.ng the effect of 1ine forces applied to曲eぬcesof a semi-infinite crack: using kr栂wo
results{5)，it is readily-shown白鉱山eupper bound K value 1ies between the values KI and K2' which 
are given by the relation 
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with x :::: Rlbo• The values of K1 and ~ are shown in tbe Table for values of x = RIb.。

TABLE 
Lower bound K values (se∞nd∞lumn); the upper加，undK values lie between K1 and ~. 

R K K1 K2 
b 。

Pc丙7 Pc丙7 Pc丙τ

。 。 。 。
0.1 0.381 0.368 0.427 

0.2 0.612 0.622 0.707 

0.3 0.906 0.928 1.036 

0.4 1.333 1.348 1.479 

k 
，..J，，.，，， 

I .~ 

1.。

“t ， ... ， 

i 
‘' 

会 b‘、 。・1 0・:. 。・比

Figure2.Lowerbomd O印刷upper加叫 (Kvva1uωof K expressed in terms of the specimen 
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represents白eao ... 0 results. 
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upω0.4;出eupper bound K value will be close ωKt at very small x "" R泊。. Comp釘ison()f 
the results in the Table clearly shows that the Iower bound K value is within 2~ of首1eKt vaIue 
This means that Kt and K2 can be regarded as being lower凶 upperboundsωK， recog血 ing白地

K will be very cIose to K1 for very small x = Rlbo'百 elower阻 dupper bound r，ωults can be 
expressed in terms of spec凶 enwidth w， and Figure 2 shows the relevant bounding ωrves fot 
ao/w = 0.2 and a.，/w = 0.4，ωge血巴rw_ith the actual results for a.，/w = 0 (see Table)血 dMajumdaJ 
and co-worlcers' finite element -results(4). 

DISCUSSION 

Rωognizing that for each ao/w， the actual K-R variation will be close ωthe lower bound (Kt)ωm 
for small R， inspection of白eresults shows白atthere is very g'ωd agrωment with白epr飴倒

paper's results and M高jumdarand co-workers' results(4)， which w町 eobtained on也ebasis of命向

element soIutions.τbese workers recogn包edthat血eK-R variations for the two specific casea 
ao/w = 0.2 and a.，/w = 0.4 w釘 es加i1ar創ld，in faは， infeπed that the crack: grow也 resist組.cc
behaviour was independent of the initial crack dep白 However，if one examines the behaviour 
trends in Figure 2， it is clear that， as crack extension proceeds， the general level of由eK-Rωrve
is higher白egreater is the initial crack depth; indeedωrefuI insp舵tionof M理jumdar細 d∞-
workers・results(see Figure 2) also shows this to be白ec蹴. Never泊施1ess，the K-R∞rve shape 
is not overly sensitive to山 aiwratio for ao/w < 0.4. 

In assessing血eimpliωtio凶 ofthe present paper's results， when ∞upled wi血 M司jumdar
and co-work町ダ results，which in加，thcases have been obtained 00 the assumption of a∞凶taIt
stress within a ligament zone， it is important to emphasize that白eresults are for crack extensioDS 
less由加白紙requiredfor血e釦11development of a ligament zone， i.e. they are valid until白ecrack 
extension is sufficient for the relative displacement of the crack 白cesat the initial crack tipωexc剖
the critical value om at which the restraining stress becomes zero. 百lough出eK-R四 rveis not 
overly se凶 itiveωtheao/w ratio for ao/w < 0.4， and the K-R curve wiII beぬes釦 1efor bo曲
moment釦 dtensile loading of a finite width solid∞ntaining姐凶gecrack，曲eK皿 dR vaIues 
associated wi出 thefull development of a ligament zone are Iikely ωbe markedly dependent on the 
initial crack depth and， for a prescribed initiaI crack depth， will be different for moment組 dte郎副e
Ioading. Subsequent to出efull development of a ligament zone，館leK-R curve shape may well 
show a marked dependence on the initial crack dep出. A detailed consid釘 ationof白隠eissue事is
beyond the scope ofめepresent pap民 whoseobjective has beenωexamine血eeftiぽtofthe凶tia1
crack depth on位leshape of也eK-R curve prior to白e白11development of a ligament zone. 
However， these issues are relevant with regardωthe transferability of laboratory 出 tdataω曲e
behaviour of actual engin侭 ringstructures， and it is in血is∞ntextthat白epresent paper's res叫岱
provide important input. 
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CRACK ANAlYSIS IN HARDEN!NG CONCRETE 

OLA DAHLBLOM 
Division of Structural Mechanics 

Lund University 
Box 118， 5ー22100 Luna， Sweden 

ABSTRACT 

Aenate『ialmodel for hardening concrete is presented .Tensile fracture is modelled using a 
ea『edcrack approach based on the fictitious crack model.The development of matedal 
aperties like elastic modulus，tensile strength and fracture energy during hardening of 

!t母 concreteis considered The material model has been implemented in a finite eiemEnt 
>gram and ∞mputatiohal results obtained fO『 themponseof a conC陀tete附 on

;:~imeR are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

. '~diction of the behaviour of a hardening concrete structure in general requires computer 

lulation. A crucial point in such a simulation is the modelling of the material behaviour. 

le present paper is focussed on modelling of stiffness and fracture or hardening 

mcrete. 

ELASTIC STRAIN 

，suming 恰otropy，the el訓 cstrain以 eie is related to the stress附 e~ by the 
prおsion
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c?jkm=Pe 6ij6km+おe(6iK4m+4mhk)

in which "i i is Kronecke内 deltaand Pe and民eare parameters related to the ela5' 

modulus E and Poisson's ratio 11 by the expressions 

u 
Pe = t κ 1+ν 

e-芝τ
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ed on the fictituo凶 crackmodel has been proposed by Ottosen and Dahlblom [3]. [4]・

よepr信仰tmo制 the concept is modified to cωωm附o町仰側n附t時s伽 d伽似州e制悦州v刊叫elop仰m附me附t陀e川

，der目lIngof the concrete. 
Crack development is assumed to start when the maximum principal stress reaches 

! tensile strength九.whose development is described as 

九=句'tftO 
(7) 

The development of the elastic modulus E during hardening of the concrete may bo 
I.I.ere 

described 

E=ηE EO 

where 

a 付1E
1E 'r 

nE= h z te lb1E-b2E) 
1 +ァ=(/)

。2E‘『

aod EO is the elastic modulus at 28 days. 10 Eq. (5) te is the maturity time and tr = 2 

days. The parameters a 1E' b1E. a
2E 

aod b
2E 

depend 00 the cement type and th 

∞ncrete composltlon. 

According to experimental data by e.g. Byfors [11. Poisson's ratio decreases rapid 

at a very early age and then increases. This may be described by the relation 
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where 111 and 112 is the initial and the final value of 11. respectively. and α1vand α211 aι 

para meters which express the influence of ha rdening. 

FRACTURING STRAIN 

The fは ituoωcrackmodel according to Hillerborg et al. [2] is based on theねctth; 

fracture is localized to a thin zone. The fracture in that zone is modelled by a fictituO 

crack. whose width represents the total fracture in the zone. A smeared crack approac 

a.< (ド)b1E
1t "r 

句't= 針。 te¥(b1 t -b2t) 
1 +γイγ)

U2t‘『

(8) 

d L， is the tensile strength at 28 days. 
tO 
The fracture energy GF necessary to produce one unit area of crack is given by the 

!egral 

W 
C 

GF = 6 (711州 1
(9) 

ere i1'1 is the stress normal to the crack plane. expressed in a local coordinate system. 
11 

I.J. is the crack width. and W
c 
is the crack width when i111 has dropped to zero. 

:ording to experimental results by Pete問。n[5]. the fracture energy GF of hardening 

crete develops proportional to the elastic modulus E. Thus. the fracture energy GF 

be described as 

GF '" TJE GFO 
、.，，hu 

--A
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、

!re GFO is the fracture energy at 28 days. 

In the present model a linear relation between (711 and wn is assumed. i.e. 
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-f 
The mean fracturing strain "(11 in some region which includes the crack is defined 
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where L
1 
is an equivalent length related to the size and shape of the finite element wht 

the crack develops. l' t'le p閃sentwork the equivalent length is defined as in Ref. [4ト

Crack developntent will reduce the ability to transfer shear str飴 sesacross the crat 

plane. In the analysi.; I)f fracture it is important to use a reasonable expression for U 

shear behaviou r. In Re. [4]. the shear displacement was assumed to be proportional t 

the shear stress and to the crack width. To avoid having a non→ymmetric system 

equations. it is in thき presentwork instead assumed that the rate of the sheo 

displacement is proportiつnalto the rate of the shear stress and to the crack width. i.e. 
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where GS is the so-called slip modulus. which may be assumed to develop durin 

hardening in the same way as the elastic modulus. i.e. 

G
S ==ηE GSO 

ab
・''A・(

 

where GSO 
is the slip modulus at 28 days. 

As in the case of fracture normal to the crack plane. a fracturing strain componef 

is defined for shear displacement. The fracturing shear strain is defined by 
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STRESS-STRAIN RELATION 

The strain rate ( is assumed to be the sum of the elastic strain rate and the fractuT1~ 

strain rate. as described a bove. i.e. 
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Substit凶ionof the above仰 附sionsfor ~e and l expressed in a global coordinate 

、..肌 intoEq. (16) yields a relation between ~ and ~ which日 nbe expressed as 

汽j= Dijkm fkm 
(17) 

FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS 

e theory proposed has been implemented into a finite element program. Results from 

lulations of the behaviour of the concrete tension specimen are shown in Fig. 1(a). The 

.~metry of the specimen is the same as that of the specimens used in tests by Petersson 

Plane stress conditions are assumed and. owing to symmetry. only one quarter of the 

ecimen is analysed. The specimen is analysed using an eight-node isoparametric 

nent and the mesh shown in Fig. l(b). The analysis 5引1m剛m川u山I

e託白cim附削e町飢n1白ssubjected to an increasing vertical displacement. The following material 

rameters are adopted: EO 40.0 GPa. a1E == 1.0・10
7，b1E 7: 4.0. a2E == 1.0. b

2E == 

V
1 == 0.5・V2== 0.25.α1ν= 150.0.α2v = 40.0. ftO == 

4.0 MPa， a
lt == 

1.0・10
5
.

;: 3.0. â， = 1.0. b.t = 0.14. G...n = 100.0 N/m and GCI¥ = 4.0 MPa 2t = .1.U. 01" = U.J.'t. ¥3FO = .LUU.V ''</'" OIlU "'50 

b) 

F; re 1.(a) 5pecimen studied; (b) finite element mesh 

In Fig. 2 the total vertical force on the specimen is shown as a function of the 

"Ical displacement for simulations at age 12 h and 672 h. respectively. The area under 

Curves divided by the cross sectional area at the crack plane is. for the two 
・1川 ions.40.1 N/m and 98.1 N/m. respectively. which is very close to the values of 

-一
.~acture ene屯y.i.e. 40.0 N/m and 100.0 N/凧 respectively.
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Figure 2. Force-displacement curves for simulations at 12 h and 672 h 

CONCLUSIONS 

A material model fO『 hardeningconcrete is proposed.Fracture is modelled using a 

smeared approach based on the fictitious crack model ofHille『borget al 121.The concept 

proposed by Ottosen and Dahlblom伊1，附 ismodified to consider development of 

pro戸rtiesduring hardening of the ∞nc附 Finiteelement simulation of a COncr，仰

tensioo specimen demonstrates use of the th回 ry.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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INfLUENCE OF TRANSVERSE COMPRESSION ON MODE I FRACTURE OF CONCRETE 

-I!AVI~DRA GETIU， MARCEL O.F. OL1VEJRA， IGNACJO CAROL and ANTONIO AGUADO 

Technical University of Catalunya， ETSECCPB-UPC， 
Campus Nord， Gran Capitan s/n， E-08034 Barcelona， SPAIN 

ABSTRACT 

Tensile strength and fracture resistance can be significantly reduced by 
tl'ansverse compression. Under compressive loads， considerable distributed 
cracking occurs almost parallel to the loading. An analysis using the 
microplane constitutive model also simulates this satisfactorily. The cracks 
induced by the previously applied tr副首versecompression propagate and cause a 
decrease in tensile strength. Results of tests on h!gh-strength concrete show 
losses of up to 25'70. It is demonstrated that the loading history is important 
in fracture analysis. 1t also appears that damage distribution in structures 
can be deduced using multi-axial constitutive models and used in subsequent 
fracture analysis after the onset of localized cracking. 

INTRODUCTION 

ηle importance of damage (microcrack) orientation is significant in structures 
subjected to multi-axial loading [1]. In the present work， attention is drawn 
to 白e effect of transverse compression on tensile fracture. Several 
researchers have shown that compression results in progressive distributed 
mlcrocracking in concrete. Shah回 dSankar [2] concluded from a petrographical 
study that. with increase in load， microcracks inltiate叩c!grow with a bias 
towards the ∞mpression， and are oriented at about 10 U with the loading 
direction near the peak load. Through scanning electron microscopy， Attiogbe 
and Darwin !3J obtained three-dimensional crack distributions in cement paste 
釦 dmortar which also showed that cracking was skewed towards the directI(m of 
a?plied compression. This anisotropic microcracking under ∞mpression would 
obviロusly decrease the fracture resistance when tensile loading is later 
imposed: The critical case is when the cracks are tr回 sverse (01' orthogonal) 
to the tensi1e loading. 

Constitutive models of the triaxial behavior of concrete can provide 
~nforrnation on the distribution of damage. Here， the mi山icroplanemoclel is used 
?やo de悦terrπ凶r
Investigation of the loss in tensile s 匂廿‘e叩ngt白h in 凶gh-→st廿re回ng♂th c∞白ncr 巴te 
p肘re的州v吋iぬOU凶sl砂ysubjected t加ot廿ra如ns引ve貯rs民ec∞omp戸re回ss剖io叩nare also pr問es問ented.

.ーーーー一ー一一ー一一
On leave from Universidade Federal de Espirito Santo， UFES/CAPES， Brazil 
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MICROMECHANICS OF COMPRESSION ACCORDING TO THE MICROPLANE MODn 

Ba~ant and co-workers [ 4ふ6]have proposed microplane models for the respons~ 
of concrete and other quasi-brittle materials. Behavior under several types of 
loading， including compression， has been satisfactorily modeled. Stress-strair 
relations are prescribed for a general arbitr‘arily oriented plane within thc 
material (called the microplanel. By integrating over several such independenl 
planes that are uniformly oriented spatially around a point， the constitutive 
(macroscopic) behavior of that point is obtained. 

The model used in the present study [5，6] employs 56 microplanes 
distrlbuted over the surface of a sphere. Also， a kinematic constraint is 
assumed whereby the microplane strains are the resolved components of the 
macro-strains. The state of each microplane is characterized by normal 
deviatoric， volumetrlc and shear strains. The form of the volumetric 
compression stress-strain relation on the microplane is shown in Fig. la. 
Relatlons for volumetric tension， deviatoric compression and tension， and 
tangential shear are of the form shown in Fig. lb. 

Using th巴 modelpar笛 netersobtained by B~ant and Prat [5] from fitting 
the uniaxial compression data of van Mier [1]， the response of the microplanes 
were computed until just after the peak load. For axisymmetric loading such a~ 
this， the 5 microplanes that are independent are shown in Fig. 2a which 
represents one-eighth of the sphere containing the 56 microplanes. 百le
笛 19les'(J (see _Fig. 2bl between their 110rmals and tlle loading _direction 。。。
(x-axis) are 21-(denoted A in Fig. 2al. 46-(B)， 5S-(C)， 75-(0) and 79-(E). The 
computed normal strains (sum of the volumetric and deviator、ic components) 
along these directlons are shown in Fig. 3a， as a function of the compressivt 
stress. Each circled point on the curves corresponds to a point on thl' 
uniaxial (macroscopic) compressive stress-strain diagram in Fig. 3b. Note thal 
the compressive strength of the concrete is about 40 MPa，回dthe specimen i& 
a 100 mm cube. 

When the normal strain is tensile， it comprises contrlbutions from th{' 
elasl.Ic strair， and the widths of the cracks which are parallel to the 
microplane [4]. From Fig. 3a， it can be seen that the normal strains of 0創)0

E are always tensile. it appears， therefore， that the uniaxial compressioll 
produces considerable cr:acking e_ven before the peak， and these cracks arf 。。
generally oriented at 0 -to 30 - with the loading direction. This compareモ
satisfactorily with the experimental results m_entioned earlier. 

EFFECT OF COMPRESSION ON SUBSEQUENT TENSILE FRACTURE 

The microcracking caused by previously applied compressive load; 
("pre-compression") significantly decreases the tensile strength. Tinicω3 
Bruhwiler [7] observed that direct tensile strength， measured in the sam~
direction as the pre-compression， decreases by 10-257.. Delibes [8] determine:! 
that transverse， rather than uni-directional， pre-compression was mor;; 
damaging to the tensile strength. He obtained loss~s of up to 407. in splitti~il 
stren8th~ which increased with increase in magnitude and duration of th: 
pre-compression. Both investigations were conducted on cylinders of norma 

strength concrete. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

reasonable idea of the damage orientation can be obtained from general 
Jlti-axia1 constitutive models. 百le microplane analysis shows that tensile 
icrocracking occurs almost parallel to the applied compression. When such 
1D'Iaged concrete 1s later subjected to tension in an orthogonal direction the 
!.-actぽ e resistance decreases considerably. Test宮 of high-strength concrete 
，'!OW losses in tensile strength of up to 257.， which is， however， less than 1n 
，rmal concrete. lt is concluded that the multi-axial loading history should 
e taken into account in fracture analysis. Until the onset of locaIi:zed 
~acking， the material response can be simulated in structural analysis 
hrough constitutive models such as the microplane model.τlle resulting damage 
listribution， or in general the micromechanical state， can be used in the 
ゅnlinearfracture analysis that followed. 
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APPLYINQNONLOCAL SMEARED CRACK CONCEPTS TO MODELING CONCRETE FRACTURE 

JOHN 80LANDER Jr. and HIROSHI HIKOSAKA 
Department of Civi1 Engineering 

Kyushu University， Fukuoka 812， Jap組

ABSTRACT 

A nonlocal smeared-cracking finite element model is used to simulate 
tensi1e fractur邑 inmortar notched-beam specimens under three-point 
loading， In.t~e pres~nce of ~igh strain concentrations (e.g. near the 
pre-notch tip)， st臼 dardnon1oca1 averaεlng causes overstrength and excess 
energy consumptlon to occur at nearby sampling points. Such difficulties 
are treated using a v呈riablelo1eユghtingfunction for non1ocal spatial 
ln下egration.The variance of the weighting fu恥 tionis prescribed in a 111邸
内i.~h prorn~tes n~t~ral process zone forrnation and proper energy consumptio‘ 

in the notch vicinity. 

INTRODUCTION 

A nonlocal smeared-cracking finite element model [1] is used to simulate 
tensile fracture in rnortar notched-beam specimens under three-point loading. 
For a 1~ca1 sm~ared-~rackin~ rnodel， damage ini tiates at a s剖 pUngpoint wh" 
the maximum principal tensile strain violates a limi ting value. Typically， 
ad創nagepar創neterωwou1dbe_ used _to control the softening of the material 
normal to the ini t ia1 crack pl担 e(Fig. 1). However， for tl:ie model utilized 
in this study， nonlocal strain is used to define nonlocal damage u:J， which 
in turn controls material softening at the point in question， See [1， 2] f01 
details and further references. 

Experience shows this type of nonlocal model is able to represent 
the自ss邑ntialfe手turesof fracture through the center portion of the 
lig胡 ent[3]. This paper focuses upon co~plications wlI.ich occur near the 
notch tip and proposes a first-aid treatrnent for obtaininl!: both natural 
process zone formation and proper energy consumption in t:his vicinity. 

TEST SPECIMENS AND FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

Severa1 series of mort~r_ notched-beam specユmenswere tested in a separate 
study， as reported in [4] .η1e specimens considered here are repre釦entativ"
from the Nl/8 series，計uchhad dirnens ions and boundary condi ti~ns as shown 
in Fig. 2a. 
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Figure 1. Stress-strain re1ation norrnal to crack plane. 
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a) test specirnen dimensions b) finite element idealization 

Fi思lre2. Mortar no七ched-beamspecimen under three-point loading. 

The Ml/a series indicated an average fracture energy G J = 53 J/m'l for 
acks propagating through the center portion of the ligament. The mortar 
.d in the specimens had a maximurn aggregate size da ~ 3 mm. Other pertinent 
'ameters were taken from direct tension testing of a simi1ar rnortar: direct 

~isile strength .ft := 4.5士0.5MPa; and Young's rnodulus E = 27800土600MPa， 

The finite element idealization of the test specimen and boundary 
oditions i8 shown in Fig. 2b. Four-node elements composed of four CST 
ments are used. A rather fine rnesh is required for capturing strain 
，j d祖 aεevariance wi thin the fracture region. The pre-notch is rnodeled 
車 one-elernentwide (i， e. 2 mm) gap at rnidspan. The dimension of the 
I!age-representa七ive volume is set as ! :::: 3da・

STRESS-STRAIN RESPONSE LOCAL TO FRACTURE PROCESS 

! lc_al behavior within the center portion of the ligament is shown in 
" 3~. Sarnpling points incur varying degrees of damage depending on 

'!~r 1ocation relati ve to the center of the process zone. Points near the 
lt:r of the zone continue to load， consume the most energy， and eventually 
~h a cornpletely d釘nagedstate modeling material separation. Points 
:he s.ides unload sooi'er and consurne pr~gressively iess energy with 
:reasing distance from the center of the' zone. S叩 plingpoints E and F 
もponsesnot plotted) a1so becorne d四 agedand consurne minor amounts of 
~r;~. These results [3] are supported，主tleast in a qualitative sense， 
b.igh匂 resolut工onmeasurements of strain variance over the fracture 
lon [5] ， 

~ue. t_o strain concentration near the notch tip， nonlocal strains 
P11ted f?r s叩 plingpoint G CFig. 3b) are significantly 1ess than the 
responding lo-cal st'rain at the-s副 nepoin七. Since nonlocal damage w， 
こ~~seq~ently stress release norrnal 'to the crack plむ 1e，is controlled 

;lonloca1 strain， the resul ting local stress-stra:I.n rel~tion greatly 
restLElates strength and energy capacity (curve G).For s叩 plingpoints H 
'ugh L. closing stresses behi~d the d訓 agefront blunt this singu1ari ty. 
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By point J， local and nonlocal elastic strains are roughly equal組 dd祖elIl'i"
therefore initiates nearん vhichis typical throughout the center porti~， 
of the ligament. 

IMPRDVING百iERESPONSE NEAR THE NOT亡HTIP 

To promote proper energy consumption near the_notch_tip， one is tempted to 
modify the tradi tional fracture parameters， .ft阻 dGf. in this vic{nity. 
However. such回 approachby itself has limited physical basis. Alternativ， 
we choose to modify the weighting function α(x) for nonlocal spatial 
integration; x is a spatial coordinate relative to the poin七 inquestion. 
Micromechanics arguements indicate thatα(x) is not necessarily constant. 
but generally varies acc_o~ding to the surrounding stress tensor field祖 d
dama"2:e characteristics [2] . 

-The approach presented here modifies α(x) a pn:ol'i as shown in Fig. 3. 1~ 
normal distribution (l-D case shown for simplicity) defined by characteris 
length 1 is gradually transitioned to a normal distribution defined by leng 
l・aswe approach the notch tip from a given radial direction. 
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室主訴訟法器誌iiZ5525主:::志向1

3 is chosen merely because of its sztnplicity and 1n order toblas the 
sltion regionin the d1rectlon of fracture propagation.Input to the 
ys~号 requIres the dimension 1‘and the transi t ion-length 11>凶 ichwere 

;'0//3出 d1， respecti vely . 
5iム~~h~ '~at~-;i~i modeI assumes secant branch unl~adin~ ， the inc戸mental

;訟も3 202器i言語訳者;翠器5tiiiibth

!an thatα(x) does not vary be~ween 5間 P11ngp01nts.Both pla?r contours 
aalized wlthin each load step〉andperspective vlew contours kenergy per 
diFnlacement at the load point)are given.Load stages correspond tD 
criムddisplacement values， as indicated along one of the response curves 

ig. 6. 

α(x) 

x 
己とヒ|

駒 Dnormal distribution weighting b) transition region around notch tlp 

Figure 4. Varying weight ing function α(x) near the notch tip. 
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，he energy rate or globa1 response can be achieved by adjusting the input 
aJ}eters， 1. and lt. However， obtaining a precise fit to the test results 
not been pursued here due to numerous uncertainties in the analysis. 
ective crack lengths defined by the traction free condition， w = 1.00， 
，vide results similar to those shown in Fig. 7， except disp1aced upvard by 
:lt 0.015J. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

，nloca1 smeared-cracking finite element model is used to simulate tensile 
'.cture in mortar notched-beam specimens. The weighting function α(x) for 
alocal spatial integration is varied near the notch tip to promote natural 
)CesS zone formation and proper energy consumption in that vicinity. 
:e correlation has been obtained with respect to test results provided 
ョtherresearchers: However， our phenomeno1ogical approach to modifying 
，)， while helpfu1 in illustrati~g certain aspects of the prob1em， is not 
..quate for general application (i.e. for situations of differing geometry， 
，;erial properties， and fini te e1ement idealization.) Physical approaches， 
sed on micromechanics considerat ions， appear necessary for modifying 

畑 1oca1weighting according to the surrounding stress tensor field and 
age characteristics (2]. Finally， it remains to be seen what implications 
'!se concerns have towards practic呈l組 a1ysesof larger， more comp1icated 
(uctures. 
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COHESIVE CRACK MODEL AND A TWO PARAMETER FRACTURE CRITERIO~ .. 

NAISONG WANG 
Dept. of Civil Enginecr旬g，The Univ. of Calgary 

Calg釘y，Alb釘ta， T2N lN4， CANADA 

ABSTRACT 

A∞besiveα配 km凶elhas been derived for desαibing白estr必n・soften泊gbeha吋ourul 
reinforced concrete structures，釦datwo・ 開 祖β町倉田turecriterion has been sugges凶 ill
defining the fai1ure of the structures. In corpω凶 onthe∞>hesive n沿delwith出iscriterio;~ 
the whole fracture戸。cessof∞nαetes回 C知rescan be described Theαiterion国側 concre~
tensile stren帥もanda wei酔凶ωtalaverage crack wid出G-fas the two mmemm.T1・
P紅阻letersreflect both 町 engthand en釘 U・Ithas b開 nfound白紙ぬeαiti伺 1energy reIe脱
rate Of cannotαmecuy desαibe白efracぬrebehaviour of conαete 町 田 知resdue to倣

凶制勉ws組 d凶 cro-craclangfeatures of the concrete material. While L and 0... have bee~ 
foundω恥 go伺 parametersin describing也efracture behaviour of conmωsmCt眠 s.nlf 
mαJel has s国 民ss釦llybeen used泊 bondstrength prediction of reinforced concrete memben 

別TRODUCTION

百1estudy of fracture of conαete structures has been very active due to its im戸)ftaJlω1:1
∞ncrete engin関 ring.S泊∞conαeteis a∞mpound product which is bri凶ein tension EJV，l 
ωugh in compression，白色町yof fracture mechanics developed t1ぽmetalc創lDot加 direct~
used t1ぽconcrete.Expぽimenta1蜘dieshave shown that af町 cracking，印 刷silesuength 
of the conα芭tewill not be lost suddenly [1J.百1ebehavioぽ ofconαeteafterα'iC凶19泊

desαibed by s官ainsoftening effect. 

Recent experimental research has been directed to也estudy of the post-peak behavio:l 
of cementitious ma闘 tals，mdnew damags models hawhen pkposed-Now it is 加:liev~
白紙 ins飽adof stress-s佐官inrelation，出es佐官s8-crackwidth relation is a material戸。lperty伽

α'acked cementitious materials. A general representation of stress-crack width ;'laIion 'w縛
dcrived by [2]. Our study shows that the stress・sU・必nrelation is rela飽dω a charac修由(':

length卸 d伺 nbe derived from stress-crack wid也 relation.
Fracture of conロete泊 almost叫1cases is曲。 directresult of the failure in tensio:1 

Larrard et al [3] us剖 K1Cand OlC as concre飽食百ctureαit釘ion.Shah mentioned泊 [4J似
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ー岡山parame鎗rcri町 ionwas not suitable tiぽ∞ncretefrac卸re，and he suggest凶 atwo 
.meter criterion by using K1c and CT'∞c (臼licalCrack Tip Opening Di刷協:Dlent)as 

Ibe t'WO parame町 s.Wi白血.eincrease use of high strength concrete， a合司，cturecr加rionwhich 
~lbeU剖伽 both normal卸 dhigh s回 n斜1concrete is也sir叫 Atwo parame卸金act:鵬
av:erion is development for this purpose in出ispaper. 

COHESIVE MODEL AND l'HE FRACTURE CRITERION 

h is found that after craclang， the tensile stress can still be回 nsmittedα'Ossthe crack 80 long 
u蜘 crackwid出issmall. This crack is defined as a cohesive crack.百1etensile s回 ss屯rack
・Idthrelation is described by equation (1). 

(σc + hXw + k) "" m 、.，--A ，，‘、

同ere，σ'cis the tensile s田 ss，w is the average crack width， and h， k組 dm are constants 
.luch are detemuned from出eexper加 m凶 tests.百lecritical f同.ctureenergy release rate Of 
，Ul be obtained by也e泊tegralshown in equation (2). 

Of :: lWc
円伽 (2) 

-白ere，Wc is位lecritical average crack width. If theαack wid出 islarge，出etensile s田 ss
-;J，.岨 otbe回 nsmittedthrough the crack funher.百1iscrack is de街1edas an openぽ舵:kin this 
叫 y.Crack will泊itiatewhen the maximum principal tensile stress加∞'ncretereaches its 
!(，Isile s田ngthfct' then the stress decreases following the descending branch of蜘 stress・
取組 curvewhich can be derived from equation (1) incorporated with a ch紅即teristiclen♂h 
. {S). Sin田 definingw c'白巴αiticalaverage crack wid白，i8di節 C叫し analternative par泡meter
1111凶 inthe study. Fig.l shows恥伽silestress-average cr，政widthcurve normalized by 
山叫retctensile s回 n♂h.
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Fig.l The re.凶 onof concre飽 tensi
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百.earea under the cmve泊 Fig.lrepresents伽 Ofm出.pli伺 byfct' definingωG.r~ 
百 .eunit of O. f is白 length，and its geome凶calmeaning is蜘脱aunder由。ic-WCIlr...._ 
and the physical meaning is theω凶 av'ぽ agecrack width weigh飽dby the O"c-w FUIVe. If~ 
~tc 阻d fct are d脚 :nnined加 m守型地.en叫闘争白ena回d叫叫ueof O-f也自ningII 

O~fc c卸 beobtained. on四也eO-fexl田 eds白.eO-fC'由.etensi1e s回ng也 of伽.tp副 ~f ""
u即 kwill be lost and恥 ぽackis deimed as卸句encrack. Thus wi也曲efct阻 dO.fl也
whole倉田ture戸田essof concrete泊 tensioncan be described. This two・p紅細巴低;rcri出
ref1ects bo血 S回早併1a.ul energy and is a better one加∞iscrete企acturepr叫iction.

Fig.2 shows the 0-f V，?，SUS f' C for位leconcrete com.pressive s田 ngthvarying from !'J 
W.Pa 10 1∞MPa.τ'he O-f也αeaseswi也蜘 increaseof f' C indi問自19也.ehigher Ita 
∞，ncrete∞mpr回sivestrength， the more bri凶eofthe m脚 d乱立Of is us叫 ins飽叫ofO'
ana鉛 endingcurve will be obtained which indical旬S出ewrong conclusion出atthehi俳erIl'r 
f'c is，印刷gherthema刷 alwill be. This graph also shows伽 .tthe two-paramear fractw 
d卸 ionsugge鵬 dhere is a general one which can be used ti町 highs臨時ぬ ωncrete11m 

60 

G.，=51.6-0.235P 
1 C 

50 

も... 

骨o 40 

30 

20 

Figa:e 2. Nonnalized energy release rate O. f as a function of conぽ蹴∞m.pressive StreDgW 

APPLICATIONS 

The cohesive mαieland出巴 αi町 iondeveloped above have been used泊 也.ebond strengt 
戸凶ictionfor the reinforced concrete members. The edge action of reinforcing b~ 何
concre旬 is simu1ated by a uniform swollen of the bar. 'τTe司冶b知e創en凶】
for different 食h温舵制.ct旬ures御tag酔e凶s.Figure 3 shows the dis凶b加u刈川t姐山i句Osl血n也e-Y dire壱配ctiωo∞n∞，rreS叩po∞，nm邸即

=耳阻1I I 

ω血田企伽m鵬翻g炉白臥.It“s蜘 IWS伽.tw抽出egrow由of恥伺広伽p叫印刷hif山 1U
白einterface at uncracked stage，ωthe out.er edge of the concret.e roember at fi叫lyCl'IO''' 

stage.τbe bond strength can be ob切出dby the tensi1e s回 S8vol凶 lealong也edevelopIXlC 

len紳.

1.0 

0.8 

〈05
0 

03 -1 
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+ Uncracked 
x Partia1ly Cracked 

ロF凶lyCracked 

c.jdo = 1.0， c/~ = 1.5， f' c = 35 MPa 

0.0 
0:5 1:0 I:5 

-Y/I九

Figure 3. Tensi1e s田 ssdis凶butioncorresponding to血e曲開会郁turestages 

CONCLUSIONS 

∞h附 emodel and a two param蜘 fracturecri削 onhave b∞n derived伽則的旬、α田町凶iction.The model has b関 nused fi町 bonds田 ng白.pr凶ictionof reinfor切 d
叩 mmbm.'meedteriondeft叫 hereis 8uitable ti田 bothnormal and high s剛俳
mロete.As it reflects s出 n凶1and energy， it s関 mωbea bet町 criterionand can be used 

F血，egen悶 1fracture analysis of ∞nロ怠健脚uctur田.
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S-FPZ MODEL FOR CONCRETE SEN SPECIMEN 

Jung-Heum Yon and N邑ilM. Hawkins 
Department of Civil Engineering， University of lllinois， Urb祖 a，IL 61801 

Albert S. Kobayashi 
Department of Mechanical Engineering， University of Washington， Seattle， WA 98195 

Material characteristics for乱 singular-fractureproces8 zone (S-FPZ) model紅巴 determined
fromEXperimentdresultsfor a three-poiMbend test on a Bingle-edge notched (SBN)spedm佃・

That model is thenused to predict theEXternal load versus load-line displammeIlもrelationshlps

of the same SEN specimen for crack-line回 ddirect tensile loadings. A fully developed FPZ is 
predicted for threEトpointbend and crack-line loadings but unstable micro・crackpropaga.tion at 
the peak load is predicted for direct tensile loading.It is concluded that the optimum sp釘 im叩
for determining FPZ chara.cteristics is姐 SENspecimen subjected to three-point bend loa.ding 
組 dthat boundary conditions aEect significantly the validity of fra.cture res叫ω.

ABSTRACT 
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INTRODUCTION 

The fracture criterion for the popular fictitious crack model (FCM) (1} is a maximum 岡山

stress at the cruk tip eq11aI tobhe teEBile streEph.For a direct tensile test that means falu狩
rs simultaneously with first cra.cking. Tha.t prediction is inconsistent with direct tension 

test results where careful measurem叩 tsha.ve日hownsigni負cantstress concentrations at a. cr吋
tip，副伽 crackgrowth， prior to the peak load [2]. With an S-FPZ model a. beha.vior is 

predicted consistent withthose direct tEnSion test ob即va.tions.
h this paper the physiEaI meaning ofthe FPZ characteristics tmd procedures for caIC111MiEg 

stress intensity factors (SIF) are explained first. N位 t，FPZ chara.cteri凶icsare determined from 
three-point bend results for岨 SENspecimenand then used to predict fradure behavior for 

the same SEN specimen for crack-line (wedge) a.nd direct tensile loadings・

S-FPZ MODEL 
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Yon et al・131proposedms-FPZ mohl for modelling the dynamic fracture behavior d 
刷. The model has two par祖 et抑:a. critical srF (Kc) and an FPZ relationship. By 

contr制， the two-parameter model su毘;estedby Jenq and Shah [4] involved a. Kc at an effectiv' 
αack tip and a critical crack tip opening displacement (CTODc) 

In the S-FPZ model the microcra£k tip is deanedas theaV釘a.gelo同 tion，through thr 
thickn邸・ of伽 pre陀降e仔-e引e位仙x
ぽ噌一出icro-cr蹴a叫εd山ωkti均iplo侃悶c臼ωa

closure stress(CCS)which depedBon the Eruk opening displacement (COD)aBirl custom副〉

ing叫ar(NS・FPZ)model or the FCM. 
If the material outside the FPZ is linear elastic and a discrete cr飢 kmodel is assumed fOl 

numerical組心ys凶 en，as shown in Figure 1， the effi制 ofthe山 gula向姐d伽 r心lingFマ
a.n be treated theoretically凶 ngsuperposition. If the SIF of (11.) is eq叫 toor larger th日 zer

o

then it c叩 becalculated by subtracting the SIF of (c) from tha.t of (b)・Thus;the NS-FPZ 
odel is a special case of the S-FPZ model where the CCS on the micro-crack tip ge~~rat.esω 

SIF with the制 nema
NS-FPZ model is a旬pp戸ro叩pri晶“.tefor n凹u皿me位叫ricalar組 laly戸sisonly i託fi比thaω.s a plastic zone tra.iling t伽

h加f 

皿icro-cαra低ι.c.ktip乱ωsin the three-line s田egmen以tmodel of Je組 ge“tal. [5]. 
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DETERMINATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

To determine a.ppropriate materia.l properties for a concrete SEN specimen， results for七he

three-point bend specimen shown in Figure 2 (a吋)[怖問6町)w明'er陀ea組n叫y戸ze“dus凶in昭g姐 S-FPZ model a組z且t
the mesh shown in Figure 2 (d). The measured load versus loa.d-line displacement relationship 
ior that specimen is shown in Figure 3 with a solid line. The elastic modulus of the specimen 
was determined from the i叫tiallinea.rityof the load versus displa.cement relation. That relation 
deviated first irom the mea.sured relation at A. After A spring elements were inserted On the 
crack line to create non-linear behavior and the corresponding K Ic wa.s calculated using the 
superposition principle oi Figure 1. The CCS-COD relationship was assumed to be bilinear a.nd 
determined by trial-a.nd-error matching of the predicted and experimental relations subsequent 
to A. The corresponding ela.stic modulus， K Ic， fra.cture energy density (G F)組 dCCS-COD 
rela.tionship are shown in Figure 4. 
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Three-Point Bend Load.ing: The load v町 susdispla.cem巴ntrelati∞pr吋 ictedusing the com. 
puted materia.l properties is sho明nin Figure 3 by solid points. At the maximum displac佃 lent
of 0.20 mm (0.008 in) the micro-crack tip位 tendedthrough 87 % of the beam白川.The 
load at the onset of JIUcro-cra.ck propagation was 69 % of the peak load (3.53 kN or 794 lb). 
Cra.ck tip nodes were tho田 r色leasedsequentially a.s the SIF at a node reached the criti日 1value. 
The variation目 inmicrcト andmacro-crack lengths with displacements are shown in Figure 5. 
At the peak load， B， the micro-crack extension wa.s 31.75 mm (1.25 in)姐 dbetween loads 
equa.l to 95 % of that load， the increωe in n山ro-crackextension was 25.4 mm (1.0 in) or one 
出 rdoi the total micro-crack extension. Even though the peak loa.d侃 curreda.t B， the fraεtu玲
behavior， (αack extension rate and叩 ergyrelease rate)， remained unchanged until C. However， 
after C姐 dunti1 D the load de屯reasedra.pidly with increasing displacements as the JIUcro-crack 
位 tensionrate a.lso decrea.sed. Then at a displ蹴 mentof 0.11 mm (0.0043 in)， D， the behavior 
a吾川nch姐 ged.The rate of decrease in externalload with displacement decre制 edas the FPZ 
became fully developed. By contrast， for姐 NS-FPZmodeJ there was no ma.cro-cr飢 kingfor 
this size of specimen (6). 

Effectively the micro-crack extension ra.te increased continuously with increa.sing displa.ce-
ments until C. The JIUcro-cra.ck extension rate decrea.sed significantly only after the external 
load山 odecr棚 edmar凶 y.At the onset of ma.cro-crack (traction-free crack) prop叩 tion.
the FPZ re叫 edits maximum size of 57.2 mm (2おぬ).Th品tsize then decrea.sed with in-
crea.sing displacements beca.use the macro-crack propaga旬dfast釘 th祖 theJIUcrc同 r乱ck.The 
decr回.singFPZ length resulted in decreasing stresses in both the tension and compression zone5 
oi the beam. The ma.ximum stress at the top of the be鈍nwas a.lways less than the concrete's 
compre附vestrength of 49.06 M Pa (7，116 psi)， consistent with the observation of noαuahing 
at the loading point in the test. By contra.st， the NS-FPZ model predicted乱 maエimumstress 

grea.ter th姐 theconcrete's compressive strength. 
Crack-Line Loa.ding: The load versus load-1ine displa.cement rela.tionship predicted for thp 

same SEN specim即 forthe cra.ck-line loading， Figure 2 (b)， is shown in Figure 6. Miαo-crack 
propagation， A， started at 44 % of the pe叫 load(4.39 kN or 988 lb). At the peak load， s，伽
凶cro-αackextension w箇 25.4mm (1.0 in)姐 dat the onset of macro-crack propagatiω， JJ 
the m砿 imumFPZ length was 63ふmm(2.5 in). 

Direct Tensile Loading: The pr哩dictionsfor direct tensile loading， Fi伊 re2 (c)， were v明
di品rentto th08e for the other two ana.lyses. As shown in Figure 6， at the onset of micro-cracJi. 
propagation， A， the computed load wω85 % of the peak load (13.14 kN or 2，9541b). In Figutl 
6， two relationships訂 eshown， one for displμements i時 utat the組 dsof the specimen拙 dth( 
other for displa.cements avera.ged over the 50.8 mm (2.0 in) length between sections A in F栂ur'
2 (c). The peak loa.d was 3.5 times， but the displacement wa.s 0凶y的%，oi those ior three-poin' 
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榔 dl凶 曲19.At the pea.k load， the micro-crack extension was only 15.鴎 mm(0.625 in)組 dat 
，hat load UDstable micro-crack growth occurred because the SIF at the micrcトcracktip became 
largl紅白回 thecritical value. When the wsplacement was held constant and crack tip nodes 
dωed sequentially， the externalload dropped from B to B'. After 22.23 mm (0.875 in) of 
UDstめ-lemicro-crack growth， there was no additional micro-crack extension and the load did 
not change even though all crack tip nodes were released. This arrest of unstable micro-cracking 
wasω.used by the constra.ined displacements of the ends of the specimen. Therefore， after B'， 
a CTODc criterion was used instead of Klc criterion. The COD for the last released crack tip 
node for B' was used as the CTODc a.nd for increasing boundary displaεements the load aga.in 
increased back up to the peak load before decreasing rapidly with increasing displacements. The 
decreasing load for increasi且.gdisplacements at sections A was sm∞ther th姐七hatfor increasing 
displ晶cementsat the specimen's ends. This oscillation of the load versus wsplacement relation 
8t the p伺 kload has been observed by Va.n Mier [7J. When the micro-crack exぬndedthe full 
depth of the specimen， the a.verage displacement between sections A was 5.60 times that at the 
peak load， while for end displa.cements the ∞rresponding ratio was 1.27. These results shows 
that displaιements measured near the critical section may乱ppearto show stable cracking. 
However， the beha.vior of the entire specimen may be unstable due to the large stra.in energy 
stored in the uncra.cked ends. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The NS-FPZ model is a speci乱1ca.se of the S・FPZmodel and for which the SIF is zero. The 

SIF for祖 S-FPZmodel can be calculated using superposition姐 dwith乱ppropriatematerial 
propぽtiωdeterminedfrom test results using the hybrid experimental-numerical technique. 
The optimum SEN specimen for determining FPZ characteristics is姐 SENspecimen subject to 
thret:トpointbend loading. Crack-line loading is more di侃cultto apply and boundary constraints 
signific副 lyaffect direct tensile test results. 
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ABSTRACT 

As泊料emechanical model is discuss叫 inorder to understand under what conditions the crack 
propagation is symm佑 icor non吋 mme凶.cin a direct t，伺sion国 tfor so食叩ingmaterials.百e
incremen凶 prob蜘 1is formulat回 interms of the standard tang阻 t副伯essma位ixKT and ofm班 ix
A govem泊19aMa白emati凶 1Progr佃 uningdescription of the phenomenon.百1em釘 itsof the lattぽ
over the伽 merformulation are finally illustr瓜剖白rougha∞mpl仰 stabilityanalysis example. 

INTRODUCTION 

Numerical exp釘ienω[1，勾insimulating白euniaxial tensile behaviour ofbritt1e plane-stress specimens 
mode11剖 via組 elastic-plasticsoftening cohesive mode1 has posed白equestions of (i) und邸 tanding
under which∞nditions出eresponse is symm柑 icor non-symm抑 ic，血d(ii) discussing the stability 
of the solutioDs [3]. M民M凶callyspeaking.也eproblem is that of predicting if血ecrack propagates 
from one side only， or， alternatively，合om加thsides of伽 spec泊1enat也es佃 1etime，阻difthe twO 
possibi1ities can exist at the same time. 

An紙temptof giving組制swerωthesequestぬnsis presented herein， adopting a s凶ple
structural model as a tool bo白 色runderstanding some basic fea削resofthe problem and for su.田esung
some useful ∞nsideration. 

A SIMPLE UNlAXIAL MODEL 

τ'he model in Figure 1 is studied in order to understand some aspects of白euniaxial test for elastic-
plastic softeni喝 m脱 rials.百1emode1 ∞nsists of four parallel bars∞nnect叫 bya rigid eleme飢，ω
that the structural response is described by two generalized displacem叩 ts，the rotation ψand白e
v側 i叫位制lationv. Bars 1 and 4 are elastic upω 伽 limitaxia1 force叫.4'after which自由
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λi A1f，4= WI~4E ̂，，4 

(c) 

AI2，，1 AI，，4 

(b) 

Figure 1・(a)Mechanical model; (b) bar constitutive models; (c) plastic-so食印加19cons性同tivemode1・

behaviourbωomes elastic-plastic回全ening，while bars 2 and 3 are considぽ叫indefinitelyelastic. This 

誌記;:j出223;;設212513?.協1?，21223おtL??21t忠お
twice the area of bar百 1and 4，回d也eext1ぽnalaction iS a symmetric verticalloading P. 

THE副 CREMEN'fALPRO・sL忍MAND百mTAHGENT STll市'NESSMAT:回X

The也crementalconstitutive law of the generic bar伺 nbe writt佃 as:

dN，=Knda，; )
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，aE・、

whereKn ==民，E，i ==以andι==Kl， i == 1，4，例制c叫叫脇町ん=可，i==I，4，(p帥 a

ωftening 10叫inω.1Eeincremental small displacement eqlniibrimn明uationof位lestruぬlfecaD一個

bewri悦朗 in也efollow泊.gform: 
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σ) 

which ωn be recognized as也estru叫Jreof a Linear ComplementariザProblem(LCP) in Mathematical 

Progr皿 ming百伺ry.
MatrixA en加 sthe piぬJrewhen the axial force N; is∞mput副総 thesumof組 elasticterm 

(鉛 ifthe町 ucture∞uldhave祖 indefinitelye1astic bebaviour) Nt' and a tぽmdue ぬ白eplastic 
deformationsλ，∞nsid町edas distortions凶pos凶 00the elastic structure. Aoalyticallyぬisωnbe 
formalized by mωns of matrix Z， rela自tg也eself s釘'essω N，8ωthepl鎚tics釘ainsx" as: 
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if約 =0 thenφI S 0;入注0;(pλ =0 
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百lIsis伽 basicformulation adop凶 by邸叫orityof∞mputer cod偲 foriotegrating the 
e1astic-plastic b紅den泊.g/softe凶ngstructural response. Nev町出eless，(2) is ambiguous阻 dmisleading 
泊泊1at白et担 gentmodulus Kn is oot known at the starting po加.tbutitd停endson血ep出tic
deformation rates， and through th阻 00白巴 rateof the generalized displacementsめP釦 dd"，.

百 eonly way to∞rrectly solve Eq. (2) is that of∞nsidering all possible∞mbinations of 
loading/w叫oad泊g∞nfi思Jrationshopingωfind也e'true・one(if the solution exists and is unique) 
before having tri叫 allpossible alternatives. 

At the onset of cracking， i.e. wh阻 bars1 and 4 r，伺.chthe limit axial tensile force NJ，4' two 
possibilitiωexist: (i) bars 1組 d4 en岡山einelastic range (symmetric ωe)， or (ii) bar 1 enters the 
泊elasticrange and bar 4 unloads e1astically， or vice-v釘 sa(non-symm館 iccase).明1etrivial case of 
u凶o柑泊，gof both bars (reverse loading) is not∞nsider剖herein.It is∞nvenientωde白1ethe plas首c
tangent modulus K/ =αK1 K as function of a par組 閣erα，positive if hard阻 ingand negative if 
softening. The t組 gentsti他凶sma住民 can then be written as: 
。)Symme住iccase: (ii) Non-Symmetricωse: 
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Matrix Z is evaluated wi血simpleelastic calculations as: 

z-kfMzl 
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as: The明uationdetlKrl = 0 gives山 followingvaJues ofα: 

α~mS =・2;α1$= -2/9 symmetricωse: 、，a
，
・I't
、

αl=・14/19non-symmetrlc case: 日りi
 

，，‘、

It can be∞nclud剖白紙formoderate softening， up toα = -2/9， the tangent sti佐治.essma位以
is definite positive， the solution exists組 dit is unique. or in∞mpact notation as: 
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wherem館 ixA is defined as: 

THE INCREMENTAL FORMULA宜'iONWITH MATRIX A 

Inorder ωdiscuss白esolution/s加，thin the stable and出血eu凶匂blerange， it seems more convenient 
ωabandon the t佃 gentsti他lesSmatrix Kr創叫也eassociated unknown displacement increments， dv 
and drp， andωlve the incrementaJ problem by副optingthe so caJl叫 Amatrix formulation [1，4，5] and 
ぬeas曲 ciatedunknown vector ̂  of plastic muItiplier rates. 

Thes佐ess制missibility(figure l(c))， i.e. the∞ndition that fur a given crack ope凶略的=

λ血eaxiaJ forω~ does not exceed the vaJue prescribed by也esoftening line，ωn be expressed as: 

。)

8 
33 

伊i=~-(Ni+hiλ)SO 8
一犯

where the softe凶ngpar組 閣erh is related 10 the so食eningpar創neterαadoptedin the t組.gentsti飴哨S
ma佐ixapproach by the relation h = KE1α/(1・α!).

The rate of function的 is∞mputed as: 
羽1e∞nditiondet I A I = 0 gives the criticaJ vaJues of αfur the s戸nmetriccase: 

while the∞ndition detlAI = 0， i.e. that the determinant of any princ切alminor is zero， gives the 
VaIues correspondingω也巴 non-symmetricpropagation: 

α~l = -14119 

αEf=J Jαl = -219 

(4) 

Function λmust be always positive，λ> 0，組 diωr飢e~ is zero if山 伽ctionrpi包即t
Zぽ 0，i.e.ψλ= O. Vice-versa， if世1efunctionψi is zero， its rate must be non positive; 0凶yin the 
G鎚eit is zぽ0，1-.; might be po山ive，回din組 ycase it can't be negative. Hence， the叩a1yticaJmodeI 
reads: 

φi高-hA
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A first result is that aJl critiω1 values of softening parameterαcan be found by exar凶ningo凶y
one matrix A， wbichω脳出血.einformation of all possible stiffness matrices Kr. 

A second result ∞nsists in bow easily and systemati叫 Iyall possible solutionsωn be found. 
Note伽 tpositive∞ 時onen臼ofv切torifl m側 sloading (dP >のandvice-versa unloading似'P<

め.Thesymm肱 icsolution， if it exists， is found by imposing め=引=Oand by∞mputing ̂I and 
~ for a given v釘町内41= ill and verifying that}¥1 = ̂4注 O.百16non-sym即位icωlution，if it 
exis鑓，is fo凶 dby imposing 0凶yone equality， i.e.め=OWilぬ~ = 0， by computing ̂I for a giv伺
hr，凶 v回fyingthe remai幽 gin明uali向的 ζO側五I注 O.百 erate problem isωlv.剖 for
different values of也epar制御rαandthe results are 則nmar~必凶 the following， where the 
different solutions are quali凶 ivelyillus回附 byload (丹・displacement(v) ploω. 
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Figure 2. Summary of姐 alysisres凶tsfor softening paramaterαvarying加tweenO組 d・2:solid lines 
= stable s国仙tgconfiguration; d総h剖 lines= uns帥 le蜘 rtingconfi.guration. 

• -2/9 <α<  0 (Figure 2(a)): only白esymmetric solution exists and it is stable， i.e. it 
∞町 民pondsωamatrixAde向utepositive. 

。αl= -2/9 (Fi忠由2(b)):bo也 symm甜 ic組 dnon-symmetricωlutions exist; the s戸田紺ic
solution is unstable (matrix A(2x2) singular) while the non-symme肘csolution is stable (matrix A(lx1) 
definite positive). ・-14/19<α〈・2/9(Figure 2(c)):ぉ above，with the only differenωthat the unstable 
symm柑 ic鈎 lution∞nespondsωanindefmite m紺 ixA(2泣).This is shown graphi叫 Iyby the 
indication of the two possible solutions (S or NS) at each point of治esymmetric pa白.

。αl = -14/19 (Figure 2(d)): both solutions exist， but the non-symn服従icsolution 
∞立espondsto a s泊伊larA(lxl) matrix. 

。-2<α 〈・14119(Figure 2(e)): the u邸 tablesymm紺 icsolutioo exis臼;the unstable oon-
symme住icsolution exists only for decreasing load P， toge血erwith the stahle unloading solution. 

。α:lll= -2 (Fi伊re2(の):the unstable symm柑 icsolution does not exist組 ymore for 
Mぽ伺S泊gload. 

v 

v 
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Analogous results cmbeobtaindby examiMng ae same model by prescribMgae ve武iωI
displacernent v姐 d伽 diog曲eforce P as the resulting reaction.τbeco白espondinganalysis is omitted 

for brevity. 

CONCLUSIONS 

L
z

a

 

Bo也伽symme佐ic組 dnon-symm即 ic鉛 l凶 onsmay見ist伽回伽泊.gmaωria1s.
τbe四 mm舘 icω，lutionis stable for moderately low negative values ofthe 80食関同.gparameter 

凶川enon-symm舘 ic印刷nωbestめたforIl10re岬伽叫附山.

Within a partiαI1ar r却 .geofαva1ues， one solution is unstable (symme町ic)回 done is stable 
(組出戸nmetric)・Inother words， a stable equilibrium path may be reached start凶g企om卸

unstable∞.nfiguration 
UI伽 somecriticalvailmofα白 soluti川 ableoruo帥，le，symr脚 icor nor問 mr附 c)
does not exist Tbr increasing load P but it exists(肌 dit is not u1泊中e)for reverse loading. 
Mal凶xA form叫組.on∞ntai略 allinformation regarding加也 thealgorithm for finding白e
soluti.onls and也equalification of the solutionls with regard t.o stability. 

4. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF NON-Lll岨AREFFECTS AT CRACK m噂

E. SMI'百Z
Manchester Materials Science Centre， University of ManchesterlUMIST， 

Grosvenor Street， Manchester M1万1S，U.K. 

ABSτ'RACT 

The paper provides a very brief overview of a general model d田crib泊g白erl回国担均

effi民 tof unfractured material in a戸rtiallyfracωred zone behind a crack tip.百lem吋d
h部 awide-ranging叩'pli伺 bility，particularly with brittle and q凶 si-bri凶em蹴 rials，but 
there i5 also a similarity wi白 thestrip yield model of a crack in a ductile material.明IC

overview has been prep紅'edagainst the background of the author' s re民 archexperi凹 ce，
which has been primarily with民 gardto fracture of ductile mat怠rials.

町τ'RODUCTION

Concrete is just one example of出eseveral types of brittle組 dq凶 si-bri凶ematerial which 
釘 echaracterized by having a wne of partially-fractured material at a crack tip. 0出er
exampl回 areparticulate reinforced ceramics， composi1es with brittle matri回 s，rubber-
toughened brittle polymers and ceramics血emselv国， where白enon-fracturing is provided 
by the untangling of interl∞king crys凶s.Upon loading a pre・crackedsolid，白eαacktip 
remains stationary until the crack tip stress intensity attains a critical value K1C when the 
materia1 fractures at the crack tip. With∞n出lUedloading， the crack extends， leavmg 
behind a zone of partially fractured material， and the restraining stres飽sdueω 白e
ligaments which bridge the crack fa偲 5，紅'eresponsible for the s紅白S加tensityincI国 sing
during crack growth， and thereby introducing a d回irablem伺.sureof toughn回sinωthe 
material. In order ωtake credit for白isenhanωd toughness beha'、riour，it is important i.s 
the context of位泊施fe汀ingcrack growth血.ta企omlaboraωryーザpe甲民imensωengin回目ng
structure behaviour， 10 quantify the crack grow血behaviour，and in particularωunders凶ld
how this grow出 behaviouris affec鎗dby gωmetri阻 lpar沼neters.

THE IDEALlSED MODEL OF A SEMI-町四泊施 CRACK町 AREMO明日
LOADED副FINITESOLID 

In modelling the restraining effect of the partially fractur凶 materialfor plane s回 JJI

deformation， the simplest way is to smear-out the effect of individual bridging ligaments and 
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で匁tよ:3212YJrz::おscz:2222;立九窓口Z242:
九仰向。ffaωα: g'ωme肘叫∞nfiguration，loading由旬 (where回 dhow血et回 d

:. applied)， res回 nings刷出叫vedisplacement抑制them~gni~d~ of ~IC' Ho~e~，釘
'~eωn仙凶ons mbe SImpundby assuming伽 tK1C = 0， and制御m 回 rung
部 5Sretains a∞ns包ntvalue Pc within the ligament region.官lemodel is白ensimilar ω 
~:;DBCS mOdel(1，2) of a plasti国1lyrelaxed crack in a duculematerial，wiU1白es住essPc 

tdngmalogous to the yield s町田5of the material・Cottreu(3) in his 1963 Tewkesbury 
~ ~ture r民 og凶zedthe generality of this model of a crack tip with 出∞回国lts回 sszone 
晶tthe tip， but twenty five y伺 rs-laterit is now evident that such a model h魁 afar wider 

却炉ofapplic油ilitythan w回 envisagedin the mid 19ω's. 

For the idealised s加ationof a semi-infmite crack in a remo凶yloaddinanibemtid: 
hereafter referredω 回 the、mallwne" situation， Figure 1 shows a戸rtially developc;潟
，i，g:抑制wneofs回 Rbehind the crack tip， i.e. the crack ha.s回tendeda distan回 Rfrom

C't¥P.CW 
↓，.lt. INI'T¥A'- PoSN. 

φ 

←-R-→ 

Figure 1. The model of a semi-infinite crack in a remotely loaded infinite釦 lid.

iωoriginal position， the displ邸 ementat the紅白日ngedge of this zone， i.e. at the泊itial
crack tip， being d. The s出 ssinten向 Kdue10出.eapplied loadings， which is司叫や白e
s位附加伽sitydue to the restraining ligament material， is白engiven by白eexpresSlon 

K '" Pc[8R/'II'] 1/2 (1) 

出isK-R relation being valid until the ful1 development of血eligament却 ne，i.e. un出 S
attains a critica1 va1ue Ô~. The critical K value as釦ciatedwith the attainment of a fully m' 
develo{M刈 ligamentwne is given by the expression 

1/2 
K∞'" (EopcOml"" (2) 

where Eo = EI(l-;)， E being Young's modulus and " be~g Poi駒山凶0・Thefully 
deve切吋 ligamentzone size R∞is given by the expression 

ロ吋
【3}

Subsequent to the attainment of the critica1 fractureωughness K個， the crack con凶lueSω
extend at theぬme句pliedstress intensity K = K個 witha∞ns凶 t句悶泊gdi叩，1111何 ment
九beingmain凶n凶 atthe trailing edge of the ligament zone， which retains a∞mtant Size. 
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The preceding∞ns尚早tionsare wi由民:gardω 悦 id叫sedc蹴 whe川崎i~
∞nstant re抑制mgs位essPc within the ligament region. When白巴 res凶泊泊gs紺位e蜘s勾si~ 1 

g抑e町叩nera叫 lfu山叩n削1
i旭sreplaced by the r符則ela拍u切onn a 
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(4) 

and consequently K∞ is mark剖Iydependent on the detaiIs of恥 r回国intforce 1aw. 1t・
not卯おibleωhavesuch a simple抽出'nfor Rgg. However a de凶伺卸aly.由日j
shown(4) that though R∞ is very dependent on the maximum s回 ssPc and the maximum 
displacement Om， it is neve氏hel回 snot overly dependent on the pr，配iseforce law relation. 
ex，∞:pt when there is a pa出cularlylong凶 inthe re抑制tforce law; relation (3) pro吋des
an approximate working estimate for Rgg. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF mE  PARAMETERS K恒 ANDR恒

The parameter Kgg is important白血atit provides剖 indicationof血epo伽 tialfor 
toughening of白砂'peof m脱出1，for which a crack is associa凶明白 aligament zone 
R∞is important b民 auseit provides却 indicationof the critical dimensions of a印刷，e.g. 
initial crack size and init出width，below w出chgeome凶叫凶倒的回開凶tob側聞

impo代位1tand the behaviour pattem appropriate to the small zone siωation伺 nnotthen be 
usedωdescribe the solid's behaviour. 1t provides a very rough田timateof曲edimensions. 
e.g. crack d叩白， below which failure conforms to a limiting 即 時s(PJ cri回 ion.

As examples，cazpinFd(め， assuming a linear softening law for白eres凶 ning
ma制札 emMthEDRMour ofa倒的低・likem削 alwi白 Eo-4 x 10" MPa， p~ 
-4MPa卸 dOm_ = 5 x}D-3 cm， whereupon relation (3) giv叫白 J20cmwhilemlauon
(4) gives K担ー 3MPaY m. Foote， Mai and CoほreU(6)examin吋 acelluloselasbesω，s fibre 

reinforced mortar with 恥~句叫.MPa，Pc -6 MPa and om = 8 x 10・2cm， whereu阿
R抽 ー 32cm如 dK恒-4 MPaY m. With a ceramic (alumTna) for which-th~ ~位福山g
s回 ssbe抑制御 crackfaces is provid吋り theuntangJing of interl∞king crys凶SOS
typi伺 1input values are E。ー 350x 103 M~， Pc - 3O MPa加 dO'" = i x io-4 cm， 
whereupon R"" - 1 cm剖 dK"" - 3 MPaY m. When developing mゐi山 明 白 aゆ
toughne民 oneshould strive for a balanced∞ntribution from Eo， Pc and m such伽 t自由

product is m鉱 imised.As regards出emagnitudeofRw ahigh valueisavou削 byhigh 
values of E。mdSm and a low pc vdue;therelatively low Roe value fbr alumina is dtmi17 
large pMt to a high Pe value and a low smvalue.With alumina，for which Rーー 1cm， 
泊 thelight of出 ssection's町 liercomments， geome凶叫d剛 areim戸瑚ntwi白 smaU
but not large Iaboratory sp民 imens;卸 0白erpaper(8) at this∞nferen偲 focussesω1
g∞me釘icaleffects If!_，the bend specimen∞)sfigllration. On the other hand with the 
∞町民te-1ikematerial(5)町 the問 ir由Ircedmo血r<6f~h~~R∞ is of the order of伽 sof
cms，geometrical efbtsmim抑制teven wi出l紅 gelabora町脚imens.Materi山 of
出istype provide t恥h恥e吋grea除脳凶sヰtch叫叫en暇g酔ei泊nu悶討sin略gfraωr削e“da:幽t包af:伽m削『川r
p戸r吋i以cはtt肘h恥1碍ebehaviour 0ぱfe叩ng忠10鴎 nn昭gs拍位u山c旬tures白s.The 1加釘g酔eR。個ovalue is組 i加mp戸o巾 n飢treaωs釧o訓n 
w油hyμco叩n
oぱfafJ危伽1C凶se飢XI時5t“sw別it白h{1民ega釘rdω m 卸 yoぱfthe ductile m】at飽町E釘rials丸， e.ιg. ferritic 釦 daustenitic 

::els， used in engin自由gcomponents fabricated from me凶 licalloys. 

τ百ESTABILITY OF CRACK GROWτ百

ne stability of crack growth for a p紅ticular同 dingstate r珂uiresa∞m伊d回 nofthe K-

rack growth relation for the material ~~ the appli~ K gcAPP)~crac~ ~ro~th__relation， wi血
:rack growth becoming unstable when (dKAPpI da) for a fixed value of the loading parameter 
1凶 ordisplacement) exceeds (dKl制 forthe material. Wi白 amaterial that has a small 
R_ value in comparison with白巴匂>eeimen'sor structure's char前回isticdimensions， 
125曲ilityωursupon at凶ningthe fully developed ligament situation， i.e. when KAPP = 
K..， provided that (dKAPplda) is positive. However白esituation becom回 more
:;ompIica'凶 witha material having a high R"" value; this sit凶 lionh出 beenaddressed， by 
CarPinteri(5)， for a concrete-type material， and he showed伽 ta cusp伺凶回Iphetype of 
Jisplacement control crack growth instability can occur， i.e. one in which both load and 
displacement decrease during crack extension， with戸rticularrang'回 ofa∞nfiguration' s 
gωmetrical p紅ameters.There is a similarity here with the behaviour of a very ductile 
material， such as austenitic stainless st田 1，where such a phenomenon伺 noccur when there 
is ex蜘 siveplastic deformation， provided that the s凶 ctureis sufficiently flexible;血is
situation has b田nexamined extensively for the伺 seof circumferentia11y cracked stainless 
首teelpiping with regard to the integrity of nuclear rl伺 .ctorpiping sy5tems. 
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Pr叩cipalLecture 

FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS 
OF STRAIN-SOFTENING DESCRIPTI0NS 1 

KASPAR WILLAM AND ANDREAS DIETSCHE 

Unive悶 ityof Colorado， Bo叫der，CO 80309・0428，USA 

Insti色uteof Mechanics， University of Karlsruhe， W-7500 Karlrsruhe 1， FRG 

ABSTRACT 

rhe paper examIDeo alt釘百抗ivecontIDuum descrip色ionoof泊ledegra.dl弘tionof atrength. In pa.rticular we 
jtudy recent proposa.1s to regula.rise local 前ra.in-田 ftenIDgdescriptiono which introduce both spatial as 
"eU副知np町 aldiscontinuiti国 inthe lIo1ution domain. The formation of apatia.l discontinuity ourfaces is 
AOnoally accompanied by l08s of ellipticity， which in turn is responsible !or ill-posedness of the underlying 
initia.l boundary value problem. This results in extreme seu8itivity of numerica.l 1I01utions with regard 
to m~h .iJc，岨despecially with regard to mesh orientation. Three regulariJation concepts will be 
int町 ogated，wh的heror not the formation of discontinnity問 rfaceswill be suppre8sed: (i) the {racture 
説明明 ωE日 ptof equivalent 80f'tening， (ii) the second order gra.dien色formulation，and (泊i)the Cosser抗
th回.ryof polar continua. All regularilation concepωare e88entially local in character in epite of their 
d町民t町isticlength mea.sures. The implicationa o! the three degradation descriptions will be discussed 
at the ora.l p回目ntationof the nniaxial tension problem， for which a.ppropriate exωnsions of the Rankine 
miLlUmum atre田 hypotheais岨 dthe J~・theory of ma.ximum shear distortion will be examined. 

CONT!NUUM DESCRIPTIONS OF DEGRADATION 

rhe traditional continuum description of progre錨 ivefailure reveals a. number of shor七comings

which are mainlybecause of the narrow scope of Iocal material descriptions， in particular when 

，he tr吋itionalforma.も ofsimple materials is utilized. Thereby the basic question is， whether a 

phenomenological degradation theory can be successful 剖 allin describing the transition from 

a continuum into a discontinuum， if no recourse is taken to the microstructure ofぬematerial 

ωhand. For this reason it is merititious七ore-visi七someof the underlying assumptions of con・
tinuum mechanics， a.nd in particular the regularity ofぬemappings between the primary field 
varia.bles，ぬedisplacements， strains and stresses. 

Preliminaries of Continuum Mechanics 

rn continuum mechanics we normally start off by defining a∞叫inuousbody B凶 a∞mpac七

制 ofmaぬriaIp首 ticl四回.dits configuration槌 atopological map of the material particles a.nd 

t~e~r spatiallo~ation. The regularity-of the topogra.;hic~ mappi~g， x =ゆ(X)，infers continuity 

叩吋rstpartial derivati問 F=iJx!δX.This assure宮tha.tneighbouri時 ma旬rialparticles will 

alWaysωcupy neigbbouring spatiallocations. The non-vanishing determinant of this Jacobian 

m唱~ implies single-valuedness， i.e. one-tcトonecorrespondence between the materia.l pa.rもicles
and sheir spauai locabion-This homseomOrphism zbrmg也eba.sis for defining the motion of the 

hOdyas a co凶 nuoussequence of configurations in the time domain， i.e. x =ゆ(Xjt)， whereby 

'invited paper at FramCoS 1， Breelrenridge， Colorado， June 1-5， 1992 
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e curvature introduces a chara.cteristic length measure. This latter length Bcale of Cosserat 
J 出uamay be though色ofas a me舗 ureof local fIexural stiffness versus axial stiffness and 
凶 ifiesas a material of grade n = 2. In fact the Cosserat lengぬ scalelends itself to regularize 

t.'le impending loss of ellipticity in the vincIni匂 oflocalization. Further extensions ofぬelinear 
，:astic Cossera.t-theory古oel包 to-plasticbehavior are of particular intere前， noもablythe genera)-
ω]J-the町 byLIPPMANN [12]， BESDO [31 and rec相生)yby DE BORST AND MUHLHAUS 15]. 
i'here the chara.cωristic length of the elastic behavior is used inぬeextended yield condition 
吋orderto normalizeぬecouple-stresseB. This further tightensもhe∞'uplingbeもweenthe non-
.ynun凶ricstress al!d couple-stress fields with the non-symmetric strain and curvature fields 
l司 tbeplasもicresponse regime， and ωiffens the constitu色iveoperator when compared to the 
.1on-polar c創 e.AB a∞nsequence of this additional 明tJ:ural'Btiffness the C08serat description 
~egularizes the material‘formulation and eventually supprωses the formation of discontinuity 

iurfaces，鵬 STEIN胤 NNAND WILLAM [21j. 

Scope of Study 

[n tbe ioll柄It'ingwe interrogate variou9 enriched softening constitutive operaもors，wheもherthey 
exbibi七localiz前 ioninぬeform of discontinuous bifurcation， or whether they 8uppress the for-
mation of discontinuity surfaces altogether. Three dilferent variations of strain-softening models 
~iIl be ex:amined and compared wi也 regard色otheir localization characteristics，ぬefracture 
energy-based formulation， the second order gradient as well as the micropolar Cosserat formu-
lation of elasto-pl舗 ticity.
The background of our bifurcation study is the well-known formation of tensile failure mecha-
ni8Dl8 in brittle阻 dductile fracture， whereby the normals of七heresulting discontinuities and 
cracks enclose阻 angleof土90to土35degrees with the load axis， when flat tension specimens 
made oibri“le and ductile materials釘 e閥均ectedto uniaxial tension. 

ALTERNATIVE SOFTENING FORMULATIONS 

ln the iollowing we will resort to three material descriptions of 抗rengthdegradation due to 
80fもening. The量的目。fteningdescrip色ionis based on the tradiもionalformat of local strain-
80ftening el副知 plasticityof grade one materials， whereぬesoftening modulus is re・interpreもed
and related toぬefracture energy release raもeinvolving the characteristic fracture length '-，. 
rhe second softening description follows the second order gradient extension of strain-softeni~g 
elωto・'plasticity，where色heequivalent plωtic strain is augmenωd byもhecurvature of plastic 
atrain. This local softening description corresponds to a grade two material in which the charac-
teristic lengぬt，appears inぬenormalization of the curvatu見 Theぬirdsoftening description 
is based on泊三elasto-plasticCOlIserat formulaもionof micropolar continua in which the char-
acteristic length ιappears in a na色uralmanner in色heelastic moment-curvature relaもion，in “dition to its role in plasticity. 

Fracture Enel'gy-Based Elasto・PlasticDescription 

For the sake of definiteness we will resortも0もheformat of elasto・pl包 ticco回出utiveopera七or8.

rhus for isotropic softening behavior the yield condition delimiもsthe elastic response regime by 

F(o，e，，) = f(o)ーY(匂)=0 (5) 

(n the cωe of isotropic sof'色eningthe state of internal material degradation is described either in 

terrns ofぬe8calar-valued equivalent plastic strain or in terms of plastic work for charaιterizing 
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the evolution of tbe degradation process. 

(.1' = ..jf.p: f.p = Ai ゆ'1';;;; " :ら=λ

The rate of change of degradation of the yield 自主reng出 is controled by the pla凶icmodlil 
Ep = dY / dEp • The usual叫 umentof Iinearized∞nsistency leads to the ela山・plasticstrl 
sもrainrelationship， 

S=EL:主;
E
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whereもheelast~pl舗もic operator above holds for位lec回 eof associated pl凶 ticflow and isotror 
hardening/ softeni珂・ Weresort 旬、of'mal'，i.e.凶 sociatedbehavior for色hesake of simplici， 
whereby色hearguments of regularization are even more acute for non-回目ociatedflow， when ~]; 
lack of symmetry destabilizes他eco回出凶iveoperator and induces locaIization prematurely. 
In the past several proposals heve b関 nadvocated to regularize local strain-softening formul: 
tio凪 Among0もhersthe volume fraction concept of PIETRUSCZAK AND MROZ [15] i目 nO~f

worthy， since it is b凶 edon the elementary hypothesis thaむ叫rain-softeningis confined to 
plastic failure band which is embedded within the finite element. This Ieads essentially to ~h 

modific凶 ionof the pla抗 icmodulus according to the volume fraction of仙esoftening zone ; 
七hefinite element domain， i.e. 

Ef=1E; 
'η  

A，l， 
η=τ三一

This concep色ofa small volume frac色iondoes not consider however仏elocking tendencies of finit~ 
elemen旬 whendiscontinuities町 eto be cap同reddue to localized failure in shear. Consequently， 

もhevolume fracti佃 forshear failure is definitely larger th組 one，η>1， since the standard)O¥< 

order elemeI由 spreadunduly the width of位lefailure :Ilone to three to fiveもimesthe element 8iz~ 
when fixed meshes are used. 1n spi旬。fthisshor色con註ngof the original proposal the η-paramete) 
introduces an independent length scale for色hefailure band. 
The fracture energy-based softening concepts for tension and白heardid re・interpretthe plωtic 
softening behavior in terms of出efracture阻 ergyrelease， see WILLAM ET AL. [25] and WILLAM 
AND MONTGOMERY [26]. 1nもhec回 eof由 ainso11刷 ing，the degradation of前rengthdown to 
the residual strength level is described in terms of an equivalent tensile fracture strain which 
extracts the tensile strain components from the plastic strain trajectory. The pla的icmoduluB 
is in this case redefined in旬，rmsof the second rate of change of the fracture energy release， 

The characteristic fracture length translates the surface-dominaもedfracture process inもoan 
equivalent volume-dominated process， i.e. 

Ei=tfE11 E， = dY = alG， ー一 -
J du， du~ f U U， 

In七hatcase E f designa七回目lesoftening modulus in terms of relative displacement '"' rather 
than plastic strain， and l， specifies the widぬ，i.e. the reach of the degradation zone. Clearly， for 
tensile cracking山i自 correspondstoもheoriginal proposal of BAZANT AND OH [2]. For degr8: 
dation in mixed mode fractureぬisconcept w回 extendedby PRAMOMO AND WILLAM [17] 
to mixed mode failure when plain concre旬 isfailed in tension and low confined compression. 
ln that context the work-softening formulation provides an attrac七ivealternativeもostrain 80ft. 
ening， since it relates directly to the fl企ra飢c色tu加u町ure
Beca.use of t“山】helocal ch釘 a飢ctωer0ばft“仏】he四efl企ra邸c色佃ur問ee叩ne釘rgy-ba樋se吋dsωOf1此'teningf，おormu叫da抗色iぬont山hi同日 且昭pprO畠斜ιh
h組主旬obe c∞onn血nect旬e吋d色旬oenhanced fini比teelements which 訂 ecapable to capture the forma.もion
of discontinuity surfaces， see STEINMANN AND WILLAM [23]. Recently出eimpo巾 ntbenefit 
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rt 

retizations wa魁畠 d白eI百mon田E色tra:剖もedby ETSE ET AL. in the c∞ont旬ex対色 of仕ぬle

T叩口点:r2訳t:ユ記出出Lニ出出:1芯:己2ム;~bωいいheex'眠附t凶岨d制edLe回…o
s民 ondOrder Gradien凶色 Elas叫toか回Plas抗tic:De目cri鞍pti泊on

;広弘拙詰f芯よぷ;:巧守弔;号辺2i詰吉1忠E諜2諜5J主ti吉?古;討t詔::jzz鰐::i:j去器::2誌:;: ;i ; 
t刊叫仰山u叫山仰l凶凶g叩叩i詔叫z
叫 di訪七ionde島-

t. F(的)=ぷ-Y俳 Oi ら=ら+えがら=). (10) 

;:話出122ttRCZ丘二27己記官官::ztzrz:討すus

す穴作的(宇烏Eら詐F

司寸、heu目腿山唯岨I泊alarg肝ume開nも旬畠 of lin即1児.earizedc∞刀n臼凶s位i目凶te叩ncylea副d色旬口 the a.叫，ugm巳叩B凶七e吋dela凶st凶o-pがla剖s坑副ticB回of仇Eω加e釘阻ning

s何T倒.釦叫叫a凶凶色“i叩 b凶d側， ...，.0 c， TO  'r72，; (12) 。=EL:t十LらV
2
(.p

JZ:2::221::宮ニ12むな;Zef:ニt;tU2222132e132己記 by

E:D加 :E YD  亙こ生 E:_D_ (13) 
EL=E-Epl+n:E:E;ep--ZT EF1+n:E:u 

ニむ3J:2:足立122:，:;:::;zzz::zt口::::τJt;:ょ:i:i::エtial

Micropolar Elasto-・PlasticDescription 

For definiteness we will fo回目 onぬeoriginal proposals by LIFFMANN112l and BESD0 131 for 
Mending Jz，plasuciwto micropolar cORUTula-hlもhatc嗣 ethe s七andardyield condition 

F(8，m，f川 p)= ..J3.J2 -Y(Ep， Itp) = 0 (14) 

間口市旬もhegeneralized second invariant of deviatoric s七ress8 and couple-訪問団 m

h11tl(15) ，一一 :8+一目:8十百五百四:皿
~ -4-. -， 4 2t:; 

The partic由 rchoice of 1/4 weighting for the symm凶 山 andskew-可mmet由 contributionsda:もes
back もothe recent propo叫 by DE BORST [4] ・Fぽ granulates 0ωも位t悶 weigl酔E叫尚山も“ing目凶h回r悶a色“eg~児回es W釘

コ濡s:ご:色;;詑:tr出立以と出2江;町古出よニぷ:uぷ此芯お?;お;江出出芯以訟J:以::出:記己悶口吐忠ut口よ?詑zヰ以山z口3o:午予!ピ:i;
誌2諒思立誌it告鵠:器芸獄z探3諜:Ei:訟;忠日鰐:吉:i器蕊部主品?出:z詰詑i5誌:t:i恐出詰器;出:21叫::北:は立
:ロ立:立;:tぷ立;:z:ZThitL14包市guanm4cutrztE2272
3ωed addi七ivelyinto el凶 tic皿 dpla白色iccomponents， l = ん+壬1"

(9) 
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iZ25::32fS志器:器忠告知信号lji225.2;:::associated 60w rule岨 dresorting to theもraditionalargument of linearized consistency 地 1
伽 ∞mpacted加 gentialformat of STEINMA附 ANDWILLAM [21J r白色ingthe rates of 
and∞uple-stressωto the rates of strain回 dcurvatures in terms 0(， 
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aranching of Fracture Energy-Based Elasto Plasticity 

，188 f;畠ilurecorresponds to stationary values of the s包essrate， 
(e)-(E:; 血 -¥D

The quasi・linearsuboperators for strain-softening plasticity define the relationships beも鴨er，
non-symmetric 8色ressandぬenon-symmetric strain in terms of 
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 (22) 
E=‘E.ri( 

jizii部話器522i:iii:2251誌訳出i
liesof theBecond ordeE work densuy， 

v det慣ら)=0e=EL:t=Oi 

E :n"@n":E 
E_=E一一
叩庇+n":E:n"+n"': C :n'" 

もof vanishing d order work coincides 

:張主明器 iiz;副主??詰;

出諸 説昔話器ii

and the coupling beもweenthe non-symmetric stress andぬecurvatureω 

(23) -(= Ecrit v d2W =シ:e=:t:EL:t=o
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and the relationship between the couple-stress and the curvature ω 
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肱auseof the Bromwich limiters， the symme位izingeEecb of bhe second order work functional 

記波法315113:53器誤認諮記託部;

(24) 
N=i(主:O") = ~ (主:(E;p + (E~此

In comparison to the classiclU non-polar !ormulation of E.p the addi色ionalquadratic (or 
n'" : C : n'" arises in the denominator. This I!upplement reduces tbe plas色iccontribuもlon3l 
shiflωpossible singularities of the elasto・plasticopera'ωr. The interaction ofぬestrain r ~ 

field andぬecurvature rate field is controled by the coupling sub-ope凶 or8D.p and D~ wbi，' 
depend in turn on the magnitude of the characterisもiclength t. and the occurrence of coupll 
stresses. Ifιis副知zero，or ifぬecouple-stre蹴自 vanisb，then D.p = D~p = 0 and the曲 E
field is no longer coupled to tbe curvature field， and vice versa. 
Forもhesake of comparison with the previous ex七ensionsof straぬ-softeningel笛もoplasticity ~. 
further reduce the micropolar formulation via static condensation into， 

行
ド
‘

円
7
h
a(
 

where the curvature rates鴨 reeliminated by A: = -C;/ : D!p : E + C-;，I :血.Thereby伐

condensed t岨 gentialmaterilU stiffness色ensorsare de6ned凶，

。=E与:t+LL:血

Bran也ingof Second Order Gradient ::Elasto Plasticity 

1" the case ofもhesecond order gradient th回 rythe arguments of consもitutivebranching yield 

、nditionsforもhe1088 of uniqueness when boもhrequirements 

l
 

a
，e
 

(
 

AB postscript， the constitutive structure with two separate contributions of the condensed 1'111" 
cropolar formulation exhibits the same structureωthe second order gradient formulation. 

zdp=Dep:ct EL=Eep-Dep:cd:DLi 

(25) 

i鰐i:;Ef語読:器:3ii:;151515322311器
I:he same∞，ndi色ion:the gradient eff，民tvanishes if Ep2 = Epl・Henceperfect plasticiも，ywith 
らl=Ois句 aina suffiムconditionfor instabi胸 inthe smaU. 1叩 ner川 eseco山 r加

lorkωndition infers， 

L!p =0 det伊~p) = Oj 

(26) 
主= t.rit = n v dw-;t:ド シ:吟t+it:wzep=0

For the sake of terminology we distinguish &mong diffuse and localized failure modes accordin~ 
to the degree of continui匂， or rather discontinuity， of色hedeformation 6eld. Diffuse fa.ilul';. 
mechanisms are associated with material branching， i.e. singularities of the tangenもialmaterla 

stiffness， without introducing discontinuities in the deformation field. In conもra.sも localizedfail. 

ure mechanisms are associa'もedwiもhもheformatioD of a discontinuiも，ysurface across which伽

deformation field bifurcates. It is no七eworthyもhatdiffuse failure mechanisms do no色requirt

special mesh provisions for transmission onもothe element and system levels respecもively，set 
STEINMANN AND WILLAM [22J， since aIl standard element forml巾 tionsreproduce constlln1 

CONSTITUTIVE BRANCHING OF  DIFFUSE FAILURE 
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Locali~ation of Sec:ond order Gradient Elasto Plasticity 

誤認話器i諜出器言法ii器恐慌器器
.。ωB位ibutions，

which illustratesぬestabilizing elfect of the gradient旬rmifぬeplastic moduli satisfy thE 
striction Ep2 -Epl > O. 
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(31) 

(32) 

Branching of Micropolar Elasto Plasticity 

In the case of micropolar el歯切plasticitythe branching argument reveals the further眺めilizafio
beyondぬatof the gradient formulation. Loss of uniqueness is now connecもedto two singular.・
conditions which haveωbe satisfied simultaneously， 

(33) Wl :: N .(tTJ = 0 
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a
，. (
 

In sum， the constitutive operators of the gradient and the micropolar formulations exhibit bot 
a second auxili釘 ycondition which removes， or at least delays the branching points of the tar， 
gential material operator. 

! = !.rit = n 

det(L:p) = 0 

The instability condition further illu抗rates仙estabilizing elfect as 

tw=lt:6=1t:E:":主+~i: L~n: 血 =02 -" - 2 -" -'P " -. 2 -" -.P v 

det(Eら}= Oj 

Cornhini略的1eequilibrium condition with the elasto-plastic constitutive equation 

(34) 
~，;) == E!p : &!] + L:p[V

2
i，，1 

leads to the localization condition for the second order gradient description， 

LOCALIZATION ANALYSIS OF DISCONTINUITIES 

The localized failure mechanism originates in a singularity of the localization tensor which sis 
nals discontinuous bifurcation of the velocity gradient field. This even色isaBsociated wiぬth，
formation of a dis∞ntinuity surface of firs色order，I.e. a jump condi色ioninぬefield of displll((. 

ment， or rather vel∞ity gradien匂. 1n仙 erterrns，品continuoU8bifurcation吟 叫ytake place whenぬeco凶 inedloc山 ation

113;;215誤認お諮認;主主主;;諮問
equ仙川副icstrain叫 ieQUIT玖乙誌?ご九ι:〉Lf“b凶山向h

:常詰去諜23誌誌i諜1諜器誌器i訟詰法蕊izf:去:2誌記i記ずよぷZ2立r2すi;ニ;芯以zお認以:2芯::t仇;?にbt:::U叩叫叫:ロ訪山;主ぷtエiよ工2出:::;叫;3品芯叫;ニ立広;2ニ:2 i 
the 1。句ca必liza“色“iぬont阻 B回or.

(35) Wl= わEQ診+千Q~:) .M=O 

Localbation of Micropolar Elasto Pla凶icity

Inも，hec回 eof C08serat continua the localization condition implies discontinuous bifurcation of 

bo七hfields， the strain andもhecurvature raもefields， 

(36) 3::)(55)=(:) (Qu 
Q.. 

Localization of Fracture Energy-Based Elasto Plasticity 

Discontinuou日 bifurcationis manifested by a singularity of仙elocalization or acoustic tenoor" 
respectively， i.e. when 

det(Q!p) = det(N . E{p • N) = 0 

In numerical c∞omputa以，tiめon加l鴎s，t“ぬhiscorr国 pond必sto poωintw叩iseloss 0ぱfellipμ色icit句ywhich臼 u四seωss鈴everte 

m 飽 h-ト吋.-d白ep戸en凶de佃ncωebe閃ca.剖u田lseof 色ぬ伽heu凹nd也erl均yi同n時gsing刷u叫la耐aむr均 ofQ ら• Thereby predictions of the p剖，
peak behaviour depend crucially on the mesh design andぬechoice of the element formulation. 
Inぬefixed mesh approach without mesh-adap色ion，the finite element grid has to transrru! 
this 8ingularity throughou七thestruc色ural8y8句min order色ocapture sharp localization. This 
requires either enrichment of the underlying finite element expansion in order to meeももheweak 
localization condition of STEINMANN AND WILLAM [22]， or adaptive re-alignment of色heelemen! 
boundaries along the discontinuity surface， see ORTIZ AND QUIGLEY [14]. 
The formation of discon色inuitiesmay also be expressed in terms of vanishing wave speeds c ~ 0 
because ofぬeone-もo-oneanalogy to the acoustic tensor， 
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(37) 
where the suboperators of the localizationω回 orare defined as 

Q.. =N.E!p"N 

Q.. :: N ・ D~p.N

Q.. = N ・ D~..N

Q.. ==N・C:".N

I司=(grad也)=伊(M0N+N②M)

(V2
らJ=すLM.N

;25555者側明細部部g
tad s scalar involving bhe polarLzation vecbor aE 

;rfす3一 d山 lir叩 mom叫E
.咋峨，噌峨叫e悦McdtJ立弘弘E渦叩叩山畠ain山iぬ加n回…BC∞ωo叫ωa凶，tinuo凹叩…u四o叩 .e.ぬe j mps of h wion bl d MO  UEisk 
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《
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e5u 
，s・‘‘

whereby the vector M designates色hepolarization direction. This qu晶draticform symmetrizes 
the non-symmetric constitutive operator and thus leads to an indicator which signals premature 

los9 of hyperbolicity in wave propa.ga七ion.1n Bum，ぬeloss of positive wave 8peeds is synonymOUS 

with the loss of strong ellipticity in quasistatic localization problems. 

pc
2 = M . Q!p . M →0 
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Again there町 'etwo Jocalization condi色ionsfor the development of dicontinuities. Condit~. 
1 infers singulari色yof tbe a.ugmented localization tensor which involves inぬecase of micrOi 
continua 

(Q.. Q.. ¥ 
det (Q:p) = det I ~.. ~.. J = 

¥ Q.. Q.. J 

A second condition deriv飽 from色hebalance of linear and angular momenta across the白畑

山 itysurface: to tbis end the bifurcated stre鋪 andcouple-stress量eldmay be exptessed in k". 
of the continuous fields " and血皿dtheIl jumps (O'J and [血.).
The balance of linear and angular momentum fot example at the '+' side ofもhediscontin， ， 

surface renders 
出v(，;+)= div(O') + ，，，div[，;1 = 0 

div(血)++e:ド=div{血)+ e : O' + 'mdiv[血]+ 'me : [O'] = 0 (，j 

Since div(血)+ e : O' = 0， a constant amplitude of the jump conditio悶 along伽 discontinl;
surface leads to the second localization condition for micropolar continua 

e: (i1J = e : [ヂEら:[MU ~N)) +e: [f"'D~p : 問"'~NJJ=O (手

Condition # 2a Condition # 2b 

Condiもion# 2 is a symmetry restriction ofもhestress rate jump which is composed of tv. 
parts，七herestriction on the strain rate field (Condition # 2a) and on the curvature rllte fie 
(Condition # 2b). 
Jn sum， the色wolocalization condi古ionspermit discontinuous bifurc凶iononly if the localizllti. 
tensor包singularand， additionally， if the jump of the stre国 ra総量eldis symmetric. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The extension of the classicallocalization condition to gradient models and micropolar continu 

introduces auxiliary localization conditions which are mobilized as 800n凶 jurnpsinもhesecon.1 
order plastic gradients or the curva.ture field are admi悦ed.

The direct tension experimenもofDIETSCHE ET AL. [8) did demonstrate the atabilizing e伽 酔

of both the gradie凶 andthe rnicropolar tbeories， when J2・pl図書ici句 isused. On叶leother hand 

localization w国抗日1pωsible for perfect plasticiも，ywhenも，hegradient effect or the miropola' 
effect of couple-str田 sωremainednegligible. ln fact the likelihood of localization does increllS: 

with increasing softening in the pl国もicityforrnulation. 
As a final no色e，the stabilizing effects of the rnicropolar tbeory did noもretrofitthe localiza. 
tion properti鎚 ofthe耐ai.n-softeningRankine condition，間 DrETSCHEET AL. !8]，附nwhen 
couple-白色resseswere introduced in its exむendedversion. Thus the micropolar extension of th[' 

Ra.nkine hypothesis does not regularize the tensile softening branch in the自mearedcrack ap-
proach. 
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Principal Lecture 

IlATERlAL S'l'RUCTURE注NDTENSION SOFTENING PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE 

HIROZO M工HASH工
Tohoku University， Facul ty of Engineering， 
Dept. of Architecture， Sendai 980， Japan. 

ABS'ftU¥CT 

lsion softening behavior of concrete is studied froro the view point of 
e influence of material structure on toughening a杷 chanism. On the basis 
fracture energy test results of notched beams， toughening properties of 

，ncrete are discussed in relation to compressive strength and the maximuro 
Igregate size. Moreover these test results are analyzed by means of the 
1Verse analysis to obtain the tension softening diagram. The parameters 
f a bilinear tension softening diagram are determined and the relation 
E せletension softening diagraro and the material structure is discussed. 

The resul ts indicate that the softening ini tiation stress and the 
.rst descending branch of the tension softening diagraro is strongly 
dated to the microstructure of the roatrix and the softening tail 
.cluding the critical crack width is attributed to the he七erogeneity of 
he mesostructure. 

llft'RODUCTION 

唱ortaram concrete can be considered as two-phase cαnposite materials in 
~hich hardened cement paste is binding together fine and coarse aggregate 
~artic les. The overall mechanical and physical properties of such 
'O!npcコsitesystems are dependent on the volum巴 fractionand properties of 
I~he constituents， as well as the roechanisms of interaction between phases. 

The recent development of numerical analyses and design of reinforced 
Xlncrete structures needs rational constitutive relations not only under 
ニαnpressive stress but also under tensile stress. As the constitutive 
celation under tensile stress， fracture mechanics has been expected to 
lork. The treroendous progress in the field of fracture mechanics of 

'~oncrete during the past decade has revealed that a large fracture process 
Zane (FPZ) is created before the unstable crack propagation because of the 
~anposite system and that the fracture properties are strongly influenced 
by下he behavior of the FPZ. 且ccordingly the conventional fracture 
~echanics parameters are not available to concrete. Instead of them， 
Hillerborg ~nd his coworkers developed the fictitious crack model (FCM) to 
e吾C(lb~ the nonlinear behavior of the FPZ and fracture energy G~ was 
proposed as a fracture mechanics pararoeter to represent the toughne;:;s of 
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(ence of w/c but there was a tendency for GF to increase with ~ax 
3.5ing frαn 8I叩I to 2Omrn. However， there was a great scatter (F工G. 1) 

・')li5tendency was uncertain. Wi ttmann and his co-workers [71 studied 
influence of age of loading， w/c and rate of loading on GF and on the 
~ of the tension softening diagram with notched beams. They also 
ed∞mpact tension specimens with the sufficient ligam巴nt length to 
，y the influenc田 ofthe specimen size， rate of loading， ~ax and w/c on 
:ture rnechanics parameters [8 J .工t wa5 shown that larger specimens， 
ler rate of loading， larger ~ax and smal1er w/c gave larger values to 

It shou1d be noticed that a formula of GF as a function of comp工essive
:en供h and also a bilinear tension softening diagr回 are 9 i ven in the 
j-FIP鍬xielCode 1990 (MC 90) [9， 10l. The fol1owing relation has been 
mu1ated in the code: 

0.7 
F = ad'(fcm/fαnO) (1) 

dre fcm is the rnean compressive strength， fcmO=10MPa， and a~ is a 
~fficiEmt de戸 ndent on ~ax' The author and his co-workers indicated 

'at GF might not prop<コrtional1y incr巴ase above 100 MPa of compressive 
rength (11l. Hordijk surnmarized the results of many previous experimental 
udies including their own data concerning several factors influencing GF 
.2l. This compiled information may be useful to overlook how GF is 
f1uenced by various factors. 

On the basis of the inverse analysis， Roelfst工aand Wittmann developed 
nurnerical procedure to determine an optimurn tension softening diagram 

:om measured load displacement curves [4J. By means of this procedure， it 
凶 shownthat the diameter of ~ax had a st工ong influence on the critical 
rack width of the FCM. Wittmann and his co-workers also studied the 

nfluence of various factors on the shape of the tension softening diagram 
.. uch was approximated with a bilinear model [7， 81. These two series of 
xperimental data [7， 8l were re-analyzed by the author and his co-workers 
l31 to conclude that the tension softening diagram might be potential to 
nvestigate the mechanism how material structures influence the tensile 
:racture behavior， though it is hardly possible to understand the mechanism 
lirectly from the relation between GF and the material structure. 

The aim of this contribution is to study the influence of the 
冊dximumaggregate size and compressive strength on G" frαn the view point 
)f changes in the tension softening diagram. ム

MATERIALS且NDME'l'HODS 

~le Preparation and Testinq Procedure 
Notched beams of concrete and mortar were tested in three-point bending 
~~e. The length， width and height of the beam were 840mm， 100mm and 
lOOmm! respecti vely. After demoulding， all specimens were cured in water 
)f :2Q

Q
C fo~ 28 days. A notch wi th a í~ngth of-half of the height was sawn 

ヰmidspan. The mixproportions per unit volume of mortar and of two types 
Ot concrete used in these tests series are given in TABLE 1 together with 
compressive and split七ing tensile strength. Normal Portland cement was 
~sed. Coarse aggregates of crushed hard rock and river sand from Miyagi 
~refecture were-~sed. The volume fraction of aggregates was kept consta~t 
[Or concrete， whose sand-aggregate weight ratio was 0.44. Three specimens 
"ere tested for each case. 

All beams were loaded by a servo-controlled hydraulic jack with a rate 
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T且BLE1. Mix proportion and strength of concrete 

Series ~ax w/c w/(C+si) w C Sand ~ggre . Si1ica-Su戸 rp1.Comp. Str. Tens・St，
(mm) (kg) (kg) (k9) (k9) fume(kg) (cc/CW) (Hpa) (Mpa) 

~ 25 0.25 0.20 111 444 121 1006 111 35.5 96.4 6.42 
一 ーーー

B 25 0.24 0.20 111 472 721 1006 83 40.6 12.8 6.88 
一一

c 25 0.47 0.40 160 340 721 1006 60 12.1 64.5 4.95 
-----ーーーー

D 25 0.60 0.60 188 313 721 1006 。 0.0 32.2 3.14 

E 25 0.65 0.65 227 349 721 1006 。 0.0 21.4 2.88 

F 5 0.25 0.20 111 444 721 1006 111 57.0 105.9 6.08 
一 一一 一

G 5 0.47 0.40 160 340 721 1006 60 28.0 58.8 3.82 
一一 ・

H 5 0.65 0.65 227 349 721 1006 。 0.0 20.9 2.35 

I 0.25 0.20 111 444 721 。 111 57.0 110.7 6.13 

J 0.47 0.40 160 340 721 。 60 28.0 46.3 3.84 
噌- - ー-_司・ーーーー - F 骨 ーーーー，

K 0.65 0.65 227 349 721 。 。 0.0 33.8 2.67 

of deflection 6 = 0.07mrnfrnin. The span length was 770rnrn. The load wa 
measured by a load cell and the deflection with an displacement tranceduce 
80th values were simultaneously recorded 七ogether with the crack rnout 
opening displacement measured with a clip gauge. 

Numerical Evaluation of Tension Softeninq Diaqrams 
previous experimental studies of tension softening diagrams by means of 
direct tension tests show that a bilinear model may be a 90α:l. approximati伺

[3， 14]. On the bases of the FCM with a bilinear tension softening diagram， 
the inverse analysis of mean load-deflection curves of each series was 
performed to determine the rnodulus of elasticity and essential fOUl 
parameters of the bilinear tension softening dia9ram: Ft， S1' w1 and w2 as 
shown in FIG. 2 by means of a special finite element code whose concep~ 
was originally developed by Roelfstra and Wittmann (4]. These determined 
par誼neters can lead to a good agreement between measured load-deflection 

curves and numerically simulated ones by finite element analysis. An 
analytical value of the fracture energy GF・iscalculated by eq. (2)， which 
coincides with the area under the two lines of the tension softeninc 
diagram (F工G. 2). 

GF'品 (Ftw1+ Slw2)/2 

RESUL喧~

且ccordingto the RILEM recomrnendation [2]， GF was determined from ~~e 
measured load-deflection curve considerin9 the influence of the self-
weight. FIG. 3 shows the relation between GF and th巴 compressivestrength 

f.... Recornrnended curves of MC 90 are also -shown. While increasing the 
maximum aggregate size leads to a larger value of GF， GF does not simp刊
J.ncr巴ase as fc increases. There is a large scatter in GF especially l.n 

(2) 
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case of very high strength c(コncrete. ~仕li1e Ft is supposed to be the 
，.1e strength in a 1oca1 region near the crack tip， ft is an averaged 
"9th • It may be the reason why the discrepancy between Ft and ft is 
.00 in a high streng出 range.
It is expected that the tensi1e strength may be strong1y dependent on 
parosity. 工nF工G.9，the re1ation of Ft and the porosity Vp is shown. 
• 9 indicates that hydration products may resist the initiation of 
~ning the InIcrostructure. This resu1ts lIlay support the assurnption of 
Jins and Bai1ey [16] that crack starts from the weak boundary of 
，ation products and tortuous1y propagates a10ng the boundaries.τ'he same 
百nismbased on the microstructure in hydration products may exp1ain the 
， uence of water-cement ratio and age of 10ading∞ GF and Ft • 

previ日lSpapers [7， 8] conc1uded that the inf1uence of aggregates on 
，..as re1ated to the pu11-out behavior of 1arge aggregates during the 
;ture process and w2 was characterized by the maximurn aggregate size. 
10 [9， 10] gives the re1ation of w2 and C¥nax in which w2=0.12， 0.15 
0.25 (mm) for C¥nax=>8， 16 and 32 (mm)， respective1y. FIG. 4 shows， 

~ver ， that w2 is strong1y dependent on fc' too. In the lowest strength 
crete of C¥nax=2Smm (Series E)， for examp1e， the fracture surface is 
y tortuous and many ho1es have been created. There are quite few broken 
fregates observed on the fracture surface・ Onthe other hand，. specimens 
high strength concrete such as Series A and B have smooth fracture 

~.faces and most of aggregates are broken. Sch1angen and van Mier 
.ulated the failure process by a 1attice mode1 and conc1uded that a more 
ctile post peak behavior cou1d be obtained and the width of the FPZ 
=reased with decreasing b:コndstrength [17]. During the rnixed mode crack 
3戸 gation to 1ユnkbond cracks， a lot of energy should be absorbed in 
ヒrixand the angular geometry of the aggregates might perform a more 
narkable functiα1 as bridging bars than七hatof round grave1s. 

By means of the acoustic emission technique， the author and h工s co-
τker [18J showed that the width of the fracture process zone normal to 
e fracture surface was obviously influenced by the heterogeneity such as 
le rnaximum aggregate size. Frαn the comparison with the tensiαi softening 
(operties evaluated by the inverse ana1ysis， it was conc1uded that 
pecia11y w2 might have a strong relation to the width of the fracture 

仁Ocesszone. The present resul ts seem to have a sarne tendency because 
弓 highestvalue of wヮ hasbeen obtained frαn the spec幻nenwith ti児 most
.rtuous fracture surface. 

FIG. 10 and FIG. 11 show the analyzed results [13J of compact tension 
~T) tests carried out by Wittmann and his co-workers [8， 19]. The 
.rresponding compressive strength is shown in TABLE 2. 工nthese CT tests， 
ねndriver grave1s were us叫 andthe 5戸 cimenshad the ligament leng出 of
JVmm and the thiclmess of 120mrn. 工n comparison with the present bearn 
，sts，白 specimens give slightly smal1er va1u邑sto F -1- but much 1arger 
Hues to wっ.工tis worthwhile to notice， however， that the tendency of 
dations of‘these parameters and the cornpressive strength is quite simi1ar 
，:. that obtained frorn beam tests. 且lthough w2 of concrete with 1arger 
;9regates is remarkab1y increased as the cαnpressive strength decreases， 
hanges of wヲ becomemore gentle as the maximum aggregate size is reduced. 

Since FIG. 4 and F工G. 11 sh伽 thatw2 cannot be simply described as a 
~n~tion on1y of the maximum aggregate size， some other means is necessary 

・:l be found for practical p~~poses. In plain concrete， the denser 
，crostructure of matrix increases the tensi1e strength but makes the 
論理沿sitestructure 1ess heterogeneous. 官lesestructural changes influence 
h?shaFof the tEnSion softening diaqram-zf there are any corzelatuns 
:cween the slope of the first descending branch and the slope of the 
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compresslve strenqthofconcrete 

used io CT tests [81. 
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ening tail， they may be useful to determination of the tension 
.ening diagram. FIG. 12 shows the re1ation between the following two 

meters: 
T
1 

a: W
1
/(Ft-S1

) 

T2 = Sl/(w2-w1) 

(5) 

(6) 

relation shown in FIG. 12 is no more than an empirica1 formu1a but may 
be general1y valid. Further investigation is necessary. 

CONCLUSIONS 

tensiα1 softening properties of concrete were studied frαn the view 
i.nt of the relation of the tens土onsoftening diagram determined by the 
verse analysis and physically measured materia1 properties. The results 
dicate that the softening initiation stress Ft increases as the 
:rostructure becomes denser but that the critical crack width w2 
:reases in a very high strength concrete whose fracture energy GF is 
juced. Ft may be approximated with the splitting tensi1e strength ft up 
， 5MPa but that ft may give an underestimation to Ft above 5MPa. Although 
l increases as the maxim凶naggregate size increases， it is not true in a 
ry high strength concrete. 
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ABSTRACT 

:radient continuum theory is proposed 10 describe mode-! fracture in∞ncrete and rock. The numer-
JI imp1ications of山is出ωryare investigated as well as consequences for uniqueness. stabi1ity and 
'pticity of the rate boundary value problem. The potential of血巴 approachis demonstrated in 
mc巾alanalyses of山edirect tension test and the four-point bending test. 

INTRQDUCTION 

iaem吋ellingof fracture processes in concret巴androck ca1ls for refined continuum theories 

I'en the size of the structure is such that modelling every separate grain or every small crack 

.. not feasible. The need for enhanced continuum thωries especia11y b配 omesmanifest in the 

Ist-peak regime， where the negative slope of the homogenized stress-strain curve results in a 

吋 ofellipticity of the goveming differentia1 equations. Sinc巴suchproblems aI芭 notwell-

I~ed， their numerical solution gives answers that are completely determined by the discreti-
，¥1on. 

Several approaches have been pursued in the past to remedy血isanomaly. 日~audier-
tbot and Bazant [1] have suggested the use of n~n-loca1 (inte~a1) continuu~ m~ls. A 

l句rob刷lemwith these models i匂st白ha拭ttheir numerical implementation is only eff貧Icien則1ti汀ftota1 
?玲'eS

1司?可J0ぽrt恥h恥euお oぱfωsse犯sera凶 c∞oαn凶附lt凶tim削l国 [件4り伺，5訓5勾]als叩ohav問ed削 ba，依，cks.汀 .The児efi伽rお捌8t8回 t給巴gyo油b肘bvi吋巾iぬou叫81

明刈l砂Yworks for time-depend巴n附l日tp戸ro凶blems.while the second p戸ro侃cedぽ巴 iおsbasically limited tω o 
‘)一I凶seωswh恥3児erl陀巴 thedominant ca釘rrie釘:rof the inelastic d也eformationi均sgrain boundary sliding rather 

11.10 decohesion. If the mode-I component is relatively high compaI吋withthe mode-lI com・
川 nentthe regularization mechanism appeむ'Sto be too weak [6]. 
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The approach that we shall explore in this paper is the introduction of higher-order deft:w 
mation gradients inωthe constitutive m似た1，白紙isthe available tensile stJ唱ngthis ~量

function not only of the average fracturing strain， but also of出eLaplacian of this in伽 .

state variable [7，8]. In conventional numerical schemes such叩 addeddependen民 hasat陀

mendous impact， because it is at odds with the nonnal flow of a finite element Progrd 

百lerefiぽ ea novel strategy is described in which the inelastic p包tof the constitutive equati_ 
is satisfied only in a weak sense， ins隠adofpo泊twiseas is conventionally done. 

The introduction of higher-order continuum mαlels as the gradient m似た1advocated ht，~ 

has a profound influence on出eellipticity， the uniqueness and stability of the rate boundw 

value problem at hand. Some of these issues wiIl be elucidated at the end ofぬis紅白le，whe怜
we shall also consider羽 menumerical ex創nplesof pure m吋e-1 problems. 

A GRADIENT CONτ1NUUM THEORY FOR MODE-I FRACTURE 

We consider the following set of equations: 

LT eJ;;;;;:O， 

a=D[t-A..'I] ，入ミ0，

f(σ，r:f， V2εf);;;;;:O， 

(1 

(4， ε;;;;;:Lu， 

which define the elastic-合acturerate problem during progressive II叫cro-cracking.In thr 
equilibrium equation (1)σis a vector that contains the s位esscomponents (Voigt's notation)， 

L is a differ窓口tialop巴ratorma出X姐 d出esuperscript T is白巴 transposesymbo1. Stress and 

elastic strain， E
e 
=E-A.n， are related through the elastic stiffness ma出xO. The superimposω 

dots denote differentiation with respect to time.入isa non-negative scalar-valued quantity 

which is a measu陀 ofthe inelastic ftow intensity and c is the gradient to the fracture sur也氏

f， that is， n;;;;;: dfldσ. 
The salient feature of the continuum theory adopted here is the functional dependence of 

the fracture function on the Laplaci佃 of出eequivalent合司.cturestrain f，f， in addition to白

usual dependence of f on r:!. ln a continuum旬proachthe gradient tenns reflect the fact伽t

below a certain size scale the interaction between the microstr・ucturalcarriers of the defonna. 

tion is non-loca1. For cementitious materials experimental evidence on白eevolution 01 

micro-structures during failure has been given by Van Mier [9]. His studies clearly show，ol1 
a micro-Ievel， the existence of grain bridging in cracks. At the m巴so-level，at which we伺rry
out the homogenization and constitutitive modelling，自己serniα0・effects紅 eaccounted for by 

the inclusion of higher-order deformation gradients in the continuum description. 

The dependence of the fracture function 00 spatial gradients of an invariant measure of 

the fracture strain f，f has a m吋orimpact when elaborating the condition that， during inelastic 
flow， the s甘esspoint must remain on the fracture surface: 

f(σ，f，f， V2
f，f )=0. )

 
，、J''z
、

Taking into account the above dependencies巴q.(5) can be rewritten to give: 

nTeJ-hえ+cV2ef;;;;;:0. (6) 

where h and c at宅definedas: 
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h1aff  P=品ー一一一r ~ 一-i df，f ~ ，- dV:Le 
(7) 

1hsexgnPIes we shall adopt a RankineyiCM condition (83 

f;;;;;:σ1 -a(r:! ， V2rh 
h飢伽向ぽ戸ncip必stresち4dδ 由etensile s悦 ss-carryingcapacity at theωrent 

'唱13出eequivalent fracture抑制nE:tf=ltii ， 。)

!?か:112221立に;:zmrム22:2237J限切
.lIIIn in li開 Ofeq.(6):nT6-hi+cV2i=0.(1邸

時132品工222足立1:::;ヱ:22tZi::22i;ロfJ21:
;-tm::ょzii:ZZLlZ);;;TihぷZT13tzzzztzt;:::;;r

cv2i-(h +nTOo)え;;;;;:_nTOE. (11) 

1" ωexplicit Euler forward scheme eq. (11) can be repla∞dby 

cV21:1λ一(h+nTDn)1:1λ;;;;;:_nTDI:1ε， (12) 

ah 1:1λnow the finIle value of the multiplier within a load step.τ'0 solve出ispartial difti紅白1-

1'111 equatio四wecan either 

1J目指;J日告25jh臨調説
明 astingeq. (10) in a weak formω: 

JSi[nTa-hいcV2i]dV=0， (13) 

州 恥 &-symbol 也notingぷvariationof a quan向， 叫 帥 伽nc凶ω即向a釘釘何仰z汀町r可がyがin時1喝go側u瓜3拭川t悦ωu凶凶削叩s割叩訓u同叫』泌a

'ぺl均ET士:口rIぷ2:立:え.白伽紙would伽蹴出eneedωexplicit1yformulate a stiffness ma肱
崎tderives from the con汀ibutioncV2L仏ー(h+nTOn)i叫 isto bring出egra必entpart to me 

j!ht・handsi也: nTDiU

&λ;;;;;:1:1A.local +五台faλ

コ:jzr:ZJZおおおt;22出1;:21;:;25::;なな212
4百tionpoint i we出enhamin a f1nitedifkmncsappmximanon: 

F 心 i-Iー払 Aj+企Ai+l
l:1A.i=(企A.local)j+五百五 k2 

(14) 

(15) 
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if k is the distance between two neighbouring integration points. The problem is no平

企λi+lis hitherto unknown. At best we can substitute (AA.1oca!)i+l・τT百'hi詰iおsimplies血a飢tWe Jh.圃
c町 yo側u瓜t加 i加匂町r則a

I白hemulti増plie釘rAλk: 

r 企λ1-1-2品f+企λizi
hλ! = (AA.1oca!)! +一一弓「一 一- 今

一 h+n昼Dn k" 116 

where恥 S叩erscriptj is白eiteration coun町 andAA.?+l = (，品I叫 )j+l.A simple alt巴町1・
to the iterative procedure definerl by eq. (16) would be to just car可 outone i飽rationwltt1t 

the non-local multipliers on the right-hand side of eq. (16)， AA.i-1， AA.j and AA.j+1， are applll 

imated by their local values (品I∞al)i-l，(品local)jand (品local)i+lrespectively [1町.Unfl)f 
tunately， this simple method does not satisfy the consistency requirement (5). 

To conn∞t as closely as possible with conventional elasto-plastic finite element pml 

dures we prefer to devise an algorithm伽 tis rooted in the second altemative， 80血atl

scalar multipIier λis interpolated for the same topology as the displacements. Indeed， eq. (11 

together with the weak form of (1) 

JouT[LT d]dV"，O， 匂
41
 

(
 v 

the elastic stress-strain relation (2) and the kinematic relation (4)， both of which are satisfi.¥l 
in a pointwise manner， completely define the rate boundary value problem. However， the fuCl 

that the consistency condition is no longer satisfi.ed in a pointwise manner marks a maj... 

departure from conventional algorithms. Now，λis considered as aルndamentalunknown a!j 

has a role equal to that of the displac巴ments.It is solved at globall巴velsimultaneously wh 
the displacement degrees-of・f記edom.

The displacement field u and th巴fieldof multipliersλcan now be discretized to n凶以

variables a and A in the usual way， leading to出efol1owing set of equations [8]: 

[~~ =:][:]= [~]. 。。1
 

(
 

wh巴陀

Kaa = JBTDBdV ， 
v 

KaA. =-fBTDnhT dV • 

(19 

(20 
v 

Ku"，!r(h+nTDn)hhT -chpT]dV (2li 
v 

叩 dιtheexternal force vector. In eqs. (18)・(21)B is the strain-n叫aldisplacement ma官ix，b

is the vector that contains the in回 polationpolynomials for the multiplier 入andp cont創が

the Laplacians of the latter functions. An unpleasant property of (18) is the uns戸nml凶 ythar

enters血roughK以前 definedin (21). For the pure rate problem Ku can be symme回zed.
Introducing q which contains the gradients of the interpolation functions and using Gre卵、
白eoremwe obtain 

Ki..A. = Ir(h +nTDn)hhT +cqqT]dV 
V 

(22'， 
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σacc k コヨ
E=2ぽ}∞MPa

σl  
σ't"，2MPa 
h=-2似)()MPa

1=5mm L=lα】mm 」
ドー

Figure 1. Tension bar with a length L subjected ωan axial stressσ. 

thenon-stmdard boundary conditions at 出e elasto-plastic boundary Sλ: 

託部意出;忠告を盟主諮
問 tricform of Ki..λas in eq. (21). 

STABILITY AND UNlQUENESS IN HIGHER-ORDER CONTINUUM THEORIES 

どぷ!;;:おお出;:::TJZi:2222:23ZC222ロzzzt
..IJi 'lcident with白巴VMlishingof f=σ_a(ef， d2ef/dx2)， (23) 

・I'ere，for linear softening， we have 

δ=σt + hef -cd2ef Idx
2 

. 
(24) 

ニニ172:t22?:Jぷ:rmzsニ3231UZ;訪1222
叫 thof出巴∞n削 umas 1=よcI h， we can derive削 in仙 thelocalization zone aωu・

1・unfor E is given by 
E'" olE + 6th .[1-cos(xIl)/cos(w/(21))] 

(25) 

Ilutside the loca1ization zone we have: E'" o / E. 
Suppose now白紙 W巴havea single 1田 alizationzone wi白 awidth w. Then， the velωity at 

!h~ right end of the bar is given by: 

立(L)/a=LfE+ [w-2Itan(w/(21))]fh . 

，¥.! are now interested in the solution that results in the steepest descending branch， i.e.， the 

同 8tcritical equilibrium path. This solution is obtained by requiring出at

(27) 
d(白(L)fa)fdw=O.

1m附 ing的同 町 四ntresults i加n叫 li耐cit巴郎xp戸'res凶凶叩s叫io附ns伽批 w叩id仙由 of蜘 l胤ωω刷al伽l

zω“n民E久'w=21MEdl'andthE slope of the load-displacemmt cllrmwhcn the local1zationmmMas 

Ll:::veloped fully: u / a :: Lf E + 2πlfh. (ο28め) 

1、\~e c、h川E口ca叩n刊】

晶臼na岨la叫a叫lys凶s討i抱sresults i泊n白巴 s鈎am巴e目xp戸Ires路凶s叫iぬo∞nfor w， but the slope of the load-displacement curve tor 
• iUlly developed localization zone is now given by 

(26) 
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εf[X 10-3] 
ef[x 10-3] 

1.2 

0.8 

0.4 

0.0 
' 

75xfm1∞ nJ 

50 75 1∞ 25 50 

~ 
x [mmJ 

~ い |唱
ト‘ ~ 

Figure 2・Inelasticstrain dis出btmoradongthe axis ofa EeriSion bar for one impEITeeth11(iFfI 

and two imperfections (right) (ulL :0.02). 

2 (J [N/mm2] 

1.5 

0.5 

u [mmJ 

O.∞50.010.0150.020.0250.03 

Figure 3.sums vs displaceBEent Of the dght end Of the bar for different imperfeCHon patbEW 

ulσ:L!E +4πl/h. 
The向叫eexample shows伽 t叩 mentof the stand叫跡地問21

strain-softening continuum model d伺 snot nonnally result in uniqueness of印刷凶oni 

the post-peak regime. Typically， the問 exist a finite number of peri 吋icsolutions. In fi白acはL白似: 

;口r詑1;芯1立;:立22立:?な沼ほ?ロ::2:e;2;に:沈ぷ認5詑::口:コzロ泣:?JL2:e???ム山2:ヱ::口:江1立;古U:ユ;:口ご2:江
l肱舵ω叩?干叩ω叩tl凶蜘1ωlon∞noぱf恥町時ωns匠川恥伽ere1聡m吋s刊山oα叫r

怒詰賠:諜:誌: i i 出;
P吟鈴n吋 a紙tx:0.2お5Land x:0.75L res叩pe配ctivel与予 Ob加Vlωou均， the 801 ution ftぽ twoim戸市
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n ~ later stage of the loading pr，回目sit may happen白紙 onlyone Iocalization zone per・

山 ilethe others are ar隠 sted.This is b田 ausea situation with severall田 alizationzones 

~.ws )ess stable -in the sense of Hill's definition of stability [11]・ thana situation with 

A日目le1叫 i訓 onzo肌 Thishol也 truefor stand副 continuummodelsωwell as f，ぽ

‘:ed continuum desαiptions. For the example considered here出isis shown 蹴 ily.F町

... 13e of one localizaωn zone the second-order work reads 

1.. 1.空 Eh
WJ =ーσu:::;~u'一一一一一一.2 ~- 2 - Lh +2πIE 

(30) 

value is smaller than the value calculated from白色solutionfor two 1民 alizationb卸 ds，

I .• 1・2 Eh 
WlI=ーσ'U="::，，，u一一一ーーーーー.

2 ~- 2 - Lh +4πIE 
(31) 

， is W) < Wn. The path that coηesponds to the smallest value of the second-order work is 

most critical situation， and， if secondary imperfections allow it. will be followed ulti-

~Iy. 

-¥pparently， enhancing the continuum description does not result in uniqueness or stability 
me solution. However， it can result in restoring welIてposednessof the ra陀 boun血ryvalue 

~lem. This is most important， because it means that the rate boundary value problem 

~'nits a finite number of linearly independent solutions， which depend continuously on the 
lil [1勾.The standard， rate-independent continuum model does not satisfy this requirement. 

i 'l~ solutions in the post-peak regime for the bar of Figure 1 are then given by 

illσ=LIE -nLl(mh) ， (32) 

'ere n is the number of (linear) finite elements in which 1田 alization即 cursand m is the 
巾berof elements into which the bar has been divided. If m→∞ the number of possible 
llutions becomes iゆnite，which violates well-posedness of the rate boundary value problem. 

1I2F 
E=4α)()()MPa 
v=o..O 
σt:::;::3.3MPa 
h =-855.3MPa 
1;::3mm 

1・1町 4.Four-卯 intbending test on a plain concrete beam (geom町 yafterH叫 ijk[13]). 

APPLICATION TO MODE-I FRACTURE 

J'(，r the one-dimensional bar of Figure 1 De Borst and Muhlhaus [8] have demonstrated血at

.りitionof恥 gradient総rmleads ωconv珂 enceupon mesh帥 lem側 intheぉnsethat a 

'llte width of the localization zone is computed. Below we shall investiga飽 whe山町出is

r esh・independentbehaviour also results for two-dimensional configurations. 

tL For this purpose a four-point bending test will k simulated.The gcomcuy加 dmaterial 

l!a come from experimental work by Hordijk [13]， but in deviation from his work no notch 

.lS assumed in the cen汀'eof the beam. Instead an imperfect element (10% reduction in 
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Figure 5. Contour百ofequivalent fracture s回 inat peak: Ioad for coarse and fine mesh. 

Figure 6. Contours of equivalent fracture strain beyond peak: load for coarse and fine mesh. 

器官盟主主主1j;諮問時
Z2122232どなS232JULZs:sl;:1225222scz
ment was investigated. 

::j控室主恐232読まEiizttj:忍i話器
have ken added to ensuIECompaubIlity of the displacement KId-Four-nodd plane-straiE 
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::lements were used with a bilinear interpolation for the displacements and a bicubic Hermi-

;ian interpolation for the multiplierλ 
百1巴results幻想 shownin Figures 5 and 6 in terms of contours of the equivalent fracture 

.train fl for the coarse mesh and出efine mesh. We observe a gα刈 agr田 mentbetween the 

ωntours of the c伺 rseand fine mesh.明白 evenholds回 efor the results beyond the peak: 
load (Figure 6)， despite the fact that these res山 donot correspond to completely converged 

equilibrium states.百lisis a defl配 tof the algori伽 nwe are using and currently much effort is 

put into replacing our numerical strategy by a more stable and robust approach. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The use of higher-order continuum m吋elsis absolutely n回 essaryfor meaningful and realis-

tic smeared crack simulations in concrete and rock. Yet， it s回 msthat白epresent state-of-the-

紅tis very immature. Much work is needed on tbe proper determination of material data for 

such models， efficient and robust numerical algori出ms，assessment of issues like eII切ticiザ，

stability and uniqueness， mixed-mode behaviour and application to r，回1structures. 
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INTERNAL V ARIABLES : INTEREST AND CHOICE 

1・sasis

，1紅白19postula~e is. th~t _the ~ern;tod:ynar凶c state of a ma即 ialmedium ， at a given point 
.~~tánr:-is completely d，~fine~ by t?e knowledge o~ the， valu~s o_f th~ ，state v~a~les a~ 出is
i:-This postufate implies that phenomena can be described with a precision which 

~;nds on也echoice of the n鉱山志釦dthe number of state variables [2]. 

1(: ~tate variables釘官、，bservableヘsuchas strain ~ε) temperature (T) or humidity (H)， or 

!:mal"， such as plastic s回 in(Ep) or darnage (D). lntr叫 lcedin the∞nstit凶 veequations 
. describ巴theactual state of the medium and automatically they adapt the behavior to this 

J:.e. 
¥¥ ¥: present hereafter the descrip凶onoftwo m司jorprocesses acting on concrete structures， 
If.~ is出ぽ低調cking，the other is the description of mechanical effects due to hydration. 

: . Microcracking process. 

げぢmainassumption is that microcracking affects the mechanical prope吋iesof the material 
組むTeversiblemanner. Therefore this process can be desαibed using internal v釘iables，

~'i; so-called damage variables， which act on出emech街並伺1characteristics of the mat巴rial.
Ible 1 presents three levels for出erepresentation of出isprocess. From 1 to 3 the 
~scripúon is more釦 dmα'Ccomplete and the domain∞ver larger. 

:.t First level・Onescalar damage mode1[3J [4]: 

his model couples elasticity and damage. Describe only with one variable D. damage is 
:，sumed isotropic， however the ∞mbination of two damage modes (tension Dt and 
_"mpression Dc) allows to take into ac∞unt the as戸m田町yof the uniaxial behavior but not 
吋制S叩 opicresponse of the darnaged material. 
'iuch a description of microcracking is very easy because， D acting only on the Young 
「吋ulusE， the description us回 theclassicallinear elastic constitutive equations in which E 
wolves with the damage state但=Eo(1・D)，Eoi凶tialv必ueforE).

h~ t~is model D is piloted by批 so-called"equivalent tensile strain" E， whにhis an indicator 
.~ the tensile strain state， responsible of "mo由 1microcracks， at a given point. The 
:rucrocracks and heterogeneities interactions紅巳 introducedusing a nonlocal formulation 

川崎町istsin the defi耐 onof組組apt，吋醐n叫 ueofE，ω!culated on a時 rωntative
flumof廿leconcre旬 used[5]. 
'--u宮崎町uensesare: 
'1 t~e 3D phenomena are taken inωaccount in an isotropic way. however this model is 
lseful for monotonic 1伺 dingsand not for certain cases of Teverse loadings. 
ji) with叩 tansile strain the beha対orremains lin悶relastic. 
s_eing a，non linea~ ej~stic beh~~io;.-the i~pie~emati~;i~ a F.E.M. code of such a model is 
地 y加d白em出 hobjectivity is auωmatically solv吋 bythe nonlocal f:iぽmulation[4]. 

1・2Sr&QndJevel帽 Twoscalars damaf!e m吋 el[句:

IEis modd was established manly to describe the case ofEwerBeb喝dings.百letwo damage 
~ariables are n田dedωintroducethe micro句crackclosure effect. One variable (Dl) acts on 
I恥位置ctionresponse and the other one (D2) acts on tlie compression response. related 

reSptetively to出epositive and山 negativeparts of the s出鉛tensor(，包=伊+<1-)・
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-・・司.
Internal Variables Causes and Evolutions Effects described 

同町..  

-Maturity M -T位neand旬mpぽaωre: -Increase of the stiffness飢d

M=Owhen 

M削{h=r吐M=.一HAUK皿一珂吋ロ一hq3一0w号一e〉匂-←叫)h -+ 

deα'ease of the Poisson rati) 

せlem国iwnbe∞mes E=E国 M ; v=0，5-aM 
a solid 

M=Moo' -Volumic varia首ons

closeorequ叫to1 
atinfmity -s田 ss，maturity and esh::e~f(M，H) 

humidity: 
E血=ydT

EC(t，tl)EOσ1'11) gc(M，H) 
ーτbermo・elastic-viscousd白羽μ

-Creep eC -Loading over a threshold : response : 

e -K{D} = 0 with D=.高e) ~~~σ，M，D)+~σ，D，M，H) 
-DamageD 

andED=E (1・D)
+~S可M，H)+~吋T)(1st level damage model) 

Table 2 : Description of the mechanical effects due to hydration proc凶 別

using internal variables 

PERFORMANCES OF THE MODELLING 

We have choseo here to present applications linked with two different topics. One h 
simulation of the response of s廿ucturesunder sismic loading. The other is the present;;1 

of results linked ω曲ebehavior of conはちteat巴釘'lyages ; they show the ioter官stof su 
modelling to help th巴designand白eelaboration of cons回 ctioncodes. 

1・Damageof concrete elements due to bydration processes 

We propose here to disω55也eproblem of concrete sIabs at early ages. Assume-:. 
represent a bui1ding fl∞r白巴slabconsidered is linked to the walls 00 iωsides紅Idsupp?:' 
by the mould.τ'h釘ちfore00 gravity stress is coosidered but only the coonections ，:"ltn 
walls and the thermal exchanges with the environment (air and wall). Figure l-a gIves 
details of the g;ωme町 andof the bouod紅yconditions. 
In order to demonstrate the interest of reinforcements to distribute the volumic effeci (1 

hydration， two calculations have been performed one on pl泊nconcrete (normal with 37~ ‘ 
of Portland Cemeot/m3)， the other 00 reinforced coocrete. R-bars (diameter 12 mm). 
placed each 20 cm 00出eupper and lower parts of the slab which coπesponds more or I 
to there泊forcementimpo喝edto∞ntainvolumic variations (Cf. European C叫 es).ι
Calculation uses a F.E.∞de， ld steel elements are supe中osedto the 2d concrete roesn 
represent出ereinforc巴ments.Figure 1 shows the main results obtained. 1n the tw.o ca!・
re泊forcedand p凶n，due to the conduction exchange， the increase of temperature (曲目似
the maturity) i's lower near the w~Íl~: Then， d~;t~ the-iac"t--that-t;;ll1perature， -a~~ ，t~': 
maturity， are 0削O“th加omo酔似n白削us山i泊n白白巴s帥la凶a油b(伽t耐h恥.erm叫eωx却.cha町a釘I暗巴sa悦regrl伊eat'旬e山i油t白h血由巴w叫山ωsゆ)己
due to the competition between dilation and shriokag酔巴， the effecf of vol umic variationsμ 

a 

'1∞nロ-ete

¥ 
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convection exch回 ge

1 

10.0m 

mould initial temnmmn=20。c

b 

「一古拙ge
d.自国泊。∞.O.45'l[~l 

'・ dc0-4珂(-01• 0.2~l E+∞ 
・:， de 0.231Et∞. 0.3~6E叫O
i;¥f:由 0.3・6[+00• 0.4位E+∞
ga由0-452[+00.0.577E+∞
自国 dc 0.577[+∞. 0.69.)(+∞ 
I! dc O.69lE岨 .0醐 E岨

After 1.5 day 

---、

30 

20 

10 

。
-10 

.20 

Reiwαcedconαete 

。MPa

d 

c 

一-0---0.5 day 

一一宅ト一一 1.5day 

B組旦.J.: Simulation of the hydration effects at early age on a slab 

a-Geome町 andboundary condi泊ons
b -Failure of th巴 pl~EÒ~cr:t~ slab after 1.5 day 
~ _ D~ge inside.the ~.c. s~ab 
d-smss diSEibution along the IUnforcemt 

10 
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~amageable response 
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.C泌
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Dl at 2.9 s (maxi = 0.95) 

..-2~沼

Ep at 8.6 s (maxi 0.015) ~ at rhe end (maxi = 0.7) 
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日組且.1: Seismic response of a 8 stor句sbuilding 

a-Mesh with IayEred elements 

:と:I誌ご3詑z主拡詑ニ2oWm凶ix刷e剖d山 "

:芯詑2おJ話お2:提昆幻t付すt詑?r川白悦etop 
f-ほれvolutionat differe叫ん
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『hatEZ160tls.After1.5day-a smngly dmagd zone(D greater白 血0.8)is locat凶 in

‘ n附E判抑T収心E
A州I.he satne t恒3払e仇， the reinforced c∞onぽet旬eslab (Figure 1ト司C吋)shows a la紅rgezone with 
tI."ed daroage (:σfrom Ot.旬00.5勾)in t血h巴∞nte釘:roft白heslab and two small却 n即.esclose tωo也巴。<0.1). 

~ ~，Iution of郎 町essin the reinforcement is∞nsistent with these observationsσi伊re
dJ amF OE I t he side s appe ars fks t M M 仰 ndthe bars are under tension i加n吋q中ω1惚向e勾?

Afl仇t飽町eぽ:r1.5 day when damage is !J1ain1y i泊n出ec印en蹴te釘roぱfthe slab， reinforcement is in 
附 inthis part (max. of the s悦 ss30 MPa) and is in∞mpression anywhere else with a 

mupeak in the prwious d回 lagezone where the mechanical prop側 iesof concrete are 
tn:π:d.刀由exampleshows how reinforcement acts to dis凶bute回目salong the specimen 
柑der10 r叫uce胞はalizationof伽 nageand th町 foreto avoid the failure. 

% • ~eismic response of aD 8 storeys building 

、、ほlUlatethe effect of loading when there are reverse loadings， which is出ecase during 
ぽthquake，~e.~esc~ption of the crack closure is白ndamen凶.Therefore the use of the 
.wK1leveln制 ellingis necess的・

rt>r applicaωn presented here is the simulation of 白c:!~sponse o~ a.n ei~ht st?re~s bui.ldi~g 
M 、回ctu毘 ofwhichis composed by concrete walls. We assumed出atthe seismic action is 
Ii'Jlelωthe wall and we consider the part of the b凶ldingbetw田 :ntwo walls. 

Tht foundation is connected to the ground (consider as a rock). The wall is reinforced 
mcally on each side (企om4 o 10 mm at the top up to 6 o 16 mm at the bottom) and曲e
1" are normaly reinforced.百 efinite element diにreti国 tionused layered elements (Figure 
・11[12].百 ebehavior of each layer is deduced from由eresponse 'Of山esecond level model 
山 runiaxial stress and the elastoplastic behavior of steel is integrated at the∞n-esponding 

tl!~r using and homoge凶zedtechnique (fig. 3・b)[6].百leassociation of the different lay官官

: 1 in this case) leads t'O the determination of the behavior of the corresponding section of 

:h， wall with global variables (M.N，T.e.u，v). Th巴reforethe behavior of this element 
山 ludesthe damage of∞ncrete， the plasticity of st白 1and the総釦ciationR・bar-conαete.
T'le ~eismic lo~ng_if!lpose~! re~pects ~e accelero~~ s~oW? fi~ure 3・cwhich includes a 
.lximum equal to 0.36 g. The dynamic response is obtained using an implicit Newmark 
hnique. 

Results obtained conc即 時dthe history of displacements. Figure 3-d gives the evolution of 
."-: relative horiwntal displacement at the top of the building compareωthose obtained with 
linear elastic behavior (dash line) ; damage and plasticity induce a great increase of the 

f内p.lacementand a decrease of the frequency. Figure 3-e gives ihe relative vertical 
L~~l~cement of the top， one can observe that 企omthe beginning of damage血etrend is an 
lInsingof the building. On figure 3・fare shown three examples of 1∞al evolutions.住action
1叩 ageDl at 2.9 seconds. showing the αeation of a crack just above白efust fl∞Ir. plastic 

hぬrmationof reinforcement匂at8.6 seconds and compression damage D2 at出eendof 
吋loading.In each case， the main e俄 ctsapp伺 rat the白'Ststorey. 
r~~s '!Vork_ is in progress an experiment o{ a third scãle-b~Ùdi~g is planned on a shacking 
~lble in orderωhave a better understanding of the seismic response of that kind of structur芭
叫ぬvalidateour choices for the simulation. 

CONCLUSION 

'鴻diたc凶n事t也h巴respons巴ofr民巴infi白orcedconαet飽.es甘ucαture白sr.詑'equ凶ir.均'esthree ma可do町ringred必i巴ntωs.
i日!CωOn叫叩叫tu附t匝iv刊ee句qu国E鳩a鉱組仰t“ωiぬo∞n邸nsfiおor蹴 el副 c∞o∞n即cretewhich fit closely with experimental reality ; 
勾 ~n objective computational method which al10ws predietions up to the failure of 
旬 cture;and (3) a∞nsistent model for白巴steel∞nαe飽 association.
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τbe first item has been extensively studied ovぽ thepast years卸 dmany models for句民、r
are available企acturingstrain models [13J， smear剖 αacksmodels (14) or mi町四

models [15J.We have worked at LMT Cachan on using internal ，::_ariables to descri"'~; 
evol凶onof the mechanical state of the ma刷出undertwo types of process民 oneis lir" 
to出ehydr叫 oneffi田 ts，the other to miCf∞racking泊duceby severe loadings.ηlepmbl~ 
凶1kedto也esecond item need to be careful with the choice of the mesh which c阻 besol.... 
using "1∞ali回 .tionlir凶ters"[1句suchas non local damage concepts [5]. 
About the白irditem we have used in this paper two kind of steel conαete association. Or，t' 

the supe叩ositionof ld steel elements 10 the 2d concrete mesh and the other is-; 
combination， u由19an homogenized technique， of the plastic behavior of the stl切 1and ¥ 
damageable behavior of concrete [6]. 
The applications presented showせleinterest of白巴conceptsused to simulate the evolutit' 
of damage inside a s官ucture，血einteractions between co_ncrete and steel and the resulti" 
global beha、rior.百 eseI芯sultsallow to envisage the use of that kind of numerical m吋elli1
as experiments to help the understanding of complex phenomenon such as hydration effe， 
or cyclic loadings and then to help the design of conαete s回 ct田町.

Acknowledgements: Financial supportfrom thefrench GRECO G昼omaterial山 α叫fromtk， 
french research program CASSBA are gratefully acknowledged. 
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ABSTRACT 

d:;i:222721:BにごI22:出t;22弘法おお芯;2JZThe∞叩mp凶oω叩釧s討副itも

，rel.when a represenutive composite specimen is loaded in tension and compresSIGn-

INTRODUCTION 

;nem紙抑rosc∞00凶 d心仙h問 cha.凶eぽ叩n巾rist凶凶s“蜘も

.悦 d均e叩pen…rong肋lyon th別 tr，側 st批晶組ndi尚もω仙凶s出h以i伽 y.Pro噂gr白倒s附 ωωlu一一rels低…:co一…?姐?
the formation of distinct transverse cra.cks in tension，品，xia.1splitting in umaXIeU co且u

l'eSsion. and formation of shear bands or diffuse microcracking as the confining stress田

4crease'in triaxial compression. These macroscopic obseEr.v&抗，tion附l凶Sa鉱reも“iedto a v刊富乱訂.r討ietyof 

♂唱申gr叫 b陥iぬ陥ionω佃nm口E

1・祖叫yzethe p時間町efailure， the問問叫itiousm山山1is considered as a two-抑制

， ')mposite consistinl!: of individual a邸regateparticles embedded in a mortar matrix. 

be II蜘

bich a託c∞unt匂sfor ∞ u中P凶lin珂1沼gb加e七tw伺開ndeめho叩n吋凶dωII碍l沼gadhe出s討ω10叩n姐 dthe frictional shea訂r宮slip

!.¥!tween the two constituents in the presence of compressive組 dtensile norrnal tractions. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPOSITE 

Topological Description of the Constituents 

The composite material ωifiSidered here is comprised of 品目regates，cement p旬以e

voids. Since it is unfeasible to include e拡 hsepara.te parもicleexplicitly in出.etop口町

cal description， the idea.lization is resもrictedもoa. two・phasema.trix p釘 ticle∞mp句nl

which only出ela.rger inclusions訂 ea.ccounted for. The aggregate phase is id巴a.lizet

polygona.l a.pproximations of crushed 岨 gularparticles， which釘巴 embeddedin the 1; 

tar matrix. The distribution pattern of the a..邸rega.tesp紅 ticles踊 wellas their 8hl>I 

are randomly generated with the aid of Voronoi-polygonization. However， the aggreg，t! 
紅白 fr配 tionand the size distribution are controlled a官官hesame time by the proced~I' 

developed by St姐 kowskiin ref. [1]. 

Material Properties of Aggregate and Mortar 

In the c剖 eof norma.l strength concrete the mechanical properties of the aggregate ，.' 

genera.lly far higher than those of出.emortar and the interface both with respect " 

蜘 ngthas well制 stiffn側.It is therefore回目umedthat the (isotropic) aggregate pa.rticlo 

remain in the linear elastic regime throughout the loading history. 

The simplified model of the mortar matrix is based on叩 elementarybilinear hypopl却は

句rucker-P叩 :ger'(DPM) formulation with progressive degradation of the∞he山 n.A脚

ciated sow is assumed during soft佃 ing，もhus出efriction angle φIS ∞nst叩 t姐 dω，incid(

with the dilatancy angle 1)_i during the entire deformation process. Hence excessive inel経

tic dilatancy will ensueωrela.tively large shear strains. The model is implemented withi" 

the framework of the invariant response models of nonlinear hypoplasticity阻 ddoes no! 

contain姐 internallength or volume measure that reduces mesh size dependency of仙p

softening computation. 

A more rea.listic model for frictiona.l materials is the 'Extended Leon Model' (ELM) b凶 d

on the original formulation by Pramono & Willam [2]. This hardening/softening elasto-

plastic formulation wa.自 re伺 ntlyextended by Etse [3] in order to generate (i) a sm∞th C1
• 

continuous surface following the elliptic 5-pa.rameter approximation by Willa.m & War出f

in the deviatoric section， and (ii) a transparent isotropic work ha紅rd白en凶lIn暗g/so品f仇も旬畑e釘n山l

mu叫l1a凶叫t“iぬonfor the nonlinear r，陀.es叩po佃ns田ebehavior in the pr閃e-and post-peak regimes. 

The encompassing loading surface in the hardening and softening regime is described by 

the ELM回 follows:

I (1 - k) ( ~ + pg~θ2 f +'!!"a(fJ))引2MmfN(θn -k2c= 0 F(p，p，8，k，c)= 1(I-k)( ~，+一一) +プ(fJhj三1+ーァ (p+一一ト ー
I \~ ..， \f~ 'y'6f~) 'f~~\V ， V 21 ' f~ ¥1" y'6) 

where p， p and fJ denote the coordinates of出eH出gh-Westerga紅 dstress space， f~ the 
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日目;iffJ忠告 i 

"". "，ロ…rム一i一B唱g出仰par晶n凶E

『;;f:謹5 ;日日詰;詰主忠!詰
1t:コ誌=sdod伽f仇伽伽t旬加叫e回I

日jjiH
皿.po…;ム一…e回倒E凶t川 d耐u悦1詑叩e
0阻Eも恥低も tra低.ct“io∞nq=仇e"怜 +q仇'~e匂~ through も山hei泊n叫も旬erfa叫ι.cec∞o凶，ns.抗副.tit凶utiv'刊emo H 

. .乱 measureof the reversible ela.stic∞仰uance，
:.，. Iween the constituents v. = C.q i8 
市 Ween e con -d ・bedin ana.logy to plasticity. In d出irectもも旬ens飼lonl 

‘吋州Ililet也h巴irreversible defo凹rm晶以tiωon1凶sae償scribe<1 1ll a副n t出h(Jn. fu. ln com.由，bin，即l児ed

b同山es川B坑tγTで:d?亡芯ごニ;:立;立:ここ;::?t:s?t:::立μ::r立r!エ芯出2エ?On:tell:二ip争

M;ニ:ニ明よ:h戸e;2:tごωns“仙tu回t匂sd向e句P戸問阿凶e回叫叫nd叫din時g佃叫t山hemo帥oぬ，bi日h刷鵠剖df仙ri山rict比凶凶cti“伽10同o岨n.T山he山twomeφdでてつτ: 
d叶tensiledebondi必ingin the n削oω口rma.叫ld必i削 iぬone侭 叫 向 h刊 let旬a紅z噌 n凶t出ωi弘凶a.ld必ire民削ctωも

去i苛iご口2;c::自己:;:;;;点。;およ;出:江主al.[4]

F =1 qt，J 1"一也主主(q"，J-q，，) = 0 
q"，/u 

::::ヰttt:エエコ::?;:におおな::ロヱエ::::
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The current position of the slip surface is defined by q，..J which is obtained by 8It:. 

仕組slatingthe initial surface along the q，.-axis using a kinematic shiit strategy. In (1 

to obtain realistic dil抗姐cycharacteristics it is nec四 saryto employ a non-associated 

rule which offers the possibility to modulaもenormality and further suppr偲 sunde~ 

dilatancy. 

Continued deformation after the onset of fracturejslip is assumed to be accompanie(!。

softening for any loading path. Thus， the behavior in direct tension as well as in戸

shear governs the behavior for姐 ycomhined loading via the fracture energy rele蹴 ra

G5 and Gy. For a可 loadpath defined by the surface tractions q，. = q，. (v~) and q， ::: qtr I i 

the ratio of the fracture properties k = G5 j GY varies typically in the ra.時 ek '" 0.01-(1 

The charaεteristic rel抗ionshiphetween qn.f姐 dv! determines the behavior in oombiJ 

fracture and slip，羽田 qn./(V!)is here assumed to describe the universal stress-strt: 

relationship. The tensile strength is taken to degrade exponentially拙

au --l
 

q
d
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u
 

'
ι
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 I
 

z
 

s'h 

Uniaxial Tension forωmposite with a) DPM， b) DPM回 dInterface， c) ELM 
~. 1 

α= qn./u j G5 

For any loading path other th組 directtension， slip wiU ac∞mpany the dilat組 tdebondIl 

proc田 s.A key assumption in the model is that出isdebonding process c叩 bed図 cribf'

via an equivalent fracture energy release rate me舗 urek in analogy to aωork・softeni:l

hypothesis which is chosen according to the ra旬 law

qn.!(v~) = q，..f..e-αd， 

R.eaidualload 

Composite a.) 

Pω.k load 
J

寸
、
¥
情
A
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¥.0 

k =< qn >古!+ k(qt -qt.r)可

Theく ・>-symboldesignates the McAuley bracket， 組dqt，r denotes the residual shea: 

自白ength色hatcan still be mobi1ized even after maximum degradation has occurred. 
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2 Uniaxial Comp戸re回s鈎叩s討ω10∞n{.お。rCOlI坤os討it民ew机it出h品吋)DPM，b吋)DPMa組ndInt旬eぽerfa叫ιe夙，cの)ELM

Figs.(l)組 d(2) illustrate the nominal 耐 e時 strainresponse of the composiもespecimen;:; 

which were loaded inもensionand compression together with出eirfailure modes. Thl' 

extent of failure in出emortar matrix is visualized in terms of active zon田 ofplastic work. 

The load is applied in displacement control with fulllateral restraint at top 姐 dbottom 

fa.ces simulating rigid loading platens. For hoth load histories the composi旬 specimen

is modeled a) with山esimplified Drucker-Prager model for the mortar matrix withoul 

Interfa四 elements，b) with the S3me model for the mortar matrix， but including interfaa 
elements，組dc) with the Extended Leon Model without ωnsidering Interfa.ce elements 

All studies are based on the a自sumptionof pla且estress since the kinematic plane str叫

constraint leads to exc四日ivestrength predictions of出.eDrucker-Prager model which a.rぜ

もotallyunrealistic. 

COMPARISON OF FAILURE MODES 
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For the tensile load histories， Fig. (1)， the streng出 ofthe composite is dl町 U)肘!..，
the tensile str担 gthofぬeωnstituents.ln the composites a.) and c) the tensile st川

the composite is identical to the tensile strength of the morta.r matrix. In the comp!凧 1

the tensile strength is reduced by出e‘wealc'interfa.ces. For all thr舵∞mp佃 itesp叶

a single discontinuity emergωthrough the cr'田 ssection and failure is confined to a 

layer of elements. The localization of displa.cements is enhanced by the inhomog，ぃ
stress distribution a.nd the spacing of the品自regateparticles. 

A signi貧cantva.riation in strength c嗣 beobserved for the compressive load histol'! 

shown in Fig. (2). While for the ∞mposi陥 a)組 db) the overall strength is larger 

the ∞mpressive strength of the mortar matrix itself， this is not the c加 efor specime'(: ， 

The resul旬 indicatethat compressive softening of the composite depends onもhet. 

and sh回 rstrengもhas well as on the ductility， which are a.ctivated in the heterogen. 
specimen in the form of splitting. Since the biaxial strength of出eELM is always h 

th組 forthe DPM， the Extended LeoπModel predicts the lowest strength of the ω'mp<''''i 

specimen. An accura.te model for the mortar matrix with rea1istic prediction of stren， 
組 dductility is clea.rly a prerequisite for the ana.lysis of compressive load rustories. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The ωmposiもefailure analysis provides new insight into the failure mecbanisms in h， 

erogeneous ma.trix aggregate composites such as∞ncrete. The ∞mputational rcsll) 

indicate that failure is very distributed throughout the specimen， either in terms of int(¥ 

fa回 failurein tension or matrix failure. Only the final stages of failure are truly loca1izω 

The plane stress simulations of tensile load histories indicate tha.t both， the failure mOl 

as well as the tensile strength， are not sensitive and c祖 becaptured even withもhesimp:~ 

DPM constitutive model for the mortar matrix. The plane str，回sanaJyses of ∞m抑制l、
load histori田，however， require accura.te∞nstitutive reprωenta.tion of the mortar matril. 
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ABSTRACT 

:;J52211訟を:話器l忠告器部諜iiZii
is in1 、ed，azlddlegoveERing integal equation fOE山einteraction 

::端部5123M:J232叫主::5525
proposed th ω ry can describe 七k叫l批o飢cali山i切z肌a叫叫tio叩np戸ro侃c側 of加凶nu加icroαωro

f川t，aポtt山lem晶以，te釘ri泊晶18unde釘rc∞omp戸reω58凱10n.

INTRODUCTION 

:h721千二:rrzzrzztC2zrzr;22:;;:i?Jぉ::z:;:
~ion effect of individual microst凶 tureswith a discrete model is J叫 fωiblefor analy側
担 teEalpEoblmmwith azbitmry bounduy and loaAing COIld凶ions.It is therefore nec-
~a.ry to establish a continuum出eOEythat dEscribes the ovemll behaviOE of materiaiS 

211iE:部 u;何 ????tteZr別立:252222:
;:322iut足以。;Z2522fZ222;叩コ叩お;;
ason : when the evolution of da.ma.ge is eva.luated， the in凶l凶teぼra低ct“io∞ne宜e氏cti泌snot dir民ectl旬

y 

司川吋n凶附附s討剥ide州E民凶e吋d.T恥hee凶 e肝V叩叫O

i認i詰;掠諜誤住路;E2日苦5芸l毛令2i器:;正誌j正器2去;2諒鵠;2認3詰2t出ii::??Et患部器
、lthoughthe th~ry is gene叫 andapplicableもoa.ny m批 rialwi出 microstr叫 ures，the 
present formulation is c乱rriedout forbhe behaviOE of briUle materials undeE CompressIon-
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A MODEL OF CRACK GROWTH UNDER COMPRESSION 

The mechanical beh乱，viorsof brittle solids such as rock or concrete under compression are 
known to be governed by growth of cr配 ks， To represent the behavior of crack growth 
under compression， the micromech組 icsmodel has been proposed as shown in Fig. 1(a) 
The i凶tialdefect P P' of length 2<:0 undergoes frictional sliding under the action of far-
五eldprincipal stressesσf and u2' (positive in tension). The solution of the proble泊
shown in Fig. 1(吋isobtained by the numerical method. The closed form solution of this 
problem， however， is not available. 

-(f~ -σア

ーσ∞戸 .-

同

v
r
川
グ
い

中-y

L_ ~ I 
(a) (b) [ 

Figure 1: Micr倒 trudureof brittle material under compression. 

A further simpli貧edmodel is considered as shown in Fig. 1(b). The straight crack of 
length 21 is parallel to the diredion of the maximum compressive stressσi. The effect of 
the sliding of the initia1 defect is modeled as a pair of concentrated forces F at the center 
of the crack: 

F=ーco(λ1σf-入2σ2')， 、EE
E
'

司

E
A

，J
・、

wl悶 e>'1 = sin 8{sin 28 -μ(1 -cos 2B)}，入2= sin O{sin 20 +μ(1 + cos 28)}，μis the 
coefficient of friction and 8 is the angle of the initial defe<:t. 

INTERACTION EFFECTS OF DISCRETE恥HCROSTRUCTURES

The proposed theory is based on the homogenization of the method of pseudotractions [2]. 
Before 1FT is introduced， we begin with the method of pseudotractions for the considered 
model. Consider組 infiniteplane with two microstructures defined in Fig， l(b). We de-
compose the original problem into the homogeneous problem with no microstructures and 
the sub-problerns e叫 containingthe single凶 cro山 ucturesjsee Fig. 2(b)，(c)，(d). Then， 
the superposition of the homogeneous problem and the subproblerns leads to the following 
consistency equation that e田 uresthe traction free condition on the craιk surfacesj 

σPα=γ吋 (σ∞β+σPβ)，(s not sununed)， 

whereσPα :::{σEα，uzr，σZαF is pseudotraction，σ∞α={σu<>， u22へσ?ヂF and 
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(a) Original problem (b)Homogen師団 problern

「一ーー一一ー

11二i料 l+ G;l 
(c) Subproblem a (d)Subproblem s 

Figure 2: DecoIDposition of組 originalproblem. 

withα1 = 2cos 2内α-c国 4ctsα，02=α6 = cos 4CTsa， a3 ;:;;; a~ = sin 2のα-sin 4ctsa， a5 = 

mZ7U3itu:L114-ssinten拘 factorat theもipsof the c叶 αisgiven by 

K7=ぷ(σft<>+ uft) + 歳(-)，l(σ~a + uf，n+川 α+σi1"'))' (4) 

HOMOGENIZATION AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

:s:::f:;::L::ニ:t;:;A;13212tz'21Z22322tzz
組 dskaiEI teI150E O and t and displatement vector 4haEe understood as the aveEaged 

entative volume element九・ Sirnilarlyto the ordinary continuum zz!なぷ;ょ;teq岨 brium珂uation組 d伽 strain-d.isplacementrelationshi p: 

vho， t=j(VM+(マ付l). (5) 

ation consists of the stress-stEain relationship for a ceEMin state 

Jhうだな2311 O州lut叫It的削t“ωiぬ加伽。ω∞n山1law ofい ωstructures江悶悶r犯resωs.T加he悶山e

Lr出?詑な:立;tピ乙sぷ3弘22:芯:式£÷ニz出出:芯出立芯:忠二ロ口:立訂::芯忠お:器♂町出エごお出jつ吋;;江:に::江:eごご:立口町口Jぷお口口:む口口:コ芯::;:立才??巳e凶…d
ir = De

:べ(主トμ山一」Jern• 

叫町ereDe山e勺川iおselω伽ωωla加凶凶a泌制訓s瓜訓t“i…d小仇叫u
E静晶.p[u同旬叫]三旬+-falongCMk surface with unit normal vectoEna 
surf包CESCOIltaizled in the Eepresentative volume 14. 
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COMPARISON WITH CONTINUUM DAMAGE MECHANICS If the displacement gap [u] is expressed in terms of the a刊 ragedstress by solving the 
problem of many microstructures， the strain due to crack opening is given by e. = C. : eT. 
Then， the stress-古trainrelationship takes the iollowing form : To i1lustr晶.tethe (eature of the prop佃 edtheory， we present the conventional CDM ior 

the same problem組 dmake a comparison with them. In CDM，出edirect interaction 
effect between micr倍 tructuresis not taken凶 oaccount，姐da single microstructure in 
却 infiniぬ bodyis consideted. Then the damage surfaιe becomes 

(7) 。=De 
: (1 -H) : E， 

where H = (1 + C. : De)-1 : C. : De
組 d.1 isぬeforth-order identity tensor. 

For the two-dimensional proble凧 weseb O={011，822J12}T，t={正11.i:l2， 2e12V， 
a.nd accordingly the tensors CぺDe，1， H are reduced to 3 x 3 matrices. In general， it is 
di伍cultto obtain the explicit expres唱ionof the matrix C. and accordingly H. However， 
neglecting interaction effect of microstructures， the ma.trix H is given by 

(12) f(u， l) = v'rlun +先(一入内+λaU11)一ι

The other governing equa.tions， the equilibrium equa.tion， the strain--displa.cement re-
lationship and the stress-sもrainrelationship， are the s乱mea.s 1FT. N ote that the main 
feature that distinguishes 1FT from CDM is the fact that the stress-古traInrelaもionship
at品pointdepends on the stress and the crack length at all other points. Such a nonlocal 

捌 lStit凶 V巴relationis also discussed by Ba~ant [3]. 

(i= 1，2)， 一一H1o 

As an example， we co田 idera biaxial test of a block under plane strain condition; see 

Fig. 3(a.). We employ the conventional three-node tria.ngular element for the app~~~ma: 
tion of the displacement field U. The damage par組 leterl回 dthe interaction fieldσr 
are approximated to be constant in an element. To simplify numerical calculation， the 
evolution 1側 (9)is appr姐 matedby f = O. This corresponds to make the irreversible 
variable 1 reversible， and hence to reduce the inelastic problem to the nonlinear elastic 
problem. The following v山 esare used in all calculations: normalized Young's mod山 s

E/CTo = 1000， Poisso凶 ratiolJ = 0.3， the normalized crack density pc~ = 0.3，入1= 0.5 
組 d入2= 0， whereσ。ISもhere(erence stress defined byσ。=Kc/、庁石.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

(8) otherwise Hoj :;;: 0， 一一H33 

(pωsible growth)， 
(no growth)， (9) 
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where Kc is a fracture toughness. 
The evaluation of the interaction effect in the evolution la.w is the key point in the 

theory. To take account of出edired intera.ction effect， we apply and extend the method 
of pseudotra.ction自fordistributed microstructures. Similarly to the discrete system， we 
consider the decomposition of the problem. When we pay attention to the evolution of 
凶 crostructureat a. particular point， we consider a si泊nglem凶icαro伺，struωl

point. The number of 0出ercra.cks is not fir出e，but they are distributed over the doma.in 
with certain distrib凶 onof the craεk density ρ(a) a:吋 thecraιk length l( 2l). Hence the 
nurnber of other sub-problems is understood to be infinitej see Fig. 2. In the subproblem 
with the crack under consideration， we apply pseudoiractions which is calculated from 
the interaction field on the surfaιe of the crack. Then， the da.ma.ge surfaιe is given by 。。 '.2 

li/C。

Figure 3: (a.) Finite element mesh， (b) A活必 sもressversus crack length curve. 

Figure 3(b) shows the evolution of the crack lengths (damage parameters) in every 
element with出enorII凶 izedconfining pressure Pc/σo = -2.0 for the ca.ses of both 1FT and 
CDM. At iiritialloading st喝 e，all crack lengths of 1FT a.s well a.s CDM grow uniforrnly. 
In 1FT， after the criticalload is a.tta泊ed，all da.mage parameters s凶1increase with the 
decreasing load. Moreover， the distribution of the darnage becomes gradually not unIIorm 
in the specimen. In contrast to 1FT， all damage parameters in CDM are identical in the 
specimen at allloading stages， and there is no criticalload. 

似の)= .Jii(δ11+ σCTIt) + 去お7(ト付川川一→叫刈λん川1バ(仇&む加2

Since the d必is鈴t紅tribu叫lte吋dcαra低.cksa:釘rec∞ons凶si迅de釘re吋d組 dthe number of the 5叩ub句problemsi包s 
i泊n1貧in凶iβitωe，the cωon郎1隠回s討iおst旬en民i児cyc∞on吐dit位ion，w hich en郎s凶 esthe traction IIee condition of the surface， 
takes the following form， 

O. 8 

NORMALllEO CRACK LENGTH 

2pl{(宵1+2入2co)Dii+ 2AICoD2o} 
E' + 2pl{( 7rl + 2λ2co)Dft + 2ÀICoD~I}' 

2pP7rD33 
E'.J，ト2pPτDb'

where p is the craεk density (the nu帥 erof micr但 tructuresper unit area)品吋 E'=E
for plane stress and E' = E/(l -/)2) for plane sもrain.

The da.mage evolution in the present caseおもheincrease in the crack length 1 with a. 
constant crack density ρ. Hence， the crack length serves硝 thedamage par姐 eter.We 
employ linear elastic 企μturemech姐 iαforthe crack extensions. We express the Griffith's 
criterion with a damage surfaιe f = K1 - Kc槌

O. 4 

(b) ( a) 
、.，
J

nu 

唱

i，，
 •. 

、

、.，
J

4
E
4
 

4

・A，，E
E

、

where γ(21 I t) is the s品medefinition of 'Y~ß in equation (3) except d =11 2lーと 11，
and 1β 佃 d内αbeingreplaced by the half craιk length at the point t : 1 (と)and ゆ=
t回ー1(.:1:2-6)/(.:1:1 -6) +π/2， respectively. 

市 )=μ(21I仰(t)+内)}dt，
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訂RAINLOCALlZATION IN CONCR町'ElOADED IN COMPRESSION: 
THE INFlUENCE OF BOUNDARY CONDI110NS. 
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1.6 

NORMALIZED CRACK LENGTH '61Co 
Figure 4: (吋 FundaAmaltaipath (path AB)and bifuruting path (path CD)，(b)htd-
bution of damage parameter at point A to D 

(b) 

1.2 0.8 O. 4 
。

(a) 

AB訂'RACT

This study∞ncems simple∞mpressive tests on prismotic sp倒 mensot mo向 r.The 
blocldng or non-blocωng ot rototion of the top ploten of the press ond fhe use or 
abscence of on ontトfrictionsysterr可 hoveled us to consider four different boundory 
conditfons. The onset of stroln locollzo討onond its development in the course of loodlng 
ore determined by fhe stereophotogrommetrlc mefhod. The results obtoined show thot 
rototion (鳩山enIt Is permitted) olwoys 針。市。tterthe force peok. The post-peok portion 
ot the torce-deformotion curve depends to 0 very lorge extent on the boundory 
∞nditlons. On the other hond. the onset of stroin I∞:olizotion occurs just before the 
peak. Finolly.けseemsthot fhe onset of locolizotion does not depend on the boundory 
condilions Imposed. 

Todetect bifuEcation points，an eigenvalue analysis is caEried out at eaιh incremental 
制 p.Whilethe sdutiopdcpM hωno bifurcating paths， the solution 0ぱfI即F、ττT、i詰s必h仇fOUJ
tω。havepossibility of blfuECM10IL In Fig叫a)，the bifurcation path (path C to D)ω 
welluUle fundamental path (path A tOB)me plotted for the damage paE乱meterofJtile 
element6.Figure 4(b)shows hdistEibution of the damage pumeters 

rthemtsAMMig4(a)Themdiiofthecirclesdenoumagnit122f芯
aamage param削 s.In post-bifurcation regime， the damage par畑町rsof elements in 
恥 d叩 laldirectio山間総eaIldthe others decrease with the decreasing load TMS 
shows bhe feM11Ees ohewed in the localizaSion of damage oEUle shear band formation z-
laboratory t側 It is COI命 med位協.t1FT can simula.te加 elocalization向 lom J 
H as damage softening，while conventional CDM C姐 notreproduce those features. 

INTRODUCTION 

~inc;e the beginnlng of the 1 970s. stereophotogrammetry has _b~~r} 9Pplied 
to↑tle study of the刊owof 0 few materiais， ;n p-orticular 6y BUπERFIELD et 01. 
(4). BEYN町 ondTRAMPZVNSKI (3)， BENEFICE and BOEHLER (2). BERKA 針。1.(日，
~~d by DAVIDSON (6). These differentαuthors have in thls waγobtained the 
displaeemer甘 fieldsresulting f悶Tlthe loodings of p1ane. mociels and the. 
cα!esp∞ding iωvalues by cmolog restitution with a reぬlutionof the order of 
0.01 millimetre. 
Analytical restitution wos used by J.DESRUES (7) In 1984. It mokes it possible to 
Uぬ anumerica1 approach to de!ermine the straln field associoted with the 
~ereoscopic measurements. J. DESRUES hos shown thot th;s method is 
~speciallγwell suited to study of the problem of stfoin locolization In shear 
bands ln 'granulor"medio. 

CONCLUSIONS 

lfJ811:ニr 芯222c:f223:足立とIrZ2222cl2132;

;11CJY;;主計21112;;:t:;222222nz;誌な:;ごと:;:;:u:;:
intera.ction eπ'ect between micαro伺st紅ru叫l

e叫quaω.tiωO田 紅eformulated.The numerical results PEeseMed heEE COIlbm that IFT cul 

i況は;口説…ω w附州叫ell山いllasい1a凶凶a栂山s“叩s印叫oft伽仇f仇b伽伽t匂加胤刷e釘叩倒叩n厄山叫ri出i訂I
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以PERIMENTALINVESTlGAnON 

。由crlptionof tes1s: 

The experimental investigation consists of simple compressive test5 with 
constant imposed displacemerサ ratemeasured between the platen5. 1何
displacement 15 obtalned taking the the mean of three鉛 nsorsforming (: 
equilateral triangle abo凶 thespecimen tested. 

Maferlal and dlmenslons of the speclmens chosen: 

letric method is Iimited to the 5↑udγof plar掛

transt.αmation. our tests must幻 尚fy th寺
~ondition is easier to meet when the thickn倒
gible . with respect the other two dimensiOrilo. 
5nnes) imposes maximum dimenslons beyoncl 
)e peげ'orined.However. the specimen m叫
terial. A suitable choice of moけarenabled U~ 

to 0付。in0 compromise among these requiremeni"s. Finally. we selected何
following dimenslons: height 12 cm. width 6 cm. and thic陥 ess2 cm. 

Boundary cond筒ions:

During竹、epreliminary tests. severol anticonfinement systems were tested. ，，5・
mm squares of alumir可iumcut from a sheet 2 mm' thick constituted the 
anticonfinement system adopted: it gives satisfClctory results. at least ~p t~ 
the torce peak (the ra討。 ofYoung's modulus to Poisson's ratio ot aluminium 15 
very close of that of the mo汁α).Becaωe of their fragmentation. the squαes 
are expected to follow the displacements even in the post-peak po同on.官官
transve尽estrains measured in one of our tests with one gauge loca↑ed at the 
middle of the specimen and the other under the suppoけremalnvery clo健.

proof of the effectiveness of this system. 

Four boundary conditions were considered: rotation of the ball joint of th~ 
upper fhrust plofe free or locked.-presence or 'absence of anfleonfinerflen! 
sysfem. The notations are: N (rota↑ion合ee.noαnticonfinemenf system). A 
(ro↑atJon free. on↑iconfinement system). B (rotation locked. nO 
anticonfinement system) and AB <rotati∞Iocked. anticonfinement system). 

Resulfs obtained: 

。)Displacement transducers (LVDTs): 
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test N3 日
一

J 1.0 

AB1 81 

ddl / dp 1.0 0.93 

ddl is the disploceme川 otthe onset of locαlizotlon ond dp that ot the forc 
peok. 

Toble 2: Onset of locolizotlon. 

Confinemen↑hos some influence on the onse↑ond growth of croc陥.AII↑釘
with ontl-confinement devices produced crocks tho↑ emerged on ttw. 
beonna foces. On the other hond， crockino in the tests with -confinemerr' 
took the form of 0 "bond圃， generoliy jo時、9the two什eesides of柑
specl内1ens.

CONCLUSIONS: 

From the onolysis of our tests bγstereophotogrommetry we con deduc~ !!J~ 
following: the force-displocement CUNe represen↑s fhe behoviour of 1h: 
concrete up to the vicinity of the f，α!=e pe~k. ~e'yond. it，. it de~n9s _ o~ 伽
boundory conditions imposed dぱhghe les?:rob↑lons between p畑fesd1t11 
press coυse chonges of sIope， ond confine庁、entdecreases什冶 modulusC' 
↑he decreosing slope of this CUNe. 

The stoけotrototion ot the top plote ot the press. olwoys occurs ~行er 1he 
force peok， Itself 0 consequence of some stroin locolizotlon. We co: 
↑herefore stote the tollowing s'γmbolic resu汁:

locolizotlon -ーーーーーー>force peok -ーーーーーー>rototion (if ony) 

|↑ is↑herefore never the rototion thot couses the locolizo↑ion，↑he onsetci 
which， observe9. by stereophotogrommetry， .seems↑o-be-independent of th6 
boundorγcondi↑ions ond olways occurs just betore ↑he force peαk. 
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Figure 4: test AB 1 ; displaceme叶， distorslon and su斤。cevo附 tionmaps 
or，αmd the srress peok. 
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ABSTRACf 

2LJ222srt21707U137ZC25J21tな人JZ;およf;;弘:222:
謀議;杭持主);;容認i35えむ?54KY137p告
恥 ussedJurelauonωamore realistic stωhas出 crackgrowth model， and in relationω 

the roodelling of concrete strengths. 

剖 TRQDUCI・ION

Irths is commonly modelled using the 
The s包tistical varlability of brittle fracture strengtns 1S commosly 

statis首位1s悦 ngththωry of Weibull [1)， The Weibull model aω。untsfor fracture initiation 

due to spatially distributed random f1aws， and hence it predicts statistical s包e effects for 

brittle fracture. The Weibul1 m<刈elcan also account for the effects of different specimen 

geom出 ies and dissimilar 柑凶 fields.Ho鴨 ver，modifications of the Weibul1 model are 

r句凶redfor applications involving quasi-britt1e fracture [2]， or slow crack growth prぬrto 

brittle fracture. This paper concer凶 adaptations of the Weibull model to account for 

time-dependent strengths due to slow crack growth. 

In order to produce stochastic (statistical time-dependent) models of fracture 

strengぬs.Weibull-type strength models have been combined with cumulative damage 

models of 510w crack grow白 Convenient models of cumulative damage have been 

pro凹sed，ba5巴d on the integral (with respect to time) of the applied 5t閃 55 rai5ed to a 

bigh power. A simple model of this type was proposed by Mihashi and b:umi [3) to 

describe concrete fracture， and was applied by Zech and Wittmann [4] in a brief 
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Jn町nves

j2:::iと出出ig誤詰;!1ii;:主詰:i立Z日1活f日2c5詰:2:立江口口口:九ロむ口1℃立V::r:?lこ立;辻之
The sta討sticalstre酬 the町 of悦 ibull，the stochastic th町 forCODcr，時 F

proposed by Mihashl and Ianna-and Brown-s failure prediction model are briefI 

below印 dcompa陀 dwith a more realistic stochastic crack grow曲 model[7]・ yre 

F.AlLURE PREDICI10N MODElS 

Sta白 血alS悦 ngthTheory of WeibuU 

ご;;dZヱコ:::立てntt;::;;こibulJ川 theprobabil均 01脳lure

Pf - 1・ exp[-f ko'm dV] 
Volume 

where the integral o{耐m represents the expected number of fIa明 thatwould fail .: 立。コニ。:r01二σ (泊eeq山 nt uniaxial tensile st甘悦附r陀町E釘帆s

If 白estr，ωs詑邑sσ within a 旬d匂yar.児'eproportional to a nominal a叩ppμli厄edst位res鎚sσ~目， th

Pf = 1 -expl -kLVσIrJ 

where V is白eω凶 vol町 of山ebody and L characterises恥 relativestr， 悶 伽ibul

M伽 伽 加dyFmf?rsMar spmmns diffe叫 0叫Y with resp似 ωs回，

ヱ221yt: l;こごと:t止にiニ::;smngh~捻 proportional

Stocbastic Str回以hTheory 01 Mih鑓 hiand lz1皿i

Mihashi and 1加z叩叩u蜘m刷i[3向)p戸附ro仰叩 as州 es伽tωOC出hω制附t恥 m凶 el0ぱff削附 s紺釘凶m叫ng肌 加凶加larI 

t白heWeibu叫d刷11mo吋d巴elbut w羽it他htime一寸rle句pe伺nd仇巴n凶tP仰aramet飽er尽52i灼
v applied stresses raised to a po附 rβ'wyw....."....1''''''.meter5 given by the time-integral of 。

Pf・1-exp[ -f kLV，σ自(t)dt] 

民r・rampJoads' app刷 ata∞制制tnominal str側 関吋，向 correspond同
distribution of failure stresses σf is 

宮 1-exp[ー比.V/[(s+ 1)吋J4(1+1)] (4) 

hl活 fornominally identical specimens， the nominal strength (for any particular 

depends on the stress rate， and the parameter fJ is given by 

.. (lnσn I In σf)ー 1 (5) 

Zech and Wittmann (4] estlmatOOβfor concrete from the time-dependence of 

ImentaJ results， and reported reasonable agreement between the model and the 

t・.tedata. 

The exponent fJ characterises not only the time--dependence of the strengths， but 

lRe statistiω1 variability of the strengths. This implies a special relationship bet鴨回

以凶calvariability and the time--dependence. If variations due to stress-history effects 

~liminated by loading at a particular constant stress rateσ占， then the stochastic model 

lIon 4) reduces to the form of the Weibull model (equation 2)， with the sta出tical

bili旬 (andassociated size-effects) characterised by (11 + 1) equivalentωm. Zech and 

命川nannド]estirnatOO fJ and m according to this implied reJationship， on the basis of 

-.，endent investigations of size effects and load-rate effects， and reportOO reasonable 

:ement bet哨 :enthe results. However， it should出 notOOthat the implicit reJationship 

e暗号n(j and m is simply a characteristic (and Iimitation) of the stochastic model， and 

I characteristic of reaI fracture mechanics. 

b岡、 FailurePrediction M似た1

ゅrding ω Browo's load--duration 曲目ry [5]， glass fracture is caused by 'stress 

I'osion' and the failure criterion is expre騎edin terms of ・Browo's Integral': 

rA 
nu ----
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(6) 

tre tt is the timeωfailure， and Df is constant (for a given specimen). Browo's 

;egral was used to relate applied stresses to equivalent peak stressesσf for a particular 

ram rate. 

Furthermore， Browo used a 2-parameter Weibull distribution to describe the 

ぽibutionof equivalent peak str巴ssesat failure (in effect assuming that Df is Welbull 

剖 bu句d).Thus for a glass plate wi白 surfacefla鴨 distributOOover an area A， 

Pf ::: 1 -exp[ー 比 加 平l (7) 

~，Jere L characterises the relative strωs distribution. BroWs  estimated the Weibul1 
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distribution parameter m frorn test results for geometricaUy similar glass plates of 

slzes. 

The current glass fai1ure prediction model [6] is aD extension of BrOWII's 

incor伊 ratingthe results of theoretiω1 (geometrically non-linear) str，蹴 analyses0・
glass plates. Theoretical (time-dependent) str，釘sesare ∞nverted旬、:quivalent'str，郎

60 seconds duration， using Brown's Integral. The equivalent str，邸総sare further ・Corr
to obtaiD equivalent uniforrn biaxial tensile stres鈴s，aDd an 'equivalent stressed ar，句''"・

determined such that: 

J. kum品 ー k(σ。)mA* r& 
Area 

where A * is the 'equivalent area' at a biaxial tension of σo (sustained for 60 seω005). 

Assurning a Weibull distribution of strengths， the critical 'equivalent area' A. i 

eq凶valent紅白 requiredto produce failure) is ex凹 nentiallydistributed and con明以

has a coefficient of variation of 1. Therefore the surface flaw pararneters (m and t) 

cho回 nto rnatch experimental strength distributions， and to yield a coefficient of v富市T

of A* close 10 the theoretical value. 

CJearly the glass failure prediction model is more realistic than the sirnple stocha'. 

fracture model of Mihashi and Izurni [3]， because the glass failure prediction mふ

includes independent pararneters rn and n to characterise the statistical variability and 1 

time-dependence， respectively. However， the model is still not realistic， because Br師，

Integral implies that the probability of failure at or before time t is effectively independt 

of the applied stress at that time. Also， it should be noted that白em叫 elimpliω th 

the su巾 ceflaw pararneter rn， which characterizes the 'shape' of the stren凶1dis釘ibuti，

is independent of the stress history， whereas realistic qualitative crack grow白 mω("'

indicate that the shape of the strength distribution changes with time [71. 

Stocbastic Crac:t Growth Model 

The Weibul1 distribution of strengthωn be expressed (with regard 10 surface fla叫

Pr = 1・ exp[ー IPo((J/σ。)mdA J 
Area 

(9 

whereρo repr.問 時 thedensity of fla明 ofstrength 1郎 thanor叩 altoσo and (("l1ct 
represents the curnulative distribution function of the relevant flaw strengths. Furthermol"( 

the distribution of flaw strengths can be related to a distribution of flaw (micro-crach 

sizes， and the time寸 ependenceof the strength distribution can be expressed in terms ( 

the time-dependence of the flaw size distribution [8]. 

In general， the time dependent streng出 distribulIonwill be a cornplex function 

the crack growth law and the strωs history. In accordance with the principles of IineA 
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;:;tこすご;:ムc:二zt:taJt:::ごごごお:ニ:rz
:rac~ growth law is 

.dt :: C K}(a)n = C (σY，Ja)n 
(10) 

is the crack size， C is a rnaterial property，σE路sthe nominal appUed s“tress s 

Jλtω川o白仰ecr帥ωωra蹴叫a総拙.ck叫k

ニrロ;Jtぷ吋吋ep仰e肌ωn凶ωd

JセS(t)メ(σの)= (σ111σ口o)m[1 + (n-2)1川lべ{ρ2(何n+l)η)C Y苫 σ3Klc♂n-2 Iσ'1
mlべ(n-2) (11) 

-is the maximum stress attained at time t.Hence for dow rates of loading 

Jupr叩ortional to UIIl制(n-2)，抑制伽 f凶 r蜘 OfMng， thes?h  

f initial flaw strengths. proportional to 0 ・
bu伽 tendsωthedi柑 ibutionfunction or 10 

rdmEOf the FaiEure Prediction Modelmd tbeGEEK Growth MOdeE foz concrets 

::rsof the failure pMEetMME1(FPM)and tMcrack 印刷el(側)for 

16rete can be estimated from relevant published results，but the resultant estimates aIe 

1hable and uncertain.TocomparEthe models.rEPEesmuttve values of the parameters 

・beentaken ωbe: y2 = 21τ(for penny shaped cracks); m :: 12 (for the FPM)， and 

~ 12 [4]; and Klc = 0・34(MPaftll) [81 and C = 92 (m1s)(MPa./l1l)-12. Hence， if the 

刈よubraM:ma帥白eFPM in伽 前in均 ofa me伽伽 S叩 thof 15 

屯， for a stress rate (J' of 1 (MPa/s)， the円 M yiel必

FS(σ) :: 25.7 x 10田 18σ13 1σ・
(12) 

也eCGM yields 

FS(I1) = (51.9 X 10-15) [1 ~ (465 x 10-6)σ3 Iσ・lσ10
(13) 

Cl句 Tly，althoudzthe FPM aMCGM have ken calibrated to match in the vicinity 

the m蜘 nflaw strengthぬra str郎附 of1 M均p阿al帆/
J 

悶L…ran飢叩n耶伊 a刷n叫d s凶Uω凶 r叩a瓜蹴仰t飽悩e凶s. T加h恥巴 C∞釧G側M 加M仙山d~批i旬caωt旬協eωs 伽 削t由悦e e偽f仇伽伽烏伽刷附cωω仇ti何i同句 FPM削M …IYh加M喝叫U)
‘何尚ramet句erm should decrease for relatively low strengths (作e.εEι.，for large specimens) ・ "̂"-'. 

，~ CGM indicates that白eFPM Exaggerates the effects of load-duration(overesumaunZ 

，'<!ngths for increased load rates). For example， for stress rates of 0・001・0.1，and 10 
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。lI'a/5)・ 白eFPM predicts median flaw strengths of 10.5， 15.0， and 21.4 (MP、
the CGM indica回 medianflaw st叩

CONCLUSIONS 

Stochastic models of fracture strength based simply山 time-integralsof applied stre納町

fundamentally flawed because 白ey imply that the probability of failure is effectivel・a

independ削 ofthe str悩 atthe time ofぬi1ure. The stocha山 modelof Mihashi制;
Izumi 問 a恥 m仰蜘 a佃n unrea削 li枇凶批c 1刷i刷凶凶o∞n 0∞n 山恥e 均削蜘刷u凶凶a“副蜘tiωiぬo附凶h均iゆP be凶t哨wee佃且 恥

u畑me吋』寸de叩p戸e峨恥附ea削ndt恥h加es削u凶刷tl凶凶s叫6ω var削叫r吋巾ia油刷訓b刷凶刷iI

[β問5勾]i同nc児叫cl凶凶e侭sindωe戸附nd刈de側ntpa釘rame抑t飽er路sof tir町m町n町E陀E寸 ependenceand sta出 ticalvariabiIity， but il 

therefore implies that the ・shape' of the strength distribution is unaffected by the 

stress-history-A more realistic crack growuz model indicates not only that the shap-d 

the strengh distribution changes with time，but also tMt Brown-s failure prediction modEl 

exaggerates load duration effects. Therefore， the failure prediction model should not be 

used to extrapolate from one set of load conditions to another， but it could give u印刷

results for concrete for standardised load conditions. 
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ASPECTS OF DAMAGE RELATED TO STRUCTURAL RESPONSE 

J.F. Lab回， L. Biolzi，制dC.N. Chen 
Department of Civil and MineraJ Engineering 

U瓜.versityof Minnesota 
Minneapolis， Minnesota 55455 

ABSTRACT 

A mechanica1 characterization of microcracking is presen路dbased on也epressure-volume 
bぬaviorof a brittle solid (granite).τbe d阻 lageest泊lateis mωsured by也elinear and 
volume位icstrain of組 elementwhere aJl microcracks close under higb pressure， typicaJly 50 
MPa.百eequivaJent inclusion-average stress method and the measured properties are usedω 
pr凶ictvolume 食action.百leglobaJ behavior of simple beams is related to this血mage
ch制 .cteriz組onand explain凶白rough姐 increase泊 thebri凶en蹴 number.

聞TRODUCTION

Several phenomena such as temperature fluctuation創ldfatigue or extreme loading produ白血

mc瑚 sein microcracking for structures∞mposed of rock-like materiaJs. Furthermore， it is 
well knowo血atmicrocracking has a pronounced effect on the behavior of these materiaJs. For 
example， the presence of microcracks dominates the values of severaJ mechanicaJ prope凶es
such錨 modulωand町 ength[l・3].

Microcracxing血 dits influence on the globaJ response of a struc阻remay develop 
∞mpet泊19fi邑atures(Fig. 1). Although血ereduction of也elimit load is旬piωUymeasur凶 for
ad姐 ag剖位ucture，血 increasein "ducti1ity" may also be e油 ibit.叫 suchthat出esystem may 
require more阻 .ergyto produce f凶ure.

崎町侃radted回目ds
A microcracked solid is a speciaJ type of composite material，阻das such， various methods are 
~_ailable for predict凶geftiωtive properti凶. One popular approach is也eself・consistentscheme 
(2)， where it is assumed白紙 aparticle is emb叫dedin a homogen田 usbody having unknown 
(effl町 ive)pcoperties創ldsu則氏tωcertainboundary conditions. This de白lesa boundary vaJue 
prOblem伽.tcan beωlv吋 foran arbi住紅yellip釦 idaJparticle， resulting in uniform 町 ainin the 
附icleぉ afunction of白eeffi倒 iveprop出 iぉ. A short∞ming of self-consistent schea鴎 is
Ille mixing of也emicro-variables of the particle wi自 由emini-variables of the effcctive 
m副a匂耐刷ria剖lト‘叶 violation 0ぱf白es叩o-c叫aJl剖 MMMp戸r巾M町.ci刷Pμle叫[μ例4伺].Fu 抽 ermore，sel ι consistent schemes 
UOa伊orjob of predicting properties as microcrack density incrωses (> 0.1). 
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Further damage was也eninduc叫 bybωlting也eroclc at a也.ermalgr剖ientof 2
0

CJmin 
! bOld凶gae desired temperamre SOE4hours-When a matぽ ialsucb as rock is heated 

:?品2323合tztrtZむ誤認:32:232誤認ニヰ，
・1111boundぽY釦dtr皿sgr組 ul紅 inicrocrackingres叫ts[8]・h組 ygiv回 regionof由em脚 IX，

l2D.itude叫 10ω，tionof the tensi1e s臨 踏dependon邸印刷shapeof僻 individual
釦川eori叫 onof tbe crys凶 axes，刷出E仰 ωofmismatcb in伽印刷仰向

FlGURE 2. Pressure-strain response of a virgin Char∞al granite.specimen. 0.5 

FIGURE 1. Global response of two identical (size個 dsbape) gr皿i飽 b伺 msin曲ree-point
bending. The 260C bωmw鎚血evirg泊material;the otber was damag剖 byheating ω300'C 

0.4 0.2 0.3 
Iad叩血t位 pl臨時nt(m叫

0.1 

:zS55号黙認5235cl蕊hsisi3設立1

The equivalent i.nclusion-average s紅 側 m拙 .00[31， gen釘allycredit剖 ωMori叫

T制 ka[勾， gives a more realistic picture of the influence of damage on effective prop副総[~
官leMori-Tanaka approach is a micromecbanical model based on血eequivalent inclusion idea 
ofEsbelby，∞mbined with eigens回 inand血e∞nceptof av釘agestress 面白ematrix. Biolzi 
組 dFerrari [6] bave used tbis me白odsuccessfullyωpredict tbe behavior of sbort-fiber 
∞mposites. However， 1ittle experimental data are available on白edetailed-mecb組 iωl
response of solids conta凶 ngmicrocracksωju副fytbe use of various mOOels泊叫附叫

practice. An a田 mptis made in也isstudy ωbridge也isgap. 
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EXPERI島iEN1'S

Because microcraclcs are very difficultωobserve in materials such箇 rock姐 dconcrete， 
several researchers have proposed the use of hydrostatic pr鎚sureωcharacterizeda皿age[1，η. 
One such technique is call剖 differential-strain姐 alysis[71， a meth叫 develop凶 ωd御 rmine
由ephysical properties of lunar rocks. A variation of this technique is employed for血ermally'
microcrack:ed granite. Essentially， linear strain is mωsured as a function of hydrostatic 
pressure. At higb enougb pressure， typiωlly 50 MPa， all microcrac.ks close組 d白em凶 ured
response is due to the solids. After凶lSformationof伽 straindata，曲eprincipal values and 
白evolume s釘aindue ωcraclcs closing can be detぽmined(Fig. 2)， 

4←E'I'Oi岨E岨重，..-EL-e-E2 ~E3 

1.4 

flGURE 3. Pressure-strain response of a Charcoal granite specimen preh回総dto3∞。C.

1.2 1.0 0.6 0.8 
F閣四 (陶 r)

。叶40.2 
-48 

0.0 

Fig. 2 illustrates the behavior of Cbar∞algr佃 ite(Cold Spring， MN)， a roclt witb a 
porosity of less也組問. It is inter則 ngto nore that the material (at白isωle) is祖国trOplC:
白eapplication of hydrostatic pr蹴 ure(恥dil制.tional∞mponent)produces a sh町 strain伽
deviaroric component); tbe principal directions of stra泊 rotarewi血 pressureas different 
microcracks close. Tbe姐 isotropyis less pronounced on白emぉroscopics日le，and也包 rock

is sometimes∞nsidぽedωbeiωtropic. This is certai凶y官uewhen alf crac.ks are c1osed. 1be 

y-inrercept of tangentsω 出ecurve indica蜘白eamount of crack-dosure 町必nat a cぽtaU1
pressure; tbis informationωnbe凶 edωdescribeaαack: dis凶butionfunction. 
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Specimens under hydrostatic pressure exhibit similar behavior: the initial po而onof the 
pr箇 sure-s町ainωrvesare nonlinear due to closing of low aspect ratio cracks; at large enough 
pr，郎 ure，all the ωves are lin町 .百1ematerial is担 isotropicat白色scale(specimen size of 25 
mm) and sensitivity (2 x 10~) of the pressure-strain experiments， but at largぽ scal鎚 the
response of the roclt tendsωbe isotropic. For a 1加earlyelastic material， pressure p却 d
volume strain cv are related by 

p == -a:Cv (1) 

where" is也ebullt m吋ulus，and for回 isotropicmat釘ial.is given by " == E/[3{1・2ゆ].
When the microcracks are clos剖."==∞nstant.Asswning a Poisson's ratio of the solids ωbe 
臨 S細 eas the virgin material， 0.15，也eelastic modulus of the solids E1 is 126 GPa. 

Young's moduli ofthe virgin and damaged roclc were measured indirectly in b飽 mt鎚包

wi也 corespecimens f9}.百 eeffective properties are 46.5 GPa for the natural grar託te姐 d27.1 
GPa for血egranite heat剖 ω3∞。C.The experimen凶 valueswere used to find the 
microαaclt density through the Mori-Tanalta approximation [3]. 

Assuming a random distribution of penny弛 ap伺 cracksof舗P釘 tratio α; the volume 
fraction was calωla凶ぐrable1); Hωech姐 ，ge泊 cracltvolume is predict凶 forα>7∞.It 
has be阻 r句>ortedtllat the low aspect ratio craclts exist within Char∞al gr祖 itewr白αV紅y泊g
仕om1∞ω1α)() [8]. Obviously， the virgin material contains damage， whereby the volwne 
strain due ωall craclts clos泊gis 67∞micros回 inand the porosity isωtimat凶 ωbearound 
1 % . When the rock was further d細 agedby hω，ting to 3000C， crack closure strain incr郎 ω
by a facωr of2.8組 d血eporosity is predictedωincrease a similar amount， approxima旬ily2.1. 
It is加，portarltto note白atsmall volume合actionsproduce drarnatic ch釦 ges凶治emodulus. 

TABLE 1 
The Mori-Tanalta pr剖ictionof microcrack porosity (volwne仕action)of白emeasured moduli 

as a function of昇spωtratioαfor a r組 domdistribution of penny shap剖 cracks

Aspect ratioα Porosity， E = 46.5 GPa Porosity. E = 27.1 GPa 

1ω 0.0375 0.0770 

3∞ 0.0130 0.0275 

5∞ O.∞83 0.0174 

700 O.α泌5 0.0140 

Strudural問 sponse
Experiments were pe巾 rmedon gr制 tebe創出 74mm deep制 32mm也icltunder也ree-point
bend loading with a sp血 lengtllof判{)mm. Test control was provided by白ecraclc-mou白
displacement measured across a 3 mm notch cut in the middle of白ebeam. Four beams wete 
協同，two fabricat倒的m恥 virginrock (1abeled 260C)姐dtwo darnag剖 byheat泊19to 
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部品;誌な2LZ;:JiLAおればJ2323UZぷ;?芯2-
slightly台。m0.15 kN/mω0.18 kN/m. 

部設;:誤認;it概 iZ控室:誠黙秘凶
器l:?27g:rftzt芯i:官72rrtJET;払と);23?displ…t

VC = F{L 1(48EI) + xL(1 + v)ベ2E町)+β畑町 +0・2L府わ]}， (2) 

yI=G再..B/(2aJ.

If泊st，伺dofthe load白estress仕omelementary bωm theoηis introduced， the 

incremental subitlWCORdltion for CElticalso伽凶ngis dvt/da = 0: 

f(λ.) = GcE/(a~) ， 

。)

(4) 

:zj私7ぷム;弘;22Nム2:コ2虫色およs:ぷむsJ:fzfzt:22to

explain the observed behavior. 

Fig.4is a plot of(4);thE regions fOEmdbyae horizontallines，which repres回 tthe 

CONCLUSIONS 

結器部害関臨諜iZ話器s

立ム詑ぷ:EA22131L;おいeglobal response of simple be捌 isaltered by 

incr地 ingthe創nountof damage within the bEiU1eωlid. 
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MICROPLA~E-I!~~ .Ç9~~!'~~Y~_ ~~~~~~ ~Q~_P~~~~~~!~~ 
OAMAGE AND LOCALIZED CRACKING IN CONCRETE STRUCTURES 

Ignaao Carol1， Zdenek P. Ba~ant2 and Pere C. Prat1 

lETSECCPBー TechnicalUniversity of Catalonia，。剖34Barl四 lona，Spain
~Dept. of Civil Engineering， Northwestern University， Evanston， IL 60208， USA 

paran凶ersare仇e向ctureenergies per unit volume under modes 1 tmd 11， whichおωnvenienf
伊 adjustingtheir values (lCcuriIing 10 the element sizt 50 as 10 (lChitroe the pr，ωσibed fracture 
energy per unit area. 

INTRODUCT10N 

rhe two formulations described in血ispaper are ba鈴 don the idea that the intrinsic material 
拘haviorcan be definedas a relationship between s国鈴田andstrains on a plane of generic 
orien悩tion，and the rnaα'Oscopic behavior四 nbederived (by application of some variational 
principle) as an integral or summation over all the possible orientations in space. This is 
in_fact an old idea: Taylor in 1938 [1) and Batdorf and Budianski in 1949凶 usedit in the 
:~lip theory of plasticity" for metals， and later Zienkiewicz and Pande [3]， and Pande and 
Shanna [4]， in their "multilaminate model" for fractured rocks and soiJs. 

KINEMAT1CALLY CONSTRAINED MICROPLANE MODEL 
AND DAMAGE TENSOR 

~e first application of this id白 toconcrete is due to BaZant and Oh [5) under the name of 
mt，σvplane model.百lepresents甘uctureof the model was propo鈴 din [61 and an optin也ed
version in [7]. A microplane is any plane cutting the material， defined by its unit normal 
vector of components ni. Normal and shear strωsesσN，σT

r 
and strains f'. N， f'.T

r 
are 

~ons凶ered on each microplane.百¥enonnal compon凹 tsare fuIther split into volumetric 
lnd deviatoric戸rts(σN=σV+σD，(.N=f'.V+f.D)' The strains on the microplane (.v， (.D， eT

r 

are assumed珂ualto the projectlon of the strain tensor fij (kinematic constraint).官、E
S廿蜘--strainbehavior of位、emate由 1is specified by explicit scalar s陶s-stra凶 relations
i1F ::::.rV(fV)，σD=:F'D((.D)and σ'T == :F'T( fT)' The appli田 tionofめep出 cipleofv住tual
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句 =σ内+まん句njnjdn+まん手(叫ん-j+n山一2njnjnr)

In practice， integrals in (1) are perfonned numerical1y. A fixed number of "sample" d:11!< 
tions are considerd， which町 veas integration plin飴 andwhere， at the銅 me出¥e，凶jh
variabl，回 forthe 凶 α'oplaneIaws are stored during compt瑚 tions.In (6，7]出emodel
proven to fit well a Iarge number of test data under 1， 2 and 3戸Dloadb1gconditionsmd』

easy to也、plementand fast to run. 
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The microplane model can be refonnuIated as a con出 uumdamage model， as l' 

scribed泊仰].The basic equation for a on~ensional continuum damage model us 
the concepts of effective 曲四sands回 inequivalence is u=aT where σ=macroscopic SUfl; 
T=effective stress and α=damage variable of a geome凶cna加陀vary泊g台。m1 to O. T.... 
coηesponding exp陀 ssion註l3-Disσjj=αiikm Tkm， where damage is a fou武h句orderten~p
(re戸出onofindices凶戸田四mmuon〉.denewmimplanedamgetenso山 obtain岨t
introducing， at the microplane level， three effective streぉesηf，TD，η-;.and the correspon.I 
ing damage va由 blesαv，αD，αT(σv=αvrv，此).Theco町espondinglaws for dama[.'t 
evolution are established in加 form:αv=gv(eV)，αD=gD(fD)andαT=gT(eT}. Thr 
final expression giv回 thedamage tensor as an integraI of the damage in the microplanes f ; 

all possible orientations， in a purely geome凶.cdefinition ("rhωlogy" is introduced抑位、

model for effective s位四鈴sTkm exclusively): 

能器: ;器i器

Fig. 2 -Resu1ts of exampla 2 
Fig. 1 -Resu1ts 01 axampla 1 

αijpq =乎dijOpq+まんαDninかnq一字)却+

+まん芋(ni町内q+n川 'p+n川 q+n川匂一4ninjn

MULT1CRACK MODEL WITH STATIC CONSTRAINT 
(2 

(3) 

w悦伽恥加re山0仙包白恥ωea叩a却吋n
numb凶釘ω。of凶帥s出叫gc倒racωks， a削n叫.d~Ír =叶=司l正cr川，川γ子r州cげぺTつ乍lト=vectO'ω r刊o 

認諜 l 

謎255記i;;?と;宮山口端部認

2sin (.J cos!J I 
cos2 O-sin:l () I 

sin2 () 
cos 9 sin (.J 

l¥，t _ i cos2 e 
11 i -I _ cos 9 sin (J 

Two examples of application of the microplane damage tensor are presented. In恥
fir5te湖 mple，d脱出edin more detail in [8]， thedamage model has been used in conjunctiol' 
with linear elasticity for the eff，ぽtivestresses. The example coロ回pon也 toa uniax凶 tes!
repo巾 dby van Mier in 1984 [9]， in which both long削dinalstr四 sand transverse s回 M
we児 recorded. 百leresults are詑 presentedin Fig_ 1 by solid lines_ The dots a陀由記

experimental data and the dashed lines are the results obtained with the previo凶 version
of the miα'oplane model [η. In the second example， the microplane damage tenω，r has 
been used in conjunction with aging viscoeIas凶dty泊出eforrn of a Maxwell chain.官官

戸rametersof the chain have been determined aαord泊gto the 1モcomendationsgiven in 
[1.0] to approach the val附 of伽 creepfunction for a concrete wi出 compl1ω ，ives回 ngth
f~=36.8 MPa， fictitious depth of the spec加 ene=却 cm，and relative hu削 dityh=卯%.The 
chain ensures that for no damage (aijkm = dikOjm，σij = Tij) the aging viscoe1astic加havior
is approached錨出factorilyby the overall modeI. The戸rametersof the damage model 
have also been assumed to vary with time釦 thatthe p剖 kvalues of the instantan回凶

uniax詠lσーεdiagramat various ages coincide with the age dep凹 denceof f~. Varioωα官官p
tes凶 (consistingof a uniaxial step load applied at 28 days) with iI祖国曲1gvalues d the 
load value， have b民 nrun with the 3ドDmodel. The 5tr田sesand strains along the a泊 of
loading are repr，缶四tedin Fig. 2 showing a strain-time diagram and a s甘伺伊§位aindiagr百m
with creep蹴 hronω_Linear cree内 obtainedfor low蜘時(underabout O.4f~)， and 
no曲 1回 rcreep and failu陀 undersustained load is obtained under high s仕掛es_All th餅
features agr暁 withthe wel1 known behavior of concrete. 
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lI/o<u 1 c1'"oclc No<u 110 Crack 
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町内崎， trom J.G. Rols 
ザ・F刷ーー-Anlllytical results 

from multicrllck 
.翼pon・.tl.1 model 

、、，，FLV ''a
、

2 3 4 5 6?  8 9 lO 
d (mm) 

F淘.4 -Results obtained with the multicriωk model: (a) dirl回 lension18sl; (b)∞mpression t9st with 
laleral∞nfinem・nt;(c) finite el9m・ntanaly輔自falhree-回同国ndingtest 114] 

噌 U地19a陀:asurface under each one of the 四 rvesequals automatically the co汀esponding
value of that parameter.百¥esecond example is a compression t飴twith IateraI con曲目lent
pressure. Two incIined cracks develop s:戸nmetricallywith the indination of about 300 on 
鎚chside of the Ioading a対s.官官 resultsfor different values of the Iateral p犯ssureare 
陀pr制 ntedin Fig. 4b. A氏釘the戸ak， the 泊四sapproach回 asymptoticallya final value 
that can be obtained from e甲山.briumconsiderations. The comぽ~shapedpeak加 thecurves
is due to the use of the elastic model for the continuum between the αacks. F加ally，the 
m岨elhas been implemented ln a finite element code and an example of a位、犯e-polnt

ぬndingbeam has been analyzed. The fracture戸間蜘ψlaSbeen calcu加引畑山E

experimental G f and element size. The r田ultsobtained are shown in Fig. 4c together with 
experirnentaI data [14) and numerical results from other authors [15}. 

CONClUDING REMARKS 

~e basic idea of the microplane model， i.e. to define the basic material behavior on a plane 
ofg凹 ericorientation and then ac.ωmulate the C01市 ibutionsover all possible 0巾 ntations，
?明fulゐrdeveloplng new models that represent the behavior of mate由 lsundergoing 
a~Il_lage and cracklng. The new凶 croplane也mage畑町d閥均回仕legeome肘，ceffects 
ヤ刷lbuted也mage(凶α'OCI'acks). A kinematic mi冊 macrocons回 int包鰯umed，
wru凶 correspondsto the preservation of material integrity. With the new damage tensoむ
~e model ca;" be combined with any回泊tingn凶 el伽位、eundamaged m蹴巾rln orde; 
~O. rep!esent phenomena such as creep-damage lnteraction， etc.百¥em:叫ticrackmodel is 
Ttend叫 torepresent出eeffec包 ofmacrocI拙 S泊出econt似 tof a smeared-cra仙 gfi出 E

etem聞 tanaly百isof localized frac加re.It is凶sedon the static constraint， and only involves 
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the additional strain caused by cracks. It can be combined with any model repres四ti.ng111 
undamaged material betw目 nα・acks.

百¥emicroplane model with肋 ¥ematicconstraint can also repl¥ωentlocaliz吋 fradlu.
(a crack). For the case of a 仰をtensilefractu陀令¥0sh町 crack)，fracture always町四一

畑 .ous凶 croplaneswithin a促巾知 rangeof inclinations.加凶ghtbe s蜘 unre地 -k-

if the finite elements are la宅ealthough microscopically inclined microcracks伽 aysOCC'Jr 
Asde回 ibed，the new model with static∞nstraintαnnot model compl，自信iaxialbehavi押
for fracture under compressive s田 sses，but凶 .ghtmodel a 1町 alizedcrack band or etala 
more e.飽cientlywhen the narrow crack band or crack is parallel to the mesh lines anl1 
fracture can促 curon miα'Oplan田 ofonly one direction. The fracture model on thei 
microplanes must represent frictional interlock of crack forces and dilatancy但¥dc踊 h
S戸cifiedind叩endentlyof the凶 croplanelaws with kinematic constra泊t，which g声明百

addi位onalfl似 ib出ty.With the kinematic constraint， the crack白ctionand dilatancy n飽dnl1l
be repre日ntedby出emicroplane law because出eyare taken into account by the resis泊nc~
andα首脳ngof inclined miα'oplanes [16]， but then the shear resistance cannot be controlled 
independently of the opening fracture of the 11首croplanes.

In contrast to出eprevioωattempts at modelling of strain softening by凶ロ'Oplan似
with static constraint， this constraint is used here only for obtain姐gthe cracking strain 
while before 15} it was used for obtaining the total strains. This is the reason why p陀 vious1y
仕¥emodel tumed out unstable in post-p回 kbehavioむwhilethep児sentmodel is stable.百w
kinematic constraint is not possible without ca1四 latingthe total strain on the microplam' 
level，加cludingthe elastic strain. 

Aeknowledgment. This pa問 waswrittenduring a輔 baticall曲 .veofthe first author at Nor出westernUniv，師ilJi
釦ndedbyα悶T(Gen，釘ali匂tde Catalunyョ1，Barcelona， Spain). Financlal support加 m問揖archgrant PB鈎心5凋
funded by OCYI' (Madrid， 5pain)， and from AFOSR伊 nt91心141to Northw，田ternUnive問it予isgraten地
aeknow1OOgOO. 
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MODBLLING OF PROCSSS ZONE FOR FRACTURS OF CONCRETE 

pwm〈ii:zfti222e:27211もさす…eof 

ABSTRACT 

::3335盟主主主主主主主

INTRODUCTION 

とよ::kJtJff。:;主主勺fw:221告;S12ffZef2222L::
2277よ113efJa27:己記rzfffitcihetrJC12で:
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en~ ， __t?ere_has been an attempt made by Bazant [3] 
modelling fracture process zone as consisting of t通

dimensional array of small circular penny shaped cracks 
the initial stage of cracking and consisting of a t通

dimensional array of smal1 circular ligaments in the fi~ 
stage. 1n the above paper， very interesting and use-i" ~ 

resul ts have ~een obtained re_g~:~ing ligament tearing三"'
the associated snapback instability. However， there t 
been an application of linear elastic fracture mechanics 
analysing the effect of the penny-shaped cracks. 

工n the present paper， the same concept of model1ing tl 
uncracked ligament as a two-phase material has been folloWl 
with a slight deviation from the earlier approaches. T~ 
difference in the approach here is that as soon as tie 
stress reaches a limiting value _ft in an element， the craιh 
does not open ou t. A closing force is assumed to act al"t ~ 
the crack opens out slowly as the value of closing forc 
becomes zero. 

TABLE 1 
Material Propert1es 

~operty 

..~dulUS of 
二asticity
"pal 
PiJisson' s ，Itio 
・-ensile
:;trength 
司pal

Matrix Aggregate Concrete 

30 180 40 

0.15 0.25 0.20 

3 
3 

DCSCRIPT工ONOF THE MODEL 

ANALYS工S

:iiiii器: :;主主語
Geometrically similar tensile test specimens with depth， d 
3d"" where d"， = particle size (assumed constant throughou' 
the specimen -; 12 mm) and 1ength L = Bd/3， where d = depth 
have been analysed. The specimens shown in Fig. 1 werE! 
subjected to prescribed 1ongitudina1 displacement at one end 
and restrained against displacements at the opposite end. 
Uniformly sized triangular plane stress elements were used， 

らJ
i|匂 j

1喝「
ムL

Fi氏ure2. CrackinK pa七七日rna 

寸
斗
|
寸
J

Case A Case B 

:己記zzz;::4221::;;e;fJJJe:::ltZ??;;;cteth;
connected by a truss element ・ on the other hand ，when an 
end element reached i tslimi t i ng valu e，th e e1eme n t w a s 

zi言語i誌
eleTRent-Again，here the areaof CToss-s今ct~on
element is arrived at by sUtab1e lterat10ns in such a wむ
that When the clos ing forc e a c t s a t the two node S1n 
opposite directions ，the relative displacement between these 

;立t::iti;;nt:eヲ1JJfJJ九・orC2e411TJfnJTyすす;::t;::
va111e and bY S1owly incrementing the displac ernent s.The 

::;ぷ222:e:fJよeji221おn::rfぷe31L;f::;ょ;eJ二1 2
those available in the work of Bazant111・ The agreement 

-
囚 r<ia七rix 什円??|廿Case C 

Fi凪ure1. Aggregate matrix configura七ions

To obtain the applied load P and to prescribe the 
displacements. boundary spring elements were used. The 
material properties considered are shown in Table 1. To 
avoid the so called wall effect the elements at the fixed 
and displaced ends were considered to be of plain concrete. 
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DAMAGE THEORY FOR CONCRETE BEAMS 

B.K. RAGHUPRASAD and A GHOSH 
Department of Civi1 Engineering， Indian Institute 

Science， Banga10re 560 012，主ndia.
っき(1 . 1:OO'・Tsa・''''2.00

CEFLECT!OJ (1 E -02)mm 

Load-deflec七iondia凪ramsfor Cases A，B.C 

Since the ear1y works of Kachanov [1] considerab1e progress 
has been made in applying damage mechanics to mode1 the 
failure of structura1 e1ements. The concept of distributed 
defects in materials employed in structures not only 1eads 
to understanding of initiation of cracks but a1so of fina1 
fracture. The who1e process could be considered as 
progressive deterioration (damage)， which can be measured 
through 10S5 of stiffness. The above ideas initiated the 
development of CDM by Janson and Hult [2] which was 1ater 
app1ied to bending of beams by Krajcinovic [3]. 

It is by now we11 accepted that predictions of damage 
and fai1ure of heterogenous materia1 such as concrete and 
rock requires a mathematica11y correct and physical1y 
rea1istic description of the strain softening behaviour [4]. 

工n the present paper， an effort is made to extend the 
mode1 presented by Krajcinovic [3]， incorporating the 
concept of strain sOftening. 

ABSTRACT 

Damage mechanics seems to offer parameters simpler in nature 
to represent more genera11y crack initiation， growth of 
microcracks and voids. With this in view， app1ication of 
damage mechanic5 100k5 a11 the more re1evant to concrete 
structures. An attempt i5 made to extend the concept of 
distributed damage theory to concrete elements wi th strain 
softening in tension considered. 

INTRODUCTION 

CONCLUSIONS 

A simple h5terogeneous model has been devised that exhibits 
a progres-1ve10ss in stiffness withincreaS1珂 deformation.

:思議会主吉右京;;詰:jjZ話芸j;
can立eぷ::::3rV334よ主七千品ごすほおおgぷ;;;?

;;iiZ12321j12253221 
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ANALYSIS 

[3)，as per the effective stress theory 
。=s (l-w) (1) 

o = nominal stress; S = effective stress = Eε 

Fol1owing Krajcinovic 

where， 

crack ligament 
for fracture 
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Bazan-，z.p.，Snapback imtabi11ty at 
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= total tensile force. 
of equilibrium， we get . ~Iere ， Nt 
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be 

s obtained from both models and 

i主将詑抗日;詩Etzer;m;;;;1ぷ u;;;enI172・4

jiiEiiiii2315出謹岩手;:;
increasing ef feetive stress concept gives higher values o主

RESULTS且NDCONCLUSIONS 

S/D for S > 0 

(2 
o for S S 0 D = damage modul~; 

E is known to remain constant in the prepeak region (of th. 
σ-E curve) and decrease in the post peak reg工on. Thus th~ 
above relations are valid only in the pre peak region. I~ 
the post peak region， S = En E， where En == effective moduluι 
of elas tici ty as pos tula ted--by Loland [5]. 

There being insu~ficient experim~ntal.evid~nce. regarding 
the variation of S in the post peak region， it is assumed 
that S decreases 11nearly at a rate equal to. the softenino 
modulus (E巾). Here it 1s worth elaborating about the 
variation 6I S. As S is defined as the load per unit 
effective area， after the peak， the load as well as the 
effective area decreases. Whether S decreases or increases 
in the post peak depends on whether load or the effective 
area decreases faster respecti vely. It is poss ible to 
express S as， 

E == Young・smodulus w = damage parameter; 
ε= strain 

w '" 

can problem 

z o 

beam 
rhUs wi th eqns. 

;:i:::t equations could be derived for Eb〉

the (13) and (12) (11) ， 

Pre peak， S == E~ ~ 
~ Post peak， S == E[t向 (1+E")-E"ε1

wher=. E-= ~T(~' to_=.P7ak.~:r~i~~ 
The variation of 'w・with ‘E・isassumed to be linear in 

both regions. An initial amount of damage 1s considered as 
w~ [5]. The value of w at failure is 1. Using these 
assumptions， we have: 

Prepeak， 

(3) 

(4) 
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where w，、 isdamage at strain tn and ε.. = ultimate strain 
zero post peak stress). 
From eqns. (1)， (3) and (5) and applying the condition that 
at do/dt = 0; t = En' 1t 1s possible to show that 

Before peak， a = S(l-S/D) 
After peak，σ = S(S/D) 

(at 

(71 
(8) 

(6) 

w = w~ +(w~-w.;/ε)ε 1....0..1..-0 

(E -ε。)(1-wo) / (EU-Eo) +w。w = Postpeak， 
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Pure bending 
The above model is now applied to a beam in pure bending， it 
is assumed that the cross sections remain plane after 
bending. The strain (ε←) in the bottom fiber increases from 
zero to E_ while S increases from 0 to S。
For h.. < E_ 

Result五ntcompressive force Nc = 1/2 b(h+yo)Sc (9) 
S円'" effective compressive st-ress at top-fi"bre， S十=

effective tensile stress at bottom fibre， b = breadth of the 
beam's cross section， Y_ = distance of the neutral axis from 
the centroid of the secEion and2hzdepthofthe section. 

1 i {Ca害eFiC-UFE 1 
(10) = 1/6(h-Y )b(3-2 S ID)S 
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NONLOCAL SMEARED CRACK工NGMODEL: CHARACTER工STICLENGTH 
AND ENERGY DISSIPATION 

FENG-BAO LIN AND ALFONSO WHU 
Department of civil and Environmental Engineering 

Polytechnic University 
Brooklyn， NY 11201 

ABSTRACT 

The tensile streng七h，the slope of七hepost-peak stress-strain 
curve， and the characteristic length are the 七hree major 
parameters in the nonlocal smeared cracking model that affect 
its results 1n simulating concre七efrac七urebehaviors. This 
paper is intended to give a systematic numerical s七udyon the 
influence of characteristic length on energy dissipation. The 
purpose is to obtain the relationship among characteristic 
length， slope of the post-peak stress strain curve， and the 
energy dissipation as well as the relationship be七ween
characteris七iclength and the size of七hefracture process zone. 

工NTRODUCT:ION

Many strain-softening damage models have been developed to 

predict七hefrac七urebehavior of quasi-brittle materials such as 

concre七ewhich involves七hesimulation of the progressive growth 

of fracture process zones. When these models are applied to 

finite element analyses， problems associa七edwi七hmesh-dependent 

results and zero energy dissipation at failure are encoun七ered.

Several approaches [2， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7 I 8， 9， 10] have been 

troposed to prevent these problems. Among them， the nonlocal 
damage formulation proposed and developed by Bazant， pijaudier-
Cabot， and Lin (2， 4， 8] is an effec七iveone. 工nthis approach， 

the characteristic leng七h is an impor七ant parameter tha七

Trevents the strain-softening damage from localizing into a zone 
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of one e1emenセ width and 七hus 七9 ensure the correct enE 

dissipation during the damage process. 

The nonloca1 smeared cracking model (2) is a partic:..¥. 

example in applying七heaforementioned nonlocal formulatior. .'， 

concre七e fどac七ure. 工n this model， the tensile s七rength，・
slope of the post-peak stress-s七ra~n curve， and ' 

charac七eris七iclength are the七hreemajor parame七ersthat afff! . 

the softening behavior. 工七 is essen七ial 七o investigate τ1 

influence of the value of characteristic 1eng七hon the amount 

energy dissipa七ion. The purpose of this s七udyis to obtain l作

relationship among charac七eristic1eng七h，slope of七hepost-pe 

stress s七raincurve， energy dissipation， and the size of t 

frac七ureprocess zone. 

CHARACTER工ST工CLENGTH 

The essential aspect of nonlocal damage formula七10nis that on~ 

those variables that cause damage should be considered i.l 

non10cal (2， 4， 8]. Thus the damage ωin the nonlocal smeare， 
cracking model is made nonlocal. This is accomplished by makir 

strain Ell non10cal first because the damageωis a function O~ 

E.ll・ Thenonlocal strain is defined as (2): 

長lI(X)= ~ Iα(s x)(正lI(s))dV= I α'(x，S)(EII(s))dV (1~ 
Vト(x)Jv 九

in which 

" ， _. • ， Cl{S -x) 
V，(司 =Iα(S -x)dV， α'(x，s) =一一一一

Jv V，.(x) 
(2) 

The weigh七ing function is chosen as 七he normal distributiol1 

func七ion:

-(kl，q/~ α(x) = e (3) 

where K is a constant whose va1ue is 2 for two-dimensiona1 

cases， and 1 is the charac七eris七ic1eng七hof the material (Fiq. 

1) 

The spatial averaging (nonloca1) of damage implies that 
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damaqeoccurs ata point，it spreadstosome digtance 

d the poin七 ra七herthan jus七 at七hatpar?icular location-

M is a typical phenomenon Observedln heteroqeneous 

・15・ Thesize of the spreading VOlume ，which is defined 

立charac七eris出向th 1， depends on 出 e dψee of 

222c二qr:eよご;エ-deqJよ::;rよごみ 2:

f時rial.

s-x 

Fiqure 1・Characteristic1eng七h compared to aggregate size. 

NUMER工CALSTUDY 

:len a regu1ar damage mode1 is app1ied to a finite element 

nalysis， it is found七hatdamage happens a1ways within a zone 

_'f one-element wid七h wi th the surrounding e1emen七s unloaded ・

ぬcausethe energy dissipa七ionper unit vo1ume of the materia1 

ander analysis is cons七ant，differen七 widthsof七hedamage zone 

cesult in differen七 energy dissipation during the fracture 

~rocess . This unrealistic resul七 canbe prevented by using the 

1on1oca1 damage formu1ation. 

工n the nonlocal smearing cracking model， if the tensile 

~~renqth and the slope of the post-peak s七ress-S七raincurve are 

{ept constan七I the size of the damage zone and the amount of 

energy dissipation are sole1y de七erminedby the value of the 

:haracteristic 1eng七h・ Tostudy the relationship among them， a 

~hree-point bending member with a no七chat the midspan (Fig. 2) 
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is analyzed. Four-node quadrilateral isoparametric elements 

step-by-step nonlinear iterations are used in‘the analy!. 

various values of charac七eristic lenqth are adopted in . 

analysis 七o obtain different damage zones and ener 

dissipation. The intent is to establish a quantitat. 

rela七ionshipamonq those quanti ties. One of the damage zO: 

obtained trom the analysis is shown in Fig. 3. 

Figure 2. Fini七ee1ement mesh used in the non10ca1 analysis. 

Figure 3. Damage zone (cross-hatched) and frac七urezone (blaCJci 

J. 

5. 

". 
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MESH ADAPTIVITY IN TRANSIENT FINITE ELEMENT 
ANALYSIS WITH A NONLOCAL MODEL 

Anto凶oHUERTAl，G制esPUAUDIER-CABσ戸阻dLaurent BODE2 

lETSlnge凶erosde Caminos， Dpω. de Matematica Apli目白rn，Universitat Poli肱 nicade
Catalunya， Barcelona 08034， SPA酎.

2Laboratoire de Mec制.queetTI田加oIogie，ENS Cachan I (到RSI Universite P. et M. Curie， 
GRECOGe佃 tateriaux，61 Avenue du President Wi1son 94235 Cachan白 dex，FRANCE. 

Abstract: NonIωaI modeIs guaranty that fmite element ∞mputations on strain softening 
materiaIs up to fail凶eremain sound合oma theoreticaI and computa“onaI viewpoint.百le
nonl∞alitypreve附抑 制I田 alization泊 thefi加 nof a swface of discon白川ityon which the 
gJobal dissipation is ze!_o，卸dthus finite element calculations converge upon mesh 
iefinements inore easi1y. One of the major drawback of these m剖elsis that the element size 
nee必din or也rωcapturecorrectly the 1∞aIizati叩却neis roughIy of the order of the 
r.haracteristic length. In practice， and if曲e1，ωation of白efaill凶ezone is not Imown a priori 
(ぽifthe failure zone propaga飽)，theω凶 numberof degr田 offreedorn be∞mes rapidly 
prohibitive for most閉伊白血gapplications and tb悶 isan ob討.ousn民d伽 meshadaptivity. 
M町 ha巾 greca1led出eprincipa1 theoretical propcrties a陶 .chedωwavepropagation in a 
non1ocal medium， i. e. wave dispersion， we apply in this paper正heA!.E description to 
回nsientd'戸館凶csin a no川田aIdamage油lema町 ial.O佃 lparedωωher鈴chni.questhe ALE 
de悶 iptionis bet飽rsuited for出isapplication卸 d.quite simple to implement sincc the mesh 
伽 nectivityremains fix乱 Age悶 温lremesh泊gs田 健gyispro抑制bω叫 onan error which 
脚ntifies恥 jumpof damage from one element ω白enext one. A one-dimensional example 
凶us国脳出e伺pab出tiesof出is也clu判明.

1. JNTROnUCTION 

No川町alm叫 elsare esp町ia1lydesignedωhandle the problem of progressive {r，配tureand 
JocaJization泊町ainsoftening m蹴 rials.It has been demonstrated泊 statics伽 tthe spatial 
a~raging of the variable白紙controlsstrain叩ftening，or its differential 句 uivalent泊 thefi∞n
?f gradient terms， prevents discontinuities of the raie of s回 infield [1]， and血usprevents 
Joc岨.zationinstab出.tyas studied classica1ly by Ru血ickiandRi伺組do曲師 [2，3].Recenuy， 
l! was also proved白紙出eproblem of localization in statics reduces to a bifurcation problem 
thatcan be伺 st泊 thesame format as由et∞alization創1alysisin a local con出 uumexcept that 
~e !，umber of possible solutions at the bifurcation戸出 is白山eand that the wave lengths of 
件l側凶onm跡的問問。叫叫ech蹴削sticleng出of恥 con由uum[4， 5]. In 
~spaper， we岡mωtransientanalyses in such a nonIocal continuum. This type of problem 
finds iIs applications in the desigIJ and verification of concrete and reiDfuぉedconcrete 
mIqms subj国防dto impacts loads or explosions for which血巴responseof the 町 uctureup 
~ failure is required. BefOre reaching the applications， there ar志 anumber of thωretical and 
ωmputational problems曲atought ωbe回 ated:F凶 t，it is n配 essaryto investigate well 



(6) 

(.11齢 characteristiclength of the materia1・百eevolution law for damage is taken as 

JW1・(1+ ~1 (Y -Y()) + b2♂ YO)2 )"1明白bl=ω5開山2= 5.423 lQ4 MPa-
2 

凶
Yo==ω1σ6MPa.官官E加b巴g冨1tenn泊胞rateconstitutive re1ations IS: 
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“ (9) Um = Amexp(-iC(nkltrct)) 

部組織i器部締結部
cxpression of白eadmissible wave∞lerities， namely 

fonnulation whlch is now"well establishe<fin fluid mechani白血dwas reωntlyexten日時.
回 lidmechanics. ThisωchniQl田presents也cadv組 tageof kecping the number of degrees“ 
ft-...edom抑 lstantwi白 thesame∞m配 tivity.

z. WAVE PROPAGATION IN A NONLOCAL CONTINUUM 

We use in this study the scalar con血uousdamage mαlel proposed in Ref. 6. The∞'DSti細川
relatiαlSread 

σij = Ci，jkl(1・D)Eld (1) 

泊 which句 andE括的the ij (ijε[1， 3]) compαtents of曲estress佃 dstrain tenson 
m戸ctively;D is the damage variable加 dCijJd are the initial material moduli. If白泊ilI&I

刷 ibriums蹴 isgiven by the stressσ3制 dthe corresponding s山崎蜘gwi白白帆

of damage denoted鎚 00，thc rate constili凶verelations are written as : 

(2) 

(3) 

町=(トOO)C制 tu-。cwdl

iff(す)=Oandげ)=0血enD(x) =竺堅守(玄)
'dY 

ぜf(Y)< 0町 iff(Y) = 0 and t{Y) < 0 then O (司=0

f(Y)=Y-x: 
d
 

h
 

-也

7
1
 

叫mv 
白血

(10) 
c=吋(1・的・が等L'P(C) 

In Eq. 3， F is山 evolutionlaw for伽 nage，f1めisthe darnage loaoing function， 1( IIW 

maximwnbe阿 倍nthe quantity Y ever reached at the considered po泊tof the solid during白E

loading hisωry， and a damagc threshold Y 0-Y is the average en釘gyrelease dueω也magc:

(4) Y(x) =~ i V(s)Y(五+s)也
Vr(X)ん
Y(か }εIdC似句

崎町山epeak前 ss，short wave modes. cD:D pro回目隠 U1l1Y. 山U~ ，

也mage倉田tin a bar Can propagate even 

(5) 

'P is the weight function (Gaussian function)釦tdVr (x) is the re伊宅sentativevolume at polllf 
x: 
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1 

c 
0，5 

c 
sec 

。。 2 

c tc 
Fig. 1 Wave vel，∞ity as a function of the wave number and of the initial ste副ystale of 

def.ormati.on. 

1 3 

1t can be concluded from由isanalysis白紙血ewave pr.oblem remains well po鈴dfor thi 
nonIocal con白100m.In view .of computati.onal applications，白isis qJ凶te!mportant since U~ 
mesh refinement， strain will n.ot localize inωa single element.百出 implies出atthe田 nloc
m叫elwill preclude mesh dependency for small enough elements; and m.oreover， the fini 
elementmωelsho凶dhavegt:刈convergencepro戸:rtieswi白non民 d伽 "zero"size elemer. 
ωcapωre strain disc朗自1凶ties.

3. ARBITRARY LAGRANGIAN-EULERIAN FORMULA TION 

In view.of値lCprevi.o凶∞nclusions，出ereis an巴edfor remeshing capabilities for the ar叫ySI
of real size structures. Among組曲eadaptive remeshing procedures available tαlay，明ha¥・t
ch.osen theむbitraryLagrangian-E叫eri組 (ALE)formula“on [1句， because it main凶ns恥
ωtal nomber of the degrees of合鴨domas well as the mesh com路ctivity，it is automaticalll 
generalizableωhigher spatial dimensions， and finaIly because the remeshing itself II 
embedded泊白eeq回 .tionsof moti.on. 
Because of the shortcomings of pほ-elyLagrangian and Euleri叩 descripti.ons，res戸ctively
elementen匂nglementunder large ma閥均1distorsions組 dnumerical diffic凶.tiesfor mappín~ 
material SUrfiωs， arnong others，柿itraryLagrangian-Eu1erian肱 hniquesweπdevelo戸d
This formulation is aIready wel1 established in血ehydr叫 ynarnicsand fl凶dstruct昨
interaction fields. Mm官over，11配 entextensions to n.onlinear continuum in transient佃a1ysi
[13， 14] have increa剣山fieldof appli回bilityof the t配凶.que.
The ALE approach is based on the arbitr紅 ymovement of the reference企'arnewbich i~ 
continuouslil1ezoned in order t.o allow a pteeise descripti.on of the moving interface回dt0 
maintain the element shape. 1t is，白erefore，concemed wi白血ekinematic desαiption， iム the
I1elationship between the moving m叫iaand thl巴computati∞al!戸d.Following曲巴notatil伺 HI

白epreviously cited references，白emateriaI region is dcnoted Rx and it is related to伽
particIes or material points X， while Rx and x denote the spatial陀 gion，i.e. the la~OI'). 
configurati.on and COOl溢nates.百 eyrepresent世leconfigurations of the以xlyat血eini出}ani!
ωrrent time t resI蹴 tively.
The purpose of the kinematics is t.o de白nea simple procedure which relates materi~ tín，t~ 
derivatives釦 dspatial derivativ凶.Spatial derivatives should ap戸arbeca凶 efor泊mplicio/th; 
fun血mentaIequ副onsof motion are expressed泊白espatial domain. on白eo曲erhar叫加位I

materiaI and spatiaI domains are generally泊 motionwith the reference Rχwhich remaln~ 
fixed曲rougho脱出isformulatiOll. Consequently， it is convenient ωexpress d15 tmIE 
derivatives is a referentiaI form.百由良mdamenlalequation in ALEぽiginallydevised b~ 
Hughes [15]， is: 
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4. REMESHING STRATEGY 

謀議鰐盗塁fi部鴻2踏襲盟:
-h，nuas shown by the analydealstudy in S2・百erefiωe，we will assume曲atthe optimum 
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mesh must be rather fine in也.eneighborhood of sharp variations of damage and c側主主

elsewhere. In order to use a remeshing proced町玖 weneedωdefme a mea号urewhicb 
q凶 ntifies血.en偶 dfora釦即位∞紅蹴gridat回chpointof曲巴叩lid 官邸 q~titydenoted 
as K is defined here at each nαIal point betw田 n_elements k and k+ 1 as a function of the 
absolute v，瓜田d位協jumpof也mageacross these elements: 

K=a 1[0]1 +b wi血1[0]I = lo..+1-DtI (17) 

Constant b is set句 凶110∞e泊 older10 avoid numerical difficulties wben血eerr官 is問ualb)

zero阻 d∞'nstanta controls也.eamount of elementsωbe placed in the the region wlIere K 
varies sharply as we w副総e釦吋ler.The !lew positions of也enodalpo加tsare obtained from 
the solution of Eq. 18 which sta回白atthe flux of error must be kept constant at each阿nt.In
血eone dimensional pr曲，lem， 明obtain批判凶.tion:

a〆 ox、
: ¥K(吋:..J = 0 (18) 
aχ 、 aχ'

Note也atthe抑 ntsat the boun也ryof the mesh are constrait凶 10n:main fixed.百usequati∞
whichis sIJ凶larω白紙solved泊∞nductionproblems伺 nbe∞，nvenientlygeneralizedω2D 

組 d30 problems. If we call r max the ratio of the m鼠 imum(企xmax)ωtheminimum leng出

(axm同 ofthe elements througb佃 tthe mesh， we ob凶nalso after substi刷加血Eq.17:

Ax max K max 
rmax =一一一一一=ヲ「ーァ (19) 
刷凪 Ax min .l'.. mls 

Sin回 D回 sumesvalues between 0阻 d1， the maximum possible eπor is (a+b)回 dt恥
minimum possible error is b. Thus也巴ratior max is bounded: 

a + b • a 
r max S:一百一=1+ ~ (20) 

血 d倒 IStanta∞ntrols 悦 ratioof the m泊imumpossible sizeω白 max凶umpossible size of 
印刷包elementsin白 mesh.Eq. 18 is a nonlinear elliptic戸rtialdi貨ercntialeq岡山nwbich 
is solvedi館ratively.In practice， the number ofi館rationremains qui飴泊凶低d.

S. APPLICATION 

Inor泊.erωillustrate曲ecapab出.ti郎 d血isωmputationaIm仙叫，we∞nsiderthe well known 
problem of the interferen∞of two constant strain waves propaga出 gωwardeach other.官官e
barhωaleng也2L=4伽nmandaα'OSsS舵 tionA = lmm2.百lecharacteristic length of the 
ma包riaIis1 mm: 

OL一一-EL
u( -L，t) = -vt I u(しの=vt

......c~'-.--'-=コニニ===ヱ1 一帯
L2L  _1 

Fig. 2 Example problem 

百levelocity of the ex悦 mi由sof the bar is such that∞，nstant stt司nwave of ampli旬deO.7Se*
propagate toward回cho由er.官E巴ym回 tat the踊met*創xllocaIi国，tion民 C町sin' the middle of 
白ebar. 
Figure 3 shows the various damage profJles at diffen:nt time steps obta泊edfor a fixed mesh 
of 199 elements of c叩 S凶 tlen帥 .Wesee that damage grows泊 aregion1， 側 副at印刷断

of the bar and that the damage 含叩tpropagate toward白eex信事mitiesof the bar.明IC
convergco旬。fthe白崎elemcnt侃 l印刷onwith mcsh refinemcnt has been demon園田凶伺

numero凶低C邸 ions(銘ee.g. Ref. 6).百 ecalcul姐.onh踊 beenperformed here with a 
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t = 1.5 t* 

O. 

Fig. 3: RefereDl儲 solution: evolution of the distributi佃 ofdamage at diffei'Cnt time steps 

O. 

D 

9 elements 

t = 1.5 t事

Fixed mesh 
solution 

x(mm) 

35. 40. 

Fig.4:ωmparis∞ofdmAIZ MId axdmeshmludon with the refcmcs solution 
at time t = 1.5t・(profuesof也mage).
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element length (mm) 

。
40. 

Fig. 5: Dis剖butionof the element Jength曲rougb∞tthemesh泊 theALE釦Jution
at飽net = 1.5t*. 

O. 

Fig. 6: co抑制sonof白血.Eand fixed mesh solution with the referen∞solution 
at time t = 1.2t* (profiles of也mage).
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~mωhingsωrts at the beginning of the∞mputation which is more time∞nsur凶ng.
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Inviied Paper 

REMOVAl OF FINITE ELEMENTS 

lN STRAIN-SOFTENING ANALYSISOF TENSILE FRACTURE 

J.G.ROTS 

Delft University of Technology /TNO Building and Construction Research， 
P.O.Box 49，2600 AA，Delft，The Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 

INTRODUCTION 

22J::iii忠告j器時器:fsiZ蕊:!日間
部52151511訪日伊33j

A possibility to overcome恥 abovedeficiency of the smeared appro帥 isωremove

CRACK BAND MODEL 

ねじ22S3;:ibzzrIY2Ztt:;なほど;ぷ;i::112Zぷ
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-:.r the width h of a single el巴ment.This width has a1ternatively been ca11ed crack band 
・nlthor characteristic length. The steepness of the softening branch is叫justedto h in order 
rc:)ease the coロectarnount of fracture energy G f for creating the crack. 

The length parameter h is related to the particuJar finite element configuration. The intro-
.!，:.:tion of this parameter into the cゅnstitutivefonnulation can be seen as a first， coarse step 

，wards a non-local model. Althougb non-local m吋els[3] have been developed.， it seems 

t，at these models call for a very fine element division， since at least one or more elements 
n'ust be taken over the actual width of the fractu陀 processwne which roughly equals three 

~Imes the aggregate size. For engineering problems of large-and medium-scale structures， it 
、anticipatedthat crack band models will remain useful. Experie即時 [1)indicate that a rea-

.onable choice for h is the squ創ち r∞tof the element細切 forquadratic elements (six-and 

dght-node) and the square root of the element area times the squaJ官 r∞tof two for lower 

.，roer elements (three-and four-node). 

ー--εm

、‘
D c

-ら

Fig. 1. Linear tension-softening diagram with secant unloadinglreloading option. 

REMOVAL OF ELEMENTS FROM THE MESH 

When an巴kmentcontains fulIy softened cracks， the assumption of displacement continuity in 
combination with residual shear stiffness and stiffn巴ssparallel to the crack，出 isfeaturing in 

filted as well as rotating smeared crack models. leads to a situation in which further straining 

in the Jocalisation zone is no longer accompanied by continued unloading outside this zone. 

Instead， the stresses adjacent to the localisation zone tend to lock rather than to drop down to 

zero. To solve this problem， it has been suggested to remov巴elementsfrom the mesh once 

their tensile softening is completed [1]. Also from巴xperimentalobservations th巴:reis evi・

dence to leav巴theassumption of displacement compatibility in the fina1 stage， since a fully 

developed crack is identified as a geom巴町icaldiscontinuity. The pr，田edu陀 isas follows: 

a. At the end of a load step， a check is made on whether the fixed cracks in the integration 

points of an elem巴nthav巴fullysoftened， i.e. have reached a strain beyond the ultimate 

strain Eu of the softening diagram (in this paper a linear softening diagrarn will be con-

sidered. Fig. 1， such that Eu = 2G l(Jcth) [2]). 

b. If n or more than n integration points of an element have a fully softened crack， the eJe-
ment(s) is (are) removed from the mesh. If not， loading is continued in the usual man-

ner. 1n this study n = 1 was assumed for single-point integrated three-node elements， 
n=2 for four-point integrated four-node elements and n=3 for seven-point integrated 
Slx-node and nine-point integrated eight-node elements. However， different assumptions 
for n affected the Tt:sults only slightly. 
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c. A new set of degr巴esof freedom is set咽 up.Strict1y spe此ing，this i 

幻自立)a;:つ::12231?;おおごezzi記おど
only a single row of lower order elements is 児 movedσig.2c)， the 0二三19.2b，¥1，' 

simpleω仙 it凶 ωpologycan b巴仰向d;in fact an叩 ivhentut岡山?に
$242:t口問ぉzzi::22::胸 byall residual stress仙

In !he past-the need for Changes inhite elem?nt t叩ologyhas been considelt"J 

m句町 disadvantageand usedお釘gumEntagamst e.g.ds吋tecr舵 kCon句'Pfl"

Z3iLZtrs:ぷ誌なit;:;;2222:233JJ33221
釦 alysis，options initially develop巴dfor staged analysis ofbuilding pKMcesses[41・

d・ Supports，tyingsand thecumnt EXternal load vectormevaluated for thenew mesh 

e ;とteJ:立:2;ιer『nE鴻a仙 rceむ閃ev削e舵ωctor附叩ner叫 b加aおs叫c吋dOr巾 閃6白由n叩】

主 The u叩nb山 nced白恥犯e(令側xt包匂町町E一……1一一n附 nin加nu削』

i加n】a飢tedvia equi日libriumit:防erations，as will be巳xpla必ine耳:d1at飽εr.

g. New load steps are added加 dthe pn∞ess is repeated. 

(a) 
(b) 

胸}

ehtz;;(;223222Zニ::，Zs;L2:32213iti:::ts

wZ::zzuどなこ::巴ごZjnz:Jf記;;;::?と::ztrzrt

m 附 thE Entmnbalmced Me  in om  T日凶ismu附1聡s幻tb恥ed白o∞ne川川e引uωu町削Jr
i刷e叩ngω!中hcontrol.TTEIS.meめodwas not succedui-Next，the unbalanced fomwas lz 

山:ロ此口l;;ヱ::zbおなご;zmJzd:ニ
its residual s同 sseswere 児 lativelysmaIl. 

Although thE Wide rmge of arc-length schemes available has not yet ken fully mplorω 

a dibmpmEdure was followed in theanal analysesnpmEd in this ttWhen:諸
制 y山 indicatesthat an element 0ωr elem巴ent附tκ(

叩川loa，吋d吋， whereby a sec 加 t unloading branch in th 巴 tension-softening modeI is assun叫

aCCOMIng to path AOB in Fig.l.In theunloaded stage，the element(S)is(創的 removed~I'IJ 
steps (c) to (f) are cむTiedout-In thEunloaded stage，thcunbalanced force due ω eIem~ 
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.(ten according to path BOACD in Fig. 1. The procedure requires the memory of the 

，.;nce of cracks， their orientation and the maximum damage occurred (point A). It is pos・
ー withload control， arc-Iength control as well as displacement control. 

EXAMPLE i: SYMMETRIC NQTCHED BEAM 

'11'_ first example is a four-point 10aded symme回cnotched beam which fails in mode-1 frac-
，.官ledimensions were taken according ωexperiments in (5J: span 450 mm， thickness 50 
・1，height 100 mm， notch depth 10 mm. The distance between the symme官icallyplaced 
ling points is 150 mm. In order to illus位atethe phenomena most cl巴紅ly，a non-regul紅

Jnon-symme汀icmesh was adopted (Fig. 3)， such that the fracture propagates through the 

，;，h in a勾-zagmanner as is typicaI for 抑 制 fractureanalysis. Four-point integra削
.ur-node elements were used. The elastic p釘ameterswe陀tak:enas E = 38α)()N/mm'， 

、 ~O.2and the softening parameters asfcl=3.0N/mm2， Gr=60J/m
2 with a linear diagram. 

Fig. 3. Non-regular and non-symmetric m巴shfor symm巴町icnotched beam. 

First， two smeared crack analyses without element removal for shear retention factors 
~=o，∞1 and s=0，05 are compared with a reference anaIysis for a perfectIy ve同叫 pr叫巴・
fined discrete crack in a regular mesh of the same fineness and with the same parameters. In a 

global sense， th巴probleminvolves pure mode-I with zero shear across the crack， as is repre-
sented by the discrete印 alysis.On a locaI level， however， the smeared anaIyses introduce 
、heareffects and s廿essrotations in cracked elements because of the zig-zag pa由. The 

陀quirementis that such phenomena may not disturb the result Consequently， the smeared 
results should match the discret巴result.Fig. 4 shows that this is not achieved. Both smeared 

crack ぼ sultsare t，∞stiff and show a false residualload plateau at 2，6 kN and 1.5 kN resp配 ー

I附 ly，whil巴thediscret巴crackanalysis shows softening downωz巴ro.For higher values of s， 
the effect becomes even worse and it also occurs when the rotating smear芭dcrack concept is 

used口].The dramatic impact on the pos印 叫(response is primarily due to stress-l∞king， 
Fig. 7a. (For the present problem the departure from出ediscrete result is larger th加 forthe 

cases in (1). Maybe， in addition to stress-Iocking other factors紅巴importantheぉ，[6])， 

be Fig.5.shows th巴巴ffectof element removal. The analysis with併殺05was selected 

cause it is most i1lustrative， but the same conclusions are reached for other values. The 

.:urve now correctly drops down after peak load， which is explained from the fact that false 

IOCked-in s汀'esseshave disap戸ared(Fig. 7b). Giving up the assumption of displacement con-

IInuity and removing any residual stiffness in the localisation zone obviously leads to cα冗 ct

陀laxationof the two parts at either side of the separation. The s汀巴5Srelief in Fig. 7b is not 

yet perfect， as it is for the discrete crack 陀 sult(Fig. 7c). This is attributed to imperfections in 

Ihe crack closing/re-opening algorithm， whereby s町田srotations in combination with 
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Fig.9shows tk load F wrsusoacK Mouth Sliding Displacement for th analysb 

and without element removal.Without clement mmoval，a residual load plateau is fGuv-l 

about 55 kN， after which convergence could no longer be achieved b巴causeof SPUI 

kinematic modes. W凶伽nentremova1， the load correc均 dropsdowntommwhicha:

with the discrete crack reference compu削 on山athas been p陀 sentedin [1] (obtain山'1:

anEr mESh and slightly different pEameters-thErEfortit has not been included in Fig. 9)・ r~
findings are fully in line with those of th巴previousexunPIe-Again，the explanation liEX 
the fact that false 陀 Sidualsmsses near the localisation mne vanish whenElemenuwith fu 

叫 e刷 ten巾 cracksare removed 刊 isis州側fromthe stre叫 lotsofFig.1I，COIr，
sponding to the displacement plots of Fig. 10. 

l∞ 

L倒 dF(kN) 

50 
without element relI回val

Fig.9. Load F versus CMSD for notched shear beam. 

CMSD (mm) 
0.1 0.15 

Fig. 10. Incremental displacements. 

(a) Without element remova1， (b) Wi山elementremoval. 
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Principal tensil巴加dcompr，巴ssivestresses， corresponding to Fig. 10. 

(a) Without element removal， (b) With el巴ment問 moval.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

removal of cracked finite elements from the mesh improves smeared crack computations 
.~alized tensile fracture. The initial assumption of displacement continuity is abandoned 

the residual shear stiffness and lateral stiffness parallel to the crack， which ar芭 seenas the 

lr contributoTS to s汀ess-locking，are removed. This permits adjac巴ntelements to fully 

l、.such that the loadinglunloading process associated with fracture localisation is com-

::d correctly. Further details and an additional example of a pul1-out problem have been 
>tnted in [6]. 

The pr.舵 edureis only applicable to localized fracturち andlorrelatively fine meshes. For 

叫 analysisof reinforced concrete structures， removal of出ecompression 町 utsparallel to 

cracks is at odds with the 'compression strut -and -reinforcement tie' phi1osophy. which 
ns the basic idea of reinforced concret巴. This limitation also adheres to isotropic soften-

m吋elsin the context of damage mechanics or plasticity. Such models bear similarity 

h the present approach， since the residual shear and lateral stiffness also vanish， but gradu-
:1 mstead of abruptly. Recently， it was reponed that isotropic damage models do not suffer 
'!l Stress-Iocking and pose an attractive alternative to fixed and rotating smeared crack 

dels [7]. This would be in line with the findings in the present pap巴r.Th巴 examplein [7]， 
ever， does not involve zig-zag fracture propagation， but propag制 onp訂正I]lelto mesh 

勾 sothat stress-locking is likely to be 1巴ssdominant. 1n preparing the present paper， the 
:hor has tried to solve 批 exar附 eswith isotropic 50ft飽加蜘削巴α叩叩n凶nin甘山in暗19p1加aおs附t

巳牝刈K則町m唱ga昭ga副inoccurred， but the computations suffered from the fact that the zero-nαmal-

ess・conditionfor plane stress plasticity was not satisfied， which casts doubt on the correct-

~>s of the results. Funher comparisons using isotropic softening models are泊tendedto be 
~sented at the conference. 

Parallels also exist with micro-mechanics lattice models， e.g. [8). Here， the heterogeneity 
c~ncrete is not modelled via a softening curve on continuum level， but directly， via statisti-
distributions of sl問 ngthin extremely fine networks of beam (or truss) elements. Upon 
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adding load， the most critical beam (or truss) element is traced and subsequently remOVI叫
whereupon new load is added and the process is repeated [8J. 

Regar叫ingspurious kinematic modes [9，10]，白epresent approach is Iess αitical助組

analyses without element remova1. In fact， such was hinted at in [lOJ. However， when a qua. 
dratic element is removed， the mid-side node of the element ahead of出egapmayst組、hak.

ing'， which temporarily hampers convergence. Problems with spurious modes and numerical 
stability are likely to increase upon using isotropic damage or plasticity models， since出enthe 
tangent stiffness is negative in all directions. 

Further comp組 問nsbetween smeat吋 crack，damage， plasticity， removal， local， non-
l民 al，discrete， latti田 andother models are requiπd， since a recent round-robin [11] has 
shown thal sti1l unacceptable scatter occurs in results for localized fracture depending on出巴

type of model adopted. 
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ABSTRACT 

Anew町 ategyfor simu1a討ngthe凶 tiationand propagatio~_ of仙 回iv:
cracks iB presented.The strategy is based on:interactive，e偽 ctivecr邸主

length control;a criterion for propagation based on the Ectitious crack up 

難詰議総菜器密器部品部11552:

議 ?
pí;p~ble~s- ~hich Inc1ude Mode 1 wi出 andwithout snap-back instability， 

問 TRODUCTION

In this paper an integrated自trategyintended to simu1ate coπectly and in-

teractively the evolution of arbitrary，cohesive cracks is presented-me . 

temドintegrated'emphasizesthe arst of two innovations described herem: 

fundamental capabilities for mesh and geometry representation，stress 
analysis， and non-linear f同cturemechanics are combined in a single， engi-

Ileertng workstaUOIl-based system-In this context，the use of interact1ve 
computer graphics and sophisticated daustructures to visualize and con-

trol geometry evolution is considered vital-This system is therefore both 
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useful and usable for applied research and solution of practical designω 

failure analysis problems involving the仕actureof concrete. 

The second innovation is the introduction of a町 ackstab出tycrillt，r. 

based on the fictitious crack-opening displacement (COD) profile. This C:rl! 

rion obviates the previous u目eof singular elements around the tip of泊le白

titious， cohesive crack.. It a1so provides the most sensitive measure of CO!I 

vergence to simultaneous satisfaction of both globa1 equilibrium and the I 

c叫 tractionversus COD constitutive model for cohesive仕acture.

First a brief literature overview wil1 be presented. Then the inte・

grated strategy will be described. Fin副ly，two examples are presented to 11 
lustrate the accuracy and versatility of the stra旬 gy.

A STRATEGYFORARBiTRARY， COHESIVE CRACK PROPAGATlON 

As noted by 8hah [1]， different known toughening mechanisms may be aCI 
vated during crack propagation in cera皿 icmateria1s: (a) surface energy 

dissipation， (b) miぽ ocracking，and (c) energy dissipation in the wake of th(.o 

crack pa也， such as aggregate inter10ck and bridging. Depending on the a~ 

sumption of the most important mechanism(s)， different crack models hav(; 
been proposed [2・8J.However， there is compelling evidence that the most 
important toughening mechanism in non-tr副lBfor凶 ngceramics at ambi-

ent temperature is energy dissipation in出ecrack wake [9・13J.The same 

伺 nbe stated for whisker-and fibeI可 einforcedceramics [14-15]， and other 

quasi-brittle material such as concrete， cement-based composites and rockι 
In也iscase， a cohesiveぽ ack.model (CCM) is usually employed句 takein旬

account the softening strain localization phenomenon. This model， proposeci 
by Hillerborg et al [4，5] considers the energy dissipation in the wake of the 
crack path， while neglecting the other two toughening mechanisms. CCM 

is the state-of-the-art tool to analyze the fracture behavior of quasi-brittle 

materials， including concrete， cement-based∞mposites， rocks， ceramics， 
and ceramic composites. 

The applicability of CCM to genera1 mixed-mode conditions has been 

the focu自 ofrecent attention. Throughout the 1980's， Ingraffea et αl [16-21] 

have employed a strategy of singularity near-cancellation to handle mixed-

mode crack evolution， with optionalload or crack. length con仕01.Crack sta. 

bility was controlled by iterating on the load or crack length until residual 

values of s仕essintensity factors were obtained at the tip of the fictitious 

crack. Direction of crack propagation was computed using these same 
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dud values.This criterion sometimeBf品.ledto predict accurately the 

..:al
1oad川

rodu回 ぽack山 nsωe凶国e出esin伊 lEtemen旬 at

~ crack tip p帥油edthe民ressgelflinthecoheMve zone-Mo町reωov刊erれ，パu

r I 冶出es回eele皿e朗nt旬sw邸 inconsistent w討it出h也ea剖S8閲u皿.piむω3却o凶nof singularity c 姐.

;距 ;謹告器:出認詔!誠器器;i;:諮1苦主5乞M 

: n;3ご口工?ニ:f芯;:ご;2:ニ芯:コ:立:よヱ?r322乙む;;i二[目ぷ1i:2;ヱ2ご:コ:oJtt立:eてτ:二:立
frae-recoastiMvemodel:也e抑 eof伽 crackopenmg profile at位以P

If出efictitious crack.官1ecrack ope国nggradient must be zero at the tip for 

川主主立す:22ezニs出 snew criterion州 ina記 e凶 y

And adaptable system is summadzed in Figze1.An important idea is to 

山山叫letemo仙 S白reach of出eb問 elements0山酬emme

principle ofmod11lartty is crudalbecause it allows one to readily introduce 

new theoretical，numerical，or constitutive developments.The basic ele-
ments of this strategy are described next. 

一一一ーーーー・・ー・ー・・ーー・ーー一一一一

Menu.Driven 
Interactive 
Graplu四

(Non-linear &1:孟)ー:竺(CrackS帥 鋤Cri卸ぷ〕

町♂lre1・Integratedstrategy for arbitrary， cohesive crack propagation 
modeling. 

CrackLeng血COD回，lScheme
Iもiswell Mown that the load-displacement behavior of cracking cer田ruC・

like structures is size dependent.Strain softening，as well as snap-back in・
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stabilities， may 0凹 urfor出esame material depending on structure sizes 

Softening can be handled wi出 adisplacement control procedure. Howevel 

snap-backs町 emore difficult to follow. As also recognized by Bocca et al [g] 

snap.back branches can be numerically captured when the loading proce;_" 

is controlled by an increasing function of the crack length. Crack length 

control assures uniqueness of the 801ution， be也ga natural and elegant 町 、

of handling snap.through and snap.back instabilities. 1n the present sys・

旬m，血esi血叫ationprocess is con仕olledthrough the specification by the 

user， via interactive graphics， of a crack length increment in the predicted 

mrection. 

Dynamic Relaxation Solver 

1n出epresent system， linear elastic quadrilateral and triangular elements 
are used in conjunction with zero.thickness interface elements in the ficti. 

tious crack. The behavior of the interface elements is determined， as previ・

ously [16]， by non-linear softening constitutive models. Consequently， a 

non-linear solution technique is required. The dynamic relaxation (DR) 

technique has been selected for its applicability to potentia1ly highly non-

line町 problemssuch as extreme softening and snap-back. A complete de・

8町 iptionof the solver is out of the scope of this paper， but回 nbe found in 

Underwood [22J. DR， although robust， may be slow in some circumstances. 
This drawback is reduced here due to the stress-displacement information 

available from the previous steps of crack propagation. In addition， this ex. 

plicit solution technique is very attractive for future substantia1 increases 

in solution speed via parallel computations. 

LoadFack回rCompu飽tion;Crack S句b出tyCrl飽rlon

The objective of this strategy is to determine a loading condition satisfying 

both global equilibrium and a crack stability criterion for a specified ficti-

tioua crack length. Distinct stability criteria that have been used include a 

tensile strength based criterion [4・5]，and a fictitious stress singularity 

cancellation criterion [16・19].

A criterion based on the fictitiousσack tip opening profile is imple-

mented here. No singular elements are used at the fictitious crack tip. 

Rather， non-linear ana1yses are performed until a condition of zero-slope of 

the COD at the tip is reached. Considering出efinite element mscretization 

used here， with linear strain isoparametric elements， the condition of zero-
slope can be verified when， Figure 2: 
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(Jw(ds 11>=0 = (4WB .WA) I c = 0 or WBlWA =ν4 
(1) 

w is the opening of由efictitious crack， and A and B are nodea of the 

S 
~. 全-.:;

可冒

τ11) 

FIGURE2.Zero-Slope Conation ofthe Opening prome at the FicUU0128 
Crack Tip. 

The next s抗te叩pi包st旬ocωompu叫tethe load fi白ac旬rt白ha叫t5回atisfi自esthe stability 

凶耐t凶叩o叩nお伽r由悦ecu凹r町ren目ωn叫E北t伝h制ω凶titioωu凶1路scrac仕ωkle創叫I

; 
factor is increased.The procedure is repeated until the zero-slope conation 

is satisfied， within a user specified tolerance. 
An加.port刷 de凶 of伽 loadfa附 C叫 utationis出e凶 tialcて

figu凶 musedinthedynamicrelaxdonalgorith--?戸heficωo附u凶scr巾千品

zむ;ぷ;:Z乙ごニ:ご;??e立:立:22:ごご:l;:岱:2二2む:工こ:立f立立:エ二ニ:ご:;::t2?立:ニre;fr問e
:2:t誌官ニむiごご::;:山Jぷ乙e:L:斗一よ;立出::口;ニ;:詑;::2立:tzz:江品;:江:官立;と;ご5t芯立: 
procedure is neces5ary to avoid 釦 ycωon凶負釦1泌加s斜ionbetween admissible configu・

r山 nsin伽 increasingand decre削 19branches of伽 10時 GPIa-ent

mEve，allowingdIe crack length control sche En e toproduce a umque sou-
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Com'卵胞位。n.of crack Propag柑 .onDirection 

When the stability criterion and global equilibrium are satisfied for a gi" 

crack length， the fictitiousぽ acktip is propagated to a new position. The tt 

rection of crack extension is defined here by the maximum principal叫，re~

direction due to the remote loading. A nu皿 ericaIsearch is performed 

around the fictitious町 acktip to determine this direction. The search for 

maximum circumferential stress is performed along a circ1e centered at thq 

tip. Here，也esearch is made along the circle closest to the second layer of 

Gauss points in the elements suπounding the crack tip. Once the directioll 

is determined， the user graphically indicates the length of the desired in-

crement. 

AutomaticR国2倒脳 血g

Mesh generation is one of the most低meconsuming aspects of computa-

tional mechanics for moving boundary pz-oblems. It is田 1inevi table step if 

貧困旬 elementmethods are to be used to model discrete crack propagation. 

In this case， the mesh must be updated continuously to reflect the changing 

model geometry. An improved general triangulation meshing algori白 血 de.

veloped by Wawrzynek [23] has been implemented to regenerate the contin-

uu皿 meshin the present system. A quadtree data structure is used [24]伽

gether with spatial decomposition and boundary contraction concepts. 

Simultaneously， additional interface elements are added along也enew 

crack increment. 

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 

Two examples are considered to demonstrate the applicability of the present 

strategy. A single edge notch in bending (SEN(B)) configuration is consid-

ered first. A range of softening responses， including snap-back， is demon-
strated for this type of geometry. Next， the performance of an anchor bolt 

embedded in concrete， involving initiation and propagation of a curvilinear 

町 ack，is presented. 

SEN(B) Confi郡Iration

The SEN(B) specimen of Figure 3 illustrates how size effects may completely 

change也ebehavior of the specimen， and how the presented strategy is凶-

pable ofmodeling all the possibilities. The relative geometry ofthe beam is 

preserved， while beam height varies企om50m皿旬 300m m. Plane stress is 

assumed. No initial notch is considered. Material properties and the inter-

face softening model used in this analysis町 epresented in Figure 3. 

w 

WfH.=2 
H= 50，100，3ωmm 
位uckne回 =10mm
a==金actureleng位E
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E=20.0GPa 
F. == 2.0 MPa， Wc::: 0.02 mm  
K~，.. 2.0 E+4 N/mm 
G;=20.0E・3N/mm

-luum3-SEN(B)Geometry，222;:::FmngModel，MMa削 al

K=O， d= 150mm 
a=dor2d 
2c = 3dI10， t，.. d110 
白ickne鵠 =lmm

a+d 

Bol'む
E=200GPa 

Co:oore協
E=30.0GPa 
F舎=3.0 MPa， wc= 0.12~_~ 
PI=1.0MPa，W=0.025mm 
KC=ωE+5NI山， GF= 1∞N/mm 

I"IGURE 4・AnchorBolt Geometry，Material Propedeaand hterface 
Softening Model. 

;¥1叫lOrBolt Problem 
und-robin analysis of anchor bolts embed-

'.'bis is pa此 ofthe well-known r 
ded in concrete proposed by REZM TC903MA com皿ittee[22]. The geome・

可 andmaterial properties used are shown in Figt汀e4・ Abilinear-softening 
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H=501I1lDt w=  1ω皿m
H=1ω~ w = 200 Ol.ID. 
H=300mm，W=臥陥Ol.ID.
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cohesive model is employed. Plane stress again is assumed. The conerel 

in contact with 低leupper side of the bolt. Shear tractions in the prOpag.kt 

ing crack町 enot considered for this analysis. 
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struct山 e.τ官lenormalized load term is the ratio Sigma NlFt， where Sign 
N=bea皿 theoryllormal stress wi出 nocrack. It is clear出at出epre鴎 n!

strategy is able to handle moderate and seve児島often担gand， import旬 tl:t

snap-back instability. Crack len民h，as pointed out before， is an increasII 
function under the user's control (Figure 6). 
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rma1ized stress for SEN(B) analyses. 
~IGURE 6・Crackleng也 (a)versuS norm 
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FIGURE 5・Predictedload-displacement curves for the SEN(B) analyses. 
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1ω.0 

0.0 The predicted load-di自placement(vertical displacement of point A， 

Figure 4) curves for the anchor bolt problem町 edepicted in Figure 7. The 

deformed configuration at maximum load， for a = 2d， is also shown in FigutE! 

versus vertical displacement at A for the anchor 
FIGURE 7・Predictedload versu 官

bolt analyses 

8. 
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FIGURE 8・Deformed∞nfi♂:u-ationat maxi皿 umload for a ::: 2d・
AmpliEcationhctor=500. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
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meCll但 llCS，and automatic remeshing旬ch←?ー
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Current experience with the example problems indicates that there 

Il be extreme sensi“vity in load factor to small variation in the slope of the 
'uD profile on the decreasing branch of the load versus displacement 

¥l1，¥，e8. Research is continuing旬 determinethe range of acceptable toler-

In冊。n也ezero slope condition that will insure both accuracy and stability 

f this numerical algorithm. 

This system is heir旬 overa decade of work in modelling crack initia-

!l'Jn回 dpropagation in concrete and rock. It has been designed with data 

mJ.cture and ∞de architecture in mind to allow it旬 receivenew constitu-

:J1Te formulations and solution techniques gracefully. 
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O1[R勘mNTALAND NUMERICAL FRACTURE MODELLING OF A GRA VITY DAM 
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ABSTRACT 

T叫 scaled-do司wn1:40 models of a gravity dam are subjected to eq凶va1enthydraulic and weight 
ding.Anini出1notchin出eup町田mwa11 propagates during血eloading process towards the 

i吊・Ildation.Crack mouth opening contr叫ispぽformedand the load vs. CMOD diagram is plotted. 
" r.umcrica1 simulation of the experiments is carried out using a cohesive f同cturemodel in Mixed 
~l:de∞ndition.百lestructural behaviour of白emodels and the crack trajectories紅'ereproduced 
~ ihe白首teelement idealization in a sa出factoryway. 

INTRODUCTION 

U'，にreteand sharp cracks give rise to sin忠uarstress fields in the vicinity of the crack tip.τもe

:venty of the s回 ssfield is measured by the stress-intensity factors， which are valid only when 
‘1Image and plastic zones arenegligible and佳lematerialmaybeassumedtobelinearelastic.Since
: ~~ size of damage加 dplastic zones is hardly affected by the geometry of the structure， stress・

.liItn均 fωtorsmay only be u則的endea1ing relatively large s凶 cωωres.Forぽ，rt帥h凶凶iおsrea悶蜘】1，ムL凶i討加n問悶1氾e悶a紅z 
L"絡sticFractωure芭Me配chan恥i化cs江..EFM)waωsfu路rst幻tprop卯os凶[口1，之2勾]for the stability analysis 0ぱfια:ra泌ck，恥.ed
J 

一 Nevertheless. non-linear crack tip phenomena can be very impoロ釦t，ωthepoint that 

~M migbt represent an oversimplification of rea1ity.τhe damage zone at the crack tip may be 
::ither diffused ~r loca1ised. In白elatter case， a cohesive crack model was found to give very 

訓 lsiStentresults in describing ductile [3J as well as britue fracωres [4]. 
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EXPERlMENTAL MODELLING 

Exp畑中tal附 swere ca汀ied側 ontwo bi-dimensional gravity damsσig. 1)・B仙川

;:担架部主諸説部?i:52誌を(

Figw芭 1.Gravity dam model. 
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剖llI:"，illlenta1progr却lDles，was employed [5，6]， wi白 roaximumaggregate size of 25 mm. 

W pli回ce州 mat'出 alsimilit峨叫的:mentsbetw悶 proto抑制modelwas地 .eninto

sωnt，回thatthe modulus sca1e factor and strength factor was SE = 1. 

When tbe two previous independent quantities (lengtb and specific force)紅efixed， it is 

~;ibleωob凶悦凶es of白白ere刷 凶nin暗g申組訓“向白伽削a瓜tare n即om?py iInm】

"""，巾lem邸S. 刀1潟ere剖怠ela凶dωo∞nsぬhi切pbetween血巴叩邸泊.c~eig帥ht岱si依s芯: S匂q=S紅EXS紅ピ =1ν14却0，叩dt白hesωca1此e 

N即t下例叩、叫哨哨叩叩vω峨側仰ee仰倒er叩nt恥h加伽heco“ωc∞on即陀附c印e釘叩ntrat凶巴吋dforces is: SF = SE x st = 1 側.

TEST到 GSET-UP AND PROCEDURE 

¥Io'!th the出mof reproducing tbe approximated s民 ssdistribution in the process wne due to self-

19bt， a fictitious system of discrete vertical forces was rea1ized in order to solve the practical 

l1!mculty of complying with the scale relationship of the body forces.百lemethod consists of 

ar1ficia1lydis官ibutingin the model a sufficient and rational system of vertical forces， causing the 

minimum encumbrance， so as to disturb the static behaviour ofthe model as little as possible.百le

:al volume of the model was subdivided into elementary po国onsand their centers of gravity 

II1d the intensity of the equivalent foぉesto be applied were estimated. This was done by means 

01' a system consis出 gofロossbars connected by tie-rods 10 a s1eel金鉱neworkplaced under the 

toundation of the dam， 卸dspring-dynamomet釘 sand ba1ancing systems. The scheme of社le

恥血gset-up is shown in Fig. 2. 

When白eself-weight condition was reproduced泊出emodel， the hydraulic thrust was 

J~pli吋ontotheup泊四mside. Tbe hydraulic load was generated by means of a serv∞ontrolled 

.. _tu錦町with2α)() kN capacity. This force was distributed into four concentrated loads， their 

・uensityincreasing with dep血andac位19dire心tlyonto the upstI可~amwall through steel plates. 

百lecrack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) signal was used as feedback 10 the 

I':rv田 on位。lledactuaωr.During the initiation of the合actureprocess，出.etests were carried out 

Ly泊creasingCMOD at a rate of 1.2 microns per minute. During the loading process， th巴
I叫lowingqu卸 titi回 weremeasured: self-weight， hy企aulicthrust， displacement of the dam crest， 

CMOD and crack mouth sliding displacement (CMSD) on both the latera1 wa11s. 

NUMERICAL MODELLING 

Experimental tests were simulated through the cohesive crack model， which is particularly 

'uitable for白巴 studyof the non-linear behaviour of conα刻。likemateria1s characterized by 

.lI'ain・釦ftening，iム byad民r伺 se泊 loadc鉱ηingcapacity due ωanelastic deformation. If an 

Ulitial imperfection (such as a notch) is present in such a material. the non-linear zone localizes 

Into a veryn町 'owb釦 d，while the rnaterial outside白 damageband retains a linear behaviour. 

The cohesive crack model represents出en紅rowband as阻 extensionof the real crack. 

which is ca11ed fic出 ouscrack (or pr.∞ess zone). In this zone， though it is damaged， th巴matぽ ial
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Figure2. T自由gset-up. 
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s凶ableto transmit柑 essesthat are deαeasingfunctionsofthedisplacementdiscontinuity.百le

)hesiveロackmodel was applied泊itiallyωproblemsof collinear propagation (Mode J)， where 

略αacktraj町ぬryis .known a priori d田 ωsymme町 [3，4].Subsequently， the model was 

却eralizedto problems ofαJIVilinear propagation側ixedMode) by Carpinteri and Valente [7J 

，.ndapplied回目前sfullyωthe泊tepre凶 .onof experimen飽1testing， i.e.， fourpo泊tsb館 (8，9J佃 d

則ll-out[10，11]. 
官le∞hesiveα'llckmodel伺 nexplain the汀ansitionbetw白 oplastic collapse and brittIe 

協同revarがngthe scale. When the value of the brittleness number SE [4] be∞mes very sma11， 

!he II凶 el儲 npredict aod describe the catastrophic collapse出roughthe snap-back instability 

branch. 

The mechanical parameters assumed in the num組問15泊叫ationwere: 

Young's Modulus E = 35，7∞MPa; 

Poisson's ratio v = 0.1; 

Tensile S田 ngthσu=3.6MPa;

Fracture Energy GF = 184 N/m2. 

τb.e value of GF was obtained from three point bend t回 tsperfom芯da∞αdingto the 

RILEM Recommendation at the time when the frrst model was loaded to failure， i.e.， 210 days 

af~釘 moulding.

If wn stands for the component of the displacement discontinuity nomtal to the crack surface 
and (Jc佃 d'tc staod for the normal and taogential∞hesive 5国 ss∞mponentsrespectively，仕le

ωnstitutive law was assumed to be the following: 

民 =丸(1・号)

σ:c=o 

'tc = 0 

fc汀 wn<wc・

for Wn~ Wc ・
always. 

Each也mmodel was di回路tizedby using 6-0伺ed凶angularelements. The displacement 

field inside each element was approximated by quadratic shape functions. Numerical simulations 

Were c鉱riedout by having the fictitious crack length serve as出econtrol-variableσ'ictitious 

Crack Length ControI Scheme).百lUS，this quantity always inα伺 sesmonotonically during the 

trreversibleαac肋 19pr，ωess.明白血is1<釦hnique，the extemal Ioad is detemlIned at each step so 
that血e戸incipaltensile s官essat白efictitious cmck tip acbieves the ultimate tensile strength of 

lhe tnaterial，σ.u. Thesubs叫uentcrack growth s町民cursin the orthogonal dir配 tion.

BeforeωC句也19a st，句 solution，a ch∞konぬe問alαacktip opening is made， 50 that 

Wn S Wc. If the preceding condition is not verified.血ereal crack tip advances until it is verified. 

Tb.e length of也epr∞esszone varies during crack grow也 Asthecrack官aject釘 Yis not known 

a priori，釦 auωmaticremeshing was performed at each cmck growth step (Fig. 3). 

After出eachievement of peak load， i.e. in the softening stage， for加也 theStrllctur温l

geometries te蹴 d，apぽtic叫紅conditionwas s田:nto侃 curinvolving two equal principal stresses 

紅白，efictitiousαack tip. From that point onwards，ロackgrowth was imposed as rectilinear and 

tangentωthe previously develo戸d回 j民 tory.
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gure4. Hyむaulicload v巴附伽CKM12ア叫Displacement(CMOD)抑制:

Fi思1re3. Test 3， mesh used at step 19 (displacements enlarged 300 tim巴s).

i 
nsideradon we should probably obtain information OL c end 

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION 

百1eloading test of the frrst d佃 1model (notch depth ratio = 0.1) stopp吋 atthe peak load. when 

unstable fai1ure occurred at the weakest section of the foundation (Test 1).τben. the same dam 
mod巴1，glued and reinforced around出efailure， was subjected to stabl巴testwithout self-weighl 

simulation (Test 2). Eventually， the second dam model (notch depth ratio = 0.2) was subjected to 
stable test without self-weight simulation (Test 3). 

百1eexperimental diagrams of hydraulic force versus crack mouth opening displacemem 

紅eshown in Figs. 4 and 5. together with the numerical diagr四 1S.The latter reproduce the former 

with an acceptable degree of accuracy.百1巴expe出nental組 dnumerical crack trajectories are 
i1lus甘atedin Fig. 6 and even in this case the finite element ideaIization app伺 rssatisfactory. 
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.... 

(b) 

Fi釦ll"e6. Crack位付回tories:(a) Test 2; (b) Test 3. 
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THB'RMO・SEISKICANALYSIS OP CONCRETE GRAVITY DAKS 

Sudip S. Bhattacharjee， Pierre L邑ger，and John Venture11i 

p・?artmento~ C~~i1_ Eng~ne~ring a~d App~ied Me~hanic~ . Mc~i11 University， 
817 Sherbrooke Street West， Montr邑a1，Quebec， Canada 

ABSTRACT 

_ Itrain softening constitutive 11ロde1has been deve10ped for smeared crack ，r.，pagation using the concrete parameters of strain energy densi ty， and the 
.pecific fracture energy， as criteria for fracture initiation and propagation， 
r.spective1y. The 1ong-term effects of seasona1 temperature induced stresses 
・正・ considered with a simp1ified creep effects mode1 for application in the 
~<)-di皿ensiona1 finite e1ement a~lysis of concrete gravity dams. The strain 
r~te effects on fracture properties of concrete are considered by applying 
口 nstantd戸UUDicmagnification factors. Results obtained froll two・dimensional
finlte element analysis of typical concrete gravity dalls are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

'easona1 temperature change often causes severe degradation of the stiffness 
・~Id strength properties of the concrete dams built in North-Eastern Canada. 
'.ecent seismic activity in that region， the 1988 Saguenay earthquake， has 
I d.ised concern regarding the safety of the maj or da皿 insta1lations.During the 
aaximum credible earthquake， potentia1 crack formations may endanger the 
，.bll1ty of the dam to retain the reservoir. Several numerical investigations 
'~e been carried out in recent years to study the nonlinear seismic response 
J: concrete gravity dams [lJ・[3J. The influences of pre-seismic long司 term
・tressesand strains， and the strain rate effects under seismic 1oads， have 
ヤtbeen rigorously considered in those studies. A methodology to incorporate 
:he experimenta1ly observed [4J rate sensitive behaviour of c∞oncr目et回e in 
買q明E回a舵ct凶ur四eme邑cぬh四a釘z凶 巴sana1ysis of dams has been lacking in the literature. 

The smeared fracture model proposed here considers both long-term and 
r.apldly applied 10ad effects on the behaviour of concrete. The time-dependent 
~train 1s divided into e1astic and unrestra1ned strain， the e1astic component 
ls a1ways related to the stress by the e1astic modulu~: E. The long-term. creep 
呈ffectthat leads to relaxation-of temperature induced stresses ~is mOde11ed 
)y・odify1ngthe e1astic strain field that arises from restraints to thermal 
~f~rmaÚon;. A modelling procedure to take ~~~~~t -~i~tr且in rate sensitivity 
:f fracture par佃 etersis developed. The compatibili句 betweenthe static and ・m岨 icana1ysis models i9 achieved by using a constant elastic modu1us E. 
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CONSTlTUTlVE HODEL FOR FRACTURE ANALYSIS 
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，;，ere the primed quanti ties stand for dynamic _parameters. 
;gnification of specific fracture energ~ ~s given by: 

GI' 
DMFf =ー云ー

、'~

百1e dynamic 

(5) 

lilCpresslons (3)・(5)give the dyn血 icstrain， ('!， of no tensile resistance as; 

DMF， 
Er ..百三 Er

(6) 

rhe influence of strain rate on the constitutive behaviour of concrete is 
~elllOnstrated in Fig. lc. During the softening state， the plane stress material 
;eiffness， [Dl， in the local axis system 1-2 (Fig. l.b) is given by: 

( 1 11" 0 ¥ 
B Iη" 1 0 I 

1弓，，2I 0 0 ~l，:'l."乙|
l - 2(1+11)) 

(7) η ~B・/8[D] = 

ilhere E* is the softened modulus in the direction normal to the fracture 
plane. An i t~rative scheme 15 applied to simulate the st.:_ain s~ft~z:ting 
pheno四enon of decreasing stres5 官 ith increa5ing strain. The unloadingl 
reloading prOCeS5 follows the secant modulus path OA (Fig. ld). With the 
initiation of fracture process in one direction， the material reference axis 
System is made irrotational. Presently， only one fracture plane i5 allowed per 
element. After complete fracture (ε~(t 0口.f)， the par細 eterηinequation (7) 
becom虐szero. A shear re5istance reduction factor，β， can be applied at that 
state. 

百四 creep effect on temperature stress， σT， induced over a 10ng 
period (t-t')， is represented as: 

Z4T(t.t') {O"T} = [D] {(1-申)(E-EJ) ; ψ =  
1..'''' 'T 1..χ中(t，t') 

time 

(8) 

wbere (E-Ei) is the elastic strain resulting from restrain effects on 
unrestrained temperature strain， E i' without taking creep effects into 
∞nsideration， and ψ 〈侶 ψ~1) is the relaxation coefficient defined in terms 
of the ageing coefficient， X， and the usual creep coefficient， q， (t， t'). Finite 
alement analysis is performed for self-weight， hydrostatic pressure， and 
temperature loads at the first step_ If the resultant static response exceeds 
the elastic range， the short-term strain softening model is activated to 
regulate the fracture propagation. 

THERHAL ANALYSIS OF CONCRKTE GRAVITY DAHS 

fue finite element mode1 for structural and thermal analysis of the gravity 
~ subjected to year1y temperature cycles is shown in Fig. 2. The material 
~roperties are listed in Table 1. Transient heat transfer analyses accounting 
for air， reservoir， and foundation temperature variations as well as solar 
~adiation have been performed with environmental data characteristic of the 
lower St. Lawrence region (Qu岳bec，Canada) where several dams are located. 

Figure 3a shows the temperature contours for the condition corresponding 
、othe coldest average temperature reached by the dam. The contours of the 
，)rincipal tensile stresses induced by temperature condition alone are 
presented in Fig. 3b. Significant tensile stresses occur near the downstrea皿
surface of the dam. The maxi副 mstress 1.4 MPA at the toe results partly from 
ne COnstraint effects caused by rigid foundation assumption. The bulk of the 

.~ 1s not severely affected bY ~e~perature variation;. The response of the 
岨皿 remains linear elastic under the combined actions of self-weight， 
lydrostatic pressure， and the coldest average temperature condition. 
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Figure 2. The concrete gravity dam mode1. 
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Figure 3. Temperature ana1ysis of the concrete gravity dam. 

TABLE 1 
Materia1 property data for concrete dam 

Materialヱ全rameters Values Material par岨 eters Values 
ー相Elastic modulus， E 27960 MPA Thermal conductivity 2.62 Wjm oc Poisson's ratio，ν 0.2 Emissivity 0.88 Mass density 2400 kgjm3 Convection 27.44 Wj皿，2ocStrength factor，κ 1.0 Solar absorbivity 0.50 Tensile strength，σ包 2.0 HPA specific heat 912 J/kg oc Fracture energy， G

f 250 Njmm Reference temp. DHF. 1.1 Thermal Exp. Coeff. 6x10-6 jOC DMFf 1.1 Re1axation factor，ψ 0.35 
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THERMO・SEISMICRESPONSE OF THE DAM 

proposed fracture analysis model has been implemented in a computeE 
C回 FRACDAH. The dam model in Fig. 2 has been ana1yzed for a 3 sec 

ぺ:::ぷnttf:::ぷ722dtzょ::ぉ江ぷ;2iei::itよ;;〈FZ;
I ~duce cracking in the白田. The structural d副 pinghas been defined to be 

--Hproportional providingsz damping in the funda皿entalmode response of the 
&回 r~servoir system. The hydrodynamic interaction effects have been 

rl!!.sented by Westergaard added mass， and added damping coefficients 
・iibrated to provide low-level elastic response， consistent with the 

fr・ 'luency-do~~i~_S，olu:!on ~or ~he .reservo~~ ~ott~m wa，!e reflectior: co~f.f~ci~t 
叫 1to 0.70 [5]. The foundation condi tion has been assumed rigid. The 
A，licit h畑町k integration method has been applied to solve the dyn岨 ic
~，ilibrium equations with time step equal to 0.01 sec. Preliminaηresu1ts 
ained for different 10ading combinations are presented here. 

(b) 
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Figure 4. Seismic fracture in the concrete gravity dam. 

Using the pre-seismic stress state determined for self-weight， 
hydrostatlc pressure and coldest average temperature condition， the response 
of the da皿 hasbeen studied under varying intensity of ground acceleration. 
Under seismic excitation with PGA equ~l t~ 0.25g， ; crack initiates from the 
heel of the dam at 0.29 sec which e~entually eitends up to about 30% of the 
oase area. The rigid base condition， assumed in the present study， causes an 
alllOst horizontal-crack propagation a10ng the dam-foundation i~terface. No 
。~her crack initiation is anticipated for this level of earthquake intensity. 
~en the PGA is increased to 0.3g， the first crack initiate; at 0.23 sec ln 
the location A (Fig・ 4b). The crack propagates horizontally through three 
~lements and ceases-propagation after-cu~ing down to point B. In the next 
load step (0.24 sec)，. a ~e;ond crack is initiated at point C， which propagates 
up to point D in subsequent load steps. Further cracking takes place in the 
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e1ements ~urro~nding these two crack profiles， meaning th~_t the cracks dl1 
effective1y re1ease the tensile stresses in that zones. Upon reversa1 ar 'r~ 
dam mot1on 1n downstream directiロn，a crack 1n1tiates from the hee1 at ・咽

sec and extends about 30% of the base area. The cracks remain stable 
" tI1tl 

1.16 sec when the base crack extends up to about 70% of the base area. 九回

progr岨 operation1s terminated at 1.6 sec due to poor response predicti，よー
Non1inear seismic ana1yses are then performed without taking into accマ

any temperature induced stresses. For th~ _P_GA of 0.35g， only one crac;' ~・
pred1cted wh1ch started from the hee1 at 0.29 sec and eventua11y extende<~ 

to about 40% of the base area. The PGA 1s sca1ed to 0.45g for studying the ~ 
response under severe seismic excitation. At 0.23 sec， two cracks initlat~ ~ 
points a and c (F1g. 4c) and propagate up to p01nts b and d in fOllo'<-l 
steps. 50me smearing of the cracks in vertica1 direct:ion has a190 b. 
observed. At 0.28 sec， when the downstream cracks are closed， a crack ster! 
from the hee1 and propagates up to about 44% of the base area. At 1. 37 SIfOt: 

when the downstream cracks are open again， severe cracking occurs extend'r~ 
over the zone b-e (marked dotted in the Fig. 4c). The ana1ysis was stopped.; 
2.5 due to poor response prediction after severe cracking. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The seismic safety of the concrete gravity dams appears to be reducl"d 
significant1y when the severe winter temperature condi tion is taken lntめ

consideration. However， further investigations are necessary to determin. 
conclusively the negative influences of seasonal temperature variations on th 
seismic safety of concrete dams. The smeared fracture mode1， app1ied in tVt 
present study， has shown a tendency to diffuse the crack profile in th. 
direction normal to the primary crack propagation. Further refinements of th(; 
model are in progress to improve the performance. Neverthe1ess， the studiez 
presented here. shows that the dam-foundation interface and the neck regio~; 

on the downstrea皿 faceare the two critical locations for cracking. The crack~ 
initiating from the downstream face show a tendency of curving downward whia 
is general1y considered to be favourab1e from s1iding stabilit: 
considerations. In subsequent studies， the reservoir added damping has beet-
observed to influence the seismic response of the dam by reliev1ng thc 
upstream face of high tensi1e stress that can initiate cracking. 
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ABSTRACT 
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FiniもeelezEent method，FVMUremechanics，Size eEect 

INTRODUCTION 

The bond failure of deformed bars in reinforced …e1eme?etJ1Z:::::z 
splitting of the concrete・Asimilar failure may occur III anl ・r 邑
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heaued-， expansion-or undercut anchors insta.llcd c10sc to an cdgc. Ulltil now， mainly 
cxpcrimental studics exist [4]， [11J. 0nly a fcw ana.lytical or numcrical invc.stigat町民

usually based on simplified material models， have beell pe巾 crned{1 0]. 1n order lo 
investigate this problem， authors have performed an extensive numerical study of the 
splitting (ailure of concrete rings under internal radial pressure. 

NON-LINEAR CONSTITUTIVE MODELS AND COMPUTER 
PROGRAMS 

The present computer simulation was ma.de with two cornputer codes， which were 
recently developed in Stuttgart: the microplane program~ and SBETA. 

Th 巴 mi比cropμ品巾lan悦eprog日 msザy“批en叫E
c∞omp阿u凶terprograms， one for solution of two-dimensional problems (including a拡叩X泊ials勾ym
m】etrηy)and another one for solution of thr田 -dimensionalproblems. 80th programs are 

using the same microstructural constitutive relation based on山巴 nonlocalmicroplane 
ma.terial model. In this model a new level of discretization is introduced within mate-
rial in the form of a. fina.l number of microplanes. The material beha.vior is an i凶egral
response o( all microplanes. For each microplane are defined the stress-strain relations 
by special exponential functions. Parameters of these functions should be given in 

input data as material constants. 
A nonlocal∞ncept of this model avoids stress concentrations and spurious mesh 

sensitivity. The nonlocal concept means， tha.t the stress at a material point depends 
not only on thc straill in the sa.me point， but on the weightcd avcragc of strains in 
a certain representative volullle. This volume is de日u巴dby a characterislic length， 
which should be given as an input parameter. The proposed value of the characteristic 
length is thrcc times the maximum aggregate size. Isoparametric quadrilateral (in two. 
dimensional progra.m) or brick (in three-dimellsiona.1 program) fiuit巴elcme川目 withtwo 
or山reeGaussian points in each direction are used to model the analysed specimen. 
The microplane ptograms use an expollential iteration a.lgorithm for the solution of the 
non-linear equations. 

Another program used for this computer simulation was the commercially a.va.il. 
able program S8ETA， developed by Cervenka et al. [6J， [7J， [8J. This non-linear finite 
element program for plane stress analysis is based on the smearcd material approach 
and the crack band theory [2J for modeling of COllcrete cra.cking. The softc山
uωlu凶s，which describes concrete toughness， is relaled to thc fractur巴 cllcrgyparameter 
G J， crack band width alld tensile strellgth of concrete. The cra.ck 1地lIdwidth is relateJ 
to the element size. The mesh sensitivity is significantly reduc:ed. A four-nodc quadri. 
laleral finite element composed of two four-node subtriallgles with all exact stiffnCSl> 
integration is used. The non-lillcar solution is perfonned by thc arch-Icngth method. 

which enables analysis of the post-peak behavior. 

NUMERICAL MODELS 

Theg側 n町 ofthe叫 s，shown in Fig.l， and material prop釘 tiesare山 nfromtk
experimental inv剖 igation[4J. The inller radius of the rings was constant (品 =9mml
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rh，' thickncss of thC' ril1gs was :JO mIH. Thc olltcr rλdins of t h(‘rings was variE'd: 
.，0 111111， 10U JllIII， 150 1Il1ll， ;j(j.') 111111 itll(1 ul5 111111.ι五pel"lllll'・IItlllre;;ults are it¥"ailal>lc 
.nlr for the first threc vi¥lucs of outc(" radius. The last two valucs of outcr radius 

叫fl'11州 1a.ccording to [1IJ， lmt exp('rinll'ntal Ct'snlts ohlaill('c{ in [11] cannot h肝lIscd
;Of comparison in this sludy becausc of the uifferent material properti(.'s of the test 
_occimens. A sYllunetrical quarter of the rillg was analyzed in 1110昌tcascs. Fine and 

c~arse meshes with the millimal element幻dein radial direction of about 2.7 mm and 
i.2 mm we陀 usedto observe mesh sellsitivity; results for both types of meshes are 

alll10st the sam札

h:a 30 mm  

ト→1

Fig.l Geomdry of tht~ thick-w礼lled(011ιrde rillg討

Followl時 III品tt>rialproperties art' givell in [4J: Compressi¥"{' れl!>est rengt h Ic -
17.9 MPa， tellsill'邑trl'lJgthI1 = 2.8 MPi¥， lIIod ulus of 1:‘li¥stirity E ニ 281251.1 Pa， 

lIe¥ximull1 aggf('gate size = .t 111m. These macroscopic matcrial propE'rties wcre used 
11 SBETA allalysis as ilJpul di¥ta. Tht， III礼tむfI晶11νJ胤包制ran川1I1.'tl'C昌 u[ th比l"Illicrupl担11ιC、Illodむl
e町r陀cc山 bh凶sl

...sc of outer ra似刈dillsR. = 100 1111ll， aud for all three types of i¥llalysis (plane stress， 

，Is)"mmetry， :3D). The same malerial parameters were useu for the other values of 
lter radius R.. A charact~ristic lellgth of 12 mm was used in all cases. A study of 
IC influellce of the characLeristic length for di汗erellttypes of analyses was performed. 
'..sults show， that the characteristic length illfluences the results differently in different 
pes of analyses. ln the splittil1g failure of the thick-walled COllcrete rings the infiuence 
the characteristic length on the peak load in axisymmetrical and 3D models is 
lalively small; ill plane ~tress model the peak internalpressure illcr巴asessignificantly 
I.th increasing cha~acteristic length. 

‘I'UMERICAL RESULTS， COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS AND 

WITH EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS 

~\Ie 1∞Iltains a revicw of thc pcak valllc.s of Illtcrnal prcssllre from analysis， cxpcr 
三nts!4J and those calculated from the empirical formulas presented ill [10J. Fig.2 
IoWS the peak illternal pressure as a fUllctio~ of the relative ~uter radius ~f tile ri~gs 
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ratio R./ R，). 1n Fig.3 the peak interna.1 pressure related to the va¥ue valid for plastic 
，ualysis is plotted出品 fUllctiollof the relative outer raJius i11 uoulole logarilllll】icscale. 
" size e島ctcan be observed from tbe results obtained by computer simulation. The 
ature of this size e仔eetobserved from Fig.3 is similar to the size effect law proposed 

I，V B話回t[1]. 

亡
に

TABLE 1 

Peak values of internaJ radial pr四 sure

Pressure p [MPa] 

ε.8 Tepf'・F・
log(R!;!/Ri) 

Fig.3 Relative peak pressures in loga.rithmic scale 

outcr radius R. [mmJ 50. 100. 150. 365. 625. 
ratio r =だ，( 5.56 11.11 16.67 40.56 69.44 

serie 1 3.58 7.73 12.43 

experiments [4J serie 2 4.17 8.79 13.55 
serie 3 5.18 9.91 14.92 

|巴xperiments

microplane 

住盟主主
な平;τ
主些rs[12} 
Eligehausen [9J 
plastic 

CONCLU5IONS 

':omputer simulation of the splitting failure of concrete rings was performed by two 
Ifli lc c1ClllCIl t c似 !cs，namcly， thc microplallc systcm alld SBETA. With suita.hlc ma-
""rial parameters the behavior observed in experimellts can be succesfulJy simulated 
，rng computer material models. Deviatiolls of Ilumerical results from the mean ex-
It!lln淀川a.lvalues did not cxc田 dthe scatter of the expcrimcnts. With incrcasing outer 
叫iusof the ring， a size etfect in simulated results ca.1l be observed. 

his paper was prepared under the terms of a research cooperation bctwcen山eln-
jl~te of Material Science， Stuttga.rt University， Germany， and the Klokner Institute， 
閃hnicalUlliversity Prag~e， eSFR. 
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対VMERICALSTUDY .Q_F gR~tJ!--! _~L!J~N_Ç_~S ON THE CRACK 
PROPAGATION IN CONCRETE 

J. W ANG， P. NA VI， C. HUET 
EcolePoly旬ch凶queFe<狛百lede Lausanne 

Dep紅附tentdesMat創 aux
La加ratoired巴Mate由服deCons回 ction

Switzerland 

ABSTRACT 

A fully automatic ∞mputer program of mesh generation for the granul紅 materialsIike 
ωncrete with microcracks embedded in出ematrix is presented. At the present stage the 
F飢 ules釘 'erepresented as circles， around which the microcracks are introduced. The 
p.inciples of liI1伺relastic合acturem田hanicsis applied to calculate the crack propagation泊

i:us multi-cracked 2D heterogeneous material by the finite elements method. The crack 
mes出gdue to the existence of gran叫esis observed by this numerical method. Examples 
ωt聡釘説ngthe inf1uences of the volume content回 dthe dis凶butionof granule on the load-
<lisplacement curve are given. The load-displacement curve of the body made of the 
r;uα町rackedgr加 .ularmaterial subjectedωthe tensile loading is∞mp眠 dωthecases of the 
;orresponding homogeneous body 

INTRODUCTlON 

Generally with a servo・controlledtest machine experiments c阻 bemade on the notched 
'::0:恥 retespecimen subjected to tension under the condition of the rupture con位01もoget the 
post-peak (or 抑制softening)αlTVe.百lCd佃血antもendencyin出erecentyeaぉ onthe fracωre 
study of concrete is to consider山 strainsoftening as a prope町 ofthe material. lt is known， 
for ~xample， as shown in the references [1， 2J， tIIat aceording to the linear elastic fracture 
~~hanics (LEFM) the stability of the crack propagation釦 d白eshapeofth巴post-peak:part of 
~e ~oad-disÌ>lacerÚent curve of the homogeneous material is highly dependent on曲egωme町
of白espec加.en，the mode of loading con回 1，the size and the凶 eofconcen凶 .tionof the pre-
E氾S凶Igmicrocracks and出eirdis国butioninside the material. 

白leway to examine the in回nsicnature of the posト戸akbeha吋oroftheconαete凶dyis 
[0 study its development泊 s回ctrelation betw田 nthe miαuandmaα'0 fracture pr，回 目s(miα0・
macrom配 hanics).For出atpurp邸 eoneshωldnωignorethe he加。geneityof conc児 t巴佃dthe 
pre-existing of microcracks inside it. As the ∞mponents of∞ncrete (mortar回 daggregates) 
are ~early brittle materiaIs， LEFM c佃 beusedぬstudycrack propagation， crack arresting and 
crack_branching in these materials. 

In this investigation∞nα'ete is simulated numerica1lyぉ atwo-phase material made of 
the granules and ~åtrix. 前lemicr即racks (glωme出cdis∞ntin凶由s)are embedded around th巴
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gr佃 ulesin血ema住民.τbecrack propagation 旬、hismicr，は潤~ked comJ>Osite is calculated 
through the application of LEFM. A computer program of a fully automatic mesh generatio四
has been devel'Opedωcompu旬也e町 essintensit}' factor_s and the ev~lution of cra~k 
pr'Opagation. The mechanism of the crack aπesting due to the presence 'Of the granules i~ 
observed by白isnumerical simulati'On. The gI'Obalload-displacement curves are obtain吋 ii
relati'On wi出 themicrocrack propagati'Ons泊 thema凶 .'IEephemmenon ofirmabiliqi 
'Occurring in _the post-peak region is discussed in terms 'Of the volume c'Ontent and th~ 
dis回buti'Onof the granules and the homogeneous ∞回附part.
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MESH GENERATION 

百lenumerical generation of the modeled conCI芭testarts wi白 thedetemrinati'On of the 
C巴nter'Of the granules 問:presentedas c出lesfrom a random generator and the size dis出bution
from Fuller curve of恥 partic1e討zedis位ibution.加 automaticmesh genera山 nprocess 
m卸思Ilates白ecomposite struc旬reofthe sp自 国.en.百lemiα'Ocracksare泊troducedaround 
the granω白血thematrix t'O simulate the interface layer between血eaggregates and hydrat凶
cement paste， which is believed to be the weak p制 ofnormal conαete. In order to calculate 
pr'配 iselythe stress intensity factors， eight equilateral qu氾ter・point凶angularelements are 
produced釘ound白eαacktip. 0町∞mputerprogram of mesh generation for the microαacked 
composite c組 followthe whole pr，∞ess of crack. propagation in a fully automatic way， 
although the topol'Ogy of the specimen changes with each loading step. Figure 1 gives an 
ex阻 lpleof such a mesh generation of the miα∞racked conα'ete material and mesh details 
around one crack tip. 

0.014 

1酔re3. (a)百lecrack traj∞tory ofthe s戸cimenwi出 8granul回 .(b)百le∞Irresponding
¥ominals同 ss-displacementcぽ ve.Curve1，2 and 3紅志位lecases 'Of the he町'Ogeneousbody， 

性lehomogeneous以xlywi血samecrack pattl釘nasthe he断。genωusone and the 
homogeneous body of one crack.respectively. 
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It is shown from the analy世calsolutions [5] that when出.ecr宅ckappr，倒 ches白 interface
~.'I;w~n two different materiais with perfωbounding， the s田 ssintensitl.factors d~αease if 
:ond material in front of the crack has a greater Y'Oung's modulus. _ The ~回ss intenslty 

IA・:torsbe∞me記 rowhen the crack terminate-s at the interface because也.eorder of the stress 

r j.~ularity is bigger than -0.5. To consider出isfac町 aswell as the existence of the interface 
. \~r between白emort紅 andthe aggr芭gates，an arbitr乱rysmall distance betwee?出e
叫 mferenceof血巴granuleand血巴cracktip is m泊ntained.百lerear港開''0possible paths f'Or 

羽 ckto戸'Opagatewhen it encoun加古thegranule.白leis that也eαackg∞sfur血eraround 
ぽ匂~le ~o the right hand of i岱 originalPosition， the other is left 1t is ~sh'O~n ~'Om our 
ぬ l卸 lution伽 thesemi却 finitecrack termina血g鉱山ematerial's interfac巴白cleavage

The stress intensity fact'Ors宅and~ are calculated泊 血esame w可 as[3]加 rn，! 

~alu~ of the node displacement of the q凶 rterp'Oint出制忽uarelements surrounding the.，帥一
tip.百le'Onset釦 dthe angle 'Of the crack propagation ar芯'Ob飽泊edacc'Ording to the maxm:1 

principle stress criterion [4] 

(a) (b) 

Fi忠立e1. (a) Mesh generation of the specimen wi出 12gran叫esand 24miαα潤 .cksaround !! 
gran凶es.(b) mesh details around∞e crack tip. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ANAL YSIS 
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川俗也C却 gleof the crack propagation ac∞rding to [4]卸 dTfg is unit V回 torof the outer 

1fllla1 of the gran叫e.
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Figure 4. (心百leロヨck吋回toryof白especimen with 12 gran叫es.(b)百lecorresponding 
nomina1 stress-displa∞mentcurve.百lesiruations of theαacken∞untering the granules are 

marked by letters a， b and c. 
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ht:¥.lre 5・(紛Thecrack traj民 ω'ryof the spec~~ wi白 21gr佃 ules.(b)官le∞πesponding
nomina1 su-ess-displacement curve. 

During the fracture process the stress intensity facωr Ky may become negativeお，rsome 

S位ess(~a> is much 1紅g釘 on白epl佃 eofi蹴 rfacewith a 1紅geranglewi出品ecrack由朗自・

ith sma11er angle. For白isreason we assume出atwhen the crack meets the gr回凶ean.l

satisfi白 血ecriterion given泊 [4]，it S1制 sto propagate around the gr.却 uleswith a larger回 gk
between the tangen1 of the granule and its original position. A simpleαiterion回low1s used '.' 
determine whe出ぽthecrnck still propaga~凶 around 出egran叫eordeviat白血ωthemal凶x.F，‘1

Tocracks .百lenegative KJ means the crack closing.τ'he situations of αack closing are 

・Jt法eninto considera伽 ;inour calculations.The Meme叫 l叫 thof the crack 
rag紺onis usdas the COIlmlling parametermd is givmpdormth andysis-7he 
巳Lmenisloaded with a axed displacement dong the opposite sides of the specmmm x 

ぜ・?と Otheα百ckwill de、lIateinω出ema回xandfor1す・甘く O由ecrack will so 
c g c g 

go around the granule， whぽ'e-Yすcis也edir芭ctionv回 10rof the crack propagation ca1culal: 
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di附 ion.The corresponding tensile reactio凶 Ircesare computed for each蹴 p.In this way the 
equilibrium curve of the load‘displacement is det釘minedand the crack trajectory cin be 
followed企om出ebeginning up until the sp田 imenis ruptur凶 compl~~el2'.:_ Th~ _Young's 
modulus and Poisson's ratio of the granule and出ematrix are tak:en asωGPa， 0.2佃 d20 

-3(2 
GPa， 0.2 respectively. The material toughness ~c of the matrix is given as 20.0 N/I阻

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION 

τbe numerical results are ploned in the Figures 3， 4 and 5 for the volume contents of 
granules as 27.8% (8 granule)， 32.8% (12 granu1es)組 d39.6!Jも ~2_1 grR!l_ules~ r_e_spectively. 
Figures 3(a)，4(a)叩 d5(a) give血ecrack trajectぽiesand Figures 3(b)， 4(b) and 5(同g同社le
corresponding nominal stress-displacement c町 ves.τbeinitial αacks shown in Figures 3(吋
and 4(a)紅巳embeddedon the left and right sides of each gr印 ules，whereas the position and 
the length of the泊i由1cracks shown in Figure 5(a) are generated randoDUY. 

In Figure 3(b} the nominal s紅白s-displacementcぽ vesof the heterogeneous material， i岱
homogeneous ∞unterpart with the same crack pattem and the homogeneous body with only 
one crack are shown by the curve 1， 2 and 3 resp田 tively.It is re∞gnized that也epost-peak 
pa武sof the load-displacements are different from each other due to the different sぽucωresof 
the material. 

百lesituations of the αackencoum自主19the gran叫.esar宮 shownby the arrows and letters 
a， b， and c in Fi別re4(a).百lepoints corresponding to白eぽ配kapproaching the granules are 
indicated with the same letters a， b， and c in Figure 4(b). These fi思.rresdemonstrate that when 
the crack encounrers a stiff inclusion the∞π'esponding external u償問inαeases.

Because of the incrl回 seof the volume content of the granules， the crack町貝jectoryin 
Fig眠 5(砂iscompOSed of two large different cracks instead of one given in Figure 3(a) and 
4(a). The two previous ex佃 lplesgiven泊 Figures3 and 4 show白紙the泊stabilityhap戸ns
right after the peak load uoti1 the complete ruptu陀 ofthespec凶 .en.Whereas in白especimen 
with high volume content of granule this situation is di庄町ent企'omthe previous examples. As 
shown in Figure 5(b) although the instabi1ity occurs after the peak load， the stable situation 
appears after血.ephase of instability. We由inkthat the volume content of the granules playing 
tlie role of the crack arresting has an important influence 00 the stability of the crack 
propagation. Actually the volume content of aggregates in normal concrete is about 70% which 
is much higher由加whatwe have sinlUlated in the numerical calcu1ation. 
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THE USE OF VARIOUS CRACK MODELS IN F.E. ANAL YSIS OF 
RE!NFORCED CONCRETE PANELS 
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Delft University of 1i巴chnology，Department of Civil Engineering I 

TNOB凶ldingand Construction Research， 
P.O. Box 5048， 2600 GA Delft， Netherlands. 

ABSTRACT 

百 epaper describes two crack models embedded in a total s位以nconcept， the fixed orthogo・
nal crack model and the coax凶 rotatingαackmodel. Within白isconcept， a model for rein-
forced∞nα'ete is presented. The salient feature in出ismodel is the 柑 'essd邸 ompositioninto 
a町田S∞n凶butionof the concrete with a strain softening modeI， a stress contribution of the 
reinforc泊gsteel with a elasto・plasucmodel釦 da stress contribution owing to the interaction 
betw田 nconcrete and reinforcement The model capabilities are demonstrated in simulations 

of three reinforced concre包 panels.

削 TRODUCTION

Fracture of concrete can be modeled following several appro邸 hes.One of the most promis-
ing approaches for implementation泊 afinite element progrョmis血ephenomenological 
ap戸。ach，in which fracture is described within a continuum， the smearedαack model. Gen-
erally an elastic-softening behavior is assumed in which a gradual decrease of the stress 
∞curs after the crack is initiated' These constitutive models can be embedded in different 
concepts， the decomposed strain coocept and the to凶 strainconcept官lefirst concept is 
based on a strain decomposition into an elastic p副知dan inelastic part and has b田 ntreated 
comprehensively in the work of de Borst and Nauta [1) and Rots [2]. The second concept is 
白Eぬtalstrain fOmlulation in which the stress is assumed to be a function of the total strain. 
The constitutive behavior of models embedded in both∞n田 ptsis highly dependent upon出e
modeling of the shear stress-strain relation.百lIshas resulted in different crack models， the 
fixed smeared crack model and the rotating smeared crack model. In this study the fixed and 
血erotatingαack model embedded in a total strain concept will be tr回 ted.

CRACK恥10DELSIN A TOTAL STRAIN CONCEPT 

Within a smear凶 crackapproach the cracked material is considered as a continuum， for 
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which the notions of stress如 dstrain are defined. This means that the constitutive relation Ca3 
bed回αibedin terms of stress-strain relations. Commonly， and白ishas also been done in thiミ
study， the COl1stitutive relation in the uncracked state is res住ictedto linear-elasticity. When:~ 
tension cut-off criterion is violated， this linear-elastic relation is replaced by an orthotropi，' 
stress-strain law with the砿 .esofo吋10官opy凶 accordancewith the directions of the principa' 
str創出.The explicit application of the orthotropic elasticity theory to cracked∞ncrete is n01 
straightforward. Indeed， the conc句 tofa fully町 thotropicmaterial has not yet been applied tc 
desαibe smeared crack:ing. Instead， it is assumed that cracking only influences the diagonal 
terms in the compliance ma回x，as proposed by BaZant and Oh [3]. Then the to凶 stres何 回iu
relation in a p加le・s官邸sconfiguration is given by the following stiffness relation in the cr，叫
coordinate system n， S : 

αnE αsαnEv 。
1-αnαsv2 1-叫叫v2

αnαsEv αsE 
σC 伺，5 = I 1 _'~.~. v2 1-αnαsv2 

。|九s (1) 
ーαnαs。 。 ssG 

As a first approximation it is assumed that the reduction factors 叫1and叫 forthe Young's 
modulus E釘'eonly functions of the tensile strains in the considered directions， and that the 
shear retention factor ss has a constant value. 

The constitutive relation， eq.(l)， has been expressed in the local coordinate system. 
Using the strain transformation ma甘ixT(ゆ)出巴 r巴lationin the global coordinate system i~ 
given by: 

σ:.yz[T(中)TD:i.s T(ゆ)]εx，y (2) 

in which the superscript T denotes the transpose and ct is the angle between the 1田 alcrack 
coordinate system阻 dthe global coordinate system. The tangential stiffness matrix which is 
needed in a non-linear analysis which employs a Newton-Raphson procedure is given by: 

し=I TTω élo~，三 司令) + elT:54>) o;'s :_4>T 1 E ω 
y l h.s aeM ahy J 

Fixed crack model ・inthe fixed crack model the principal axes of orthotropy are kept 
fixed during the post-cracking phase. This results in山efollowing constitutive model: 

σ1y=[TT(ゆ0)D~，s T(4)o)]εx，y (41 

in which 4>0 the con!tant angle between the global coordinate system and the αackc∞rdinat~ 
system. Because dT1 

/ d4> = 0， the tangential stiffness ma凶xreads:

tOi，y = 内0)[奈川) (5'， 

This model has also凶enused by Rots， Nauta， Kusters and Blaauwendraad [4] as an exten' 
sion of the fixed crack model proposed by Ba.zant and Oh [3]. A more fundamental官回unen!
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鰐間話器52若5251
CONSTITUTIVE MODEL FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE 

ode1 for reinforced conαete used in this study is b出 edon出e

:口問読点ょ;22JL:窓口:訪問お2t明言:
!ete and ste巴l，anda sms:omponent du巴tothe interaction between coneretE M1Stet 
刈 0(1叫 sl・ismodelふithan embedded formula削 inwhich it is a馴 nedthat the 

tra山

σE・y:;:σ:.y+σ:.y+σty 
(6) 

223LZZ己主;::おお;222Zf立:rzz;:C23:;にsz
悦 hasalready been derived ( cf. eq，(2) ): 

σ~，y :;: [TT(ゆ)D~.s T(ゆ))~.y 

1 he constitutive relation for the reinforcing steellooks very similar: 

σ~，y :;: [TT (9) O~.q T(9)) Ex，y 
(7) 

t由。恥 inclinationmgIEbeMen thEmforcing g耐 and伽 globalxμoordinate sys-

'n.明1e∞nstitIItive relationhr therEinforcing grid is given by the mamx-

D~，q = diag( ppE:P ， 0 ， 0 ) 
(8) 

lh P
p 
the reinforcing ratio in the p-dir回 tionof the grid and E:P the secant elasto・plastic

..Iulus for the considered direcuon， _ ___._ __..J _A:n4'~.......rnpnt ; 
百estress contribution owing-to th巴interactionbetween conロeteand reinforcement IS 

~nby: 

σ~y :;: [TT (9) O~s T(9) ]εx.，y 
θ) 

， '1 the constitutive relation for the interaction in the reinforcement directions: 
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D~s == diag( cosαEbp， 0，0 ) 

t“ t 

with α白ea叩ng.砕Ieb恥et阿weenn由お伽'rcement

:器諜器謀;護ま i監5禁諮芸拙j措鵠措i諮賠; 
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Figure 1. Tensi1e stress -tensile s回 inresponse for panel PB25， uniaxial tensile loading. 
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Figure 2・Shearstress-Shear strain response forpanEl PB18，pueShear loading. 

UNlAXIALLY REINFORCED CONCRETE PANELS BHIDE AND COLL刑S

NumericaI simulations with the above described modeI for reinforced concrete were catr! 
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I]igure 3. Shear stress -shear s位'ainresponse for panel PB21， combined tension-shear loading. 

唱tfor three unJaxially reinforced panels of Bhide and Collins [7] with dimensions 
制球卯x70[mm"']. The panels were selected from group m， with a reinforcement ratio of 
!.l95 % in the element x-dir祝福onand a reinfσrcement ratio of 0.0 % in the elementy-di関心-

;ion.百leconα'ete has been modeled with a Young's modulus Ec == 20000 [N/mm'J， Pois-
叫 's ratio v == 0.2， compressive strength fcc == 21 [N/mm~]， a tensile strength 
~=1.51 [N/mm2] and a fracture energy Gf=O.1 [Nmm/mm2]. A crack spacing of 
却 [mm]has been assumed which m凶nsthat 8-9αacks釘edistributed over the element 
ize. The tota1釘nountof energy consumed in the panel is白en8-9 times the fracture energy 
or one crack. The to凶 s位'ainconcept and linear tension softening have been used. Both the 
喝白19αぉkmodel and， the fixed crack model have been utilized. For the latter model a 
.hear retention facωIr s == 0.2 has been adopted. The behavior of the concret巴undercompres-
'ion has been assumed to be linear elastic.百lecompressive stresses in the panels remain 
'mall， as has been observed in pilot calculations， which justi貧esthe assumption of linear-elas-
jc beha吋orunder compression. The reinforcing steel has been ~odeled wi出 aelasto・plastic
a吋el with a _ Young's modulus Es == 21α)()Q [N/mm2] and a yield stress 
I;y = 420 [N/mm勺.

百le白lIteelement configuration for the阻a1ysisis one four-noded element with four 
'Itegr柑onpoints for both the reinforcement and the concrete. The pan巴1has been loaded in 
'ltree different cases: uniaxia1 tension in the element x-direction， panel PB25; a pu閃 shear
拘ding，p卸 elPB18; and a combined uniaxia1 tension ・shearloading， panel PB21. 

百letensile stress -strain response for panel PB25， see Fi♂rre 1， has been used to cali咽

ratc the parameters of the interaction model， which have been used in the simulation of the 
!her two experiments. Both crack models give the same results， because the crack d回 snot 

r.1tate. The panel loaded in pぽ'eshear， panel PB18， gives阻 entirelydifferent shear s出 ss-
，:!ear 町 ainrespons巴forthe different crack models， see Figure 2. The ductile behavior of the 

• tperiment could not be simulated in either ca拡Theanalyses show a much more brittle 
1!sponse. The fixed crack model shows a linear stress・strainrelation after the crack has fully 
'!veloped， which is a ∞nsequence of出eassumption of a constant shear retention factor. 

・1 Thisbehavior becomes VEry dominant in the combined tension a shear loaded pmel 
B213s has ken depicted in Figum3.The axed crack m叫 el，明治 orwi出.out出etensiorト
::iffening effect sho';s a muchωstiff behavior叫 u刷lti帥ir
屯r児elOfぜfor民cem巴nt.百lerotating crack model without the tension-stiffening shows a softening 
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behavior after crac恒ngand is not capable of desαibing the ductile behavior of the pan<;1 
也.etension-stiffening effect is taken into account，出巴 rotatingcrack model shows a白内

approximation of the experimentally measured response of the panel.‘  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

百leres叫tsof the simulation of the reinforced panels demonstrate出巴capab出tiesof the 1 
posed model for simulating reinforced conαete behavior. The main advantage of the m吋紅

白巴 separョtetreatment of the softening behavior of the∞ncrete and the tension-stiffen. 
behaviorof白ereinforced conαete due to bond s佐essesbetween theαacks. Unidirection:' 
reinforced concrete panels are very sensitive to出巴 inclusionof the tension-stiffening eff~. 
and the modeling of the shear resistance of the cracked concrete. 
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ABSTRACT 

Usua1 models of cracldng皿dfmctumphenomena in conemtemd minforced concrete strueωres 
mIBider the conemte as a material matdxwith inlually i回 tropichomog鉱leoUSproperties. Upon 

お22JLZ品誌とおおlmTam;国:de臨む:ZL民間E2rz:
紋;;222Lt;rJ:J122:おお古:詰L22J22J:L32f;32;LZ:
demonstIa臼dby example of a pu11-out旬以.

INTRODUCTION 

The representation of the mechanical behavior of concrete structures b巴nefitsmuch from 

developments in出earea of constitutive modelling. However， the microstructure of concrete 

sbould also be considered in a rationa1 model for rea1istic prediction. 

M吋elsof crack propagation in concrete田 nbe discrete [1] or sm伺 red[2}・The

SEneued crack approach considers the cmcks as regions of damaged material in thennitc 

elements組 dappms帥 ea more convenient t∞，1 for approxim蹴 modellingof白 propψtion

'.>f cracking patterns 0αurring in concrete structures. Similar considerations apply to concrete 

~nder∞mp怠ssion 泊 theinelastic range・
An auempt to model the constituents of conemte by using a discrete approach would 

刷 ountto considerable computer effort. However， the microstructure回 nbe accounted for in a 

simple m姐 ner，by considering the material as initial1y hetcrogeneous and assigning to each 

<!lcm側 (orintegration point)di伽捌
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approximation similar to that introduced by the戸 st・血mage悩gbdegrce ofheterogeneit 

us凶 1smeared models. 

Hereinぬeconcrete is∞nsidcred as a statisti伺 1combination of constituent Ina¥ 

wi也differentpropertics (aggregate， pastc and interface material). Scveral bene偽枇ob旧』

from出isapprl伺 ch:first， undue singularities are avoided (similar to bUckling anal~' 

imperfcct structures); second， certain effects ofbrittlen~ss and non1inearity may 句碑ar1M 

are not present in the homogeneous model; third， a better understanding of progressive <1:.， 

仲間.omenais provided. 

MODEL FOR PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE 

百lCmech加 i伺 1properties of concrete are related to the low strength o( thc interface reg 

between the mortar and tbe aggr芭gate[3]. Solid concrete伺 nbe represented as a tbree.ph 

material with唱gr句:ate，伊stelmortarand interface material. ExperimentaI results are availal 

[3，4]. The parametcぉ h(cbamcteristic size ofthe material)， Gr (energy perunit area offraclU 

surface)姐 dgc=G内 (energyper unit volume of smeared cmcked or damaged material) ..r 

utilized， fol1owing Bazant [2]. 

The stiffness matrix of a finite element is obtained by numericaI integmtion， Eq. 

where K is thc stiffness matrix， t is thc element thickness， Djk is白econstitutive matri 

Bjk(r，s) is命ematrix: which giv，凶 thestrain-nodal displacement relations， and J(rj，s0 is l];t 

detcrminant of the transformation matrix from globaI x，y coordinat国 tonaωral r，S coordinall' 

in the usuaI paramctric mapping， j and k are indexes for the integration points， l'j and CJC are III 

respective coordinates， Wj and w)c the associate weights， and NG is the number of poi附 i

曲 chdirection. 

K = 七 ~ ~ WjwkBT(rj，sk) DjkB (rj，sk) J(rj，sk) 
j:ユ k~l 、.，・・且(

 

In the usuaI models， matrix Djk is the随 mefor aIl integmtion points， in the start oflhc 

analysis; with deformation， this matrix is modified to account for damage in tension and 

compression. Herein， the ini伽1properties of each Gauss point are associated to the componc附

of concrete， according to a random number genemtor and a cons飽ntprobability correspondiJlLl 

to the volume fraction of each material in the mixωre，出 illustratedin Fig. 1. The values 

presented correspond to the da匂 in[4] and the fraction ofinterface materiaI (l5%)was泌 signed

in orderto副veconsistent r四 ultsin standard tension祖 dcompression tests. 

Intcption points 

，!，aste 

0.54 

Interfa∞ 

¥s1喝)lte

Figure 1.ωncrete materia1s and白.niteelement roodel. 

EXAMPLE 

..nU!;¥ materlals. The 

~pun叫…ωMロエ12t23222:::51t12232;TN由15%ofinte向山市lhavi喝 1%山 strengutUJ ... ~ ~_..._--

enco凶 mode1.The homogencou:. 
対・ パesapicω偲 ofthere回ltforthehEUrog-zracking，at80%of the 

ぷロ:叫reachedcol1apse訓勺fJ::コエエ川畑l側側側t凶 ed

-mlωd level for仙 SEemgmeom e，m 

thethepoin直ofload卸'pU国tionin the heterogenω105m 

I Mesh: 1侃30four-node -一『 lelmsmfordmconeretE， 
ωncre純一ゴ 130W叩白山men悩伽rod・

(1200酬 gmtion抑制s)j --steel rod (00 s1ip) 

F切ue2. Pull-out examplc data組 dcmckiDg pattem for heterog
eol回

IUSmode1. 
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A detai1ed view of the cracks shows that they emanate from the aggregate II! 

Fi伊 re3 prese蜘 sucha view for a simple tension test (triangl回 areaggregate particlc， 
are cracks; paste組 dinterface are dots with different densities); similar results are ob凶11~

simple compl1悶ion(wi白 cracksparalleI to the force direction) and more general SiCUal 

百2凶，despite the sm回 rednature of the創ta1ysis，stress gradients are introduced which Plllll~ 

E四 listiccrack pattems. 
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F抱ure3. Detailed view of crack pa御 min simple tension. 

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The proposed heterogeneous model avoids premaωre instabiIities and allows for betll・p

undersωnding却 dvisual国組onof progressive damage in concrete. However， few test resub 
are available for tbe旭divid回 1components of concrete. Further work is nec回路rytodeveI句品

three.dime回 .iona1realistic model which takes into a民 ountthe spat泌1distribution佃 dinte即 tiO'1

ofthe cons伽 悶1tmateria1s. 
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ABSTRACT 

The fracture process zone is described in a phenomenological way. In 

Ihe damaged zone stres5e5 are transferred by frictlOn and interlocklng 

)f aparticles. If the width of the specimen at the crack tip is not wide 
~nough the full interlocking mechanisms can not be activated. Further 1t 
is assumed that the fracture proce5S zo門eis confined close to the notch 

tlp and when the crack approaches the end of the ligament. In the center 
;)art of the ligament the fracture process zone can extend until a 
-naximum is reached‘Under these conditions a maximum of fracture 

::nergy i5 consumed可 Todescribe this effect a local fracture energy 

..vhich varies along the ligament is lntroduced. A門 analyticalexpression 
lS deduced which allows us to determine the local fracture energy lf 

the global fracture energy has been measured on identical speclmens 

iaving different notch lengths. Experimental results are presented. tt is 

found that a ligament width of about four times the maximum aggregate 
512e is needed to fully activate frlctlon and interlocking in the fracture 

orocess zone. Within a given specimen geometry fracture energy 
Increases with increasing ligament length The local fracture energy is 

round to increase initially and then decrease as the crack approaches 

the end of the 1 i game門tThis effect explains why the fracture e門ergy
jepends on the 11gament length 
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I NTRODUCT ION 

門anyyears ago it has been reallzed that 11near elastic fracture 

mechar11cs can not be appli ed.to predICt crack format Ion 1n a compos1・

m a teri alsuch as concrete-severa l a lternatIves have been deve loped i--
the m eantime!t has been w i de ly agreed by now that cone「etemust ba 
cons i dered to be a m ateri a I w i th a chara山市tlcst「ainSOftening Th1 
3PP「oachl s essent181ly based on the work of Hi l l erbO「9andh is 
coworkers [1，2) 

In order to apply this concept nUmerical1y we need four material 
parameters. First we need the Specific fracture energy， that is the 
energy necessary to C「eatea crack d1vi ded by the cross sect1on orthe 
broken ligament. Then we need the tensile strength of the material ana 
at least two parameters to characterl ze the softenlng branch lf we 
assum e a SIm ple powerlaw to describe the brIdgingstresses σbehinf: 
the fICtlt1ous crack t1p the straln SOften jngcan be cha「acte「1zedby th: 
cri t l ca1crack W1dth wc atwh1ch no st「essistransferred any more and 
the shape coefficient n.: 

n 
σ 

ft 
( I ) 

A RILE門 Recommendat l on on how to dete「fT11ne「「actureenergy has been 
pub lishedln198513l The rem aln l ngthree materia1parameters a「e
Often determined py means or a least squares flt usingcomplete and 
stable stress stramd1ag「amsAs afi「stapp「OX1fTlatl on for standard 
concrete a bilinear strain softening branch has proved to be useful [4). 

It is obvious that the four material parameters mentioned above depenc 
on the concrete composi t1on，the age，and the rate of loadmg.A11 
properties of concrete depend， by the way， on these factors."" But are the 
parameters of nonlinear fracture mechan'ics independent of the size of : 
speclmenつThisquestion is vital if we want to apply properties 
deterry1i ned on laboratO「yspecimens forthe pred1ct l on ofthe behaviour 
of real structures， 

After a phenomenological desc「lpti on of the fracture process zone50mt 
experim entalda ta WIl i be pres en ted 1n th i s con t「1but1on1n orde「to
elUCl dat e themfl uence of WIdth and l ength Of thef「acturep「ocesszonf 
on the corresponding fracture energy. 
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PHENO門ENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FRACTURE PROCES5 
ZONE 

.) a bending or direct tension test we can assume that the fracture 
lrocess zone is in average as wide as the ligament. In Fig， 1 a schematic 
'epresentation of the fracture process zone is shown [5]， We subdivide 
':he damaged zone ahead of a real crack ln an inner zone with interacting 
nicrocracks， The remaining bridging stress is transferred by friction 
3nd aggregate interlock. This inner zone Is surrounded by a zone in 

:Jhich isolated microcracking takes place 

if the width of the fracture process zone is equal to about one maximum 
aggregate size， then cracks as shown in the inner zone in Fig 1 have a 
:ertain probability to run through the entire specimen. lt is not likely 
that strong interlocking can be built up under these conditions. If the 
fracture process zone， however， is wide enough full interlocking of the 
separating particles in the composite structure can be developed， 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the fracture process zone and the 
corresponding bridging stresses. The fracture process zone is 
SUbdivided into an inner softening zone and an outer micro fractured 
Zone (5)， 
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F igure2.L ines of l dentleal maxi mum va l ues of the rlrst ph 
stress fortwo beam s underbending[6IResults Of beam s W I th i 
mm and H=200 mm are Shown，respect ivel y i n both cases anotct 

c!?;出;:J?;;::::12ヱ31lsammed The flmm叩!と

[m吋

lJre 3. Experimentally determined fracture energy of concrete as 
ミtionof the width of the ligament. Results of concrete having a 
、imumgrain size of 8 mm and 32 mm， respectively， are shown 

180 

Thickne槌

160 140 120 1∞ 80 電ぬ40 20 

m 
o petersson has already P01nted OUt that the w i dth of the area w i thin 

l lnes or equal flrst prlnclpal stress Increases WIth the he ight of th 
beam [6i ResLIl ts of th1s ana lysIs are Shown ln F192fO「beamshaV11 
he ight H=50mm and H=200 mm，respectively.LInes or equalmaxil z;1ιrJ;立以cipalstre町 elatedto the te附 estrength (' 

.ermined after an age of 28 days with the wedge splitting technique 
門oredetails on the preparation of the specimens and the test 

lcedure are given in [8] 

ご¥g.3the measured fracture energy is shown as functlon of the width 
Lhe specimens As expected， concrete with bigger maximum 
Jregate size has a higher fracture energy. But it can be seen that for 
~h types of concrete the fracture energy increases with increasing 
ljth of the fracture process zone and flnally reaches a constant value. 
)m these results we can conclude that a width corresponding to about 
~r times the maximum aggregate size is necessary in order to fully 
t1vate the interlocking mechanisms in the fracture process zone. 

Let us assume that mlC「OcracklngWIthin the area enclosed by the 
pr1ncipal stress isolines ofσIft= 0.8 contributes to the measured 

frミctU「eenergy Then in the case of H=50 mm  the maX1mm W1dth c 
thls zonels abou t 12m m w Nl elt l s about twICe as W I de l f HZJ IL 
l t is p latjs ib l e to assum e that in the lat tercasem ore energy is 
consumed to separate the I igament 

1n orderto invest igate tI1emfluence ofthe w idth of the l iGament on 
fracture energy two series of閃 erimentshave been caJd OUt ω 
of200 X200×200 mm have been cast w l th a maxlmum aggregate sに
of8mm and32mm，respectlvely，and having both a water/cementra-
of 0.5.From these cubes s l i ces「angingf「om10mm t0160 mm 

thickness have been cut-on tI1ese s llees fracture energy has been 

WIDTH OF THE SPECI門ENINFLUENCE OF THE 
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DEVELOP門ENTOF THE FRACTURE PROCESS ZONE 
CRACKING LlGA門ENT 2 
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In order to study the extension of the fracture process zone in 
pre¥oaded specimens we deve¥oped the mu¥ti-cutting method [9，10 
Wedge splitting tests are used in this case. A fracture process ZOr 
created by preloading until a certain crack mouth opening is reach; 
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Then tハedamaged ligament is removed by successive cutting. In F1C・
typical example is shown. In this case the totaJ 1 igament length is 
mm. The Jower solid line shows the compliance of the specimen as 
function of the increase !J. a of the notch. Due to the damage by an 
applied load the initial compliance increases to the value given by; 
horizontal dashed line in Fig.4. As long as we remove by successive 
multi-cutting parts of the ligament which are not load b.earing any I 

the compliance remains constant. When we remove partially load 

bearing material， that means material from the fracture process ZOI 
then the compJiance starts to increase again. Finally， when we have 
removed the fracture process zone completely by cutting， the measu 
compJiance must be identical with the compliance of the undamaged 
specimen. 

In the example shown in Fig.4 the fracture process zone is determinf 
to be 34 mm. ThlS value has been measured On specimens made with， 
water/cement ration of 0，4 and a maximum grain size of 4 mm. 
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In Fig.5 results obtained by the multi-cutting method are shown It c" 
be seen that the length of the fracture process zone decreases as the 
tip of the fictitious crack approaches the back of the specimen. The 
predicted values shown in Fig.5 have been obtained by evaluating 
loading and unloading cycles measured on identical specimens [11) 
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We can conclude that the length of the fracture process zone increasE. 
reaches its maximum when the real crack starts to grow， and then 
decreases as the fictitious crack approaches the end of the 1 igament 

。
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ご19ure 5 Length Of the fracture process zone as de term ined 

きxperimenta11y by themul trcuttlngmethod as funct1on Of the increase 
AHa Of the l n l t lunotch }Forcom pa「isonBV a1ues obt a i ned f「om

loading unloading cycles are shown. 
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LOCAL FRACTURE ENERGY 

we have seen in the preced ingsecti on that the l ength of the fraeturE 
process zone varies along the ligament When we desc「1bedthe 

お!?JZittzinrLqqmiLZ2131111:13JYtUM
l lgament-Both at the beglnnlng and at the end of the llgament the 
potent ial ly dam aged zone i s strongly confined.From th IS we can eHpe 

rfJよ:;tZ72111f;22113;??119amentFO「川 reas川

Let P be the applfed load，δthe dlspl acem ent in theload1ng Plane，a 
theln1t ialcracklen9th or notch，and (W1)B the p「Ojected fracture 
area-The spec i flc fracture energy Gf ls then g lven by: 

Gf (a) :. 

(W-a) B (2) 

Now we introduce anx-axis alon9the119ament w i th×ょoat the initial 
crack t ip.When gf i s the local fracture energyforthe lnf1nl teS Imal 

;titiふれたは;113ruthe山 1fra山 een町 fora I igament 

W-a 

BJ9f(X) dx 

From equ (3) and (2) we find 

h)BM)zpdS= B F (×)dx 

and for the specific fracture energy Gf it follows 

Gf (a) J 9f (X) d x 
(W-a) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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havfng introduced some simplifying assumptions we can deduce 
equation (5) an expresson for 9f (a) [5]: 

dGf (a) 

メ)τGf(a) (W a) 

da 

)f (a) is constant we find Gf=gf・

(6) 

!dge splitting tests have been carried out on specimens with three 
'ferent sizes， i.e. 150 x 150 X 60 mm， 200 X 200 x 60 mm， and 500 x 
)0 x 100.mm. For all three test series the ligament length has been 
Iried. The water/cement ratio was always 0，5 and the maximum 
~gregate size 32 mm. For more details on the experimental procedure 
守e[8]. 

‘Fig.6 the measured specific fracture energy Gf for al1 three test 

~r ies is shown as function of the initial notch length related to the 
~ight of the specimens. As the ligament decreases the specific 
ョctureenergy decreases as w e II 

• we plot the data shown in Fig.6 as function of the 1 igament length we 
btain Fig.7. In this case the values observed on large specimens (500 x 
う00x 100 mm) have been corrected for a ligament width of 60 mm in 
wder to be comparable with resul.ts obtained on sma1l and medium size 
5pecimens. The specific fracture energy of the sma11 and medium size 
3pecimens increases with the 1igament 1ength and va1ues f0110w the 
5ame function within the experimental error. The corresponding 
へJnctionobtained on large specimens， however， is shifted towards 
ower fracture energies. This tendency can be explained by the higher 
?cCentricity in large specimens for the same ligament 1ength and this 
~ffect is discussed in more detail in another contribution to this 
.olume [12J 

f we use equation (6) we can calculate the local fracture energy along 
:ne ligament 9f (x) if Gf (a) is known. One typical example is shown in 

、Ig.8.In this case data shown ln Fig.6 for the medlUm size specimen are 
=valuated. It can be seen that the local fracture energy first increases 
ヨndafter having reached a maximum decreases again as the crack 
3pproaches the end of the ligament. This variation can be interpreted by 
:he changes of the fracture process zone as discussed ln this 
:ontribution. At the beginning and towards the end the fracture process 
20ne is confined. 
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、erecently developedrnultI-cuttingtechnlque has proved to be a 
3werfultool to study the extens10n of the fracture process zone1n 

:oncrete Quant i tat ive 1γ 
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t the notch t1p and tow ards the end of the llgament the f「acture
J「OCEsszone1s confined As a consequence the cO「respondinglocai

Z221173Jim223;tぷ:;zsiJZおお311UZ;J1
ふct.If the ligament is 1刊 en叫 h，the bo伽 e山 t1附 sits 
3iqnificanee and the spec1f lc fracture energy depends on SIze by the 

.JeibUll statistics only 
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For every large specimens this border effect loses its significance ana， 

hence， Gf becomes independent of size. This result confirms earlier 
findings [13， 14] [m叫

2∞ 

Ligament length 

tω 160 140 120 t∞ 

(W-a) 

80 ω 40 20 

。
。

ugure7.same results as shownIn F196but plotted as funct10n of the 
garner1t length values fO「la「gespeclmens have been corrected fora 

~ament w idth of 60 mm. 

CONCLUS IONS 

It is been shown that in the fracture process zone o( concrete the full 
interloclくingmechanisms can be activated only if the crack front has o 

width of at least four times the maximum aggregate size. For thinner 
specimens the fracture energy decreases accordingly 
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Abstr.act 

The following pllper will summllrize the experiment..l ..nd computational re田町chundertaken by 
our group over the past four years in the area. of dam fracture. The experi皿 entalcomponent includes 
fra.clu問 properti田 b酷 edon la.rge 5Ize sp町imens，uplift pre輔 uredistribution a10ng a. propagating 
crack under both .t..tic &lld dynamic lo&ding， e宵ectof bia.xial confinement on uacture properti民
自eldt曲&sto det町 mineel回 ticand fracture properti田， and centri{uge t四 tingto a剖椙snumerical 
mode)8. The comput..tional ...pect hinges on both the development of .. general purp個 efracture 
mech .. nic8 3D自nitee)ement progrllm， a.s weU a.s case studi問。fa.ctual dams perceived to be unsafe 
under f100d conditions using t"，ditional analysIB methods. 

1 Introduction 

Although few new d町 nsare being currently construc民d，there is 1 renewed inter田 tin ass田 singdam 

safety of the numerous existing on田 underextreme conditions which may not have been adequaωIy con-
sidered during their design. Exarr・pl田 of8uch extreme conditions include new probable maximum fiood 
(PMF) specified by hydrologists on the b田 i8of accumulated data， and earthquake loading. Historically， 
gravity dams have been dimensioned on the basi8 of the linear elastic beam formula (which was theωIy 
known applicable equation when they were designed)， and is still in 蹴 whenas拙 ingdam stability. 
Such岨 analysismusもbeperformed every tive years by publically own凶 dams回 partof a relicensing 
proc鰯 withthe Fede叫 EnergyRegulatory Commission [1]. 

Shouldもheextreme conditions resulもinunacceptably long cracks， then post・tensioningmust be 
performed. The c伺 tof 8uch a rehabilitation， compounded by the perceived inadequacy of traditional 
analysis m仙 odshave prompted the 脱出icPower Research Institute (EPRI， Palo-Alto， CA) to look 
into alternative analysis methods. 

D副 nsbeing d田 .ignedto achieve very lowもensi!estr借 S剖， and田 m回 siveunreinforced∞ロcrete
structures they∞nstitute an ideal application for fradure mechanics. Already，もheUS Army Corps of 
Engineers h槌 recognisedthe role of fracture mechanics in叩a.lysis[2]， and m伺 trecently a specia.lized 
conference w踊 held[3] with over 100抗 tendeesfrom 18 countries， which w剖 inturn preceded by a 
specialized workshop [4]. 

As 8uch， our gr~u'p' has been involved in a research and development effort in the application of 
fracture mechanics ω∞ncre匂 dams.Being 8upported by Industry， and focusing on immediaもep凶 tical
problems relatedもothe integrity of our decaying infrastructure，もher田earchis both ∞mprehensive a且d
goa.loriented. Hence， by its very origin， this r槌e~ch effort provided us with not only numerous technical 
challenges (which ledωunusual experime且ts)，but the greatest one of七hemw国 ωreconcile8cientific 
accuracy with engineering reality to solve the mechanics of a complex practical problem. 

This paper will provide the reader with an overview of our resea.rch， and more detaiUed informat1on 

could be found inもhereferenced ones. 
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2 Experimental Aspects 

2.1 Fracture Properties of Concrete Dams 

As mOSt， if not all， previous∞ncrete fracture t田 tshave been limitedωsmaU scale specimens， there is 

日目提;訪日日芸能!日;
おなii;:zdair:22123以狐;c:;エ吠12:11jiZ232tttiJ:
specimens， a seri倍。fcoldーjointedspecimens were tes句dto quantify the fracture properti借住Istl日

以 li此joijts From these te凧 coustal凶企ωureωughne田 valueI<te and fracture energy GF were 

determined independently from aggregate or speclmen Slzes. 

2.2 Effect of Internal Hydrostatic Pressure 

12?1222当55忠治懇話1日i認とさ5i;;;;21誤
認ζ:mthusaltered hoe帥 lethe appli仙 onofboth an位 ternalme伽1I州thr叫 hthe w叫 e)，
and an internal hydrostabic (through watz under co:州 北ledpressure) loads， Fig. 1， [司，伊]
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Figure 1: SeιUp for“Wet" Static (a) a.nd Dynamic Wedge Splitting Tests 

The mechanical load F induced by the wedge simulMes the (horizontal)wabeE load along the darn's 

u附 eamf;拭 e，while the water pre訓 reσw叫 ti碍 al叫 theen山b“ir問ec帥 s凱lmu町r
pt閃e椙 ur児ewi比b“山hi廿iEnl cracks inside the dam.Followmg formalbionof the FPZ，water penetrMee intolt anu 

hydrosもaticpr田sureis gradually built up. 
B坦 edon numero凶 experimentsconducted on b04hland 3Rspecimens，ib was debemined hhat:1) 

::LEZ:az:32:::22:;ェ:5223:;::;;eJ;r;12'BZEι:::出品17rz:;
op;ni;g displ~cements， a~d is notωnstant幽 commonly制 umed.

Finally，by reinfo- 1g回 mewell known facts， and sぬhedd心B叫I
imp戸E。仰ve吋do凶urbaωsic unde町rs叫も凶同a剖胡n吋叫dωin暗】噂go“fwhat“"re回allygoes 。叩ロぜ"deep inside a crack buried in a dam. 
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2.3 Dynamic loading 

Two commonly asked question by Engin但 rswho perform dynamic analysis of concrete dams are: 1) How 
many excursions ofもheGau田 pointtensile str倍 5，in terms of duration， beyond the tensile strength d。司

it take for∞ncreteω “crack"? and 2) ln a dynamically propagating crack， is there water penetration? 
Pr僻目t1y，empirical rules (rules-oιもhumb)are used ωjudge tbe importance of excursions beyond 

もensilestrength in dams. Also， it is commonly回 sumedthat no water penetrat田 propagatingcracks 
in dams during仰 thquak田ー Thismay prove to be an unconservative幽 umpもion(as trapped Uncom_ 
pr田 siblewater during cr拭 kc10sure may act as 11. wedge r田 ultingin ten5i1e 5tr曲 S僧 onthe opposite dam 
face). 

To conduct those tests， 11. variation of七heWS t田 t8W踊 developed，Fig. 1. It should be emphasized 
that determination of dynamic fracture mechanics properties not being the objective of these同ts，
they are conducted under closed loop load (rather th拍 strain)contro1. Furthermore， a load controlled 
dynamic experiment with reverse loading is not only easier to perform than one under 前回inor stroke 
control (dueω the potential“slacks" in七hesystem) but it is also easier and more Intuitive to apply a 
load rather than 11. displacement. 

Henceforth， following preliminary static tests (required to determineもhepeak load) ，もwoseries of 
tests are being conducted: 1) Harmonic loading， with incre回 edfrequencies (up to 15Hz)， and amplitude 
(exceeding the static peak load)j and 2) Variable amplitude loading as determined from a time history 
seismic analysis of 11. dam and the computed 前四国 historyof a Gauss point. 

In the開 制d(“wet") ph間 ，the specimens will 11.180 have internal hydrostatic pr闇 ure.Th聞 t団組

will constitute the culmination of all previous on田， as dynamic loading will be applied to a specimen 
subjected to internal hydrostatic pr臨むeinside 11. propagating crack， and this wiJl provide an indi叫 ion
ofthe 削除rpr闇 uredistribution inside a propagating crack with openingj，伽 UI'eduring an白凶hquake.
Of particu)ar importance， are the following me田 uremen1s:1) The frequency of crack openingjclosing 
at which 削除r(8ot a. specific pressure) is ableω penetrate the crackj 2) The location within the crack 
of もhewater front (detected by electri叫 circuit ∞mpletion); 3) Tbe time h凶iお凶伽toryof p戸r鵠 u町r田 a“t 叩
CI員fic10口ca“叫も“iぬonsw別it山hi凶nt山h児especimen (monitored b匂yp戸r倍芯叫ur問etra飢ns“ducωe町r隠S)jand 4) The add必iti山io。叩na.剖)cracα k 
P戸r。叩pa;姥.ga“山tio∞n(μi江f佃 y吋)caused b句yth恥l陀e"wedge effect" of the water present in the crack duri時 closing.

2.4 Effect of Confinement 

While it is well known that concrete strength incre掛田 wiもhconfi且ement，there is ample evidence that 
fracture strengtb of rock does also inc悶 sewith c口a凶日I即

Hence， a testing procedure originally developed by Zoback [11) for small rock specimens， and四 b砕

quently adapted to concrete by the authors， [12]， was again used to蹴倒theeffect ofbiaxial confinement 
on concrete fracture strength. 

Using a concrete mix previously used for standard wedge splitti口gspecimens， 24 3x3x3 ft cubical 
specimens with a maximum size aggreg抗 eof 3" were cast， Fig. 2. On each specimen， a standard 3-inch 

3". 
NXcore 

ト-36"-----l

Figure 2: Cubical Tests to Determine Effects of Confinements on Fracture Properties 

diameter， NX-size diamond core driU w踊 utilizedto bore a hole through the specimens. Specimens were 
subsequently subjectedωbiaxial confinements and 3 replica of each test were performed 

Testing was accomplisbed by p町田urizingthe borehole through a special probe while recording dト
ametral changes， and acoustic emi田 ions.Tbe pwbe consists of an elastomer-skinned expandable bladder 
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:3ytZ2723273Jirz;22::d脱出:な;;832221Z::ニニマ:立
neaz;ロ;3ttiti円ttZ江主;:ζthat:l)川Yo。凹g'sm叫0吋叫d白u山山lu国sa叩副n吋d旬凶叩ns叩s引iωI

;器鰐:詰鰐f器i:誌;詩z瓜思拙巳訟誌!2id議掛i言;:誌5詰諜:百誌i詰結王搭芝部詰i器s誌日主a出:諮鰐5探5 
d必eter附e肝制r阿rm剛nm附ed: Kj万!'(侭Ksi0nゐ)= 1.1ロ2+1.2σ内，，(似Ksi刈o (ο1) 

2.5 Field Test 

:完結:15iiEjii忠誠器部主53lj;;読ま:215;5255;
吋Z4122Jttt:::;:51211ご;eprem山山町ly0山 fullin州 determinedvalue 
。{KJt for safety evaluation，もhist副 h回 greatpoteMidiR continuously rnonitomgMd qu姐 tifyi時

間 lcreudegradationwhen alkali-aggregate reaction IS suspected. 

2.6 Centrifuge Test Validation 

D国pi色eLhe numerousanalytleal and Burnedcal models fbr dam analysis，もherehave been few， if any， 

model validations. ln order to r田 pectall the similitude la.ws in model凶 ing，the試問lerationof gravity 
must be inversely proportional toもhedimensional scale-For mogt model?this requiEernent回 ofno 

ijZ訟Y五日当5532ii説草::iiig::5ii;iigE;部主
2官::JZぷ:;::Je2331?おと:fJ:::ぷ:口:2222むぷtsunder同h9 

:::nZUZ守口TZよ:;1E322ぷ:エ:;:は:;iz:江主dl品thebasis of fracture 

Currently we 3re七回tIEE3fthigh models ofgravity dams，Fig. 3，md havEOEiy recently overcomebwo 

Clip gag~ 
CMOD 

Figure 3・CentrifugeTesting of Concrete Dams 

m吋 difficult・1:1)PEopelyaling the waber;and2)obtain reliable msh displacements and CMOD 

(af:;;hょ;ふ伽 ofmLよands凶b叫r

吋:ど;:ぷtC己::;Pi凶an醐.nsincl凶 c制制鵠制b叫 c…t旬ed一Eωo帥 口凶且仙e可ty叩P由 of吋 b植民 and
inducing failure hhroughoveEpressurizatioE Of wster(simulahmgovertopplnu. 
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rhe itera.tive procedure is de日nedby 
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When aIl these tasks will be 8uccessfully completed， dyna.mic t田もingin the centrifuge may be con. 
sidered. 

(9) 
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Computational Issues 

Analysis capabilities are provided by a finite element program. Merlin. which includes numerous exten. 
sions for fracture mechanics b酪 edanalysis. Merlin is based on位lestandard displacement formulation 
of the finite element method and incorporat国間 itera.tive5Olution strategy based on a discretization 
the Hu-W，描hizuvariational principle Imown描 theMixed.Iterative Method [14J. The Mixed.Iteratilfe 
Method， which is described in Section 3.1， facilitat剖 thecomputation of CO continuous nodal strain. and 
stress.fields. The availability of nodal strain and stress Ifalues greatly simplifies computations associated 
with fracture mechanics techniques such as the evaluation of c。凪tourintegrals (see Section 3.2の。r
the implementation of principal str飽 scriteria for crack propagation in nonlinear fracture analysis (see 
Section 3.3) 

3 

3.2 Extraction of SIF 

部認ii部 部出;詔;;
Mixed-Iterative Method 

A topic that has recently received 50me attention in the literature is the solution of problems in Iinear 
el幽 ticityusing mixed methods and iterative solution str蹴 gi四 [14，15J. The Hu-Washizu throo-field 
variational principle is the foundation of the mixed.iterative method implemented in Merlin 

3.1 

3.2.1 Displacement Correlation Method 

FL吟叫出:lま521;525221;忠告ifj広告出
tJエムrurj:ヲ二dぉra crack on a b叫町iali脱出ceい derof the singularity is 

~ _. .]_ ( 州~ゆlogr判rけ.う~ ~ w叫hereωλルイ is a fu山m附II叩I口附1托c

i語:語fお話説2:f2;;:出t222iZE:まま32531ヨ2225iiz
match the order of the剖 ngularityin the 8tr担ト抗eld.

(2) EHw=LiJMーレT('VU_帆 -L山 do-i.山 F

where the functional llHW is the total potential energy of the system and u言 uis enforced on r ". The 
variations of Equation 2 constituもethe wea.k forms of the three basic equations of elasticity 

(3) 
L 5(1"T('Vu -E) df! = 0 L 5ET(EE -(1")df! = 0 

L6('VU)Tω-L5ん Qー L 凶 dr=0 

(i 山e.)s“t 悶ramト吋】dω18勾pla巴白eme叫 c∞0∞ns凶s討叫tiω山i比ぬtれu川叫l凶tiωve鳥.a.加E吋deq叩刊ui山Iibr凶rium，悶 p】ecはtiωvelyけ)a鎚sも仕仙hesubsidiary c∞0 吋 1比tiお0叩n凪l
af員h凶litωeele町me町叩n瓜l北も framework， the three 自eldvariables are approximated over an element domain using shape 
functions 

u= N"u e=N.Eσ= Nl7lf (4) 

Substituting N"， N.. and N17 for 5u， 51:， a.nd 5(1"， respectively，もher国 ultingdiscretization of Equation 3 
yields the following system of equations: 

3.2.2 Contoul' Integral Methods 
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D = LNrBdf! 

f3 = I N~ b df! + I N~1 dr 
JO Jr， 

In order to initiate the iteratilfe proc白色 anapproximation for oneもhethree field variables is required. 
Upon ex出niningEquation 5， the obvious choice is the displacement field. The most convenient method 
of computing displacements is the standard displacement method stiffness matrix K， which augments 
Equation 5 to become 

J= i(Wの-t;告dS]
向3・ForpEOblemB in linear elasbicity the computd value of J is equivalent to the fEacure 
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(7) f1 = f2 '= 0 

(12) 

For the case of pure mode 1， J{I can be evaluated directly from J. but for mixed mode fracture more 
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.~ scaled such that the principle stress in the continuum at the crack tip is equal to the uniaxial tensile 
州 Igぬ (i丸山esscontinuity is maintained between the fictitious crack剖 ldthe co叫 nuum).
The criteria for crack propagation is the va1ue of tne maximum tensile principle stress at the crack 

IP and the direction of crack propagation is perpendicular to th凶 principlestress. This approach， which 
匂uir但 nodalvalu倍。fstress， is currently used whether a ficititious crack is pr但 entor not. The Doda1 
品lu国 ofstre担 usedwith the crack propagation cri加 iaare computed using the variational projection 
ecbnique of the mixed-iterative method. The effect of using a str回 Sc[)除riafor crack propagation from 
由 initialDotch on the overa11 structura1 r倍 pon田 iscurrently being illvestigated. 
5加盟国 transferin the ficititious crack is facilitated through continous interface elements. The consti-

叫 ivemodel defining the tractions in the ficititious crack currently accounts for only normal tractionsj 
r回istanω tosliding and， consequently， dilalation are ignored. 1n addition， time副 drate effects釘 e
ignored m the currenもconslitutivemodel. The addition of these effects should be a strainghtforward 
task once the numerical models to account for them have been formulated. 

3.4 Automatic Remeshing and 3D Graphical Post-Processor 

Parallel 10 Merlin， two separa.te modul回 arecurrently being developed. An auもornaticmixed rnode 
削回herfor 2D applications. and a separaもeone for both“pseudo-3D" (straight c問.ckfront)胡 dfull 
3D.Al即 ullderdevelopment is a general purpose 3D interactive graphical posレproαぉor.

In both cas回， C is used for programing， Phigs for the grapbics， and OpenWindow (a superset of X) 
for graphica1 user interface 
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FRACTURE MECHANICS OF CONCRETE， ROCK AND INTERFACE 

A.K.勘fAJIl，]_ WANG2阻 dC_ V_ CARDlEL3 
Department of Ci吋1Engineer均

University of New Mexico， Albuquerque， NM 87131， USA. 

ABSTRACT 

A study of tbe in町 facebetween concrete and different types of r∞ks is important for 
凶lderstandingthe role of aggregates泊a∞mentmatrix， More recently， concr開銀aIsare being 
propo鈴dω民aloff nuclear waste reposiωries in rocks. A study of the interface char即 teristics，
such as fracωre toughness， crack openings，加dp釘meabilityis therefore necessary to ensu詑
thepro戸rfunctioning of the seals， and to prevent the transpoロofradioactive ma町 ials.This 
papぽ ∞mparesthe丘町tureprocess wne in concrete， rocks and出eirinterfa，砲丸 inorder to 
investigate the applicability of倉田turemech鉱山s.

自民間nicSp句協PattemInterferome佐y，a加erbased nondestructive inspection t∞1， 
has been usedωstudy rock， concrete and interface fracture characterlstics.百 e1蹴 rt配 hnique
permits the in-siωobservation of crack propagation with high sensitivity. Laboratory size 
Compact Tension specimens of Indiana liinestone， concrete， and the interface w自宅prepared.
Fracture characterIstics of the interface was measured with the aid of finite-element 
computations， Fractured limestone specimens were subsequently tested to determine the 
阿国abilityof water白'Oughthe natural fractures generated by白et巴sts.

The research allows us to visually observe the formation of the pr'∞ess zone， its 
p'ropagation 1e叫ingto complete loss of load c釘守恒gcapacity， and the presence of crack-face 
ligament connections. The investigation provides-a eomp釘 ativeanalysis of the fracωre 
mechar出ms泊 concrete，rock and interfaces. 

INTRODUCTION 

The chlllヨcteristicsof the aggrちgate/cementinterface has been of great interest to the concrete 
Community (Mindess and Shah 1988)，百出 interesthas grown in the context of high s同 ngth
∞lncrete where the泊terf前巴， as the weakest link in the system， is the limiting factor. Recently， 

the propemes of the~o~αete/rock interface is under scrutiny wi出relev釦 ceto nuclear waste 
時~~i~ories. Concrete 関心swill be used to plug the shafts 1eading to the underground storage 
kilm fma 1 990). I刷吋駒e舵cti伽o叩no仇f代cem路悶m削e釘m側n凶ltgr伊o凶u凶ti帥ntoωtωo倒 c出:ksi泊n口roc凹 ksh加las郎sa必1叩 b恥e巴叩np戸ro叩poωsedf伊o町r陀剖叫du削c
ln 勾v刊'era司lc∞oun汀m凶e邸stω。add命I芯田s邸sthe design of these facilities. 

1 Assis凶 ltProfessor of Civil Engineeri暗
2GraduaぬRes即 hAssi蜘 t耐 pm&n・蹴
3 Unde;~~;;t;-i~~;;h'Ã~~is~~: 、，叫山岨
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The strength叩d合acturetoughness of rocks have been subject ofongoinE 
investigation in its relation to blasting and hydofracturing operations 侭~~snaa~th f983}. 
Fracture of concret巴andother白 men出iousmateria1s have also be~n the subject of numerous 
investigations. and attenapts have been made to incoヰ町ate回 meof the evol吋ngc佃 回ptsinto 
structural design (B昭antand Li 1989).百lefundamental aspects of合前turein rocks. concre除.
ceramics are similar (Sh油 1990).Little quantitative information is however available on the 
fract町eof出econc陀 te-rockinterface， which is the su吋配tof this investigation. 

EXPERIMENT AL PROGRAM 

Fracture '!'ests 

Compact Tension specirr羽田 6"x 6" (15.2 cm x 15.2 cna) and 1" (2.54<:m)出ick(Fi思ue1) 
wereprepar吋.百le町lOrtarspぬmensWere cast in a plexiglass mold with a naix ratio 2: 1 :0.5 of 
sand. Type m cement， and water. A 2" (5.08 cm) long sharp notch was cast into白esp∞imen 
with a lmm thick steel plate.百leblade was removed 6 hrs. after casting.百四specimensw町
removed企omthe mold after 24 hrs. and placed in a lime water bath (at 150・F)お，ranother 48 
hours prior to testing. The 1imestone sp田 unenswere回wcut in the specimen prepara討m
la肱mω.ryof the Department of G∞，logy.百 etwo 1/2" (12.7mm) di印刷erload泊gholes were 
drilled into the specimens by a rotary diamond core-drill. 

官lespecimens were tested on a 3 kip (13 KN) manual loading仕'ame.Electronic 
Speckle Pattern In~ぽferome町但SPI) was used in to monitor the crack pr句 agationin the 
specimens as they were loaded. This technique uses interference of laser beams αeate仕切ge
pattem∞rresponding to the displacements on the spec出 ens凹face.百le合泊gesare formed on 
a vid叩 screenand are sensitiveωa合actionof a micrometer changes in the displa田 mentfield.
百lediscontinuities in the創ngepat回 nasobsぽvedduring loading indicate the extension of the 
crack企omthe original notch-tip. It is therefore possible to observe白ecrack propagation in 
real time. Details of the ESPI experiments conducted on the limestone specimens have been 
抑 制吋血detailselsewhere (Maji and Wang 1992). 

The interface sp配 imenswere fabricated with the fractured limestone specimens.百lC
naturally企acturedhalves of the limest-∞.e were placed in白emolds and the mo.口紅wascaston
its side. The specimens were cured and subsequently tested as described above. Three 
sp民 imensof each of the three types of materials w釘etested. 

St田lRing

Screws 

Epoxy Seal 

6" Crack 

Specimen 

6" 

Figure 1. Compact-Tension Specimen Figur芭2.Permeability Test Specimen Holder 
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permeability Tests 

;がおおはも抑制即時!認作品22325ぷお

; 
誤認3搭鰐Ji3332諜;帯設。造語{鵠!?jii
IEiC113scope-using the ESPI technique，it was possible to determine the extension of the 
naturaI crack. Sp巴Cimenswem subsequently unloaded before complete fracture and thin-

Figure 3. Ligament Conn邸包on
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Table 1. Compぽisonof Test Data 

R∞k Qm豆諸~ 1n町 fa鴎

MPEEe砿(-xple1sa0ka6dmDOScibjk s.) gowth(in.} 
350 270 150 (1 lb. = 4.448 N) 

0.6 2.0 2.0 (l in = 2.54 cm) 

(x 100 psi.) 4.5 3.2 (1psi.=6.895 kPa) 

Figure 7. ESPI Fringe Pattenl KI (psi..Jin.) 7∞ 540 

Immediai飽lypriorωFailure 
G (lb品.Iin2) 0.109 0.09 0.026 
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TEST RESULTS 

百legrain size of the limesωne varied from O.lmm 10 5 mm， and the po~sity was 15 to 20弘
司 eoptica1凶croscopevery cI回 rlyshows Iigli!llent co!ll!.~tion~ ~~s the ?J?CIl_crack (Fi~u~ 
3). The penne油ilitytest results are shown加 Figure4. It is evident 企om仙 Fig~thaïii~
permeab出tyof water伽 oughthe limestone wiH be due primarily to白eflow through t!;， 
合actures，in spite of its porosity. Although白ishas been known for many years and uぉdf(1 
modeling the porosity of water and cement ~ut in r，侃kfissぼ国 (Snow1968)， it rちitemestL
同町tanceof interfa田 cracksin the仰問 伽ction均 ofthe plugs in the nuclear reposi仇
serus. 

百leLoad vs. Crack Mouth Opening Displacement (CMOD) data for an interfac~ 
S戸cimenis presented in Figure 5.百leCMOD measurements were obtained合oma miniatUlt 
LVDT. It is evident from this Figure th鉱山einterface demons回 tessignikm1F町・pca~
nonlinearity. The spωimen fails along the interface，めrough白ecenter of the speciñten:Th~ 
loading-unloading curves also demonstrate large plastic deformation， in addition ωdamag~ 
(degrada!ion ~f. ~e. unlo副知事mod叫us).百leESPI technique readily captures pre-pe此 crack
propagation which is responsible for the pre-peak non泊learity.

引leextent of pre-peakαack propagation was about 2" (5.08cm). Figure 6 shows ~ 
wM邸目的~~e pal!e~:.N~附 the much larger剖ngeson the right，山e_srnaller fringes Oll 
the left， and the discontim凶 esin白巴合ingepatter司副thewayめroughthe picture. 

The most interesting aspect of the ESPI techniques is白atit allows one to observe the 
development of strain∞ncentrations at the crack tip immediately before failure. ln Figure 6 the 
合ingediscontinuities show the crack extension. There is no concen官ationof釘ngesat the 
αack-tip. The crack is steadily grow加gat出isphase. However， immediately prior to unstable 
crack propagation， i.e.， at or near the maximum load， the合ingepattern resembles a fan σigure 
7).百leconcen岡 tionof台ingesat the crack-tip demons回 testhe region of柑 ain-concen回.tion.

Figure 6. ESPI Fring巴Pattern

Showing Crack Extension 
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ANAL YSIS OF RESUL TS 

e Element Method (FE~ 
lte of the three materials 
gulaz elements to determ 
~odulus 但) for both t] 
:ntally observed ~?~~!s. 
~d tIIe load vs. CMOD tl 
'he interface sp民 lmenw 

.nd using a value of the 
showed the existence ot 
de 1 loading. The却手fic
Isci1latory s田 sses10 tne 4 

'he Energy Release Rate 

the rock and m~rtar : (1) 
G == Kl'lJE 

For the interface ana1ysis， G was de町 minedas: 

20 El=3.2 x 10 ~ psi 
E2=4.5 x 10 0 pSl 

vl=v2=0.18 
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Figure 8. Compliance vs. Crack ExtensionσEM Analysis) 
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where C is the complian白紙thepoint of a即且伺ti∞ofthe externa1 I倒 ds，P is血eapplied load. 
B is the specimen width (1ヘ2.54cm)，ana 'a' is thc crack length仕omthe line of appli吋
loading (sec Figure 1).百lCCompliancc vs. 'a' relationship obtained from出eFEM analysis 
has been plotted in Fi忽Jl'C8. A治凶orderpolynomia1. shown below was used加山isFiguie to 
fit the FEM data u血19the 1田氏叫uaresapproach : 

3. • _-6 
C=(・1.1920+ 5.9049 a・3.4633a-+ 1.1114 a~) x 10 

(3) 
Table 1 shows a cαn戸risonbetween也eaverage values obtained for the由reematerials 

using the maximum load and the initia1 crack length of 2'・(5.08cm).Accounting for the pre. 
P白 kcrack extension will increase the values of KI and G re戸市dhere.

CONCLUSIONS 

It was discussed that the interface is primarily responsible for permeability of rocks. The 
intenace behavior is quasi-britue in n鉱山e，and出e企ヨcturecharacteristics紅 esir凶1arωthatof 
conαete andrωks. Pre-peak α'8Ck extension alon草山eintenace is similar泊 magnitude10血at
in the mortar. The Energy Release Rate of the interface was comp紅'edω 出atof the two 
∞mponent materials. 
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FRACTURE ENERGY OF CONCRETE AND EQUIVALENT CRACK LENGTH 
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ABSTRACT 

L立てよ21122;:JZrおnコ:rよご223Uiz;ぷ
crack leng血 conCEPtis then devised to predict the maximum failure loads of concrete 

beams. A simple formulaぉrthe叩 ivalentcrack lenph is also proposed-The?onCEPt 

Enables to satisfactorily predict the maximum loads wiぬoutresort to the complete fracture 

analysis or the R-curve a凶 lysis.
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without resOrt to白e∞mpl巴tenon1i田ar合acωreanalysis or the R-curve analysis. 

FRACTURE TESTS 

Severalぉriesof con?r時 beamswere tes凶 tomeasure白emaxi 

FRACTURE ENERGY 

The fracωre ener町 ofconcrete. G，; 

8。
J p(c5)dli + Dtgc5。

Gr = マ
B(H-ao) 

、1.
，
a
 

，，‘、

どな;。ぷaiI1!?a:t'mJ massofhMm，ド抑制onalaccelera蜘，

ヰ若草花記者551il日iZUJj

zz?theむとごと:Lfez合ポnceCr221:r:::ニ叩;:…2:nむな;12J12;::1241:ょ;!"U:;:;ごι21Us;;:ごしむ;
立? 22よ:;!・刷izedas a悩i町 S剛山aind叩 m. The fracture energy may 

Gr = 恥 AイWC Co ft' 
(2) 
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wbich Wc = width of microcrack band = eoda(3.6). d. = maximum aggregate size， A 
area under the stress-strain curve，ε。=strain at zero stress， ft' == tensile strength of 

'lCrete， and Ec ;: its elastic modu1us. 
The recently-publish巴dg'∞d experimental data for the fracture energy of concrete have 

:en used to determine the fracωre energy equation. It was identified企om白isstudy that 

~ fracture energy varies Iinearly with the lensile stren♂h. The best prediction equation 

r白efracture energy of COncrete was found from the蜘 tdata as fol1ows. 

GF = 58.4ft・da/Ec (3) 

且whichGr is in N/mm. ft' and Ec in N/mmZ(or MPa). and da in mm. When the value 

)f Ee is not given. the usual relation Ec = 4，733yfc・maybe u総 d(l)in which fc' is 曲E

;ompressive strength of concrete in N/mm2(or MPa). 

EQUIV ALENT CRACK LENGTH 

A s飽，blecrack grows as the applied load increases. One may then need 10 know how far 

恥 crackpropagates at which値leapplied load reaches its maximum value. It is， however， 
very difficult to measure the actual amount of crack grow出 sincethe crack tip of∞ncrete 

is blurred by a large size of microcracking zone. Even though one can make the 

measurements on也ecrack length increments. there may be some doubts as to whether the 

measured crack length is real. 

To avoid the difficulties to measure the actual crack length increments and to be free 

from those doubts on the real crack， one may devise a certain e筒cieotconcept.ωlled the 

equivalent crack length concept. 

The equivalent crack length represents here a certain effective crack le目gthwhich is a 

貯 ofthe initial crack leng也 and血ecrack increment at th巴 maximumfailure load. The 

crack leng也 incrementat也emaximum load may b巴 obtainedfrom the relauon between the 

lωd P and the fracture energy Gr as described below. 

The s位essintensity factor KJ for a three-point bend specimen(4. 8) can be written as 

P.L 
Kr = yn-a-一_f(z) 

B-HZ 

f(z) = 1.635・2.603z+ 12.30z2 -21.27z3 + 21.86z4 

(4) 

(5) 

m which z = a/H， a = crack leng白.H = beam depth， B = beam width. L = beam 

span. and P == applied load. Since GF = Klz/E for th巴 planestress state， one may 
re附 iteEq.4 as齢 followingform. 

P =広 ;ZS=FI(a) (6) 

Eq.6 enables oneωcalculate白 propercrack len，凶1γfora given load and fracture 

energy. So. one may evaluate the equivalent crack leng血 a.q仕omEq.6 if the maximum 

failure load P包axand the仕actureenergy GF are known from the experimental data. 
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The equivalenl crack lengths have been calculaled from the experimental data . 

various cases. It is enough only 10 know the maximum load Pmax of the concrete be. 

since GF may be obtained from Eq.3. 

Conversely， it is also possible ωpredict the maximum failure load P..ax once合

equivalent crack length aeq is determined. This can be done if a.q can be predicted. 1 

derive a simple formula for ainc， the various variables have been investigated.百lepreSCI 

study indicates白ata!nc has certain correlations with血emax.imum aggregate size， the bea.， 

depth， aod仕lerelative crack dep出 ratio，but not with白etensile strength. The variou 

equations have been tried to obtain the best formula and the following equation was fOUM 

ωgive the best prediction for al nc. 

alnc = [ 0.80 + O.258(I-z)H] d.O.5 σ) 

in which (1・z)H= H -ao = Iigament， H， ao and da are given in cm. 
Now， Eqs.3， 6 and 7 enable one to predict the maximum failure loads of the beams 

One may write from Eq.6 as 

Pt = Fl(a・q)lGr (8) 

in which Pt = 血回reticalmaximum load， aeq ニ ao+ ainc (Eq.7) ， and F， (aeq)∞me.， 
from Eq.6. 

Theぬ巴oreticalmaximum loads have been calculated from Eq.8 and then compare~ 

with the various experimental data. Despite白巴 simplifiedanalysis for the maximum loads. 

白epresent method yields relatively good results which are not inferior 10 the complete 

analysis or the R-curve analysis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The presenl experimental s飢dyir刈icatesthat血.efracture energy is decreased as the 

initial notch-to-beam depth ratio increases. The appropriate ratio of initial notch-to-bearn 

depth to determine the fracture energy of concrete is found to be 0.5. 

2. lt is found that the influence of the self-weight of a beam to白e合actureenergy l~ 

very small and it amounts to only several percent of也e合actureenergy. 

3. A simple and accurate formmula for由efracωre energy of concrete is proposed. 

τbe fracture energy is a required value to perform the fracture analysis of concrete 

S位uc旬res. The fracture energy of concrete depends on the aggregate size and te凶ile

streng血 andis about 80・130N/m in valu巴 fornormal aggregate concrete. 

4. An equivalent crack Ieng血 conceptis devised to predict the maximum failure Ioads 

of concret巴 b倒 ms. A simple formula for the equivalent crack length is proposed. The 

concept enables to calculate白emax.imum loads without resort to白ecomplete analysis or 

仕leR-curve analysis. 
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JNFlUENCE OF STRAIN GRADIENT ON FRACTURE ENERGY 

VOLKER SLOWIK， FOU<ER H. WlnMANN 
Institute for BuHding Materials，SWiss Federal Institute of Technology， 

8093 Zurich. Switzerland 

ABSTRACT 

The effect of ditferent st『airt-gradientsin a concrete ligament on the fracture ene「 l
IOves刷 ed.The s附 gradi側 co叫 eredis伽 atmaximum load in the lin附ょん
mge.Experiments todetemhe fracture ene匂yon. sl?民imenswith identical ligamenl凶

put with different stTaingradients have been carmdout-Different strain gmdlenis aE 
mposed by the specmengpometry叩dby the loading ωnditions. Comparative tests haw 
been run With olfeet tenSEon spec1mens，wedge splittingspecimens having differeni 
cantilever length andthree-point bEndingspecimens-The Influence ofthe strain gradien10f 
the 10tal specific fracture energy and the strain SOftening behaviour has been de1ermined・
Results sewe to understand the difference in fraeIU吟 energyand strain softening a;: 

iZ3t;::?under的 cttension. w出 awedge spli州制 andthree.poinl bending 

INTRODUCTION 

Fraclure energy and str号inミofteninghave provedto be material parameters Which aHow us 
to describe crack formation in ∞nc刷~i~_a realistic way. Soon it w~s iÖ~~d."h~;~;~;，ïh~~ 
fraclure energy dep叩dson both specImengeometwand ligament Size.lt should be kept in 
mind that∞mpressIve and tensile S1rength.0f concrete depend on geometry and size too-ln 
the case of fracture ene匂yitmay beanticlpated that it varies as diwerently shap剖 fraωre
pmcess.zones wHI develop m specmens having different geometry-One alm of this 
contributtonts tO Show for a giyen ligament size that the straingradienIhas an influence on 
the Observed fracture mEChanlcs parameters-lt will be Shown that-different components 

おおな三品おJ21szttfg-Straingad馴 b町 onec∞。mp附 ent川ofthe global size 

FRACTURE ENERGY AS INFLUENCED BY GEOMETRY 

The size and-geometry deP?dence of the fmt附 energycan not be properfy described if onl) 
one geometrIC parameter1s considered.There are .several 990metric effects，all having 
difterent physical origins. These e行ectshave 10be investigated separately in orderωbe 
able t?compare fracture energiesobtain-d under different conditions and to predict lhe 
behaviour of a sIrLICItJral elemery1under gIven geometry and loadingcondi1ions-Thesemi-
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~mpir俗al size effect law by Bazant 111 alfows to determine fracture mechanical material 
:3af富metersfor infinite large structures and to estimate critlcal loads for geometric similar 
;l1embers. lt is not directly applicable for the above mentioned purpose. There are at least 
:hree geometric influences on the fracture energy， i.e. (1) the ligament size， (2) the strain 
~radie~t ， ~~d ，~3) the .size .. o! th，~ .h.~gh.~y stre~s.ed v~lur:ne. .The .~irs! .and the thi~d ef!e~t .~r~ 
ielated to the flaw and particle distribution and have 10 be described by means of a statisticaf 
approach. The third effect is caused by bulk energy dissipation In addition. The second effect 
::an be explained by a different confinement of the fracture process zone. 

Experimental investigations of the size effect on fraclure energy performed by 
HU 12/ incfuded wedge splitting tests using mortar specimens with different notch length 
but∞nstant total length. The measured fracture energy has been used to determine the 
local fracture energy along the concrete ligamenf. The variation of the local fracture energy 
can be explained by geometry and size effects. Zhong 131 and BrOhwifer 151 performed 
wedge splitting tests with concrete specimens having differenl ligament and cantilever 
lengths. Nomura 141 determined the fracture energy for geometric similar compact tension 
specimens made of concrete. In the experiments mentioned above凶 ththe ligament lenglh 
and the strain gradient were changed simultaneousfy. In the experiments presented here Ihe 
slrain gradient is varied for a constant ligament length. ln this context we consider the 
strain gradlent at maximum load in the linear elastic range. 1I starts with the value of zero 
in Ihe case of direct tension tests and reaches a maximum in bending tests， always for the 
same ligament length. In wedge splitting tests the strain gradient depends on the cantilever 
lenglh. 

PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS AND EXPERIMENTS 

Preparation of specimens 
The concrete mix used for afl specimens had a maximum grain size of 32 mm. The cement 

content was 300 kg/m3 and the water-cement ratio 0.5. The resulting compressive 
slrength after 28 days is 41 MPa. the modufus of elasticlly is 43 GPa and the density 

2480 kg/m3. The beams for the three-point bending tests were stored at 90% relative 
humidily. AfI other specimens were water cured. The age at testing was 28 d. The used 
specimen geometries are shown in Figure 1. Table 1 contains the corresponding 
dimensions. The I日igamentlength and the specimen wi凶dl仙hamount恰edto 100 mm for all l 
specimens. The notches in the wedge splitting specimens with Ihe smallest size and in the 
bending beams were inlroduced by sawing. The nOtches in the olher specimens were moulded 
by using a steel plate with a 1 mm thick paraffin layer on both sides'-Before demoulding lhe 
paraffin was heated to avoid any damaging of Ihe concrete ligament. This was done with the 
~peClmen standing upside down to prevent the penetration of paraffin into the concrele 
ligament. 

iヰ 寸↓
功
什
ν

1

l
f

Figure 1. Specimen geometry: (a) dog bone for direct tension， (b) wedge splitting 
speclmen， and (的 three-pointbending specimen. 
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TABLE 1 
Specimen dimensions， strain gradients and eccentricities 

of the equivalent normal force. 

1=300 

max. strain 
gradient in el.目。

型旦豆笠
relative strain 
gradient 10 
grade・E.h/ft
eccentr. of equi. 
normal force 

2ft/Eh 

1.96 2 

935 

Direct tensile tests 
We inte円dedto mimimize the bulk energy dissipation and therefore we used a dog-bone 
shaped specimen for the direct tension tes1. The end faces of the specimen were glued to steel 
plates connected wilh the testing machine. To increase the machine sliffness steel bars were 
clamped parallel to the specimen. AII lests were run under deformation conlrolled conditions 
using a servo-hydraulic testing machine. 

Wedge splitting tests 
An efectro~mechanical testing machine was used. The lests were carried out under crack 
opening control. For Ihe determination of the fracture energy Ihe specimen's self-weight 
was taken into consideration in Iwo different ways. A horizonlal force Fcor acting al Ihe 
loading point can be determined from the equilibrium conditions. This force represents an 
addilional splitting force. In addition Ihe fracture energy was determined by numerical 
simulation using the ficlitious crack model. In this case gravitational forces were taken inlo 
account. In this way the fraclure energy and Ihe parameters of the bilinear strain-softening 
diagram can be obtained by fitting the-numerically calculated load.di5placement curve wilh 
Ihe experimenlal values. 

Th ree-point bending tests 
The span between the rolling supports amounted to 760 mm. The 1ests were carried .~ut 
under deflection∞ntrol using an electro-hydraulic 1e51ing machine with verlical loading 
direclion. Two masses were applied to the outer ends of Ihe beam for self-weigh，! 

compensalion. The measured load~defleclion curves showed a very long lail at a very.~mal! 
force. We assume that this is caused by friction at Ihe suppo巾:To e;clude this additional 
energy numerical simulations using the fictitiuos crack model were performed 10 delermin~ 
fracture energy and Slrain-soflening parameters. In-ihis laltE~r e~aluaiion the long tail is 01 
no significance. 
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RESULTS 

In Tabre 2 the fracture energies obtained experimetally and numericaJly and the critical 

crack openings are given. Both the directly determined experimental fraclure energy G(3xp 

and the numerically calculated value Gfnum are given in Table 2. With the exceplion of the 
value for lhe direct tension test aJl critical crack openings given in Table 2 hav自 been
determined numericaJly. In the numerical simulation special attention was paid to a good 
agreement betwe~n the experimental ~nd.numerical load-displacemenl curves and Iherefore 
Ih-e fracture energies are nol necessarily lhe same. 

TABLE2 

Fracture energy G，exp as determined directly for the load-displacement diagrams， fracture 

energy Gfnum as obtained by numerical simulation， and critical crack opening wc. 

一Serie D W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 B 

numb自r01 
samples 5 5 6 3 3 3 9 

GfXP 142.11 118.39 97.56 82.87 75，82 69.06 114，28. 
[N/m] 土29，13 :t 9.97 土 16.98 土 16，0 土 4.5 :t 15.40 :t9.16 

Gfum 

[N/m] 142.11 95.0 74.8 71，0 68，2 58，5 73，2 

一一Wc 
[mm) 0.5 0.26 0.19 0.1 B 。.17 0.17 0.16 

一This value is corract申dfor tha long tait of tha load-displacement curve， 

Figure 2 shows Ihe obtai円edfrac!ure energies as function of the eccentricity of the 
equivalent normal load. Figure 3 contains representative slrain softening curves for all 
tesl senes. A bilinear soflening behaviour has been assumed. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

!! has b.e~~ sho~n. th.~~ th.e fraC!ure e~er~y dep~nds. on .!he s!rai.n..~ra?i.~nt .in the concrel~ 
ligame~t. "'!~ .explain .this depende~ce. by the ~a~yin~ Jength and width of th~ fracture proce~ 
zone. For higher slrain gradlents the lenglh of the fracture process zone decreases ilnd lh伶

width becomes more confined. The strain softening diagrams calculated for the se巾swiiA 

~~~e!~~!.~~a~~_~r~~i~~t~_ h~~e nearltth~ .sa~e ~a__ximur:n_ te_ns~: _st~e~~_ ~nd th~ first sleep 
descending branch ends at approximately the same stress-The critical crack openings， 
however， di行ersignificantly. The tensile strength seems not to be influenced by the size -oi 
the fracture process zone. The wider the fracture process zone can develop the hlgher wili 
b，e the. resul~.ing ~r.i.t.ica~ ~ra~k opening. Hu /21 also concluded that the Jocal fracture energy 
depends on the width of the fracture process zone. 

The three-point bendin9tests have given higher maximum tensue stresses.This may 
explain why the fracture energy is comparatively high. At this moment we are unable to 
explain this effect. It can not be excluded that experimental inaccuracies are lhe o(igin 01 
this discrepancy. 

Fracture ene(gy can be represented as function of the ligament length h and as 
function of the e∞entricity e of the equivalent normal force in a three dimensional diagram. 
It is assumed that the specimen width is kept∞nstant or is targe enough so that there is no 
signlficant influence on the fracture energy. The inftuence of the size of the highly stress凶
volume is neglected in this representation. In Figure 4 some experimenal data are∞mpiled. 
These data have been used to determine a surface for the fracture energy by a least square 
fit. The resultlng surface is shown in Figure 5. Hillerborg /6/ presented results 01 
comparalive tests of three-point bending beams and concluded that the fracture energy 
be∞mes 20% higher If the beam depth changes by a factor of 2 and 30% higher for a factor 
of 3. These results have been∞nsidered in the approがmationof the function mention凶
a凶ve. 
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Figure 4. Compiled experimental data to demonstrate the influence of ligament Jength and 
eccentricity on fracture energy. 
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l1has been shownthat the fracture energy 
depends bothonthe li9amentle珂thand on 

the e∞enticityofthe equivalentsingle force.TMload 
eccentricity dete『minesthe stratn 

gradient inthe concrete ligament-Thevariation 
of the fracture energy in the range of usva1 

ziおnafizz訟に込山::;Z?幻むfJZ山主およむずに32おすなお:
ene『gyappropriate conversion coefficients shotJ1d 

be made available.This will enable usto 

predict the behaviour of large structural dements 
on the basisof1aboratory tests-
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ABSτ'RACT 

Based on nonlinear fracture mechan1cs models， several investigators have 
proposed measures of the brittleness of materials such as concrete. These 
quant1 t1es can be obtalned experimentally from tests of sirnple fracture 
specimens. Some of the methods， 1ncludlng those of Ba~ant ， Shah， Carpinteri 
and Hillerborg， are dlscussed， and typ1cal values of the1r parameters are 
presented. The mater1al brittleness quantified on the bas1s of fracture 
mechan1cs has potential for use as a parameter 1n both structural and 
material des1gn. 

INTRODUCTrON 

The failure of quasi-br1ttle materials (1. e. ， materlals that are 
aggregated， disordered and weak 1n tens10n) is generally a consequence of 
crack1ng. It is rat10nal， therefore， that fracture mechan1cs be applied for 
studyinεthe behavior of materials such as concrete.α1e aspect that is of 
maJor 1mportance 1s the brlttleness with whlch structures fail. In h1gll 
strength concrete， for example， modif1catlons to the m1crostructure have 
caused an alarm1ng lncrease in br1ttleness， forcing deslgners to confine 
the concrete w1th steel in order to prevent catastrophic fa11ure， 
especially under selsm1c loading. Furthermore， an increase in br1ttleness 
implies a decrease 1n nominal strength [1]. Obv10usly， a less britt1e 
mater1al would make des1gns more econom1cal and safer. Several measures of 
brlttleness based on fracture mechanlcs cr1ter1a have been proposed. 百1eSe
can be used in future design codes that take the brittle nature of fa11ure 

1nto account. Also， with dependable methods of quant1fying brittleness， 
mater1als can be engineered to be not only stronger but also less brittle. 

Most brittleness measures are related to the s1ze or some other aspect 
of the fracture process zone that precedes the crack 1n quas1-brittle 

materlals， and reflect the "pseudo-duct 11 1 ty町 of the ma terial (or the 
1nverse of its br1ttleness). The nonllnear fracture models that define 

these quant1 t1es also prov1de means of determining the crack resistance， 
and have two or more baslc parameters. When the brlttleness 1s very high， 
the response of these models tends towards linear elastlc fracture 
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圃echan1cs (LEF羽) cr1 teria ba宮ed on only one parameter. The parameters 
d1宮cussedhere have been verlfled extensively and shown to be practlcally 
lndependent of spec1men size. However， there 1s a posslbl11ty that they may 
oe geometry-dependent， and therefore， the data presented pertains malnly to 
notched beam tests which have been the most common. 

structural brittleness (or the brlttleness of structural failure) 1s a 
function of the material and the structure. Generally， larger structures 
are more brittle. Th1s 1s reflected 1n several of the br1ttleness nurnbers 
ln the 11 terature. In add1 t1on， the shape of the structure should be 
included 1n the "true" determlnat10n of structural br1ttleness [2]. 

MATERIAL BRIT宜主潤ESSBASED ON FRAC11JRE MECIlANICS 

H111erborg's Character1stic Length. t 
ch 

Hillerborg [3] comb1ned the three mater1al parameters of the fictit10us 

crack model [41 for fracture 1n concrete. into a characteristlc length: 
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where E = modulus of elast1c1 ty， GF :; fracture energy. and f t :; tensile 

stre碍 th.The value of G
F 

used 1n Eq. (1) 1s usually obta1ned from the area 

under the load-deflect1on curve of a notched spec1men [3]. Note that t 
ch 

can be a true mater1al parameter only 1f suff1clently large speclmens are 

used to experlmentally determlne G，.. and f~ ， as they are dependent on the F _..- • t・
specimen slze and geometry. 

A quant1ty s1ml1ar to t_... was suggested by Irw1n as the size of the 
ch 

plastic zone， and 1s of slgnificant importance w1th respect to the 

ductile-brlttle transition in fracture behav10r of metals. In quas1-brittle 

回 terials，l_... is related to the fracture zone size. and decreases w1th 
ch 

lncrease 1n material br1ttleness. Some of the values given 1n the 

l1terature for various mater1als are listed in Table 1. 

A code-type relat10n for lch has recently been proposed [6] 

-0.3 t.... :; 600 8
J 
f.~'~ (2) 

cn a cm 

where f __ = compressive strength 1n MPa; and 8.... :; 4， 6 & 10， for maxlmum cm -_......._--..--_._...，-.. ... ._-， _..--d ~ ， 

aggregates s1zes of 8， 16 & 32 mm， respect1vely. This equatlon flts 

ava11able data sat1sfactorl1y， and may be used 1n the absence of test data. 
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円u
n
u

value 

'" 1μm 
'" 1 mm 

5-15 mm 
100-200 mm 
150-300 mm 
200-500 mm 

'" 0.6 m 
'" 0.7 m 
'" 0.9 m 

0.5-3 m 
2-20 m 

(3) 

(3) 

Cement Paste 

Ref. 

[5] 
[5] 
[3] 

[3) 

(6) 

[3] 

[7] 

Mortar 
Hlgh Strength Concrete (50-100 MPa) 
Normal Concrete 
‘Dam Concrete: m.a.s. = 19 mm 

m.a.s. = 38 mm 
m.a.s. = 76 mm 

Glass Fiber Reinforced Mortar 
Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete 

m.a.s. = maximum aggregate slze 
・valuesobtained from wedge-loaded compact tension specimens 

Carplnteri's Brittleness Number sE 

Carpinteri [8) defined a dimensionless number based on finite element 

analysis of the scale effects in notched beams using the fictitious crack 

model [4]: 

(3) 

where G
F 

= fracture energy， defined as the area under the stress-separation 

relation f(w) of the fictitlous crack， f~ = tensile strength， and d E slze ， . t 

of structure or specimen. For a linear f(w) relation， S~ = w_/2d， where w '-E c 
is the critical separation when the cohesive stress becomes zero [4]. A 

larger sE implies that the structure fractures ln a less brittle manner. 

For specimens wi th identical shape and size， sE depends only on G〆ftor 

wc-merefore， these two quantities cmbe taken as the measures of 

material pseudo-ducti11ty according to thls model. 

Jenq-Shab Model 

The two-parameter fracture model [9) of Shah considers an effect1ve (or 

elastlcally equivalent) crack in a specimen that is identical to the 

concrete specimen but elast1c. Fal1ure (peak load) occurs when the 

effective stress intensity factor and the effective crack-tip opening reach 

the materlal parameters ~_ and CTOD_， respectively. The effective crltical ・'Ic_..--. --c' 

crack extension， 8
C・1s determined frolll the unloading compliance (1oad 

versus crack-opening) of a notched specimen， at 1 ts peak load. 

Subsequently， K!_ and CT∞ are computed， usi暗 classical日開 equations.
lC C 
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TWO Size-1ndependent parameters based on the Jenq-shah model have been 

~1èen to qu剖 ltifymaterlal brittleness・ Oneof them is CTODc' and the other 

ls a length parameter defined by191: 司

作CTODcl- (4) 

Q = I---v-一一l
I "Ic J 

rypl.叫 value;ofニ122L:二?亡よe寸二ニ;;:e;:エニ:
:::::了;JC1ttde州側 onspeclmen g伺 metry，unlike the others 

TABLE 2 
Typical values of Q and CTODc 

Material 
Q CTOD

c 
Ref. 

Cement Paste with 10% 
sUlca fume 

5mm 0.002 mm [11] 

Cement Paste 
50 mm 0.005-0.008 mm [9] 

Mortar 
100 mm 0.008-0.013削 E [91 

Concrete 
300 mm 0.01-0.02 mm [91 

-Dam Concrete:m.a.s.Z19mm 50・300mm 0.016-0.025 mm (7) 

m.a.s. = 38 mm 130-230 mm 0.020-0.034 mm 

m.a.s. :: 76 rom 190-300 mm 0.025-0.044 mm 

H1gh Str. Concrete (110MPa) 90 mm 0.011 mm (10) 

-15ニー :b122Tfiiir;::222edCO即 actten凶 onspecimens 

Bazant・sProcess Zone Size 

Eased on exn-rimentalObservations .a  phenortherE01og1cal relat10n for the 

fallure stムes of geometrical1y s叫 ar specimens and str叫 ures

proposed by Ba圭ant(1，12]: 

was 

β = dld
O 

(5) B 
σ.. ーー一，
N 何布

w恥'hereσ = ma蹴副.xl叩 nom凶 stress (p叫 loadl均Igros回sc訂ro凶ss-日 s田ectωωt口ω10∞n叫一)

d=dJ2a目ct叫 s抗ωtic specimen s胤 回d B and dO = emplrical parameters 

同・ (51canbe also putMa unear form thatis convenient for linear 

regresslon analysis: 

y = AX+C， where X = d， 
au ，r
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From the s1ze effect model ，unamb1guous fracture parameters wI11ch are 

independent of spec1men Size and Shape [12.21have been derived.one such 
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parameter 1s the effect1ve process zone s1ze， which 1s the crack extenslon 

at the peak load of an lnfinitely large specimen of the same material. lt 

can be obtalned from the peak loads of geometrlcally slmllar notcheo 

spec1mens of dlfferent slzes using Eqs. (5) or (6) [13): 

C
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c
 

(7) 

where go and go are constants dependent on the specimen geometry used [13). 
The value of c

f 
reflects the effectiveness of the toughening or 

crack-shieldlng mechanisms in the material. These mechanlsms include 

aggregate-bridging， microcracking， and crack-deflection.A larger cf 

impl1es that energy is dlssipated. durlng fracture， ln a larger zone， and 

that， consequently， fracture 1s less br1ttle. Typ1cal values of c
f 

are 

shown in Table 3. along with KT_ (fracture toughness) and the statistlcal 
Ic 

parameters obtained with the procedure recommended by RILEM [13). 

Table 3 
Llnear regress10n analysis for fracture parameters 

based on the slze effect method 

Mater1al 』 C m K
1c 

c
f 

Ref. 
& 

Envlron. 
mean ω mean ω mean ω mean w 

Condltions mm
3
/N mm

4
/N

2 
MPaY而 mm 

Concrete 0.0060 0.07 0.470 0.15 0.15 31. 4 0.03 13 0.17 [12) 
Mortar 0.0091 0.04 0.100 0.67 0.13 25.6 0.02 2 0.67 [12) 
l
HSC 0.0130 0.01 0.424 0.39 0.26 33.1 0.06 6 0.41 [14J 

23LLS S 0.0704 0.05 3.66 0.06 0.08 29.9 0.03 9 0.80 (15) 

0.1100 0.01 2.19 0.03 0.01 23.9 0.01 4 0.03 [16] 

;白
ConnCerr

ete 0.0039 0.26 0.408 0.25 0.34 39.2 0.13 18 0.36 [17] 

rete 0.0100 0.11 0.0748 0.16 0.01 24.3 0.06 1 0.20 [171 

67SCCCooonnne 
ce 
rete 0.0085 0.09 0.295 0.46 0.24 26.5 0.05 6 0.47 (18) 

rete 0.0143 0.06 0.341 0.41 0.16 20.4 0.03 4 0.41 [18] 

rete 0.00243 0.13 0.563 0.11 0.15 76.4 0.07 45 0.17 (19) 

ω=  co-efflclent of variation; m = relatlve width of scatter 

14 days (86 MPa) 
er orientationl 

orient. 1 -pr 
to fa11ure of ~ 1.4 seconds 

ロ
tofailure of垣 3days 
c 。
c 

concrete tested at -70 C 
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lt can be seen 
from Table 3that Cf decreases with 

increase in temperature-

load1ng time and compressive 
strength-Note that the upper limits suggested 

for 11]， and ω-values for A and C are 0.2， 0・1and 0・2，respectively. S1nce 

<;evera1 of t岡 testdata in Table 3山 latethese recommendatlons， 1t seems 

that more testing 1s required before the observed trends can be 

general 1zed-Also.it has been 
observed that the values of the parameters 

L山 eddepend on whether llnear or non出 .earregress10n analy山 isused 

(e.g.， see Ref. (2]). 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

General ly，brittleness Of concrete decreases With 
increase in aggregate 

怒号s議::j告訴却を52皆目E4122:7ti;
is best that the br1ttleness of 

different materials be compared only When 

parameters have been obtained by the same 
method. 
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USA 

A陸軍l'RACf

ηa mode 1 fracture properties of concrete obtained by proposed standard 

testing methods are determined usbHZ beams 1n three point bEnding with a 

viewtoevaluating the suitab11ity of these methods for m1xtures with 

w1dely-varying parameters. In th1s paper. the results of an initial por-

tion of this study are pTesented in which extremes of aggregate/paste 

strength and -to a 11圃tited extent -bondiI喝 wereused in the concrete 

m1xtures. 

INTROIlJCfli叩

The acceptabil1ty of fracture mechanlcs to the design of concrete struc-

tures presupposes the ava11ab11ity of u陪 thodsof testing to obtain appro-

pria te ma. ter 1al proper t1 es (in add i ti on to the so 1 e pro.戸 rtynormally used 

ln concrete design， f~) ・ To 血te. a number of such methods have been pro-

po削 toRIl皿 eg.EtiTIer加 rg(皿dRlLEM co岡山teeTC日 )[1].G匂F:Bazan北t

G叩r[閃2勾咋];副 Je問/繍銑油.K巧聡:&C.伺 D九'c[問3勾]. These meth凶 sdeterm1ne 印刷ー

句 tedmode 1 fracture p;~pert1e; as wel1 as brittleness number. character-
lst1c dimension and effective crack length. These methods and co~泡risons
bet曹eenequlvalent results. as well as other 鵬 thods.are given in a 

re.拘 rtby Karihaloo and Nallathambi[ 4]. 
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S1nce the processes of 1nitlat1on and growtb of cracks whlch lead to 

fracture ln concrete剛 stsurely be 1nfluenc剖 byaggregate -paste 

bond1ng and strengtb relatlonsblps (as well as other cond1tions) 1t would 

be des1rable to verify 1f these proposed testing D田 thodsare va11d for 

w1de extrelI陪s1n these m1xture parameters. 

An extensive test1ng program at K鼠1.which 1s 1n progress. atte町1pts

to do th1s through USiI湾出ams1n three po1nt bend1ng.ηle鵬 thodsof 

H111erborg[I]. Jenq and sl曲 [3.4]and Karihaloo and Nallathambi[4] are 

used. co時皐redto田 .chother and to the meth岨 ofGo/Refa1/:伽 artz[5]. The 

results presented here are pre11m1nary 1n nature and 1ncomplete. 

時四10m破浬K

An early attempt to evaluate the influence of mixture parameters on values 

of Krc was done by Naus and Lott[6]. To the writers' kIlowledge. this 1s 

the only study where the effects of a w1de range of mlx var1ables on K1C 
were investigated. Varlables included water/cement (W/C) ， air content. 

mortars-pastes-concretes， cur1ng time. percent fine aggregate. fineness 

modulus of aggregate， and percent coarse aggregate. Unfortunately. their 

results are flawed because of tbe test1ng 四国thodemployed. Basical1y. 

S町allbeams were used and s13w crack growth and process zone effects were 

not considered. Of course， at that date (1969) the importance of these 

ーffectswas not recognized. 

A number of tests to evaluate the influence of aggregate size. aggre-

gate surface roughness (crushed -rounded) and W/C on effective crack 

length a~ and fracture toughness Krc were conducted by Nal1athamb1. et 

al.[7-9]. The most str1k1唱 resultswere an 1ncrease in Krc with crushed 

versus rounded aggregate and a decrease in K1C with 1ncr回 se1n W/C. 

Although many results are ava11able for different fracture properties 

from many 1nvestigators. these are by BIld large for a SiI耳;r;lemix 1n each 

case -or at most a limited number of m1xes. Th1s 1s essentially true 

even for the round robin tests reported by Hillerbcrg[10]. 

Ts'TING P阪X翠AJI

旬leentire testiI港 programcompr1ses twenty four groups of beams w1th 

var1ations 1n: W/C: sand gradation: types of aggregate -crushed lime-

stone. polished l1mestone. crushed q岨 rtzite.river gravel. expaIlded 

s1温 le:and use of flyash or sil1ca fume. 

Based on ear11er work. 1t was dec1ded to use beams w1th SpaIl = 40 in. 

(1016 mm). depth = 10 in. (お4mm) and width = 5 1n. (127 mm). 1t has 
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been shown伽 tωsizeisBUffi:1回 ty…lマf。?;;ct;ァ:9cz;md

ctJ:;212ZZLen:z;ょser-z:eptM07日1]

百 eres山 presmtdhetreh21cぷ二:ニr22hz;;:21
stone: pol1shed l1mestone: and crushed quar 

Table 1 

Mix parameters for beam test1l司王 program 

Limestonf: 
Crushed polished 

。温rtzite
Crusbed 

w/c 

ー- x
x
x
x
 

0.64 
0.:如
0.64 
O.却
0.64 
0.:却

A11coarse aggregSEes-3/41n.MREIszwellτraded 
sandzTm I PortlaEEI白 ment

Nc-.64-S1 
Nc-.30-S1 
NP-.64-S1 
NP-.ヌトSl
HC-.64-S1 
配ー.30四S1

x 
x x 

x 

Note: 

A11 beams were cast 1n steel molds alongW1th COR事旭n10n3 1n. x 6 1n. 

2ム111ぷ::::ニ;;:3Z己主主:525Z2
盟諸;;;jj :告ささ:;::5212:;合同
:::27ニJ3stt22cfニ:tfL22d1:;:ムよJLIM222二
?:;よなJZZt:ヘoZZ21dztzn;rthei叫 [12]

τ宣srm混乱τs

sented in Table 2. 
Average values of the varioUs test results are pres 

KST，... and f;' was glven by John and 
釘1 剖~ir1cal equat10n relating ~-IC 

怨温h[13].

F
b
 

ヮ・nu 、‘，，・cpz 
，z
・、

3
 

咽且

--
F
U
 

S
T
A
 

K
 

(1) 

n.-3/2. Th1s equat10n 1s plotted 1n Fig. 
1n tl山 f・1sps1 and Kic 19 lb-1 
1 alo唱 Jththe Jenqm叫 [3]血回 valuesfrom Table 2・
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Table 2 

Fracture test results. average values 

NC-.64 HC-.64 NP-.64 NP-，ぬ HC-.30 NC-.初
日.psi x 103 5.74 5.83 6.~拍 8.88 9.52 9.82 MPa. 39.5 40.2 42.7 61.2 65.6 67.7 Ii:. psl x 103 0.74 0.87 0.78 1.17 1.16 1.22 MPa 6 5.1 6.0 5.4 8.0 8.0 8.4 Ec・pslx 10 4.切 5.伺 4.74 5.46 5.54 6.03 CPa 31.0 35.0 32.7 37.2 38.2 'U.6 
KIAC Eb--U2 ref .3 922 1206 9船 12邸 1523 1ヨMB1n 1015 1327 1078 1392 1676 1439 kN-m -3/2 reI. 4 1α)9 1494 9鈎 1349 1732 1489 1110 1643 10鈎 1484 1905 1638 

reI. 1 0.5田 0.824 0.570 0.727 0.952 0.679 Fracture 99.0 144.4 99.9 127.4 166.8 119.0 Energy ref. 3 0.245 0.470 0.232 0.:指4 0.627 0.480 Ib/ln 42.9 82.3 40.6 63.8 110.0 84.1 N/m ref. 4 0.335 0.639 0.296 0.486 0.678 0.521 回 .7 112.0 51.9 85.1 118.8 91.3 
CfOOc'μ1n. 袋調5 1873 鉛 5 鵠 8 1536 1331 lIIfI 24.5 47.6 24.5 25.1 39.0 33.8 

Note: All sand Ser13S 81. 
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α測CUlSI(I(S

~ results of tbis lnit1al portlon of a mucb larger study into tbe 

elCects of various mixture components on fracture mecbanics propert1es of 

ω，ncrete lead to tbe following conclus1ons. 

1. The Iracture toughness of tbe concrete w1 tb !ir嶋田toneis not DlUcb 

diEferent for crusbed versus po11sbed aggregate and tbe variat10n of 
values witb 九 1squite sim11ar to tbe prediction oI Eq. 1 g1ven by 

Joluゾ窃l8h[13]. 

2. 向 ra g1ven W/C. 恥 f占forq'四 r凶 teis not s1gnificantly different 

from d也 tfor 111[陪stone-crushed or po11shed. but the fracture 

toughness values are considerably higher. 

3. The Iracture toughness resul ts between the Jenq/Shah包ldKar1baloo/ 

Nallathambi methods are qu1 te similar for every m1x re凹 rtedbere. 
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ABSTRACT 

In a direct tension t巴st，unnotched specimens of quasibrittle materials that exhibit 
post-pea.k strain softening do not deform symmetrically. The equilibrium path 
bifurcates and the thermodynamic criterion of stable path requires the specimen to 
aほ toone side， even if the geometry is perfect and if the straightening effect of the 
moment of the axial force a.bout the centroid of the deflected cross section is taken 
into a.ccount. In absence of rotational restraints at the ends， the specimen fails right 
a.fter the peak load. But if the a.ttachments to the loa.ding machine exer七品 sufficient
restraint a.gainst rotation， the flexing to the side is reta.rded a且dfa.il ure occurs a.t 
midlength. -The phenomenon (which Is simila.r to the recen"tly discovered behavior of 
notchedもensilefracture specimens) is illustra.ted using a. simple model in which the 
specimen consists of two ba.rs of unequallength， joined by a. strain-softening link. 

INTRODUCTION 

For brittle or quasibrittle ma.terials which exhibit strain softening， for exarnple 

concrete， rock or cera.mics，出einterpreta.tion of the direct tensile test is no七easy.As 

R.ots姐 dde Borst [8， 9] a.nd Hord詰k，Reinha.rdt組 dCornelissen [6] have recently 

shown， symrnetrically notched prismatic specimens subjected to centric tension do 

not deform symmetrically but坦exto one side as cra.cks propagate from the notches. 

A similar 10S9 of symmetry and latera.l flexing was analytically demonstrated by 

Ba2ant [1， 2] and Ba加 ltand Tabbara [11]. Subsequently Ba~姐t [3] and Ba.Zant組 d

Cedolin [4] analyzed bifurcation and stable response pa.th of a simple model of a 

centrically tensioned unnotched specimen， and they again foundもhatthis idealized 
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specimen， too， f1exes to one side if certain， not abnonnal， conditions are met. A. 

similar phenomenon w出 demonstratedby Pijaudier-Cabot and Akrib [7J by layeted 

finite element組 alysis.The objective of this paper isもopresent a summary of the 

results obtained in Ref. [5] through a generalization of the previously presented 

model. 

RIGID-BAR MODEL 

Let us∞nsider the tensile specimen in Fig. 1a， which consists of two rigid bars of 
unequal lengths L1 姐 dL2 ，叩 ddenote by N the axial (tensile) load and by包 the

corresponding axial displacement. The bars are linked by two deformable short 

flanges of length h (h <. L ， L 竺 L1 + L2) and cross section are踊 AJ， each of 
negligible wid七hand located at dist姐印sb from the cross section center. These 

flanges can exhihit strain-softening， characterized by tangent softening modulus E， 
(Etく 0，Fig. ld). The specimen is supported at the ends by hinges with springs of 

rotational stiffnωses C . Let ωbe the def1ection of the link，姐d(}}姐d 82 the 

inclination angles of hars L1姐 dL2 ， respectively. The link is assumed to transmit a 

shear force without deforming in shear. 

Let us回 sumethat initially 81 = O2 = 0 (perfect structure). In general the 

equilibrium path in the (P，包)pla.ne bifurcates， with two possible hranches: (1) the 
primary (symmetry pr白 erving)branch 581 = 682 = 0 ， for which both fl姐 gesare 

loading， oheying modulus Et ; and (2) the secondary (symmetry breaking) branch 

58t =1- 682 ヂo， for which one f1ange is loading， obeying modulus E， (E， < 0)，回d

the 0もheris unloading， obeying unloading modulus Eu (Eu> 0， Eu:::; E :;;::: initial 

ela.stic modulus). For the latter path， writing the equilibrium conditions of each bar 
for vertical forces and for moments ahout the center of the link， expressing the strains 

in the left and right flanges of the link in terms of displacements， and a.ssuming that 
the right f1姐geis loading and the left fl叩 geis unloading， one c回 show(see Ref. [5]) 

that the condition that the left flange during this deformation unloads requires that 

4 さEt=zztlNド -2sti-2剖 )
 

唱

A(
 

where s = (L}一L2)/2 ~ dist組 ceof the location of failure from the specim回

midlength， and E， represents the minimum magnitude of E， for which flexing to the 

side c祖 occur.From this equation one c姐 seethat Et (1) increases with the value of 

C， i.e. with出estiffness of the rotational restraints aもthebar ends j and (2) increases 
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with distanceムprovidedthaもC> N L/2 ， i.e. that the rotationa.l restraint aもthebe!: 

ends exceeds a certain limit. If出iscondition is met， the sma.llest Et occurs fO! 

L1 =L2 • 

In the same Ref. [5J it is a.lso shown that the value of K!2) correspondingぬ

Et = -E， coincides with the tangent sti妊ness1((1) = 2AfEt/h for the primary 

branch， for wwch O81 = o82 = 0 姐 dsymmetry is preserved (Fig. 1e，り.As showu 
by thermodynamic叫 umentsin Ref. [4J (Sec. 10.2 -10.3)， the equilibrium path 
branchもhatactually occ町 sis that for which the t叩 gentslope given by 1(1) or }((2 

is steeper. Thus， the symmetry-brea.lcing secondary branch musむoccurwhen ]((2)く

が1}，回dit is found that this condition is always satisfied for Et < -E， • This 
means that， assuming a softening stress-strain diagram with a gradually steepening 

donward slope， the specimen will flex to the side as 800n as the lirnit condition Et =: 
-Et is a.ttained. Furthermore， compa.ring the Et values for va.riousムva.luesfor a 

specimen with rotational end restraints， we s田 thatthe minimum slope occurs for !J. 

= O. Tws proves that the direct tensile specimen must break at midlength. 

The foregoing analysis shows that， ifもhereis a rotational restra.inもofnonzero 

stiffness at the specimen ends， the minimum magnitude of the tangential modulus for 
wwch flexing to the side occurs is 叫tainedwhen the specimen brea.ks in the middle 

and incre出 eswith C . It appears， then， that in order to increase the stability of the 

prim釘 ypath， one should increase the stiffness of the rotational restraints aもthebar 

ends. 

The limit condition Et = Et ， expressed through Eq. 1， give釘san implicit 

e伺.qu凶a“叫も“10姐n[伊同5司1exactly a正凶o句gOt凶 t句ot也haωtwhich d仇似efine倒sS白ha.r叩nley's10乱din compression 

(10]i for a review s田 forex抑 pleRef.判 (Sec.8.1副 10.2-10.4).Overall we附

∞nclude tha.t the strain-softening feature of the constitutive law engenders 

bifurcation of the equilibrium path in tension (Fig. 2f)， a fa.ct that has not been 

suspected. 

DEFORMABL~BAR MODEL 

A more realistic analysis requires consideration of a deformable specimen， as shown m 

Fig. 1 b， which has a rectangula.r cross section of width r姐 dheight s . We assume 

that strain softening， if it occurs， mus七belocalized in a beam slice of a short length h 

(h < L)， located at distances Ll組 dL2 from出especimen top and bottom {Fig. lb)i 

L1 + L2 ~ L = specimen length. Outside the slice， there is no loading姐 ywhere.

The varia.tions of the rotations of the ends of the sIice a.t the moment of bifurcation 

are denoted as O(Jl and O(}2・Theva.riation of curvature in the slice is OK ;:;: 
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:9
1 
+ O(J2)/h・ Thevariations of strains at the left and right faces of the slice a.re C6K 

，，nd (トc)6κwherec is伽必st乱ncefrom the left face to the neut叫 凶s，which 

且JA--esloading from unloading (Fig.lc)・ Finally，the variation of the a.xial 

2 L i∞d出elink is低 pressedby 6f. =州 = (s/2-c)6κ 

Writing the appropriate equiIibrium叫 dcompatibility equations， and ta.king 
ioto account the nonlinear g叩 e山蜘ts，o町 anshow同!MhIMCOMitm

d=OEWES for k(2}avalue which coincides with k(11sImiuly七owhat we found 

for the rigid baz specimen.The corresponding value of Et is given by 

= 12G.，h 
-Et = E， =ー-=akG1rs 

(2) 

where G
1
and G

2 
are known expressions. Again one finds that， for Et < -Et ， the 

condition ](<2)くが1)is always satisfied. 

Numencal calculations show that the effects of the stiffness of the end 

traints姐 dof the position of the strain-softening zone a.long the bar are回 alogous

thoゆ叫 forthe rigi州 zspecimen This is illustrated by Fig lg，which sho 

the v山 eof Et 出 a山山白伽ncti山i

for もぬheca泌.seも出ha.“.tL = 10∞o cm ， h = s = 5 cm， r = lU cm ， 1 = 

組 dE.. = 3 X 106 N/cm2. One c組問 tha.tもheeffect of incre回 ing七hestiffnω5 of the 

endふraiI出 is;O enhance the s帥江ityof the primary戸.th(provided that 

C > C"m = 0.05 EJ) 

CONCLUSIONS 

1・Theequilibrium path in a direct tensionもestof a s七rainsoftening皿品terial

exhibits a. bifurcation in which the secondary， symmetry-br巴akingpa.th corresponds to 

n出 ngof the specimen to the side. 

2. The lateral flexing ca.n be retarded by providing rotational resもraintsat the 

specimen ends. The stiffer山eyむ e，the steeper is the posιpeak slope of the strain-

softening diagra.m at which bifurcation occurs. 

3. The ana.lysis shows出atlateral flexing fa.vors a brea.k a.t midleng出 ofthe 

specimen over a brea.k away from the middle. 

4. The bifurca.tion behavior is analogous to Shanley's bifurcation in 

elastoplastic columns. 
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CHARACTERI STI C MATERIAL VALUES OF CONCRETE UNDER 
UNIAXIAL TENSION 
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ABSTRACT 

Exper ime nt alinve st i g at ionsof t he c h ar ac t e ri dic m at e r i al valu e s o f 
coner e te und e r un iaxlalt e n S i on are p re s e nt e d.The conc re t e fa i l s 

粧品出器部出出足
ship and frac tu re ene rgyon the maX E mal c arryi ng c ap a c ityof a con crLA 

har-under bending loading. 

INTRODUCTlON 

?::よa::eJ;;:titttJCi:1te;:JrJ:JLt:?;;;;::iVうよ?;f
fore the prop e rt i esof th e t e nS 11e b ehaviour of c o nc r et e ar e b e c ommg 
moTe and more important-ThE comParision of experimentalinve?tigr 
tionsof several authors shows differences in the effEktive tenszon 

r:でよ'JXJ;:むごたご;rgefzパ:ft::J:;:γ:itc:;eLettJ;q
icompos ition，curtng)，th e d i ffe re n t con di t ions i nlab orator i e s an司

the ~~t~;i~ï'behavi;~ 'of concrete under tension. 
The question was，in which dimension dothe mechanical propert!es 
of concrete inour region under conditions similar to the Fract-e 
vary and which effect s are provoked by ve ry d iffe re nt fracture e ner g E e s 
and the form of the str e s s-s tr a in r e lationship in num e ri c al c aKIllat i ons. 



The behavior of concrete (B35; characteristic ~value of the cube 
strength of con cret e und er c omp~es sion 35 ~ !mm2， c orresponding - t~ 
a concrete cylindrical strength f~ ~向 30 N/mrrげrπm2

was investigated using 130 conc~rete specimens under axi 同a1 tension n 
tests. The investigations shou1d give information about the influence 
of the specimen's measurements (geometry， size)， the 10ad installation 
(centrical， uniaxial eccentrical with e/d ~ 1/6， biaxial eccentrical 
with e x/d宅+Ey/dyd/6}the free c rack open i ng d isplac em ent on a 
specimen wlthJregard to the characteristic materia1 values of concrete 
under tension. 
The tension specimens were made of Portland cement PZ 35F and 
natural unbroken aggregate with a maximum grain size of 16 mm. 
The concrete specimens had to stay 5 days after casting under wet 
conditions (90%) humidity) and after a total of 28 days under dry 
conditions. This storage of the test specimens creates shrinkage 
stresses which depend on the specimen's age， geometry and size 
which in turn affects the test r.esults. The age of the concrete specimen's 
when tested was 100 days after casting. The specimen's measurements 
were 100/200/1000， 200/200/1000，141/283/1400，283/283/1400 [mm]. 
The relations between length and width was constant with l/d=S. 
The tensile tests carried out were deformation-c.ontrolled with induc-
tive strain gages， which were placed on the specimens directly. The 
tests took place in the central laboratories of the Civi1 Engineering 
Department ， University of Kassel. 
The tensi1e force was introduced using a specia1 gum (epoxy) and 
steelplates. The eccentricity of loading was enabled by using biaxial 
moveable steelplates， which in turn during the experiment could 
affect the eccentricity of the load. Biaxial load eccentricities were 
calculated with e__ld__+ e__ld__ otherwise with an ideal related load x ; y ;y 
eccentricity. The ideal load Jeccentricity considers the square root 
of the addition of the squares of the individual biaxial load eccentri-
cities in both directions in relation to the diameter of the equivalent 
cross-section of a circle or an ellipse depending on the shape of the 
cross-section used for the test specimen wether it is a square or a 
rectangle respectively. 
The loading rate was always 0 ，01%. /min which acts 
stressed side of the specimen. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Figure 1 
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RESULTS 

The crack opening displacement of test specimen ZlQ020 appeared 
30 cm from th top of the body. In addition to the four normal measuring 
lengths， there were two measuring lengths placed between the bottom 
and the middle of the specimen (Curve 8-). In consequence of the 
different measuring lengths we noticed two different shapes of stress-
deformation relationships (Figure 1). 
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計T 4062(?に o叶+0.204 

: :1i詩情;
-a frae ture energyof250 N/rn 

:;;::;;:::;;;:;:;;;;ζA17307;43mm 

ufith an increas ing re lated lo ad e cc en trie ity e/d， 
-average Concrete stresses 
-fracture energies 

b-average s tra i ns 

the 

maXlmum stresses 
-characteristical crack widths 
-characteristical Iengths 
-maXlmum strains 

become higher. 
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Figure 4 Stress-deformation relations 

The distribution of crack op?ning displacements along the test specimen 
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Table 1 

tenSlon ft Em Gp lch wch FPZ distance 
test from bottom 

[N/mm 2] [%. ] [N/m] [mmJ [mmJ [mm] 

1 1，83 0，062 163 1752 ()，089 700 
2 2，03 0，069 239 1972 0，118 890 
3 2，25 0，086 371 2345 0，165 790 

rhe stress-deformation relations in figure 4 show that a preloading 
Jf the tension body has no negative influence on the tensile strength. 
[t was noticed that the material values for one concrete specimen 
vary greatly depending on the lokalization of an i~per.fect area， 
whi~ch' creates consequently the fracture prozess zone (FPZ). 

EXAMPLE FOR THE USE OF THE MATERIAL MODEL IN FINITE 
ELBMENT ANALYSIS INCLUDING THB "TBNSION SOFTENING" 

EFFECT 

A bending beam was chosen to demonstrate the use of the influence 
of the material model including the "Tension Softening"effect. 

F 

i 

~ ITUH1tITIUJIIIIII 111111111111111111" 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 
l 1 I i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I i I i i I I 

T 
200 

↓ 

100 50 
r -t -t 85 

le 

Figure 5 Element mesh of the beam 

~he calculation was made using the Finite Element Programm ADINA 
3~. which has been further deveIoped to contain the Tension Softening 
effect r21 
ぐhefra-ct~re energy was considereo for four plain stress elements in 
.ne middle of the beam under bending and the _shape of the stress-
.train relation is determined with a factor X '" f~ I t (FilZure 7) t' • t、 6'""&.... '1 

Gp"'ftxEtXle/2 +Xxftxnx~t xle/2 (2) 

Fi~ure 6 shows the calculated peak-load of a beam depending on the 
~elected fracture energy. 
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Figure 7 Description for the factor X 

~n future th:_ inf1uence of a decending expontial curve for the Tension 
Softening effect on the maximum te;sil~'-l-~~'d-~~~id -b; ~in~';~tig~;~~'d: 
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ABS7RACT 

Generally， concrete of massive structures is stressed multiaxially when fracture 
occurs. To a∞ount for this condition fracture parameters are evaluated using the 
results of biaxially loaded wedge splitting tests. load-deformation diagrams for 
concrete with three different max. siie aggregates and at different compressive 
preloading are∞mpared. Fracture energy and bilinear so加 ningfunctions are 
used as criteria to assess the fracture behavior under biaxial loading. It is found 
that the fracture energy changes non-uniformally with increasing compressive 
~t~ess level and that an interaction of microcracking and aggregate interlock 
influence the fracture mechanism. Further research-is necessary to confirm these 
results. 

INTRODUCTION 

If cracking occurs in massive concrete structures such as dams it is forced to 
~~op~gate through an already stressed material. In o_rder to account for this 
Si1uation an experimental study was performed by which cubes under a preset 
ι:ompressive load were split and the crack opening displacement was measured. 
~xP~rimental results were evaluated and presented at the International 
~o.~ference-oñ -Oam Fracture inBouJder~ Colorado [1].' Thls'papertrlesto further 
Outline the test results by means of a numerical sim"uiation with the pu巾oseto 
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specify fracture energy values and to obtain strain softening functions under a 
changing tensile/compressive state of stress. 

EXPERIMENT AL INVESTIGATIONS 

The test equipment is shown on Fig.1. It consists of the wedge splitting equipment 

and the compressive load appli伺 tiondevice. The former induces the tensileσ2・

stress， the latter the compressiveσ1-stress. Together they create a biaxia! state 0' 
stress in the specimen. Equipment and p同ncip!eof the wedge splitting test are 
described in mo悶 detailin [2]. 

Figure 1. 
Test equipment showing the wedge 0' 
the splitting device， between theσγ 
compressive load application structure 
with 4 screws (2 with strain gauges)， 
one of the 2 LVDTs for COD recording. 

Concrete was tested for three maximum size aggregates (MSA) on 15cm notched 
cubes at an age of about 30 days. Mix designs corresponding to dam concrete 
were chosen， however， with the experimental restriction of the smaller MSA as 
∞mpared to real dam concrete. Concrete prope同iesare given in [1]. 

日axialstates with five different compressive preloading !evels were tested， ie.σ1= 
O(uniaxia! case)， 25%， 40%， 60% and 70% 01 the ∞rresponding comp陪 ssive

strength fc. 
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ANALVTICAL EVALUATION 

lna process tO Simulate numerically the expe同mentalresults of the 56 force-

::;$13111官官:?J251:mLttrzJ12ltzxrお鼎与問;ぷjRE， 

is a widely used data fit program which correlates iteratively measured and 
calculated softeningcuwes by mi-nimizing the珂uare-rootsum of squares between 
1hem-Then，bninear softening cuwes are developed using the four parameters ft-

s1， W1 ， and W2， see Fig.2. 
LEGEND AND DEFINITIONS 

I MSA ::o8m'" I o;/~~ 
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刊N‘
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Gn ~ -!-r. .w， ~ 4Z 25，wJ匂=Gr，+G+" 

0.3 0，35 0，1 0，2 

CRACK OPENING DISPLACEMENT: W!mml 
(CODl 

Figure 2. Bilinear softening diagrams 10r the three investigated concrete types 

The main parameters resulting from the numerical analysis forselective softening 
~iagrams. 'considered to be representative， ~陪 shown on Table 1 and Fig. 2. As an 
indicator for quaHtyof compliance measured vs.calculated Gf-va1ues are added. 
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σ2 

σ，> O.(f~ 

Gf/Gfc 
N/m 

TABLE 1 
Parameters of bilinear strain-softening functions 

W2 
m町1

w1 
mm 
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N/mm2 
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0.032 
0.040 
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0.025 

0.71 
0.16 
0.20 
0.35 

2.5 
2.6 
2.8 
3.4 

町m可

8・0
8・0.4
8・0.6
8・0.7

77庁4
56/56 
74庁5
74/78 

0.117 
0.210 
0.150 
0.308 

0.029 
0.032 
0.048 
0.020 

0.70 
0.13 
0.10 
0.30 

2.5 
2.6 
2.8 
3.2 

16・0
16・0.4
16・0.6
16・0.7

104/99 
74171 
81/82 

110/116 

0.240 
0.200 
0.244 
0.346 

0.020 
0.032 
0.032 
0.017 

0.70 
0.37 
0.35 
0.57 

2.4 
2.4 
2.7 
2.5 

32・0
32・0.4
32・0.6
32・0.7

MSA 

8mm 

Gf/Gfc = measurecl/l伺JcuJatedspec. fracture ene句Y

16mm 

J2mm 

Figure 3. Cou陪eof fracture ene句yGf for different preloading-(a)to{d)，and 
di~t~i.buti~;~f.t~o-Gf-portions relaied to microcracking (Gf1) and aggregate 

interlock (Gf2)陪spectively.

Given this perspective one ma)' Co~clude th，at σ1・loadinghas a stabilizing 
influence on microcracking，or in other words:the preloading impedes crack 
OPenin9and propagation，confining it within a narrow FPZ The material reacts 
more brittle and more energy is stored in the microcracked concrete-This is evident 
f~Õ~ b~th 'th~' ~t~~p'fir;t ;oftening branches and the increase of Gf1 for 

0.6><11/1c>0. 
Aggregate interlock increases wit-h -in~reasing MSA， see Fig.3， lower diagram. This 

is valid 10r all σ1・loadcases.

1. Test results， on the one hand， are described in [1] and outlined in Fig.3， upper 
diagram. It ;5 interesting to note that G， decreases within the ela5tic range ofσγ 
loading and that at the onset of microcracking Gf sta吋sto increase again prior to 
total material disintegration. This unsteady development ensues from restraints in 
the expansion of the fracture process zone for the descending Gf-branch and from 
aggregate interJock for the rising branch. 

REMARKS CONClUDING AND DlSCυSSION 

2. Discussing， on the other hand， results from the numerical evaluation， a 
distinction between the two branches of the softening function is suggested， as 
discussed by several authors l4 to 8]， particularfy [9]. From this it follows， that 
energy along the upper branch is consumed by microcracking， along the lower 
branch by overcoming friction and tortuosity 0' aggregate interlock. Fracture 
energies related to these two phenomena are designated as Gf1 re5p. Gf2 in 
Figures 2 and 3. 

These preliminary findings need further research.They may-however.be useful to 
form~láte-damage mOdeis， especially for assessing post-ea内hquakestability of 

massive concrete structures. 
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FRACTURE PARAMETERS OF CONCRETE AS 
DETERMINED BY MEANS OF WEDGE SPLITTING TEST 

Wang Xinyou and Wu Keru 
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Tongji University， Shanghai 200092， China 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper，血efracture parameter8 of concrete， such as fracture toughnes8， fracture 
energy， and 80 on， have been obtained by means ofwedge splitting test. The influence of 
water-cement ratio， the maximum aggregate sIze， test age and compressive streng出 of
∞ncrete， as well as由einitial notch depth on the fracture properties of concrete has 
been studied. Several empirical relations between the compressive strength and other 
parameters studied are also obtained. 

INTRODUCTION 

The fracture parameters are not only the measurement of fracture behaviour of 
∞ncrete， but also the important basis of the fracture models for concrete. 1n past re-
searches， three-point bending test was a primary test method used in determining the 
fracture parameters of∞ncrete. However， it has some disadvantages.τ'he fracture area 
of specimens is small compared to the whole volume， and correction for the influence of 
the dead weight must be done based on the point of the load-displacement curve.τ'he 
wedge sp1itting (WS) test seems to be one of the most promising testing methods for de-
tennination of the企actureparameters of concrete， when a servo-∞ntrolled testing ma-
~ne is available. The idea of WS test was initiaUy proposed by Linsbauer and Tsehegg 
~l) • Then the testing machine is improved and refined by Brubwiler et al (2) ， anda 
detailed reserch on WS test is carried out by authors (3) • In this paper，也efracture 
properties of concretes wi出 differentwater-cement ratio W / C， the maximum aggr。
S均 sI2e九aJI'匂stage t and ∞mpressive strength fc have been obtined by means of WS 
test， and the influenee of the凶 tialnothch depthらonthe test results has also investi-
gated. 

WEDGE SPLITTn司GTEST

~e ~et-up and specimen of WS test are illu抑 atedin Fig.l and Fig.2 respectively. Dur-
Illg the test， the app1ied load pv (vertical component) a;d the cr;ck op~ning d[spla~ 
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mmt(COD)ammeasured-The splitU昭 forccPh is mea組問dby using a clipー I・Ina

紙記お222?mz:笥'smrrz:?とお:ごぷ;立:
area under the pv-COD cuwe.Fracture meruGF and fracture t011SEIZess kIC Can 
be calculted on由ebasis of回目ianformulae through the Pv-COD curve and the peak 

出品g32:おaZむな忠弘274ZtfJY叫白川 ωrdingto 

CrJ 

雪
(c) 

l一一一一l
Fig.l Set-up ofWS test Fig.2 Size and geometry ofthe specimen 

MATERIALS AND MIX PROPORTION 

百 econcrete specim中swere prepared using following materials: No.ロ5Portland ce-
ment，river gravel，nver sand，and high etTIcier-cy water reducer type NF when prb 
paring high strength conc問 te.Indmstudy，Eveseries tests of concrete were designed， 
their mix proportions are listtd m Table 1.AlI specimens were casted according to the 
standard methods，CUed at room tempemture for 24hrー demolded，and then moved to 
the standard curing room to tK16stUme.Theeompre占ive紺 engthfor e刊可ωncre
wa制sa剖Is叩o0 btained using cube s叩pecαlmenme伺as釦u凶r討t担ng10伽凹nX10∞Ommx 10ωOmm. 

TESTRESUL宜'SANI> nISCUSSION 

T11e complete Pv-COD cuwes can be stably measured by means of WS test-Fig3and 
Rg.4dowtwo pups oftypmlPv-CODcuresforeonmtewithdiffmntW/Cand 
d"，阻 values.'I32efracture parameters of concrete，e.g.fracture toughness k 仕acture
mergyGF，themakloadPmu，valuedCOD atthepeakloadCOD。cantiobtained
from the complete Pv-COD eumes.AIl expenmental results am given m Table 2. 

τ"he test results indicated曲目 the~.itial notch depth has quite big influence on 
fracture meru and fracture toughness.The complete Pv一CODcurve is not able to be 
measured for no notch specimen.Fracture energy，fraehlre toughness and compressive 
streng也 havealmost sme changing tendenqwith incrωing water--cement ratio. The 
maXlmum aggrega匂 sizehas pigger d似 onfracture energy than on compressiv( 
streng出組dthepeakload-τ!tis may bc explaincd by difTerentfailure ~~ch.~ni~m， tbal 
is difrere-t crackgng pathes.Because the cracks propagate around the cOuse a回regate
particles In concrete，the fracture surface is more tortuousMEd fracture area is bigger in 
the actual f:創lureof concrete When large aggregate arcused.Likswateト 旬mentratio， 

test age has almost same efreet on the fracture propertiesmd compressive st陀 ngth.1t is 
noted from Table 2由atfor all test series CODo' values. in~;e-~;;~ith' th~--i~;~ase 0: 
∞mpressive strength. 
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Tab~ rtlons of 
4・』 晶..‘・ー..・ーー司' ‘"'-._- -ー :te Table 1 Test resul旬。fconc:rete

No W/C 
d国軍 t a。 f. Pv冒血o COOo G" KIC 
(mm) (days) (mm) 。岨Pa) (N) (mm) (N/m) (kN Im'/2) 

OA( 0.50 15 28 。 43.2 11050 0.039 1597 

OA2 0.50 15 28 25 43.2 8850 0.040 258 1279 

OA， 0.50 15 28 50 4U 6{)00 0.052 159 867 

OA4 C.50 15 28 75 43.2 4600 0.041 86 665 

OBj 0.40 15 28 50 47.0 7875 0.060 218 1138 

OB2 0.45 15 28 50 45.7 6750 0.054 163 977 

OBJ 0.50 15 28 50 43.2 6000 0.052 159 866 

OB4 0.60 15 28 50 31.1 4000 0.042 116 578 
OB5 0.70 】5 28 50 18.6 3825 0.036 99 553 

OC( 0.50 10 28 50 32.9 4350 0.048 104 629 

OC1 0.50 15 28 50 43.2 6{)OO 0.052 159 866 

OC， 0.50 20 28 50 44.3 6875 0.057 173 993 

OC‘ 0.50 30 28 50 44.5 6950 0.060 181 1005 
OCs 0.50 40 28 50 44.6 7200 0.062 197 1049 

OO( 0.50 15 3 50 18.3 3100 0.036 61 449 
OD2 0.50 15 7 50 30.2 3750 0.042 121 543 
OD) 0.50 15 14 50 36.9 4750 0.046 154 686 

OD. 0.50 15 28 50 43.2 ω00 0.052 159 866 

OE) 0.71 10 28 50 20.3 3500 0.044 53 S<l6 

O~ 0.55 15 28 50 32.1 5675 0.051 117 819 
OE) 0.46 20 28 50 46.6 6125 0.053 181 885 
OE4 0.38 30 28 50 51.1 8125 0.060 212 1176 
OE5 0.31 40 28 50 53.7 8125 0.064 235 1176 

The test results show白紙 thepeak load and fracture energy increase with in-
creasing compressive strength of concre句.A∞ord凶gto data listed in Table 2，出efol-
lowing empirical relations betwcen the compressive strength and other parameters stu-
died here were 0 btained by means of the linear regressive method. 

G，=4.5九一22.6 ， r = 0.936 (1) 

K JC = 18.8f
c 
+ 141.2 ， r = 0.926 (2) 

え=26.6(C/W)-15.l ， r=O児 8 (3) 

え=0.9t + 20.6 ， r = 0.914 {4} 

f. = 7.31g(d圃 ... J + 19.9 ， r = 0.791 (5) 

Wherc， C / W is cement-water ratio， r is the∞rrelation coeificiency. 
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Fig.3 The complete P-COD diagrams Fig.4 The complete P-COD diagrams 
me却 uredof concrete series OB measured of concrete series OC 

Except the relation between fc and d
lllU 

， there are good agreement between the 
∞mpressive strength and other parameters. It is noted that the above equations are on. 
ly suitable for concrete having the compressive strength range of 20-60 MPa， and equa. 
tion(4) is only suitable for test age less出an28 days. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The initial notch depth has quite big influence on fracture energy and fracture 
tou凶nessof concrete. 

2. Fracture energy， fracture toughness and the compressive strength have almost 
総mechanging tendency wi白 inceasingwa匂rー切mentratio and test age. The maximum 
aggregate size -has bigger effect on frac-ture energy than on the compressive strength and 

"はload.
3. Except relation between the compressive strength and the maximum aggregate 

size， there are good aggrement between the compressive strength and other p町 ameters
studied in this paper. 
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TENSILE PROPERTIES OF A HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CONCRETE 

Per Anders Da.erga 
Departm巴ntof Civil Engineering 
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ABSTRACT 

伽 trolledun凶 山吋回tsa;叫erfomt!?1:ai123;ZZ22i
tions on a high performaDα ∞DC附 Notdd l i yl da. f 岨'邸山量勾恥明判P戸阿問e目叩cim凶 紅aret伽掛帥ω凶d 

(he似heiゆ似抑 =7町51明仰/パ川74山4
Th 、wもta司ine吋dmaterial p町 ame“te紅E四sare in average: tensue s 
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426μm組dchar叫 te帥 c1叫 thlch = 316 m

ー:Keywords: Uniaxial Tension， Boundary Conditions， Fr叫tureMeehanics Parameters， High 

StJength Concrete. 

INTRODUCTION 

Controlled un.iaxi心sensileEestSOR EonCrete azld other ceznEMitions 
materials CMl EOWるdaysbe 

ごとど:JL立::ztL242τ;;:に3二τ?;2LZTZ2およ:3272;tthe

bar
加点::zt山het旬加刷e副回 叫n

Pμ乱Pぽ re鎚su叫l1t恰sfrom乱sm凶a叫11test series on a. high performance 
c∞oncα.rete剖

a.re provided in [11. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Mix Proportions， Curing Conditions and Specimen 

日owheatぽ dinaryPortland cement叫 dcrushed a.g側 atesof a granitic t仰y叩ype伊e立九:r?む2: 
:立可唱平:守干干?幸争FFoぷ;引;

;品;:品:孟Ld£E詰諜!fj2鰐吉z去:;£?i三j2;之詮が計}日詰iと出:zお2口:r1忠拡2江ec古;:2::;;立立:批ば弘U叫sJぷ;2;牛口:笠t詑枕t;芯は芯芯
sぷ

e
恕;:芯江;:ヱ:ご: 

5ぬo宜mewe句号色:ksbefore t匂es
“
ting姐 d<晶却込叩ppro耳羽山i危ma

“
tely3 months after ω.sting. 
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Ta.ble 1: Mix proportions a.nd ma.teriaJ properties of the high performance concrete. 

Mix Proportions 

Cement Sand 0-8 mm Gra.ve18-16 mm W/C Superplasticizer 
(kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m8) M150 

480 775 1167 0.25 4%ofC 

M echanical Properties1 Specimen Data 

1<0(28d) ん叩，(28d) lup，(115d) height/dia.m. notchdepth/width 
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (mm) (mm) 

11 93 5.7 5.9 75/74 10/2 

lAverage ofもhr田 testsperformed on 100 mm cubes. 

Test Set-Up， Control田ldData-acquisition 

The test a.rr祖 gementconsi蜘 dof a sepa.rate均jactua.torsy氏側・ Atensile fixture悶 ved

as臼 interfacebetween the spec回 en姐 dthe actua.tor/fr植民. The actuaJ rotationaJ st品問

of the equiproent has not been determined. As an in1inite rotationaJ stiffness is in pr品cticp
unachievable， the term restmined rotating boundary conditions is prefered before nonrotating 
boundary conditions， and will thereiore be used in the following. 

The elongation was measured by two Extensometers and two COD-gauges (Cmck Openiny 
Displacement) mounted aαoss the notch， evenly spaced around the circumference. The measur-
ing length was 30mm. The overall control wa.s excercised by a PC-program called Regula， [2). 
Dataracquisition was done at regula.r displa.cemenむintervaJsof 0.5μm， and the result stored 00 
the hard-disk of the PC. All tests were performed in displacement confrol with the a.verage of tbt' 

four displacement gauges constituting the feed-back sig且aJ.The accuracy of the displ晶cement
gauges and the loadcell were better th祖 0.7p.mand 75N， respectively. 

RESULTS 

Nonlinear Fracture Mechanics Parameters 

Figure 1 comprises叫1the obta.ined σ-Omean curvω a.nd Table 2 sumrnarizes the corresponding 
materiaJ parametぽ s.The sha.pe of the descending branches va.ry from rather smooth curves to 

ones conta.ining obvious plateaux. 

The企a.ctureenergy is evaJua.ted aιcording to a classi量ca.tionscheme introduced by Elices 

and Planas in [3]， where a distinction is m乱debetween七heoreticaland experimenta.l fracture 
energy. The experimental fraεture energy G FE is defined乱5the externa.l energy supplied divided 

by the cr乱cksurfa.ce. If there is no阻 ergydissipation other th組 forcrack formation andιsingle 

cra.ck develops， GFE equals GF， the theoretical fracture energy. Consequently， GFE correspond~ 
to the ar品 underthe σー ωcurve，where切 isthe av巴ra.gecrack opening. The totaJ en釘必
supplied for completely fr乱cturingthe materiaJ per unit area. of crack is denoted the apparen: 
fra.cture energy GFA， and corresponds to the area under the σ-O curve， wher巴 8is the a.ver品F
tota.l elongation. 

The vaJues of Ec品pplyto the section within the measuring length (including the notch) 

The g訓 gereadings are averaged and divided by the mea.suring length to obta.in姐 eq11ivaleI11
σ...: E: rel乱tion. A regression阻a.lysisis then applled on datapoints be七ween10回 d40% 01 
the ma.ximum stress. This procedure 0叫yyields姐 approxima.tivevaJue of the jnitial sta.W 
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Figure 1:σ-6me回 respon田 of乱nspeciroens. 

iroental合a.cturemech昌国ωparameters.
LI.L.... _・一xp E 

Specimen boundary Ech  GFE GFA6;  lch ¥1 

condition (M~些Pa)(Nmjd)(Nm/m2)(μ吋
(mm)_ 

ー
1.l2 restr剖ned 36020 5.76 

1B 目前rained 42870 6.09 199.4 211.5 360 230 

2A E田 trained 37140 4.84 136.9 148.8 360 217 

2B restra.ined 38080 5.26 291.7 305.5 430 401 

3A res紅白ned 33080 3.96 192.8 204.1 550 407 

3B r田 trained 33770 4.96 238.1 249.4 430 327 

I 4tJcrage ¥ 36827 5.15 211.8 223.9 426 316 

IRo皿dedoff to the near田 tmultiple of ten. 2 The complete d国 cendingbtanch w回 notobtained. 

modulus， since both the strain and the stress distribution a.re disturbed due to the presence of 

the notch. 
e ma.ximum 10乱ddivided by th色紙eaofもhenotchedαoss・section・

The tensile strength f， is th ・ Tosome extent it c祖 beexpla.ined by the 
Quite 1時 d品，renωMsthtweenthesmm?;iso∞.nta.ined soroe air pores of va.rious si蹴

rzLZロコ:2LT213$1732:口出ree1叫 epom(upt06mmutiiJJZ
proba.bly ・ib11tedto tt'Mively poorzensile stEengbh・Asystむna.ticdi宜
EJho;::ふvedinι;:eB specime且sare stronger仏祖the∞rresp叫 .ngA， which m乱y

be due to the fμt that the A specimens usually were taken from the upper pazt of bhe core while 
the B specimws were taken from the lower pa.rt・ThevBlues of zhe tensile strEBEthare in good 

agnaneIlt with the VBlues for the splitting tensile stmngbh，附 Table1. 

:端部::誌e誤認225説法談話122125
enロニむなヰヰ:::tO晶:?:訪ね1;tLJ2222;yz
dJむな:ZJZZ22ωZion JZZumcor叫 ond叫叫蹴citedおrnorma.l 

concret色 byHordijk， v.組Mier祖 dReinh紅白 in[3]・
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Figure 2: Prepeak (a and b)祖 dpo民peak(c姐 dd) response for spec凶 en2A. 

Prepeak and Postpeak Characteristics 

Figure 2 exemplifies the prepeak and the postpeak response of specimen 2A. The prepeak gauge 
readings are fairly uniform up to乱 levelwhich roughly coincides with the proportionality limit 
From there and up to the peak theσ-bmea偽 curvestarts to soften and the individual readings 
begin to deviate， especiaJIy gauge 3 and 4， Figure 2(b). Almost a11 of the prepeak curves gave 
a positive indication on a connection between the proportionality limit and the onset of th(' 
scattering of the ga.uges・Forsome of the specimens the deviation started at smaJl stress leve1s. 
Thls behaviour resemblances that of testing under free rotating boundaries， and is believed to 
bein宣uencedby initial loa.d eccentrici七y.

The boundary conditions at the loa.ding grips晶reknown to be very important for the post. 
pea.k behaviour. Under free rotating boundary conditions， the descending branch of theσ-bme酎、

curve generaJIy shows a smooth curvature with a monotonicaJly泊creas泊gnonuniform crack 
opening to fa.ilure. Under restrained rota.ting boundary conditions， the descending branch is 
more disturbed and oftenly displ乱;ysa. characteristic bump. The location姐 dextension of th~ 
bump depends on the rota.tiona.l stiffn倒 ofthe boundaries as demonstra.ted by [4]，組don thp 
flexura.lstiffness of the specimen・Thenonuniform crack opening increases to the beginning when 
the descending branch is四 tered.It a.ttains a. ma.ximum ~hich~ for most of the tests performed. 
coincides with the end of the bump plateau. The plateau is foll~wed by a drop of loa.d， a.t whicIJ 
the nonuniform opening sta.rts to revert. The recession continues until a fairly uniform opening 
is attained. Quite often， a residual opening prevailed to the end， Figure 2( d). This may hav~ 
several reasons， for example can it be ca.used by initialload eccentricity or by a. bending momen! 
introduced when the loading grips were attached to the tensile fixture a.nd centered in position. 
Sometimes the direction of i.h~ principal crack opening rotated during fracturing， Figure 2( c)・

The divergenωof the gauges indica.tes that localization of strains into a fracture process zonl' 

occurs before -the peak loa.d is attained. This suggests that the proportiona.lity limit re:Oects th~ 
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pic defect a祖且dthe subsequent 0∞ns則eωtofm晶航crocαr乱叫，ckgrowth， a“，t lea孤，sti凶n 

伽叩m吋3ごt:おムふspeωcimen凪 P叩 a北k10凶叫d叫 i叫 onis a.l…po削 b刷yμt伽h同oω蹴s総…eu服s叫拙制釧dsu凶E

ニ叫よ舗a1町;-re血凹ωB山.tst胤e舵ch山血hn岬1
巴nt旬E叫E叩or児ev'刊'ea叫ltぬhatthe load drop at the bump is a maJlltesta 

452hJL224おおは::222iLtLreご抗日
tensile. The loaddrop tha.t succeed士heplateu level is interpreted as a column budling ofacore 
of relatively intadmaterial-For the lOBg tUI，bhe stress transferring capuity is thought so be 
govezmd mainly by cmd interfacE bT4dging姐 dcrock bo叩 darysliding a.s suggested in [6]・

CONCL USIONS 

-2:n:rJ:;t:?ZL12232JZ;，17;725FZX:t;;:t:口2221
reported in山eliterature for norma.l concrete. 

The displuemeIlt measurements indicates that localization ofstrains occur before the peak 
load is attained.The stress leVEldwhich the frazure process zone appeus to form and 

starts to propagate∞，incides fairly well with the proportionality limit. 

-zzC2s;おなe;;?:エご;;22L:己主?:J2222i;ぷ:f;;tt?と
FOC師 (fract吋 zonethan the experime州 /roctureer判官 GFE
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TENSILE BEHA VIOUR OF HIGH，・Sl双ENG'I百CONCRE宜E(HSC)
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安E凶titut而rMassivbau， Technische H∞hschule D叩 n幻adt，Gennany 
**Philipp Holzmann AG， Fran凶 Jrtfl由in，Gennany， presently at Institut鎚rMassiv凶u

ADSTRACT 

In order to obぬ:inmore infonnation on the tensile behaviour of HSC， defonnation唱on凶lIed

tensile t回 tsand bending t田 tson plain concrete were伺 rriedout. Both t田tmethα:Isshowed 

the e対批n田 oftensile回 h凶ng，巴venfor ∞ncrete with a cylinder s出 ngthof 125 MPa. 

百lere回 ltsare∞mpared wi血 thechru:acteristics of normal-s困ngthconcrete (NSC). In 

a制 ition，血einfluen開 ofdi仇rentcuring conditions∞th巴tensilebehaviour is :investigated 

到TRODUCTION

Although the tensi1e capacity is generally neglected for白.edesign of ultimate胎凶t5句協of

reinfoぉedand pr回路ssed∞，ncrete錦ructur，民 inmany cas田 itis taken into account， e.g. 

sh回 rca伊cityof longitudinally reinforced members， bond and anchorage of reinforcing 
bars. Models， which :include the te田 ile釦負制ng，as e.g. the "Pictitious Crack Model" by 
回llerborg，give a better understanding of the bearing behaviour of R.C. members. 

F凶thermore，they are able to explain size dependencies， e.g. of the flexural tensile s回 ngth.

W抽出ebasic knowledge of白etensile behaviour of HSC (九〉ωMPa)，批吋11be possible 

to extend existing design conc叩~forNSCtoc叩.cretewi也 higher由eng血S.

DIRECT 1ENSILE TESTS 

Defonnation-∞n回 1100te凶 let目白 give曲 ectinfonnation on the tensi1e behaviour. In 
0吋erto obtain a羽 ble回 tcourse， a low sti飴1臨 oftheヰlCCimens(fig. 1) w邸 selected

com戸red加 thestiffn回 sof尚昆 test frame (9例)()MN/m).官官ヰ>ecime回 werefIXed in the 

test machine by m回 nsof組 epoxy-basedresin.百lerotation of the end platens was 

prevented to avoid an泊stable，zipperlike failure. 
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百ledistribution of the defonnation over the crass鈴 ctionis shown in figure 3b). Tl. 
defonnation is nearly even with incteasing load. In the region of P max the defom凶 on(l 

one勾 脱出enside grows泊。nger.A食ersur戸ssingthe maximum 1叩 dthe crack devel匂

from血issi.de over the whole crc国 S民 tion.Towar也血eend of the t回 t出is即時n困cityi
removed due to the f1exU1温1restraint of theヰm加，en.

The load-deformation curves of 4 different concrete mlxωres are presented in figure 4. 

百leHSC (mlxes 5 and 8)， cαltaining 8 -10% (of the cement m鉛 s)討licafume，曲OWr 

sul鼠antialst偲 perdecay after th巴maximumload was reached. 

ヲ
包
司

m
q
d

80 120 160 

Deformation O rμm] 

Fi忠ll'e4.1品 d・defonnationbehaviour of NSC姐 dHSC

Correspon也19with the fictitious crack m吋elby Hillerborg the nonline紅甜巴ss・crack-

opening (σ-w) relation回 nbe obtained by四 加 国ctingthe el師 ticdefonnations企om白e

results of the direct tensile t，回ts.EventuaI eccentricitiesぽeneglected.百1eywill be 

considered in the ongoing investigations. 

A fit白19of existing mathematical fonnulations to the measured curvl田 showed伽 t

these fU1lctions， whlch are derived from他stresults wi血 NSC，repre部 nt白etensi1e 

behaviour of HSC only wi出 as位。Ing∞Irrectionof the originaI param尚也官1efollo'岡地

roαlifi.cation of a戸'Oposalby Konig and Dud且 [2}w回 ch句 en旬 describe血e自国c凶
nonlin岨 rtensile behaviour: 

σct (w) =σa・e-(w/w.:f...σb . (l-wfwb)， 0 ~ w ~ wb wi血 σ'a...σb=fct (1¥ 

The exponentiaI functIo叩 describesthe s1-伺Pdecay due to the successive failure of 

m且terialbridges at the beginr血g，wh巴reasthe foIIowing flat part， represen也19the s仕掛

transfer by friction of the crack surfac回， is reflected by a straight line (臼g.5a). wb 

repr，槌entsthe crack opening where the transfered s回 ssbecomes zero.百letest data showed 

白紙 fora gravel concrete wb ten也 tobe 150仰nand for a∞!llcrete with crushed aggregat.e 
2∞戸n.百le0出er戸rametersof出eproposed formulation were found by means of回 opti・
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叫
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mla 
ー

7 串 10 

fC 1N1mm') 12&.1 48.11 官3.，・ 27.0 

ICl )Nlmm'l GAO 3.2・4.76 2.・・
σ.面一可 4.1111 2.41 4.唱申 2.01 

w.1μml 21.3 22.4 24.4 30.0 

O't 1M/mm'l 0.41 0.811 0.59 0.118 

wb 114"" 150. 150. 官50. 200. 

c 卜l 1.30 1.35 1.35 1・7

。醐q閣官唱

侭伊re5. a) Course of σ-w骨 lation
b) Parameters of σ-w-relation 

叫zati，∞ algori伽 n(fig. 5b)・百leresults show that the parameters wa and c are nearly 

向山.tfrom血，econ，ωstre帆 whereaswi白血crea叫∞ncrete蜘ゆい臨S
ord回 rease，resp.官led民主easeofσb回 pportsthe supposition伽 t

tむよなお二JW刷叫必creasesfor HSC働問恥 crackbreaks柳

lbrouRh the a路 regates，也，eaggreg脱出erl∞kis omitted. on也e∞n回 ry.NSC with 

cmMa的 at田 showsa distinct interlock and伽 arelatively ductile凶 ebehavi∞r 

This is refl，配tedby the augmen包tionofthe伊rameterswa and c. 

'I宜:REE・1'0酎TBEND1NG TESTS 

h 
carried out. Standard specimens with the也nensionsI/d/d = 7∞1/150/150 mm and 

測 1∞1/100mm  with spans of 10 ..ωmmand4∞凶n，resp.， were used (白g.2)・Anotch

with a depth of dβW回国間1at midpsan.百lebeωns were SUppo陶 dby roller bearlngs. 

whlch allowed rotation also in the lateral direction.百四， the crack ∞uld pr句agatefreely 

without anv constr凶nt.百et回，tswere∞ntrolled by the notch ope凶ng，me郎町edat the 

l川崎ohhe脚加en.Its increase was ch償問伽t仰 l伽 Iteload was reachω 

.的sahrae kenning of loading.Additionally，the cmckoF凶ngat the notch tip and the 

detlection of the beam were re∞rded， each at both sides. 

百回ebending t田 ts釘 ecarried out wi血 12different ∞ncrete miXI関， variing concrete 

品田晴也s，kind of aggregate 匂~vel， crushed ba団 1t)組 dmaximum aggregate si.ze. With 
ぉme，位白1ei泊nflu悶e創enc印怠 。of必ffer符en雌1curi由由t力担ng∞IJlJ叫1&必itions∞ d白les戸c泊出lenbeh凶av吋iο。'u田1立rw邸

i町;祉h町nv，凶g酔at串叫 Mo倒dωoftωhesp戸伊阿e閃悶cII賀nensw鴨'ere叩凶n川 wa加 until向 1hO'百回foret目白g('wet1， 
In some cases_ the beams were stored in血elaboratory at -20oC andづ0%rel. hur凶dity

ahr7dayBOfwater仰

Figure 6 illus回.testhe influence of the curing∞nditions on出巴 spec加 enbehaviour 

Ior a HSC (mix 5)， exetnplarily.百lebeams cured in water show a -25% higher叫也nate

load∞m伊tedto仕1e官y'c'世同時国ecImen.百 由 phenomeJlJ叩 maybe explained by cracks， 



M 羽山由，efracture energy，也etensile蜘 n斜lshowsa血凶ludEpeM-qfmmae

z;立ittttzrzjj)122ZZZZ3?なCZ;JZ22
notched bending te訴s，and the splitting s回 ngth(fig. 9)・Theo明 1test data and鈴田lts仕切R

UMd[41hdc脚 alower increase of fct as rr附 ofthe出 istingformu1as re伽 (fig.8)・
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which are白 usedby shrinkage of the 'dry' cured specimen. However， after the peak load 

these beams show a more ductile behaviour∞m戸間dωthe'wet' on回.
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百leductility of tensi1e loaded∞.ncrete伺 nappro必m且telybe described by the 

brittleness number B = (1・fc?)/但・Gf)・Itisd油田dfor a uniaxial tensile member wi中山
length 1 and a material with也，emodulus of elasticity E [勾・ Usingthe r国 ultsof the uniaxial 

tensile te抱， the ductility decre俗図 withincreasing concrete s回 n紳(句協 1)・TheHSC 

(mix 5) behaves 2x mα'C brittle白 血 aNSC (mix 7) and 3x more bri，仕le血叩 aNSC with 

crushed aggregat田， whlchis回 peciallyductile due to Its distinct aggrcgate inter1ock. 

120 

Fi伊 9:Tet団lespli仙 gs同制1
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Figure 8.0詮配ttensile s回 ngth

ω 関

前C 仰Pa]
40 20 。Figure 6. L佃 d-deflectioncurv館 fordifferent curing conditions 

A制itionally，血，em回 sured可児citnenbehaviour (fig. 5) is∞mpared wi血1曲d-

deflection curv回， whichare阻 lculaOOdon the basis of the proposedσ-w叩 lation(1) with the 

p紅町田'00ぉ offig. 4b by m伺 nsof the fmite-element method.百usanalysis produces an 
四 15%lower u1timate load than the measur吋 onesof the 'wet' cured beams， whereas the 
post-戸 akresponse agrees well with the test data. However， the ductility of山'句'
specimen is underestimated by the analysis. An explanation of出isdifference c飢 be

deduced伽 ma considemtion of the frac旬reenergy. 

CONCLUSION 

The expe出nentalresu1ts show白.atHSC P偶 sess回 a四 bstantialtensi1e softening sim叫且rto 

NSC.百lefracture energy as well出血etensi1e streng血incr，回 sewi位1increasing concrete 

枇 ngth.Bo仕1show substantial fぽtherincrease for s回 ng血shlgher than 80 MPa. However， 
the ductility decreases for higher s回 ngths.A HSC behaves 2・3xmore brittle than a NSC. 

百出lossofduc世ityh回 tobe taken into a∞ount f，ぽ futured田ignrul田・

FRACTURE ENERGY， 'i'ENSILE STRENGl冨 ANDDUCl宜;rv

百lefracture ene培YGf' whlch is detennined from the area under th巴 load-deformation

curve， shows a similar dependency from the∞Jlcrete幻覚:ngthfor the water・curedbending-

岨 dtheuni眠 ialtensile t国 s(fig. 7). For lower concrete s臨時伽ト25MPa)Gf is -1∞N/m. 

Then Gf increases up to a s臨時出of80・ 90MPa to -150 N/m. For hlgher蹴 eng伽 it由 ys

nearly cons出 lt.Bending t，回ts明白 'dry'cured specimen produce fracture energies， which 
are on an average 50 N/m higher.百leseresul包帯開withthe valu院 reportedby Olson [3J. 
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mix E G 811 品IMPal IN/mJ 111m) 

5 39960 134 5.47 183 

7 32790 117 2.82 354 

8 38410 145 4.06 247 

10 31290 149 1.91 

Table 1: Ductility indiαぉ
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PASSIVE AND ACTIVE EVALUATION OF STABILITY 
町CONCRETESTRU~

RUSSELL 1. MILLER and JOZEF M. DESCOUR 
Mining Engin田 ringD叩artment

ALFRED H. BALCH 
Gωphysics D句artment

Colorado Sch∞lofMines 
Golden， Co10rado 80401 

ABSτ'RACT 

Gωphy必伺1t舵 hniqueshave 10ng been u剖 forevalua出g卸 値nal∞nditions姐 dsta凶 ity
of earth s位uctur，凶.These鈍 metechniques伺 nbe used for examining ∞ncrete structures 
and de包:rminingthe relative stability of those struc旬 飽s.Passive t民 hniquessuch as micro-
seismic moniωring回 01∞ateprogressive failures， deterrnine their magnitude， and establish 
a relative degree of threat to the structure. Active techniques such as radar or seismic 
probing ~ actual~'y.peer Jntc;> tpe ~tructur~ t~ evaluateprobl~m~ s~ch ~s c:.o~d jC!int~~ ~c
tures， and the condition of reinforcing s回l.R即 enttests at the Colorado School of Mines 
have ∞，nfinned the effectiveness of these悦 h凶.qu回 forevaluating concrete 柑 ucωres.

This paper is intended to identify g'切 physi叫肱:hniqu田 a即H伺 .bleωtheev;山 ati叩 of
concrete structures， illustrate examples of successful applicafion of those techniques ， and 
indi伺ぬotherpotential appli伺 .tionsof gω，physics to∞ncrete鈴ructures.

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the nation' s existing infras佐uctureis in a state of deterioration， and 
that significantly more infrastructure is required ωmeet current and future needs. Since 
much of白einfiastructure will n田dto be repaired or repl即 edover time， it is important ω 
be able to evaluate the s悩包 ofdeterioration and the remaining usefu1 life of these construct-
dぬdliti回 .

Visual inspection of the surfa叩 ofa s加はure回 noften provide a quali勉tiveevalua-
tion of i総 re，:"ai~ng strel!g~， b~t in!ormati~n is r~山'ed on intemal∞nditions to be able 
10 quantify血edegree of deterioration and rem創ninguseful life. Sampling the interf!lU 
materials destroys part of the s回 cture，must be repaired， and may provide a pathway fo.: 
future adverse intrusion. For these r，回sonsit is preferable to use nondestructive internal 
eval凶 tion臨加iques.

Nondestructive eval凶 tionof me匂15is fairly common， but techniques for examining 
construction materials such as concrete used in bridges， highway/airports， bui1dings， tun-
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=ls血ms.offshore structures， h~加rs! ~aste _repositod民 piers，and 0白erfac出向， are 

b弘it忠弘必羽詰弘司yrZ22宮ぶrzzJEEP;FU脚 e
Geophysicaltechniques have been us e successfully山 rmany year-s in evaluating 

;ubsurf泊.ceeonditions in gωlogic environments，叩dg回 logicmaterials伺 nhave the same 
40rnplicated geometries and non-uniform comPOSItion as∞ncrete structures. There is a 

irgm民主n式訪3ttf出足;ば筑波枕訟法:tzt;::L協i:
Rωent tests at the Colorado School of Mines have confKIned the effectiveness of these 
teChniq¥蹴 foreva1uating ∞ncrete s汀ucωres.

BACKGROUND 

∞。αete.and have demons回.tedreωonable re回，lution.
主塩基副ectromae:netics-Similar to active seismic i~ appli~ati~n except th~t ~lec

tromagnetic waves are used instead of seismic waves-Again，refIection，transmISS10n， 
refractI.on， and attenuation are u跨dωcharacterizethe ma:低rialor anomaly through whic~ 
the waves pass.Electromagnetic techniques are slightly more complex in application and 
hav~' a pr~bï;~ ;iih -~~i山re in the concrete， but can have good 回 so11胤onand make an 
ap伊uprial句∞mpanぬnωo曲位協!111H関 s.

ßE QI 並並盟主位~ Transmlsslon -τ'ransmittillg radi~-frt?que~~y electric_a1 sig~als 
through g切 logicmaterial has t>een d~l!!onstr"，:ted to be回 effectivedelineaωr of structure 
and ma ω rial prope凶 es. Simi1arly， 貯 o町rmic匂crowa卸.ve引tran創制n附1
E飢x附凶 t削o引id伽e聞n的 z∞白oぱf付fdif仔偽伽fe伽削帥eぽ叩削伽ri山rin幻in暗E沼gma削 a仰1リ_pro伊戸阿口凶i悶伺， and certainly the pr関脇田
conductive minfoFeing.In fact，conductive rmrUOrelng may dominate the凶gnalpth，ob-
~uring other features. It陀mainsωbedetermined if continuous wave energy-can -be ef島c-
tive in即刻岡山gthe condition of re加~orcing.

匙足並江出-Measures the resistanceωthe flow of electricity of a material. C叩
m阻surevariations in material prope凶esresulting in resistance changes. _ C~ ~e臨t mOlS-
U眠加dparticularly corrosive -fluids. The high ∞n回 stbe何回nthe∞nductivity of meta1-
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1ic reinforcing and the suπ'Ounding concrete makes the reinforcing回 syto f!.nd， but tb田

domination of the cuπent 岡山by白eI曲 ar儲!lsesth~ same_ probleIJ_l as for_.~tin':!ous wãÿ~ 
凶 lsmission.It is ho戸dresistivity will be effective in evaluating出econdition of reinfi慨
mg. 

Ibm02raohic Reconstruction ・Similarto a CAT scan， the data from seismic at 
el~~omagn~tic ~robi~g can. ~e usedωreconstruct the conditions within伽 蜘cture.品
additionωshowing where things are within the structure， signal analysis should also b~ 
ableωidentify the condition of曲econcrete or reinforcing for stability evaluation. Thh 
technique has already been successfully demonstrated in the laboratory， with field unit. 
under development. 

As discussed previously， geophysi伺I伽 hniquesare efn邸 tivein prob泊gg切 Ilogicmaterials， 
and it was desircdωdeもenninetheir appJi.伺bilityぬ thestability analysis of∞nc問 testruc・
tures. 1bward出isend， several models plus actual concrete s加 C旬reswere fabrica凶.Bo白
passive and active低chniquesare being evaluated. Results ωdate are summarized here. 

LAHORATORY TESTS 
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FIGURE 2. Waveforms of 即 esswav白台oma failure in自己∞ncreteb1∞:k. Arrows mark 
arrival times used forωurce location. 
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Passive Se歯mic
百lesimpl隠し yetmost promising， approachωbe evalua凶 W回 passiveseismic. A s予定iaj
∞ncrete test block reinforced with several l-inch diameter smooth steel bars/tubes ~ 
∞ns凶 cted(匂，1).The bl∞k was 47-.泊 wide，54-泊 high，and 7.5-in血ick.τbest民 1bars 
of different g切 me出伺1arrangement∞n凶bu矧 toa nonuniform dis住ibutionof m田h制 ω]

prope.抗iesin the block.百leeffect of s回 ssωn偲 n回 tionproduc剖 byωIrrosionwas simu-
lated by a pair of thick-wall tubes with 12・inch10ng segment of each tube replaced by a 
rubber hose. By pumping a hydraulic fluid into the system a build-up of radial stress was 
generated which resulted in a series of internal structural failures (hydrofracing)~ 
S紅白s/deformationchanges剖 socia凶 wi白伺chfailure mi抑制出roughthe s伽 ctureand 
were detected as stress waves (fig.2) by白eaロ'ayof 8 seismic sensors (al∞:elerometers) 
attached to白esurface of出eblock (fig.l)， Sign必sgenera凶 by白esensors in respo服 ω
pa回ngwaves were digitally r民 ordedby the data acquisition system designed for 
inon~tõring mi~r~_s~iilllic 'activity in nlines. The data acquisition was-conducte<!_ with a 
sampling rate of 500，∞o samples per民 ∞nd，もentimes higher than used in mines. B民ause
of a high rate of crack occurrence， the血.tawere acq山凶 auωmatically(回路町)and proc-
essed off line.百letypical waveforms m回 suredfrom cracks generated in the block re~m~ 
bled waveforms detected in underground mines [lJ. Using the arrival times of the fi!st 
wavelets detected by the sensors (flg.2) along wfth the coordinates of these sensors， th~ 
coordinates of the田nterof energy release and the average group velocity were computed 
for individual cracks. 

Three cycles of hydraulic loading and unloading were conducted. During the _~rst 
cyc1e a total pressure on白eord巴rof 650-psi was reached in four steps: 0 to 150 psi， 120ω 
250 psi， 2∞ω275 psi， and 235ω650 psi. A11 17 events det民 teddUrlng the f1(st step ~~ 
dominat剖 by位。ngsignals (白g.3)of a reωn剖 t合判uencyon the order of 8目玉z(de凶100
frequency ~ñ~ysis ~of au data wilI follow). Their s-o~úrce-áppe~eiassociat~ witlI th~.~d~ 
justment of出estructure and reinforcing steel to悦 gωme町 ofloading， and c~叫db唱
related to the slippage a10ng reinforcing bars between-steel and concrete~ The esti!!lat~ 
回目'celocation ba.sed_ on raw data po泊刷 towardthe top right st田:1tube of出epair (fi~: 1)・
First records typi伺 1for structural failures (fig.2) in the ∞ncrete betw田 n白etwo hose lines 
were detected when the pressure reached 6∞psi. They were characteristic of a do~nan! 
freq~en~y ~ the order_ of ~O kHz followed by 8 kHz signals of a generally insig~~~~! 
a哩 litude.The sωnd loading cycle was conduc凶 intwo steps: 0ω 側 psi，剖(15∞ω
1日氾psi.No significant events were observed during the first step. When the pressure 
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reinforcing st隠し

~m>roac~ed 1α)() psi， a long series of strong events occu町巴d，64 of which were 蹴沿rd剖.
Figure 4 presents 1∞ations of these events. After initial dispersion of the first weak events， 
a series of stronger events were concentrated in a location approximately. ~n the mid~leo~ 
the hydrofra，田darea. The decrease of pressure was ac∞m戸niedby a significant number of 
eventS which appeared reJated to the relaxation of s回 ss吋 material(b部edon parallel audio-
monitoring). Only 32 events were de肱 t凶 duringthe last cycle of 1回 dingfrom 0ω l(別
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FIGURE 6. Schematic of source-r田 eivergωme町 u凶 ωexplorea sample concrete 
SIM出cimenusing reflection imaging. 

As an example of白esecond臨凶.que，refl削∞!diffractionima伊 g，asp回imenof
∞ncrete containing a cylindrica1 void was instrumented as shown in figure 6 [5). A cross 
medium data set is shown in figure 7.官lefigure 7a旬peda也紅e血enimaged却 dyield治E

result shown in figure 7b. 1mag凶 ofthe top and botωm of the hole， and the t叩 and加tωm
of山esμcimenare clearly関en.

DISCUSSION 

depth/target size ratio is about 10 to 1. Electrical methods have a simiIar geometric m~i
mum rar恥 butare co州問削bybeing high1y dependent 00 material elec出ca1pro戸側
as well. 

1n addition ωusing passive阻 dactive geophysi回 1techniques to locate problems or 
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DETECTION OF FRACTURE PR()CF:~S ZONE IN CONCRETE BY MEANS 
OFX・RAYWITH CONTRAST MEDIUM 

KOJI OTSUKA 
Department o.f Civi1 Eng組問ring，1oho.kuGakuin University， 

13-1， Chuo.・1，Tag司jo.City， Miyagi Pref. 985 JAPAN 

ABSTRACT 

日巴P田po.seo.f the present investigatio.n is to. detect and to. evaluate the fracture pro.cess zone o.f 
訓由化bym回 nso.fx-ray wi出 eontrastmedium. The specimen used fo.r this experiment is a 
m曲目∞mpacttensio.n test spec凶en.The contrast medium w酪 fiUedin the small ho.les o.f也巴
中∞imenduring出巴 loadingand the x-ray expωing. Pho.to.graphs and figures o.f fine cracks in 
.:oncret巴d巴tectedusing this technique have been Sho.WD. Before th巴peakof the lo.ad， the start 
of fine cracks' in∞ncrete could be observed at the !ip o.f the initial no.tch. As the crack o.pening 
displacement increased， develo.ping fracture pro.cess zo.nes were visualized. A correlatio.n was 
obtained between the pattern o.f fracωreproωss zone and the maximum size o.f aggregate. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cracking pro.cesses in co.ncrete are impo.rtant influences on tbe mechanical bebavio.r o.f 
~oncrete. Therefore to. kno.w the pattern and size o.f fracture pro.cess zo.ne in co.ncrete is 
u;nportant. There are many pro.cedures to. detect the fracture pro.cess zo.ne o.f co.ncrete and 
3!most are the wavs to. measure them o.n the surface of concrete. However. to. kno.w the real 
figures o.f白em，ft is impo.rtant to. d巴tectthem in the co.ncrete under lo.ading co.nditio.n by 
ωndestructive metho.ds. Fo.r the pu中ose，an o.rdinary x-ray no.ndestructive inspectio.n method 
se:~s to. meet the co.ndition. Ho.wever， it is impo.ssible to. detect fin巴cracksin co.ncret巴by
ordinむyx-rayme白ods.百leuniqueness o.f the method used白 山isexperiment is to. use a new 
1t-raytechnique [1] -[4] wi出伽阿tmedium fo.r injecting in cracks. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

CONCRETE 
~~Xll~Um_ sizes o.f aggregate o.f the concrete were 5， 10， 20 and 25 mm. The compressive 
勺engtho.f the concrete" was abo.ut 27 MPa. 

SPECIMEN 
FIg.l shows details of thc test specimen.τbe thickness o.f the specimen was 50 mm that was 
制 dedby p民 parato.ryx-ray experiments.ηlere are four injecting holes (diameter: 3 mm) for 
~ntrast meèli~ . i~ .a sp~~i~~~~'-A -~~tch-o.f the specimen ~ás cutu~ing -a 'diamo.nd saw. 
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Fig. 1 Details of test specimen. 

CONTRAST MEDIU島f

X-ray ∞ntrast me~ia ~re gener~lly used泊 medicalfields to inαease the ∞ntrast between也t

S1532J二足立叩i同法抑制:間協tm訟は
1. Con紅astefficicncy. 
2. PermeabiIity for flne cracks. 
3. Chemi叫 stabiliりrand safety for凶 dling.
~. Reasonable price. 
A contrast medium was selected for this expedmeM It was 姐 org~niciodine type that W~ 
used for blood ve蹴1.The density of批 0弓削ciohEiS440m6ml. 

LOADING EQUIPMENT 

232mzti;;語。割問;認可ご芯137品;P::足立;出;;:fTZ
222;ょ:tensmloads and c叫

Fig.21ρading equipment and a lest specim叩・
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、.RAYEQUIPMENT 
.， ，，-.ray equil?me~t for indus佐ialuse was used. The voltage was in the range of 60 ekv to 120 
:lcv回 dthe electric current was 2 mA. The distance from x-ray equipment to the t凶 tspecimen
~ 60 cm. The crack detection system used for this test were two modes. One was a direct x-
ザ回mm叫叩dthe other was a x-ray TV image processing mode. In tbe case of fi)m mode， 
'1 Ilad to wait ~bout 3 minu!es for the ex戸suretime， but it could be taken more clear figure of 
rme回 cksin也.econcrete than the印 seof TV image processing mode. 

RESULTS 

LOAD-CRACK OPENING DISPLACEMENT CURVES 
Fig. 3 shows _an .example of.a relationship b.etween _t~e loa~and !he c!~c_k o.pe~in~ 
jisplacement. ~ th~s case m_aximum ~gg!.egate size was 25 mm. "!，he v~lue of Gf calculated 
froIn this curve is 131 N/m. Peaks and val1eys on the curve are points where x-ray exposur回
xere taken pla田 andthe numbers in circles are∞πesponding to those of x-ray fi加1.

of X-ray exposure 

⑦ 

③ 

。
，0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

CRACI< OPENING OISPLACEMENT mm 

Fig.3 Ex担 lpleof a load-crack ope凶ngdispla∞ment.

OETECTION OF FINE CRACKS 
~ig. ~ shows a photograph printed from the No. 3 fjlm taken台omthe s包nespecimen of Fig. 
3 .a~d at the point No~ 3 on ihe curve. Though this stage is before the peak of tbe load， the start 
of fme cracks回 nbe seen at the tip of the notch.百lecrack opening displacement at this time 
was 0.04 rnm. 

Fig.4 Stむtof fine cracks at the tip of 
tb.e notch. 

Fig. 5 A drawing of fine cracks and adjacent 
aggregates位a∞dfrom也巴filmNo. 3. 
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Fairly fine cracks c組 beobserved directly from x-ray film using film reading apparatus w 
naked eye. However， it becomes rather difficult to observe th~m in photographs printed fIi 
fi1ms and only clear cracks can be observed. Then drawirigs traced from the films wt' 

provided to indicate the figure offairly fine cracks and the 吋a∞ntaggregates as shown in F: • 
.5， 7， 9 and 11. In these photographs， slightly clouded dark parts could be observed near t，; 
group of fine cracks. It can be considered the existence of micro cracks that could nOl i; 
m∞ 伊izedas cracks because of the limitation of accuracy of也istechnique. Fig. 6 and 7 Shl 
a photograph printed from No. 5 film and a corresponding drawing. This stage is just at ti 
peak of the load and the crack opening displacement is 0.09 mm. Fig. 8担 d9 sho¥¥ 
photograph printed from No. 6 fi1m and a∞rresponding drawing.百usstage is just after tト
peak ofthe load and the crack opening displacement is 0.13 mm. 
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Fig. 6 Fine cracks at也epeak of load. Fig. 7 A drawing of fine and t~e adiaCC:i~ 
aggregate回 ced企omfilm No. 5. 
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Fig. 8 Fine cracks just after the peak of load. Fig. 9 A drawing of fine cracks回 dadjacC'! 
aggregate tra∞d合omfilmNo. 6 
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Fig. 10 A zone of fine cracks and c10uded parts after the peak of load. 
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~ig..l1 Comparison of patterns of fine cracks detected in the specimens of different 
畑町四aggregate由es.
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Fig. 11 shows four drawings of fine cracks and adjacent aggregat回 thatwere obtained fr柚
different sp巴~i~ens. ，!~ey had ~~p made. ~~~ t~e con~~:e of dif~er~~t I!laxi~um aweg; 
sizes; 5 mrn， 10 mm， 20 mm and 25 mm. AlJ the stages of them紅 ejust before恥 cracksrl町 h
to白eend ?f s~cim~ns . Çr~cks .a;e .forced t<;> cur:ve aroun~ aggre~at回 andm組y ~mplicat~ 
cracks are forming.τbe relationship is very CJ回rbetween 白em回nn~~ aggr~gate size and t!lc 
紅 easof fme cracks zone incl1:lding sli~!ly dark ~louded parts. According to the maxirnurn si/~ 
of aggregate become larger， the area of the zone increase. 

FRACTURE ENERGY Gf 
Fracture energies Gf was measured from only a limited number of specimens. The values I唱
Gf were 113，118，124 and 131 N/mωπesponding to the maximum aggregate sizes 5， 10，211 
andお mmrespectively. n町 ~~e shown in Fi~. 9. According to the maximum aggregalc 
sizes become larger， the value of企actureenergy泊αease.

CONCLUSION 

An independent experimentaI technique (X-ray with contrast medium) has been used to deteCl 
fine cracks in concrete. Photographs and drawings of fine cracks detected using this techniqu(' 
have been shown to study the fracture pro田:sszone of concrete. 

Before the peak of the load， start of fine cracks' cloud be observed at the tip of the 
initial notch. As the crack opening displacement increased， developing仕actureprl侃おszon偽
血 ∞ncretewere visualized. 

A correlation was observed between由epattem of fracture process zone and maximum 
aggr巴gatesize. A tendency was also observed that the values of fracture energy increase 
a∞ording to the maximum aggregate size be∞me Iarge. 
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PETECEEZOEEOEF CRACRDEVELOPMZ首T BY RBAL-TlME BOLOGRAPBIC 
Z賞百rERFBROMB~RY

G四 TERKRtlGER， GOTTFRIED SAWADE 
FMPA BW Otto-Graf-Institu七

pfaffenwaldrinq4，D-700ostuttqaEt80，Germany 

AB&TRACT 

sandstone was characterized by a fzacture mechanicaIdescrip-
tion-F11zthezthe effect of stone strenqtherlinqdue tothe ce-
田 ntationof cracks was inves七i9ated-Themechanical pammeters 

zL-fizezizxよ立ein2222LEFTn:;:;;222tiih;::;::
shift technique was applied for crack lenqth determina七ion.

IJlTRODUCTIO鱒

託児:;::;na;itrZ2529;;;albi:::;i::lzt。::::::::;:nitz
tothe formation of crackg and in the end toa complete meed-

221m::222i;hh i:JZ:;:1ia;七::;;23;;:sa;oS22:::f詩;
consolidation of deteriorated IRatezial by stone gtrenqtheneE18 
aimed at regaininq the oxiqinal state wi七hrespect to strength 
a~d-po~~sity--[i]~and to a. certain degree 七o produce stress 

tran~fer over exlsting cracks. 

TheEefore it is important to know about thefraeture behavlouz 
of the material and effec七 ofcemen七ationby a stone ~trengthe
ner with respecttothe cementation of czacks andthe genera-
tion of stre~s transfer over cracks. 

For the visua1ization of crack pr∞esses and the experiment号1

23222;。:i江4221i::;;hL。::;:12pi;cai::zfZ22マ。:t
beC;~~;--~f th.~--high range of sEmsivity and 七hepossibility of 

extensive observation [2]，[3]・
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TBEORY 

During the crack formation and crack growth e1astic ener町
converted to 6urface e~er~y. _H~~ever ， when the fracture e品一、
G is eva1uated on the basis of 1inear fracture mechanics (LEPN' 
from notched sa1!lple_s of _miJ:?~ral~':lild~，!g mat~ria1 ， a àtr~~u 
size dependence is observed (4)・ Thiseffect i8 attributed t;' 
non1inear slow crack growth occuring _prior the peak load; 
stable crack growth appears with increasing 10ad. --， 

~~e mod~~i~g of th~s behavi~ur in LEFM. is based on the assump. 
tion， that a crack-processing-zone exists， where stress tran~
fer depending on the crack opening w i8 possib1e [5J. The frac-
ture energy G(w) 18 then assumed to be a material typical func~ 
tion of the crack opening with regard to the specific total 
crack surface ene!9Y Gf and the tension strengthβ.' Approxima-
te1y， the energy balance due to the crack developernent can be 
stated in generalization of LEFM as 

a+da a 

l吋{ 山 =I G[w(x，a+da)Jむ -I G[w(x，a).)む， (11 

o 0 

where K.， E， a and w(x，a) are the stress intensity factor， the 
Young's-rnodulus of elasticity， the crack length and the crack 
opening (obtained frorn LEFM). 

PBASE-SBIFTING BOL(掲RAPBICINTERPEROHETRY 

1n ho10graphic interferometry fringes are forrned by reconstruc-
tion of doub1e-exposure h010grams or by superposition of the 
reconstructed wave fie1d and the rea1四 tirneirnage of the defor-
rned object. The interfering wave fie1ds correspond to differen~ 
deformation states of the investigated object~ The sinusoidal 
fringe patterns can be ana1ysed qua1itative1y for nondestructi-
ve testing and quantitative1y to obtain surface disp1acements 
and strains [21・The interference phaseφis related to the 
surface displacernent vector d， as follows: 

φ=  2π/1・(d・e)

The sensitivity vector e with 1・1=2・cos(α/2) is directed a10ng 
the bisector of the angle αbetween the direction of illumina-
tion and viewing・1is the wave1ength of the il1uminating 1aser 
light. 

Fig.l shows a principle of the real-time interferometer used in 
thIs work， that alIows a continual observation during the 
tests. Holograms were recorded using a thermoplastic came:~ 
systern， which perrnits rapid in situ processing.-Smal1 tilts to 
the object beam were introduced to compensate rigid body m?ve: 
ments， which lead to a large number of-fringes and poor frinqe 
contrast. 

(2) 
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The interferograms viewed by a CCD carnera were processed by a 
microcomputer and an irnage rnemory board. Cracks are detected 
frorn lines of discontinuity (Figure 2)・Theaccuracy in the 10-
ca1ization of the crack tip can be improved， when the phase-
shift technique [7] is app1ied， to calculate the interference 
phase. 
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!~~ interference phase modulo 2πcan be evaluated from four by 
~OO Pha8~-;t~p~d~i~t~rferog~ams. To vary the phase， the refe: 
rence mirror -was rnounted -on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) 
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且san example in fiquze4the calculated (accordLnq 
and the experimental1oad-deflection diaqrangof the 
and the s七玄engthenedsamples are given. 

ID(x，YI 
can b" 
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a digital 1/0 device. The intensity 
of the detector array of the CCD chip 

and controlled by 
at any point x，y 
written as 

Schilfoandstein 
。~

(3) 

is the fringe 

+ n・90・)] 

where工̂(x，y) i8 the average intensity and r(x，y) 
contrasi. The phase ~(x ， y) i8 given by 

= 工。(x，y)'[l+ r(x，y)・cos(φ(x，y)

n - 0，1，2，3， 

In(x，y) 

{}iA 
(bi after cementation 
(c) calculate~ 

(.5.-2.5NIl皿2，GfCO・06N/mm，B-2S00N!mm') 

O.J 

0.Z5 

0.15 

。z
【

mM】

d
M
咽

0
1
H

(4) 

an im-
to the 

11 (X，y) 

Fig.3 showes the interference phase modulo 2rr which has 
proved 8igna1 to noise ratio and contrast in comparison 
fringe pattern of figure 2. 

1
2 
(X，y) 

1
3
(X，y) 

工。(x，y)
= arctan' tt(x，y) 

0.' 0.3 

Load deflection curves 

0.2 

Peflection (-1 
0.1 

Figure 4. 

。1

O.~ 

。
。

。~

TEST PROCEDURE 

Three different kinds of sandstone were investiga七ed: Schilf-
sandstein， Grunsandstein and Stubensandstein. In a first step 
notched beams (200・40・45mm3) were tested in a three-point ben~ 
ding arrangement. The notch length and the support span were 
15mm and 180mm respectively. The ex七ernalload and the centre 
deflection were recorded by an electronic data acquisition 
system. The七estwas stopped when the crack reached a length of 
80毛 relatedto the crack 1igament. After the first test the 
specimens containing cracks were cemented using a stone streng-
thener. In the same manner as before a second bending七estwas 
made on the strengthened samples. 

Schilfsandstein (0) 

0..3 

。 2~

0.1~ 

0.2 

【
属
高
】
司
a
w
O
Q

lmSUL'r.S 

the mean values of the maximum load， the fracture 
and the stress intensity fac七orare listed. K

1 
was 

from the crack length and the maximum load by means 

In table 1 
energy G. 
calculatea 
of LEFM. 

(a) first loading 
(b) after cementation 

could be obser-

28 2・

prior the peak 

2。

Crack grow七h

d 12 ¥6 

Crack length (mm] 

Figure 5. 

In a11 samples crack formation 

。，

O.~ 

。
p 

1 

Schilf- Grun- Stuben-
sandstein sandstein sandstein 

peak load [kN] 0.30 0.34 0.73 first 

長IN/ZJ， 0.061 0.029 0.060 10ading 
; [J.l/mm1

•
S

] 12 16 36 

peak load [kN) 0.25 0.33 0.29 after 

Gk;， IINNf/mzrmMl ] 0.029 0.028 0.030 cement. 
64 130 145 

TABLE 
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ved. The crack length at maximum load was approxiately 20・3(i4
rel~t~~ to the cr~ck ~ig~~ent. A typical crack length versu噛

load diagram is given in figure 5. 

The sandstones show a nonlinear fracture behaviour. 1n compari_ 
son to the untreated specimens the maximum load of the strena‘ 

thened samples is reached at considerably high crack length;; 
the crack ~~o~uc~d by the first loading opens completeiy at 
rather small loads. 

COHCLt!SIO到S

Real-七imeho1ographic interferometry is useful for the contact-
1ess measurement of crack lengths in fracture mechanical tests. 
Due to noise reduction and contrast enhancement the use of 
phase-shift techniques allowes a precise localization of the 
crack tip. 

All investigated sandstones showed undercritical crack growth 
predicted from the existence of a non1inear crack-zone. There-
fore the fracture mechanical description has to follow the non-
linear fracture approach. 

However， the peak loads and the fracture energies at the first 
loading are quite different for the different kinds of material 
inves七igated，七hepeak loads of all strengthened samp1es are 
approximately equal. This leads to the conclusion， that七hede-
formation behaviour of the strengthened specimen is mainly in-
dependent of the mechanical properties of the stone. The effect 
of the strengthening is not the complete cementation of cracks， 
but the improvement of stress transfer over the crack at large 
deformations. 
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ABSTRACT 
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日25121 日;:忠告古
.est using a. double notched test specimen. 

INTRODUCTION 

In view of the need to identify the {ra.ιture energy o{ early age concrete a. plastic modeling 

is constructed on the basis of企 tureenergy concept in terms of Mode 1 type o{ cr晶cking.

Drぷpぶ:yp:よじ:sJよisused to仇scribe出e山 peofω山山e，a.nd 

its evolution is COIlsideEEd to bE govemed by collesion and the aI181e of inteEnai frictIon-

Finally，the applicability of the pzoposed modEl is veEitied thEough available test data. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATI0N OF THE MODEL 

When the stress in concrete which is subjected to direct tensile test reaches its strength， 
iniliation of micro cracks occur. With further increase of strain these IDIcro口ackssta.rも

~o develop gra.dually to produce the final complete crack・Hellcein the region where the 
hich also can be called as the softening 

~rogressive development of miclocracking 
feEion，the stifIness orthogonal to the direction of cEack reduces graA11ally tO zero-The 
following叫 ationc副 bewritten for the uniaxial stressσ.. and strain e.. ( Fig. 1) in the 

s~rain soilening region. 
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<7.. = JJE，oec )
 

--a (
 

where Ew is the Young's modulus at time to and the termμcounts for the degra-

dation of stiffness. Here，μis defined as softening p乱rameterand， continuous lrιQtol・

tion from crack free state to the fully cracked state may be very simply obtained by 

continuously varying the softening parameterμbetween the lirnits of one油 dzero. 

In the strain softening region， the cohesive proper-
ties of concrete w出 startto deteriorate副 das a result 向

。fthis mechanism， the strength of concrete also starts 
to redu臼 inthe same m却 ner.Hence， in spite of the 
paucity of experimental data for early age concrete， the 
degradation chara.cteristic of cohesion may be rational-

ized to take the form sinular to strength reductiOI1 and <. 

the following話 sumptionfor the variation of cohesion Figure 1. 

with so!tening is considered to be approplia.te as far as Uni弘xialStress-Strain Rela.tion 

the experimental tendency is examin吋(Fig. 2 ). 

c=cらμexp(lーμ) C (2) 
戸-
W ド

1.0 

where cゐisthe cohesion just before cracking. 

In this analysis since Mode 1 type of fracture is consid-

ered， the cohesive properties of the material is泌 sumed

to dorninate over the frictional properties and hence， 
unlike in compressive failure the frictional properties in 

tensile failure is considered to remain unch~n~ed. Figure 2. Va.riation of Cohesion 

When the idealized process o{ progressive cra.cking is considered as the cril.cking has 

no effect on lateral strains the amount of IIa.cture energy at time to can be calculated as 

11μ 

Gfm = L:lω(μ)=イσeM (3) 

in which Wc is the width of clack band. Here， superscript 'f' refers to the fra.cture process 
zone. 

DECOMPOSITION OF TOTAL STRAIN OF CRACI<ED CONCRETE 

The total strain increment vector within the fracture process zone where both cra.cked胡 d

un口氏kedconcrete阻 ists，can be decomposed into two components which are contributed 
from rnicro defeds and intact material in between ( Fig. 3 ). Then組a.verageprocess 

describe the avera.ge total strain increment by 

ckij = ckむ+sikdε!j (4) 
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wherc， the superscript ' e ' st日 ds{or intaεt material. Here， sij is introduced to define 
;imtioofthewidthof伽伝説tureprocωzone or theωk ba.山i仙 ω山e1吋 h

of the concrete element. This ca.n be defined回 follows. 一一一五二と

w， 

sl1 = 10"' ß~l =γ苧，
'0 

W， 

s33 =ηす (5) 

Bere， 10 is the length of the concrete element and γ組 dη

count the effect of rnicro cracks to the other directions. 

For the idealized crack bands where major cracks are 

assumed to be orthogonal to the applied loa.d the values 

ーl'andηC組 be帥 n踊 Z肌

てフ;

MODELING OF CONCRETE AT EARLY AGES FOR TENSION 

In the present modeling wluch follows the basic concept of classical plasticity theory， the 
curenJlOding mfues ueusumed to change continuously in size depending on th 

a.ccumulation of the defects on the ma.terialωa {unction of stress state σ;j and energy 

consumed G(μ) which is defined錨 a{undion of softening para.meterμ， du山 gfrac何rmg.

This can be written as follows. 

f = f(σ;j，G(μ)) (6) 

The consistency condition df = 0， which the stress tensor must satisCy during loading， 

can be expressed as 

。fθf
df =一一dσ一+一一一dG(μ)=0。σ.j ・3θG(μ)

(7) 

The normality condition of the {ailure surface with associa.ted fiow rule c姐 beexpressed 

as 

吋 =dλ芸
vvり

where dλis a scalar quantity. 

Now from the elastic stress strain relation 

(8) 

dσij = Dijk，d，εL (9) 

a.nd both consistency condition (eqn. (7))叩 dnormality condition (eqn. (8)) the 

constitutive relation for cracked concrete can be expressed槌

r R_..~~D':.._LI 1 
d町=ID:;IcI-D~ 一γm l主u;;JLI de"， 

! "£17DfsMFM瓦一ωc8G 川町jj
(10) 
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In the literature [1]， different appro叫 eshave been done to define the fa.ilure sUlfac" 

for concrete material. Out ofthese， a smooth approximation to the Mohr-Coulomb surfacc. 

W嗣 gi刊 nby Druck目岨dPra名目組dis assumed in the戸esentnumerical calculations. 

The Drucker-Prager failure surface with the time dependent material parameters at time 

to can be expressed部

f=αωI1十..(.i;-kω )
 

喝

E
4・・A(

 
Here， I1 =σkk andゐ=t句 Sり arethe五叫 invariantof山 esstensorσ1)組 dthe民 cond

invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor Sij， respectively and，αωand kfO are material 

consta.nts which varies with time and progressive failure. Since the present a.nalysis is 

considered only on the tensile behaviour of concrete， the two failure surfaces i.e. Mohr-

Coulornb Drucker-Prager， are matched乱longthe tensile meridian and hence， 

2sin~ 

αtO = V3(3 + sinrt) 
k.n = 6ccosゆ
一一
!o - V3(3 + sin~) 

and )
 

。，a
唱

E
A

，，
 

•• 

、

where c and ~ are the values of mobilized cohesion and企ictionangle which varies with 

the cracking parameter. 

Now from eqns. (11)叩 d(12)， 

θf fθfθαtO ，θfθkto 1θμ .聞-=・， -ーーーーーーーーーー--・φ・回・・・・・ー--->・ーーーー
θG 18αtOθμ. 8kfOθμlθG 

)
 

qa 
噌・A(
 

Now frorn the equivalent uniaxial st問時抑制民l机ionof eqn. (1)組 d田町 the

叫，tionof叩・ (2)the term ~ of the above equa.tion will become 

-
q
h
g
a
s
 

-，L' 
1
一品一ω

一一
内
一
郎

(14) 

Then from the substitution eqns. (13) and (14) into eqn (10)， the proposed constitutive 

relation for the cracked concrete element can be obtained. 

YERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL 

Numerical simulation was carried out for uni-axial test specimens to verify the applicabil-

ity of the prop侶 edmodel. Firstly， the model was checked with the test results of Ev副 ce

et. al. [2]. Next， the test results of GopaIaratnam [3] and Klisinski同werecompared 

with the proposed model. It can be seen that the rnodel a.grees well with the experiments. 

These are shown in Fig. 4. 

Now， a.ccording to the definition of sll， from the results of unia足altest data together 

with analytical results obta.ined from the model an乱lysis，the width of the fra.cture process 

zone ca.n be calcula.ted. Now from eqn. (3)， when the area of the 山 ess-straincurv巴叫

s1l = 1.0 is W， the value of fra.dure energy becomes 
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Figure 4. Comparison with Experim巴nts

The results obtained for crack band width， cra.ck width a.nd fra.dure energy are listed 

in '1、ble1. 

5l山 n(x10') 

TABLE 1. Summary of the Obta.ined Results 

Test Age sll ωc = slll() E:，二τ WCf' G}!O 

(days) (mm) (mm X 106 (mm) (N/m) 

Evans 2) 70 0.60 24.5 14.7 4000 0.059 27.85 

Gopalaratnam 3) 28 0.45 83.0 37.3 800 0.029 50.31 

Klisinski 4) 0.40 . 900 . 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

Uniaxial tensile test was ca.rried out for redangula.r prisma.tic specimen having length of 

300mm. width of 140 mm and 40 mm thickness・Twonotches were introduced at the center 

oftilesLecime山 ving1岬 hof 25 mm a.nd 4 mm width. The D附 acementTtar叫 cer

type(DT-F)抑制 gageswere used to measure the山 insalong the fracture pでss

e.Two testing machines wue USEd in theexpeEimenu-Iligh stifrIless testing maL11 

市iwmaximumtensile loading capacity of 150kN was used to teMthe SPecimmswith 

aEES LOEe than 11 hES V町 young age concr巴tew描 凶 ed匂 another testing ma筑叫叫叫ι.chωhi註i

having ma耳羽Jmu叩IIIロrntensile loading ca.却pa庇ιity of 50 kN. 
TestiElE was carried out for sevdai I111R113er of specimEI1sat difIeIent ages-Test sp巴c-

izElens were made by concrete havtI18 cement:sand:aggregate Eatio of 1:2.5:3with wa-

ter:cement ratio of 0.55. Tests were performed fOI concre旬 以 8，9， 12， 18， 22， 25， 42 
hr・aftucastingof thespecimens.The values for tensile strength，Young's modulus and 

fEactllEe energy aEE obtainEd from the direct tensile test aEe illustrated in TablE2. 
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TABLE 2. Proposed Values of Material Properties 

Age Tensile Strength Young's modulus Fra.ctu叫 n叩 l
hr. kgffcm (xl05) kgffcm2 kgf.・cmfcm

8 0.8 0.080 0.004 

9 1.4 0.083 0.008 

12 1.4 0.139 0.012 

18 3.9 0.363 0.024 

22 4.4 0.180 0.048 

25 7.9 0.444 0.028 

42 12.6 1.805 0.036 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed model can be used to present the softening behaviour of concrete at early 

ages. The behaviour of the model is mainly governed by the material properties of concrete 

such as cohesion， angle of internal friction and Young's modulus. Hence when the values 
of these parameters at any time is known， the constitutive relation for the softening region 
of early age concrete c回 beobtained. 

Since the present model was constructed by considering the localized failure， the size of 
the fra.cture process zone can be estimated with the aid of test results of direct tensile test. 

From this estimated value of the width of fraιture process zone， the width of cra.ck叩 d

the value of fracture energy can be evaluated. HoweveI， mOle experimental investigation 
is necessary on the deterrnIna.tion of the values oC fracture parameters. 
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DISα)NTlNUOUS CRACK GROWI'H AS FRACTURE PROCESS ZONE 
TRROUGH SEM ANALYSIS 

Bascoul， A. and Turatsinze， A.， 
Laboratoire Materiaux et Durabilite des Constructions 

I.N.S.A.-U.P.S. Complexe Scientifique de Rangueil 
31077 TOULOUSE CEDEX FRANCE. 

ABSTRACT 

Microscopical observations by means of the replica technique and SEM are 
presented. They concern th邑 damageof mortar specimens subjected to mode 1 
crack opening. Within the material a discontinuous process of crack growth 
can be regarded as the process zone. Its length is compared with the 
effective crack length from Effective Crack Model and Two Parameter Model. 

INTRODUCTION 

Non linear models hav邑 beendeveloped whether to describe the behaviour of 
specimens subjected to crack growth or to identify the intrinsic par岨 eters
which govern the crack growth. Through a11 these models， it is always 
assumed that there is a microcracked zone -process zon邑 -ahead of the 
macroscopic crack. Whereas it is generally thought that microcracks are 
distributed in a volume， the process zone is always modelised by a crack 
line with closing pressure except in the crack band model[1]. 

Direct observations are needed to valid the concept of microcrack色d
zone and the associated models. Replica method makes it possible. Some 
previous observations by means of the replica technique and SEM w邑re
prese此邑dat International Conference in Cardiff (Sept 89) [2]. Now it is 
possible to present an extensive study on mode 1 crack propagation. 

EXPERI阻町ιPROGRAM

~ree point bending tests were carried out on notched mortar specimens. 
Their final dimensi~ns were always obtained by cutting (loading span， S=320 
山 -depth， H=80 mm - width， B=50 mm - notch depth ao=40 mm). The 
displace~ent of the applied load was imposed with a rat~ of 20 ~皿/minute.

Observations were carried out on the outside lateral surface for 14 
specimens and in the longitudinal median plane， after cutting， for 20 
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specimens. Replica method has been a1ready described [3]. It allows tt. 
observe the imprint of the mortar surface on a materia1 insensitive to th~ 
atmosphere of the SEM ce11. The minimum crack opening which can be det邑cted
is o~ _the order of O. ~::-.O_._2_5_ym at usual magnification of X200-X400. Highel 
magnifications (up to X10000) are used wben there are some doubts about-th~ 
interpretation of pictures from rep1icas， the resolution of which is of 0.1 
P血.
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The observations on the latera1 surfaces give an important information 

about the reso1ution of th邑 method. In that case comparisons can be made 
between rep1icas of 10aded and un10aded specimens. They show the sa皿邑 V邑rv
fine line at the same p1ace of the path end. Thus the crack cannot close 
comp1etely when the specimens are un10ad邑dwhich induces an imprint of the 
same 1ength. As a result of these comparisons it can be considered that 
there is no 10ss of resolution concerning the observations within the 
materia1 in spite of the necessary un1oading. 

DISCONTlHUOUS KICROCRACKING AS PROCE5S ZONE 

The first damages are observed soon b邑forethe peak 10ad (around 70% of 
ma.ximum 10ad). They can be detected approximately by taking successive 
replicas on the latera1 surface from zero loading. 50 the beginning of the 
cracking appears to be formed by on1y one microcrack which is initiated 
somewhere at the tip of the notch. No microcracks are observ巴d in the 
neighbourhood. The beginning of the propagation does not result from a 
phenomenon of coa1escence of microcracks. Inside the material sucb a 
process is a1so pointed out. As it is impossible to fo110w the damaging on 
a s皿 esamp1e， arbitrary cuttings are necessary before the maximum load is 
reached. In that case one single microcrack is observed but at higher 10ad 
levels. 

When the load displacement is incr邑ased two different processes are 
observed outside and inside th色 speci皿en. Outside the material there is a 
sing1e tortuous crack path with some branchings. No microcracks can be 
detected beside this path neither ahead of the tip of the crack. Within the 
materia1， the damages are formed by a continuous path which starts from th邑
notch and next discontinuous microcracks which draw the path along which 
the crack will go for upper load displacement [2]. These phenomenons are 
illustrated on figure 1. The lengths of the d師 aged ligament are almost 
identical inside and outside the specimen. Such a result has been found on 
the set of our tests. 

(a) 

Through our method， discontinuous microcracks have always been 
observed within the material whereas no damages of this kind were detected 
by the overall techniques of impregnation [4] [5] • This leads to consider 
that there are isolated microcraked surfaces which cannot be reached by the 
1iquids. But the discontinuous paths may a1so result from a tortuous shape 
of the front of the macro-fracture surface as well as from mate"rial 
bridgings. 1n fact the three ph邑nomenons are likely to combin巴 and a11 
these fractures are distributed over a surface and not within a volume. Let 
us writ邑 thetota1 1ength of damaged ligament Ltt as the sum of the length 
of continuous fracture Lcf and the length of discontinuous fracture Ldf: 

Figure 1 : Maps of the cracks 
(a) lateral surface 
(b) longitudinal median 

plane 

Ltf = Lcf + Ldf・

The term Ldt may be considered as the length of the process zone. 
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Table 1 gives the values of the three terms Lu:， Lcf and Ldf _ which werc; 
measured. 1t can be seen that the process zone length is nearly equal tc 
the total length at the beginning of the crack propagation， before the mean 
displacement om at the peak load (Om = 78 pm). Beyond om value there is 0 

steep increase in L~t _ with ~~me dis~repancy wheress the process zone length 
appears to be bounded. On_ figure 2， Ldf values are plotted according -to 
Ltf values. Two domains of variation can be pointed out. At the beginluol! 
of the propagation， the process zone length increases proportionally to the 
total length Ltf・The peak of the curve is reached when the tip of the last 
microcrack is close to the middle of the ligament. Next the process zone 
decreases. It cannot develop through lack of space and microcracks are 
connected as the crack mouth opening is increased. Such a variation 
compare~ _wi th the one deduced by means of compliance and mul ti -cutting 
method [6]. 

COKPARI8aN BE賢沼窓口 MODKLS AND OBSERVATIONS 

Through Effective Crack Model or Two Parameter Model an effective crack 
length a哩 is calculated which integrates the process zone effects at the 
tip of an artificial notch when the critical load is r邑ached.The process 
zone length can be evaluated by means of the difference (ae-ao). 8y varying 
the artificia1 notch ao the relationship between the the crack growth and 
the process zone length can be approached. Such tests have been carried out 
and the results are published in the report of RILEM Technica1 Committee 89 
-FMT [7]. Effective crack 1engths ae are given in table I1. (ae-ao) and 
Ltf va1ues can be directly compared for the specimens which have a notch 
depth ratio equa1 to 0.5. Ltf values corresponding to the mean value om of 
the critical load displacements are on1y to be compared to 
(ae-ao) values. 1n that case it can be seen from table I that the 1engths 
measured in the test n咽 ber6， 7 and 8 are of the s四 eorder as the process 
zone length (ae-aO) from tab1e 11. 

The th邑oretical relationship between ae and ao can be considered 85 
1inear， (figure 3). 1n order to compare the evo1ution of the process zone 
1ength proposed by the models with the one deduced from the measurements 
the terms (ao) and (ae) have to be identified respectively to the terms 
(ao+Lct) and (ao+ Lu:) . Th巴 experimentalpoints as defined above are a150 
p10tted on figure 3. It can be s色en that these points are distributed 
around the theoretical straight line. 

The evo1ution of the process zone length deduced from E.C.M. 回 d
T.P.M. cannot remain valid when the notch depth ratio tends to the unit. 
But it appears to be roughly in accordance with the evo1ution as observed 
througth the tests. When the load displace皿entcorresponding to the test i5 
around the mean peak value， the points are very close to the theoretical 
line. In fact they are in 8ccordance with the assumptions of the models. 
Next the points ar邑 abovethe extrapo1ated straight lin邑 andthe process 
zone is greater than the predicted one， particular!y when the continuous 
crack is not very developed. However when the continuous crack has reached 
the midd1e of the ligament the points are c10se again to the 1ine becaU5e 
the process zone is confined. 

T鰯t
N・

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

' ld 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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TABLEl 
M悶 u叫也mage陶酔s

6 Ld Ldf uf 

伊m) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

35 0.5 1.8 2.3 
41 0.5 0.5 1 

50 0.4 0.3 0.7 

50 0.4 3.3 3.7 

55 。 。 。
ω 1.7 0.8 2.5 

71 3.2 2.2 5.4 

80 0.8 2.6 3.4 

98.4 18.8 6.3 25.1 

182 4.1 4.6 8.7 

109 0.4 4.3 4.7 

116 1.8 13.8 15.6 

117 8.2 12.8 21 
119.3 18.9 11.9 22.8 
119.5 19.4 7.9 27.3 

120 8.1 12.4 20.5 

120 20.8 5.4 26.2 

120 20 8 28 

124 23.8 7.2 31 

131.8 12.9 8.8 21.7 

O:陥 dd埠hωment
Ld:leJ唱thofω叫皿uousfrac白m
Ldf: le圃g曲。，rdiscOIl出国usfract町宅

Ltf:加凶加晦曲。rdamaged lig8ment 

TABLE2 

(aO+Lcf)IH 

0.51 
0.51 
0.51 
0.51 
0.50 
0.52 
0.54 
0.51 
0.74 
0.55 
0.51 
也.52
O.ω 

0.'“ 
0.74 
0.60 

。."
0.75 
OJlO 

O.“ 

Em民:tivecrack leugb・e!t'ommode包阿

E aO ECM τ'PM 

(回国) (mm) ae (:盟副) ae (mm) 

40 10 12.4 12.8 

39 10.1 12.5 12.1 

40 10.8 12.8 12 

80 40.8 44.8 44 

80 40 43.2 44 

80 40.8 44.8 44.8 

8G 20.8 26.4 24.8 

83 21.6 27.4 25.7 

83 21.6 27.4 25.7 

" 10.4 14.4 12 

83 13.3 18.3 15.8 

83 11.6 16.6 14.9 

(80+L町H

0.53 
0.51 
0.51 
0.55 。.50
0.53 
0.57 
0.54 
0.81 
0.61 
0.56 
0.70 
0.76 
0.79 
0.84 
0.76 
0.83 
0.85 
0.89 
0.77 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Three point bending tests were carried out ona10t of notchEd specimens in 
order to study the crack growth by meansof the replica technique azld 
SEM・Theresu1ts from this study can be sum皿arizedas fo11ows: 

a) A sing1e microcrack (of the order of ma邸xi血阻u四l日1m grain s凶iz詑:e)wa時sd白巴tec吐t岨

:芯:λ:Lt:=::忠it;:苫?Lぷ::s:工:2;:=;t:江;:;;二;:℃
b)On the 1atera1surfaces a continuous Path was always observed 

someti皿邑闘swith some bran巴hings.

C)Inside the sp?cimens，discontinuous microcracks were always located 
ahead of the c∞。∞ntim
血icrocracksin the neighbourhood. 

d)It can be conclqded that .th?re is a discontinuous process of crack 
FOrth-inside the spec1mens aS1t.1S Eenerally asSUEEd in concrete fracture 

:;cてnロヰuvyei:i詑2in;23ereA:?77Z:fJp二27f::sire;:

regarded as the proEess zone，the length of which has been measured by our 

iiijj芸品忠弘21c!:221mlfはおか210gZ
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HYDRAUUCALLY DRlVEN FRACTURE OF CONCRETE AND ROCK: A NEW 
TESTCELL. 

J.H.M. VISSER and工G.M.V AN MIER 
Delft UJUversity ofTechnology， Stevin Laboratory， 
P.O.Box 5048， 2600 GA Delft，τhe Netherlands. 

ABSTRACT 

A new test cell is presented for hydraulically fractured laboratory scaled specimen. The 
cylindric concrete specimens were loaded on the circumference by water pressure only. The 
tests were all deformation controlled and the deformation rate was kept constant. Similarity 
between the load-displacement curves of the hydraulic te山 andthe unIaxial tests indicate 
a pure mode 1 fracturing mode. This is supported by the peak load of the specimens which 
is equal to the tensile strength of the material.τhe pressure cell seems to be a powerful 
experimental set-up for gaining a better insigbt in hydraulic fracturing process and 
parameters involved. 

INTRODUCTION 

R凶ddriven fracture of concrete and rock is a widely obsetved phenomenon. Examples of 
situations where it may occur are concrete dams， offshore platfonns and hydraulic fractures 
made for the stimulation of oil well production.百lefundamental interaction between fluid 
and solid is ba叫 understood.Important par細 etersare the permeability of the (cracked) 
material and the fluid flow in the αack. Fracture propagation theories form an essential 
tngredient in establish relations between these parameters and the fracture geometry. 

1n order to determine the inf1uence of the hydraulic fracturing parameters on the 
fracturing process， a simple pressure cell has been developed by which fiuid driven fractures 
can be obtained in laboratory scale specimens. Concrete or rock cores of diameter 100 mm 
are subjected to ax:ial tension or compr回sionand lateral fluid pressure up to 100 b抵 百le
System has been developed primarily for surveying triaxial tension-compression-
compression states of stress. 

In the paper， tbe construction of the test-cell will be described， together with some 
preliminary-experimental results on concrete.百leexperiments should reveal the fracture 
叩ergyand failure mechanism of the material for situations where the fluid pre鈴ure
Interacts wi出theprocess zone. 
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MATE阻 ALSAND SPEClMENS. 

間:7rfお221訪 問r:3ZL27tJfzzぷ??3J紅白白紙
~btain homogeneous specimens， theyare c制 ed帥 locksof 300x30ω50 mm. Aftぽ2days，

部部器組問諮問昔話日
;;2271dZ22%tごttE:zizmz立:ctrZEC2223足t;;
3~ ~ th_ickness are glued with epoxy resin to the ends of出ecylindrical specimen. An 
additio叫 advantageof the steel plat田 is伽 tan axial force can now be叩pliedon the 
speclmens. 

Further preparation ofthe spedmem consists ofnotching them to define the region of 
fr~~~u~ing and s~~ing the ends of the cyl泊der.A circular notch of 5 mm depth and 5 mm 
width is sawn 100 mm 台o~m the ttop of .the specimen. Sealing the ends of the cyli~d~~ï'~ 
done toprevent leakage ofwater from the test cell along the specimen due to i汀egularities
like air bubbles.sealing ofthe cylinder ends is done with epo可 resin.After application of 
the epoxy resh the ends are poushed to obtain a perfectly smooth surface.h Fig.1，a 
sc~~~tic C~<>.Ss s~cti?nal_~gurë of the cylindrical sp~cim~~is ~h~明L
With each bMch，pU150mn cubes are produced and cureduElder白esame conditions 

as白ecylinder specimens. After 28 days， the αlbes are used for the determination of出e
compressivemd splitting tensue strength-The compresive strengh fc and the tensile 
splitting streng白色p)determined from the 150 mm cubes are 45.1 :t 0.5 an~d 3:4 ::t--O.i-MP; 
respectively. 

EXPERI民1ENTALSET-UP

官lecylindricaJ ce]] 

The pres.sure cell ~as beeE developed primarily for triaxial tension-compression-
compr町 sionね tesof抑 e弘司erefore，the pressure cell， of which a cross secti。ムl吋ewis
given in Fig. 2， co凶 sts~f th~ee parts: an upper plate， a cirαI1ar shaft and a lower plate which 
are held together by safeザ ~olts. ~e uppe~ and _Iower plate of批伺IIare not solid， but 
contain a circulM holpofloommolameterinwhichtheq11Ildried spec凶 enis∞n凶ned.
F白isway， the specimen c~n_ move freely in longit叫 na1direction. Al叫 anaxial force 
teither compressive or tensile)cm be apPEed on the spedmen ends.Radial compressive 
forces on也e叩ecimen伺 n.be~I?plied by pressurizing出ewater担 thecell. As can be seen 
in Fig.2，not the total length ofthe cirqlInference ofthe spec卸lenis pressurized， but only 
200mm of the sP?cmen is surrounded by water-Rod seals between the upper C4lower 
plate and the speαmen prevent water leakage from the cell. 

In the upper plate of the偲 11，a fil1er cap and a valve are inserted so the cell can be filled 
with water before pressurization-On top of the upper plate，a safety plate is attached to 
pr~veI}t t~e spe~men f!~m shooting out-of the celI fn ca'se o{unco~t;oîi~bi~ -ir;~t~~~. 
In the lower plate of the cell，a small channel has been drmed to the water reservoir of 

the cell through which water can be traI15ported either in or out the cell in order to ad・ust
t~e pr~ssure. ~ol!r additional ch瑚annelsa悦r陀el刷e伺削a叫di均n昭gt恥heLVDT.:哨吋叩wi附i仕reso仙utぱOぱftωhecell.As…e町ふcふon 
P戸la幻tei凶sattached under the lower pμlate. The specimen can be attached to this so-called 
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base-plate， and an axial force伺 nbe applied to the specimen. The base-plate itself is 
itandlng on three adjustment screws and a hinge by wbich the cell can be put perfect1y 
horizonta1. The hinge plate finally is attached to a frame which is fixed to the floor of the 
laboratory. 

25 

t∞ 

75 

Fi伊re1. Specimen Figure 2. Pressure cell. 

ReguJation systerr. 
In Fig. 3， a schematic reproduction of the regulation system is given. As can be seen， 0叫y
two parameters can be measured in出epressure cell. Tbe first parameter is tbe pressure in 
the cell， which can be measured with a pressure transducer. The second variable'is the axial 
~.l~ngation of the specimen which is-measured witb two high pressure LVDT's (ザpe
W1SI6S， linear stroke + /-1 mm， measuring lengtb 80 mm) 180 degrees ap制.百leLVDT's
c~n be used up to pressures of 200 bar. The L vDT's are attached to the specimen by holders 
glued to也especimen surface. The holders are placed s.戸unetricalto the notch in 
long_!tudinal direction and are 80 mm apart (see Fig. I). Only the mean deformation of the 
two LVDT's is registered. 

百letests done with tbe hydraulic cell are all deforrnation controlled.τlle prescribed 
~e~ormation is generated by' a function generator and consists of a linearly 'increasing 
deformation ωa rate of 0.12μm¥s. The pressure necessary for a certain deformation is 
co附 olledby a servo valve (Moog valve，ザpe76-315 SJN D129)， which obtains its basic 
pr~~_?re from a hydraulic pump. 
• Wben the prescribed defonnation equals the mean measured deforrnation， the control 
~~gnal for the servo valve， generated bya P.I.D.-arnplifier， is zero and the valve is closed. 
IlOwever there is a leakage∞πent entering the valve via pressure inlet P and leaving the 
valve via return outlet R. 
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If山pres凶beddeformation is larger than恥 measureddeformation， the control叩 al
is p_ositi~e and !he ，:alye ope~ s~ ~at.e~ is .e_ull_lped ~n the ~ell， ~ivin_g rise to higher press~re~ 
and an increasing deformation. Via inlet P，出evdve and oudet C1，waterun bppmped 
into the cell.τbe hydra凶icsystem wor.ks on oil， whereas the hydra凶iccell con岡山water 
τberefore! an oil-watersePa:a!orwas placed between the valve and the cell. This separato; 
consists of a tube in which oil floats on water by density∞ntrast only. 
When the pressure in the cell has to be reduced， the valve shifts to the left， and the water 

flows back to the hydraulic卯 mpvia tube Cl，the valve and return tube R，either stopphg 
further deformation or slowing it down. When the pressure in the cell has to be decreased 
instantly， not enough oil c凋 bepumped back via the 叫 ve，so a bypass tap K1 has been 
added.τbe tap is opened only slightly， because otherwise the pressure of the hydraulic 
system will drop to the pressure of the test cell and the servo valve will not have enou2h 
pressure available to re伊lateproperly. In the present set-up， no active reduction of 鉱山
deformation can be obtained unless a compressive出 ialforce is applied. In order to keep 
thepressu問 inthe valve lowwhen it shifts to the left， a third outlet tube (α) is added. T叩
K2 is opened only slightly to prevent出epressure to become too low. 

of high s紅essconcentrations at the boundaries of the glued areas (from the sealing and 
gluingofthe LVDT-holders)・Anotch depth of 5 mm seems for these specimens not deep 
enou凶 topredefine the fracture area but no experiments have yet be don~_~th deep_er 
~~tchム Fôrtwo different types of specimens， controllable experiments could however be 
oerformed. The first type of specimens were sealed ωthe notch， so no glue boundaries were r回 ent.The second type of叩ecimenswere partly回 turated.With partly saturated is meant 
hat也e叩ecimenshave been immersed in a water b部 infor one week. In this way it is not 
;ossible to completely saturate the specimen. The pressure-displacement curves for the 
Cour succesful tests are given in Fig.4. 
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Table 1. 
Parameters of the hydraulic fracture tests. 

Curveno. Type of E-modulus 
(PMEBPax a) dL(upmma) d dmax 

speαmen (GPa) Gum) 

sealed 27.0 3.2 10.4 82.0 
2 sealed 28.2 3.4 10.0 78.2 

3 sealed 27.7 3.0 8.2 70.0 
4 saturated 31.1 3.5 10.4 57.4 

Figure 3. Regulation system. 

Figure 4. Load-displacementαrrves. 

百leresults show a rather consistent response.τbis can also be seen in table 1， in which the 
most面lpO此antparameters are given. 

EXPERIMENTS. 

The Young's moduli， given in table 1， show a slightly higher value for the saturated 
~pecimen. Regarding the variance in E・modulifor the sealed， or unsaturated， specimen， it 
i~ difficult to say at this stage of the research if the slightly higher value泊 E-modulusfor 
the saturated specimen is due to the saturation. 

The peak Ioads are for both the sealed and the saturated specimens similar. This is 
p~o bably due to the fact tha t for both type of specimen no fluid can seep through the surface 
of the specimens. The only possiblefractur-e initiation mechanism Is the externalload， 
:xcept maybe for a small contribution of loading of the notch. The notch effect will be lower 
for tl:ie unsaturated spec凶 enbecause water can seep in the concrete， reducing the effective 
stress. But regarding the difference in peak load for both types of specimen， this reduction 

τbe experiments have been perfoロnedusing water as a pressure fluid in the cell.官le
cylindrical spec泊lenwas loaded at the circumference only. Control variable in白e
experiments was the axial elongation of the specimen.τbe prescribed deformation rate was 
kept constant at 0.12μm/s. Measuring length of the L VDT's was 80 mm. 
Only four succesfully controlled tests have been performed so far. Most of the specimens 

broke outside the LVDT-range d凶 ingthe experiments. This might be due to血epresence 
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can not be high. It seems that fracture initiation is totally due to由e:~ternalloading [2]. 
Once a fracture has been initiated， fluid willleak off in the s町 roundingconcrete iII ihe 
unsa加ratedspec加 .en.百lisis however not the悶 sefor the partly sa加ratedspecimen. 
Although it is only partly saturated， it seems that the porosity is reduced enough to prevent 
a large leak-off叩 rrentin the concrete.百lerefore，pressure can be built up faster，回ving
rise to a higher crack propagation speed. In other words， less pressure is needed for a similar 
crack speed as for the unsaturated specimen. Because the pressure in the cell c姐 not
become lower出an3 bar， crack speed can not be reduced any further when a pressure of 
less than 3 bar is needed. This point is reached sooner for the saturated specimen. Thus， 
the maximum displacement which still could be measured (see table I) is much lower for 
the saturated specimen. Whereas crack initiation seems determined by the externalloads 
only， crack propagation seems to be influenced by the pressure distribution in the crack as 
well. At出isstage of the research it is however not possible to say anything about possible 
mechanisms of crack propagation. 

τbe peak strengths of theωrves in Fig.4 are almost equal to the tensile streng也ofthe
mortar， as derived from the印刷ctensile spIi tting tests (fspl = 3.4土 0.1MPa). It thus seems 
that the fracturing mode of the specimens is purely tensile， or mode 1. This is also confirmed 
bythe fact出atthe pressure-displacementωrves in fig.4 have a remarkable similar shape 
with the load-displacement curves from the uniaxial te山 ofSchlangen and van Mier [1] 
for the same 2 mm mort低 Forthe pressure tests， we also find a steep descending branch 
beyond the peak， followed by a stable tail until complete separation occurs. The main 
dilferencebetweenthe αlrves， is that the pressuresω同町田nonly be measured unto about 
40 mm. This is due to the fact that the pressure in the ceI1 can not become lower than 3 bar. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Although the results訂 eonly preliminary， it seems that the pressure cell is a powe拍d
experimental set-up for measuring the most important parameters of the. hydraulic 
frac旬ringprocess and will give without doubt a better insight in the mechanism of the 
hydraulic fracturing process. 
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ABSTRACT 

百ec∞.crete∞，ne capacity of headed anchor加，1tssu町田 制 ωaxialtension load was 
experimentally investigated凶泊g3S concrete sp民泊町18of three different sizes.百 e
dimensions of the飽stspEぉimenswere varied泊 proporti佃 tothe em以油nentde凶th
(h;;:: 50，150阻 d450 mm). Material proI町制 W悶 measuredon a∞ompanying speci-
m阻 s.百，eme鎚出港dfai1ぽ'eloads are comp釘oowi也 o泊1ぽ ex戸rimen飽1and numeri伺 1
泊~estigations. A∞o吋ingωthepres，即tresults the 制限 loads旬 間 却e加 proportionω
h'，世1atme釦lSc10se to the prediction by linear仕acturemechanics. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fastening elements such as headed-， exp佃 sion-and undercut anchors are oft，回 used泊 the
∞崎町ctionindus町 to佐8llSfぽ 1081由加ω∞ncrete副uctures.百ledesi伊 ofsuch fas出血gs
IS mainIy based叩 theres凶.tsof 句 町imental泊V伺 tigati∞s[3]. One of the 0戸nproblems
is the so-ca11叫 si詑 e任記tof世le附 1cretecone fai1ure load. 

おle河町面le凶al担V田 tigationof the pu1l-out s出mgthof head吋 anchorswas re倒 ltly
∞nducted at the .K1okner Institute of the 白目hTechnical University in Prague in co句>era-
語句wi血theInstitute for Building Materials of the Stu暗紅tUniversity.百lemaino切ective
of the investigation was to verui the 凶器 e任配tof the conc時 te∞nefai1ure load. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

Specim匂18叩 dheaded anchor bolts of山田 differentsizes of the same 8'田 me位icalshape 
were凶吋.Fi町∞町四pondingdimensions the l'lltio 1 : 3 : 9 was applied， while the actual 
embedment len凶1was 50， 150 and 450 mm. F-ぽ曲ぽmoretwo different diame'健rsof the 
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anchor heads wi釘eu舘 d. All sp配 imenswe陀 madefrom conα噂teof nominally id阻 tical

qua1ity with a sp舵 ifiedcube strength 九=30 MPa. The sp田 imenswぽ 'ecast in 
six series. Each series of s戸~mens was c組合om血esame∞Increte mix， 18 specim阻s
were testl剖 inseries 1ωm山田d17 sl蹴旬leIlSin seri白 IVωVI[勾.

TE釘 SPEC時四NS

The shape of the sp配 imensin pl剖 viewwas a square (small and medium sizes of series 1 
ωrruぽ組∞tagonrespectively (a11 otherηecimens). The dimensions of也espe出nens悦

shown in向.1 and lis凶担 Table1.官lediameter of headザ戸 Awぉ withdh・1.9d" 
(偽=sha仇diameter)relatively large. For head ty戸 B曲，ehead diame町~wぉ cho間関ch
伽 tthe位田sesunder the b伺 dat戸akload were kept almost con罰 則 (σu・14f"J. The 
∞ncrete mix was虻釘lSpo憎 dfrom an泊d凶凶a1plant by mobi1 mixersω 也，elaboraωIry， 
where the s戸cimenswe問 cast.Com戸sitionand pro戸 副esof the mix紅'edescrib凶 h
Table 2.百leresu1ts of the accompan:りngma飽ria1tes飽 (averageva1ue of at least 3絶時)

performed atぬetime of testing (，∞iscrete age aOOut 45 days) ，眠 al釦 giv'朗読Table2. To 
avoid a spli悩ngfailure the sp配担問lSof s岡田 1to rn wer宅飽泊forcedby anα泊ogαta1
ribbed reinforcement pla伺 dn回 rtheωtpsurface and ancbα吋 byh∞b.む1seri回 IVto VI 
thes戸C泊施nswere∞m位制edby a weldedぽぜ10gona1s悦 1frame which was placed around 
血βtopof the可Jecim釘lS姐dslightly pre紺出sed10 ensure 術院t∞.ntact. 

..0 

E
N
-
-
M
 

b b 

01 plon view b 1 Section 

Fig. 1 Test s戸cimen

TEST PROCEDURE 

The tensile force wωtransferredωthe anchor由rougha shaれwithtwo spherica1 hingesω 
m泊imizebending moments on也e阻 chor.賢官田勿戸sof loading sy;氏四1Swiぽeωed:for 

small待問imens100 kN hydraulic machine Amsler， for medium sp田im叩 sap位 of250 kN 
j acks and for 1ぽges戸cimensa pair of 1500 kN jacks. However， in s岡 田 IωE白E回 chor
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加1ωwi也 h== 50 mmru戸町edbefor'e a∞ nぽ臨∞newasf，αmed以ぉauseofa t∞ low st僧 1
位回拙.百1erefα"ea hole was世illedfrom the back side of世les戸犯imensand the anchors 

were 1侃 dedby a∞mpr四sionforce on the阻 chorhead. In all other儲俗世1eanchor OOlts 
did not yield.官le卸 pport陀 actionw回 takenup by a spE田cia1αthogona1位uc旬reresting on 

eight制 IPPOrts1∞ated on a circle (;限時・ 1).

TABLE 1 
Dimension of s戸田E泊lensin mm 

Size Anchor SpE割C泊1en Support 

~ 

h do headA head B b d a c 

small 50 8 15.0 12.7 400 100 10 40 

medium 150 24 45.6 32.9 800 300 30 100 

large 450 72 135.5 88.5 2000 900 100 180 

TABLE 2 

Concrete mix and pro戸副伺

S副es CementlT 可持鎗鐙 WjC Aw哩，gatesZI Lig<ト Slump f哩 31 44} E. G，S} 
plast 

size in rnm SF 

0-4 8 -22 

k仰 13 kglm3 k同n) kglm3 kglm) rnm MPa MPa GPa N/m 

I 32.6 2.97 26.2 169 I 

II 350 195 0.57 890 905 z 110 29.7 2.85 29.8 170 

m 332 3.00 26.4 167 

IV 29.3 2.76 30.1 126 

v 350 z∞ 0.58 館。 890 2 150 283 3.09 30.5 146 

~ 34.4 3.17 31.5 152 

1) Slag-Port1and倒 nentSPC 325 

.， natura1 round a良野'ga蜘

.， measured叩 αlbeS

(side length 200 mm) 

4加lSi1espli悩ng町四割1
勃 measuredon notched恥ams(d = 100 mm) 

泊 3point加nding
according 10 RlLEM [11) 

百leloading was阿 form吋 und，紅白pla偲 m印 tcon加 1by manual operation of the 
hYdraulic sy幻em.百1etime-displacement relation was kept approximately linear. For each 

Size of s戸cim伺 aspecia1 cali肱ョtedload cell wωu鈎d.Dぽ担g白.etest the anchor load， 
the relative di叩，lacem印 tbetween the loaded end of the anchor bolt and廿te也psurface of 
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位le哩1eCImenand也estrains on the剖 rfa偲 ofthe伽 ftwere measured by PeekeI 
Ins佐umentsda飽 acq凶 itionsy脚 m Autolog∞，n佐ol1edby a PDP computl釘 11/23.In 
S釘iesIVωVI also血edispla偲 mentof the anchor head was m回 sured.

'I宝:sTRESULτs

In all test山辺町ew邸何回剖 byp凶凶18(伽:ies1ωIII， h = 50 mm) or pulling out (岨
other蜘 ts)a concreもecone.百leshape of曲is∞newas approximately s泊ularfor all 
m加伽entdep伽. In geJ町a1the diameter of雌似leon白econcr脱 surfacewas 
< 4h. However， in some tl帥耐 l叩組.chω (h= 450 mm)， the formation of the 
faiIure cone was re位協edby白e釦P戸国s.

In Fig. 2勿picalload displaαementαJl'Ves for anchors with head type B and an 
embe伽 entd叩白 h:::: 50， 150 and 450 mm are plott吋.In Table 3肱∞ncretecone 
fai1ure load of anchors with head勿戸 Bare liS'凶.百le∞即時tecompr国 si叩位匂12th
vari剖加W悶 28削 34MPa. Th関fore血.efai1;間 10油 W関 n御山edto the 
~verag~ comp!!ssion S'紅伺併lf回 =31 MPa by mu1tiplying the measほ00values wi白血

fact町 (31ff..，)ベ加 weightedc関節cientof variation of the normalized faiIure 10油
mαmtsωV -11 %.百世5Cα揃 .ci釦 tof variation is quite∞mmon f，町卸d 蜘 ts.A 
much largぽ valuemωtbe回伊cted，if the con，ぽ帥 mixis varied. For anchors with a 
l紅炉胸d(type A)，御前回gefailure load was 10 9る(h= 50 mm)， 14 %白=150 mm) 
and 6 % (h :::: 450 mm) highぽ也anfor anchors with head勿peB.百usis due to也emuch
sma1ler∞nαete紺 ess倍加tdぽ白.eb伺 dat peaJc 10叫(ー 3.6(h = 450 mm) to 8.6 f..，. 
(h = 50 mm)) which lead ωsmaller displacements of the anchors with a larger head.凶

百le陥 tresults f，町役led関戸st佃 chors(h :::: 450 mm) might have恥eninflu印刷

favourably by two effects: (1)官 官 ∞nc問te∞mpression蹴-engthwas measured on cubes 
which werを CUl吋as也e蜘 t符蹴Im，田8.B民 au思 ofhydration heat gen町'atedin也elarge 
specimens，世leconcrete肱聞 が1mi俳thave been somewhat higher than me削凶 on
αmtrol specim回 s.位)In釦metests， the formation of世lefai1ure cone w邸 hind釘叫by也E

suppo巾 .However， it is believl剖白紙白ecombined effect of加Ithinfluencing factors is 
mall. 

1200出山担

800 ーーー寸一ーー一一-

h::ι50mm I 

一一-4-ー一一-4一一一ーーーー

。。 lQ 20 30 
displocement [mm1 

Fig.2匂φi伺 1load-displa偲 mentrelationships 
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TABLE3 
Fai1ure loads of anchors with head type B 

S岡田 f .. F" [k悶 forh加 [mm] Fut [kN] for h in [mm] 

MPa 

I 32.6 

H 29.7 

国 33.2 

IV 29.3 

V 28.3 

VI 34.4 

Average 31.2 

v [%] 7.9 

1) 

FUI -= Fu . J31!fcc 

1Fu [kNl 
200， 

1000 

800 

600 

400 

0 

50 

25.8 

(40.21 

35.6 

27.2 

26.1 

21.5 

30.2 

29.3 

33.2 

29.6 

35.6 

29.42) 

15.3 

150 450 50 150 

150.0 1087 25.2 146.3 

161.7 1108 (41.1) 165.2 

131.4 1162 34.4 127.0 

133.3 937.2 28.0 137.1 

181.7 26.8 186.9 

160.7 989.0 22.5 168.2 

165.7 31.6 173.4 

151.5 1221 27.8 143.8 

167.7 31.5 159.2 

28.1 

33.8 

160.0 1084 29.02) 156.31
) 

10.2 9.8 13.1 12.3 

2) without result of Seri回 H

o 100 200 300 400 500 

Fig. 3 Failure loads (head type B) as a function of the embe白百聞tdep也

450 

1132 

1123 

964.0 

1035 

1159 

1079 

6.8 
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In Fig. 5也.emeasur吋 failureloads related to the average value I<ぽh= 50 mm are plo抗ed
asa釦nctionof the embedment depth in double-logari白micscale. In血is配 ale，Eqns. (1) 
to (3) are砲事ightlines with di質問ntslo抑制Eqn.(5) giv1回 aslightly curv凶 line.百le
figureぬows，that也e話zee貧民tlaw (Eqn. (5)) agr鴫 srathぽ wellwith the凶

reSuJ.ts. While Eqn. (2) slightly overestima蜘， EqJ孔 (3)si伊i自開ntlyund館四timates伽 size

eff，即t.
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In Fig. 3 the n側 naliz剖 failureloads are plo悦剖回 afunCtiOD of the em~対立I朗t
d叩血. The average values can be approxima凶 byEqn. (1). 11us叩 ationis sufficiently 

.te f，ぽ practicalpurpo鈍 s(compare Table 4). 

九=10・45-hM )
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DISCUSSION OF RESULτs 

In [4]血efollow泊Igem戸畑l句凶.tionis pro仰鈴dIt asswn田也.egrea飽stpo凶副esize 
d舵 twhich will be obta泊剖 whenappl戸nglinear fract附 m町 hanics[5J.百leformula is 
ba凶 ona即 m抑制Y200 results of帥 wi白 head凶 ancb倒的md世 間t田町・
百leem以刈mentdepth w田 variedbe阿倍1d=40 mm創ldd = 525 mm 
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In['ηanother empirical equation is given. which d僧 snot take inωaωount a size effi伐t

九=0.96 ・ f~ . h2 (1 + d，.1助 (3)

A∞αdingωBaz加 t's討zeeffect law [8]. the nominal concrete s蜘 1帥，σN= FJA.， on the 
failure cone釦rfacê" is given by Eq孔 (4)

O_N =B・ft( 1 + h/ho r0.5 
2.00 

Fig， 5 Related failurち loadsas a function of白eembedment depth 

In Table 4白etest resu1ts are comp紅凶 withthe predictiα18 acc町出時 toEqns. (1)ω(3) 
制 (5)，As e湾指C制， Eqn. (1) gives白ebest 均 resentationof血.etest resu1ts. Eqn. (3) 
agr明 sw町stwith白etest resu1ts，民割cause甘leaverage value of the ratio measured failure 
loadωcal叫制valued町 asessigni印刷y揃 incre剖ngembedment d叩血 and伽

脱出ci飢 tof variation of the ratio F.山/F叫岨凶 isabout 3伽 .es1碍紅白anthe 
嶋田ci側 ofvariation of伽 mea卸 r凶 f必lureloa也.Equation (2) is∞nservative for 
h=450 mm. 

(4) 

where B and 110 are empirical∞Inst姐 ts.同n.(4)附 di他 agradual岡田制onfrom a 
plastic solution (no size effect) for small embedment d叩ぜISto a 1担問r合acぬremechanics 
solution (largest size effect) I<町 I紅'geem以出1entd甲山s.Assum泊ga diameter of the 
F叫 ec凶 ∞neof 3h [3]白.etest res叫包 yieldB :: 0.62釦 d110 = 101 mm. In Fig. 4 the 
ratio σN /(B・fJis plotted as a function of the ratio hIhO in dωlble log組曲micscale. 1t 
can be鈴 en，that for h :: 45οmmthe飽8t陀 S叫.tsare close ωtlte linear仕acturemechanics 

solution. Wi由主=05・g耐久 =π ・(3h)抑 制gω加 mEqn.伸一fon。叩Ig
failure load. 

凡=2.2 . f~ . h 2 (1 + h/l∞1)-0.5 (5) 

TABLE4 
Comparison of test results with vanous pr凶ictions

log(C51(/BfJ 

h average 凡k刈戸凶icted 九 回 /Fu，叫叫岡

failure load 1) 配∞d泊gω Eqn.ll ac∞d泊gωEqn.

mm kN (1) (2) (3) (5) (1) 。) (3) (5) 

50 29.0 29.1 30.5 16.8 25.0 1.00 0.95 1.73 1.16 

150 156.3 168.8 158.5 146.6 147.3 0.93 0.99 1.07 0.90 

450 1079 979 824 1295 1058 1.10 1.31 0.83 1.20 

11 f白=31 MPa 1.0 1.05 1.27 1.03 x 

v [%] 12.9 17.7 32.9 16.0 

stud) 

Fig.4 S包eeffect of the average tensile柑 essover the failure cone ar伺
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8 
0 

QN:;;; Bflt +h/hort/~ 
B:;;; 0.62， hD= 1'01.1 mm. 
ft= 2.78 MPα 

-0.2 0:2 
log(h/hD) 
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In an earlier蜘 dy[5] headed釦 chors(h = 130， 260釦 d520 mm) were embE対dedin Q嶋
1紅geconαete block (d = 600 mm) and loaded in抑制on.Fai1ぼe∞αJredby戸ulingout 
aαmαete∞ne. In Fig. 6 the f必lureloads related to the va1ue for h = 130 mm are plot凶
as a fur附 onof the embedrn倒 de帥担 doublelogari血mic民a1e.The泊creasein failure 
load is曲nωtcorr町 tlypr凶ictedby向n.(1)， slightly皿 der剖 ma削 byE恥但)刷
significantly 肝悦副mωdby Eqn. (3). It should be men伽 1edthat th回 etests have胸 n
criticized because of the従)()sma11 membE汀 d叩th.HowevE到r，担世lelight of仕le戸'eS阻t
r国叫ts，出isαiticism鉛emsnotめ bej凶 tified.

log [fu(h)JFu(h=130)] 2.2 

2，0 

/ 
/ 

1.8 
//ケ

/〆γ

/~" 
メT'。ダ， . 出 ts

〆-Eqn (11 

y ----Eqn 12) 
一一 Eqn13) 

1.6 

1ι 

1.2 

1.0 
130mm 520mm 

2.6 
log 1 h) 

Fig.6 Relaωd failure loads回 afunction of the embedment dep血， te抱 accor必ngto [5] 

m
 

m
 

ω-h 

伺，‘『内，‘ 2.6 2.0 2.2 

In [6]， [9] a IIi佃品learfiniωelement simulation of白ep問問.ttests w邸戸rformed.While 

in [6] the inves“gation wωbased on出enon-l∞al microplane m吋.el[10]，泊 [9]a new 
ti1erm凶戸1amicalmα1el was applied. Both ma1erial models take non-linear fracture 
mechanics into a∞Ooot.百ler田叫tsof血etwo sωdi回 comparevery favourably. The 
results of [6]脱出oplotted泊Fig.5. It can be seen， ti1at they agr'民 q凶tewell wi位1ti1e 
ex戸rimenta1results. 

The size eff<民tmi酔tbe influenced by the∞.nc附 mix.Therefore， simi1ar飽拙 as
d創出以ldhE四 areneeded witl1 a variation of the∞Inc陀 temix. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the pres阻 t伽 dy，血.efollowing conc1usions can be drawn 

(1) 官1e∞ncreぬ∞nefailure load shows a significant size effect which is rather cl瞬
ωthe solution accor叫泊19to 1泊earfracture m伺 hanics.百usc釦 beexplained by tl1e 
high stra泊 gradientand也.erelatively small fracωre pr∞ess zone [5，6]. 

(2) The size eff，田tsho叫dbe taken加ωac∞，oot泊白ed回 ignof fas鉛nings，because 
othぽwisethe蜘 ngthof fastenings with a small embedment d明hisovere剖ma制
加 dthose with a large embedment d叩ti1is unde陀幻imated.
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Invited Paper 

DUCfILE FRACfURE別 CEMENTITIOUSMA TERIALS? 

VIαひRC. U and T. HASH1DA 
Advancedα叫EngineeringMa回a1sResearch La加m回 y，

De戸rtmento.fCi札I制 dEnvironmenta1 Engin白血Ig，
IJnivmity ofMichigan-Ann Arbor，MI481ω-2125 

ABSTRACf 

This paper desαibes a newly di民overedphenomenon --d田副:efracωrein田 mentitious
mat耐 s.τ百百This悩II出isb蜘eh伽lav削m叩a卸制叩叩v別m糊lω附oαl凶 mad也巴p附郎側s叫枇iぬ削仙bl肱leψ?片'yap附s鈴矧蜘e創釦u帥ld郎oωstra凶剛i訂泊n吋Eト吋-}占h】紅凶帥凶d由伽E町r叫 p附附儲g抑e釘閃n悶α釘悶側吋.司u蹴a瓜蹴t飽ed州b防y 
白E白S吟sttansfer凶 lpabilityof pro戸rlyd悶 gnedfiber reinforceme凶 inthe cementitious 
∞mpOSlte.百leduc凶e合acturephenomeno.n has b偲 nreα>rdedin a double cantilever beam 
(DCB)加は眠spec加伺fa凶 catedfrom a specia1砂designedcement reinforced閉め

polye白ylenefibers・Theoff.・crョck-pl釦 E凶 crωrackedzone is found to be shaped like an 
onion with its base 1∞atedn回 Z血eαacktip. In the present set of exp釘 unents，this inelastic 

zone spreadsωthe edge of the specimen， Co.VI回 ngan紅悶ofmore than 5∞冊子inthe large 
討zeDCBs. Frac旬reenergy consumed in白efiberbr姐gingfracture process zone， and in the 
ineIastica1l y deformed material off theロ司ckplane，釘宮deten凶nedfor vario.us specimen sizes 
ing the J-based me白od.百leresults show that恥 off・crack-planeenぽ'gyconsumption 

回 nbe as Iarge as，卸dwhen st伺 dystate is achieved likely to. be even larger than， the fiber 
pull-out energy co.nsumed o.n出emain crack plane. 

INTRODUCT!ON 

百etwo types o.f fracture that have been observed泊∞men出 ousmaterials 31芭 brittleand 
quasi-bri凶e.Brittle合前tur写canbe o.bserv凶泊 hardenedcement paste material. It is 

ch3laCteriz国 bya very small mic民間ackzone at白ecracktip伺息1rela) typi伺 llyofsub-

millimeter scale， low fracture energy o.f tlteぽderof 0.01 kJ/m2，制da linear load versus lo.ad 
point displacementαuve企oma台車口町e飽st.Quぉi-肱i凶efracture can be o.bserved in 
∞m下te叫 inmo.st fiber reinfo.rced cement o.r co.ncrete (FRC)・ Itis Ch3laC附zedby a 
h凶t詰dgin暗g戸o恥ce侭ss却n問.ei泊nad“di泌tio.∞n】tωo the sma1l 1凶n凶iα。ocra即ckz却o.n問ea瓜tt}白leαa低ckti匂p伊i切忽1relb防，).
τ1t叫idgir叩

肱凶i泊d忽a碍gmc∞on即CI1陀'Ct飽e，阻 d血町r加 g帥hfib民er肱凶i姐d訴n暗gi加nFR.C，i加nthe wake 0.ぱft白heαack 合伽。nt.F肋lor

quasi廿ittlemaMals，the仕actureenergy extends a large range，企fromO似.1kJ/m2i泊nc∞Osiω附c
ω s将ev刊era叫lk回J/I加'm2i釦n由恥ec伺as犯:eoぱ.fFRC.仁:Orrespondingly.出eproc田szone size extends 企om
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mmscaleωcm scale.τ1te Io.ad versus load line displacenぉntcurve合oma fracture test may 
M刊 Ivea small non-linear regio.n n伺rthe peak load with a si伊 ifi伺 ntpost-p伺 ktension-
soften泊gbehavior. Research in quasi-bri凶.emateria1s in由elast decade has been extensive 
t叫叫[1，2]伽 are畑 tco.ll回世o.nofp叩erson白esu句田t).

(a) Crack-tip mic民間前凶Ig

(b) 

(c) 
Diffusedmiαocracking 

Figure 1. Fractur'C pr∞ess zone in (a) Brittle cement. (b) Quasi-bri叫econα港teandFRC，
and (c) Ductile SHCC. 

恒国paperd岱 cribesa new type of fractur'C in cementitious ma館ria1which has 
heretofo.re not been ob悶 ved.It may be labelled 'ductile fracture' because it involves 
extensive off-crack-plane inelastic energy 油田rptio.n，as sho.wn schematically in Figure lc. 
However， unlike ductile metaIs， the present str瓜n・h3ldeningcementitio.us co.n司posite(SHCC) 
also involves extensive energy ab釦'rptionon白ecrack plane.百 etota1 energy absorption 
level and白emechanisms invo.lved place the SHCC泊aseparate class of materia1s泊
∞mparisonωa溢n紅yquasi却 iωefiber reinforced∞nαete.百leload versus lo.ad line 
dispIacement curve台。ma仕切れ:rretest such as that of the DCB is a1ωe勾配tedωdeviate
企'olll白紙o.fa quasi-brittle material. 

百IIsbrief paper attemptsωachieve two objectives: 1)ωdemo.ns回 tethe con回ptof
duc且lefracture in cementitio.us material using an SHCC design-剖，fabricated組 dtested at tlte 
A白:-MRLat the University of Michigan， and 2)ωprovid巴ameas眠o.f血erelative 

magnitude of energy absorption v包白ein-plane fiber bridging mechanism.叫白o.ff-pl311e
s回in・hardeningmech3llIsm. Greater details創ld釦rther回 Pぽimen回1results， can be found 
ma∞mp佃 ionpaper [3]. 

PSEUDO STRAIN-HARDENING AND DUCTILE FRACTURE 

AlI brittle ma鎗rialsmay be mad巴 恰exhit泊tpseudo strain・harde凶ng，provided pro戸主rfiber 
Ieinfon:ement is introducedω 佐ansfer出estress away from a ma位ixαackp凶le.Pseudo. 
S同in・hardeninghas been demonstra飽din a number of brittle matrix materia1s， including 
cerar凶cs児inforcedwi血continuo.usfibers (e.g. [4]) and in cements reinぬrcedwith 
continuous fibers (e.g. [5，6]) or wi出discon出lUo.UST3lldomly dis住ibutedfibers (e.g. [7，8)). 
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The conditions under which pseudo s回 in-hardelUngcanωCぽ泊the旭町materialhave 
recently been worlced out [9，10] based on凶 α加蹴hanicsp巾 ciples.An SHCC design剖 h

白ismanner using polye血ylenefiber eJ<:hibits a Stra泊・hardeningbehavior with s回 incapacity 
more th朗 1∞血leSthat of the ma凶xalone. While the material s田 ngthis low. it鎚rvesas 
an excellent model ma閥均1for studying 白emultiple αacking and du凶le企配tureprocesses 
asthe miα砂町配kwidths are large enoughωbe visible without any sophisticated imaging 
needs.百lism回 nsthat real-語meinelastic deformation c卸 befollowed and captured on佃

ordinary camera. 

Amatl回alwhich strain・hardens凶pliesthat undぽ strain-concentration，such as that at 
the tip 'Of a notch， stress redistribution wi11 α~ur 回白at1田 alizedfracture wi11 be delayed. 
百叫ssuggests白紙切aSHCC， an expand，叫zoneof matrixαacking must surround the crack 
tip prior to crack propagation.百世sexpanded zone isα伺 tedby白estress transfer capability 
of the reinforcing fibers， in a manner similar ωthe multipleα宜.ckingproωssin a uni砿 ial
tensi1e spt沼恒en.of∞ぽ'Se，because the s住民sfield surr'Ounding the notch tip is different 
from白euruforms田 ssfield in a ulUaxial tensile slM剖men，白eresul出gcmckpa憎 mwiU
also be different. At any rate， such叩 extensivevolumetricαョckingprocess must involve 
∞nsiderable energy absorption， and it is白isoff-αack-plane inelastic energy absorption 
which may be expected to give rise t'O a ductile fracture behavi侃

When the α百cktips回凶πachesthe failure s官官incapacity of the SHCC， stable αack 
propagation will ∞cur，必白ough白ecmckfl創tksw包1still be肱idgedby fibers， and energy 
absorption by fiber pull-out will tak:e place. In a SHCC白ereforζthetotal∞mposite 
fracωreenぽgyJccomes合'Omtwo ∞mponents.加 off-cmck-planematrixαacking 
component Jm and印 on司crack-planefiber肱idgingc.佃ponentJb•

In the following， we desαibe耐ieflyan cxlMポmentalprogram which utilizes a uniaxial 
tensile test to determine Jb • and a DCB to determine肱 ωtalfract町 en釘 gyJc・恥oか

ぽack-plane企'acωreenergy伺 n出enbe deduced from the difference between Jc and Jb • 

THEEXPE~NTALPROGRAM 

τne material selected f'Or testing was a polyethylene fiber reinforced mortar.τbe constituent 
materials used and their mix propぽ tionsare given in Table 1. Type 1 Portland cement was 
used to f<叩nthema出xof the composite.百lefiberlen紳 anddiameter were 12 mm and 38 

阿n，respectively. The fiber volume fraction was 2 %. lt】h加13Sbeen shown白a祇tthe material 
s勾y戸s批t低ems鈴el配 ted for 凶白出1温isstudy c 阻 pro吋du配1犯ceast住rain子.却z吋z姐ien瓜凶in略1沼gbeha、吋rioぽrw別i出f伍ibervolume

仕h直配c“onsgr芭a~飽er白血 1 % [胆8，10].

T'able 1 Mix Proportions of ComposiωTes削

Materials po叫叩dCement Silica Fume Supぽ・ Wa町 Fiber 
(Type 1) plasticizer 

Mix Proportions 
(by weight) 1.0 0.20 0.03 0.27 0.02志

'" Volume FractiOll 
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官leuni郎副tensilespecimen and the DCB sp民国en，as illus回 tedin Figure 2， were 
usedωdetermine由es回泊・hardeningbeha:吋.orof the material. DCB s酔cimensoftwo
ifferent sizes were preparedωexamine也eeffi似 ofs同 mensize on the frac附 behavior，
E9cc抑 制dth，Ww俗 127mmf'Or悦叫1beam， and 310 mm fi叫 el紅gebeam. 

Tw削'ODI回Eωo帥 edun凶ia凶a
官叩1氾es甲p巴民cimensWeI宅cas幻tusing P:凹'le郎xiglassmc胞c>ulds.After cas 由g they were allowed ω harden 
at room temperature for 'One day priorωdemolding and白enαJredin water for 2 WI儲 ks

民fore闘tiDg.

+ 
恒叫ckness:B 

W-Jl a No.of 
trmn)伯un)(nun) specunens 

Unno凶凶 76-----r3 2 
No住hcd 76 13 15. 20 2 

H 

Tbickness: B 

W B H a 
(mm) (mm) (nun)似un)

Small b甜 n 127 35 153 65， 74 
1.argebeam 310 61 3∞117.148 

Figure 2. Specimen∞nfigurations used 

No.古
spectmens 

2 
2 

The uniaxial tensile tests and貧富ctureωughnesst岱 tswer芭conductedin a closed 11∞P 

tes出.gmacbine.百lespecimens w釘eloaded to complete failure with a∞nstantαoss head 
酔 ed;the 脳血19time was typically 40 m泊utesflぽ alltests.百leload， P and load-line 

displacement. d were measured using linear variable differential紅白叫ucersιVDTs).百le
relative displacement be阿 een血.etwo points on血espec加 ensぽfa田 wasmOlUtored t'O 
間信回theelong組onintheu凶鉱ialtensi1e tes岱(蹴Fi思Ire2).百legagelen凶lforめe
Ineasurement was appt。活mately2∞mm.百leω凶 fracturちenergywas determined by 
tneans of the J・ba民d即 hniquedeωribedin [11]， and using a setofDCB sp民 imenswllh 
different notch lengths (Figure 2).仁:Oncurrentlywith白etests， damage evolution on the 
Specimen surface was recorded using a c組問E・Tofacilitate fraαure observation， a white 

bri山 paiot(pure lime， CaO) was appliedω廿lespecimen surface. 
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An example of load-displacement record is shown in Figure 4 for the large-sized DCB 

soec泊lCn.It is seen that despi館山eprちsenceof the deep notch the material produces a 
JLEcantsmh・hardeningbehavior subsequent to恥 bendover point. Figure 5 presents 
Zゐageevolution recordedゐrvarious load-line deformation v山凶凶i伺制加Fig伊uぽ鴎Jreち
It i路spa紅rti由伽cαu由11白lar均lyn，即o飽凶d白伽a瓜t佃 extensivem血iα町 rack主M凶蜘i主却ng却-n.e甲明d也saroωun叫1凶dt曲henot隊凶凶ct品ht回ip
before the 1∞alizedα百cks町 tsωgrow.百lemiα'OC11lC凶沼田neis鈎 enωexpandclose ω 
the加胆10U低rboUll也ryat白epeakload.百lefinal shape of the fully developed inelastic 
zone8Pl也arslike an onion with its base loca旬dnear the notch tip. As clearly shown in 
Fi伊mli…s閥的a池山gbehavior is捌 butableprim副 Yto the extensive off-cr倒耳d

plane m:凶n凶ic侃roc悶定a総.ckin暗l喝gpr∞e邸ss.
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RESULTS 

恒leslress-deformation curve obtained from a uni蹴 ialtensile test is sho明 1in Figure 3.百e
d回 ignedcomposite exhibits a s官話n-hardeningbeha叫.or，as pr吋ictedby the 
miロ 佃蹴hanicalmodel [8， 9，10]. R，伺1・timeobservation showed血atmultipleαacking
α沼即時dwith many sub-parallelα.acks a，α'Oss the s戸cimendur担gstrain-h飽'de凶ng.百le
averaged s凶 natpeaks由民isappI'Oximately 3.5 %. Beyond p回 kstress， 1，∞alized crack 
extensionα;CUI時da∞ompaniedby fiber bridging.百lef量acωreenergy Jb due ωthe fiber 
bridging may then be∞n司put凶 byintegr富山19出.epost-戸北StIeSs-displacementrelation: 

、、.，
t且，a

・、
Jb = .U 

.M.lig 

25 20 5 10 15 

1瓜 d-UneDisplacement， mm 

180 

90 

45 

。L-。

g 
z-135 

喜
ヨ
ド

5 

3 

where U is the area UIldぽthepost-peak stress・crackopening curve， and Ali8 is the net α'Oss 
S田 tionalar回 .Test results on白enotch凶 uni蹴 ialspecimens were also usedωdeterr凶ne
Jb. There has been no si伊国C阻 tdifference in恥 Jbv山 esof the unnotched阻 dno凶 ed

sp民国ens;11.8組 d14.8 kJ/m2 fi町 theunnotched specimens， and 9.7 and 12.5 kJ/m2 for 
血.enotched spec泊 ens.A theoretical model for肱idgingfracture energy [12] based on tbe 

臼ctionalfiber p凶1・outmechanism predicts Jbωbe 9.2 kJ/m2 (，ぉsuming飢 interfacial
合ictionalbond s田 ngthof 1.02 MPa [13]， and a snubbing c嶋 田cientof 0.5 [12]).百le
higher value企'Omexp伎町en凶rrlCasurementmay be due to the non-planar fract眠 beha'切れ

evenin白enotchedsp配 imens.官邸notionis also supported by白elengtb ofthe post-peak: 
load-displacement curve being more由加halfthe fiber length. 1n this preliminary study， an 

average of the Jb values (= 12.2 kJ加2)is雌 enas an estimate of fiber bridging fracture 

energy， but this should be regarded as an Upper加undoftl時国evalue， in light of the 
discussion above. 

Figure 4. Load-displa∞:mentrec制 forlarge DCB sp町出en

In the following we deduce tlte台前tureenergy contribution Jm合'offi血eoff-crack-
pl鵬凶ロ∞rackingus泊，gtlte J-bωd総出向ue.百le凶 1台前tureenergy Jc c加 be

evaluated u必ng出eequation;
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wheresub町 ipts，1 and 2 refer to the two different noもchlengths， and S is恥釘伺betw民 n

PIB-o curves of tlte two sp前回ens，as exemplified in Figure 6 for the large DCBs. For the 
notched uni飢 ialtensile spec凶ens，theα也 klengtha泊Eqn.(2) is replaced by 2a. Figure 7 
sutnmarizes the results of the J-based tests， showing the Jc values回 afunction of specimen 
SIze.百leligament len抽 issel即凶回ar'伊悦ntativespecimen dimension.官learea of tlte 
凶ロ町百ckingzooe observed is al釦 indicatedin由eparen也esis.Bぉedon tlte observation 
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of the damage evolution， the Jc m回 suredcan be inter戸etedas a sum of the two∞mponents， 
Jm血dJb• 百lUS， the Jm may be obta泊edfrom the difference between the Jc and Jb values. 

As shown in Fi伊re7，出e1m co.岬 onentincreases wi由加白血gs附加ensize because of 

白eenIarged miα∞rac.凶19wne in larger甲田imens.In the large DCB specimens血eJm
component amounts to 50 % of the total fracture energy. It has been observed in the DCB 

spec国ens血atthemicroαacking zone spread almost up to the dimension of the beam height. 

百由observationsuggests that no取材y蜘 .tecrack growth has been achiev剖 inthe limi制

specimen sizes tested in帥 study.It is e却ectedtherefore白紙白地ぽ泊α回seoftheJm
con町ibutionmay be possible un也:rstl伺 dys阻te∞ndition.

CONCLUSIONS 

1. It is demonstrated白紙cementitiousma閥 均Iscan be made to fail in a ductile fracture mode 

ifthema町 ialis pro戸:rlyre加for田dwith fibers 50白ats回 in-hardening田 Cぽ swhen loaded 

beyond its tensiJe crac討ngs田 n凶1.

2. In such a SHCC， ductile合actureα;cursby development of a miα∞:racked inelastic wne 

∞，ver台湾anarea of more白 血5∞cm2in the materiaI and large sp印加.ensu民din this sωdy. 

3.百leenergy absorbed泊白eoff-crack-plane inelastic zone is of出esame order of 

magnitude as that absω以姐byfiber bridging in the crack wake. For the present study， a total 

fracture enぽ gyof 24 J/m2 is m伺 sur吋 forthe Iarge specimens. However， it should be 
poin飽dout that the onion shaped inelぉticzone has reached the full height of even the large 

size sp民泊teIls.The steady state value of off-crack-pl佃 eenergy absorption and也eω凶

fracωre energy may th釘eforebe expec凶 ωbeeven higher. Fu吋lere却erimentalstudy is 

neededωconfirm白is.

4.官1eductile食acturemode of a SHCC enhances the margin of safety in a structure 

subj配 tedωhighs回凪 Strainimposition on a s回 cturemay∞me from ground motion 

泊ducedby伺巾quakes，from movement of substructures， or from deformation n回 ra∞te

geome凶essuch as a sh伺 rkey. Even the exp叩 dingdebris of a∞ロ吋泊gre-bar imposes 

tensile strain on the surrounding∞，ncrete. In addition， the large energy absωption through 
∞mbined on-and 0住町ack-planeinelastic mechanisms delays structural泊stability

associated with企actureformation. The stress redistribution capabiJity of a SHCC alω 

enhances s回 cturald山由出町yby producing fineα'acks rather than 1ぽgefractures when 

overloaded， thus 1吋 ucingthe amount of aggressive elements企佃1penetrating出einterior of 

a Strucωre. It is su邸:es飽dthatfur曲erdevelopment of SHCC∞upled with fundamental 

understanding of its faiJur芭 modecan lead to加proveds回 C回'alsafety and durabiJity. 
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INFLUENCE OF DISORDER ON THE FRACTURE PROCESS OF MORTAR. 
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ABSTRACT 

τbe response of 210 (14 series of 15 specimens) mort釘 beamsof 50*50* 170 mm3 loadOO io 
four points bending is analyzed. Two degrees of diso吋erare considered : (a) a 'rnaterial' 
disorder related to the intrinsic inhomogeneities of the material (sand， hydrated cement paste， 
…). (b) a 'macroscopic' disorder created by the presence of cylindrical holes which cross the 
specimen. The _ diam_eter， nu.mber and relative position of the holes vary from one serie to 
another. A stati~tic~l ana~ysisJsucc~ssive linear regressions) is f1rst penormed to take into 
ac芯ountand to eliminate血巴effectof sever百1spurious parameters (exact specimen size， age of 
the mortar， porosity). Compariωns are made between seri回 whichshow that the reduction of 
白ec釘守ingcapacity (maximum load) can generally be ∞π即 tlypredict吋 witha simple criteria 
based on the 'worse located def，∞t'. It is shown由atan 'effective stress concentration factor' 
around a hole has to be def1ned which takes into aαount出enon locality of the material 
behaviour. Theuse ofa damage model through a finite element code shows litue practical 
interest. The effect of the interactions between holes and between the two degrees ofdisordcr 
(material and macroscopic) is finally discussOO. 

INTRODUCTION 

Mortar being a composite material， the existence of inhomogeneities plays a significant role on 
t~e c~eation ~n~ de~~lofmen! ，:，f t~e mi~?cra_cks. 百le two main ∞nsequences of the 1ωal 
disorder are the 1ωalization of the degradation in volumes of limited size加 dthe variability of 
the macroscopic properties. 

The response of 210 (14 series of 15 sp切 imens)mortar beams of 50巧0*170mm3 
loaded in four points bending is加 alyzed.Two degrees of disord巴rare considered : (a) a 
'material' disorder related to the intrinsic inhomogeneiues of the material (sand， hydrated 
cement paste，…)， (b) a 'macroscopic' disorder creiued by the presence of cylindrical holes 
which αoss the beam from the front face to the re紅 face(these holes have been artificially 
introduced by the presence of st切 1r吋 scrossing the formwo武).

Some_ series (Figure la) contain a nurnber of holes distributed on a regular mesh， 
designed such as to separate白巴 effectsof : (a) size of the holes (1 mm， 2 mm~ 3mm)， (b) 
number of the holes， (c) total 釘~ ~f the_holes. Other series contain only few holes such as to 
study the effect of ・bad1∞atOO' defect (Figure lb)， or randomly dis出butedholes (Figure lc)， 
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to study the effect of hazard. Finally !I serie ∞ntains no hole. It serves as a reference， where 
only a imaterial disorder' is pr匂ent.

The mortar is made with a Seine sand (maximal size 1 mm) and a CPJ 45 cement. 
PraCtical∞nstraints lead usωmould the specimens in two mixes with the following ratios : 

mix A : wfc = 2.29， sfc = 3.∞ mix B : wfc = 2.21， S/C = 2.99 

Controlon 6 cylindrical specimens have shown' a difference of 16 % between the 
compressive s町engthof the two series (mix A : 16.8 MPa ; mix B : 20.0 MPa). 

45 120120120 -45 ド120120120120120120120151

la. lb. 
ー.a '10 .・ 11 

17 
2‘ .， 

.1・11 " l'亀

13 
. ~・ 21 

.1 
I~. I‘ lc. 

Figurモla・c.Definition of three series. 

EXPERIルlENTAL RESUL TS 

百.especimens are loaded in foぽ pointbending until fai1ure and the load-ctisplacement curves 
町 systematicallyrecorded. The deflection is measured on the median fiber， the effect of 
crushing of血esupports being therefore eliminated. The deflection under the maximalload is 
叩und20 microns fiぽ aload ranging [3 kN， 5 kN].百，eload-deflection curve is approximateIy 
~~7ar ~ur:in.g .the_!llSt stage (lo~d _un~~r 2.? or.3 kN)， then a n~n-linearity appew:s and the 
failure is britt)e.百lespeclmen is finally splitted into two p釘ts.Strain gauges-fixed on some 
specimens have shown strong local non-linearities (or unloadings) when the global response 
rem制 Smore or less linear (Figure 2a-b). 

The failure surface iS41 F(凶) .・1F(凶)
approximately plane and it tends to 
cross some of曲eexisting holes， 
but not always the same ones in a .. 
glVen serie. For the reference serie Y 

(wi!hou~ hole)，白eposiuon of this 
S凶la~e is equally distributed in the :1 

pu陀 benctingzone between the two ‘ 
loads. whose abscisses are 60 mm 
and 110 mm (Figure 3)・ t

The statlstical results are 
~ery dispersive within each serie. 

3. 

2. 

ε(10-4) 
the c.oefficient ofvariauon (C.V. ，，; 
S凶~ard deviauon f average value) 010 0:5 1:0 1:5 2:0 2~5 3~0 3~5 
~arylng from 8.3 % to 16.7 %. 
lslS prevents a direct analysis of Figure 2a-b. Global and 1∞al responses. 
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百3equantiuuve(nomalized，the loads being divided by the strcngth of the reference sew 
叫 tsare p悶 ntedon Ta出 3.The acωacy of the computations-is v町 deper伽 tOIltd
quality of the mesh around the holes.A two coarse mesh gives approximated values Of the 
suessesfstrains in theseucas and if the .spatial development of thethe damage prOCESS is 
∞汀 民tlydescribed (行gu陀 5)，the quantitative results ar芭 notcompletely satisfactory. 

TABLE 3. Experimental釦 dcompu飽dresu1ts for three series. 

s:ene exp聞 men凶 V羽田

P (reference) 1.000 

de飽mUnIsticdaniage 
model 

probabilisti~ damage 
model 

U (4 holes， see fig. 1a) 0.840 
士宮巧
0.914 

R2 (24 holes， see白星・ lb) 0.771 0.893 

1.000 → 

0.949 

0.966 

DA為iAGE
de 0川底欄00.川3[+∞

'.' de O.I4JE+<lO 0 0.286E+∞ 
~::~ de 0.28唱E+<lO0 0.429(+∞ 

窃 deO.429E棚 G0.571E+∞ 
諜 de弘571E+<JO0 0川 E州

11 deω1任州00.お7[+∞
lII de 0.857E+OO 00.1∞E+Ol 

Figure 5. Pヨtternof darnage (probabiIistic model) for a specimen with four holes (serie 'U'). 

As WE have showp the low iTInt』巴nce.ofthe. intera<:tio~s， it is possible to analyze the rロニ認誌なお;官孤立と払;:tfmgMma凶行s.o.m.')approach 

a 倒M)=σ~.kl(M) ・ k1 • k3(M) (4) 

whel港 σr({is the rn且ximurnvalue of the uniaxial stress in出ereference s戸cimen卸 dkl(M)isa 
scalar whose value depends mly on the posiUon ofMmd on the deermsc ofimda due tD the 

l間以:出品CZW21ha盟i足立)おおiLt;22Lておお222J
These two last parameters紅 eunknown.

，_ _ _ "!"e ~an .plot ßigu~c: 6)， !he ，_  I 's.o.m.' reduction 
s.o:m.' ~edu~rion (i.e: l/kl(M)) 1，0 
ag~inst the effective experimentaI 
reduction (average value' of a serie 0，9 ~圃
divided by the va1ue of白lereferen偲
serie) for each serie. We then obtain 0，8 
an average value fc町出eproduct k1 • 

k3(M) which can be estimated -to 0，7 
0.94. If we assurne that the verv 
sirnple model for kt(M) is sufficient， 0，β 

we see 0司cemore山atthe effect of I / 
the stress concentration around the レ， 0，6 0，7 0，8 叩白川山側

hole is very limited (he問 to6 % if 

k3(M) is taken unity)・ Figu陀 6.針edictionof th何回ngthwith a simple mode1. 
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In reality， the results are a little more complex. The predictions of this very simple 
model are very good， excepted for two se巾 S.One of these serie (ca1led 'A2・)being that 
~resented on fig. lc. We studied three series with出esame nurnber of holes (24) of tl1e same 
diameter (2 mm)， the only change being their position (regular for one serie， randomly 
&stributed for the two others). Big di~ference_s appear bet~.een tl1ese serie~ (up to 20 % o~ the 
strength)， which，show that the knowledge of p釘 ameterslike the size and the number of the 
defeCts is unsufficient to predict the response of the specimen. They suffice onl)' when the 
number of defects is great enough to consider then as equal1y diluted within出es戸cimen.

The same considerations can be done for the ・materialdisorder'. Its knowledge is 
d協ctlyimpossi]>le a~d it can only be. studied through its ~ffects on the rnacrosc?pic re~ponse 
(e.g. tlie.variabi!ity o~ ~~ resI?Onse withi~ a gh:e~ .~rie~.. FO_E inst~ce， ~e hav~ !?und th~t t~~ 
greater the num.~~ of ho1<:s， th~ .~凶terthe varia~ili.ty (the fi.ve sc:~es whose C.y. exceeds 11_ 
%) are those which contains 24 holes or !Dore. It is c1ear that白isparameter is a source of 
diω吋釘， but it is unclear for tl1e moment if this influence is only due to working up problems 
(segregation increased when many rodsα'Oss the moulds) or to more fundamental r回 sons.

CONCLUSION 

The response of 210 mo口arbeams has been analyzed. The influence of the macroscopic 
disorder has been studied after a p児 viousstatistical treatment which elirninated the influence of 
spurlous par却時ters.明lepresen回 ofthe holes affects the strength of the specimen at a degree 
which can be explained only if an averaged 'non local' stress-concentration factor is 
∞nsidered. The failure can then be predicted quite accurately with a simple model based on 
strength of materials assumptions. The use of numerical damage model makes possible the 
prediction of the fai1u問 patterns.Finally， we have studied the possibility of interaction between 
the two levels of disorder (rnicroscopic and macroscopic) and we we have shown that the 
material disorder (rnicroscopic level) does not influences the mean strengths but only the 
variability . 
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DOWEL ACTION: EXPERIME悶札 ANALYSISOF LOCAL DAMAGE 
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ABSTRACT 

Crack formation and propagation and damage accUDIu1ation along and close to 
the shear pl卸 ein a R.C. specimen subjected to a dowel force are investi-
gated within a comprehensive research project on Dowel Action. Two situa-
tions， with the dowel pushing against either the concrete core or cover， are 
analysed using tbe moir邑 techniquein the former case， instrumented stirrups 
(for the study of tension stiffening) in th邑 latt邑rcase and LVD Tran5ducers 
in both cases. The results， which regard damage accumulation in the concrete 
mass， as well as in the reinforcement and at the interface， may be instru-
mental in the validation of recently proposed approaches based on non-loca1 
damage theories. 

INTRODUCTION AND NATURE OF PROBLEM 

The mode1isation of R.C. local behavior is still a challenging problem， 
since concentrated loads， geometric discontinuities and steel-concrete 
interaction make the local stress and strain field highly nonlinear， due to 
damage accumulation caused either by concrete crushing or microcracking. 

Only recently， a comprehensive theoretical approach ha5 been developed 
for aggregate-type materials， within the so-called "Continul皿 Damage
Mechanichs" [1，2]. In this way， the energy dissipation due to microcracking 
can be modeled efficiently， 50 much so that a few successful applications to 
local probl凹 shave been carried Out recently (see for istance [6])， by 
implementing existing F.E. codes with damage models. 

Because of the considerable strain softening of aggregate-type 
materials， F.E. analysis of local problems in R.C. is highly mesh-dependent 
and the "local" models are of limited validity， since mesh size cannot be 
smaller than a certain "characteristic length" below which the conc邑pt01 
"material" no longer holds. To overcome this probl四， "nonlocal" models have 
been developed recently. These mode1s， which are based on different assumP-
tions and theories (denial of the concept of "10ca1 interna1 force" [3，4]， 
introduction of the strain gradient in the constitutive laws， Cosserat's 

theory [5))， turn out to凶 quitec叩 lplex，though very promising [6]; conse-
quent1y， an adequate amount of comprehensive， detailed and d~dicated test 

data is necessary， in order to allow a better for冨lUlation of the mode1s 
through best-fitting techniques， and to pinpoint the different capabilities 
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of the models in the description of local b邑nchmarkproblems. To this end， 
data on concrete disp1acements. strains and microcrack~ng ， as well as on 
;t~e1 p1astic deformations associated with Dowel Action (Fig.l) are her~ 
ores回 ted:6 b10ck-type R.C. specimens (Fig.2)， simulating both the "strong刊

~echanism of Dowe1 Action (Fig.2a) and the "weak" mechanism (F~g.2b) ， were 
tested within a comprehensive research project on Dowel Action (60 specimens 
tested so far [7，10]). which is a very efficient shear transfer mechanism， 
characterized by the predominant role of concrete and steel local behavior. 

DOWEL BAR PUSHING AGAINST CONCRETE CORE 

切1e tests were carried out by applying a monotonica11y increasing displace-
ment to the dowel s邑ctionflush with the shear plane (Section 1， Fig.2a); 
the maximum value of the displacement was 1imited to 0.25九 回dwas reached 
1n 20・65steps. Th邑 averagedisp1ac凹 entrate was 12 ~/minv for V < 2/3V

II 

and 7 ~/min up to the end of each test (Vu was evaluated according to the 
we11-known Dulacska's equation). A simple but efficient and stiff mechanical 
loading machine was used [7]. Both the dynamometer and the LVD transducers 
were connected to a data-acquisition unit， which was controlled by a HP 
Personal Computer. 

The displacements of the dowel bar were monitored by means of a set of 
up to 14 mil1esimal transducers (spacing 13 mm， Fig.3a). whi1e 12 trans-
ducers vere used to monitor the displacements within the concrete mass. 
Special plastic ducts were embedded in the concrete to allow the LVDT stems 
to measure the disp1acements at selected locations. The ducts were g1ued 
e1ther to the dowe1 surface or to special bushings held in position (prior 
to casting) by thin aluminium strips (Fig.3b). 

Tbe vertical displacements along the shear plane. underneath the dowel， 
were measured by means of moir邑 interferometry:a 40 lines per mm grid was 
g1ued to the forefront of the specimens， after concrete hardening (a 
polished p1exiglass formwork guarantees perfect smoothness to specimen 
surfaces).以1e to a slight mismatch between the "sp且cimen"grid and the 
"r色ference"grid. a set of paralle1 fringes appears in the no-1oad situation 
(initial mismatch). and these fringes multiply and get distorted at increas-
ing 10ad level (Figs.6a，b). The fringe pattern are the contour lines of the 
displacement at right angles to grid a1ignement， once the initial mismatch 
i8 deducted. Moir邑 sensitivityis here of 1/80 of a mm. Microcracks and 
concrete crushing are clearly shown by sharp zigzags along the fringes. Of 
cours邑， at high load 1evels. the fringes get blurred close to the dowel， due 
to the formation of a concrete flake (Figs.4c，d)， wbich impairs a perfect 
adhesion between the two grids. 

The load-disp1acement curves of Sp邑cimensB7， B8 and B9 are shown in 
Fig.4a (61 is the displacement of the loaded section， Section 1， Fig.2a): 
response nonlinearities arise from both concrete crushing underneath the 
dow邑1and dowe1 yie1ding， the latter playing the leading role in the plastic 
~lateau. Dulacska， Rasm~5sen and -to a less~r extent-Soroushian's equations 
jse邑 Refs. in [7]) provide a satisfactory est凶 te of ultimate capacity 
Fig.4b). The size of the concrete flake， which starts to detach at 4/5 of 

Vmax' i5 s1ightly dependent on bar diamet~r (Fig.4c). 
In Fig.5 th邑 diagramsof the displacements and curvatures of the dowel 

are shown. for different load levels: the latter diagrams were obtain邑d by 
~~Sorting to a highly sophisticated interp01ation process applied to the 
d~sp1ac~nts [7]. At i;cr朗 singload level， the plasticization of the dowel 

~~~~:~s an increasing bar le~g~~ _ (xl x y. > -_ 1， X ~ curvature at the onset of 
Yie1ding = 2e_jd

L 
， E__;;; f_-'E_"'" O~22% ， " with f..';" 412 MPa， E_= 200000 MPa). ý~b ' ~y- .y'~s- ~.~~~ ， -~~.. ~y ~~~ 
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Figure 1. (a) Working loads: Oowel Action acting on built-in interfaces. 

(b) Ultimate loads: Oowel Action acting on自tress-inducedinterfaces. 

db c f占 Vmax Vu Test 
(mm) (mm) (MPa) (kN) (kN) 

B7 18 51 35 38.9 36.0 

B8 14 51 31 30.1 29.6 

B9 24 73 30 83.5 83.5; 
」

Test 
db c 七 fb Vmax Vu 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (MPa) (凶) (kN) 

01 14 28 14 25 15.8 17.3 

05 18 36 18 24 33.5 37.5 

014 24 48 24 34 69.5 65.3 
一

Figure 2. Relevant parameters in the study of Oowel Action and summ~γ 

of specimen characteristics: Dowel Action pushing agains七 concretecore (a) 

and concrete cover (b). W ， a: displacements from theory ， from tests. 

V..= V__ /30/f_!.-reference strength = 30 MPa. u max Figure 3. (a) Views 

of Specimen B7; (b) 

monitoring 
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Figure 4・Dowe1Action pushing against concrete core: (a) force-displacement 

responsej (b) u1timate capacity versu日 bardi細目erj (c，d) concrete flake. 
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Figure 5. Displacement and curvature diagrams plotted along the dowel~bar. 

Figure 6. Specimen B8 : (a) photograph of moir吾 fringesand (b) contour 

lines of the ver七icaldisplacement， initial mismatch inc!uded. 
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Figur~ 7. Specimens B8 and B9: (a) microcracks on specimen forefront and 
diagrams of crack opening; (b) diagrams of the normal strain in the radial 

direction; (c.d) contour lines of the vertical displacement. 

The moir吾 fringes of Sp邑cimenB8 at 
96叉 of peak load ar邑 shownin Figs. 
6a.b. The microcracks on specimen 
forefront (Fig.7a) can be visualized 
by connecting th邑 discontinuitypoints 
("zizgzag" points) a10ng the fringe 
patterns. The diagrams in Fig.7a refer 
to the vertical component of crack 
opening. 1n Fig.7b the diagrams of the 
normal strain in the radial direction 
are presented. while the contour 1ines 
of the vertical displacement.for B8，B9 
specimens. are shown in Figs.7c.d. The 
numbers in squares refer to LVDT-
detected displacements. in the points 
shown in Fig.3b where the displace-
ments are certainly smal1er than on 
the forefront. since these points are 
10 to 25 mm behind the shear plane. 
Fig.7e shows how the strains were 
evaluated. The grid size 1s 140x80 mm. 

-ヰP

E 
r 

i ~ fringe 
nu曲 er

~ grid pitch 
~ (1/40)皿

p-，，_~ fringe • .・
ー spac1.ng

(W. _ -w.) / cose 
i+l i (II) 

Pfr 

Figure 7e. (1) Sketch of the con-
tour 1ines; (口)definition of the 
radial strain. The strain fie1d 
1s assumed to be merely radia1.Er・
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DOWEL BAR PUSH1NG AGAINST CONCRETE COVER 

As in previous tests. a monoton~cal1y increasing displacement was appl~ed ~O 
the f~ont section of the bar (Fig.2b. average displace皿entrate 8 ~m/min) . 
切~ displacements were sti11 measured with LVD transducers. but in Sp邑cimen
D14 the first stirrup was instrumented with 4 electric strain gages (Fig. 
lOc). to study bond-induced tension-stiffe?ing effects. 

The weak mechanism of Dowe1 Action is by far more comp1ex than the 
strong mechanism， since the failure mode 1s strong1y re1ated to geom邑try
(conc~ete cover and bar free interspace) and to stirrup-dowe1 interaction. 
As well known. the c10ser the first stirrup is to the shear p1ane. th邑 more
efficient the Dowe1 Action is. as shown in Figs.8a.d. Only in Specimen D14 
the first stirrup (dst= 8 mm， 2 1egs) yi~lds before the bar. since the 
latter has a great-intrinsic stiffness (db= 24皿).Such behavior 1s shown 
by the diagrams in Fig.8b. where there are no co皿 onpoints， unlike Speci-
E凹 sDl and D5 (dst= 6 mm. most1y elastic behavior of the stirrups). Due to 
the early yie1ding of the stirrup in Specim邑nD14， the p1asticized 1ength of 
the bar is considerab1邑 athigh 10ad 1evels (Fig.8c). 

As shown in Fig.9. tension stiffening effects on the first stirrup are 
quite remarkable far from the dowel (gages 3 and 4). b邑causeof limited or 
nil concr邑tedamage， while the opposite is true close to the dowe1 (gages 1 
and 2). where concrete is micro-and macrocracked， and -in the end-the 
cover is torn off (Fig.l0a). The very compl回 resistant mechanism can be 
reduced to a simp1e (albeit quite rough) scheme (Fig.l0b). where kb • kst 
and k_ stand for the stiffnesses of the bar， stirrup and thin mortar layer 
betw邑en the bar and the loop of the stirrup. Assuming a linear distribution 
for the strains in the stirrup (Fig.lOd). the strains and stiffness of the 
mortar layer were evaluated， and a1so the ov邑rallstiffness of the stirrup 
and its force-displacement response (Fig.l0邑).

Cons土dering the dowel as an e1asto-plastic beam resting on a non1inear 
e1ast1c subgrade (w1th the subgrade modu1us suggested in [9]) and intro-
ducing a1so the non linear response of the stirrup. the diagrams of Fig.l1 
were obtained by solving the prob1em with a F.E. code. and the fitting of 
both disp1acements and curvatures turned out to be quite satisfactory (Figs. 
l1a.b). whi1e the subgrade response seems reasonable (Pig.l1c: th邑 peak
stands for the concentrated force exerted by the stirrup). 

CONCLUD1NG REMARKS 

Concrete has been ad a1ways will be p1agued with poor tensile strength and 
ductility. which means that fracture is the major problem in R.C. struc-
tures. being either a nuisance or a virtue. depending on the different 
p01nts of vie:百.

1t is a nuisance for durabi1ity. strength and stiffness. as wel1 as for 
appearance and serviceabillty. but .it is a virtue for adaptabi1ity to set司

tlements and restraint redundancies. and -ironically-for theoretica1 and 
眠 perimentalresearch. since the more cha1lenging the prob1ems are. the more 
sophisticated釘ldhigh-profi1e the research has to be. 

With regard to research. even the more comprehensive and refined 
mathematica1 mode1s would be of 1imited va1ue. should appropriate test 
:esults be scanty or even unavai1ab1e. since fracture and damage often 
d邑ve10pin limited zones， where high stress-and-strain gradients occur. Con-
S色quent1y.accurate tests for mode1 validation are required. 

Keeping this in mind. the very scope of this paper is to present a 
t!pica1 loc~l prob1岨 ・adowel embedded in a concrete mass and subjected to 
sn邑ar- with high stress-and-strain- gradients. fracture 10calization and 
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m(tended damage. The values of bar and concret邑 displacem色nts， as well as 
those of the strains (even in the stirrups) may represent a reference mark 
for assessing the reliability of damage and fracture models， even more so 
・1ecause the measures were obtained by means of an unusua1 and innovative 
，est set-up and of different experimental techniques， based on LVD trans-
lucers， moir邑 interferometry and electrical strain gages. 1n this way， a 
~tter understanding of an important shear transfer mechanism was a1so 

achieved. 
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回事'ECTOF SIZE AND COl¥但哩ESSIVESTRENG'τ百 ON1百E
FRACTURE ENERGY OF PLA町 CONCRE1'E
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ABSTRACT 

A series of concrete b回 msw間協凶 (3・.po泊tbending) under CMOD∞n加，1using a 
c10sed・1∞IPservO∞ntrol1edtesting machine.官官田b伺 msizes， one maximum aggregate size 
釦 dtwo∞mpressive s凶 ngthsare∞'nsidered.百leb伺 rnshave a single edge notch ao=O.3d 
(d=height) sawed at midspan.百leappli凶 CMODrate is either kept∞nstant or is such that 
血.epeak load is r回 .chedin approxima凶yl0m泊.R句'resen凶，tiveload-CMOD and 1侃 d-LPD
diagrams are presented.百lev，紅白alLPD (relative verti伺 1dis内田mentat midspan between 
the bottom and midheight of the beam) is m回 suredusing a s戸割ciallyde姐gnedaluminum 
frarne attachedωthe specimen.百leexperimen凶 resultsare discussed泊 termsof the effect 
of compressive strength of∞ncr，ω， specimen si路加dapplied CMOD rate on血efraωre
energy∞mputed a，∞ording to the R1LEM me白凶 PI可)()sedby lfIllerborg [1，5]， Bazant's 
size effect law [2，3]， Ienq-Shah's two-抑rame飽rm吋el[10]制 dLEFM. 

副官ODUC百ON

官ledetermination of企acturetoughness pararneters as material properties is位u1ychallenging 
for seve.ral z;伺叩ns.Firstly， concrete is a heterogen回 usmaterial which could behave 
no叫阻回rlyat relatively low 1伺 dlevels. It is well known白紙thesize of its miαos回 cωre
(aggreg縦 vs.四回x)叩 dmacros回 cture(specimen size) influenc回 thestand倒的，ctore
pararneters.百levalidation of a s回 effectlaw of br'伺 dapplicability 包括lla∞ntrovers泌i

iss田 [1，3，8，10].Furthermore， the influen田 ofthe ∞mpressive s回 ng白 on白esp問自c
fracture energy of∞ncrete has not yet b田nad伺国，telyinvestiga凶.官lesen副 vityof test 
results ω伽 l侃 dingra飽 isnot fully underst瓜刈.Finally，血einfluence of the methodゐr
measuring悦 load-point-def1叫on(LPD) on the 1叫・LPDdiagram and subsequent1y on the 
predicted frac知reenergy baぉdon the R1LEM method is undoub旬dlyof major importance. 
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oi仰 25松山政官邸vmZ3325訳出22;
:捌 hodof measuring the工PDon the fiacωre process of ∞ncrete. 

τ'EST町GPROGRAM

協 議52話器部部:諮
問 s.明leb国 m羽d出isalsocons凶 t(nominal b = 127 mm)・Thes戸cificbearn dimensions， 

何回n併1，む， and Young's m叫ulus，Eo." m回 suredby instrumen也19

Z??な?233h却 ・4cm∞伽ncreω修 cゆy向lindeぽers，
maximum唱g宮略，gat包e岳ze(ρD1=6.4mm) i旭s ∞n悶s~凶d釘凶.

support fra皿e
/for DCDT's 

Figure 1. T，白血gsetup (3・pointbending). 

A susch of the teS6ZIg seup is shown in Fig-l.To avoid urIdeszable∞ns回 ints，せle

ね:mm出品32tZお2出品すれよおご悶:
岨 b伺 rings凶帥S，propo:叫 m間川ebeam伽 enpons，21dtよ足
前訪ね況は訟法:zrぷ523お1412mMem∞制

around白e宅配回.enat midheight， in an effortωm泊1m民也，espurious influence of any 
localiz国 dainageat the regions of app祖国 10叫組d5U匹)()rtreactions.百leCMOD is 
meas町edby a clip-gage a出品剖 ωwohife edges at the crack mouth midway the MIn 

width. Two loading schemes are∞nsidぽ凶:a groUp of勾配imenswas蜘凶 undera 
州国.tCMOD脱抑.側1mm/蹴:)， and組 0白ergroup under a CMOD 鴎問削白e
拘 k1伺 dP.同 isr，回chdinappromnmly10 min.The former MdiZIg∞n也.tion

∞π出pondsto a∞nstant crack growth in different sized甲田imens，while the latter induces 
h 鎗rnedegree of damage in the釦 netime戸 i叫.
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14 

12 

Ass∞n as出ep回kload was reach剖， the可leCimenwas unl回 dedand relo組副.In

the posト戸aksoftening region， fu抽ぽ un10ading叩 l伺出19was戸rformed戸or句 the
∞mplete fracture of出eb回 m.百 ecomplete load-CMOD， load-LPD釦 d1凶d-s同，ke
m叩onseswere r民 ordedfor each s戸cimen.
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TABLE 1 
B阻 mdimensions and∞ncrete prope回目

Nominal Specimen Size Compr. Strength Elastic Modulus 
(mm) fc' (MPa) Eco (GPa) 

SI s2 S3 Cl 31命 Cl 32.8愈

Span 254 508 1016 39市* 35.5.. 
Height 63.5 127 254 C2 80. c2 39.5事

Wid血 127 127 127 71・・ 42.0.・
Maximum aggregate size = 6.4 mm 2 

(勺 Cylindersize = 10.2x20.4 cm 
(..) Cylinder sIZe = 15.2x30.4 cm 

100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 。
Cmod [mm/l00] 

Figure 2. Load-CMOD diagram (pre-I泥akregime in 10 min.) for high s回 19thmix C2D 1. 

100 

Figure 3.1.0叫・LPDdiagram (pre-peak regime in 10 min.) for high s回 19白凶xC2D1. 
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Representative load-CMOD剖 d1岨 d・LPDcurv回 for白ethree beam sizes and the higher 
compressive stren凶1mix (C2Dl)， under a CMOD rate such that the peak load is reached 
泊 about 10 min.， are shown in Figs. 2 釦 d3， respE割叫vely.百leresponses of白eb鎚ms
under the ∞ns包ntCMOD ra旬泊dependentlyof血e∞mp陀ssivestrength and beam SI2e 
ap問 rsωbesimi1arω伽 tde戸c凶加Figs.2 and 3. 

A rather mild size dependence is observed for the智氏自.cfracture energy values， 
Gl， determin伺 accordingω白eRILEMr，民ommendations(see Table 2). F町 bo白 10叫ing
schemes and mixes，伺lc叫atedGl values increase slightly with beam size. A 4 times 1a培er
beam size resu1ts in a 15-35 %阻α国 民 泊 GpR.匂rge旬間戸nsiblefor出isis the work-of-
fracture due ω出eself-weight， which is as high as 33% for白e加g回t甲町imens(S3)飢d
as low as 4.5 % for the smallest on巴s(Sl). An泊町白血.ga等協tofthe e勾erimen包lfin白 gs
is血.tGlval田 sof the higher s臨時血∞ncrete凶x(C2DI) are ei出町話回laror slightly 
lower白釦 thoseof the lower 館関g白 mix(ClDl). 

百lepredi伽 dv副総 forthe sp問自c合actureenergy， Gf
SFJ4， accordingω 也es国

effi民 tme白吋(SEM)propo剖 byBazant [2，3] are included加Table2.百leeIastic D叫叫US，
E.o， u鉛din Bazant's formulation is ∞mput国的muniaxial∞mpr開 ivet凶 son cylinders. 
As油田dyreported by 0也.erauthors [3，6，句， the predi，仰dGfSDI.叫 u邸 of13釦 d53 N/m 
g芭 lowerthan G，R valu凶， the ratio GlIG，s捌 beingabout 6.3ω8.5 for白elow-st悶 19th
mix and 1.3ω1.8 for the high-strength mix.百uscon位叫icts也e鍾zeeffi配tlaw de創出n
of Gf [4]. Highぽ G，SFH.val田 sare found if the eIastic mωu1凶isd回.ved企'om血.eini由i
stiffness of the load-LPD di樗ram.官leRll..EM叩回ific企acture佃 ergy，Gl， ba銀don the 
experimen凶 load-LPDcu阿国， and Bazant's Gi組 M are compared in Fig.4ωgether切.th
GpLllPM values， 加国 onLEFM， and Gis va1ues predicted by Jenq/Shah's two回伊甜neter
m吋 el口町.For the two latt，釘 m叫els，higher∞mpressive s回 19由 results泊∞nsis飽n1y
higher fracture energy values血 da considerable size effl民t.百leG，smII va1ues aPI湖 rωbe
almost白eup戸r-boundlimit of bo血 LEFM組 dtwo-parame町 modelftacture energy 
predictions， es戸ciallY for the higher strength∞ncrete. 

:EXPERm但到TALR邸 ULTS-FRACTURE ENERGY PRED!CTIONS 
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TABLE 2 
Experimen也1rl悶 lts胡 d伺 lcula凶 specific企却tureene弔Y CONCLUSIONS 

百e血，tapresent凶∞nfin羽田meresuits already de回 tedbyo血.erresearchers regarding the 
size dependence of白eRILEM合配tureenergy， although白epresent飽山町V回 1a rather 
凶ldsize eff田t.It is in伽 esting伽 tthe Gl values， which appear∞nsis蜘 twi血 o血er
findings in the literature [9]， for a∞ncrete ∞mpr，回sives位田g由伽i偶蹄 muchhigher釘e
similar or slight1y lower血anthose for the lowぽ S回 ngth.While the predicted Gl醐 appears
to be much lower白血 GFE∞山岨icting白esize effect law definition of Gr， it ap伊泡rsωbe
an upper-加undlimit for bo曲 LEFMand two-parame卸 fractureenergy predictions. 
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Specific Fracture Energy 
Mix Size d b ao/d Pp個 k Defl.u RILEM LEFM Jenq Buanl [mmJ [mml [KN) [mm/l∞1 [N/m) [N/mJ [N/mJ [N/m) CIDI SI a 63.0 127.5 0.322 2.767 73 76 9 21 

S2d 128.0 128.7 0.307 4.670 110 94 12 20 
S3

d 254.7 129.8 0.309 7.037 120 118 15 20 13 Slb 63.2 127.2 0.3叩 2.903 87 87 9 20 
S2b 126.7 126.7 0.302 4.685 98 91 12 22 
S3b 253.0 130.0 0.299 5.712 105 103 lOd 12d 

C2Dl Sld 
63.8 126.5 0.313 4.672 40 的 20 34 

泣自 127.0 129.3 0.307 8.953 55 82 37 47 
S3d 

253.5 130.0 0.310 12.112 90C 118 36 49 53 SfO 63.3 128.3 0.348 4.631 53 68 21 35 
S2D 126.3 129.3 0.2抑 8.453 62 79 33 45 
S3b 255.0 127.7 0.298 13.363 67 98 41 54 

(砂羽epea孟loadis reach凶 泊 10min. 
(b) Constant CMOD ra隠 (0.卿 1oun/田).

(c) Fractun: su血cerev，剖edpossible spurious con鈎由ts.
(d) Sus併記tdala. 
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ABSTRACT 

The results 01 tests 01 geometrically similar tied陀 inlorcedconc陀 teωlum問。"difJerent size&， 
出thsize ratio 1:2:4 and slendemesses 16， 32 and 48， a陀 reported. The mooel columns凹陀

made 01 reduced-size agg陀 ，gatewith maximum sIze 1/8 in. and陀 duced-sizesteel oors.川

lound that， lor all slendemesses， there exists a strong size efJect in which the nomiool st陀 88

at maximum 1ωd decreases as the size ;8 increased. This ωntradicts the CUN宅ntdesign α加des.
The results are in goOO agreement with the previously proposed size efJect law. The higher the 
slendemess， the stronger i8 the size efJect. 

INTRODUCTION 

'The diagra.m of a.xIa.ll阻.dVerSU8 the load-point deflection (日ia.lshortening) of reinforced ω，n-
crete columns does notほhibita. horizonta.l platea.u aCter the Iila.xImum 1伺 .dis reached， as wo叫d
be expected for 8hort columns if the assumptions of plastic limit姐a.lysis，serving as the ba-
sis of the current design codes， were va.lid. Ra.ther， the columns， both short a.nd long， exhibit 
post-peak自oftening.This can be ca.used oniy by fra.cture phenomena姐 dimplies that size effect 
oughtむobe at play. 

AIthough importa.nt advances have been made in the p締官 inundersta.nding the behavior of 
reinCorced concr悦 columns[1，2] (Cor Curther refer阻問問印刷)， the size品 ctin columns 
esca.ped attention 50 far. But no physica.l phenomenon is understood until the sca.ling law is 
understood， a.nd this applies to∞且cretecolumns， too. The objective of this study is to brie1ly 
rep ort the initia.l results of組出perimenta.linvestigation of the size effect in columns. A detailed 
E句 ortwill be given in乱 forthcoming訂 ticIe[5]. 

TEST SPECIMENS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

'The test specimens (Fig. 1) were tied reinforced concrete columns of square crc刷 sectionswith 
sides D = 0ム 1岨 d2 in. Three column slenderne醐 Sλ=16， 32， and 48， were used (入=
L/T = L/D). The corresponding column lengths were L = 2ふ 5，and 7.5 in. for the smallest 
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cross section， L :;;: 5， 10，組d15 in. for the middle cross section， and L = 10， 20， and 30 in. for 
the largest crωs section. The ∞11umn自 ineach group of the s釦 leslenderness and diffi釘阻tsiz匂
were~ωmetricaJly similar. The ~曲metric 且imi1arity was enforced scrupulously-the reinforciDg 
bars， their locations姐dcover，鋪 wellωthe di姐leter祖dspacing of the ties， were aJl scaled i~ 
proportion to the characteristic column dimension D， ta.ken as the cross section side. Beca.u8e 
of the unavailability of deformed reinforcing bars of sufficiently smal1 diameter， smooth steel 
bars were used. This nevertheless should have ca.used no prob1ems with bond slip， because the 
ω，lumn ends were provided with steel cover pla蜘 (Fig.1c) a.t which the vertical bars Were 
anchored by threa.ded nuts. 

The co)umns were simply supported，姐dthe load P was applied with end eccentricities e 
which were geometrical1y 5i凶 lar;e :: D/4. Each co1umn ha.d four longitudinal bars (Fig. 1) 
of diameters db ;:; 1/16， 1/8，岨d1/4 in. for the smaJlest， midd1e姐dlargestω，1umD  sizes. 
The corresponding diameters of the steel ties were one half of the foregoing values. The center-
to-center spacing of the ties w.ω0.3，0.6祖d1.2 in. f01" the smaJlest， middle and largest ClOSS 

sections， but near the ends the spacings w'ぽ ereduced to 0.2， 0.4祖d0.8 in.， r.ωpectively，祖d
very near the聞の to0.1，0.2祖 d0.4 in.， respectively. The 10a.ds were applied onto the steel 
pl蹴 nsthrou酔 steelballs and steel pla.加.

The avera~ u凶axialcomp陀 ssionstrength of concrete， measured on 28・day-01dcomp組 iOJl
cylinders of di姐 eter3 in. and length 6 in.， was f~ :: 4，200阿 (28.96MPa). The concrete 
(attually a micro-concrete or mortむ)w.ωma.de of Type 1 Portl姐 dcement同thwater-cement 
ratio 0.65 (for幽 yworkability)岨 daggregate・cementratio 2.5 (by wo匂ht).The aggregate used 
i且themix was姐 air-driedsiliceous sand of maximum gra.in size 0.132 in.， passing through sieve 
No. 6. All the specimens were cast from one and the same batch of concrete. The steel had 

Young's modulu5 E， = 29，000，000 psi (200 GPa.)姐dyield 5tr個別hん=80，000 p5i (552 MPa). 
This value of yield 5tr叫がhwas higher th姐 thatpermitted for reinforced ∞ncrete structures， 
however this could not have ha.d姐ysi酔節目nteffect since the calculated 抑制飴宜曲.chedin 

the steel bars before the peak 10晶ddid not位 ceed60，000 psi (414 MPa). The thick且essof the 
concrete cover oflongitudinal bars， measured from the bar center to the surface， was dc = 0.2D. 

The columns were cast in forms made ofplywood with a smooth hard varnish-painted四 rface.
The forms were stripped after one day， a.fter which the column自，砧 wellωthecompanion 
cylinders， were cured unti1 28 days of age in a water bath剖 200Ctemperature. At the age of 
28 days， the columns were tested in晶 closed.loop(MTS) testing machine. The lateral deflection 
at the midheight of co1umn was measured by an LVDT ga.uge (Fig. 1d). The stroke rate was 
kept constant in each test祖 dwas ch出回同asto reach the pe誌 loa.d.for any column size組 d
slendernωs within about 15 min. 

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS AND THEIR ANALYSIS 

The test results are summarized in Table 1 (1 kip ;:; 1，0001b.). In the specim阻 labels，S， M，叫
Lme姐 thesmaJl， midd1e，姐dl釘 'gecro喧ssections; the subsequent numbers 1， 2，姐d3me組 the
low， middle， a.nd high slenderness. Three identical specim色nswere tested for aJl四.ses，except 
51 and S3. The correspo凶 ngm阻 1no凶 nal抑 制 esat maximum loaムde.finedasσN = P/D3， 
are also given. Furthermore， Table 1 shows the values of the nominal bending moment pz at 
midspan， in terms of the par咽 .etermN  = Pz/D3 =σN(ε+ω)/D;z=e+ω= deflection 
ordinate at midspan at maximum loa.d， e = D/4 = eccentricity of the loa.d， ω :;;: deftection at 
凶 dspan.The me担 valuesof mN  for each group of identical specimens are also gi.ven. The 
interaction diagr晶mof ma.x.imum (ultimate)鉱 ialloa.dP vs. the corresponding bending momωt 
M， calculated叫 cordingto the standard procedure [1，21， is shown by the 80lid line in Fig. 2. The 
dashed lines show the r哩ducedinteraction diagrams (in which ゆ晶rethe ACI capacity reduction 
factors). 
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The most interesting a.spoct of the rest仙 isthat: (1) with inc関 asi昭 size，the data points 
gen町 allymove toward the origin of the interaction diagram，組d(2) the size e晶 ctexi山姐di;
quite significant. These observations di同greewith all the existing desi酔 codes.The m組 II13.;:
load points that lie inside the interaction dia.gram represent山乱tionsiE which the codei 
not provide the required safety m吋 n.For more slender columns， as句 ect叫 therespo陶
path moves more to the right and describes品 widerIoop. 

Consider now the plots of the nominal st問 ngthσ'N:; P/ D2 vs. log D. Fig. ld gives such 
plots for all the slendernes8， and each data point repr，田entsthe average of a group of thr.四
like specimens. The plots cle紅 lyindica.te品 strong凶ze品比 Basedon previ叩 5th町民ti-
arguments (cf.同，chapter目 12組d13)， the size effect should follow the appr.位 imatesize effect 
law propωed by Baiant (1984)σN:; Bf:(l+βt1/2 with s:; D/Do， in ~hlch Bff and D，日

twoempiri叫 const岨 ts(刀=岡山町叫th).The optimal置tsby this由eeffect law are shown 
in Fig. ld as the solid curves. Note that for a more slender ∞，lumn the size effect is stronger， 
with the response lying closer to the linear elastic fracture mecltanicsぉymptoteof由 pe・1/2J
This is not surp由:ing，since a more山 ndercolumn of the same cross section stores more energy 
tha.n a stockier column. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Tied reinforced concrete columns exhibit a strong size effect of fracture mech創出酒 type.
2.The present test resultBare inagreement with the previously proposed size efeet law. 
3. The higher the slenderness， the stronger is the size effi巴ct.
4. The size effect ought to be introduced into the code provisions for columns. Until this is 

done， very large columns will have a significantly smaller sa.fety margin th組 required.
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ABSTRACT 

It has been investigated加 dis now known that the fracture energy estimated does strongly 
depend on the specimen size and evaluation method even though conc陀 teis identical. In出is
paper， some experiments were carried out to study such influence on fracture energy of 
concrete. For this pmpose， 9 three-point bending sp配 imensof 100 x100 x840mm and 36 
wedge-splitting specimens with four different sizes of 100 x 100 x 100mm， 100 x 100 x 
120mm， 200 x 240 x 120mm and 400 x 480 x 120mm were tested for three different 
compressive strength levels of 20MPa， 60MPa and lOOMPa. A load-CMOD curve釦 d2
load-CfOD CUlves for凶 chspecimen weぼ obtainedwith unloading c町 vesafter peak load.lhe 
experimen:旬1res叫tswer宅 analyzedand discussed by RILEM recommendation， 2 RlLEM合aft
recommendation methods， and wedge splitting test method. The fracture charactetistics of 
concrete resulted by this expeIiment depended on the sp民 imensize strongly. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been generally observed由atfractu陀 behaviorof concrete is quite differ宅ntwith its 
strength， 阻 dfractur・巴 energy of conα，'ete depends 011 the specimen size and shape. The 
principal objective of this paper is to show the comparison betw出 n悶 sultsobtained by wedge 
~plitting tes-t and analytical-results by RILEM r，民 ommendationmethod(I)， i.e.， three-point 
bending test m巴thod，2 RILEM也:aftrecommendation m巴thods，i.e.， sIze-effect method(2) and 
two-p釘羽田町 method(3)，and wedge splitting test method proposed by F.H.Wittmann(4). 

EXPERIMENT AL PROGRAM AND RESUL TS 

~.oncrete Properti回
Tり耽differ巴ntstrengths of concrete， iム 20MPa，60MPa a吋 100MPawere d巴均ned.The 
'!llx proportion釦ldtest results of compressive s住ength，splitting t巴nsilestrength， static and 
dynaInie elastic moduli ar芭 givenin Table l.Three batches fol' each strength level were prepared， 
飢d6 cylinders ofφ100 x 200mm fo1' each batch were casted， i.e.， thre巴 forcompressive 
柑engthand three for splitting tensile strength. Therefore the values of f~， fsp' Ec and Ed in 
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Table 1紅eave~ge valu巴sof 9 specimens. The maximum aggregate size used for aU mix 
proportIons was . f mm. Size Effect Metbod 

For theapplication of size effect method，it lsmquired to tESt geometrically similar notched 
concrete sp民 imensof different sizes(2).百四edifferent sizes of specimens were tested for this 
pu甲0鈎 withg切 mettica1sirnilarity as possible.百lestress fol' each specimen was calcula飽dby
Eq.t1) with ∞nsidering the effect of vertical component of applied load. 

TABLE 1 
Mix Proportion and Test ResuIts of Concrete 

S田ievnegl白
C Si w S G S.P 

W/C (MfJPa)(MfI Pa)(GEPc a)(GEPd E) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (1) 

20加lPa 349 。227 721 1006 。0.65 20.9 2.36 22.7 27.3 
60MPa 340 60 160 721 1006 8.95 0.47 59.1 3.83 35.3 41.8 
100MPa 444 111 111 721 1006 25.31 0.25 106.3 6.08 39.8 46.6 

σ:N = 2 kd H/(bLo(2kd-Lo)) 、‘.，，tA
 

，t
、、

where kd = Lo(33.0+ 2 Lo+ 3hV/H)/3(2ao+ Lo+ 2hV/H); distanc巴ofneutral axis from crack 
ふV/11=0.084; r油oofvertiωぉrcecomponent to horizontal component. h=31rnm; dista附
10 bear泊gcenter of loading device from initial n~~h li~e， "~; .t~ickne~s ~xc1u.din~ grooves， 
Ln==W-3.0;加itia1ligament length， ao; initial notch length (intial ~otch J.>lus th~ ~s凶ce to 
kmgゐterfrom脚出.ensli:!"acel1?mm))， W;.~p~in:len ~ep出，S; specimen width. 
The geometty ~01]-'国tiOllfactor F(α) of wedge splitting specimens for S/W = 100/115 o~A，B 
seriω， S/W ; 240/215 of C series， and s/W = 480/415 of D series were eVa1uated by finite 
element ana1ysis as given in Eq.(2). 

FA(α) = FB (α) = 0.7603+2.0061α-6.1724α2+4.444α3+().0024α4 

FC(α) = 1.0588-1.5788α+2.7631α2_ 2.9136α3+ 1.4258α4 

FD(α) = 1.2317・3.46α+9.1658α2-12.004α3+6.1047α4

。)

Preparation of Test Specimens 
A beam specimen of 100 x 100 x 840mm and two wedge splitting sp回 imensof 200 x 240 x 
120叩 d4∞x480 x 120mm with groove of IOmm each side were casted from each baにh.ηle
noもchwas cast for all the specimens wi白 acrylicpla包 Thesma11 wedge split出 gspecimens of 
100 x 100 x 100 and 100 x 100 x 120mm were made by cutting the beam specimen after 
飽sting.τ'heirinitial notch and血巴groovefor 1飢)x 100 x 120mm specimen w巴rea1so made by 
diamond saw.百lIsme加 sthat thr田 identicalspecimens in each streng由 levelwe陀 casted.All 
the specimens were cured in 100% humidity curing room during 28 days untiI出etest. Just 
befo陀 testingeach specimen was prepared for cli p gauges and loading d巴vi田.

Experimental Procedures 
A servo-controlled hydraulic machin巴of20 ton capacity was used for all test. Three-point 
bending test was followed the RILEM recommendation(l)，釦dwedge-splitting spec泊1enswere 
controIIed by crack mouth opening displacement(CMOD). CMOD and two crack tip opening 
displacements(CオOD)in each side as well as出eapplied load were recor叫.ed.官leload-CMOD 
and 2 load-CTOD curves were fully obtained. Dming the test of wedge-splitting specimen the 
applied load was manually unloaded at about 959もofthe peak load as possible. and was 
consquently unloaded seve叫 times.The rate of loading was properly changed with the size of 
spec加en，i.e.， the rate of CMOD was inc陀 ωedwi白increasingof sp配 imensize. Ati飽r出巴test
the dimension of specimen and ligament was measured for the analysis of test results. 
HorizontaI component of maximum applied load(H)， initial stiffness(Dj)， unloading 
stiffnessのU)，and crack tip opening displacement at peak 10吋(CfOD)were given in Table 2.1t 
was， however， impossible to unload exactly at 95% of the peak load. Th巴reforeDu values in 
Table 2 were obtained by regression from several unloading stiffnesses at different stress 
levels. 

百erelationship ofσ'N， F(α) as given in Eqs.(I) and (2)， and K1 for LEFM in白iscase can be 
written as Eq.-(3). AIId the n011dimensionaI energy release rate and fracture energy are 
calculated by Eq.(4)印 dEq.(5) respectively. 

K1=σ'N .fW:aF(α)=σ'NJLF(α) (3) 

g(α) = (1-α) (F(α)r ~ 

Gf=g(α。)厄cA (5) 

whereα;;;;;a/W， ~c; Young's modulus ofconcrete，A; slope_~~ lin_~~ regre~sion lin.e fo~ Xj==Wj 
釦dYi=(1/ σ:N)2~ But specimen prop011ion with sizes are slight different du~ to ~~i~g ~~_s出ne
悶 otloadin 証device.lft批h恥E児m巴“spe脚F阿阿ci凶men岬叩P仰ofO叫叩o叩叩P卯阿阿附oα侃叫rt凶削t姐i
t白henthe nomina1 s託tr閃'es鉛sσN-obtained by Eq.(l) can be modi汀fi児edtωot山haωtfor the r問dl色erl児'ence
pro叩port凶ionun紅mdeぽra“ss釦umptionof血es創neKJ， i.e.， 

σN、R=σNF(α)/FR(α) (6) 

ANALYS1S OF TEST RESULTS 

where FR(α) is geometry com巴ctionfactor of the l'eference specimen propo11ion. Fol' 
S戸cimenswith the same Sパ'fI/but different a/W， the modification c剖 beachieved by the same 
approach. iム σN.R=σN..fτF(α)1'行玉F(αR)'In this paper，出especimen proportion of C 
serles， i.e.， StW ~'24O/iì5 and"a/W ="115/215 was taken as the r-eference proportion， and 
res凶tswere shown in Table 2. 

RILEMR.創:ommendation
The average fracture energies of 3 specimens by RILEM recommendation(l) for three~po~t 
bend tests are 87.08 N/m， 111.36 N/m and 97.36 N/m for 20MPa， 60MPa， and 100MPa 
respectivel)巳 Forthe measured Gf the cOITection for the effect of dead weight 
was carried out acco吋ingtoRILEMぉcommendation.

Two-Parameter Method 
Toestimate曲eparameters Klc' CfODc and Ee， geometry com:ction fac~o~ ~u~ctio~s， V.(α:) and 
F(α) for displacement amC stress uitensity factor as well as ~he _i!litial . and un~?ading 
compliances 'should be obtained from the load-CMOD curve(3). Young's moduli were 
~alcu1ated by Eq.(7)， and were given in Table 2. The critical effectiv_e cra~ck leilgth. ac ~as 
d~!ermined by EqJ8) with usin-g an iteration process suggest~d in ~ef. 3， and unloading 
stiffness Du which-was obtained byexp巴.rimentwas also gi ven in Table 2. 

Wedge SpliUing Test Method 
百lefracture energy of concrete by wedge splitting test m巴thod(4)c叩 bedirectly obtained台om
load-CMODcぽ明、i.e.，total area under load-CMOD curve/totalligament a問 aof specimen， anCl 
is given in Table 2. 

Ec = (Dj/B) V(α。) σ) 
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Ec = (OulB) V(αc) (8) VA(α.)=VB(α)=(1叫 1せ34132訟法怨:53?足立ggs)
Vr('α)= (1+ωl-a)2(1.6025+2f.948ル79.255a2+ザ3.18α3・351.29a4

1.-'--' ，- . +371.74α5-172.04α6 +17.11α7) 

Vn(α}= (1+α.11・α)2(1.8726+)7.778α-50.73叫+99.602α3・172.06a4
μ

+187.8α5-89.129α6+8.8642α7 ) 

(9) 
where Oi;出einitial stiffness from load-CMOD curve which is given in Table 2， B; to凶
thickness' of s戸cimen，加dV(α.)is白egωmetryco町田tionfactor function which was ob凶ned
by regression from the results in Ref. 5， and is given in Eq.(9) 

TABLE2. 
Experimental and Analytical Results of W.吋geSplitting Test 

Sp田 imenH D: Du crooc Ec σN，P KIc 必
(N/mn) 

(SEGLe ) 
E 

No. (N)例Imm)(N加m)(mm) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa市) (N/m) 

20・Al 1472 42732 23721 0.0095 29471 3.585 0.9220 57.60 
20・A2 1619 407如 20581 0β158 28622 3.869 1.0457 79.14 
2仏A3 1619 38887 23181 0.0125 26974 3.912 0.9758 63.69 
20・Bl 1201 41555 23269 0.0125 24725 2.949 0.7559 63.66 
20-B2 1383 43380 26458 0.0103 25811 3.430 0.8497 67.74 80.05 
20・B3 1354 37984 25222 0.0130 21582 3.339 0.7888 48.69 (60.38)掌

20・Cl 3198 62421 43154 0.0188 25345 3.493 1.1997 80.44 
20・c2 2914 65354 38102 0.0194 26117 3.163 1.1883 67.78 
20・C3 2825 62500 35620 0.0181 25377 3.087 1.1759 64.49 
20・02 5347 68954 44959 0.0250 24739 2.850 1.4230 93.34 
20・D3 5356 70818 48648 0.0213 25672 2.883 1.4015 78.06 

60・Al 2423 45106 31480 0.0100 32583 6.037 1.4041 89.56 
60・A22825 56437 36120 0.0095 41250 6.920 1.6785 87.04 
60・A3 2865 55986 33589 0.0133 39059 6.988 1.7359 109.64 
6O-Bl 2413 67434 41133 0.0110 41073 6.035 1.4922 76.77 
60-B2 2560 68484 46911 0.0100 42207 6.392 1.5050 81.25 79.25 
60・B3 2943 67944 42124 0.0105 41141 7.291 1.7833 89.25 
60-Cl 4581 91704 57320 0.0165 37235 4.984 1.8006 97.85 
60-C2 4581 87338 62009 0.0150 35274 4.961 1.6802 92.94 
60・C3 5140 89987 61783 0.0165 36732 5.620 1.9342 95.99 
60-Dl 9398 96638 69004 0.0231 34851 4.976 2.3738 98.61 
60-02 8083 82747 64540 0.0203 29996 4.294 1.9527 92.95 
60・D3 9133 101661 72869 0.0233 36285 4.810 2.2373 102.95 

100-Al 3051 59419 38622 0.0110 42673 7.440 1.7900 96.57 
100-A2 3345 62500 48118 0.0070 45414 8.264 1.8476 82.86 
100-A3 3286 64108 40388 0.0100 46040 8.124 1.9751 81.89 
100-Bl 3640 75390 57300 0.0093 44857 8.627 1.9038 78.27 
100-B2 3169 74448 50031 0.0114 45613 8.117 1.9187 90.73 115.00 
100-B3 3640 74939 53572 0.0098 43819 8.955 2.0685 89.51 
100-Cl 6171101072 71931 0.0173 41257 6.761 2.1956 88.17 
100-C2 6612101779 77656 0.0170 41107 7.127 2.2263 96.62 
100-C3 6406 10 1651 78274 0.0150 40838 7.065 2.2982 94.33 
loo-D2 10507 109588 83287 0.0218 39726 5.624 2.6111 92.33 
100-03 12635 123449 91351 0.0235 44291 6.265 2.8653 107.09 

泳 fractureenergy excluding the results of 20-B sel;es 

官lecritical s住町sintensity factor K1c was determined by Eq.{lO). 

KIc=伺h市)F(，α) 

in which F(α.) was evaluated by finite elem巴ntanalysis as shown泊 Eq.(11).

FA(α.)=FB(α)=6.5284+31.420α+2.5852α2-182.19α3+244.90α4 

FC(α)=30.435・184.97α+638.43α2・976.19α3+610.55α4

FD(α)=28.802-176.50α.+621.24α2-965.10α3+612.00α4 
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DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL AN!) ANALYTlCAL RESULTS 

RILEM Recommendation 
FrEcrurE energy obtaincd in this study by REEM method shows the same trend as that by 

oth釘 ;e~;~h~"'t.~.: th'é'~ffé~t of dead weight on the fracture en~rgy is de~"C~sed as the high~r 
s佐'engthof concr巴te.The ratio of fracture energy by dead weight to t，?~I. fra~ture el?巴rgy1S 
46%.33%加 d27% fo1' 20MPa， 60MPa加 d1∞MPa resp巴ctively.And it has been observed 

that fracture energy of 60MPa concrete is higher th却 thatof 100MPa. 

Wedge Splitting Test Metbod. 
ηle-ioad-C:MOD curve by this method usually had very long tail.comp~i~g with ~}LÆ~ 
m巴thod.Especially the smaller size叩 dlower st閃 ngtho( concrete shows the longer ?ii~. ，!，~is 
might be due to some 0白.erfactors not due to fracture process. Therefore it was~~x_cl'::.ded for 
由e-estimation of fracture energy by ClI位ingat山epoint with 詑 roslope in load-CMOD cwv_e 

even though it was very ambiguous in some c~ses. 百le fl'acωre energy by白ismethod depends 

onhe specimen size as shown in Table 2.The average fracture energies of A and B.c，D 

series are 63.42， 70.90，組d85.70N/m for 20MPa， 88.92， 95.59， and 98.17N/m for ωMPa，and 

86.64，93.0"4， &;d 99.71N/m for 100MPa l"CSpωively. And it has b巴enalso observed that the 

average fract出窓energy，92.卯N/mforωMPais higher伽 nthat for 100MPa， 90.76N/m. 

Size Effect Me1hod 
As known， the definition of fracture energy in白ismethod w!uch is the energy for infinite large 
spec1ñe~~' i;'diff~~~~t from other methods. LEFM can be applied for infmIte lar.ge sj)ecimen. 
~ut it is ~possible to obtain the s回 ssfor infinit巴largespecimen by t~st '. The:efore the s悦 si
for infinite'large specimen is obtai?ed _by e.xu'~polation ~Is.ing si~e effect 1av.-:合omstrpssesol 
small size sp目 imens.The size effect law is， howevel'， inherently an appoximation， Jn othe 

~ord， it is not accurate enough for estimation of fracture en巴rgybecause th巴S官essof infinite 
!arge specim巴nsis required，巴venthough it is resonable enough for the ~red!ction of s紅白sfor 
large rnember in cons'u'Uction field. It has恥engenerally observed that白ef回ctureenergy by 
this method is smaller白 血thatby other methOds even-it is expected larger ~a，:!~e. it ~s the 
energy for infinite Jarge specimen. This is p創・tially d ue to that the s田 ssof infinIte large 
specirnen extrapolated by size effect law gives smaller value than exact， and p紅 tiallydu巴to出at
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the spec泊lensat failure is usually not similar each other even though they泊宅originallysimilar. 
Some of the results are a1so summerized in Table 2. As mentioned in previous section 
S伊C加 ensare not exacdy similar each ouler.百lerefore，al1 sU'esses were modified 10 those of 2 
reference shapes， iム theshapes of C se巾 sand A series according to Eq.(6). and恥 fracture
energies calculated for 2 different reference shapes were almost same. This m同 nsthat this 
approach can be used if the shape of specimen is not much different. In spite of it is the most 
promised meth叫.it総 emsthat this method ne凶sto be l'efined. 

Two-Pararneter Metl!od 
Based on the results obtained in this limited investigation， it seems白紙twop紅 ameters，KJcむld
CTODc do dep巴ndmuch on the specimen size unlike the results by the proposer ot由is
method. As shown in Table 2， CTODc which was directly obtained from clip gauges on both 
sides at initial crack tip d巴pendsstrongly on出esi詑， but Young's modulus obtained is almost 
S白羽eas the value by compressive stress test. More researches for the dependence of the K 
and CTODc on the specimen size would be needed for different shapes of specimen an-d 
spec白隠nswith large ligarnent size. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results obtained in this limited investigations it would be concluded出at;1) The 
fracture energy， 9f~nd ~o parameters K1c and CTODc in wedge splitting test depeod on白e
spec泊lensize， 2) The fracture energy do not proportionally incl'ease with increasing the 
compressive strength. It comesωthe conclusion that a mor宅 comp児hensivemethod is requu吋
toa∞山富飽lyestimatl巴frac悩児characteristicsof conα-ete. 
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Fracture Toughn回 Sof Cernentitious Materials Using Small Size Specirnens 

W. Jiang， X. Wu and D.M: Roy 
Materials Research Laboratory，百lePennsylvania State University 

Univcrsity Park， PA 16802， USA 

ABSTRACf 

The topic of出ispaper is ti∞using on frac問 toughn悶 of民間ntitiousand concrete 
m制 ialsand lab鈴chnology.百eobjective of the-present inv_e~tig~tions. isωdevelop ~e 
experirantal肱凶quebωedthe J-integral to obtain Klc創xiGl~ in an indirect way国 mg
snIall size specimens. GetlI:ng ~hat was wan凶伽明白high-ωughness∞畑出，the 
different strengthen泊gm回h創出mswere studiβd. 

町TROUCfION

Earlierinvestigationsin批 fractureof q臨むbrituema町 ialsassume the validity of lin即ー
elastic仕配tぽ eflぽ thelabωatory sp民泊lenscmployed and their toug!mess p訂 ameterssuch as 
kし andGし aredetennined. However， such par阻路町sasobωin叫食'OOlnぽmal1a加m町 y
s凶i芸ゐd脚 iμEmmh氏…E釘附r
s酔c凶訂凶ne朗n凶s(ωove釘rlm巴E偽e釘:r)鉱芭 r芭珂quiI凶也dtωoobtain tl白1etruおeKlc value. Such specimens sizes are 
CL悶 ly泊料C帥 1in恥 laboratory.[1，2]

J-integral 
百leJ・泊b巴gnuin位。d凶 edby Rice can be int~児院das the釘eaoftensi∞・回ften泊gc町ve
[川l円]，w油叫hichi泊sd耐efi伯a白:fil1i郎刷1凶c叫da邸st悦h恥efur凹 dω伽伽oα∞na山 nvebetween 血etrac帥 across acr;配 kplane and the 
抑制，tiondis凶 cesof the crack faces加 ammltensionsidmnqm-md伺 llyloaded to 
畑町letefailure. The pa出 indepe聞記~tMtUreof this integraI allows tlIe integrati∞pa白ωbe
t蜘c10seor su田cientlyf:叫omthe側 ktI_J?J3，5]}t ~s-eq凶val側叫ecritical energy 
ZEleaSEmbBGc mdsr small scale yielding condition-Gcis mlated to thZ0110theequation 

J c = Gc= (Klc)2厄 (forplane stress conditions) 

Hen印，仕omthis relation， the linear-elastic fracture parヨmeterKlc回 nbe obtained.ふ
integ蹴 canbe obtained experimentally食umacompli組問testby 1，回dingtwoprちロ富cked
sp配 imenswi出 slightlydifferentα百.cklengths・If印刷dPand恥 loadpoint displacement 

A紅emeasured simultane∞sly in the test， J can be obtained in terms of d台。m白e紅eaA

(a) between the two P-d curves up to a load point displacement value of d. 

J (企)= (l/B )[A (A)/(a2"at)] 

Where B is the width of the spec凶 .enand (a2-a1) is白edifference inαack lenが1.
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E = (kI3/4bd 3)・10-3

Where E is Young's modulus of elasticity (GPa)， k白eslopeof偽eload-def1ection plot 
(Nnmr1)， b the beam width (mm)， d the beam depth (mm) and 1血ebe阻 1span (mm)・

Strengthening and toughening mechanisms 
百lehisωry of the attempts to sttengthen concrete is almost the history of engineering. 
Numerous mechanisms for s田 ngtheningof concrete have been advanced. New ∞ncrete have 
been developed with and without such knowledge. Table 1 gives the description of some of 
the mechanisms involved and the pr'瓜到~sses employed. 

TABLE 1 
Major∞'ncret巴sttengtheningmechanisms 

Assゅciatede紅白t

TABLE2 
Theprep訂ationsof specimens 

扇a出 als R~ぽation Reference 

12..ZMh可oDtpIF Empysdassmtae tg edpcaesmse ent pasLB) 
water/cement =0.3 
50，∞o psi， 80 oC I司

3. [7] 

4. mortar ASTMClω 
5.pol戸nerimpt芭gnatedmortar [8] 

6.pD1S泊Pn∞nα'ete ASTMCl16 
1. OSP concrete 59もsilicafume [11] 

8.PIC(m auFtoRcC laved} [8] 

9. carbonFR 8% Vol， 6mm (S肱 kpole) [9] 
1O.polypropelene FRC 2%. 0.5 rlO] 

仁:ementused泊白isresearch was the Lafarge product・'Secar11" high alumina cement. Fine 
aggregates were ASTM standard sand. Coarse aggregate is sieved beflα'e use so出at由巴

maximum sized aggregate pass也rougha No. 8 sぽ閃n.百lemixpropo武ions:for concrete， 
民m~nt: s~d: a.~greg~te :w~飽r:: l.0: 2.75: 2.75: 0.35; for mortar， 1.0: 2.75: 0 : 0.3. 
Spec凶 .ensize dimensiOl1s: fi町 m回 arand concrete， 350x80x40， fl町田mentpas飽
6Ox1Oxl伽1m.百letwo different a/w (crack depth/beam dep出)ratios were 0.4叩dO.5.百le
notch was cut in a tension side of beam using a 0.2rnm thick diamond saw. Table 2 lists the 
pre戸rationsof specimens tes包din血iswぽ k百ledetails can be found泊 resp民 tive
reference. 

τ'hesp民泊enswere tested at釦 ageof 28 days. The measurement of企actu児 toughness
of白 mentp.邸 te，mortar， and∞nα芯tehave b舘 nconduc飽dby the single-edge-notch・beam
me出od，in the tbree-point bending test， the Ioad and load point displacement are m回 sured
simultaneously. Signal∞tput was recorded by c侃】puterdata acquisition system回 dsent
泊nrediatelyωanffiM PC where山 datawere stored. The data are analyzed numerically. For 
each set of raw data， values are obtained by interpolation.官leaveraged values of P and ~ for 

each crack len帥 atthe p.毘叩l民 tedt. values are then computed as P 1 (t.)，δ1(t.)， P 2(.企)and 

~(企)，res戸ctively.Two specimens with various crack lengths are prepar凶 andloadedto

合actureas indicated in Figure 1. At each t.， we∞mpute J (o) by numerical泊tegrationof 

Pl(t.') -P 2(t.') from t.' = 0 to t. and divided by B (a2-a1). Also， o is obtained from (δ1 (t.) 
+ ~(Á))β. Hence， aJ・ocurve can be obtained.(Figure 3) 

Y oung's modules of elasticity was ob凶ned企om白色flexure of a beam using the equation 

商高harusms
Admlxture-modified 
a)Ch巴:mical

b)Mineral 

c) Polymer (water soluble) 
Mechanical compaction 

Fiber reinforcing 

Polymeric reinforcing 

Autoclave curing 

effective dispersant promotes denser packing， reducing 
water reqwrement 
OSP~也nsfied sysぬm∞，ntaininghomogeneously 
町 anged，ultra-fine particles-silica fume町 flyash)
MDF(macro-defect-free); a1lows high she釘 processing
u副izesintense mech釘1Icalcompaction which overcomes 
曲。inter-loc.胎 19surfac泡foπesand pack the conロeteas
densely as pen凶町d
也eαacksare s 戸dor deflected by the presence of the 
fibres at白einterface and the wcrk of企acωreis ofi怠n
金置naticallyincreぉed
polymer fills tiny pぽ郎 副dflaw， inα芭鶴田 density，
加r戸oves山ecement-aggregate bonding， reduces stress 
concentrations 
fine and close in the texture， well and high percentage 
crys凶lineh凶rate

PIC = polymer也】pregna飽dconαete;FRC = fiber re加forcedconcrete. 

EXPER島但NTAL
a 

内同宮

2

t.l t.2 t.3 
Displacement t. 

Figure 1 l..oad-displac巴mentcurves flαrsp回 imentshaving αack lengths of a and a + Aa. 

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 schematically出ustratesthe typicalload vs load point displace~ent ~haracteristics 
e対泊bitedby paste， mort紅 andconcrete. All s戸cimenswere same size， but the paste was 
specia1ly made by MDF cement 
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S戸1出eticFRC

carbonFRC 
PIC 

DSP concrete 
polymer impregnated mortar 

:MDFpaste 
hot pressing paste 

cαK江ete
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Figure 2. Schematic illus岡山gthe typicalload vs load po泊tdisplacement . 
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Fracture energy (kNhn) 

Fi思llC4. Fracture energy of spec出 ens.

2 。

shZ沼222叫 tsof t，吋

Table 3 lists J・integral，Young's modu1us of elasticity， E which were負。mtest， and 
国語cals田 S8intensity Factor， Klc which was calcula飽df加n白eequation of J c = (Klc)2/E 
伽 differentconα"Cte， mortar卸 dpaste.

carbon fiber conc陀総

J c = 1.52 (凶1m)

2α)() 

TABLE3 
J-integral， Young's modulus of elasticity a!1d c出 calstrcss intensity Fac伽宕ァ、，

'-'1α加、 Kk 
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百edifference between血eJ・泊tegraltechnique we use here and the RILEM GF test [4] is 
由atInto巴ir包st， pre-crョckedsp民泊lCnswith only one crack size is need and only the apparent 
critical energy releωe rate can be de町 mined，ino町 test，two kind of crack size釘eusedand 
ID?re information is pro吋ded.Also it is thought that the va1ue of Gc we obtained will be 
subjeαωa much smaller size dependen白血如RILEMtest va1ue.百lesize dependen印 is
mainlydue ωdamages outside the cracking plane which tends to increase with出especimcn 
~~. In our case， Gc. is obtained合om曲巴differentin energy of two specimens with slightly 
differentαack size.百lCiITecoverabl巴losseswill tend to compensate each other for the two 
SJ町 imensand hen白血sizede戸nde町 ecan begr四 tlyreduced. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

J兵1れ二也i泊nt飽egral，an ind必ire司t町悶E詑悶cαtex却，pe:釘r也E児削E閃n凶 t臨民hn凶m凶n瓜u向i拘.qu鴎lei凶sdevelopedω o油b飽int曲heα凶it白i詑cals町 s悶sin附t句ensγ一Sil
同恥加cαω蜘tω附oα叩I

8綜蹴ご出z:拡1ZL認1認2匙蹴2抗:古却出:r沼J花;兵Z町官4;2121;JE23品開;笥zari;昔話PEs
tests. 
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ABSfRACf 

Piles are often used as d∞p foundations to support structural loads. Concrete piles rnay be 
either precasl and installed with a pile driving harnmer， or cast.in-place in a preforrned hole. 
Both pile types can be damaged during installation and also during service. This paper discusses 
a nondestructive tesling method for pile struclural integrity assessmenl.百letest is performed 
by atlixing an accelerometer 10 the pile 10p and lhen irnpacting the pile top with a hand held 
hammer. The rneasured acιeleration-time re∞rd is integrated， the resulting velocity-time re∞rd 
is displayed as a function of pile length， and then sludied using elastic one dimensional wave 
propagation theories. On巴casehistoI)' is presented in wruch a large per∞ntage of the piles so 
tested were found to be damaged. 

削 mODUCfION

Subsurfaほ conditionsand structural requirements often dictate the employment of deep 
foundation systems to support structural loads. Elements for d田 pfoundations (i.e.. piles) rnay 
be made of timber， steel，∞ncrele， or a combination of these materials. Concrete piles may be 
precast and installed with a pile driving hammer， or cast.in-pla回 ina preformed hole. They vaI)' 
Is size from 10 LO over 100 inches in diameter and can be more than 150 ft in length. 

Precast ∞ncrete piles may be r巴gularlyreinforced， prestressed， or post北 nsionedand are 
~ostly square in shape. They are inslalled with drop， air， steam， hydraulic， or diesel hammers. 
During driving， piles are subjected to a complex ∞mbination of ∞mpr，岱sive，tensile， torsional， 
叩dbending forces. Overstr，岱singthe pile materiaI臼 usesdamage; fatigue may result in pile 
uamage at lower stress leveIs. While lhe installation pro∞ss itself∞nstitutes a "test" for the 
soundness of the pile in-pla印 .it can also be the cause of pile structuraI failure. Common modes 
of driving-induced pile damage inc1ude: crushing at the pile head， toe， or shaft， vertical and 
horizontal cracking， and failure of目 splices. D戸lamicpile testing by the Case Method is often 
performed during installation to assess pile driving axial stresses and to evaluate pile structural 
Integr吋 [1].In cases where piles are not instrumented during driving， questions sometimes arise 
COnιerning their structural integrity. 
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Cast-in-place piles afE pmdu田 dby ex凶 vlItingholes il1 tbe ground and filling them with 
∞nCrete-A Steel reinforcing cage may，or maY 1101，be used.A∞mmon method is the 
continuous-tli誹t叫 er(CFA) where concr出 groutisplaced u附 rpC1ω町出ou酔 thEtJ

Z J223Zぷ:::比古芯出信託L22Zな J2r;2LE芯;22
workmanship， and∞以ructionprocedures. Common m吋 ωofpiJe structucaJ deficiencies 8r .. 

i誌記訴訟:詩:記事鉱山お品位:出取
百ヤ paperprese地 a-methodcalled the Pile IntegiWTest (P1.t)，which包凶edon 

low strain impaωanJ ane dimension山問問刷onand reflection mechanics. Aω; 
history illustrating the applicability and validity of the method is also discussed. 

Low Strain Integrity Testing 

盈生但叫， WiththC4dvent of?l配 tronicinstrumentation and data proωsing， there 
口 iststoday a number of te.sting t回 hniq¥やsto evaluate 出estructuraJ integri t旬yof de田泡R

z巳口以:1立:1叩:な討:2γれ伐!?11O1な;立立:ヱ泣E2弘:L1忠忠忠:2ス:詑:ご?t立芯r:zロr出;:r乞訂??tηs:1t;r:ご?主立ロ;訂出::口J3;β出立;ニ以泊22:己2幻2rrt氏i?f止;z:;r:? i 
sl叫 a ω nmak悩Jn略19i出t匂町s訂ran叫ldor…na叩pp戸li同F只ωa創制t

"市hi抱ghγ.or "low. strain [3j. High strain testing req山'estbe pres町民ofa piJe driving hammer， or 
a jars-dmp weighton site-7hc simplest and m似陀ad均 appli凶 blemeth吋 isthe low strain 
technIque requiring minimal Instrumentation and testing eRbrL 

Wl'lve Mechanics-On?dimerESio n al wavemechanics applies toa linear clastic pilc that 
has a lbngth an order of magnitude greater than iuwidth.When impacted al the top，a sums 
wavc travels down thc pile shaft at a wavcspeed，c，which isa FUnction of thc material clastic 
mod山 s，E， and mass density， p (iム c= /FJP). Pile imped組問 Z，is the prod叫 ofcross 
sectional area，A.and elastic modulus divided by the strmswave speed and is，thereforc，a 

asure of pile cross sectional sire and quality. 

When the impact induced strGs wavE，Fi，arrives at a point albng the pile length whem 
the impedance changes合orr】Zlto Z2， P制 ofthe wave is re目白tedup，日， and part tran5mits 
down， Fd， such that both continuity and叫 uilibriumare 5atisfi吋. The downward and upward 
propagating waves are related to the impact wave by: 

Fd = Fi[2Z2/(Z2 + Zl)] 
Fu = Fi[(Z2 -Zl)/(Z2 + Zl) 

(1) 
(2) 

For a unihrm pile(Z2=Z1)，thsimpact wave travels unchanged.An exampJ巴 of
extreme "mnunibrmiwis a bpile end(Z2=0)，himpact wavewill be∞mpletely refl田 ted
pwadapd the multing Fu MIl bt ofthE op伊唱itesign 

Figure 1 sho哨 thatfor a∞mpr，間 i問 downwardtravelling wave which en叩 untersan 
impedan回 reductionat dista目見 a，from piJe top， an upward travelliDJ!; tension wave叩Ilbe
observed at tk pile top a tmuuc拙.erimp制. The figu陀 alsoぬふ thata∞moressi 
U仰 ardtravelling川河 IS抑制附句soilresistan閃 Ral location， b， and is felt at ti広三bん
after impact. Other refle氾tlonsmonitored at the pile top are tho唱efrom the pile toe and出直

econd町 reflectiona t 4抗.いwstrain integrity testi略 isbased on恥 premisethat changes 
in pile impedan閃 and50il resist叩田pcodu回 pcedictablewave reflections at the pile top. 

hamJ:;;::322よ;苫:もお12t;224::ns泣223;322zz;

pals to digital form ?M data pm白山岳 Thesptem and method is commonly rcfend to aS 

233九tobpmtgeneratω制 erations加 the10 to 100 g ra噌C川 両stra
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Figure 1. Impact and Wave Retlections at Pile Top. 
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Figure 2. Pile Top Dynamic Data. 

T'estinl! and Data Interoretatio!l. Pile preparation simply involves sm∞thing and leveling 
01' a small ar回 ofthe pile top.ηJe accelerometer is aff1xedωthe pile top using a jell type 
material and a hammer blow is imposed to the piJe top. The aωeleration record created bγthe 
Imp似 isintegrated and the resulting velocity record is displayed as a function of pile length. 
Time ωlength ∞nversion is done using the wave speed. Figu問 2presents a measured 
acωleration and its integrated velocity record obtained from a test performed before installation 
of a 24-in square p問 stressedconcret怠 pile100 feet in length. An analysis option in the program 
is an expゅnential(with time) amplification routine. 日 isoption is usedωampli今wave
reflections which are very small due to pile and soil damping. Another analysis option allows the 
user to average a number of re∞rds. Normal1y， 4 to 6 test blゆ哨 aretaken for each pile and 
averaged.百Jetechnique is useful in separating effects of random mechanical and electronic 
noise from relevant retlections. 

In addition to visual inspection of the velocity records for wave reflections， additional 
rigorous dynamic analysis， caJled PITWAP， can be performed on the measured data to obtain 
pile shape as a function of length in an interacti河 signalmatching process [31. 

L盟主主tions・Wavereflections coming from locations greater than 30 to 40 pile diameters 
3re generally too weak to be detected al the pile lop，邸pecial1yif high soil resi直tanceis present. 
Gradual changes in pile impedance over a long dlstance can not be detected since they do not 
produce sharp wave ref]ections. Mechllnical splices， or severe damage may s心陀阻止ficiencie.s
from the lower pa山 ofthe pile. Cast-inゃla田 pileswith greatly varying cross sections， especiaJly 
in layered soils， 国nnol be analyzed with confiden臼.

臼seHistory 

ηlis case history describes 1I project where low strain dynamic testing was performed on 
cast-in-pla叩∞ncretepiles. The job involved the construction of both 1-and 3-story building 
addilions adja∞nt 10 an existing 6-story structure， with provisions that anothec 3 stories may be 
added 10 the proposed 3-story building addition in th巴future.The new ∞nstruction area had 
plan dlmensions of approximately 60 by 180 (t. Subsurface investigations included 9 SPT borings， 
~ CPT soundings， a~d a ground penetrating radar survey. G~t巴chnical investigation results 
mdicated a∞mplex， irregular， and nonuniform stratigraphy.τbe ovecburden included soft clays， 
clayey sand， and cemented siJts. The bearing layer was lime品tonecontaining solution cavities. 
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Considering the subsurface conditions， structural loads， and the proximity of construction to the 
existing structure， foundation recommendations were to use nondisp1acement d回 pfoundations. 

A tota1 of95 cast-in-pJace ∞ncrete pi1es were凶 ed.τnepi1es were 16 inch in diameter. 
varied in 1ength betweenお and95 ft， and were constructed凶 ingthe CFA method. Becausと
of the potentia1 for damage resulting from heavy construction equipment mo吋ngover and 
around heads of the ∞nstructed pi1ω，the presen回 ofca吋 iesin the under1aying rock， and the 
unexpectedly large amounts of ∞ncrete needed to form the piles， it was decided to te:it a 
number of the piles for structural integrity. 

A total of 46 piles were tested randomly covering the range of soil conditions and pile 
lengths. Twelve of the tested piles were found broken at locations 2 to 10 ft below pile toμ. 
Four piles had impedance reduction below 18 ft. Two piles indicated bulging in their shafts. 
Breakage was verified by soil ex伺 vationaround the broken piIes. Fortunately， mωt of the 
breakage was above the eventual pile top cutoff elevations. When the piles were broken below 
cutoff elevations， the broken section was temoved， the pile retested， and the pile top was built. 
up to the requires elevation. Pile impedance r巴ductionor increase could not be verified due to 

In' ， 
-ーゆ}

Figure 3. Pile Top Dynamic Records， Case History Piles. 

ils location at greater depths. Figure 3 presents plots of four velocity histories from four piles， 
Figure 3a shows a g'∞d pile， 3b a pile with a bulge at 35 ft and t回 reflectionat 95 ft， 3c a pile 
with impedance reduction at 18 ft， and 3d a pile broken at 8 ft be10w pile top. 

2. 

3. 
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ABSTRACT 

A number of tests have been developed for the structura1 appraisa1 of 
alka1i-si1ica reaction (且SR)damaged structur自B・工none test， cores are 
sub4ected to a low cyclic uniaxial compzessive load to determine the Damage 
MJx.Zn another test，coresare sub3ected totorsional loadinqwhich may 
be con畠idereda自 anindirect tensile test on the concrete. The main 
ob4ectiveof the work reported heEe was to combine the above two testaby 
inJorporatinga D叩 aqBIndex testinto the torsion test-bysub3ectinq 
COEes in the torsion rig to low cyclic loading prior totakinq the 
specimens up tofailure .Initial ZEBUltsare presented for three Gzades of 
concrete，li9htweight ag9ZB9ate concrete and polymer concrete • 

INTRODl1C'rION 

Standard strength t邑自tsto eva1uate concrete quality genera1ly invo1ve 
testingspecially prepaEed and cured control specimens {cubes-，cylindersor 
prisms) cast during七heconstructionperiod.However，when appzaiaing 
concretestEuctures in which concrete quality is uncertain due，in 
particu1ar， to degradation with time， strength tests mus七 bebased on cores 
taken from the actua1 concrete in the structure. 工tis known that with 
80me forms of deterioration， the norma1 re1ationships of tensile to 
compressive strength break down. For examp1e， Nixon and Bol1ingha¥且包 (1) 
tested a number of cubes and cylinderg suffering from alkali--gilica 
reaction {ASR}and found that ASR appeared toreduce the t-agilestrenqth 
of concrete to a greater extent than the compressive strength・

且SRin concrete produces a ge1 which， in the presence of sufficient 
mOisture， can expand causing cracking in concrete structures. The Mott 
M臼 Dona1AGroupln eon3unction withothemhas de叫 0戸 da number of tests 
for the struct~ral appraisal of ASR damaged structures. 1n one of these 
tests~-c~;~;-t~k~~ f~~m damaged structures are initia1ly tested under a low 
CYCli-uniaxial C側 preBgiveload and the strain response ig measured.This 
test Iknown as the stiffne自sDamage Test (2)) yields a number of parameters 
including the D四時e1ndex which is the area of the hysteresis loop自 (over
4 cycles) normalised over the stress range. 
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A second test which has been deve10ped is one in which concrete coreO 
are subjected to torsiona1 10adinq (3)・ Theresu1tinq shear otress otate， 
on a representative vo1ume of concrete， i日 usedto eva1uate the shear 
strength properties of the concrete. The app1ication of torsion a10ne to a 
concrete core (or cy1inder) wi1l produce pure shearing stressee on certain 
p1anes equal in magnitude to the principa1 streoses (i.e. diagona1 tension 
and compression自tresses)・Thuethe torsion test may be considered ao an 
indirect tensi1e test on the concrete cores. 

The main objective of the work reported here was to combine the 
benefits of the above two teet methode into one test. The D.amage Index 
test method has been added to the toreion test so that Damage Index re・ulte
are obtained by subjecting cores in the torsion rig to 10w cyc1ic loading 

prior to taking the specimens up to failure. 

EXP8RI鈍E創宝且LDE宝AILS

The loading arrangement for applying torsion to the cores/cylinders is 
illustrated in Fig.l. Two supports provide upward reactions， a third 
support provides a downward reaction and the 10ad P is app1ied at the free 
end. As the 10ad P is app1ied， corresponding reactions of P are induced at 
the three supports. The load is transferred into the cores/cylinders via a 
自etof split col1ars. The co11ars are attached at both ends by means of an 
adhssive. On1y standard 100mm diameter cy1inder自， 200mm 10ng， were used in 
the work reported here. The collar自 were30mm wide， 1eaving a c1ear lengtb 
of 140mm being subjected to the torsiona1 otress state. 

Three concre~e mixes were designed to give 28 day cube strengtha of 
30， 55 and 75 N/mm~. The mix proportions for these three mixed are given 
in Tab1e 1. The Grade 75 mix contained 10屯 microsi1ica(by weight of the 
cement content)・ Inaddition a 1ightweight concrete mix and a po1ymer 
concrete mix were prepared in this atudy. 

TABLE 1 
Details of concrete mixes 

Ref. No. fCU (N/mm
2
) cement: sand : coarse agg. W/c ratio 

噌

A

内，‘

、A

n
u
E
J
E
1
6
 

-
J
E
J

守
，

1 : 2.9 
1 : 1.8 
1 : 1.8 

5.6 
2.8 
2.8 

0.7 
0.5 
0.4 

且 typicalload-displacement graph is shown in Fig.2. Fig・2shows a 
typical response recorded via the Instron machine and ia a record of the 
load V. disp1acement of the point of application of the load， i.e. there lS 
considerab1e uncertainty regarding the actual response of the test specimen 

itself in this case. Fig・2shows a linear relationship up to point A and 
thereafter a limited amount of softening i8 observed up.to the maximum 10ad 
at point B. Generally point A corresponds to approximately 80も ofthe 
maximum 10ad. All the cylinders failed in diagonal tension with the 
inc1ination of the fai1ure plane being in the range 400 to 500 to the 
longitudina1 axis. 
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Recently the torsion test hag been developed further by the addition 

of more instrumentation.λdevice has been developed which a110ws the 
actual rotation of the cylindez over a120mn9auge length to be determined. 
This -';:nf~~;~~i~n is reco~ded by a PC and a typica1 10ad-deflection graph i8 
shown -i~-;i:~~3~-- ;'ig. 3 gives the load-deflection graph corresponding to the 
actual re~~n~e of the test specimen over a 120mm gauge 1ength. Fig.3 
differs自iqnificantlyfzom Fiq.2and shows that microcrackinqis taking 
place at a much lower 10ad than that suggested by Fig.2. 
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Fig.4 Complete load-deflection graph for combined test 
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Fig.5 Expanded view of load-deflection graph due to cyclic loading 

Figs.4 and 5 show a typical resu1t obtained by incorporating the 
Damage Index test into the torsion test. Fig.4 shows the comp1ete 10ad-
displacement curvefor aqiven test whereas Fig.sabows an enlarged view of 
the load-displacement response due to the 5loadin9-unloadingcycL-s 
generated at the start of the teet. The resu1ts i11ustrated by Fig.5 were 
stored on a compacter and a progr創 nhas been developed to measure direct1y 
the area contained within each of the 1aet four hy日terisis10ops. The 
average area was then determined and divided by the 10ad range ueed in the 
loading-unloading cycles to give the DamageIndex for the testspecunen. 
Thus the Damage Index is measured in mm. 
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RESULTS且!fDDISCUSSIOH 

A typica1 set of resu1ts ie preeented in Tab1e 2. Three Grades of norma1 
density concrete， a 1ightweight aggregate (Lytag) concrete and a po1ymer 
concrete have been studied. The three norma1 den自ityconcretes represent 
typical low， medium and high etrength concretes. The lightweight aggregate 
c~ncrete wa8 designed to have the s釘nestrength as the low strength 
concrete and was studied， in particu1ar， in terms of the fracture planes 
developed. The p01ymer concrete mix is typica1 of that which has been 
studied extensively in the same 1aboratory in terms of its mechanica1 and 

physica1 properties. 

The average shear strengths (which are a1so the valuee of the tensi1e 
strengths) for the three norma1 density concretes are as expected. As the 
strength is increaeed th邑 Damage工ndexresu1ts decrease -a1so as expected. 
The strength of the 1ightweight concrete is s1ight1y higher than the 
strength of the nominal Grade 30 concrete and the Damage Index i8 a180 
higher at 2.84. Thi8 resu1t i8 a180 a8 expected since more microcracks are 
developed at the matrix-aggregate interface in the case of 1ightweight 
concrete. 

且11the fracture p1anes were within the range 400 to 500 for the 
angle between the fracture p1ane and the 10ngitudina1 axie. The fracture 
p1anee tended to go around the coarse aggregate for a11 the norma1 den自ity
concretes， whereas in the case of the 1ightweight aggregate the fracture 

TABLE 2 

Typica1 results for Damage Index and Shear Strength 

Kateria1 fcu Pmax Average 8hear Damage Index Average Damage 

(N/1MI2) (N) 
stren町田grth 
(N/1MI4 ) (um x 10-3) 

工ndex
(IMI x 10-3) 

Grade 30 29.0 2020 2.25 
Concret日 1945 2.51 2.43 2.41 

1958 2.54 

Grade 55 57.5 2479 1.99 
Concrete 2737 3.19 2.42 2.24 

2292 2.31 

GrO¥de 75 74.6 3426 1.93 
Concrete 4005 4.68 1.93 1.99 

3604 2.11 

Grdde 30 32.5 2047 3.46 
Lightweight 2212 2.64 2.27 2.84 
Concrete 1958 2.80 

POlymer 38.0 3848 9.88 
3673 5.17 9.09 10.75 
4665 13.28 
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p1anes continued direct1y through the aggregate. The po1ymer concrete 
fracture p1anes tended to自howa more typioa1 opiral fracture surface than 
that observed for the ordinary concrete specimens. 

In addition to the three test resu1ts given in Table 2 (for the five 
concretes) a companion set of three cylinders were tested. This second 
series of tests was carried out without the low cyc1ic loadinq at the start 
of the test， i.e. the loading was continuロusfrom the start to the point of 
fracture. The objective of these companion tests was to inve自tigate
whether the low cyclic loading had an effect on the fracture load. The 
results showed that the load at failure was not affected by the cyclic 
1oading. 

The test resu1ts obtained from the po1ymer concrete spe~imen日 are of 
interest. 且1thロughthe compres自ionstrength was only 38 N/mmぺ theav骨rage
tensile strength was almost two times that of comparable ordinary concrete. 
The Damage Index resu1ts were greater as expected -polymer exhibits a 
wel1-known hysterisis effect with cyclic 10ading. 

CONCLUSIOKS 

The work reported here shows that it i自 possibleto combine the Damaqe 
工ndextest and the Torsion test into one test. The initial test results， 
obtained for five concretes， are commensurate with common日ense. Further 
research is required in this promising area 80 that damage and tensile 
strength (determined from tests on cores) can be used to as目eSBthe 
strength of existing structures and， in particular， structures which are 
being attacked by ASR. Work is currently under way to investigate the 
major parameters which may affect the responee of cores and/or cylinders to 
torsion -these include size effects， aspect ratio， compression strenqth， 
aggregate eize and shape etc. 
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Long Term Tes旬。nConcrete According to Mlcromechanlcs of Damage 

H.schorn 

Introductlon 

Testsfor measuring longterm behaviour of concrete as creep and long term 

strength usually 8re planned in a∞ordance to the strength of the material. Using 

strength as a reference value∞ntains two important disadvantages: 

1.buetounavoid帥 scatteringresults of m鰯 urements01 strength according 

to the microsCopical inhomogenious concrete structure， strength only can be 

known as an average-ln long term loading of a particularbody the percentageof 

strength actually existing回 nnotbe known exactly. 

2.ln long term deformation mechanisms of deformation caused by viscosity of 

material and caused by microcrack formation and propagation cannot be 

distinguished from each other. 

Thus prediction of long term behaviour depend5 on 50me unknown conditions and 

isaは幻rdinglyinaccurate. It seems better not to use the strength as a reference 

value for Iong term loading but a reference in better ac∞rdanωtomiσomechanics 

of damage of material structure. 

Crack formatlon and propagation 

In previous work [1] it has been shown that damage process of∞ncrete伺 nbe 

divided into three paはs.Fig. 1 shows these parts at a load elongation curve ot an 

ideal uni猷 iallytensile loaded unnotched∞ncrete structure. In the zero point of the 

diaaram 50me irreaular situated and orientated microcracks are existant due 10 

intem制 ressstates in the microstructure. Du山9the loading process these 

microcracks do not propagate・contra叩 tocommmon assumption! Instead of 

propagation of existing microcracks new microcracks will be formed in loading 

process. Microcrack forming does not stop at point of strength. It continues even In 

the unloading branch of theωrve up to point B in均・ 1.From B a macrocrack 

propagation is starting which can be fully described by (non linear) fracture 

mechani国.

From the zero point up to point A in the ascending branch of the curve the new 

formed microcrack5 are distributed stochastically and orientated irregular. Between 

point A and polnt B in the descending branch of the curve zones of microcrack 
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accumulation occur which lead to strength and form a transition to the begin of 

macrocrack opening， point B in fig. 1. These microcrack accumulation cannot be 

described by作acturemechanics easily. There is needed a particular method for 

determing fracture energy， e.9. using the proposal ot Hillerborg [2]. 

The百rstformation ot microcrack accumulation characterizes that state ot material 
structure which determines strength. Using a very precisely working test apparatus 

you can stop the loading pro伺 ssso quickly that crack accumulation in the body 

willo∞ur but will not become critical. A description of this testing method uSinQ 

unnotched tensile loaded specimens is given in [3]. Impo同antalterations of 

material structure occur in point A as well as in point B in fig. 1. Point B marks the 

begin of a material structure and a crack propagation process which fulfills the 

conditions of (non linear) fracture mechanics. Using this point as a reference for 

long term loading seems not ideal for practical purposes; usually a long term 

loaded body is not strained beyond the point of strength. 

Point A in fig. 1 in the ascending branch of the curve is more suitable as reference. 

The irregular distributed microcracks now begin to form microcrack accumulation 

zones which are mainly orientated normally to uniaxial tensile load direction. 

Certainly at point A the microcrack forming process h田 notyet finished; but a 

material structure as characterized by microcrack a∞umulation zones at point A 

will alter胎 structureunder long term load mainly by propagating microcrack 

accumulations， less by forming new cracks. The influence of new formed 
microcacks is negligible. 

From the point of view of fracture mechanics， B in fig. 1 Is undoubtedly the 

characteristic point in alteration of material 鉱山cture.From the point of practice比

seems better to choose A in the ascending branch of the curve which marks the 

first characteristic alteration in material structure due to loading by forming a 

microcrack accumulation zone. Which point， A or B， ever will be chosen， the 

speαmens do not become destroyed in short time loading. The characteristic 

microcrack pa枕ernbecomes imprinted on the material structure. Thus the long 

term test can be carriedωt using the回 mebody loaded in short time test before. 

The disadvantage number 1 as named in the introduction does not exist. 

Long term damage process 

For tests spec川"lensof a size ot 40 mm x 4αnm x 160 mm were made from 

concrete with a maximum size of aggregete ot 4 mm. The mix proportions are put 

together in table 1. In tensile tests the specimens became tensile loaded as 
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described in [3]. Using this test device the position of microcrack accumulation 

(see point A in fig. 1) can be identified. Now the specimens became deloaded. In 

出efollowing long term loading the deformation can be measured including the 

a∞umulation zone as well as excluding， see distances 1 and 2 in訂g.2.

If measurement 1 and 2 show the same increase of elongation under sustained 

load， the stress ob叫ouslyis low enough for being irrelevant for any crack 

propagations. Higher stress levels lead to very different results 01 deformation 

measurements in 1 and 2. The deformation in 1 increases rapidly and up to high 

values. Fig. 3 contains a diagram as measured for the distance 1， fig. 2，∞ntaining 

the microcrack accumulation zone. At all times the fracture energy can be 

determined in a specimen destroying test as usual. Oeterming fracture energy after 

different periods of time on several specimens quant術esthe improvement 01 crack 

propagating during the long term loading. 

You not only can find that level 01 stress which leads to crack propagating under 

sustained load. A11 other influences on crack propagating， e.g. dynamic loading， 

can be studied in the same way. Using this method you have not to wait a long time 

untU the stress and鋭rainstates have formed a propagating microcrack pattern -

∞ntrary to commom methods. And you are sure that you are measuring the crack 

propagation process separately from other superimposing influences. Even 

∞rrosion processes may be quantified by this method if they lead to an alteration 

of material structure by crack opening or crack propagating. 

Conclusions 

In common long term tests you伺 nnotdistinguish influences of viscosity and 

microcrack formation from crack propagation. To avoid this disadvantage an 

experiment剖 methodcan be used as follows: 

--Specimens be∞me preloaded in a very precisely tensile test just before point of 

strength. In the body a microcrack accumulation zone will 0∞ur. 

-. Measuring microcrack affected as well as microcrack non-affected zones of the 

5ame bOdy， the influence of crack propagation can be shown indepedent from 

influence of viscosity and microcrack formation due to long term loading. 
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TENSllE LOAD 

portland cement 315 kgjm3 

aggregate 1733 kgjm3 

emulsion 139 kgjm3 

wjc ratio 

pjc ratio 

0.50 

0.28 

Table 1: Mix proportions of a 
tdimermodified com蜘 with
igh polymer content (as example) 

ELONGATION 

microcrack 
accumulation 

Fig. 2: Specimen of 40 mm  
x 40 mm  x 160 mm  size， 
containing a microcrack 
accumulation zone in 1 

Fig. 1: Tensile load elongation curve 

ELONGATION 

98%ノ
'-95% '/"--， 

f::; 

TJME 

Flg. .~: Elongation due to loading and suatained 
!<>ad for specimens of the same -material， loaded 
rn percentage of that load microcrack 
accumulation was detected (see point A in fig. 1) 

官16diagram shows the first 5 minutes of the test. 
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STRAIN MEASURE語ENTSF焚OKTIIE GREY LEVKLS OF REAL TlKE X-RAY lMAGES 

CRAIG A. RUTLAND， Capt， USAF， MING L. WANG， HOWARD L. SCHREYER 
Departments of Civi1 and Mechanica1 Engineering 

The University of New Mexico， A1buquerque， New Mexico 87131 

ABSTRACT 

Recent tests [1J have shown that X-ray equipment is now sufficient1y 
sensitive so that changes in densities due to changes in loads on specimens 
can be detected when X-ray images of the specimen are enhanced and compared. 
Prism specimens of a1uminum and cement mortar were tested in uniaxial 
compression and simultaneously X-rayed. The grey leve1s from X-ray images 
taken during loading are compared. Resul ts show that the strains in the 
specimen can be determined froJD the changes in the grey leve1s. 

INTRODUCTION 

X-ray radiography has been wide1y used to determine density distributions and 
disp1acement fie1ds wi thin various materials and. in particu1ar. 80i18. Using 
X-ray radiographs of sand specimens， Vardou1akis [5] has shown that 
di1atation occurred in a thin shear zone at failure and that the density of 
thi8 zone was qua1itatively different from the soi1 outside of this shear 
zone. Simi1ar changes in the density of cementitious specimens has been 8hown 
(1). 

In this study the possibility of using these qua1itative changes 1n X-ray 
lmages to determine strains within a specimen is investigated. The theoretl・

cal re1atlonship between strain and image intensity 1s f1rst derived for 
genera1 10ading situations. Simplifying assumptions are made to make the 
relationship tractab1e. Experimenta1 data are g1ven to show the feasibility 
of the procedure for皿easuringstrains.百 ebasic principle of tT11s technique 
18 that changes 1n the X-ray intensity passing through a specimen represents 
changes ln the density of the materia1 and/or the x~ray path length. 

THEORETICAL AN且LYSIS

At Various times during the test， images are digitized (captured) and stored 
~~ a computer for 1ater analysis. When an image is captured it is broken into 
discret~ elements cal1ed pi;e1s. The shade of~grey (g~ey 1eve1) of each pixe1 
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is a measure of the average light (X-ray) intens1ty. Each pixel represents 
an area that 1s para11el to the X-ray detector and perpendicular to the patb 
of the X-rays. 

1n genera1， the intensity of X-rays pass1ng through a materia1 can ~ 
calculated us1ng the f0110wing formula [6): 
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where 10 is the intens1ty of the X-rays enter1ng the皿ateria1and 1 is the 
transmitted intensity of the X-rays. The 1inear attenuation factor 1s denoted 
byμand p is the皿8SS density. The mass attenuation factor 1s μ/p which is 
on1y a funct10n of the mater1a1 compos1t1on and the energy of the photons of 
the X-ray. Th邑 path1ength that the X-rays must travel through the materia1 
1s denoted by x. s((μ/p)px) 1s the build-up factor or forward scatter and i5 
a function of the mass attenuat10n factor， mass density， path 1ength， and 
beam geometry. For narrow beam testsβ((μ/p)px)ー1.When s皿 11defor皿ations
and strains occur the bu11dup factor 1n the stra1ned state 1s essentia11y the 
same as that in the unstrained state and the ratio of bui1d-up factors can 
be set to l. 

As a specimen 1s 10aded， the density and/or the X-ray path 1ength 
change， causing a change 1n the transm1tted intensity of the x-rays. These 
changes in path 1ength and density are functions of the app1ied strain (ε) 
and the latera1 extens10n (Poisson) rat10 (u)孟. 1f a speci皿enis 10aded 1n 
pure shear， there is no change 1n density， however， the X-ray path 1ength幽 y
change depending on the orientat10n of the X-rays. 

Suppose a spec1men with nomina1 height， w1dth， and depth of H， W， and 
D， is subjected to a mul t1axia1 strain. One face of the specimen is 
perpendicu1ar to the X-rays which pass through a materia1 path of length D. 
ρ1 and D， represent the density and X-ray path 1ength prior to 1oading.百1e
density and X-ray path 1ength after 10ading are expressed in terms of P， and 
D，: 

P EP1  
2 (1 + e~，) 

D2 - D1 (1 + ed) (2) 

where tens10n is positive. The normal components of strain 1n the H， W. and 
D directlons are th， t_. and t d • By substitutlng these re1at10ns into equation 

(1)， the change in 1ntens1ty， a1， for a given strain is obta1ned: 
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During the test on1y one measure of al 1s obtained for a load 1ncrement. 
Equation (j) has two unknowns (t""l and t. or th and t..). Therefore， additional 
measures of the strains must be obtained or the number of unknowns must be 
reduced to make this procedure tractable. 

1 Latera1 extension ratio is used in lieu of Poisson ratio to emphasize 
that this rat10 may not be constant for some materials. 
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In the case of uniaxia1 stress the change in intensity (aI) i5: 
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EXPER1KENTAL TEα国 IQUE

Il"..1由岨ent:
;115pe-mens were loaded in uniaxial compression usins mImtron 1323 
Biaxial Loading Syste皿・ Continuous X-rays of the specimens were taken with 
an IRTIXRS160/3200 Industrial X-ray System.The f1uoroscopy was 
accomplished using a six 1nchimage intensified area X-ray detector and a CCD 
camera.Images from the tests were digitized using an IMAGING Techno1051es， 
Inc. FGI00-1024 V1deo captur1ng board in an IBM AT computer. 

Spec1mens 
Six pris回 ticspecimens were tested. 3 a1uminum b10cks (3" X 2" X 1.5") and 
3 cement mortar b1ock5 (1.5" X 1.5" X 3") were tested. Strain gauges were 
attached to opposite sides of the specimens. Two gauges were placed on each 
side. one for axia1 stra1n， the other for 1atera1 strain. Each set of gauges 
was p1aced at the 皿idheight of the specimen. These gauges were used to 
deter回inethe 1atera1 exte;sion rat10 and to provide a measure of the axial 
strain to co皿parewith the resu1ts obtained from the changes 1n grey 1eve1s. 

Test Procedure 
百1ea1uminum spec1皿enswere compressed uniaxia1ly to 100 K1ps. The mortar 
samples were co~pressed uniaxially to fa11ure. No steps were taken to relieve 
the frict10n between the p1atens and the specimen for the aluminum and two 
of themortar specimens .The failure zones of themortar were angled and 
passed through the corners of the specimens.τhe fr1ction was reduced for the 
third mortar spec1皿enby placing a .01 inch thick sheet of rubber between the 
p1atens and the specimen. The -resul ting fai1ure zone was characterlzed as 
vertica1 sp1itting'. Load-displacement， stra1n， and X-ray data were co11ected. 

In a11 tests a piece of alum1num (not 1oaded) was p1aced near the 
spec1men so that it co叫 dbe seen in the X-ray i回 ges. This a1um1n四 acted
as a control， wh1ch a1lowed the images to be corrected for slight temporal 
varlations in the X-ray intensity. For the materials and energy 1eve1s used 
the expected change in grey 1eve1s are approx1皿ate1y .1% to .5% of the 
intensity of the origina1 image， 1，・ Therefore，i t i5 cri tica1 that any 
changes 1n the 1ntensity of the source X-ray beam be accounted for. 

Data Reduction and Analysis 
The average grey 1eve1 of the unloaded i回 ge (1，) was ca1culated.τhe 
difference 1n grey levels between to the loaded and unloaded images was 
ca1cu1ated (al: 1， -1z). The average differences were norma1ized by dividlng 
by the average intens1ty of the orig1nal image， 1

" 
The normalized average 

differences in grey 1evels were plotted against the axia1 stra1n. 

Data from the stra1n gauges were used to determine the value of the 
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1ateral extension ratio and how it varies (mortar) with axia1 strain. The 
lateral extension ratios obtained from these gauges were used to obtain the 
theoretical relationship between change in grey 1evel and axia1 strain. The 
theoretical re1ation between axia1 strain and norma1ized change in grey 1evel 
was plotted and compared to experimenta1 results. 

RESULTS 

ALUMI.NUK 
The 1atera1 extension ratio that was determined fro皿 thestrain gauge data 
was .32 for the aluminu皿. The 1inear attenuation factor，μ， for a1uminum x-
rayed at a photon energy of 100 Kev was taken from reference [12) to be 
1.1684/in. Figure 1 shows predicted and experi皿enta1va1ues of the norma1ized 
average change in grey 1evel， o1/11， versus the strain for the three a1uminum 
samples. The predicted values fo11ow the observed va1ues c1ose1y 

G.OOS 

AlCIAL 8TlI刷N(1∞MPRE!泊W同

Figure 1: Normalized change in grey leve1s axial strain for a1uminum 

KORTAR 
A p10t of the latera1 extension ratio versus the axia1 strain is shown in 
Figure 2 for the first test without re1ief of end confinement. Figure 2 a1so 
shows the values of the 1atera1 extension ratio that were used to ana1yze the 
data from that test. Figure 3 shows the predicted and observed average chanεe 
in grey leve1 versus.axia1 strain. The observed values show that there is 
more co皿pactionthan predicted. Di1atation occurred 1ater than predicted. The 
specimen begins to dilate in the center much sooner than in the regions c10se 
to the p1atens. The fai1ure zone for the specimen was ang1ed and passeO 

through the corners of the specimen. Such resu1 ts are ~onsistent with 
confinement on the specimen from the p1atens. 

Figure 4 shows the resu1ts of the test with rubber sheets between the 
platens and the specimen. The specimen begins to dilate at approximate1y 
.0005 (in/in)， whi1e the predicted di1atatlon doesn't occur until an axia1 
strain of .0019 (inノin)i9 attained. 1nvestigation of s回 11erregions of the 
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Figure 2: Lateral extension ratio vs axial strain for mortar 

p1aten friction. 
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Figure 3: Norma1ized change in grey leve1 vs axial strain for mortar. No 

re1ief of p1aten friction. 

images shows that dilatation occurs at the ends of the spec1mens almost 
imMUtely.The center of the specimendilates at a strain of .0019(in/in)十
Thimat h llwith the predicted behavior indicating that the center o士

iiち::;主:jiE325おl誌;:::ii:お::誌をきそi:
specimen by the rubber. 
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Figure 4: Nor皿a1izedchange in grey 1eve1 vs axia1 strain for mortar. P1aten 
friction reduced with ruhber sheet. 

GONCLUSIORS 

Strain data can be obtained by四easuringthe change in grey 1eve1 of X-ray 
images. With some know1edge of the 1atera1 extension effect and 10ading 
conditions， strains can be obtained with very 1itt1e computation. Therefore， 
the technique may be used as a non-invasive means to provide strain contro1 
for materia1s testing. This technique wi11 provide a means of quantifying how 
we11 an experimenta1 setup simu1ates a homogeneous state of strain under 
uniaxia1 and biaxia1 states of stress. lf this technique can be applied to 
a specimen in severa1 directions， for exarople by uti1izing tomographic 
techniques， it may be possib1e to derive a co皿p1etedescription of the strain 
fie1d so1e1y from the change in grey 1eve1s. 

The Authors greatfu11y acknow1edge the support of Dr. Spencer Wu and the Air 
Force Office of Scientific Research. 
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ABSTRACT 

An experimentalprocedure for the determination of the spalling 
stren9th of elas tic-bri ttle materi al s，like concrete ，ceramics 
or rock .has been deve loped i n accordance wi th the basic deman-
ds of a'simple specimen qeometrγ， lack of on-specimen ga~~7' 
controlability of the uniaxial stress history 1n七he spalling 
pl ane，ver sati l i ty with respec t tothe data evaluation procedu-
res for a variety of nonlinear material responses prior tofa← 
lure. 工n part icular，wave di sperSion effects due to both speel-
men qeome try and tothe deve1opmentof the cont inuous dama9e at 
t~~sE~. i~~ding can be taken into accounte Low costs of the 
non-instrumented specimens a110W forlarge experimen tal series ， 
resul tir19in proper dist inc t ion between the scatter of mater ial 
~h~~~~t~;i~ti;~ ~nd the errors of measurement and evaluation. 

lNTROOUCTION 

Concrete. rock and ceramics fail under dynamic loading main~y 
in the sballi時 mode，i.e. under the action of dynamic 七ensile
stres ses.For qui te a few reasons，however ，the mos t wide ly 
used apparatus for dynamic test inq，the spl it Hopkinson pressu-
re bar (SHP8)ー canbe applied neither tothe investigation of 
the mechanism;of the tensile failure in these materials nor to 
the determination of the corresponding s七ress levels. The main 
reason is due tothe fact that the ori9inaISHPB arrangement as 
well as its 1-D evaluation procedure，{1}，assume mult ipIe wave 
refïe;ti~~; ~ithin-th; wafer-shaped specimen， which should lead 
toquasi-staticyie lding，{2}.This shou ld hardly apply tobri-
ttle fracture -where the spal l ingprocess develope s within a 
single wave pLssage，provided the stress amplitude is sufficie-
ntly high ，(3).Various ver s ions of the SHPB apparatus，(4-6)， 
developed specif ical ly for directtens ile tes ts，are equal ly 
non-suit~bi~-for brittle spalling experiments due to their com-
licat;d-g;~~et~ÿ ~~d the necessity to accomodate for gripping 
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devices. T~! ~~de_varie~y of the ~harpy-type tensile set-ups b 
use， e・9・(7-8)，lacks the main advantage of the SHPB， whi~h 1~ 
the non-i~~trumented specimen of_ a most simple geometry. Added~ 
to a complicated wave pattern， which necessitates applying of 
?~ubt~u~~ numerical_procedures for the description of the-sp~l・
li~g !a~l~:e ， as wel~. as to the u~resolved question of speci~;n 
grips' influence on the test results for brittle materials. th~ 
disadvantages of these arrangements for experiments with cón~~
ret~ ， rock and cerami7:.bec~~~ all too clearo Finally， the pla-
te ~~~act apparatus! (9)， ~lthough superb for basic research-~f 
spa11in9phenomena in metals and other crys tal l ic matters ，app・
ears to be rather forbiddingly expensive， when applied to-test-
ing of large numbers of samples， as it is usually the case with 
materials of a high natural scatter of mechanical properties. 
It becomes obvious， that an advantageous experimental arranqe-
ment aimi珂 specifical1yat the applications for spalling tests 
of materials under consideration needs not only to incorporate 
possibly all advantages of the set-ups listed above， but-to use 
also 50me peculiarities of these materials: a very high compre-
ssive-to-tensile strength ratio， (10)， low fracture tuoghness 
and extremely short fracture delay time， (11)~ 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The experimental set-up developed at the Department of r-1echa-
nics， Technical University of Munich， combines the principles 
of the pulse initiation and stress measurement and evaluation， 
characteristic for the SHPB scheme， with the tensile dynamic 
loading of the specimen developing in result of the reflection 
of the compressive pulse from the free end of the specimen， ty回

pical for the impact spal1ing scheme. Opposite to the latter 
one， however， a uniaxial state of stress can arise in the spe-
cimen prior to its spalling failure， due to its high slender-
ness rati09 Fig. 1. Within the framework of the 1-D treatment 
of the uniaxial waves in long rods， (1)， under the assumption 
of a linear elastic-brittle response of the tested materials， 
one can deduce from the kno岬 ledgeof the stress pulse transmit-
ted into the specimen and the location of the spalling plane 
the level of stress developed at spallo 

土工3dleIb--ω Tspeci.Jan 3 

p..u.ses: 

F igure 1. 
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四回斗也ngpulse at 
勾allむ19str窃渇廿1
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明1l1eng世1 炉』剖

Uniaxial wave pattern in the tran~mitter bar and the 
specimen up to spalling・
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The apparatus i tself cons i s tsof four main componen ts:the 

認j::;;;:a;:;n;;::im;:em;;::r;::n;;ii:::ic;ial;::t;;;:l:;r;nd 
zhe fragments collector ，a111 1ned up in a horizon七alarrange-
neMf1exible enough toaCComodate for various elastic-britt13 
Tlaterials，with the correspond ingdemands on the difrier1S ions0・
the specimens.zn the followirE9，the technical data quoted app-
ly tospallingtests of alumina ceramics • 

The launcher represents a compressed air9un(bare1 1205m  
caliber20.5mm)，directIy connected atthe breech end with the 
aressure ves se1{V0111me61，pressure up to 25atm).The proje-
:tile remains under the pressure until the ho1der is electrica-

i;;江主ご::;e足立92;li:leamtz:;i::stl;::etq;::pZm;ぷてふ
tiorzal9rips.The cyl indrical steel proj ectile's lenqth and di-
ameter are chosen according tothe optimal pul se ler19th and its 
needed shape .Mounted in toa tef lon sabot l iner，i七 canbe pro-
pelled with necessary muzzle ve locity (more than 100 m/S)to 
induce upon C011iSion with the transmittinqbar {length 1000 mm 
;ï;~d;r~;~~ ratio up to 100) high compressive stress pulses. 
rhe induced pulse propagates along the instrumented bar u~t~: 
the contac t with the cylindr ical spec imen，where a partof the 
compressive pulsegets reflected and re9istered・Another part 
gets transmi tted into the specimen，accordir19to the effective 
impedance sof the two bars .From the storedoncorni nqand ref le喧

cted pulsesone obtains the transmitted pulse propa9atinqfur-
ther along the specimen。

エnthe exper iments referred here to，cyl indrica1bar spe-
cimensof diameter less then the diameter of the pre ssure bar 
and s1enderne s s ratio between 30and 40 were applied，a1thouqh 
tubular spec irTIer1s and lower s lenderness r atios would be adfTli s-
~ibi;:-Th;-ï;~;~-limit on the slenderness is connected with the 
shape of the transmitted pu l se z the wave lenqthof the h i9hes七
substantial Fourier componentof the pulse must be suff icier1tly 
larger than the diameter of the specimen in order topreserve 
the applicab 1 11tyof the 1-D wave pattern tothe evaluation pro 
cedu~;:-Ãt-th~-~~m~- time， the length of the specimen should ex四

ceed substan七ially，atl-ast by anorder of magnitude，its dia-
meter， which is necessary七oaccomodate for the wave transition 
crossこsectionsat both ends of the specimen and atthe planeof 
Spalling・whentestin9a new material ，i nitia1tes ts are there-
fÒ~~-~~~ded-'t~ ~i~ -th~ impedance data -and to determine the most 
favourable and feasible slenderness of the specimensω 

Under the conditions listed above， the uniaxial compressi-
Ve wave reflects from the free end of the specimen with rever-
singinto a tens ile one，(2)sthe superpositionof these two 
wave-trains reS111ts in ten s i1e stresses increas ing from the end 
When properly shaped pu15es aretransmitted intothe specimen? 
Fig ・ 2~-Á~-~;0~ ~~ the peak stress of the resulting pulse arri-
ve~-at-th; ï;~~l-;f-the' spalling strength， spall.occu~s . an? the 
trapped momentum inthe spall1enqthofthe spec imen de taches 
it-f;;; th~-~~~t ;i the m~terial ， -flying in the same axial di-
recti;~. -T; ~;;id-~econdary fracture-in-the specimen one needs 
to arra~g~-b~th for soft callection o~ th: ~rag~~~ts and for 
not ov~r~hooting the spal1ing stress level too far. 
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Figure 2. Time sequence of the resulting tensile stress pulses 
in the specimen: spall length determines the strength 

EVALUATION PROCEDURE 

The evaluation procedure consists of three steps of approxima-
tion: the uniaxial linear elastic estimation， the correction 
for geometr1cal d1spersion effects and the correction for the 
material non-linearities due to continuous damage phenomena 1n 
the vicinity of the spalling plane. 

The linear elastic estimation of the spalling strength co-
nsists of the computation of the time sequence of-the resulting 
tensile stresses in the specimen on the basis of the uniaxial 
bar wave mod~ l ， (1). The recorded oncoming and reflected pulse 
~~ the transmit~~r" bar yield~ hereby the compressive pulse in 
th~_specimen ， which in turn is numerically superposed"with the 
r:f~~cted ~:n~i ~e pulse of the same shape~ SUPPlying the length 
of t~~ spalle~ fragment， one obtains the spall1ng strer可gthby 
equati~g it with"~he maximal stress of the resulting puise， who 
se ma~~mum c?incides with the spalling plane， Fig・2.

Obviously， the estimation procedure appiies-only for mate-
r~als _ wi~~ mechanical properties deviating" ~n ly negligibly from 
the elastic-bx-i ttle response;it is assumed also that the comp-
ressive strength 1S much higher than the tensile one. and that 
the fracture delay time， i.e. the activation period占f the fai-
lure mechanisms under sufficiently high tensile stresses， is 
neg~i~ib~r small as co~pared to the carrying frequence of the 
~egistration c~rquits (here: 10 MHz). As-already.mentioned， it 
1s necessary also to assure the univocal determlna七ionof the 
sp~11ing" ~t~ength"by introducing a properly shaped compressive 
pulse， which yields a monotonous increase of七heamplitude of 
th~ _r~sulting tensile stress simultaneously with the monotonoUS 
shifting of location of the stress maximum away from the free 
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end of the specimen. All these conditions apply to most kinds 
令子 concrete， ceramics and rock or can be 1mplemented at the1r 
testing， (11)， in the first approximation. 

Exact measuremenヒsof the pulse propagation show， however， 
some dispersion effects even 1n the transmitter bar，although it 
is loaded be10w its linear elastic 11mit. They are connected 
with the lateral wave reflectionsj their effects on the 10ng1-
tudinal wave in the cylindrical rod can be incorporated into 
the uniaxial scheme on the basis of the Pochhammer-Chree cor-
rective term， (12). According to this model， the phase velocity 
C司 ofa harmonic wave with with the length 1 depends on the ra-
t100f the wavelength to the rod's radius r: the shorter the 
wave ， t~e lower the_v~locit~ c

1・A typical stress pulse， consis-
ting of a number of harmonic ~components ， undergoes thus some 
dispersion of purely geometrical character， as it propagates in 
the transmitter bar and the specimen. Experiments with alumina 
ceramics， (13)， conducted at low stress levels， confirm this 
effect. Due to the high bar wave velocity c~ in alumina (twice 
~~-high as in the steel pressure bar) th~ c8rresponding wave-
length of the Fourier's components of the transmitted pulse are 
twice as large as those in the oncoming stress pulse， resulting 
thus in a lower geometrical dispersion in the specimen. Still， 
the dispersion correction is 1ncorporated into the evaluation 
procedure of the spalling test both for the transmitter bar and 
for the specimen. 

The correction for material's non-linear response due to 
the development of the damage prior to the spalling is based on 
the continuous damage model， (14)， as applied to concrete， (15) 
or similar materials. According to it， damage developes through 
activation of initial damage sources (pores， microcracks) in 
the course of the tensile loading， Fig. 3. The non-linearity of 
the stress-strain relation yields incremental waves of stress-
dependent velocity c~: with rising stresses the velocity beco-s mes lower， resulting~in dispersive effects in the specimen. 
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The corresponding numerical procedure i5 based on the method of 
characteristics as applied to the part of the wave propagation 
path corresponding to the tensile resulting stresses， while for 
the compressive path the previous procedures hold. Two parts of 
the procedure can be distinguished， in the first one the mate-
rial parameters D~ and W being taken from the static experiment 
whi1e further corrected for possible strain-rate dependence of 
damage energy W， if needed. 

As an example of the experimental resu1ts， the fol10wing 
data were obtained in spal1ing tests with alumina ceramic rods 
diameter 8 mm， length between 247 and 333 mm: for oncoming pul-
ses between 179 and 214 MPa and corresponding transmitted puls-
es between 249 and 302 MPa the spall length was 60 to 93 mm and 
the corresponding values of the spall strength were 219 to 277 
MPa; the average spal1 strength of the 5 tested specimens wa5 
calculated at 245 MPa， with the standard deviation 10%. 
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ABSTRACT 

官uspaper summarizes仕leresults of ex戸泊目泊tsin which白eproperties of∞ncrete subjec飽d
todyna国.cloads are investigated.官官m舵 rosco戸cs田 n帥 ands凶 'nessof∞ncrete in both 
compr凶 sionand tension are found to泊α回路wi也 loadingrate. In experiments on notched 
specin民nsloaded in tensi叩， it is found that p抑制kcrack gro.wth varies inversely .wi白 rate.
Some evidence suggests白鉱山ebondbe抑制cementpaste皿 daggrega1e is higher at higher 
m蜘，leadingto the i凶tiati∞d企acturewithinめepぉ也.百lera包 dependenceof bαtd between 
S悦 l佃 dconαetehas加ena町ibu飽d10 rate dependence of 1∞a1 crushing of ∞ncrete by bar 
defonnations. Computationa1 modeling of loca1ized fai1ure under dynamic loading must 
α凶批rmeshobj民 6札ty回 dp悶>erpo鈎伽ess;曲elatter requires a localiz岨onlinliter such as 
伽tpro討也d白血enon-kx汲l∞n出uumapproach. 

INTRODUCTION 

伽 lcretestruc伽resmay何回eriencedyn釦語ceffi田tswhen subjected to rapid1y applied同 dsof
shon duration， such as impact， explosions and earthquakes~ Under dyn四 lic1，伺ding，both 
S住uctura1and mat伺 alresponses de戸ndon the applied loading rate; in this paper， we釘車

町 lC釘 nedprimarily wi出 materia1effects. S包'8Inrat回 ofabout lO-S sec・1to 1()3回c-1are 
C叩 sid釘00.

Themicro斑 ucturalorigin of也eratede戸nden田 liespartly泊命eα鴨 pぽ viぉoelastic
character of the har也 nedcement paste. A second origin of ra飽 dependenceis the time 
dependent naωreofαョckgrowth whe飽inbond ruptures le叫泊gωgrow曲of企画cturesぼfaces
町 ~ennally activated and req凶m 釦 metime. At a 1arglぽ sc此，加盟dthe me釦 level，the 
!~ndency of αacksωme佃 derless during high rate loading means伽 tthe cracks are I悶 e
likelyωin即 興ctaggregate particles.百 esepo路essa higher企acturetoughness than cement 
pぉteand impart a higherωughn回 sω由ematerial overaU.句m泊gthis effect at very high 
rates is曲etendency for the fracture process zoneωdecr回 se，which adds加白.ebritt1eness of 
白巴material.At由.em即 rolevel，wh釘 econαeteis id回 lizedas homogesi即 us，models of strain 
rate effects∞nsider恥 ve恥 ityat which energy叫 nbe lransferred岡山ene.w crack s凶 facesω
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be limited to a:加'~t 10~ ~f th~ ~ayleigh wave velocity;白山由.evel∞ityat which cracks can 
F句a~a~ is_res凶.ct剖. Ine血 isnot considered to play a maj町 rolcin 蹴 dependencJ
conc:児島ctractua.
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continuum models of postpeak behavi町 leadsat a ininimum ωa system of properly pos吋
equations. Me白吋予 basedon non-local con印刷midealizations are promlsmg ftoin the 
出回路姐岨lpointof羽.ew.

EXPER1MENTAL EVIDENa OF RA TE EFFECfS 
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Mode 1 fail町 eis studied by applying macroscopic tensilc stress across the fracture 

野田esszone泊 adv佃 ceofぬecrack.S回 inrates higher than a刷 tO.ls即・1are achieved by a 
Hop-'!_inson .split-b~ tes.t or an. iml?act test u.sin_g either a drop weight or pend叫um.Explosive 
姐 df1yer plfttc testing have also 'been used， tIlough quantitative data合'omtbese sources are 
scarce. 

。。 '.圃園・M個・・・ 。
“)()() 

Typical data shown in Fig. 1 wer芭ob凶nedin direct tension (1). 

24∞弧)()

Mid-Point Defl配 tion，(山)

Figure 2. Typicalload.defl回 tionresponse of∞nαete ill bending 
at different rates of loading， (2). 
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Brooks佃 dS創naraic(4)∞nduc総ddirect tensile t回 ts加 d3・and4・pointbending tests 
on concrete specimens to investigate the sensi削 tyof開明akstress/strain relations and白e
peak s回 ssωl倒 d泊grate.官le住 民sultsconfirm those of (5)wi出 respectto tbe increase in 
secant tll(対u1usup to peak: s回 sswith increasing s田 ssrate. They also note that tbe "limit of 
戸惜別onality"泊s回 ss回 dstrain， which may be due ωtbe onset of micrα四，cking，inα-eases 
M白担問邸ingrate. The origin of血iseffect， which is a cen削除tor泊 ratedependence of 
Mode 1 fracture， has not been identified， however. Finally， the results of (4) and (5) conflict 
with res戸αtothe initial tangent m凶.ulusof concrete， which the latter say is unaff回 tedhy 
s回 ssrate. 

4 

50 1∞ 150 2∞ 
S(仰n)

The rate effi削 invery slow (static) 1伺必ngwas measured by B位 antand Gettu (6，7)， 
who田 edthe size effect m政hodωdetermine血edejJendcnce of the effective fracture energy and 
めeeffective (elasticallyequiv必ent)leng也 ofthef祉協同reprocess zone on the償問ωreachthe 
p伺 kload for ∞nditions of constant-rate loading. The time to pea!c 1000 ranged from one 
鈴condωapproximately105 seconds， and the spec凶 ensw町enotched three-point bending 
teams. As expe幻ted，the食邸側reenergy was founo to decrease as the loading rate d田 reased，
but a surprising conclusion was出at，for these rates， the企actm写processzone length decreased 
as也eloading rate decreased， which me組 sthe response became more brittle， closer to linear 
fracture mechanics (in the sense of the effeetive elastic modulus approximation of 
nぉoe1as凶city).百useffc田 tap戸arsto bedue ωα'eepors紅白srelaxation in the fracωrepr四 ess
zone， which supplements the αeep白紙α沼田宮in白eb叫kof the specimen. 

。。

Figure 1. Uniaxial tension stress-str辺ncu円esofconロete
at two different rates of loading， (1). 

Da'!l .sh?~n in Fig: 2 wcre ~b~ned i!l flexure (2). John and Shalt (3) have successfully 
modeled the streng乱 orquality-dependence of血.erate effect on tensilc s即時出.百leinitiaI 
secantm叫11111sdeemeP1mmむ泊 n眠時， de~nedas.the slope of a line伽'Ough(0.4 x P拙
1聞の，is吋氏uallyinsensitive 10 increωelsS回 inra旬 (2).The secant modulus defi.ned as the 
E怖やughpeak f1ex凶 load凶 bitsa modωrate depende附・ Thism町 represωa
Z222m?ak O印 刷tyor simply the same amount of即 位nonlinearity耐 higher

百leidea of reduced prepeak: crack growth is supported by the data report回 in(8)， 
~hich indicates that prepeak Crack growth in notched beams decreases with increasing rates. A 
simil紅白ndw部 alsoobserved泊 (9)ba鈴 don tests in uniaxial tension; in (10) and in (11) in 
compression; and in (12) in flexure based on 1凹 dversus crack mouth opening responses of 
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!lotch~ beams. at i~pact rates. Reinhardt (1) reponed出at白es配制tmodulus increas句 WIth
mcreas泊grate based ，?n impact tensile回 ts;hisres山 su邸側伽tthe泊ロ回sewasaboutお%

at strain rate of 1ぉC・1百世salso supports白ehypothesis 白紙 prep回k口前kgrow白 is 陀dl1~... 1l 
at higher strain-rates.百 econventio叫盟問approachofぉsum泊料，ow叩 k伊川崎ζ
negligible is 0ωappro戸atewhen applied初旬sesof quasistatic 1回 ding(8); sigt岨 cants10w 
grow白precedes台前ture.

Mindess et al (13)泊館市開d血，eresults of drop hammer te山 using由，eexpression for 
critical stress intensity factor， or 台ac~ure .toug~ness KID， given in -(14).τbe resuIts 
summar包凶inF~g. ~_show that the dynamic value of the fractUre toughness ic lO is mUch bi曙er
白anthe static value KIC. 
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Figure 3. Fracture toughness as a func“∞ofharnmer企upheight， (13). 

Nonlin回 r合acturemech制 cswasu凶 in(15) to analYze出eresults of notched， 3-point 
bending specimens su町民俗dω10副泊g出rougha fast-acting dynamic load cell.百lemax卸lum

Straill rate in the fracture process zone was about 0.2 sec -1. Relative to static loading， the 

dynan温ctensile s回 ngth，ftd， is aOOut 88 % greater for the s回 inrate of 0.2 s民 ・1

Com戸電ssiveP，副lure

Deformation佃 ds民ngthcharacteristics of concrete 5U吋ectedto macroscopic 
∞'~pressiv_e stress have been investiga凶 bydr_()P weight， Hop地問nsplit bar， rapid hydrauIi~ 
loadin略ga叫nd刈d∞伽n凶tt刷I
(口16め)i詠saザtypiぬca瓜1Kols也kya叩ppar悶 a剖tu凶si泊nwhich a s柑官i注ke釘rbar imp阿acωtωs鉱 i凶all砂ythe incident戸e邸ss帥
b肱釘低.Ma酌lvemet凶.t附e白st凶剖s耶戸cim鵬ne泥，ens悩sofc∞o∞n悶E悶ぽ侃e俄t鈴ema岨de合叩omfi白ourdifferent a即 egates(Andesi鈎，
S回凶egavel-EEarn』factuZBdlimestone and a lightweight aggegate cddSoli飽).Results伽 m
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命館館S悩 show卸・1∞%i即 reasesin sttenが1relative to the static values overめestrain rate 
r回gecOnS1aeI回.

Results reported in (17) were obtained by Hopkinson bar testing of cement paste 

伊 cimensupωstrain ra蜘 of103 sec・1.Thωshow that compressive stten，凶1incr，伺seswith 

strain rate upωaOOut250鈴C-1 and then tendsωward a limiting value. Results similar ωthose 
of(17) were 即位ted泊 (18，19)泊 whichspeci町 ns_of ce~enl p~ste 佃dcement剖ndmortar
were subjec凶 ωdirect∞mpression.Fu11y saωm同級mplesof these materials were t回凶at

rates from about 3 x 10-7回 C・1.to about 4 xlQ-l s民・1 百leresults indica飽 amonotonic 
increase wi也 rate泊 stten帥 ofp邸 teand monar over this range. These results agrωwi白
Jawed et al in that白estI'Onger specimens (1ower W IC)蜘dωgainslightly mぽ'es田 ngthat 
higherra飽sthan do the w回 k釘 specimens.百leinfluen四 ofq田且tyindicated by data obtained 
凶 der∞-mpressive1伺 dingappearsωdiffer from the influence of quality on rate sensiti羽 tym
tenS10n. 

Dropweight te山 reportedin (5) investigated whether the increase in stteng白 atst凶 n

m回 ofabout15ぉc-1relativeω闘志ngthunder static load is ac∞mpanied by a similar increase 
in the value of s回 inat maximum sttess. Strength under dynamic load is greatぽ bya factor of 
a加ut1.7 th阻 S田 ngthm開価edstatically.百les館山atmaximum dynamically applied sttess 
alsoinα明 sesrelativeωthe static value by a factor of abcut 1.4. This is consistent with data 
m抑制泊 (11)飢 dwith results obtained under tensile loading as is reported in (1)， under 
f1exure (2) and in (却1).

BondFailw写

τ'he behaviぽ ofstructural concrete is stI'Ongly affected by the various types of bonds， 
including OOnds between cement and aggrega飽;between∞ncrete and steel reinfor四 ment;and 
between the ma佐ixand discontinuous fibers. A re吋.ewof the various bonds and their 
significan四 understatic t伺 dinghas been provided in (21).前legrea~ difficulty of carrying out 
measurements of cement-aggrega旬 bondunder static loading has been noted; the present 
writers arち awareof no studies dealing directIy with dynamic loading effects 00 cement-
aggregate加nd.Indir即 tevide即 efrom high strain rate studies of∞ncrete streng血maypermit 
ωmeinf∞nationωbe inferred. For nonnal stteng血∞ncreteunder static load， cracks飽ndω
go around aggregate particles， whereas for high strength conαete they may go through or 
8J'Ound aggregate particles. In∞，ntrast， for dynamic loading， nei血，erin normal s田 ngthnorin 
悩ghs開制1∞ncreteis加ndneces鈎副ythew回.kestlink， (22)， (23)， (24). 

血atthe s住話ndis凶butionaround出edeformed reinforcing bars is different under dynarnic and 
~tatic loading. He suggested白紙thedis回buted釘eaof strain is much narrower皿 derdynamic
~oading， whlch coul;rcause企actureof the reinforcement in reinforced conαete s住uctures
because the deformations are limited to a smalllength of the reinforcing bars.日 isar♂llllent 
W~S_ also applied (22)， (28) to the failure of steel reinforcement under impact loading of 
m凶併問d∞ncretebeams. in which enhanced ∞-ncreto-s防 l加ndlimits the deformationsω白e
回 allarea und鉱山epointof加.pact， leadingωdu叫 efracture of出es闘:l.
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COMPUTA:百ONALMODELING OF LOCALIZED FAILURE 
UNDERDYNAMICWAD町G

百lemain challenges in ni凶削伺1[1削elingof failure or po押田kweakening in co即時

are to avoid d叩endenceon the choice of mesh size andωens町 e白紙 wave~opag組側
problems have solutions.. Since strain softening is not a甘uelocal propぽtyof ma旬ria1s
constitutive切削.onswhich assume伽 tstress， s回 in，density，時.exist as in a co凶 n111-
that no charac閥的dimensionsare present， and伽 tbehavior of an担制te釦凶dcmmist忌
鈎measa血lItevolume of material竿enotappr司凶atefor ∞mpu泊lÍo~al mode~g of post peak 
behavior. Despite白is，血.etemptation to express postpeak behaviぽ in加盟sofa∞isstitutive 
~~e1 is stron.g.~ or伽 tocapita1ize on the advantages of∞凶nuumfinite element or frni飽
differ開到et政由加g.

A dynamic fi凶t~~le!:Dent mod~l_ '!~. d~vell?~ by Du ~t al (29) that inco叩oratesthe 
瑚 ticCrack Open加gDisplacement (COD)-Crack Closing Stress (CCS) d旭町ibution. A 
dynamic t回 si1es田 ngththat govems CCS泊白eneighb町 hα刈 of白eロヨ.cktip was derived 
fro~ the_ static tensi1e str~ngtJ:!. uS!Itg t!te. assumption that the rate dependen田 is由esame as 
work to frac師事 measuredin (8). The fini旬 elementmodel was u凶 ωsimulatethe growth of 
血e企acture戸α:esszone during modulus of rupture tests on no.tched甲ecim_ens.The analysis 
showed that the dynamic tensi1e strength oI the倉百ctureprocess zone is less strain-rate 
depen伽 tth朗自e蜘 siles田 ngthde彼rminedfrom也事配制m吋山sofrupωrespec凶ens.In 
addition 白~ _e~perim~nta1 o~servatio.n in (~)血at the length of the fracture process zonc 
d悶四seswithin田 asmg抑制rateswas confrrmed by悦加alyticmodel. 

An effective加 dpossibly民alisticway to overco立国edi缶cultiesdueω柑 ain-釦 f回 ine:is
provided by the no.nl皿 alco.ntinuum concept.百len佃 l∞al∞n也luumisa∞凶nuumin whTch 
the stress-strain relation involves spatia1 av釘 agingov'ぽ a白血inrepresentative volume of the 
ma~出al surrounding the point. An effective ap戸。即h，in which the s回 ssand theω凶 strain
are loca1 and the only variables出制arenonlocal are those associated with血estr瓜n-田 ftening
dama_ge _(m~croc_rac~ing， ~1lleared cracking)， was proposed in (30)， (31). The nonlocai 
constitutive law is o.b阻血edfrom the loca11aw by replacing the local damage with a nonl∞al 
白magepaz沼neter.

As is demons回.tedi~ q2)， (33)，.a臨時岱torepresent dynamic 10.叫ngo.fa con出uum
wbα副es位刻nsoftening∞nstitutive equations間 derived企'otn1，伺d-defl，民話onexperimen凶 da飽
訂'eunsuωessful. The modulus b~?~es _n~~~!ive. Whereas the resulting-lack of mesh 
~bjecti.vit1. c.an ~e. ?ve~ome， an _ad~itio~al _dlfficulty arises in that the only element of a 
d戸四凶ca11ylo.aded bar， I4町example，for which pos俳ak:behavior∞curs is出eo.ne adiacentω 
血.elOi此A:11others w叫oadelぉticallybefore白e戸ak:is 問 ached.As出emesh size is ~uα対句
zero， none of the material underg'田 ssoftening. It is not possible to construct a time-marching 
solution for such a system when arbitrary泊itialconditions ar芭戸間ロibed.However， it is also 
shown in (31) 伽.t in位。du~ng ~te depe~~~ce leads to dynamiea11y well-伊 sedproblems. An 
example 泊 ~hi~~.~ ra~~ depen~e~t m?de1 is appli~d to -a problem involving dynamic s~ 
so合en~~ is in (~4). . ~on-l~~ ~e~es m~y pfoduce sI1Ililar results and may be the only 
rea~llB:.ble ~ay. ~f making static behavior equivalentωthe long time 1imit of dyniunic behavior 
under slow lo.ading. 

SUMMARY 

Experi!!lenta1 data on rate ~ffe~t~_have been obtained prim紅姐yby subj郎自gconcrete 
specimensωfIexurB or tomconnmd direct-tension or compression-Compression，nextsal 
and ~t tension tests confrrm that streng也 mα宅ases. with increasing rate of lo.ading.日rect
tension ~~ b~n~ing tc:s~s. show th~t prep_ea~ _nonlinearity， appi'rer{Ui-an--indicator _o_f 
出.crocrac組ng，is less at higb町鵬s.Inno舵hedbeams p均 eakα'ackgrowth decr悩凶明白

increasing rates. Simi1ar experiments show that theα悩cals住essintensity factor， or合acture
toughness Km  is much larger than出estatic va1ue KIC・Ratedependence of bond between 
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concre旬 andreinfoぉinghas been identified wi出 localcrushing of the concret巴around
dcformation of血eb低 Hence，the ra句 dependenceof加，nd泊suchcases has the same origin 
M出atforp凶 1concrete and has rough1y肱鎗mequan出 verelationshipωs出血r蹴.Athi酔
み出19rates，仙組制concrete-s防 1bond limits defonnations to. a sm岨 len帥 ofreinf，σπing
bar， promo飽sfracture of the bar and may lower the overall ductility of reinforced∞ncrete 
n闇nbers.

Computational models of localized failure under dynamic lo.ading must gi~~ proper 
ωnsid倒 tionωobjectivitywi白regardωm回 hsize回 d，ti町 wavepropagation problems，ω 
pr叩erpo鈴血.ess.百lenon local continuum approach has been suggested as a meth叫 of
proViding a 1田aIizationlimitJぽ， preven血 gs回 irト回fteningdamage from b民 ominglocalized 
inωa zone of zero volume. Using rate dependen四 torepresent回低凶nghas been proposed 
and has been adopted by some workers as a method of戸悶釘vingthe hyperbolic natぽ'cof 
gov，出血gequations in wave propagation problems. 
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ANALYSIS OF IMPACT FRACTURE IN A DOUBLE-NOTCHED SPEC凪-fEN
E可CLUDINGRATE EFFECTS 

L.J. SLUYS叩 dR.DE BORST 
De1ft University of Technology. Department of Civil Engineering I 

TNO Building and Construction Research， De1ft， Netherlands. 
P.O. Box 5048， 26∞GA Delft. The NetherIands. 

ABSTRACT 

Rate-dependence is included in the material description of a cracked medium to obtain a well-
pos巴di凶ti叫valueproblem. As a 1ちsultthereof the num出 calsimulauon of failure， iniua制
by localisation of deformation. no longer exhibits an excessive mesh dependence.百 isis 
demonstrated by means of the analysis of an加lpacttest on a double-notched spec加 en.

町 TRODUCTION

As a consequence of micro-structural changes during concrete fracture we obs釘 ve，at a 
macro-level， a decreasing tensi1e forむeatinαeasing d巴formation.This phenomenon is com-
monly called so丘eningand is attended by the formation of narrow bands of intense straining. 

From a mathematical point of view boundary value problems as wel1 as initial value prob-
lems血atinvolve softening become ill-posed. For dynamic problems白efield equations lose 
hyperbolicity which is accompanied by the presence of imaginary characteristics of the solu-
tion.τbewave sp田 dsbecome imagin紅yand no Ionger have physical significance. 

From a mechanical point of view solutions of i凶tialvalue problems (Bazant印 d
Belytschko 1985) show localisation zones of zero thickness without consumption of energy. 
Wave reftection on the!(刷 lisarionzone is simi1ar to refection on a free boundary. Numerical 
analyses町 tocapture白issolution and therefore suffer from担保cessivemesh dependence. 

To correct the above-mentioned deficiencies we inco叩oratea dependence on the strain 
rate in the constitutive equations (WU and Freund 1984， Need1eman 1988， Sluys and de Borst 
1991). First. the rate-dependent crack model wiIl be町eatedand next the simulations are 
presented of the impact tensile tests on double-notched specimens. These specimens have 
been analysed for the rate-dependent model to assess白eperformance wi白 respectωmesh
refinement. 

FORMULATION OF A RATE-DEPENDENT CRACK MODEL 

The rate-dependent crack model has been implemented within the framework of the fixed 
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smeared crack ∞ncept (de Borst叩 dNauta 1985). In由iscon回 pta cracked zone is con-
~~ived to be a continuum which pennits a description in terms of stress-strain relations.百le
streSS rate-strain rate relauon can be written as 

a=De [E-ιT] • (1) 

with the ma住ixDe白紙 containsthe instantan巴ousmoduli of the conαete. A superimposed 
dot denotes differentiation with resp配 tto time. We useα叫 kstress -crack s官記n(tcr -ec，) 
laws in a 1∞al co慣 dina飴 systemaligned wi白山eαack.百lisnecessitates a transformation 
be阿国nthe cr配 kstrain rate Ecr in the global coordinate system and the crack strain rate ecr 
in白 1叫 coordinatesystem viaι.r;; N ecr' where N is批 transformationmatrix. The 
relation betw田 nthel田 alcrack str，必nrateand血el∞alcrack stress rate is 

tcr = Dcrecr・ (2)

with Dcr =diag[h，sG1， in which h白emode-I softening modulus (h < 0)， which has been 
assumedωbe a constant for the sake of simplicity. The shear stiffness in the αack is 
obtained by a multiplication of the elastic shear stiffness G with a shear reduction factor s. In 
白巴 rate-dependentcrack model not only出巴 cracks田 sstcr but also a rate-dependent stress 
trd is transmitted in the crack. We define the rate-dependent s闘 ssrate as 

trd = Mecr ， (3) 

in which M = diag [m，Ol，ωthat only mode-I rate effects are considered.百lerelation 
betweenl∞al町actionsand global stress now becom巴S

jo+jrd=NTd(4)  

Ifwe substitute eq.(2) and (3) into eq.(4) we obtain 

DcrecT + Mecr = NT a . (5) 

Premultiplying eq.(I) by NT and combining the result with eq.(5) yields the relation between 
the local crack strain rate and the global 位 ainrate

品。=(NTDeN + Dcr)-l [NTDeE-Mecrl . (6) 

百lisequation c加 besubstituD巴din eq.(I)， which gives the global constitutive equation 

th=De[I-N(NTDeN+Dcr)一1NTDelt+DeNINTDeN+Dol-1MLr- (7)

For sake of 血nplicityonly oneロヨ.ckhas been considered in血isderivation， but it is possible 
血atdue to the rotation of戸incipals住essesnew cracks arise. The algorithmic aspects of the 
m吋elhave been discussedin detail by Sluys (1992). 

官lemathematical background of inclusion of rate dependence as a proper regularisation 
method has been elucidated in a study by Sluys (1992). The initial value problem of the rate-
dependent strain-softening medium has been proved to remain well-posed with real char温.cter，・
istics. From an analysis of the wave motion it c叩 beshown白紙 thewave speeds in曲巴

町ain-softeningmedium remain real. In con住astto血erate-independent medium. wave prop-
agation is dispersive which me加 sthat waves can be transformed into stationary localisation 
waves. Furthermore the rate-dependent model contains an int即叫lengthscale 1 

2mce (8) 
E • 

withE th巴Young'smodulus and Ce the elastic wav巴speed.
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IMPACT TENSILE TEST ON A DOUBLE-NOTCHED SPECIMEN 

In the Stevin LabぽaωryofDelft University of Technology impact tensile tests have been car-
ried out on notched， prismatic concrete sp目 imens(Figure 1).官1巴testshave been perfonned 
with a SpliトHopkinsonbar app紅 atusby Weerheijm組 dRe担har由(1989).百lespecimen is 
kept between an upper bar (6.7 m) and a lower bar (3.5 m) and the tensile pulse is applied at 
the bottom of the expぽ包n巴ntalset-up. 

100 

一三十j 50 _J 

1 F (1) 

F(t) 

一 一σーflト H ・........・H ・.，〆
一一一一一… … … … 一 -一-一-ートu- ~t 

1 

σ 

主

ε'cr 

geome住y:
50x80x 1∞mm 
(specimen) 
5x6mm 
(notch) 

loading: 
σA =34.56・100N/s 
(net αoss-section) 
(A =40x80mm) 

material : 
E=407∞N/mm2 

v=O.2 
p = 2350 kg/m3

_ 

fr = 3.92 N/mm" 
h = -2500 N/mm" 
s=O 

Fi恩田1. Impact tensile test on a double-notched s戸 cimen: geometry and input data. 

For the numerical modelIing of the Split-Hopkinson bar we use a discretisation wi出 甲e-
cial boundary elements (Sluys 1992). For the specimen itself three finite el巴mentdiscretisa-
tions have been used wi出 one，阿oand four rows of elements in the notched section， respec-
tively. The elementsぽeeight-noded quadrilateralぉwitha nine-point Gauss integration. The 
elastic and inelastic prop釘tiesare given in Figure 1. The p紅組問.ersare derived by a 
straighぜorwardtranslation of experimental data. Because a notched specimen yields a lower 
value for由eimpact tensile s住eng白 山edynamic value for fr is taken台。memp凶calrelations 
derived in former programmes (Zielinski 1982). A simple linear s住'ain-softeningmodel is 
used and in a classical way， using the homogenisation technique，出econstant softening mod-
ulus h was derived from the ultimate deformation measured in the experiment. In the numeri-
cal analyses a section of 5x6 mm in front of由巳 leftnotch was given a material imperfection 
in the sense白紙 thetensile strength was reduced by 20 %.τne time integration of the field 
equations一hasbeen done with a Newmark scheme (o == 11z.α=1九)and a time step 
d.t = 5・10-'s. A consistent mass ma往ixhas been used for a1I ana1yses. 

For the analyses with the rate-dependent crack model we take the materia1 rate sensitivity 
m == 0.1 Ns/mm". 1n combination with the parameter set仕omFigure 1白isresults in a length 
sca1e parameter 1 = 20.5 mm (eq.(8)). 

The computationalπs叫ts也ffermarkedly台。mthe results obtained with the rate-inde-
pendent crack model (Sluys 1992). Now， a localisation band ∞curs that is independent ofめe
choice of the finite element discretisation. At the notches血every 1ωal stress concentration 
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Figure 2. Incremental displacement pa悦 msatt=0.45・10-3s. 

wnes keep the band small but the width of th巴localisationband increases when the αack 
propagates to the centre of the specimen.τ'his can be seen from the deflαmation patterns for 
出巴也氏emeshes， plotted in Fi思1問 2，which not only show the mesh independence but also 
白emisa1ignment of出elocalised deformations with由emesh. In con官astto the ca1cu1ations 
for the rate-independent model in which the deformation localises along the horizontal mesh 
lines (Sluys 1992)，白cαacksbranch off and the defoロnationband becomes wider， indepen-
dent of the mesh lines. A small mesh dependence appe紅 sin the results due to the presence of 
stress singularities泊 thenotches of the sp巴C1men.

o 0.01 

Fig町"c3. 
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Sw巴ss-deformationcurve inside the企acturezone (left) and stress-time curve 
of the transmitted loading pulse (right) for the rate-dependent mode1. 
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τ'henumぽicalresults have been compared wi白血eexperimental data.τ'he s位ess-defor.
mation curves for the numerical analyses as well as for the experimentぽeplot隠din Figme 3. 
We observe not only mesh independence，加talso a reasonable s泊叫加itybetw白 nnumerical 
analysis and experiment.百1巴伺1ωlatedmaximum tensile s回 ssis slightly smaller and the 
application of a linear s住ain-ωfteningmodel prevents白eproper simu1ation of a nonlin句r
softening branch， which is measured in the e将>eriment.Another comparison between experi-
ment and 叫，culationis made in Figure 3 for出eloading puls巴 whichis官ans凶 ttdbYthe 
fracture zone. The results for the three meshes are identical but differ slightly企om白emea-
S町 edpulse.官lerate-dependent crack m似た1is a v釘 ys凶plemodel and it was not the prime 
aimof白isstudy ωexact1y simulate experiments. Rather it was meant to pfO'吋dea sol凶on
technique for mesh sensitivity.百lesecond step is now to calibrate the mαiel to experiments， 
for instance these impact tensile tests. 

σ[N/mrn2] 

5.0 

4.0 

3.0 

2.0 

1.0 

0.0 

o 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

→ ~nolch →t [xIQ-3 s] 

Fi♂.rre 4. Stress-deformation curve inside the fracture zone for (left) and stress-血児

Cぽ veof白etransmitted loading pulse (right) for different values for the 
length sca1e parameter 1. 

0.6 

Finally. the length sca1e parameter 1 has been varied through a variation of the material 
rate-sensitivity parameter m in the numerical analysis. In the stress-deformation curve in Fig-
山芭4the influence of the parameter 1 is cIear : a smaller va1ue for lleads to a steeper drop in 
白ec町 veand to a more brittIe behaviour， whereas an inαease of 1 yields a more ductile 
response， a1though the maximum stress is predicted more accurately. Hence， 1 is a par沼田町

which behaves泊 afashion similar ωthat ofthe企'actureenergy G
f
. Because the length scale 

parameter also determines the width of the b加 d，br1ttIeness of a material and the width ofthe 
loca1isation zone紅巳 relatedphenomena. In Figure 4 the influence of 1 on the shape of血e
load-g pulse，which passes thecack planE，is also shown.A larger value for l slows down 
the failure pr'∞ess and enables出ecross-section to redis甘ibutethe stress， which leOOs to a 
l訂germaximum stress va1ue・1tturns out that the behaviour close to the peak 1000 is very 
important and determines the crack propagation speed and the extent o{ redistribution of 
stresses. 
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PRACTURE OF CONCRE包BUHDBJl TORSIOHAL INPAC!r LOAD CONDITIONS 

N.J.S. GORST AND B.l.G. BARR 
Schoo1 of Engineering， UWCC， Cardiff， U.K. 

ABSTRACT 

In recent years a number of investigator日 havetested concrete cy1inders 
and cores in torsion. Some of these tests were on notched test specimen目，

with the aim of eva1uating some Mode 111 fracture parameters， whereas 
others were on solid test specimens， in which case the torsion test was in 
effect yet another indirect tensil邑 test. The work reported here extends 
the above studies to inc1ude the impact resistance of cylinders under 
torsional loading. The specimens have been t白stedby means of a repeated 
drop weight impact test apparatus. The s創neapparatu自 hadprevious1y been 
used to study the fracture of notched beams in bending and notched prisms 
and cylinders subjected to a predominantly shear-type of fai1ure. 50me of 
the initia1 resu1ts on a Grade 55 concrete are presented. 

IH'rRODUCTION 

ln Fracture Mechanics there are three basic modes of fracture or crack 
extension -Modes 1， 11 and 111. Many inv自stigatorshave proposed a range 

of Mode 1 test specimens for concrete and fibre reinforced concrete (FRC). 
More recently， the concrete fracture community has made significant 
progress with mixed-mode fracture in concrete -in which the shear mode i園
田ignificantand in some cases dominant. ln the last few years some 
investigators have tested concrete cylinders and core自 intorsion. Some of 
these tests were on specimens with circumferentia1 notches and the 
objective was to develop a Mode工11type of fracture in the specimens. 

At the same time that the above deve10pments were taking p1ace in 
Fracture Mechanics， the use of FRC in construction was deve10ping rapid1y. 
A range of new fibres and composites has been proposed and a significant 
amount of research effort has taken p1ace to determine the physica1 and 
mechanica1 propertie8 of both the fibres and the composites. ln 
particu1ar， the toughness energy ab8orption and impact strength of FRC have 
received considerab1e con自ideration. 工nthe past， more attention has been 
given to the deve10pment of test methods for eva1uating toughness than to 
eva1uating the impact resistance of FRC materials. However， increasing 
attempts are being made to eva1uate the impact properties of FRC materia18• 
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Th自 mainobjective of the work reported here was to bring toqether 
the above two areas of research. This study extends previous work to 
include the impact resistance of cy1inders or corea under torsiona1 
loading. 80me initia1 results are presented for ordinary concrete. 

A number of researchers have proposed test geαnetrie目 and10ading 
arrangements to test circumferentia1ly notched cy1inders under Mode工Z工type
of 10ading conditions. These researchers include Bazant and Prat (1)， Xu 
and Reinhardt (2) 畠ndLuong (3). 1n a11 these caseo the torsion was 
induced in the test specimens by means of point 10ads creating equa1 and 
opposite torques. A simi1ar 10ading arrangement to that proposed in (1) 
waB deve10ped by Tokatly (4) who has carried out an extensive study on the 
torsiona1 strength of cy1inders and cores. 50me of his test圃 wereon 
notched specimens， with the aim of eva1uating some of the Mode 111 fracture 
parameter自， whereas the remaining testa were on solid test specimens， in 
which case the tests were in effect another form of indirect tensi1e tests. 

The work of Tokatly (4) has been extended to deve10p a torsion test 
to eva1uate the deterioration of concrete due to a1kali-aggregate reaction 
(5)・ lnthis test concrete cores tak自nfrom a number of日tructureshave 
been subjected to torsional 10ading and the resu1ting shear stress state is 
uoed to evaluate the shear strength/indirect tensi1e strength properties of 
the concrete. Some further development of this torsion test on cy1inders 
and cores is reported in a companion paper (6). 

As more FRC materia1s and products have been deve1oped， the 
determination of their fracture characteristics has become a 圃ubjectof 
some considerab1e reeearch interest. Most of the tests reported to date 
have used static 10ading conditions rather than dynamic 10ading. Most of 
the machines which have been developed to test FRC materia1s under impact 
conditions fa11 into one of two categories -machinee of the pendulum type 
(~dified Ozod and Charpy machines) and machines of the drop weight 
type (7). 

且 repeateddrop weight testing m~chine was developed by Barr and 
Baghli (8) for testing notched beams in bending. After suitable 
~difications by Mahjoub-Moghaddas (9)， this impact machine has been used 
for teeting a number of qeometries in which the 10adinq was primari1y of 
the shear type. The impact teet resu1t目 obtainedby this apparatus can be 
巴ロnsideredat two 1eve1s (10). 1n the first case， the impact r自由istancei圃

given simp1y in terme of the number of b10ws to cause fracture which， in 
turn， can be converted to energy. Additiona11y， the instrumentation al10ws 
the investigators to determine with 80me degree of confidence the inf1uence 
of the passage of the shock wave through the test specimens and the amount 
of energy dissipated in various processes， e・9・inertia1effects. This 
repeated drop weight machine is current1y being used to investigate the 
fracture of concrete under torsiona1 impact 10ad conditions and aome of the 
initia1 resu1te are reported here. 

EXPERIM盟HTALDETA1LS 

The 10ading arrangement for applying torsion to the cy1inders is 
illustrated in Fi9.1. Two suppo~ts provide upward re~ctions ， a third 
provides a downward reaction and the applied 10ad is imposed at the free 
end. The 10ad (atatic or dynamic) i8 transferred into the cylinders via a 
Set of split col1ars. The co11ars are attached at both ends by means of an 
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adhesive. On1y standard 100mm diameter cy1indere， 200mm 10ng， have been 
teoted to date. The col1ars were 30mm wide， leaving a clear 1ength of 
14伽~ being subjected to the tor自iona1streS8.. 

A schematic view of the repeated drop weight apparatus is given in 
ri9. 2 • A number of variab1es can be investiqated using the apparatus. 
Various masses， P， ranging fr白m 1 to 4 kg together with various drop 
heights， H， ranging from 0.5 to 2m， have been studied. suitab1e 
combinations of drop heights and ma圃ーescan be used with thi自 test 
apparatus -for examp1e to provide the s副 neimpacting energy but covering a 
range of impacting ve1ocities. 1n addition to the variab1es provided by 
the apparatus， the test specimens can a1so be varied -a range of Mode 1 
and Mixed-Mode fracture teat specimens have a1ready been tested by means of 
this apparatus. 1n this particu1ar study， the impacting mass， P， wa圃

dropped onto the free arm of the testing arrangement shown in Fig・1.

The torsion test specimens were supported as i1lustrated in Fig.1 and ・ubjectedto a series of impacts by the fa11ing ma目ses. The number of 
b10ws required to complete1y fracture the spec幻nenswas taken as the 

meaBure of the impact resiBtance. In co聞 nonwith other similar teBt 
踊 thods，it is important to realise that this method of testing is subject 
to energy dissipation during the impact event， including vibration， 
inertial effects， strain energy in th自 te自tingsystem， damaqe at the point 
of impact etc. 

A ful1 description of the instrumentation is beyond the scope of this 
paper. Gauges were fixed to the loading arm of the test rig to monitor the 
impacting load. An acce1erometer was attached to the "free end" of the 
test specimen to monitor inertial effects. Each impact event wa自 recorded
by means of a 16-channe1 signa1 Memory Recorder. The data col1ected during 
the impact tests were stored on a floppy disk and ana1ysed later. 

工nthis study three types of concrete materials have_been 
ir阿武igated-ordi?aryconcrete{cubestrangthof55N/mm勺， lightweight 
aggregate concrete lcube strength of 50 N/mm~) and Po1ymer Concrete (cube 
Btrength of 40 N/mm勺. On1y the initia1 results for the ordinary concrete 
are presented here. The mix used had a water/c聞 entratio of 0.5 and mix 
proportions of 1:1.8:2.8 representing cement (OPC) : fine aggregate (6ea-

dredged sand) : coarse aggregate (10mm crushed 1imestone aggregate)・ The
圃pecimenswere cured under water for 27 day自 andtested at 28 day6. 

RESt江.TSAND DISCUSSIOM 

A typical set of re自ultsis presented in Table 1. Even the limited test 
re自ultsgiven here i1lustrate a number of interesting points. 1mpact 
testing of plain concrete is not an ea自yarea to research. 1f the 
impacting mass/drop height combinatiロnis below a threshold level then 
fracture will not occur. On the other hand， an impact which is on1y 
marginal1y greater than the thre日holdlevel wi1l re目u1tin fracture in a 
relative smal1 number of b10ws -hence accurate consistent results are 
difficult to obtain for plain concrete specimens. 1n contrast， FRC 
materia16 are much easier to test in the impact mode than the corre日ponding
Plain concrete test specimens. The next objective of this study is to 
extend the work to inc1ude FRC materia1s. 
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ABS1RACT 

The paper descrlbes o finite elernent based analysis of relnforced concrete 
plane and axlsyrnrnetric structures under blast loading cond1 tions.η1e 
method prov1des the possibility of activating different fracture mechanlsms 
and failure rnodes characteristic of reinforced concrete structures. The 
rate sensltivity effects are also accounted for in the const1tutlve 
relat10ns adopted for the rnaterials 1n both tension and compression. 泊1e
s1gn1f1cance of hlstory and rate dependent characterization 1s illustrated 
by means of examples. 

INTRODUCTlON 

An understand1ng of the structural behaviour under blast loading Is of 
concern 1n many aspects of ml11tary and c1v11 englneering. For more 
realistic analys1s of two d1rnens1onal re1nforced concrete structures 
exposed to blasts， the nonlinear finite element method offers many 
advantages， especially 1n spatial discretisation. The method lends 1tself 
to conven1ent modelling of materlal nonl1nearit1es and d1fferent fracture 
mechanisms. 百1e paper br1efly descrlbes the method， but a fuller 
descr1ptlon of the theoryand implementation can be found 1n [1-41. 

MODELLING OF CONCRETE FRA口UREIN COMPRESSION 

Concrete is 1dealized as a rate and history dependent elasto-viscoplastic 
strain hardening-soften1ng material. The dynam1c fracture of concrete 1n 
compression is modelled by genera11zing the failure stress concept wlthin 
the v1scoplastic1ty theory by means of a set of var1ables， the values ot 
which can be determ1ned from emplrlcal data. The v1scoplastlc behaviour 1s 
controlled by two bounding rate dependent surfaces 1n the stress space， the 
in1tial yield surface F and a fallure surface F _' The failure surface 。 r

predicts fallure lf the state of stress satisf1es the following condition 
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where f 11
1
' J

2
1 1s the fa山 efunct10n whlch 1s assumed to be圃 function

of the first stress invariant I1md the second deviator1c stress invariant 

J_. 1n the above equation，九d is the dynam1c compressi ve strength of 

ふcrete and 1s a function of 1ts static strength and of the effective 
stra1n rate dependent magnifIcation factor I11. The following function has 
been developed for the representat1onof the fai lure surface of concrete in 

the prlncipal stress space: 

f(~JJ，a 11Jb  I12+3c Jz (2) 

Mhere a，b，c are material constants which have been evaluated 
elsewhere I11.using kupfer-stest results 151.In the above formulation， 
the 1nitialyield surface defines the onset of viscoplast ic 
behav1our-- When the stress state lies with1n this surface.concrete 
reSEonse is assumed to be l inear elastic.Once concrete has been stressed 
beyond the elastic lImit.a s曲 sequentnew loading surface develops_ The 
new loading surface 1s assumed to have the same shape 1n stress space as 
that of the fa1lure surface.Thus，the general form of the load1ng surface 

1s proposed as 
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1n whlch y 1s the effective stress which is assumed to be a funct10n of the 
effective vlscoplast1c strain c__， and the effective stra1n rate， reff. 

vp 

Concrete crushlng 
To model the crushing mechanlsm for concrete， 1ts ul timate deforma t10n 
capaclty under biaxlal stress state is def1ned as a strain controlled 
phenomenon. This is achleved by convertlng the failure funct10n descr1bed 
1n terms of stresses to that 1n terms of stralns such that 

c(I;，J;，EJ  g a I;+ /b  I;ーベ -zcu=o {4} 

where 1 1s the first invar1ant of strain， J_ 1s the second deviatoric 1 ~~ ~..~ ~~._y -..---------- ----~-- . 2 

strain 1nvar1ant， and C 1s concrete ultimate strain (0.003-0.005). 
CU 

Degradation of concrete compressive strength 
To lnclude the plast1c sUffness degradation effects 1n the pre- and 
post句 fal1urereg1mes， the parameterτin Eqn (3) 1s derived as funct10n of 
a h1story dependent plastic damage variable， effect1ve viscoplastic stra1n， 
tofit quasi-static experimental results. Based on empirical rate 
sensitiv1ty factors， this funct10n 1s extended for dynamic problems. For 
the prefal1ure range， an isotrop1c harden1ng rule 1s developed whlch 
assumes the un1form expans10n of the load1ng surface to be rate and history 
dependent. ln Ref [1]-， the normal1zed effect1ve stress 1s defined by the 
follow1ng hardening function 
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1/2 

1. _.2C I 2f. _ C 1 
ー= ~ 1 1 - C+ ー Cvp I -~ I 1 -C + ~ t:YJ)1 (5) 
0、 '" c.  ~ L. C ''''J 
cd cd cd 

1s the dynam1c peak compress1ve stra1n and C 1s a constant in which t: 
cd 

der1ved as a function of concrete elast1c 11mit. In the postfa11ure range， 
the load1ng surface shrlnks w1 th the 1ncrease 1n v1scoplastic straln. A 
rate dependent softening rule has been def1ned [11 in which the effectlve 
stress 1s assumed as a function of the dynamlc compressive strength and the 
postfal1ure vlscoplast1c energy. ~， such that 

τ=σ e-(k 
cd 

in which s 1s a concrete soften1ng constant. Excellent agreement (1) has 
been obta1ned w1th Kupfer's results [5] for both the harden1ng and 
soften1ng funct10ns. To evaluate the viscoplast1c stra1n rate vector. e， 

vp 
the classic flow rule 1s modifled to include rate dependence of inelastic 
deformations. The evolut1on law for the internal variable of assoclated 
rule， the flu1d1ty parameter r， 1s derlved as a sem1-empir1cal functlon of 
the effectlve straln rate. 
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where o (F) 1s the flow function and a 1s the flow vector. From the 。
governlng un1axial elasto-viscoplastic stress stra1n relation [11， and the 
curve f1tting of experlmental results， the fluidity parameter Is found as a 
function of the effectlve straln rate and the concrete compresslve 
strength. 

IDEALlZATION OF CONCRETE T四 SILEFRA<:nJRE 

Tensile fracture is mode11ed here by treating concrete as a linear elastlc 
strain soften1ng mater1al [1， 41 w1th smeared fixed crack formulation. 

Crack lnitlat10n criterion 
The onset of tensile cracking 1s assumed to be governed by a rate sensitive 
straln cr1terlon. The influence of deformation velocity 1s considered by 
ra1s1ng the crack1ng strain to relative the static condition using a rate 
dependency factor. 

t: l!:ε (8)  
cr td 

where C.， 1s the dynam1c cracking strain of concrete which 1s def1ned (1) 
td 

as a function of the correspond1ng static strain and an emp1r1cal effectlve 
stra1n rate dependent magnlf1cat1on factor. 

Degradation of lensl1e slrenglh of cracked concrele 
Upon cracklng the gradual loss of tens11e strength of concrete is governed 

by a nonl1near revers1ble tenslon softening rule based on the concrete 
fracture energy ~. the crack characteristic length L ， the stat1c lensll~ 
strengthFtzand邑tatlccracking stra1n C. ~ 

"s 
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The fracture energy concept leads to a nonlocal format of the equivalent 
;~ftening relatlon necessary to meet objectlvity of analysls wlth respect 
to mesh elements slze. 

ロIARACTERI2ATIONOF CONCRETE FRACTURE IN SIIEAR 

Degradatlon of shear slrenglh of cracked concrele 
Co~slderable shear can be transferred across cracks due to aggregate 
lnterlock and dowel act10n of steel bars. In the smeared crack approach， 
the shear modulus of cracked concrete is obta1ned by using a reduct10n 
factor， wh1ch depends on the tens11e strain C across the crack. 
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Detectlon of fraclure locallzallon and diagonal shear cracks 
Under blast conditions. sudden and extenslve dlagonal cracking occurs 
within a few t1me steps. Some recommendatlons on computational strategles 
to be adopted are now given. based on numerical results [1). Flrst， 
d1splaylng only full cracks， 1. e. cracks for whlch the normal strain 1s 
beyond the ult1mate strain of the tens11e softening branch， is necessary to 
reveal any fracture locallzation ln the structure behaviour as well as to 
uncover the shear-type cracks ln the pred1cted crack patterns. Second， the 
use of Gauss1an quadrature with a reduced 2x2 order for the integrat10n of 
stress fields proves to be a successful means of avoiding stress-locking 
phenomena associated w1th strain 10ca11zat10n冊echan1sm[lJ. This results 
1n a part1al release of the continu1ty requ1rements 1mposed by shape 
funct10ns assumed for the finite elements. 

MODELI.ING OF YIELDING OF STEEL REINFORCEM四 T

Steel 1s modelled as a un1axial stra1n rate dependent elasto-viscoplastic 
material 1n tens10n and compresslon 1n which the yield stress σ 1 s  rate 

yd 

dependent. Beyond y1eld， the effect1ve stress level 1s governed by a 
linear stra1n hardening function such that 

τ =σ+  H c 
yd vp 

(11 ) 

where H ls the hardening modulus of steel. To calculate the vlscoplast1c 
strain rate， the associated flow rule 1s modified in a s1m11ar fashion to 
concrete where the fluldity parameter 1s derived as a sem1-empirical 
function of the stra1n rate [1]. 

FINlTE ELEM四 TIMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERlCAL APPLICATIONS 

For the spatial d1scretisation of the non11near d戸 amic equilibrium 
e~uat1ons. 8-node isoparametric elements have been employed for concrete 
W1th elllbedded bars t~ simulate reinforcement. Perfect bond 1s assumed 
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between steel and concrete. Expllcl t central dlfference scheme has been 
used for temporal dlscretlsatlon of dynamic equations whl1e expliclt Euler 
integration has been adopted for time rate constitutive relations [1. 41. 
To implement the proposed fracture models. a versatile computer progru. 
陀組問， has been developed for 11near沼田主 nonlineardynamlc analysis of two 
dlmensional concrete structures. The program has been used to study the 
response character1stlcs of several structures under impulslve and blast 
load1ng [1-4]. In F1gs 1-4. compar1sons are made w1th test results of 
Ref [6] where many aspects of concrete fracture and the generality of the 
proposed models are wel1 demonstrated by the analys1s. 

CONCLUSION 

For the f1n1te element analys1s of concrete structures. a numer1cal model 
is presented for characterizat10n of fracture mechan1sm under blast 
loading. The proposed rate and h1story elasto-v1scoplast1c constitut1ve 
model wh1ch includes strength degradation effects in the pre- 創ld
post-fa11ure regimes. 1s suitable for modelllng the concrete dynam1c 
fracture 1n compresslon. For idea11zat1on of concrete tenslle fracture， the 
adopted rate sensitlve crack1ng cond1tlon 1n conjunctlon with fracture 
energy dependent tens10n softening rule proved to be a powerful numer1ca.l 
tool. ln addi tion to a fracture strain based-shear retent10n factor， some 
recommendat1ons are descrlbed for detecting diagonal shear cracks and 

fracture localization mechanlsms. Steel ylelding is cons1dered by 
mod1f1ed vlscoplast1city theory. An illustrat1ve example 1s 1ncluded. 
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αNltEm SLAB TESTS USII'帽 A SHOCK 1UBE : 
園調VTOQUANI百円rαE直ヌElEDYNAI凶K:!fRACI1JRE ? 

FRANCOIS TOUTLEMONDE • CLAUDE BOULA Y 
labaatoiEe Central des Fonts et chausS6es{LCPC) 
58 bd Lefebvre 75732 Paris CEDEX 15， FRANCE 

CHRISTIAN GOURRAUD 
Laboratoire d・Essaisd' Abris (LEA)， BP246却oAlvignac， FRANCE 

ABSTRACT 

Tostudy the high strain rate behaviour of structures，at a realistic 
scale for this material，and with the required test quality to obtain 
quantitati ve results and validate numeric codes，an expeEimental 
process for slabs has been developped at the LEA with the ConerqtES 
Department of the LCPC.Particular carehas been taken concernlng 
control of the loading (using the shock tube)and boundary conditions， 
i~;t';;~;~t~ïio~-;;;~:ïd~ta--~-;quisition. This process has been used in 
~';d~'r-t~-d;t~;;;'in~--the- ~;i~ p~rameters characteri!-ing concret.e ~yn~"!ic 
b~h~'vi~u;-~~'(ïf~;ci~~e~'-~~~pleting other dynamic tests carried6"0~~ b~ 
th~'~G RËèö"(F;~~~h--G~o-u-P ~f C~õrdinated -Researches in .the f.ield ~f 
G';o;~t~~i;l;): "Fi;;"t ~;~.;Îts are getting available concernin~ the role 
~f-p;;r"~;Úÿ-';~d r;~~- ~~ter conte.rt in plain concrete slabs submitted to 

progressive .shocks . 

OBJECTIVES 

The conv叫 enceof varied approaches and requ.ire.me~ts pr吋 nt1y1叫s
to a g row i ng interest in hi gh st rain rate behaviolIr OE Conere te 
structures-namely:(i)a demand of owners (power companies for nuckar 
plants，。iIC011{aniesfor off-shore structures-defence coactruchon 
departments.etc.)who wish designs to reflect dynamic and accidental 
i.;;di;;~;..;~r-e--~-cc;;~tely: (ii) an increasing a_cti.vity of scienti~~~ 
organiゐionsin dynamics of materials.undoubtedly in connectIon with 
aerospace and military applications，and with the developmEnt of 
cal~~íati.;n-;~sources that" Inake it at least possible， if not yet ea~! ， 
to so1ve tbese difficult numerical problems: (iii) a_ pressin~ necessl何
of improving design rules and processes to allow .for shocks or raP1d 
l~adi~g: .i-~.Dciv-Ü-~-~gi.~eering and construction fields ，<bridge piers， 
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expl()sions inside or beside buildings}. 
Current.knowledgp however lacks for a rational engineer's approach 

in ev~lua~ing. security/_c~st ratios of structures， because dj~~~i~ 
c o nsti t u ti v e l a w s u sa bl e fo r c o n c r e t e i n d esign c od e s a re no t 
physically based， because well-control1ed tests for valid~tin-; 
calculations are rare，and because very few good probabiliSiii: 
mode!izations of accidental loadings eXlst. 

-GEvert this state of the art，we decided in the frame of the GREeo 
G6omat6ri aux-project "Dynamics of .concret印es
physically .based experimental aInEaIys1s associating varied test 
facilities of high巴s叫~ ~e_~i a_bili_ty: Works by Pierre ROSSI-who mana~~~ 
fhis project have highlighted the main role of free water and poroZty 
In strain rate?ffeets observed on concrete.ThEreforeonE objective of 
t~e J? r.~posal is to confirm and quantify this influence， i~"~~d~; t~ 
adapt if necessary the concretes mix designs when impact or dynamic 
resistance ~s req uir_ed. The other 0 bjecti ve is to le-U ~e-; ;~ii;tlï; 
expe!im~~tal. resul~s in varied ~oading eonditions to help--m~deïi~~ti~~ 

Be~ide. d_ynamic ~ompre~sio.n and traction facilÚie~-~ -~-iï~~'~;~ï 
dynamic sla b test USIng a shock tube has thus been developped-
~_，?op~r~tion between LCPC (Prench National Research Center f~; "-P-;bÚ~ 
Works}Concrete Department and the LEA (French Laboratory for 
Shelters)， members of this GRECO・pr?j，~ct. The test covers a wide range 
of strain rates (typically 103to 1p s宇 1)corresponding to hard shocks 
and explosions.The same facilEty may also generate quasi ・static 
!??dings.Available data are described hereafter.allowing to validate 
I lne"computations including explicit cracUng or to suggest"cruder" 
momentlcurvature laws. 

TF.ST司船F!ROC湿潤 ANDMEASUREMENT 

Principle 
In a shock tube，a quasi-plane shock wave is generated by bursting the 
diaphragm which separates the reservoir filled with compressed air (up 
t06，OOO KPUfrom the expansion zone(35m}where the wave is guided 
nd regula山 ed.Atthe end of the tuhe，the wave hits thEsample and 

flected. The conc戸teslab whi~b i~.tested is simply supporied and 
!oaded uniformly and Instantaneously.The pmsure vems time profile 

a step-1he intensity of which (maximum about 1.700 kpa)dePEnds on 
the inflatIon pressure and the duration of the plateau (10 to100 Ins) 
on the .length _of the reservoir (1.5 to 19 m).' Success.i-v-e -;h~t-s- ~-ith 
mereasmg mammum pressure allow bracketting the value of the ultimate 
s!ructuraiload-and following the evolution of its rigidity and of its 
lissuration scheme・ Theload profile is very ";ell 'controlled 
(pyrotechnic know-how )and reproduci ble，as it has been veri fied 
ex.~erif!l.en~a~ly. The size of the tu be (diam~ter = 666 ~~) i;~d~t~ 
rather bi声1abomtorysamples (diameter -90cm.thiCUBess=8cm}.80 
that realistic concrete mi.x司d_esign~ wit~_ 0 to 16 mm aggregates can be 
tested， ~~~ .cJassical1y reinforced or fiber reini~~~;dC>~~~~~~-te-~ïab; 
at a sufficiently large sca1e. 

To avoid echoes of the shock wave-a relief area is provided in 
ch a way that a"single--sh?ck fconsideri時 damageto the slab) is 

applied at e ach shot .RealEzatIon of well control led boundary 
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conditions required a sl_>ecific mould with reduced m~rgins and a 
~oecific supporting device where the slab is pinched between two 
~lrcular ribs with special steel-rubber distribution rings. Control of 
the global mechanical behaviour of the slab is achievecl by low pressure 
leve-l quasi-static tests and measurement of the principal natural 
frequency: the resu1t is very near to a simple support. 

Measurel&eot 
Sixteen channels are available to characterize the sample・smechanical 
state. One is devoted to pressure， another to support acceleration for 
taking inertial forces into account. Local strain measurements are 
carried out by nine gauges bonded to concrete (inner side， and outer 
side for plain concrete) or to reinforcement (three gauges bonded to 
the we1ded wire mesh classically reinforcing the slab). The necessity 
to measure global deformations along a radius， when concrete gets 
cracked， leads to use fi ve displacement sensors regular1y spaced from 
center to support and edge of the slab. Their specifications are: 
linearity over 20 mm， distortion-free frequency response up to 500 Hz， 
precision of about 1 %， low cost. Gauge fork-shaped sensors in zIcral 
and their connection to the slab and a fixed support had to be 
specially designed. 

To get a fine analysis 01 transient behaviour at the shock time， 

without eliminating fol1owing of the whole sollicitation history， a 
dual time base (0.01 ms for 24 ms， 0.1 ms for 170 ms) is used on a 
first 16 channel recorder， while a 4 channel digital oscilloscope 
tracks lor 1 s the main macroscopic varia bles: pres-sure， displaceme-nt 
of the support， central def1ection and rotation on support. -A perfect 
control of triggering， despite spike-current delivered -by the exploder 
required specific electronic arrangements. 

A precise survey of cracks， as soon as they appear and the 
a?，isymmetry of the test vanishes， of their position on inner and outer 
side and of their opening widths， and if possible cliches during the 
shock using a fast camera-(4，000 imageslsec-ond) complete the recorded 
data， store-d on diskettes and processed for further analysis. 

AVAIl.ABU! DATA 

!he test has been undergoing development and validation campaigns for 
two years， and is now-opuationaI. A programme of tests -has been 
car.ried out to confirm the role of free water content and porosity as 
main relevant parameters for concrete strain rate effecis_ Mix deslgns 
and .storage conditions isolating these parameters have been used， and 
results are now being processed. S巴riesof r巴inforcedconcrete slabs of 
di~f~rent concrete q~.~lit.i es are to be tested， to gi~e (if. p~s~ibj~ 
quic.kly) data lor validating computations and drawing preiiminary 
semi -quantitative conclusions for engineers. 
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Figure 1. Cracked plain concrete slab at the end of the tube. 
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THE TRANSIENT SOLUTION OF MODE-I CRACK PROPAGATING 
WITH TRANSONIC SPEED 

YEN-L国 GCI:町NG
Depar也lCntof Construction Engin田 ring
National Taiwan Institute of TI田 hnology

P.O. Box 90-130， Taipei. Taiwan， R. O. C. 

ABSTRACT 

百letransient problem of a mode-I centered crack propagating in an unbounded 
i初回'piclin巴arelastic body with自己α司.ck-tipspeed larger than the S-wave speed and less than 
the P-wave speed is sωdied. The method of self-s並世arpotentials with the function-theoretic 
approach has been successfully applied. Attention is focused on the stress singularity and it is 
found that the as戸nptoticsolution of the stress field near th巴cracktips is of order -(l/2+m)， 
where m = 0 for the crack-tip speed equal to the P-wave as well as S-wave speeds and m= 1/2 
for批 crack-tipspeed equal' to'..ji of S-wave speed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the studies on d戸町並cαackpropagations have been based on the premise that 
for sub-Rayleigh cases the stress singu1arity [s of onier -1/2. However， experim叩 talwork by 
Wi~er e{al.[4] indicates the possibIlity of super-Rayleigh cases of crack propagation. Some 
~nalytical work has been carried out' in the transonic and super-Rayfeigh ranges using 
hornogeneous function techniques by Brock [5]， in the transonic range using the highly 
qu巴s~onable steady-state approach discused in [6，7]， and in the transonic range using the 
~teady-state and transient niethods of the m吋e・11propagating cracks studied by Freund[8]. 
Therefore， it would be of interest to solve血e回 nsoniccrack problems without the steady-state 
assumption. 

The method uSed in出epresent study is the self-similar potentials which was first 
dev~Ioped by Smimov and Sobolev [9] in i930's. The method of self-similar potentials in 
co_njunction with the Schwarz integral血切，remprovides an extremely pow釘fultechnique to 
~lv~ the boundary value problems;';'th much less mathematical maniIm'lation [12]. Howev民
for theロ枇p帥 lemswhich are白emixed-bound町 problems.出巴 Schwarzintegral theorem 
C叩l}~t_be used directly. and therefore aぬnction-theoreticintegral equation approach could b巴

~pplied. Whereas， it" was found for the coηesponding indentation problem[lO] that the 
uansonic r.佃gewas the most challenging aspect of the solutions. Thus， for the transonic crack 
problems， a special approach is requ凶dtoovercα国首ledifficulty. 
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lt is known that the stress singularity for the subsonic case is of order -1β. However. 
仕lesingular behavior of the transonic case both the mode-l crack閃加d白em.od.e-II [6，8] is 
different 針。~ that ?f ~e s~bs~mic .:~S;' !he sin~lar beha:'IC?r obtained here independently 
agr志郎withthat studied by Broberg[7] for the steady-state solution. 

THE PROBLEM OF MODE-I CRACK 

Consider an unbounded homogeneous， isotropic elastic medium which has shear 
modulus μand longitudinal and transv町 民 wavevelocities a佃 db.百lematerial is at児 stat 
time t S O. A crack begins to extend symme凶callyfrom zero length along the x-axis with a 
constant speed s for time tミO.The crack-tip speed s is taken in the transonic region， i.e.， itis 
larger白血 theS-wave speed and less白血血eP-w前守 speed.~ tensi~e }o~di~g in the y-
direction of magnitude q acts at infi凶tyso白紙血eextension occurs in mod巴LFur由ersuppose 
that the remot巴tensionq is taken such白紙thestate of deformation is one of plane s官ain.百le
problemc加 besolved in two parts. Part 1: The body without the crack under the extemallωd 
q is considered; p釘 tn: The body with白ecrack on which the surface 1 x 1 < st， y = 0 is 
su吋ectedto tractions oppositeωthat d出 vedfrom part 1 is investigated. Then the final 
solution will 脱 出esum of the con出butionsfrom p副 1and part n. Only恥 evaluationof pan 
n is of present∞n∞m. 

With白esymme住yabout the x-砿 is，consideration can be limited to the region yミO
su切回tedto the following boundary conditions : 

σy(x，O，t) = -q I刈 <st 

~y(x，O，t) = 0 ・伺<x<伺

(2.lb) 

(2.lc) 
Eqs.(2.1) indicate that the boundary回 .ctionsare homogeneous functions of degree zero in x 
and t. Therefore， eqs.(2.1) can be expressed in terms of the self-similar potentials. With the 
absence of the shear s回 sson the enti陀 surfacey = 0， the boundary conditions in eqs.(2.l) c釦
be reduced to two equations which鉱芭:[1，9， 10] 

uyCx，O，t) = 0 |刈さ st

60 ? 2 
ト凶-R(9ー)

σy (80) = Re I一子二干V;'(8)d8 = -q 
o ..J a-2_8L 

Vy砂 ReJ V;'(9) d8 = 0 1801 < s-1 (2.2b) 

o 
where 90 parameterizes the characteristic surface of th巴waveequations on the surface y == 0， 

i.e.， 80 = t/x; R(82) is the Rayleigh function and V;'(9) is a unknown function. Therefore， the 
problem is now to solve the dual integral equations of eqs.(2.2) which involve an unknoWn 

function v;' (9). 

l
 

co 
〉nυ 向。

SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

The boundary conditions in eqs.(2.2) will be satisfied if the following conditions are 
met: (i)百leintegrand of eq.(2.2a) is analytic for 1801 > s-1; (ii)百leintegrand of eq.(2.2b) IS 

(2.1a) 

(2.2心
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analytic for 1801 < S-1 In a mannぽ S泊 ilarωせlesubsonic case[l]， the quantity V;'(8) is found 

straightforwardly : 
i F(8) v:・(8)=ーァ .， .，'" 

(s大 9-)一 (3.1) 

where F(8) is a function to be determined. When substituting eq.(3.1) to eqs.(2.2)， we find 

出鉱山efunction 1I{ (a' 2_ 82 )町S-2_9
2
)沼}in叫 (2.2a)has branch cuts in a-1< 1901 < s-1 and 

the function (C 2_ 82 
)担ineq.(2.2b) has branch cuts合om:ts-1 to士∞on血.ereal axis of the 9・

plane. Thus， conditions (i) and組)can be rewri即 nas: 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 
(i) R(ポ)F(9)is analytic and real in 1801 > S.I; 

(u) F(8) is analytic and real in 1901 < s・1

MorlωIver， b巴causethe real10ad applied at the origin of白ereal plan巴， which corresponds to 

the infinite of the 9・plane，is白li飽，出eorder of the integrand in eqs.(2.2) must be less than 

-2. This means that the order of F(9) must be zero as e→∞， i.e.， 

(尚昆F(め→const副 (3.2c) 

A real complex function出lplies出at白eargument of白紙complexfunction， ~~ich is 
叫ualto the imaginary part of logar油 mofthe∞mplexfunction， is zero. Henc巴，eqs.(3.2) can 

be rewritten as: 

I -1m log R(8) 
1m log F(9) = ~ 

I 0 

内 1801< b-
1 

801 < s・1and同。1>b.
1 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

民 logF(め→0 (3.3c) 

The range 1801 > s-1 has been changed to S-I< 1901 < b・1.This is caused by the fact that the 

Rayleigh function R(92) is reaI and analytic for 1801 < b-1. Eqs.(3.3) show that the function 

1m log F(9) is known on the entire boundary of the half space， therefore the Schwarz integr羽l

th開花m[11] for the half space can be used to obtain the general solution for the function F(8) 

which satisfies eqs.(3.3). The unknown function F(9) is then found to be: 

F(伺0…め 似附ば附0ぷめ2ち)=飢p~付ば託叶td託寸jfF.4叩Ihm
I "戸2 匂 U I 

(3.4) 

where B is a real constant to be determined. It is noted that the solution approach w~~ fi~st 
developed-by-Tho~p;~~-ãñd Robinson for the corresponding indentation problem[10l To 

obtain the value of constant B， the boundary conditionσy(9) = -q at 1901 < s-1 needs to be 

lmposed.百lerefore，it follows 合omeqs.(2.2)， (3.1)， and (3.4) that 
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B斗 whmJ=Re12(9

2

)s(め d9，for 1901 > s】

ドT-J :! _/ _-2 n2 
O .../a-2-9'" (s・2_9")

(3.5) 

The quadratぽ 'ein eq.(3.5) c卸 beeasily calculated as accurately as desire~ by choosing any 
pa血 offthe同組Sof白e9 pl組 e.It is e町ぬshow削 thefunction s(92) at cra削 pScan
beex戸港ssedas: 

γ(9
2
) 

仰)=一一一一ーす
今空 H(白、

(s-"'-9-)‘，  

JfH(c2) _ H(9
2
) ，，. l 

柄。)=ゅ._e-) 吋 sJ ._'~~ _ ~2-\V I dc iσ 

where H(9
2
) = -1m logR(a2抑制dH(~2) = _ 1m logR(~2)/:π. It follows directly that the 

value of H(9:t) is always positive for a-2 ~ e2~ b-2， equal to zero for 92= a・2or 92= b.2• and 

equal to 112 for 9
2
= b-

2
12.τbe curve of function H(92) is plotted in FIGURE l. It is clear that 

γ(θ2) is a叩∞thfunction at the crack tips， and the function s(92) has singularity of H(s-2) at 
the crack tips. 

DYNA恥UCSTRESS INTENSITY FACTOR 

For出esubsonic case in which the α'ack-tip speed is less山anthe Rayleigh-wave 
speed. the s回 ssintensity facω，r of a mode-1 crack is def1n凶 by:

R4i迅i辰馬(己 y=O)}

However，lt is apparent from eqs.(2.2)， (3.1)，佃d(3.6) that for the transonic cas巴 thestress 

field has山郡l恒国swith出eorderof司 (112+H(〆))， inst叫 of-112. 1百1附 f白o民 w附 ed白巴d伯蜘E白伽n
thes住es路si凱nt飽en邸si~ザyfactor for 11白1巴住箪叩ISαriccase as: 

同 20(ωル附

After some manipulations， the dynarnic stress intensity factαfor血etransonic case is found as: 

馬=q[iSt (7tS3t)町内f s2(b守竺ど)
~ 1+2H(sー)js¥a-2J

where J is given in eq.(3.6) and is negative. Since γ(s-2) and H(S-2) are all positive when the 
ロack-tipspeed s is in the transonic rmge.the value of kl is therefomnegadve for positive 

load q. A graph of the ratio K1/qゾ1tst(πs3t)H(S-2) veぉuss/a is shown in FlGURE 2 for the P-
wave speed a = 6326 m/sec阻 dthe S-wave speed b = 3463 m/sec. FIGURE 2 shows that the 
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1 ~ T，，_.2 
value ofK1/qV1tst (πs3t)H(S.~) is approxima低dω-0.5when s = b， stays about -0 when b < 

s < a，回dapproaches to -∞ when s = a. From t1Ie viewpoint of physics， the negative s住'ess
intensity f.似 ormeansah叫均αack.However， when a crack is subjected to a tensile extern~ 
load， t1Ie crack surface is going to open， not to close.百lismeans that the mode-I crack 
proiaga~ing ~it!:.transonic vefocity Is impossible， which independently agrees with t1Ie 
arOberg's study[7]. 
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(1) Laboratoire Central des Ponts el Chaussees， Paris Cedex 15， 

France. 
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ABSTRACT 

Direct tensile tests were performed on a microconcrete and 
miniconcrete at loading rales between 0.02 and 80000 MPa s-1. It is 
shown， experimenlally. that the presence of free waler in lhese 
concretes causes the increase in slrengths observed al a high 
loading rate. 

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Crack-tip s戸eds over S-wave speed b (s/b) 
(a = 6326 m/sec.， b = 3463 mlsec.) 

0.5 
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0.0 

(宅問
)出

FIGURE 1百lecurve of the function H(e). 

INTRODUCTION 

In lhe context of European co・operalion(scienlific co-operation 
programme of the European Community) belween the LCPC (Laboraloire 
Central des Ponts el Chaussees) in Paris， and the Stevin Laboralory 
of Delft University of Technology， Delft. Nelherlands， lhe dynamic 
lensile behaviour of concrete has been studied. P a r t i c u I a r 
interesl was laken in the influence of free water on the increase 
of strength with loading rale. Two series of tests were performed 
respeclively on a microconcrele and a miniconcrete using the Split 
Hopkinson Bar al Delft University (1). In order to delermine the 
possible influence of free water， two internal moisture conditions 
were sludied: completely wet (no exchange ot moislure with the 
exterior) and completely dry (the specimens. once matured， are oven 
dried with a gradualincrease of temperalure to 105・C).The results 
concerning the microconcrete were the subject of a publicalion [2]. 
They showed that the dry microconcrete exhibited a very small rate 
effect， while the tensile strength of the wel microconcrete 
increased substantially with the strain (or stress) rate. S 0， the 
study on the miniconcrele was 10 verify whelher this effecl exists 
In a concrete made with coarser aggregates 100. 

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 
Crack-tip speed s over P-wave speed a (s/a) 
( a = 6326 m/sec.， b = 3463 m/sec. ) 
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EXPERIMENT Al INVESTIGA TION 

Characteristics 0' the concrete and o' the specimens tested 

The composition 01 the microconcrete， and 01 the miniconcrete is 
given respectively in tables 1 and 2. 

TABLE 1 
Microconcrete mix 

constituents amount (Kgl m3) 

Normalized sand (Leucate) 0/2 mm 1783 

Portland cement type 1 (CPA HS) 400 

~ixing water 200 

Melment Plast Superplasticizer 12 

TABLE 2 
Minicroconcrete mix 

Iconstituents amount (Kg/m3) 

同icrogranite (pont de Colonne) 6/10 mm 1162 

sand (Bernieres) 0/4 mm  681 

同ementCPA HP (Cormeilles) 365 

leau 185 

The specimens were 74 mm  in diameter and 100 mm long. They were 
released 1rom the moulds at 17 days for the microconcrete and at 36 
days for 1he miniconcrete. Hal1 01 them was protected from drying， 

while the other half was dried in an oven by gradual heating up 10 
105'C. 
The specimens were protected from exchanges 01 free water with the 
exterior by wrapping them in a thin sheet of plastic paper covered 
with two thicknesss of self-adhesive aluminium foil (1ollowing a 
method develloped at LCPC [3]). 
The specimens were then tested at ages ranging from 29 to 40 days 
for the microconcrete and from 37 to 57 days for the miniconcrete. 
The ends of the specimens were sawn， ground， then glued to Ihe 
Hopkinson bar. It should be noted that 1he protective wrapping was 
left on the specimens (except at the ends) during the test8. 
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Experimental procedure 

As we have stated.the tests were performedon the Split Hopkinson 
Bar of the stevin Laboratory Del1t LJnive『Sity[4lThe principle 01 
th l s tes t i s sh own schematic a l l y i n fi g ure1.The stress l n the 
enecimen is measured using two strain gauges(ha|1・bridgemounted 
Z9ive a mean).fixed to the upper the aluminium baf-By va削ng
the massof the hammer-its drop height.a nd the type of contact 
between the hammer and he bottom of the bar (impact moreorless 
hard depending on the 1hickness of t h eru b b efi n t erla y e)，i1i s 
p~~~ibli -to va-ry the shape of the pulse， i.e. the rate and energy 

of loading. 
ln ourstudy we fixed the drop height of the hammer and varied its 
mass(twomass values)and the thickness of rubber (three di1feren1 
ihiëknè~ses). Three loading rates， between 1500 and 8000~ MPa/~; 
~~;~~iñg-thé. range of loading. rates_ (fro~_ sl.?_w es~ tO.，!a.ste_s.t) 
att.a-inable by the Split Hop-kinson Bar of Delft and .s~ffi~!ent to 
eau-se failure" 01 the concrete specimens， were selected in this way. 

ザ

n
H
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speclm.n 

4 
drOp 
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the Hopkinson bar. 

The static uniaxial tensile le5ts， were carried _out using the 
tensila. apparatu-s developed a1 Delft University. [ 5.1 . !2.! . t ~ e 
microcoñér~te-:-a-nd a classical hydraulic machine in LCPC for the 
mlniconcrete 
The.~t~'ti~ -i;~t5 were carried out at an imposed displacement ra!e 
of 0.08μm/s for the microconcrete， and a1 an imposed stress r子te
for 1he miniconcrete. Concerning this last one， two stress rates 
were studied: 5 10-5， and 5 10・3GPa/s. 
It sho-uid"'be. ;m.pha'si-ied that we had， 10r the microco，:，crete， gre~! 
difficulty p erformi n g the dynamic tests on the wetmicroconcrete 
because otthe poorbond between 1he specimen a n d1he alum i ni um 
bar:th~ -gl~~- u'"s-e-d po.'y-m-e-rlzes rather. poorly in the presence of 
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the wet surtace of the specimen， and there were many cases in which 
tailure occurred in the glue or at the glue-concrete interface. We 
solved this problem by making a notch in the perimeter of the 
specimens， at mid-height (for the wet specimens only). This created 
a preferential zone of failure in the specimen and so eliminated 
the failures in the glue. This solution was 0# course used in the 
static tests. The geometry 01 the notch is 10 mm  deep and 4 mm 
wide. 

EXPERIMENT AL RESUL TS 

As for the determination of the loading rate， we made the 
assumption that the failure 0# the specimen is a #unction of the 
couple (0，σ) and that in consequence the loading rate that must be 
used is the one that exists at the time of lailure of the specimen. 
This choice differs using a mean stress rate when its evolution 
versus time is nonlinear (the greater the thickness 01 r u b b e r a t 
the point 01 contact between the mass and the bot1om 01 the bar， 
the more nonlinear this evolution becomes). 
As the results concerning the microconcrete have been previously 
presented in details [2]. we will resume them in considering only 
the ratioσd y n. Iσstat. 10r the two internal moisture 
conditions:this ratio is equal to 4.1 for the wet concrete. and to 
1.14 lor the dry concrete. 
The results relative to the miniconcrete are given in the table 3. 

TABLE 3 
Results relative to the miniconcrete 

static dynamic 

a GPa/s • 
internal armean MPa amean GPa/s σrmean MPa 
moisture 

510・5 3.1 1.9 4.0 
dry 5 10・3 3.4 5.9 4.1 

34.6 4.4 
"" ... 

5 10・5 3.6 2.0 5.7 
wet 5 1Cト3 4.8 5.9 6.5 

47.3 7.5 

The index mean is relative to the average of 10 values. 

If we make the same analysis than for the microconcrete. we find 
that the ratioσd y n .1 as t a t. i s e q u a I t 0 1. 3 8 1 0 r t h e d r y 
miniconcrete wherreas this ratio is-equal to 2.08 10r the wet 
miniconcrete. 

Considering the results relative to the microconcrete and to the 
miniconcrete， we can make the 10llowing comments: Wilh sand of 
coarser aggregales Ihe wel concrele is sl.Iblanlia//y more rafe 
dependenllhallhe dry concrele. 
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Theremairung sma|l rate effectmigth probably be caused through 
anoth e r，si i|l u n k n o w n.p h y s i c a l me ch ani s m.B u1.1woot h ers 
assu m p t i on s ca n a l sob e a dv ance d to ex pl ai n thIs s m all ra te 

eftect: 

1. The first one may be derived 1rom the la~t t~at the. sp~clmens 
re g ard e d a s d r y a r e n otc o m p l e t e l y dry.l t l s，In f a c t.v ery 
d i f f i c u l t t o dry1h e m i cro p o r e s ( w  i t h d i a m e t e r ol 

誌は2rrrzlμロよはfぷ;tCLι1171rJJVA?科目;;
th-~"the'r-m-al- treatment in the oven was not sufficient to warrant a 

completely dry specimen. 

2. The extent forces 01 inertia in the bar-specimen _~yste~. 
which are not taken into account in ouranalysis .could affect the 

results. 

The second assumption being very difticult to veri1~ ， ~e ~~ve 
~ h ~ 0 -s -e-n-t 0 s t u d y: i n a 1 i r s1 t i m e， t h e v a 1 i d i t Y 0 f t h e 1 i r s t 
assumption. To do that， we have applied t~ 6 sp~.cim~ns..ot 
minic-o-ncrete a thermal trea1ment which was different that 10r the 
others specimens. Instead of 3 weeks in the oven at 105・c，these 6 
specimens stayed only 1 w_ee.k. at ~ O，~・ c.
T'hese specimens were tested in static condi~~on using tw，o stress 
rates: 5 -10-5 (3 specimens)， and 5 10・3GPa/s (3 .~pecime~~) 
We have considered the ratio between the tensile strength relative 
10 each stress rate for the three conditions 01 thermal treatment: 
without thermal treatment (wet specimens). 1 weeks at 105.c， and 3 
weeks at 105・c.The results are given i n t a b 1 e 4. 

TABLE 4 
Influence 01 the thermal treatmen1 01 the specimens on the rate 

effect 

dry concrete 
condition 1 

1.10 

dry concrete 
condition 2 

1.23 

wet concrete 

1.35 

。r1:tensile strength relative to the stress rate 01 5 10・3GPa/s， 

ar2: tensile strength relative to the stress rate 01 5 10・5GPa/s， 

condition 1: thermal treatment during 3 weeks， 

condition 2: thermal treament during 1 week. 

From the above results， the 101l0wing conelusion can be drawn: i~s 
seems obvious that the rate eftect observed on the dry specimens IS 
principally due to the lact that the thermal treatment is not 
sufficiant to dry completely the micropores 01 the concrete. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

ln this article，we havEpresented some experimental results Which 
permit to obtain thlS Impo(tant information:fbe presence o/汐ee
wa ter in conere te explatns pfacttcally all of the increase Q1 
必nSlleslrer;都 庁01t.荷主 m，割合'ria/・al/Jig.打診r/oading rales. 
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ABSTRACT 

Concrete structures， subject to strong ground motions， undergo repeated 
deformations， respond inelastical1y and accumulate damage which may lead to 
failur巴s.Therefore， the nondestructive detection of the nonlinear response as 
well as the potential for damage accumulation has to be considered as an aid 10 
delay and 10 control 1he post-cracking and post-yield behaviour of concrete. This 
paper describes experimental results， obtained in the laboratory， using specific 
testing methods to assess damage accumulation. The damaging process of a 
concrete specimen has been detected by analysing the signal evolution of 
ultrasonic pulses travelling through the specimen subject to increasing loads. A 
nonlinear analyser based on a multidimensional Fourier transform permits 10 
separa1e the linear and nonlinear part of the concre1e response. 

INTRODUCTION 

Concrete is widely used as construction material because of its many favourable 
charact町 istics.It presents a high strength-cost ratio in many applications. It may 
easily be cast in forms at ordinary 1emperatures to produce almost any desired 
shape. The exposed face may be developed into a smooth or rough， hard surface， 
capable of withstanding the wear of truck or airplane traffic， or it may be 
treated to create desired architectural effec1s. In addition， it has high resis1ance 
to fire and penetration of water. 

Bu1 concrete has also disadvantages. Quality control is sometimes less 
rigourous than for other construction materials， because it is often mixed on the 
Slte under conditions where responsability for its production cannot be 
pinpointed. Concrete is generally weak and brittle in tension compared to its 
capacity in compression. There is a need for a better control of the mechanical 
performance as well as the post-cracking and post-yield tensile behaviour [1]. 

In seismic areas， concrete structures， subject to strong ground motions， 
undergo repeated deformations， respond inelastically and accumulate damage 
which may lead to failures [2]. Therefore the nondestructive detection of the 
nonlinear response as well as the potential for damage accumulation has to be 
considered as an aid to delay and to monitor the post・crackingand post-yield 
response of concrete. 
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This paper describes special testing devices in use for measuring 
experimentally the occurrence of damaging nonlinearities and specific testing 
methods to assess damage accumulation. As damage accumulates in a structural 
system， its strength diminishes. It is assumed that dissipated energy is a measure 
of concrete damage. As the energy is dissipated by the concrete structure， the 
residual strength decreases. The damaging process of concrete specimen has been 
detected by analysing the signa1 evo1ution of ultrasonic pu1ses propagating 
through the specimen which is subjected to increasing loads. A nonlinear analyser 
based on a multidimensiona1 Fourier transform permits to separate the linear and 
nonlinear part of the concrete response. 

NONLINEAR ANAL YSER 

Experimental methods have traditionally been used to obtain information 
concerning deformations， strains， structural integrity and failure mechanisms. 
Common experimental methods include extensometers， photoelasticity， moire 
interferometry [31， ultrasound and radiography， as well as acoustic [4] and 
thermographic [5] methods. Measurement of the elastic moduli using ultrasound 
has become fairly routine. The connection between tbe speed of sound c， density 
p and Young's modulus E is strictly valid for an ideally linear elastic and 
homogeneous material; it remains valid for heterogeneous materials so long as a 
key assumption is satisfied， name1y， the wa ve1ength is large compared to any 
characteristic length of the material. Acoustic emission AE is applied in a broad 
sense to the sounds which are internally generated in a material which is under 
stress. AE testing is relatively simp1e needing on1y a sensor (usually 
piezoe1ectric)， basic signal-analysi5 equipment (amplifier， filter， data-processing 
equipment) and some means of loading the structure. There is a wide variety of 
mechanisms known to be responsible for AE generation， ranging from dislocation 
motion to crack propagation. Therefore， the basic AE monitoring techniques are 
applicab1e to a wide c1ass of materials and structures. Unfortunately the 
interpretation of results still remains a delicate affair. 

Linear analysers based on one-dimensional Fourier transforms (FTs) and 
modal analysis programmes are popular too15 used by experimentalists in linear 
structural dynamics. In this experimental work， an input-output non-parametric 
approach [6] has been chosen to portray the nonlinear behaviour of concrete 
subject to tension. 

A non1inear functional Volterra series has been used to detect tbe 
Occurrence of the nonlinear behaviour of concrete subject to increasing tensile 
loading. In this functional， tbe tota1 response of the system y(t) is decomposed 
into components of various orders. 

y(t) .. y/t) + Y2(t) +…+ Yn (t) 

Each component is defined by a functional 
~OO ~~ n 

Yn(t} = I ... I hn(r1，らん)TT x(川)d1' .. 

d ・00 "白ー。。
k=1 

The first order component is described by Iinear convolution 

山 J:h1(1') X(t-1') d1' 

where x(t) denotes the input function and h1(t) the first order impulse respons
e 

that describes the linear behaviour of the system. 
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The other components require more than one time variable and 
12111tidimensionalsignal processing is needed.As an example ，let us describe the 
second order (nonlinear)component of the response-From Eq.(2h we have the 

following expression : 

.00 .00 

九(t1'tz)" I I h.(1'山)x(t〆 1)x(ts -1' z) d九d1'2 (
4) 

.. -0由..-0由

where f T are the two time variables and hdh，fz)denotes the second orqer 
impulse1Je;pon比 Withinthis mathematical framewo-rk， two dimensional Fourier 
transform is appropriate for the study of the material behaviour in the frequency 

domain. 
.00 .0。

ダ z[h九九)1"I I hz(1'1，1'2) exp(-jw1r1・jωZ1'2}dT1dT， (5) 
01-0001-00 

This expression defines the second order transfer fun~tion $) with two 
circular frequency variables ω1 and ωz . !T is the Fourier transform operator. 

$2 (ωl'WZ) ..ダ2[hZ(1'l・l'.)] 
(6) 

In this application， a single impulse has been used as input 

x(t) .. a 6(t-T) 

Then from (1) and (2)， we obtain : 

ル 2Yi(t)E2 1 : ! : h i (日円)Ias…)dTk 

=士山-T)

From the single impulse of m different test magnitudes， EQ.(7) gives 

)
 

-(
 

円 (t)~ L a:" t仲 T) (8) 

where m denotes the mth test. 

(2) 
Under matrix form， Eq.(8) is as follows 

(yJ .. [a] {h} (9) 

(3) 

(10) 
(y) .， (yl(t)，yZ(t)，…，ym(t))T 

{h} = (h1(t-T)，hz(ト T)，…，hn(t-T))T 
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{h} ~ [aJ-l {y} 

)
 

-I
 

，，.、

(12) 

tm  vztL:?MUon gives山 imp山 responseof various orders with州 yone 

TEST PROCEDURE AND EXPERIMENT AL RESUL TS 

Large specimens have been prepared aMmaintained during testing by a steel 

rucz;;JLZJ;15ri!?1ftzrrrs手足立rrtdぷ足;z
electro -hydraulic load1118131aclune Of 50 kN capaCIty-Four electro-mechanical 
extensometers of 30mm aM60 mm gauge length were glued onto the specimens 

二fzz;;22L221::::よ“ferent10削 on5. One L VDT measured the 

Figure 1. Large tensile te5t specimen equipped with extensometers. 
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CODcrete mix 
The mix used is (per m3) 

Aggregate size 485 kg 
359 kg 
156 kg 
701 kg 
385 kg 
9.6 kg 
137 litres 

(Iength : 60 mm): 40 kg 

12.3/20 mm : 
8/12.5 mm : 
1.6/5 mm : 
0/1.6 mm : 

Cement (CPA HP Ciment Lafarge Saint Vigor) : 
Superplasticjzer Sikament HR 40] : 
Mixing water : 
Dramix stee] fibres 

Sand 

The curing conditions employed during a fortnight period are : ambient 
temperature (20 oc) and relative humidity : > 95 % (mist conditioning room). The 
compressive strength at 28 days old， measured on the standard cylinders (0.16 m 
in diameter and 0.32 m high)， are 56.2 MPa， 57.3 MPa and 59.9 MPa. 

Using Hillerborg's technique [8]， the characteristic length of the tested 
cementitious composite has been determined thanks to the relationship : 

tch .. EGF 1 Pt = 248 mm 

The pulse-transmission method， using videoscan piezoelectric transducers 
V150 (0.25 MHz)， have been app1ied as a nondestructive testing， in conjunction 
with a pulser-receiver Panametrics 5052PR which provides high-energy 
broadband performance. The pulser section produces an electrical pulse to excite 
a piezoelectric transducer， which emits an ultrasonic pulse. The pulse travels 
through the specimen which is subjected to a given static tension， to a second 
transducer acting as a receiver. The transducer converts the pulse into an electric 
signal which is then amplified and conditioned by the receiver section ;lnd made 
available for nonlinear analysis. 

-. 

/ 

I 

• RESP.oNSE • 
/ • 0.4 

/ 0.3 /. 
0.2 :J----• -------。

g 2 MPa 。

Figure 2. Variation of the ratio nonlinear llinear response of the ultrasonic pu)se 
tra velling through the specimen under static tension loading. 
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Signal records have indicated the evolution qf the .ultrasonic pulse 
travelling through the specimen which is loaded by zncreaSEas static tensile 
forces.They have evidenced {I)the occurrence of tensile cracking Which 
modifies the longitudinal part(the faster)of the pulse signal and(2)the effects 
of microcracking which affect its tra守sversalpart (the sJower). Figure 2 presents 
the variation of the ratio nonlinear/lEnear response of the ultrasonic pulse.Tha 
slope change of the experimental curve叫 geststhat the conc附 epresents 同;
d:仇 rentbehaviours : the former is山 ble，the latter may lead to failure because 
of microcrackin宅whichgenerates nonlinear effects affecting the ultrasonic wave 
propagatEon mecnanisEns.Th?traditional "ductility factor μヘcommonlyused for 
the design of earthquake reEEStant Structures，seems to be defined in reference to 
this threshold of nonlinearity appearance. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The proposed testing arrangeme nt for direct tensile strength measurements 
simplifies the loading equipment by the use of a uniaxial test machine with the 
combined compression loading frames.It is practical and reliable.The method 
does not require special testing equipment and/or ancillary mechanical 
components. 

The nonlinear analyser reveals to be very useful for the detection of the 
microcracklnFProcess announcing the occurrence of propagating damage in the 
concrete subject to tension.It can be used tO Inonitor nondestructively and 
conqnou向 thewhole fatigue damage process of conc附 eso that the damage 
mechanisms can be quantitatively explained. 

The experimental fesuits provides a basis for selecting a ductility factor in 
earthquah resistant deSIgn-because ductile hysteretic response is a mannerof 
transfo?mmg and dissipating the seismic energyor accumulating damage during 
succesSlve events. 
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NONL町EARDYNA島直CANAL YSIS OF IMPACT FAILURE 
MODESll唱CONCRETESTRUCTURES
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ABSI友ACT

ly 
WJ.ure m'吋時are蜘 died.Three di晶 rentfj泊1uremodes， i.e.， ben，仙.g，bending to P岨 .chingsh制
組 dpuncbing shear， are岨 alyticallydefined. The bendi昭 failuremode is do凶 nantat s]ow 
loadi血gra低swhile a fast 1，倒.dinl!rare would伺 .useIlUnchinl! sh鎚 rfailure to ()(澗r.

町TRODUCTION

The failure mod田 for∞ncret:es加伽ressubj回凶旬回食 impactloa血 [1]are也pendenton白e
charac伽 isticof血ei!npact load-time function岨 da1so也β 曲 ergyabsorption伺 pacityof也c
s伽叫IreI民 lf.Det:enn血.ing白cfail鵬 modesfor diff町 ntimpact load functio回目nbe
∞n.sidead to be the major泊skthat a stmctnral eng泊eerhas ωoverω，me， in otdd-ωdesign a 
切町民総 S回 ctureeffici岨t曲 oughto withs凶 da giv岨也伊.c!

凶 ed叩血enonl泊四rdynamic layered ftnite element me也叫
抽出m邸 h凶皿， u悩阻止esta回 andalso failure tn吋esinre凶 0蛇吋∞，ncte動eslabs血血』釦a
UD.pact ]，佃dings.

ANAL YTICAL PROCEDURE [2，3] 

d戸amicstep-hy-step fmit:e ele.血相.tmethod is employed for岨且かお ofre.泊foぉd
Reinforced c岨 C飽 teslabs wi也 doublyreinfo1'<泡dsections are ro，似たled魁品.own
slab is divided into eight hypo血etica1la戸町血 ofconct時姐d加。 ofs臨 l
百 elayering approach allo制御in-planest削邸側Í1!.-planes~踏めbevaried

白ickn閤姐dpennits血einclusion of s恥 lre泊fo:悶 m倒 atpro伊 leveJsw抽 inthe
element etnployed here is the four-似たMindlin骨perect組側arelement. Each 

nodal-point has five degre田 of企拠出血， ie.， in-plane displa田 menls仇吟，出血svet毘
Thee1ern，岨tω凶 stsof 
∞upling eff，民tbecotn田
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Y 

L 
C.L-'-' 

C.し~~向

「可否芯蜘
iF-B 

.. 
{刷:mm)ih

C.L 
(Plan) 

→平田続出

Reinlor均mentlayer
(51珂tionB-司

均 .1Lay慨 dfi山 elem叩 tm田 b

more pronou即剖 due00 the shi創ngof the町山aIax句 ascracks progress血rough白es1ab. 
Fur血ettnore，血E出血町間eshear stresses for血.econcrete slab are ex回 pola包dfrom血S句回tion
of equilibrium岨 d由enincluded泊白血e姐 alysis錨 itis aSS1lmedωaffi田 tnot onlyぬ.eultim肱
behavio.rs but also the failure modes. The ex岡田lim戸ctfoぉeis appIiedめ 也.eslab at miゐ戸n，

indica低din Fill.l. 
of plasticity is appIied for tnocleIing o.f ∞'ncte飽.A prov包10.且 fortnateria} 

守 :in∞町民tedeme脳血dthe loading and unloading ph岨.o.me.回 areado.P凶
恒也巴 a加 lysis.A 4・戸l'atne加佐iaxialfai皿remodeI fo.r ∞，ncrete proposed by 0他国血 [4]is 
applied here. The 0伽笛n~o.deI is capable o.f reprc由 cing白em地 f関組問o.fa凶眠ialfailu胞
団 rfa，偲・ Theyield surfa田 for∞nc飽teis selected as a reduced品apeof the failure surface. The 
shape o.f the yield surface is based o.n a nonunifortn harden泊g血吋eLA p1astic poten出lother
白血且血.eIoading function is used to. defme血eflow rule as melastic vo1Ume dilatation伺 nbe
expec凶 ω∞curi且∞，ncretetna畑 ialslli曲 rぬe叫“血臨 S出 ss.The Druck.er-Prager type of 
function is aDD1ied here. 

U四位das姐 0:曲叩opicmateria1 after craιking. The elastic組曲四ergy泊k
racked element is血血conve:此edin島0.equivalent nodal fo民田.τ'henumeri伺 1rep:巴 sen勉tionof 
crac脳血gis based on a 2-d血.ensio血 Ism朗氏dcrack approach in血巴旭.-p1anedirection， wlH郡白s
e質問tsof aggregate interlock岨 ddowel action after crac脳血8伺 nbeexp飽鑓edinten田 ofash捌
節句ntio.n白cぬt

Static ma除rialprope出回 areused血roughout血isstudy fo.r de白血ing血ematerial 
∞ncrete岨 dreinfo.rcel臨 nt1t is COI国也氏d也at由edynami.c m且.te血lpro:抑也s

lroperly s回.ula飽~ in ~e dynamic finite element pro田 dure
test飽sults，応出eeffects of inertia and viscous-damp包s

have恥姐泊∞，mora低dinωtheanalvsis. 

VERIFICATION GF ANALYT!CAL PROCEDURE 

一ーー血pact
by accelerauon senso1'5 at包chedめ血efa脳血.gmass. Measure血血lISfor deflection， 
mpo田 e組 demck width wepω出.edo.ut The 血悶血血S可E低血∞制sぉd
displa白血ent回 ndu∞rs，aωet悶 tionse.田0.1'5，crack gages姐d岨剖1810g也taぉ∞，rder.

Two.蹴i巴5of concぉteslabs w批 test叫 ~e.， no.nnal strength -reinforc 
slabs岨 dhil!h-s位eDl!血飽血forced ∞，ncre~巴 σIRC) slabs. Material臨 tres叫包
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Fig.2 Impact force-tnidキandeflection curves 

modulus， Po.isson' s ratio岨 d凶 路 弘1material characteristics from uniaxial∞mpressive 
(c岨crete)岨dtensile (.∞ncrete岨ds臨1.低血forcement)回箇 areused錨 inputda飽 for白E

四位rials.τ'heuniaxぬ1ma凶a1test館側Itsare converted泊.00血eeffective s仕簡明d民tives刷 n
relaU，岨 [2]befo.re application泊ωthe姐 alysis.

Fig.2(a) shows the impact fo.rce-midspan deflection c町 V田 for也eanalysis and回 .perim姐 t
of a typi回 1RC slab while Fig.2(b) is白eresult for姐 HRCslab. The hdght of fal1 o.f th巴
血戸ctingm踊 (5∞kgf)in白巴 experiments，h， are indicated in brack.ets. Th巴悶ultsshow白紙

血巴姐alysisgiv1回 avery g∞d predictio.n of the ultimate behaviors of RC slabs，巴:venaftet血e
F泊.tof maximu血 impactfotl∞. A SmalI difference betw巴拍 thecalcula比dvalu時 姐dthe 
experlme臨 beginも0.appear after the maximum impulsive load， i.e.， ¥Vhen血，eu叫帥dingProc国 S

beg血InFig.2(b)， it is CL聞 白紙theanalytical館山area出 ledifferent from也eexpc:姐ment
after血s泊itialcracking stag眠Buting'姐巴raI，也E拍車lysisis able to give a rou曲目timateof白e
ov色ralIdefonnation behavior. 0血er叫.timatesta脂 andbehaviors， such as也ecrack pattems at 
faili目白岨dfai1ure modes， are also compared and found ωbe sim週arwi血血.eexperimen'包.

τh飽fore，由巳姐a1同S白血 beconsideredωgive a g'∞dpぉdictionof働 overal1飽spo.幽eo.f 
∞血cteteslabs under卸 ftimpact loads. 

ANALYSIS OF FAILURE MODES 

The two. main fai1ure modes也atcan be associa鈴dwi出向ftimpact loads are也.ebend泊g
(flexural) failure mode組 dthe punching sh伺 rfailurem吋e.Fl凹血ettnore，姐inten田 diatefailu島
阻吋ebelWeen th，田etwo distinct failure mod凶， where也ebending mode is do凶 nantat也E田 rly
~tages foUowed by a岡田itioninto血epunching 池田rm似た， is巴:xpec凶 .τ'hefailure modes同 a
be analytically deflned based o.且 thefollowing inde~回 [3]:

Index 1:. The dis仕ibutionof deflection (d巴fonnation)由roughout也eslab，
Index 11: The impact force-tnidspan deflectio.n curv回 fromzeroω山田路加d，
Index ]]1:. The propagation of cracks也知ughCI'OI好民ctions姐 dα耳.ckpatterns at failure. 
The first two indexes will be employed here i且也巴 discussionsas血eyprovide good 

iD.dications of the failure modes. More -d巴勧iledinfo:matio.n about血.eindex，回 arel!iV1白血

Refer四.ce[3]. A seri回 of岨 alyseswere carried out 旬抽Idy血edy回出.cbehaviors at叫t出血島

由同岨dalωぬefailure mod田 ofreinfo.rced∞ncrete s1abs四 bjectedωd島 rentloading ra回.

Theterm“l伺 dingrate"， Vb is defmed as恥問時egradil倒的fぬ.eimpωtfo伽伽efulliction at 
峰山re[3]. The range of也eloading rate∞ 酪ideredwere betw，白血5.0tfJmsec拙 d140.0岬幽ec.

Fig.3 shows the巴質問包 ofloading rate on djffe.飽且tm蜘 ;rialsta臨 of∞，ncぉteands悦 l
reinforcement The cracking of ∞'Dcrete， initial yielding o.f ∞Dcrete (p1asticity) Ullider 
白血pおssio.Dand s回 lre凶 orcetnentyielding behave in a sitnilar m組 neras血eload泊.grate is 
Illc鳥飼吋，也atis，血巴 loadfor each ma飴rialsta民泊cr田氏S描 the1伺 dingrate is increa民 dThis 
sho.WS伽 tthe different ma制 ialsta包5 are under the influen，∞ of inertia during impulsive 
1oadings. The effi民治ofine託iagrow Iarger as the loading rate is incお鍋edbut也巴泊C氏個ein load 
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for∞.ncate cracking is comparatively泊且11at high蜘 dingra胞団惚fore，∞，ncrete倒必ngis
卸 Un創刷cedas IDuch as s民 1reinforcement under田 ftimpact loads. In g岨 eraJ.ωncrelc
倒 cki時伺CU1Sfi臨む followedby血itialyielding of ∞，ncrete underαmtpression，姐dfi血 11y
yie湖町ofainfol'C個個ι

Fig.4 shows four typica1 deformation (failua) modes， obtained ch国且gdiffe飽 nt1倒必且g
m凶"at也.eflllal failure stage. Und巴:ra slow loading rate， as in Fig.4(a)， deformation is spread 
白roughoutthe e凶 reslab岨 d旬凶甜uc佃ralfa組 出 isexpec凶 .τ'hefaiIu民阻.odehere c岨 be
cla舗ifJ.edas血ebending failure mode. During血isfaiIua mode， cru油ingof edge∞ 脳 淑 批

elemen包 at血sα泡rerof the slab or along血e白血回1回随時:rseaxis is noti∞dωgethぽ with
由加ughout血e白血:'Cslab. Bo也 Fig.4(b)岨d4(c)包必帥，tethe 

foram，吋iumloading rate.τ'he 1，倒dingrate in Fig~4(c) is relatively_fi鎚御伽n
in Fig.4(b)，白田泊dica出s血eseverity of the degr田 ofpunching sh伺 rmodein也efma1fa油Jl'e

of higher modes of vゐm伽n， indicated by the shape of血s
E 白e10昭如dぬaland回邸verse目白:， are much moa pro凶nent

in Fig.4(c).仁:OncretJ巴cru企ing0CCU1'S at approがm蹴 1y1/4 po.剖onof血esp岨 of也esJab，where
the relative defOl1皿.tionis c咽 .par叫velyla宜供 Fig.4(d)indica脂血edeform岨.ontnode at a very 
fast loading rate. Deformation 1s∞n白血回凶もoward也.emiddle of the slab and t田alfa泊Jl'eis
~xpeぬd The failure血.odeforぬisfigure can be class出edas也 punchingshear failure m，民le.
Duringぬisfailure (蹴h∞，nca動ecrushing岨 dyielding of st居 lre血fo氏訓ementare∞a∞a回 ωd
m凶 dthe area where rela伽 edeforr阻止ionis∞岨parativelylarge. 

Fig.5 sho明 the回lpactfo.飽か凶ds伊且也4民組.onαuves， from zero to叫盛田包 1佃 d，for 
diffeant loading 1'8臨.Thea町田w;血1argeim伊ctfol'Ce at failure occur d凹ingfast loeding 
m陶 while叩 W田 wi血 arelatively small impact fol'Ce at failure are白国eunder slow 1，伺d泊g

I岨 d泊.gra1同 the血itialgr叫ie出 ofthe伺 rvesare relatively latge and not much 
at failure. This ohc泡ome幽伺nbeat仕ibutedto血eeffects of inぽtiain血e

血eslow町

“the noti回 able.
bending (duc“le) failure c岨 beexpected for a slow 1側di!lgrate. 
From白.eresults包 Fig.5，a failure-envelope for re泊forced∞且d由 slabsunder回負担伊.ct

loads伺 nbeob凶卸d.百 e制 lure姐 .velopeis indi伺凶inFig.5， in the shape of a parabolicωrve， 
by dotted line. The im加 ctforce at failua泊C飽aseswi血 incr国 S泊.grate of loading， but曲e

m出 andslow1，備品g1'8蜘 aregr鴎脂血血at白e
ωitindiω防白鉱山efai!ure mechanism and also 
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failure mod岱 aredifferent for different regiollS of loading rate. 
The impact force at failure for diff慨 ntloading ra回 areshown in Fig.6. The results above 

aぉ alsoincluded如b 血isfigure， where白β 飽:gionfor bending failure， b団副時飴ぬ融tfa出血

and punching sb曲 rfailure mod田， are indicated. The bending fai1ure mode regionωnbe 
classified as upωapproximately 10 tf/m蹴，whllethe p岨 chingsh聞 rfailure m，吋eregion is for 
loading ra回 above80 tf/msec. Note白紙 a仕組sitionin itnpact fotce at fa注目eα~be何回血
血 chfai1ure region. The loading rate VL伺 nbe classified into血お巴 different白色:goo田 b価。don
the failure modes， i.e.， slow loading rate (vL:S: 10 tf/m蹴:)，medium load泊.grate (lOt町'msec<VL重
80tf/m蹴)，拍dfi醐 load泊grate (VL> 80 t町四ec).

Themai且conclusiollS合Qm也isstudy伺 nbeSl血阻吋up師 follows:
(1)τ'he nonlin四 rdynamic layered fmite element m，地叫togetherwi血theOt陶enfailure m，吋01
and the Drucker-prager plastic po回也l， is阻 .pableof giv泊gg∞dDtedictio田 ofthe ultim脚
behavio岱 of∞ncreteslabs under 50食impactl回 ds.
(2) The d箇erenttnaterial s包臨of∞n慨も巴組dre並fotcementdue ω必笠間凶loadingrates， ie.， 
∞即retecracki.ng，∞ncrete plasticity under compおssionand s臨 Ir由 forcementyielding， c抽出

simul臨 din the拍 均砲byincluding tbe effc民包 ofine蜘.A fast loading rate is foundωhavea 
sma11er effect on concrete cracki.ng， in∞m伊risonwIJ白S勧elre泊forcement.

(3) Thぉedifferent failu白血吋国a民 組alyti，ω11yidentified in re凶 oぉed∞町民包slabsunder 50:負
itn抑ctloads. The failure mod田 a肱(り Bendingfailure mαie，仰IntermediateゆendingtD 
punching sh聞の fai1u民 mode，岨d(iii) Punching shear failu民 阻ode.The出田 failuremodes 
ω紅白:pondω 山田 differentrang回 ofloading ni.te. The bending fai1uお modeωαJl'Sat a slow 
loading rate region whi1e punching sb回 rfailure is domin拍 tat a fast loading rate region. 

CONCLUSIONS 
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Principal Lecture 

SHEAR FRAcruRE iN CEMENTITIOUS CO恥WOSITES
PARTI:EXPE悶MENTALOBSERVA'百ONS

J.G.M. V AN MIER， E. SCHLANGEN and M.B. NOORU・MOHAMED
Delft University ofTechnology， Stevin LaboratOIy， 
P.O. Box 5048， 2600 GA Delft， The Netherlands 

ABSTRACf 

Re四ltsare presented of "shear" fracture tests on concrete. Two different but ulUque test 
methods were used. ln the first approach， double-edge-notched quadratic plates are sub-
jected to combined tension and shear. During loading the boundaries of the plates are kept 
parallel. Depending on血ee.姐 ctboundary conditions and the load-path， a set of curved or 
straight overlapping cracks develops from the two notches The behaviour seems governed 
by mode 1 cracking only. Beam tests are carried out in a sophisticated apparatus where the 
boundary conditions can be varied. Tests can either be carried out between fixed or rotating 
supports. lt is found that the actual boundary condition has a significant effect on the crack 
mode. Under fix:ed supports， the overlapping curved αack mode is found， and final failure 
Oにursthrough splitting.百Iissituation resembles the results obtained in出eplate experi-
ments. When on the other hand the supports in the beam tests are allowed to rotate， a single 
mode 1 crack dominates the behaviour of the single-edge-notched and double-edge-
notched four point shear beams.τbe results are confirmed by simulations wi出 asimple 
lattice model，-which are presented加 anothercontribution to this conference [8). Shear 
failure， defined as an aruiy of inclined microscopic tensile cracks seems only be possible 
when se∞nd均 的ckingcan be prevented (1) t胎oughconfinement on the parts of the 
specimen outside the expected shear zone， (2) under dynamic loading， or (3) in fibre 
reinforced cement composit回 wheresecondary cracking is prevented by曲efibres. 

INTRODUCTION 

In c1assical fracture mechanics， three different crack modes are distinguished -opening， in 
p~ru:削hear and 0叶 of-planeshear -which can occur in any combination. Al也oughmode
~ is the situation which has been investigated most thoroughly in the concrete commu凶ty，
lt seems to be the exception in practice. This is白ereason which is most企equentlyused by 
r.esearchers to justi今mixed-mode1 and 11， mode 11 and mode m fracture studies. But do 
~ese latter modes really occur in heterogeneous materials Iike concrete ? Or is our view 
blurred because several-itutial assumptioIIs must be made， which often go back to classical 
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strength theory and fracture mechanics ? The answer to these questions is not straightfor_ 
ward. Important to realise is白紙thelevel at which we define tensile or shear cracks is of 
eminent importance. In the disαlssion two levels will be distinguished: (1) the macroscopic 
level at which continuum theories are assumed to be valid， and (2) the mesoセvel，where 
individual aggregate particles are distinguished. The characteristic size range for the first 
level is in the order of 100 mrn or more， at the meso・leveldetails in the order of 1 mm are 
distinguished. 

In the past， Baiant & Pfeiffer [1] claimed that true macroscopic shear (mode II) fracture 
occured in double notched shear beams with a n釘 rowshear zone. Mode nI fracture wぉ

observed among others by Bazant & Prat [2]. In a11 these tests， the main emphasis wぉ on
d巴terminingthe maximum load for specimens of different size. The post-peak response was 
of less interest， and tests were conducted in stroke control. 

Many researchers have questioned the results of the mode II experiments by Baiant & 
Pfeiffer. For example Ingra笠'ea& Panthaki [3]， and Swartz & Taba [4] tried to demonstrate 
both through experiments and finite element analysis that actually a splitting type of failure 
occured in tbe four point shear bearns wi出 narrowshear zone， after primary cracks 
nucleated from the notcbes along curvilinearpaths. There are however several uncertainties 
in the discussion. First， the level of observation is not specified. Secondly， and more 
important， the boundary conditions may have an important infIuence on the behaviour of 
the specimens.百1islatter point is mentioned in [2] and [4]， but has never beeninvestigated 
in detail. The e旺'ectof boundary conditions has been studied in the past by the authors for 
mode 1 and mixed-mode 1 and II test geometries [5]， [6]. 

In由ispaper an overview of the experiments carried out at the Stevin Laboratory wiH 
be presented. Two unique but different test set-ups are used. In a sophisticated bi出 ial
apparatus， square double-edge-notched plates are subjected to combined tensile and shear 
Ioads. The specimens are Ioadeo between fixed end-platens， which can onIy have minor 
rotations caused by the stiffness of the supports. In the second test set-up single-edge-
notched or double-edge-notched beams are subjected to four point shear. This apparatus 
has been designed in order to alIow for variation ofboundary conditions， i.e. fixed or rotating 
supports. ResuIts of experiments carried out in these machines are discussed and coropared 
with results from Iiterature.百1efindings are (partly) supported by results obtained叩tha
recent与developedlattice modeI [7]. The numericaI results are presented in another 
contribution to this conference [8]. When discussing mixed-mode fracture below， always 
mixed-mode 1 and 11 is assumed. 

OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTS IN DELFT 

The biaxial apparatus in tbe Stevin Laboratory was designed for mixed-mode fracture 
studies of concrete [9].τ'he macbine can however also be used for studying sh出合acture，
creating a situation sirnilar to the Ioading of a narrow shear zone in a four point shear beam. 
This was done in the so-caIled load-path 4， 5 and 6 experiments. After a short description 
of the testing technique， relevant results wiII be presented. 

The fOuI point shear experiments that have-been carried out on single-edge-notched 
beams were part of the round robin test designed by Carpinteri [lOJ. However， it was felt 
that the boundary conditions migbt have a significant effect on the experimental result.Car-
pinteri et a1. [11] daimed an increase of fracture energy under mixed-mode Ioadin~. 
However， recently it was shown that mucb of the increase of the so-called mixed-mode 
fracture energy must be traced back to boundary effeω[U]. In this paper， the respectiVe 
influences will be sbown. Moreover the experiments have been extended to double-edge同
notched beams as well. The mode 11 fracture test ofBaiant& Pfeiffer [1 J have been repeated 
using exactly the same beam geometry， but now under varying boundary conditions. 
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opposite sides ofthe spedmen紅;f~r~~dto remain p3fallel to each other durin~ the .~~tíre 
test-IfthBend-facescanindeedbekeptparallel，willdependtoalarge extentonthestiffness 
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FigIre1.sectionalviewofthebiaxialtestdgintwostag-s:(a)behre and 
(b) after cracking due to loadi昭 inthe vertical direction. 

Note the bending of the plate springs in figxe(b). 
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ofeach other.ITIF 010bal axial crack opedng is measured with four LVDTs (gauge length 
65m)mountedmarthenotche5atthe su由 ceofthe sp仙 nen.The shear displacerr悶 1t

fp 

Figure 2.Boundary condition for a double，edge-notched specimen subjected to 
combined tension and shear. 
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Another load-path of interest was load-path 6 where shear and tension were applied 
simultaneous1y in a constant ratio of d/ds = 1.0， 2.0 and 3.0. At d/ds = 3.0， tension is 
dominant， at smaller values， the effect of shear becomes more important. 

In Fig. 3 the Ps-ds and P-d response for the load-path 4 experiments on specimens of 
2∞mm are shown. The graphs contain a duplicate test with Ps = -10凶 (load-pa出 4b)
duringtension. The Ps-dsωrves show where the test control was changed from load-control 
in the lateral (shear) direction to displacement controI in tbe凶 aldirection. The tensi1e 
response of the specimens depends to a large extent on the leveI of the shear loading. A 
decreasing maximum副 ialloadis measured when the level of PS increases. For Ioad-path 
4c， when the shear-load is kept constant at Ps，maぉ也eaxial load P even becomes com-
pressive (Fig. 3b， specimen 4706).τbe reasonfor this becomes clear when the crack patterns 
are studied. In the load-path 4c test， a set of overIapping curved cracks developed from tbe 
two notches as shown in Fig. 4c. During tbe experiment the lower crack branch was visible， 
whereas the upper branch developed during血 ialloading. Similar crack pattems were 
observed in tbe two other tests， tbe difference being the distance between the two over1ap-
pingcracks (see Figs. 4a and 4b). In the load-path4a and 4b tests， no crackingwas observed 
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BjD重alresults 

IK totd scope ofthe biaxial experiments wasrather wide [131，[14]，and here onlylimited 
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Figure 6. Crack patterns for load-path 4b experiments on specimens of 
three different sizes. 

Figure 4. Crack patterns for load-path 4a， 4b and 4c experiments. 



theeffectofshear-becomesprominent andtheaxialload changesfromtensiontocompress-
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J1ll1l specim叫 whichsbowed a d悶

tゆd>2お50μm).InF日ig.8t白hecαr問ackpa幻tt飽er邸 pert創凶ngtωot白hes槌ete邸st岱s釘 eshoWILFo町rtぬhelarg酔er
;ふ協sp戸e伽 e側ns，the overl柳 ingcrack mode was found， e.側x却c印叫e句削p
more s抑t位ra必ightnowt由h組 i泊n也eloa叫d-p戸a白 4t旬es路総.'I31eexperimentsrevealed also a change In 
fracture mode for the smaller specbnens-The crack pattems were more distributed for 
several50 mm and 100 mm experimeots， although出is-was oot consistent for all tests. 
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during the sheariog regime.百lIs回 na1so be deduced from the Ps~s curves for these te拘
(Fig. 3a)， which are almost linear up to the required level of・5kNand・10附 respectively.

Beam tests 
Beam experiments were carried out in a recently developed test-rig where the boundary 
conditions could be varied.In Fig.9，moverview of the loading configIration is shOM1. 
Singledge-notched or double-edge-notched beams are loaded in f01ηoint shearpe-
tween hinged pendulum bars.In this SItuation，the supports are bee to rotate-By Insertmg 
diagonal bars between the PEndulum(dashed lines in Fig.9)，the supports are prevented 
from rotating.In this mamler the effect of boundary restraint on the fracturing of the 
spedmens can be studied.Note that the test set-up is completely anti，symmetric-τbe 
c00Crete spedmmis loadedwi出 pendulumsbetween御 elbars that are fIxed伽 ougha 

Tbe effect of specimen size is shown in Fig. 5. Load-patb 4 experiments were臼rried
out on specimens of three different sizes as mentioned above. The Ps~s curves are not 
shown here because they resemb1e the curve of Fig. 3a for PS =・ 10kN. Note that白e
shear-Ioad for tbe 50 mm speclmens w:出 reducedto・9kN because a shear-load of・10kN
was too close to tbe maximum shear load for these small specimens.百lisexplains wby the 
axial tensile peak is so low.百 ecrack pattems for tbe experiments of Fig. 5 are sbown in 
Fig. 6. In spite of the fact that the relative level of shear stress was_different in the three 
specimen sizes， the crack patterns were su甲 山inglyself similar. The same overlapping 
cracks developed in the specimens and seemed to scale according to the scaling of白e
specrmens. 

Interesting results were also obtained in the load-path 6 experiments. InFig. 7， PIPmax-d 
and Ps-ds curves are shown for load-path 6a tests (d/ds = 1.0) for specimens of three 
different sizes. In tbese tests， cracking is caused by the tensi1e 10ading; during crack opening 
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Figure 7. PIPmax-δ(a) and Ps~s (b) curves for load-path 6a experiments on specimens of 
three different sizes. 
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Fi酔re9. Set-up for testing single-edge-notched or double-edge-notched four point 
shear beams. 

hinges to恥 overallloadingframe. The test set叩 isextremely u出t油lebecause of all the 
hinges，and a stable displacement controlled test canonly be earned out succesalUy when 
a∞nstmtw increasing deformation is chosen as control variable.Moreover，the specimen 
dime~~i~;;~ ~~st be eiact， and the sides to which the loads are applied must be completely 
pl組ーpardeLIn addition tothis，the pendulum bars must be placdat exacdy the correct 
positio;-.~(i ~~ ~~~~~Ùicities ~e allowed. When all these conditions are ~lfil1~d， exper~: 
me凶…becarried out with extremely small scatterぉ shownin月.11 for three small 
beam tests with rotating supports. …静一

己主ゴ
Sini!le-edl':e-notched four Doint shear be且mS.百letest set-up w出 originallydeveloped 

~ study mixed-mode食actureof concrete following the Round Robin proposal of RILEM 
TechDIcal Committee 89 F恥IT[1町.τbeset-up proposed in [10] was changed because the 

回向酬副i時 叫

....臥岬

Fi即時 8.Crack patterns for the load-path 6 experiments of Fig. 7. 
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impression was that the reported increase of fracture energy under mixed-mode conditions 
could well be explained by the effects of the supports when a beam is loaded in compressio~ 
in a convention副知tapparatus.百 ebeams are Ioaded in di叩lacementcont山 singdz
as define~ ~ ~ig. 1O_~ as ~ntrol par~et~r ~ the closed loop syst~m. The average si~aí 
measured with two L VDTs mounted at the front and back side of the beam was used as 
feed back signal. Six additional L VDTs were fixed to tbe specimen in order to measureδ1. 
CMC?D ~n ~MSI? _!.ocal ~e~ormations in tbe _crac~ zone weE_e measured witb clip gauges: 
The loads Fl and F2， and tbe support reactions FIR and F2R were measured with -the 
instrumented pendulum bars. For a detailed description of the test procedure the reader is 
refered to [6]， [12]. 

F2=';'，P 円='O;'，P

に:==:: -:r2 

(a.) 

Figure 10. Deformations dl and d2 (a); loads Fl， F2 and reactions FlR， F2R (b) for the 
single-edge-notched beam. 

The experimental res叫tspresented below were obtained on a 8 mm normal conαete. 
For the single-edge-notched beams several different materials were tested， but these results 
wilI be presented elsewhere. DetaIls concerning the conαete mix are given in [12]. Be四百

of two different sizes were tested， viz. small beams (440 x 100 x 100 mm)， and large bean恐
(840 x 200 x 100 mm) witb a notch depth of 20 and 40 mm respectively.百lespecimens were 
always tested with the notch at the top side. Previous tests showed that the -effect of notch 
position was negligible [12]. 

百leload-deformation curves (P-d2) are given in Fig. 11. Results are shown for smal1 
and large beams Ioaded either between fixed or free supports. Always the descending 
branch was higher for the beams tested between fixed supports. Moreover the ratio's Ft!Fz 
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Figure 11. P-d2 curves for small (S) and 1釘 ge(L) single-edge-notched bearns loaded 
between freely rotating or fixed supports. 
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and FIR1F2R would remain ∞nstant at 10/1 when a beam was tested between free rotating 
suppo~. In. ~o~位叫 this ratio would deviate strongly when the .su~ports wer~ fixed. The 
reason for this behaviour伺 nbe found when the crack patterns in the respective te山 釘e
~tudied， see Fig. 12. When a beam is loaded between仕eerotating supports， a crack will 
;削togrow fiom the notch at an angle.τ恥T
cωurve吋dpat白haお5S油howni泊nF日ig.12a. Because the pendulum bars c31l ro!ate ~~y as s~~wn， tbe 
crack wiu open as a mode 1 crack， see山 0[12).When on the other hand di叩 ndbapam 
fixed between the pend叫ums，the free movement of出econぽetespeαmen is restncteC1， 
担d~t;~th~ w-owth of crack 1: a flexural crack developed at th: l!nnotch~d s~de.of th~ beam 
(~ee figure 1ib )._ Fig. 1~ ~h?ws !he fr~cture modes for the small be釦 18，for the large beams 
泊bothcases only αack 1 developed. 

↓F
1R nn 

ηι F
 

一一

'E品マ

Figure 12. Failure mechanisms for thp. small single-edge-notched beams loaded between 
rotating (a) and fixed supporω(b). 

An analysis of the amount of energy involved in th~ fra~~~ing ~f t~e single-edge-
notched four point shear beams showed that the effect of m<?de ~I ~n 出e fracture energy 
was negligible[121.Although it appeared that the analysis of Gf was dependeM04 
assumptioIts regarding the tail of the softening curves， the reported 19・30% increase of 
fracture energy in [11] could not be found. 

Douhle-ed!!e-notched four Doint shear beam~. At present， the beam日t叩 isused fl町
loading double-=edge-notched four point shear beams as w~ll: In ~act 血etests ofB詑ant&
Pfeiffer [1] are duplicat怠d，and the e百'ectof boundary conditions is studied. 0叫Ytwo sizes 
were tested， viz. d = 150'mm and 300 mm (specimen thickness 37.5 m_m; d is defined i~ 
Fig. 13). The卸 eragesignal ofthe two CMSD gauges and the two C~.1{?D_gauges ~~ u~e.d 
as feed' back sigr凶kth~ closed-loop servo control. CMOD is negative_be!ore peak f~r t~is 
gβometry， wh:reas the CMSD show~d snap-back response bey?nd pe~~_~~~eq~e.?.tly~e 
best choice was to control the e叩erimentby using the average signal ofCMSD and CMOD. 
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Fi思rre13. Double-edge-notched four point shear beam tested between pendulum bars. 
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百1edouble-edge-notched pomeuy is shown in Fig.13.ITIe experimental results were 
zzrd forthesame8mmcometeaswmsedforthc tests onthesingl吋 ge-notc}

(CJ;よれ協はi;:ておJ212芯おt品:;誤認認12te223
能強:;iS2説話器3222鵠:器諮問
the beam-Adm-as the crackpatterzs are concerned，almost the same mecharUSIns as found 
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ー-r~totin9 
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---ー
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(CMSD+CMOD)j2 (jJ.rrt) 

Figure 14.1心ad(P) -average CMSD + CMOD cu何回forsmall (S) and large (L) 
double-edge-notched beams and loaded between fmd or rotating supports. 

i血nt白be血 g俳le吋.

2rad削e吋db民et附w附e悶巴釘叩n口ro削附O仰t切at叫1江m略n噌1沼gsu叩明p即p側 哨s，i凶ti均伸ocracks start to grow合omthetJhmt伽 • 
.t1owever， at a cert創nmoment only one crack wilpropagate-百1iscauses failure of the 
spe~me~. When o!1 the _ other hand， the spec凶e~ is ~oad_ed between fixed supporω，two 
overlapPIng curved cracks (no.1，2in Fig.15b)develop企omthe two notches，-and finaI 
~upture of ，the beam is tbrough the growtb of a tb凶 splittingcrack (no・3泊 Fig.15b) in 
between of the two curved cracks.No difference in behaviour was observed for the small 
andthe largedouble-edge-notched beams，atleastforbeamsloaded beweenfree析。ωng
supports. 

円

↓F1R↓弓R

Figure 15. Failure mechanisrns for the double-edge-notched beams loaded between 
rotating (a) a吋 fixedsupports (b). 
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DlSCUSSION OF RESULTS 

When the企ac加remod白血theplate experiments are compared to tbose obtained in the 
double-edge-notched shear be佃 15loaded between fixed supports a striking resemblance 
is observed.τbe boundary conditions血 bo白 e叩erimentsshow large similarities. 1n the 
plate te~t~in.ge_I，Ieral a s~gle ~ed cra~~ i~titiat~d 仕omone of the notches， causi噌 alarge
eccentricity in the specimens， because the boundaries of the plates were forced to remain 
parallel. At some stage of loading a second crack would appear at the other side of the 
specimen， and in fact a situation similar to testing a specimen in tension between fixed 
e'nd-platens is created [5].官lefractures will develop as a symmetric set of curved overlap-
p泊gαacks，and the distance between the crack branches seems mainly determined by the 
amount of shear as found in the load-path 4 tests on plates. Of course， as will be directly 
clear from Fig. 15， a bending moment will also develop in the beam tests where fIxed 
supports are used. Again this causes a s戸nmetricfailure mode. 

官1eresults of the beam tests can be comp釘 edwith findings by others， for example [1]， 
[3] ，[4]. Both in references [3] and {4]， the overlapping叩 rvedcrack mode was reported. 
Swartz and Taha問 foundthat the overlap would be more n釘 rowwhen an additional axial 
load was introduced in the beam.百1eresults of Ingraffea & Panthaki [3] were based on a 
numerical simulation only. Comparison of the present results with those reported泊 [1]
shows白紙contradictoryresu1ts are found. No macroscopic 'shear' cracks are found in the 
present experiments， and the impression is that the findings in [1] can probably be explained 
from the way these e叩erimentswere controlled. 1n [1] the beams were loaded in stroke 
control， and not as in the present series 1n displacement control. This would imply that 
explosive failures occured as soon as the peak load was reached， which m.ight住iggerthe 
developement of a single sbear仕acωreas recently demonstrated by Da吋es[15]. 

百1isbrings us to the question when true macroscopic 'shear' fractures can be e.巧>ected.
A survey of the literature indicates three possible situations: (1)凶axi剖 compression， (2) 
dynam.ic loading and (3) addition of fibres to the conσete.百1esesituations are elaborated 
in detail in [13]， and here only a few remarks will be made. The case of triaxial compression 
may be straigbtforward. 1n由iscase however， high shear stresses will develop in the localized 
shear band. Addition of fibres bas a similar result as confining a specimen with external 
Ioads. The fibres act as an internal confinement， and prevent the development of secondary 
tensile cracks. Macroscopic shear cracks were recently reported in ordinary fibre reinforced 
cements [16]， as well as in Slurry lnfiltrated Fibre Concr巴te[13]. 1n the latter case， the 
materiaI structure is rather anisotropic， and sbear fractures may develop in weak planes 
between the fibre layers， whereas the fibres prevent (or delay) the grow出 ofinclined 
secondary cracks. 

CONCWSION 

ln this paper results of 'shear' tests on凶tespecimens and beam specimens are discussed. 
!h_e results were obtained by using tWo different， both unique， test set-ups in the Stevin 
Laboratory.τ1te main conclusion is that shear fracture is not possible under static loading 
conditions in materials with a low tensile streng白likeconcrete. The experiments on plates 
and beams are quite indicative， wheras recent'numerical simulations With a simple fattice 
中凶elconfirm this conc1usion [8]. Moreover there seems to be a definite effect of specimen 
Sl図。nfracture mode， at least as was observed in the plate tests. 

Comparing the present results with data from literature indicates that true sbear 
fr!lctures (defined as' an aray of inclined microscopic αacks) can only be found when parts 
of t~e specimens outside the shear fracture zone are confined in such a way tbat民 condary
cracks訂 eprevented.百lism.ight be done by external confinement either applied actively 
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or derived from a carefully designed test geometry， or by an internal confinement for 
example by adding fibres to the concrete [13]， [16]. Moreover， shear企acturesseem a1so 
possible under dynamic loading as recently shown in [15]. 
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SHEAR FRACTURE IN CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSlTES 
PART 11: NUME阻 CALSIMULATIONS 

E. SCHLANGEN andJ.G.M. VAN MlER 
Delft University ofTechnology， Stevin}~bo:ato.ry， 
P.O. Box 5048，2600 GA De-lft， Tbe Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 

Numeri伺 lsimulations with a simple lattice model are shown of single-edge-notched and 
double-edge-notched concrete beams loaded in four point shear and compared with 
emerimental results presented m[21.No cracks occur in the region where shear stress 
dLiI凶 es出 claimedby BaZant and Pfei伽 [4].1加na山het伽t
crackss鈎eemprop戸ag伊at旬el加na direction which i泊sp戸e叩e阻ndi叩 la釘rtωot由h】emax垣imumt飽ens】lS1叫il白les針tr閃es民s丸， 
even when the shear s針tr問es鑓siお;hlgh~but-t.h~y ~îso follow the weakest links in the material. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the research on the influence of shear on出efracture process in concrete structu::e~ a 
distinctionhas to bemade between the initiation and propagation ofa crack t恥 andthe
ope凶ngofmexisting crack under mode II or mixed mode loading.From the latter 
eXperimental results can be found_ in [1，2)・Manyresearchers are interested in mode II and 
mfxed-mode crack initiation， see for instance [3，4，7，8). 

In this paper the resultsらfexpe由民ntson single-edge-mtchedbeam specimens(Fig. 
1a)loaded in four point shear using the geomeuy and dimension5proposed for a round 
robin organised by RILEM committee 89FMr，and te路 ondouble-edge-notched beams 
(Fig.1b)followingthegeometryofBabnt&Pfeifhr[4laresimulated，usingasimplelattice 
model inwhich the heteroFIleity ofthe concrete1s implemented as quenched disorder. 
Firstthemodel and assmnptionsareexplained，followedwithacomparisonofexperimental 

results presented in [2J. 

LAITICE MODEi.. 

For the simulation of the experiments a lattice type model，originally developed in 
theoretical physics for simulating. fra~tur:.p~o~e~ses 担 materials [5]， is adopted.百le
materialismodelled asatriangularlatticedbrittlebreakingbeamelement5161.Themodel 
おb~~d~~-;lh;~'~ ~ì~ti~-furite element model (DIANA). Fracturing of the material takes 



-m met e rs of Table 1 ar e sh own i n Fi g . 3 . Fr o m a c∞ompa紅副riおsonofthe s以tr問es凶s-d白efor口rnロrna羽a幻.ti旧on1 

cL附 M 巾 c∞o帥
ooinion t出ha幻.ta t伽h祉re白edirr田 n凶si旬ona凶alsirnulation would p戸ro油b油剥lygiv耐vebetter res叫ts. Firstly 
Jcal ls c i I 1 制 C 蹴 them 瓜仰卿E釘州r
;巴仙白re伺edim蹴.ension叫 wbi叫 i討V白叫p戸ro凶b3油bl旬y~ mo~e duc~ile resp?~民Seco凶 ybeca蹴 m 
the experimentsthe deformationis measured onthe surface，whet1seem to crackfiTSt[91・
The a~erage deformation will give a l~ss ~uctile !es~onse. 

Using the same input parameters the fo町 pointshear experiments訂 esimulated. Only 

rzぉ:rz訪問:;2222225222122e$222J
available in DIANA Simulationsuecarried out of the small single-edge-notched beam 
d double-凶作e-notchedbeams of three different sizes，sce figure 5.For the 

;芯:2Lμu由帥1山b
5叫upport岱si包srestricted by the diagon31 bars [閃2勾]， is simulated for one speαmen slze. 1 ne 
il;rizont31 displacement of the four supports is fixed in this case. 
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Figure 1. Loading scheme for single-edge-notched (a) and double-edge-notched beams (b). 

TABLE 1 
place by removing in each load step the beam element with the highest stress (relative to 
its strength).官民 stressis c31culated from the following fracture law: 

The load-displacement curves of the simulations紅 ecompared with the experimental 
S Its [2]，see Fig.4.For the single-edge-notched beams the total load P is plotted versus 

the deformation o，see Fig.1andP].In the experiments on the double-edge-notched 
peelmMheaverage ofCMSD aMCMOD atboththenotches is usedasfeed-backsignal. 
In Fig.4the total load P is plotted versus this average deforInation-IEe crack patterns for 
the slmulations and for the'experiments presented in [2] are plotted in !'ig. 5: 

h the experimentson the single-edge-notched beams one curved crack isobsewed 
starting at the notch and nInning to the opposite support-If the horizontal movement of 

beam elements: 1-5/3mm， b = speci出enthickness， h = 0.68*1 
aA = lU MPa EA = 70GPaα= 0.005 
oii=5 旧 a EM = 25 GPa s = 2.0 
aB = 1.25 MPa EB = 2S GPa 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

σt =戸本(FJA+a*max( I Mil， I Mj I )JW) 

where F is the norm31 force in the beam element， Mi and Mj are the bending moments in 
nodes i and j of the beam element respectively， A = b*h is the cross-section31 area of the 
beams， and W = b* h2J6. The coefficie:iitαis introduced in order to select a failure mode 
where bending plays either a dominant or a restricted role. The coefficient s is a scaling 
factor for the glob31 maximum stress. 

F or introducing the heterogeneity of the concrete a grain struc阻reis generated. For the 
distribution of aggregate particles in the concrete mix a Fuller叩 rvebas been chosen. Using 
statistical formulas the distribution of circIe diameters in a certain cross section c佃 be
generated， see [6].百letriangular lattice is pr吋ectedon top ofthe generated grainstructure， 
and different strengths and stiffnesses are assigned to the respective beam elements， see 
Fig. 2. When a beam element is situated inside担 aggregateparticle， the stiffness and the 
fai1ure streng白 ofthea毘regatewill be出 signedto this element; a beam element located 
on the boundary between a舘regateand matrix will get a low streng也 Matrixproperties 
will be assigned to those beam elements projected on也ecement matrix in the generated 
two-phase materi31. 
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SrMULATIONS 

τbe input parameters have been determined from a parameter study. For this purpose 
simulations were carried out of a uniaxi31 tensile experiment.τbe specimen and mesh as 
well as the experimental and simulated stress-deformation∞rve obtained with the input 

。
も
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Figure 3. Uniaxi31 tensile specimen; stress deformation叩阿倍ofexperiment and 
simulation; cracked and deformed mesh. Figure 2. Tri佃 gul紅 latticeand projection on generated grain structure. 
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the supports is restricted by the diagonal bars the descending branch is higher and the load 
distribution deviates from the thωretical ratios， see Fig. 1 and [3]. In the small beams the 
load even increases which leads to a flexural crack as shown in Fig. 5. 

In the double-edge-notched beams two growing cracks can be observed before the peak. 
After the peak only one crack will continue due to the heterogeneity of the material. In the 
situation with the horizontaly fixed suppo口salso in the double-edge-notched beams the 
Ioad at the end of the descending branch increases again， which leads to a second curved 
crack and fin剖lyto a third tensile spli tting crack which starts in the middle of the specimen. 
τ'he simulations with the lattice model show the same results as the experiments. In the 
single-edge-notched beams one curved crack developed. In the double-edge-notched 
beams up till peak load two cracks developed; after peak only one crack propagated further. 
1n all three beam sizes the same fracture mechanism occured. If the horizontal movement 
ofthesuppo巾 isrestricted曲isleads to first one curved crack， then a second curvedαack 
and finally a splitting crack between the notches. It has to be mentioned that a complete 
fixa tion of the supports as is possible in simulations never can be reached泊 theexperiments. 

百lemain error in the numerical simulations published in [7，10] of the DEN beams is the 
assumption of a homogeneous material which Ieads automatically to two curved cracks.百le
simulations of Rots et.al. (11] resulted in one curved crack， because they gave a material 
imperfection to the element at the bottom notch.τ'heωrvah江ethey found was less由加
in the experiments and the simulations with the lattice model presented in this paper. Rots 
釦 dcoworkers believe that mode 1 and mode 11 softening has to be implemented in order 
to get a correct representation of the fracture mechanism that occured in this test. 

1'he experimental results presented here and in a previous publication [3] indicate that 
the仕acturemechanism is pure mode 1. In the simulation with the lattice model no softening 
for mode 1 and no for mode II is implemented. Instead local brittle failure of the elements 
leads to a global ductile response and αack patterns show a good resemblance wi也 the
experimenω.百lecracks obtained with the lattice model are not continuous (Fig. 5)， but 
there are still pieces materialleft connecting the two crack surfaces. 1'hese crack interface 
bridges， see also [9]， can still transfer stress as the crack already has reached the opposite 
side of the beam， which results in a rather ducti!e global response. Compared with the 
experimental Ioad-displacement curves the numericaly obtained response in too brittle， but 
as pointed out in the previous section three dimensional simulations will probably give 
better results. Nevertheless the crack patterns and maximum loads found with the two 
dimensional simulations are realistic. 
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円XED ROTATING 
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d=300 

ROTATlNG 

d=l50 

ROTATlNG 

d=75 

ROT.A:百NG

d=37.5 

FIXED 

d=75 

Figure 5. Exper回目taland numerical crack patterns for the small single-edge-notched 
(a=20，bz100，c=4o，l=400and t=100mm)and double-edge-notched (d=300，150， 

75， 37.5 mm  and t == 37.5 mm) beams. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From the experiments and simulations of single-edge-notched and double-edge-notched 
beams it can be concluded也at企acturegrows under mode 1， even when the externalloading 
is mixed-mode. 

In contradiction to the experimental results published in [4] there will 00αII one curved 
mode 1 crack in the double-edge-notched specimen loaded in shear. A straigth crack 
between the middle supports is obtained only if the suppoロsare fixed in the horizontal 
direction. In that case a tensile splitting crack is observed. 

The resuIts obtained with the lattice model show a good resemblance with the 
experiments. Due to the implementation of the heterogeniety of the material only one crack 
in the double-edge-notched beam will propagate beyond peak load. The lattice modelお
able of simulating合印刷.rein different be阻 1sizes.仁左ackinterface bridges， which cause a 
ductile load-displacement response beyond the peak， are found with the lattice model. The 
simulated load displacement response is too brittle. It is expected that a three dimensional 
simulation will give better results. 
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阻I玄回聞耳抱 E貼.croRK1M CONCRKTE 

L.J. MALVAR 
Civil Engineering Department 

Univer目ityof California， Davis 

τwosmeared crack appEoachestofracture of concrete in m1xedmodeare 
i岡崎lellented 幻1 two-dimengional non11near coneEete e18回ents: 【1)
t4811estress trmgfer aczo"cracks and (2)tensile pIusshear 
stzesBtransferacross czacks.To corroborate the analytical model a 
notched beam under mixed mode Ioad1Z1Z18 analyzed.In both cages the 
stiffnesses normal and paral1el to the crack鵬 reIIIOdified to insure .a 
posit呈Vedef1Rite stiffness matE1x.stzesses weze cOErected and set 
asfunctions of the crack slip and crack opening. Equilibrium 
iterations were imple皿ented to redistZ1bute stEe---In both case-t 
acceptable agreement was found between 且nalytical predictions and 
experimental re目111ts.COZE81derationof shear stress transfer did， 
however， improve the nu皿ericalprediction. 

Introduction 

Although 1t is general1y r8COFUzed that crack initiation in concrete occurs 
1n "ode I(open1ng)，crack propagationis morelikely to take placein mixed 
冊 de，i . ;. :-i~~;;i;i~g Hode I and 11 (shearing) or III (tearing). 

Mixed mode crack propagation involves considezing the transfer of tensile and 
~h;;; "'f-;'~c~~---a;;;:;"-~;;~k;~-. ~ -Const itutlve -relatlons representing the 
tr8nsferred 8tresses were evaluated (1)・ In the present report these 
mst1MMmIat10ns m uplemmted h a generalpurFse finite ele闘 nt
program deva10ped by ADINhR&D Inc.{2〉. Abenchmark experiment byhzreaanG 
Ingraffeo (3)，【4) Is then modeled， with and without considering tr血 sferof 

shear stresse8. 

Problem 

The mhted 冊ode probl咽 considered ill depicted 1n Fig. 1 and concrete 
properties used are reported in Tablの1. In many cases the problem was 
approached without consider!ng sh・ar transfer 8cross the crack. Initial 
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atte町pts at 町IOdeling the shear tran目fer using a constant shear r邑tentlon

zr:ム(7gjcrおふ三:::;:::ぷ:;t:.ごなどおtふれ::zr::;
existence of a MOde IZ fract12Eeenergyf7)，oE using a predetermined crack 
path (8)・ In this study th-cons1deration of a shear transf-r mdelia 
attempted and its ・ff・ctsobserved. 

轟 • 
ヨ、、

.... 

訓 吋b

T'ABLE 1. Concrete Properties 

IFracture Energy I G~ = 0・055NI圃|
ー (.3141b/in)1

Compressive Strength 1 f'c = 45.5 N/mm2 

(6600 psi) 

Tensil・Strength f+ = 2.80Nfm2 
• (406 psi) 

Hodulus of E18sticitYI E 24.8 GP8 
(3600 psi) 
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に回tch

TABLE 2. Stress -Crack， 

Width R・lationship
wl旬。 。1ft
0.00 1. 0000 
0.05 0.7082 
0.10 0.5108 
0.15 0.3811 
0.20 0.2986 
0.25 0.2446 
0.30 0.2080 
0.40 0.1596 
0.60 0.0904 
0.80 0.0361 
1.00 0.0000 

lt7 201・・20] ]17 61 61 

FIG 1. 
Exp・rl田entalsetup and finite element m・sh.
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Tensile Stress Transfer 

Tbe transfer of ten8i1e stresses， aCrOS8 8 crack h8d alrc:a~~ .b，:en. _i_~~，lelllÐ!，!.t~d 
;itb a slIIeared craclt approach (9) us1ng the Crack Band Model (CBH). Thill 
;ωSion softening behavior 1nvoIVed a megativest1ffness，c"，forthe cucked 
81個師t. The CBM was implem聞 ted assuming zero st1ffness~ (actually a' very 
-a11value 官邸 used to avoid a singular stiffness matrix) and then resetting 
the stres8eS 8S a function of the crack Op組 1ng. These stre8SeS are then 
redistributed dur1ng equi1ibrium iterations. Tbe stress transferred versus 
crack width relationship i8 tabulated in Table 2 (10) in nondi田ension81form. 

The fracture energy， G~ ， is related to the stresB versus displace岨ent
relstlonship by: ー
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where w = c宜ackwidth or cr4ck openlng 
o -stress transferred at cr4ck width w 

w_ = crsck width beyond which no str回 sis transferred 
f; = tensl1e strength 

ln s first analysis on the mixed mode problem the CBM alone wss used in ord・r
t。・valuatethe i皿portanceof considerins shear transfer. 

Versions of AD1NA (2) ackn叩 ledge the import血 ce of strain softening by 
including ~ l1near stress rele4se as a function of strain after craclting (11). 
This atress rele8.s・canbe directly linked to fracture energy. H叩 ever. it 
hS8 been shown that l1nearizing the highly nonlinear post peak str・S8versus 
atrsln relati岨 shipnegatively 4ffects r・sults(9). Due to its modu14r form. 
the progr8111 W8S easily modified to include the nonl1near strain 80ftening 
relationship indicated in Table 2. 

Arc-Len2th Procedur・
The solutlon of the Unite ele岡崎tinerement41 equations of motion W8S first 
atte四~ted uaing the spherical 且rc・length snd the constant lncrement of 
ell:tern81胸 rkprocedur回 describedin (12). The poat-peak numerical卸a1ys!s
of this experiment has sh叩 n to be highly unstable (5). Tbe adoptad 
approachea did not yield converged・quilibriur;t atates pBst pesk load and， 
th四，制問 modified.

A type of indirect dlsplBcement control (13) was then adopted: in the 
arc-length procedure the norm of displacement (involving 811 nodal pO!nta) was 
replaced by the dl抗曲目 betweenthe two pointil at the' ed3es of the notch 
(POint由 D snd E on Fig. 1). The verticBl c四時or.ant of tbls diatance .ts 
referred to 8S CMSD (Crack Mouth Sliding Di.place~ent). During the an81y.ll， 
the CHSD is a monotonical1y increasfn， par銅 eter 油 ich stabilizes the 
8180rithm. 1n the experild岨 t. the CHSD ho.d b83n ua8d aa faed-bo.ck control 
para岡eter.
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Failure EnveloDes 

The failure envelop-s used in ADINA(14)arelarsely bas-d OR biaxial concreta 
strength e却 erimenta1 result8 by kupf・r at a1. (15)・ In the plane str・圃-

3ifjjjjj:52:j武器持続読ま出安31::位:;
;;Jttermtch叫 erimental results. The following power r・lationshipwal 

t 
1 -(1.、

= O. I 1 • 1-.二 1"1 t -t ~ ~ ¥0' I J 
c' 

where Ot = uniaxial cut.off t・n8i1e8tress 

。't= uniax!al cut-off tens!l・8tres8，multiaxial conditions 

。'c=uniaxialco町press1v・failurestre圃8，聞ultiaxialconditions 

toizprincipal stress in direction i at time t 

n = 1 
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FIG 2. 
Tension司 compress1onfailure envelope. 
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80th linear and power envelopes .are sh側 n in Fig. 2， together with Kupfer 
;t al. results for sp = 315 kp/cm2 (4450 psi)・sp1s the un1axial compres目ive
;trength of 50 by 50 by 200 mm (2 by 2 by 7.9 in.) prisms. Later versions of 
ADINA improved the original curve fitting， using (11): 

t σ. 
0'. = o. I 1 ・ 0.75 ーです二時 l t -t L - 0' J 

C 

From F1g. 2 it 18 apparent that the 
present mod1ficat1on stil1 yields a 
better match close to the tension/ 
tension zone. 

Finite Element Model 

The f1nite element mesh used 1s dep1cted in F1g. 1. Loads of 0.13P and P were 
applied at po1nts A and B， respect1vely. In the computer progra皿 this is 
accomplished using an automat1c step incrementation method， where the level of 
叫 tern.dly appl!ed loads 1s adjusted automat1cally. In the experiment， a 
8ingle total load of 1.13P was applied at point C， on a steel beam which was 
itself bearing on rollers at pロ1ntsA and B. 

Shear Transfer 

Crscks in reinforced concrete are able to transmit shear forces across crack 
fsces. This transfer is tradit10nally neglected on the a.ssu四pt!onthat th1s 
would be a conservative s1rnpUf1cat1on. However， Bazant et a1. showed that 
this assumption csn be a.n over s1開plification (16)， (17). Cr日ck dilation 
occurs w1th目hearsl1p. However， crsck dilation 1s prevented by forces normal 
to the crack fsces which w111 have tロ becornpensated by tens11es forces in the 
re1nforcement across the crack. 

Shear stresses can be transferred across a cra.ck in three町8.ys:

1. Aggregate 1nterlock as a result of the roughness of the crack faces 
2. Dowel action or she且rresistance of the reinforcement 8.cross the 

crack 
3. The axial tensile force component 1n the reinforcement oblique to the 

plane of cracking. 

For members w1th low reinforcement and for smal1 crack widths， aggregate 
interlock 1s the main mechanism of shear transfer. Tests carried out on beams 
without web re1nforcement showed that aggregate interlock accounted for up to 
75 percent of the shesr trsnsfer (18). -Hence， most attention wil1 be given to 
this first mechanism of trsnsfer. 

Shear Tran~fer M坐邑

!hree accepted empir1cal models which represent the nonlinear relationships 
between shear st;ess 曲 d slip are: the Rough Crack Model (RCM) 1n 1ts 
~riginal form (12)， or in a modified form (MRCM) (19). and the Two-Phase 
Hodel (TPM) (20)， (21). 百 eMRCM constitut1ve laws are as foll仰 s:
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lIatrices， the solution was attempted using a modified stiffness， and then 
;orzecting the国tressesat eveηiteration for each load step increment. The 
following simplifications 鵬 re then i即 lelllented: 11 =...2ι」主d t凶o insure 
F伊s1伐t山ived似efini叫itene四 C

1〓1::-併 ifC
11 

< 0 and C
31 

= C
13孟月五百3

・ 0+where 
o+ 18 a 8mall positive number. 
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Mod・1Reoresentation 

To evaluate the effects of shear transfer， a 100 by 100 by 100闘 (4by 4 by 4 
1n.) conc:rete f1nite element was first cracked 1n tension， then sheared in the 
pe:rpendicular direction (Fig. 3)， in displacement contr?l. Giv~n the 
~odãl displacements， strains at the Gauss points are evaluated， then an 
iterative process deter回ine目 crack slip， crack dilatation and concrete 
dehrrnation using Eq.(1)，(2)，cg'血 d(23):・
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明lemodel behavior is predicted using all three 
formulations (RCH， HRCH， TPH). For each csse， 
Fig. 4 8hows the shear and normal loads tr血 s-
f・rred. The TPM values were capped to the 
Iftsxi岡uopredicted by the RCH. It ia observed 
that the dilatan巴y1nducas vert1cal compression 
(alon8 the z axis). If re1nforcing bars 
perpendicular to the cracks were present， the 
dilatancy would increaae the tension in the 
bars at the crack locations. 

The d・rivation of B m且trix.crack stiffness the where B is 
Append1x A. 

in shωn i8 

Implem申ntat10nin F1nite Element Program 

Transfer of shear stresse8 was iraplemented by combining the HRCH and the CBH. 
The 1ncremental f1exibility matrix due to the solid S9ncrete and includ1ng 
strain 80ftening in tension i8 given by (22): {de). DSC (doJ or Y 100 

FIG 3. 
Shear transfer experiment. 

。

Fro聞 Fig. 4， it 1s apparent that a11 thr・e models yield very similar shear 
transfer capacity， but the normal 8tress due to dilatat10n is significantly 
higher for the RCM. ln the odxed 冊ode analysis， the raore recent HRCH 
formulation wa司 cbロsen，早ince it appell.red close to the TPH formulation but 
presents no discontinuity 1n the stress gradient. 
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In addition，81nceweassume strain softert1ngin teEEEion tobepr-sent， 
slope Ca of the strain softening branch has -to be taken into a~count. 
crack sfiffness is then: 
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R・sults
In order to evaluate the i田portanceof modeling stress transfer across cracks， 
the ana1ytical model was first run with no transfer， 1. e.， assuming tota1 
stress release right after cracking. Since the standard algorithm8 did not 
converge， the indirect d1splacement m・thodwas used， with a very 1側 fracture
energy (0.0002 NI間的 equivalentto a sudden stress relea8e. Results for this 
first run are shown in F1g. S. 
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ηle 朗 al)'"8is was then carried out consid町 ingonly tensile stress transfer 
across the cracks (CBH). FinaIly， the MRCH was added and a ne'制 analysis
completed (CBH+MRCH). R・sults for botb cases are sh叩 n in the form of load 
versus CHSD (Fig. 5) 臼 d load versu圏、，erticaldiaplacement at point C (Fia・
6). The vertical displacement at point C was d，・rivedby l1near interpolation 
。fthe vertical d1splacements of points A and B. Data points indicatina the 
reported range of・xp町畑entalresults (3) are 81so sh叩 nin Fig. S. 

For very sraall va1ues of the crack opening， C_ is large but B__ is almost 
zero; whereas wb個 thecrack句 enhgreaches aboEt 0.1m，the opRsiteho1d，. 
Th由 incrementalstiffneS9聞atrixcan be obtained fr~鴨:

C = D・1= [D8C + ccr-1] (6) 

This yields an incr剖冒entalstiffness lIIatr!x IIl'bich is not BJl聞冒etricaland is 
not guaranteed to be positive definite. Since ADINA cORsid・roonly sy冒圃etric
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Convergence of the arc-length algorithm was on1y obtained for carefully chosen 
control parameters・ These parameters control the oize of the step in the 
load-CMSD space休日前.the maximum number of iterations allowed for each time 
step (IπMAX). the岡山imumdisplacement at control point E (DISPP)， and energy 
convergence criteria (ETOL) (12). In each case they were respectively: 

Parameter No Transfer CBM CB阿+MRCH
ITEM且X ~~6 ~~6 30 
ETOL 10 10 5~ìo-4 
DISPP -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 
ALFA 0.4 0.4 0.5 

FORCE P (kN) 
120 

一ー-CBM only 

一← CBM• MRCM 100 

80 

80 

40 

FIG 6. 
Load versus load point 
vertical displacement. 

20 
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DISPLACEMENτAi POINT C (mml 

The crack pattern and the deformed shape for the last loading step are sh叩 n
in Figs. 7 and 8 (CBH case). 

Discussion 

Fig. 6 indicates that the displace岡entat point C pr・sentsa sharp snap-back 
past peak load. This explains why displacement cont宜01at that point cannot 
yield the post peak responae. Th・ displac・m・.ntat both pointo A and B sh側 11 a 
siJailar behavior， which explains why the nor田 ofdisplacement in the arc-
length procedure was unlluccessful. 

Fig. 5 shows that cODsidering tensile streoo transfar alone yieldll a 
COOservative behavior prediction. The maximu圃 load18 underest1mated by about 
20 percent and the post peak load carrying capacity 18 low・r. However. the 
sbape of the strain soften1ng portion i9 s!milar. A hiaher value of G~ would 
yield a better match to th・exparimentalpeak load and POllt peak respon~e (的.
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Th・ cracltpatt・rn(Fl，.η.till diff.r8 frc鳩山・ r・port.daxp8ri闘 ntalcraek 
path. It W88， how.v.r. ob.erv・dtbat_ ~ 811811 v8ri8tion ln the 1188b aize， Or 
lnltlally 1ara.r load・tep.1...， would ・ff.ctth. path or re8ult ln blfurea: 
t~on polnt8: SilIilarly. .tif_!er bear.ln， plat.. would briq the crae1t path 
clo8er to th. notch pl8De. The Cl:8clt pllth would 36811y follow sny of" th~ 
dJ.ff・z・nt dlr・ction8 indlcat・d in Fl&. 7. Thl・would・xplaintha diacr・p-
血 ci・8in cr8clt path. found by dlff・rentautbor8 (24)， (25)， (26)， (27)， uainR 
8 aiatil8r but 町 田etrlcal8pec1D1en. For叫8IIple，the・xper掴 entdCl"8clt path 
obtalned 10 (24) coinclde8 w1th th. analytlc81 cr8ck p8ttern油 開nln F11. 7. 

Should te08Ua atr・88 tran8fer not h8va b.en con.ldered， th. 回axl由U回 load
carry1nl c8p8clty of the analytical冊。delwould bava bean reach・d a8 8同 n.a 
the firat tensil・craclta had for町ed (8round SO ltip.) (F11. 5). Th18 ia 
obv1ously an lnadequate representat1on of the ・xperim・ntalbl'lh8v:!.or. 

TranBfer of both tensile and shear stress Is conBld・red bost 10 matchin& 
・xperimentalbehavlor. The pea~ load ia h18h・rand the po8t p・a!tbohavior 111 
cloB・rto ・草p・rlm・nt81r88ult8. However， 1n ord・rto obtain 8 mor・accurate 
poat p・aItbehavlor， a non -SJlII・etrical aUffness lIatr1x would have to be 
conaidered. 百 i8would pr回叩t addltional difficulties， 8ucb 8S i即 lementa-
tion ln a diff・rent prolr.. wlth a non-.，.....trical solver， and incresse 1n 
C叩 putatlontille. 1n this case， the craclt patt・rn r岨 ainedsbtilar to the 
p1:・vioulI one. 
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FlG 7. 
Crack pattern. experimental 
and alternate crack paths. 

F1G 8. 
Deformed 8hape at failure. 
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Conclus!onti 

ー..considerstion of shell宜 stress transfer scross the propagsting cracks 

ii:弘人mgsm1山市悦ぶ2temuz
ba obtained by UII幻19a non-sy岡田etricsolver. 

?γ:1?なC1523tz;:よ?:;:122sJZτZJJfJZU了。:ょ認rtz
shJof:he mloading brmchatches theexpe山 entaltrend. This c叫 ldbe 
m acceptablerepresentation of muedmode behaV10r asIons aEitiS KEPtu 
固indthat a conservative post peak behavior willbeobtained. 

Finally，it was shom1that inadmissible zeSUItsare obtained if both tensile 
and shear stresse8 are且S8世田edto comp1ete1y vani9h upon cracking. 
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A，ppendix A: Derivation of Crack Stiffness Matrix B 

The HRCH formulation can be rewritten 89 

e」m =一.吐-812r-yC0回n ρ 阻副.d Ont叫t冨 ~ν( トd干Eζむ8)r吋{町
Where fEa3+a31r3l， SE1+a4Z4， h=f1+r2}0・25

8nd by deriV8tion: 

fn .. 3f/3n =・3a418t3/Sn4i，ft=af/St=3a46tlstfSn3l

gn壇 3g/3n昌 司4a4(St4/tBn5)，zt=ag/at=4a4(St3JtEn4} 

tEEEEShfan=(1+E2)・0・75(・26t2ftEn3〉fth・ht= 3h/at = (l+r
2
)
・0・75(26tfSn2〉

The crack stiffness terms 8re then: 
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ABSTRACT 

Mixed mode fracture tes七swere performed to investigate七he
fracture energy， crack propaga七ionand failure of Iosipescu司

tVDe concre七ebeams wi七h and without inclusion of s七eelfibers. 
50me concrete beams were subjected to bo七h shear and 
compression. The effect ofaxial load， volume fractions of 
steel fiber， and the distance between in七eriorload points on 
fracture of concre七especimens are discussed. The tes七 results
of mixed mode fracture of steel fiber reinforced concrete are 
presented. 

工NTRODUCTION

Recent advancements in the use of fracture mechanics 
concep七sto explain crack ini七iationand failure of concrete 
has brought great at七entionto researchers and engineers. 
Following the steps七o explore七hemechanical behavior of 
concrete subjected to tensile-type of loading， more research 
efforts are now been devoted to situations in which crack 
growth in a body under complex state of stress [1，2，3)・ The
mechanical behavior of concrete， regarded as fどictional
Dlateどial，is sensitive to the effect of confining stress. 50me 
recent researches [1，4) show tha七 i七 ismore reasonable七。
analyze the shear failure of beams using fracture mechanics 
?oncept. How axial loads affec七七hefrac七ureenergy， crack 
initiation and propaga七ion，and failure of concrete beams is of 
~eat concern. This paper will present the resul七sof a 
testing program condueted， considering七heeffect of different 
~pacings of the interior load points for four-poin七 bending
(4PB) and七hedegree ofaxial force. Steel fiber-reinforced 
~oncrete (SFRC) and plain concrete beams were used for the 
test. 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGAT工ON

The七estspecimens were beams of constan七 rectangularcross 
section and constant leng七h-七o-depthratio 4:1. To determine 
the size effec七， geometrically similar specimens of various 
depths， d c 63.5， 127， and 254 mm， were used. The thickness of 
specimens were七hesamei b ; 101.6 mm. The double-s1ded notch. 
of depth a sixth of d at midth of beam， was cu七 bya designed 
cu七tingtable with a d1arnond saw into the hardened specimens. 
All specimen were cured in mois七 conditionfor 28 days until 
七heday of testing. A testing sys七emcomposed by a 100-ton 
servo-controlled closed loop MTS testing machine and a rigid 
frame for 4PB test was used. The steel brush platens were used 
to eliminate the unwanted shear s七resswhich might occur on 
lateral surfaces of concrete beam dur1ng the application of 
ax1al force. The spacings of七heinterior load-polnts of the 
beams are 0.32 d， 0.72 d， and 1.12 d. 官官 ax1alforce was 
applled through a motorized constant hydraulic pressure system 
so that the pressure was maintained cons七an七 throughoutthe 
test. 

The materials used were Type 1 por七landcement， steel 
fibers， local crushed limestone aggregate with a maximum 
aggregate size， da， 1/2 in. (12.7 mm). The grading of coarse 
aggregate meets the requiremen七sof ASτ羽 C33. Fine aggregate， 
with maximum aggregate size 4.76 mm， used has a fineness 
modulus 2.67 and a gradlng sa七lsfy1ngASTM C33 requ1rements. 
Steel fibers used are Fibercon 3/4 1n. (19 mm) carbon steel 
fibers， which is stra1ght type with a shallow notch on one side 
of fiber. The equlvalent d1ame七erof the f1ber 1s 0.017 1n. 
(0.43 mm)i the correspond1ng aspec七 ratlois 44. Cementit10us 
m1xes designed for plain concrete and SFRC are shown 1n Table 
1. Number of specimens and the major parameters of七hemix are 
lis七ed1n Table 2. companion cylinders 6 in. (15.24 mm) 1n 
diameter and 12 1n. (30.48 mm) in leng七hwere east from. each 
batch of concre七e;three cylinders of each mix were for 
comp~essive strength tests and three specimens for splitting 
tensile tests. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSS10NS 

strength 

Table 3 shows七heresult of compressive strength and 
spli七t1ngtensile strength of cylindrical specimens made of 
various fiber contents. Results shown in Table 3 indicate七hat
the h1gher the fiber content in concrete the higher the tensile 
and compressive strength of specimen. Fig. 1 shows the mean 
failure load for plain concrete beams and beams made of two 
different volume fractions of s七eelfiber. Also shown in Fig. 1 
are the e~fect on ultimate load due to the axial compression 
and the distance between in七eriorloading po1n七s. The trend of 
results due七ovolume fractions of fiber are similar to tha七
found in the compressive test and splittlng tensl1e test for 
steel fiber reinforced mixes; the load capacity of beams is 
~reatly enhanced with the increase ofaxial compression. When 
bo七heffec七5 due七ofiber and axial compression are cons1dered， 
shown in F1g. 2 and 3， it was found that axial compression has 
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a dominan七 contribution七0七heincrease of failure load and 
fracture enexqy;i.e.the influence influence of friction and 
aqqreqate interlock of conere七eis higher than the sti~fening 
and bridqinq effect due to fiber .Noclear relationship amonq 
failure loadof beams loaded atdiffererl七 distancebe七ween
lnterior loading PO~~七s were found. Further numerical analyses 
;~~-~equired to-verify the test resul七s.

Fracture pa七七ern

Numeroustests were performedon plain concrete beams wi℃h 
zosipescu geometry，however，different crack paths in 4PBtests 
were repor七ed[1，2，3]・ Balla七oreet al. indicated (3] tha七

iizzd七42toE2soEも?::irfZZ2itztf2229LZr23 
a macroscopic failure pa七七ernconsisting of a ver七icalline 
connecting七hecrack七lps，which they stated was d~e t? a.~~de 
IZshear failure usinq a very closely spaced interior loadipq a 

Doints (0.167 d)・ Fractureof concrete beams can be summarlzea 
In fO町、patternsas shown in Fig. 4. Pat~er~ 工 and 11 appears 
in the situations when concrete beam was loaded atclose 
loading points， 0.32 d;七hecen七ralzone subjected to high 
shear stress .For a11℃hree sizes Of specimen ，the frae七ure
patterns are all consistent-P1ain concrete beams and吟 SFRC
beams fails in pa七tern工， while 2主 SFRCbeams fracture in 
Pattern 工工. The au七horsalso found that the fracture block in 
the midth of beam is much smaller of 1毛 SFRCbeam as compared 
to that of plain concre七ebeam. Therefore， one may conclude 
t.hat--t.he -~ddition of fibers to concrete， which changes. the _ 
mechanical behavior of concrete， leads to the alterna七ionof 
failure pattern from工 to工1. HoWeVer， all concrete beams fail 
identically 1n pa七七ern工工 when there were subjected to axial 
compression. 

As the distance be七，weeninterior loading points， c ， 
increase.七hecontribution of flexural s七ressto七hefailure of 
concrete'beam increase .For the caseof c equalsto0.72d， 
the crack pattern for all specimens， wi七hor without fiber and 
axial compression， is Pattern 1工1. When七hemaximum load was 
reaches. two cracks develop simul七aneouslyfrom the notch tips. 
FOllowi~g the peak load，七hesecracks stabilized and another 
crack. deno七edas 2， started a七 mid-spanalmost a七 mid-dep七h.
This 己r~~k-finally propagate through the beam depth and connect 
two in七eどiorload-põints~ When c equals to 1.12 d， all 
specimens fail in Pa七七ern1V. Two cracks develop from the 
opposite side of interior load points at七hes創 ne七ime，these 
cracks propagates toward the interior load points until 
failure. 

Size effect law 

Size effect is the most important consequence of 
application of fracture mechanlcs on concrete structures [1]・
~eometrically similar double-edge.no七chedbeams， of three 
different si~es. made of cementitious mixes at various fiber 
volume fractions were used for the mixed mode size effec七
t7sts. Fig. 5 shows the resul七sof experimental studies on 
Size effect of plain concre七eand SFRC beams subjected to shear 
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and compression. For the case c= 0.32 d and 0.1 fc axial 
compression， Fig. 5 shows that the range of applicability of 
nonlinear fracture mechanics of SFRC is wider than that of 
plain concrete. However， the size effect in SFRC beams is 1ess 
pronounced as compared to that made of plain concrete. Similar 
result was found for concrete beams七estedwi七hou七 axialforce. 
The test results indicate that七heappication of linear 
fracture mechanics to SFRC structure is feasible only wi七hmuch 
larger specimens as compared to plain concrete. 

Fig. 6 shows the size effect plot for the beams subjected 
to various distance， c ， between two interior load points in 
4PB七ests. Concrete beams loaded with larger c exhibits a more 
significant size effect. The size effect in Mode工 loading
condition is much apparent七hanthe conditions when shear load 
is involved. The case with strong shear 1oad， i.e. c = 0.32 
d， shows 1ess pronounced size effect as compared七otwo other 
cases shown in Fig. 6. The mechanisms lead to this finding 
need more deeper study， however the contribution of energy due 
to shear friction， which yields higher Mode工1fracture energy 
in Ba基ant'stest， along the crack surface to the fracture of 
concrete seems七o七hereason for tha七.

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The addition of fiber increases both strength and 
fracture energy of plain concrete beam subjected七omixed load 
conditionsi the effect of confining pressure was found to have 
much more effect on the frac七ureproperties of concrete七han
that due to fiber. 

(2)The size effect is 1ess pronounced when the distance 
between two interior loading points in 4PB test is smaller and 
the shear force is grea七lyinvolved. 
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TABLE 1 Mix propor七ions (kg 1m 3 
) 

Mix water cement cement water coarse fine fiber 

どatio aggr. aggr. 

plain 
concrete 0.53 383 203 958 766 

SFRC{1宅) 0.50 428 214 856 856 81 

(2老) 162 

TABLE 2 strength of cy1indrical specimens 

Compressive strength -Mix Spli七 tensiles七rength.

(vf) (kg/cm2
) (kg/cm2) 

0亀 351 30 

1者 385 31 

2亀 410 32 

同 t 目 u ・~ o:' ・山 ・~
a AJ止Comp.(あ-- Axial-Comp. (1'.') 

Fig. 1 U1timate load of concrete beams subjected七oaxial compr. 

.average of three specimens 
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MIXED MODE CONCRETE FRACTURE • AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

Z. K. GuoぺA.S. Kobayashi* and N. M. Hawklns" 
.Department of Mechanical Engineering 

University 01 Washington， Seattle， WA 98195 
“Department of Civil Engineering 

Universlty of I!linois at Urbana-Champaign， Champaign， IL 61801・2397

ABSTRACT 

The development of a fracture process zone assoclated wlth a subcritical crack growth 
In a three-point bend concrete specimen with an off-centered， precracked， single-edge 
crack was studled using a hybrid analysls based on moire Interferometry finite element 
method. The crack closlng and shearing stresses due to aggregate bridging and 
interlocking， respectively were determined and the energy dissipation rate at the 
Iracture process zone was found 10 be larger Ihan thal of an equivalent concrete 
specimen without aggregate interlocklng. 

INTRODUCTION 

The most common mixed mode type of fracture In concrete structure is the dlagonaf 
tension faifure of a reinforced concrete beam. That cracklng usually develops from 
initial cracks generated by fracture along the tension edge of the beam. Those inltial 
cracks propagate perpendicularly from the edge 01 the beam and klnk only after 
extending beyond the relnforcement. Since aggregate interlock exits in these crack 
prior to kinking， the kinking angle as well as subsequent crack extenslon may be 
influenced by the interface shear forces. 

The purpose 01 this study was to quantify Interlocking as well as bridging forces 
in plain concrete beam speclmens under such offset loading conditions. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Speclmen 
Two three-point bend specimens， were made using a steel mold and a high early 
strength Portland cement， an aggregat告 of6.4 mm maximum size and a local Seattle 
sand. The concrete strength at the time 01 the test， as determined lrom cylinder tests， 
Was 48 MPa. A notch 01 0.3 mm wldth and 19 mm depth machined in the bottom 01 the 
specimen and an initial crack of about 13 mm depth was extended Irom that notch by 
MOde I loading. Mixed mode loading was then applled by rearranglng the foading points 
so Ihat the notch was offset from the cenlral loading point. 
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Molre Interferometry 
A four beam moire interferometer [1 J was used to record sequentlally the vertical and 
horizontal displacements [2] surroundlng the extending crack with a motorized Nlkon 
camera. An orthogonal moire grating of 600 lines/mm with a fringe multiplication of 
two provided the two displacement fields from which the crack opening and crack 
sliding dlsplacements (COD and CSD) were∞mputed. 

Rgure 1. 

A hybrid experimental-numerical procedure was used 10 compute the fracture 
parameters. The entire specωmen had to be modelled 1句orthis mlxed mode fracture 
analys剖is. Since the boundary conditions were completely prescribed by the 
experimental data， the solution to this finite element boundary value problem shouJd 
have provided the sought answers directiy as in [3]. In practice， however. the solution 
was erratic. possibly due to its sensitivity to the minute variations in displacements 
along the crack Thus the better conditioned but time consuming inverse procedure [4] 
was used in this study. 

The numerical procedure was to find the crack closing stress (CCS) versus crack 
opening displacement (COD) and the crack shearing stress (CSS) versus crack sllding 
displacement (CSD) relations which， together with the applied Joad. provided the COD's 
and CSD・s whlch colncided with their measured counterpart during kinked crack 
extension. The sum of the work done by the CCS acting on the COD and the CSS acting on 
the CSD for unit crack extenslon represents the energy dissipation rate in the fracture 
process zone (FPZ). The energy release rate was computed directly by incrementing the 
crack tip on6 finite element node and computing the difference In elastic energies 
stored In the specimen prior to and after incremental crack extension. 

The modes I and 11 stress intensity factors. Kr and KII. were computed directly 
from the COD and CSD. First the finlte element model was numerically calibrated for 
accurate stress intensity factor determination by using known Kr and Krr solutions. 
Then the Kr and KIf for a beam with an offset three point bend load but without the CCS 
and CSS prescribed on the FPZ were determined. A superposltion of the KI and KIf 01 an 
unloaded beam with the prescribed CCS and CSS on Ihe FPZ comprised the sought mixed 
mode stress intensity factors. 

NUMERICAL ANAL YSIS 

Typical x-and y-moire patterns. 

FIgure3is a composite figure-lt shows the COD and CSD variations alongthe 
initial and kinked crack for increasing crack extensions expressed in terms of the total 
crack length.The curves a『ethe displacements obtained fmm moire int自rferometryand 
the data points are computadresults-The CSD alongthe kinked portion of the crack are 
negligible~ On the other hand， Ihe CSD・5along the initial precrack and the first kinked 
portion of the crack after the second kinkingare constant，thus indicating rigid body 
slidings along theinitialand the first portion of the wice kinked crack-

Figure 2_ 

Experlmental Resu Its 
Figure 1 shows the measured load versus computed load-line displacement relationS for 
the mixed mode loading Of one 01 the specimen. The load-line displacement. which was 
measured on one side of the specimen (the side wilhout the moire grating). did not 
provide accurate results due to uneven Jocal crushing at the load point and thus the 
computed load-line was used in Ihis figure. 

Figure 2 shows a typical pair of moire Interferometry patterns corresponding 10 
the orthogonal displacement fields of Ux and Uy of a kinked crack in a three point bend 
speclmen. 

RESULTS 
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The mode 11cso versus css relation.which is far from complete due the Short 
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仰 STLZTK誌なc況なriationsin mode I and 11蜘 ssintensity factors， KI and KII， 
with crack extension.Kl increases With crack extension Whereas kllremained 

essentlal1y zero. 
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Figure 3. Measured and ∞mputed crack opening (COD} and sliding (CSD) displacements. 

Numerlcal Results 
The Inverse analysis provided good matches between the measured and computed COD 
and CSD as shown by the curves and the data points， respectively in Figure 3. Flgure 4 
shows the CCS versus COD and the CSS versus CSD relations whlch provided the best fit 
between measured and ∞mputed COD's and CSD・s. The CCS versus COD relation of Figure 
4 shows a crack closing stress， i.e. the crack brldging forces， ot approxlmately forty 
percent larger than that derived previously tor pure mode I crack openlng (3}. Probably 
that increase Is due to the additional frictional forces generated by the interlocking 
forces. 

Figure 5. 

Fi9M86shows the energy release and dissipation rates with crack extension. 
This energy dissipatlon rate relates only tothe FPZ and does not include other energy 
sinksEsuch as micro-cracking ah-ad of the C『acktip，crushing at theload and support 

point-and aggregate-moHar debonding-
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The energyrelease rate represents the resistance curve forthis mixed mode 

器部議ぷiZ1TZi肌判官e協 rm32mm:

DISCUSSIONS 

The p『acticalSIgnificanceOf the FPZ is illustrated by the second load curve ・wlthout
FPZ"in Figure1This load was computed by appWingthe computed load-line 
displacement to the speclmen and the FPZ.This pgure shows that the FPZ enhances the 
load carrying capacity of the coneret8specimenmthe strain softening region-

CONCLUSIONS 

Constitutive relations forcrack bridging and interlocking forces for a Off-set 
three-point bend concrete specimens were obtained. 

2 The dominant energy dlssipation mechanism in concrete fracture is crack bridging 
and Interlocking in.the fracture process zone without Which theload carrying 
capacity in the strain softening region is reduced. 
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ASτUDY OF 1HE MIXED MODE FRAC貝原E

US町GDISK SPECIMEN 

by A. Castro-Mont釘ひ1，Z. Jia2釦 dS.P. Sh油3

Ceoter ootched diame出callyIoaded disc specimens (Brazilian Test) were used to 

investigate白emixedmode企'actureprocess zone in mo:ηar. Thr田 dimensionaldisplacement 

fields were measured using a multiple sensitivity vector holographic arrangement. The 

spec加enswe陀 testedin a closed 1∞'p testing system with a feedback controller designed to 

satisfy interferometric stability requirements. Image analysis techniques were used for 

z油m∞mentand eval¥鳩山nof the holographic也:mges.

The sizc of the frac伽reprocess zone was detennined based on白edifference between 

experimentally measured and linear elastic f同.cturemechanics strain fields. The size of the 

企画ctureprocess zone obtained by this method was found to be dependent on the fracture mode. 

A relationship was obs叙・vedbetween the s官狙ndistrib凶 .00priorωcrack iniuation and 

肱 crackinitiation 1∞ation and propagation sequence. Also， comparison with strain field 

measurements on Mode 1 fracture process zone showed that there is a relationship between the 

level of strain prior to crack initiation and the state of stress (e.g. uniaxial， biaxial) 

Introduction 

Lin回relastic fracωre mechanics (LEFM) has加enused tom吋eIquasi-brittle beha吋or

of cement-based ma館rials.Indirect methods such as the multicutting 即 hnique[lJand 

experimental observations using acoustic emission[2] and holographic interferometry[3] have 

demonstrated曲atthere is tensile stress transfer between白ecrack faces. Cohesive crack 

m刻化Isand otherwise conventional LEFM have been used to model Mode 1 fracture in 

ωncrete(4.5;匂.

Since Mode 1 tests can be conducted easily in laboratories comp町 toother fracture 

modes， cohesive m叫 eland other several methods have been proposed to characterizc Mode 1 

αack propagation in concrete[7.8.9J. However， many structural applications behave under 

mixed-mode loading conditions. It is necess訂Yto verify if an extension of the M凶 e1 model 

C組 beapplied in the cases where bo白 tensileand shear forces associated with crack opening 

組dslid.ing are紅ansferedthrough the crack faces. The objective of this study was to measm芭

白 町泊ndistribution in由e貨'actureprocess zone in mixed mode specimens in order to pro羽de

the information required to develop a cohesive crack model s出世arto those for Mode 1. 

; 崎町tProfesω，cof Civil and Environmen也IEng泊悶i略 Universityof恥 usωn.恥 USωn，Tχ
;GM幽 R明氏hAぉi蜘 t，N帥附ternUniversity， Evan蜘 ，IL
~ ~irector， NSF-Cenler foc Advanced Cement-B蹴 dMat閉山，Prof<侭問。fCivil Enginee巾 g，N側 hweslem

University， Ev飢 Sωn.止.
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Experimental Program 

Center notched disk specimens were loaded in the Brazilian test configuration 

(diametral compression) using a 120 Kip capacity loading frame. Th巴企acturemode c姐 be

ch卸 gedbyrotat泊g白enotch inclination angle with res戸:ctωtheloading direction[I01. 

Applied load， load-point displacement and diametrical displacement were measu聡d

during testing. A cylin合icalload cell was designed for accurate load measurement and 

holographic stability. 百leload point displacement was measured using a dual LVDT 

transducer and a modified MTS clip gage Model 632.02B.20 transducer was usedωmeasure 

diametral displacement perpendicular to the loading direction (DD). A linear combination of 

the load and DD was used as出e∞ntrolsignal for closed 1∞'P testing. 

A three sensitivity v巴ctorholographic aπangement was used to measure three 

dimensional displacement fields. Digital image processing techniques were used for the 

evaluation of in町 ferogramsand血esensitivity vector linear approxim矧 onwas used for the 

cαnputation of displacements[11J. 

Specimens were tested with five notch inclination angles (s=Oo， 180，360，540 and 

720)， but it w出 notpossible to make holographic recordings fot s = 360 during crack 

戸opagationdue to the brittlcness of the毘 sponse.After the control signal reached the r佃 ge

limit， loading was continued under stroke control up to collapse， in order to obtain the final 

fail町 emode (Figure 1). 
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Strain Fields (s=OO) 

Figure 2 shows the load-DDωrve. In this plot， the stars correspond to holographic 

m∞rdings. Stable crack growth occured be何回nHolograms 7 and 10 (21051b and 24291b 

respふ Thefrrst macroscopic evidence of nonlinearity (in the load-DD curve) is after 

Hologram 10 when the crack has already propaga飽dthrough血especimen. 

Figure 3 shows白em回 S町'eds住aindis回butionat three loading levels cぽ respαlding10 

elasticぽ pre-crackings組te伺.ologram3)， crack initiation stage但ologram7) and failure stage 

(Hologram 10). 1n this白g附，出ebold line represents the crack extension. The stram 

印 ncen位置tionaround the notch tips starts to be evident in the strain dis国hutioncαTesponding 

to Hologram 3. At the crack initiation stage (Hologram 7)， the strain distribution around加山

，the top notch tip and白ebonom crack tip are similar b民 ausea crack is just about to initiate at 

theωp notch tip (verified in Hologram 8; not shown).百lecrack開。'pagationtraj配 tory回 nbe

approximately predic凶 from山 sames四 ndis官ibution(Hologram 7). Strain around the top 

notch tip are slightly highぽ onthe left side whileめ巴班活ndis住ibutionaround the botωmcrack 

tip is symme回c.In fact， the s姐 letrends begin to appear during the elastic stage at load levels 

less th四 50%of the crack initiation sぬ.ge.

百lestrain dis回butionprior to failure (Hologram 10) shows that the crack grow由

corresponds to the s紅白ndis汀ibutionat earlier loading stages. Even though the size of the 
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specimen limits the size of stable crack growth，台。mthe same strain distribution it can be 

concluded白at曲目ちisstress transfer between the αョckfaces.

704 

Strain Fields (~=540) 

Figure 4 shows出eload-DD c町 veand Figure 5 shows the strain distribution in出e

elastic，αack泊itiぽionandfail凶 estage (Holograms 3，8 and 12 respectively). Even出ough出e

shape of the load-DD cwve changed due to the change in fracture mode， there is no apparent 

difference in the 抑制ndistributions. Consistent1y higher 柑 ainlevels on the top half of仕le

specunen can be relatedωthe failure sequence shown in Holo伊 m12.

。

L 
"0 11 
::tlco. 

Fracture Process Zone 

The合actureprocess wneσPZ) was defined as the wne of deviation from linearity 

exceeding 60μe[12J (note血atExx was used). Figure 6 shows a comparison of the FPZ at 

倒的litiationand failure stages for s=()O and ~=54o. The size of the FPZ in Mixed Mode is 

smaller白an白紙inMode 1 for short crack lengths. For longer crack lengths， after the crack 

adopted a straight line trajectory， the FPZ in the Mixed Mωe specimen approaches出e

dimension of the FPZ in Mode 1. 

Conclusions 

1. Crack initiation∞curs at less白an70% of the ultimate load for both failぽ 'emodes. 

However，出efailure mode s田 mto affect the post peak response. 

2. Examination of the strain dis凶butionat early loading stages can give an indication of the 

crackgrow出sequence.

3.百 esize of the F陀 definedas a function of the tensile strain dis官ibutioncan give an 

indication of the fracture mode. 
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ABSTRACf 

In orl也rto investigate the post-punching behaviour of a complete fl∞r and its relation to 
progressive collapse， four tes岱 weremade on a sixteen column and nine panels (5.75 x 
5.75 m overa11) waffle flat slab floor aIready tested until ultimate load. It was quite clear 
仕阻白，etests that horizonta1 spreading of fai1ure af院rpunching is a rea1 possibility in flat 
slabs and that the pcst punching resistance of an internal connection in the absence of 
加陶mbars血roughthe column is very low. This work was part of a research on th巴post
punching resistance of flat slabs after local fai1ur芭 atthe Polytechnic of Central London 
[1] where besides山efour tests described in this paper eight quむterscale (75 mm也ick)
solid slab sp民泊施ns，twelve large scale (150 mm thick) specimens and four real size 
column models (3∞x 3∞mm) were tested to study血epost-punching behaviour of a 
n侠賀 system.

別TRODUCfION

Progressive collapse is也finedas a chain reaction or propagation of failure， following 
ωmag巴 ωarelatively sma11 portion of a s官uc仰向，加 whichthe resulting damag巴 is
charac館risticallyout of propぽtionto the damage which initiated the collapse. It achieved 
World prominence when a corn巴rof the Ronan Point apartment block collapsed in London 
ul 1968 [2]. A 16-sぬ，reyap紅tmentbuilding血atcollapsed in 1971 in Boston [3] and a 
p1ann叫 26storeys s回 .cture白紙 collapsedduring恥 castingof恥 24血 fl∞ifInVな仰ia
111 1973 [4] ar芭口組lplesof progressive collapse in flat slab structures. 
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τ'he needωminimize出.erisk of progressive coUapse applies to most s住ucturesbut 
some types of cons回 ctionrequire mα喝 attentionth卸 others.M組 yn侃宜taltypes of 
construction already have hidden resistance against progressive collapse. Most monolithic 
concrete frames加 dcontinuous steel合'ameconstructions with infill p釦 elsare examples. 

The c叫eshave inserted requirernents that the layout of the structural system組 d
inter配 tionbetween structural members should normally ens凶'Ca robust and stable design 
with sufficient redundancy and that the s回 cωreshould possess a satisfactぽ ylevel of 
S刷 cturalintegrity in the event of an accident [5].明leprovisions加山ec吋目白

fundamentally based on precast structures (the requirements con回 ntrateon tying， etc.) and 
S民 mquite appropriate for this purpose. 

For flat slabs， only the Canadian Code CAN3・A23.3[句 hasso far insen凶
provisions that are based on actual behavio瓜百eserequirements of the Can叫i阻む政

釘ederived合omworks at McGill University泊 Mon田 al[7]. 
Irrespective of the initial causes of帥 failures，excessive 10ading during or just 

d町 cas出g，ear1y disrnounting of the propping， wrong positioning of the t，句
reinforc巴ment，the pres巴nceof holes in the slab or the utilization of low quality materials 
紅'esome possible causes of a punching fai1ure that can 1ead to a generalized collapse. 

Given that白einitial failure in a flat slab bui1ding is likely to be by punching at a 
slab/column connection， the post punching behaviour of such connections is likely to be 
important in deteロlUning山 progress(or otherwise) of a collapse. If littl巴orno load c加
continue to be tr釦 smittedby the failed connection， the slab sp叩 sin both directions will 
be doubled and the loads and moments applied to the sUITOunding connections will be 
greatly increased and likely to cause further failures. 

TEST RESULTS 

Four tests (PSPl to PSP4) were made on a waffle flat slab floor to investigate the 
post-punching behaviour of a complete slab.百lefl∞r was designed and tested by LUαo 
[8] at血ePCL 1aboratory， with sixteen columns and nine slab panels (5，75 x 5，75 m 
overall) designed in accordance with BS 8110 [9] to study the behaviour of this kind of 
structure under vertical and horizontal loading. Some details of the structure and 
reinfon:ement are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Loading was applied by 9 jacks at 16伊国s
per p佃 elto simulate a unifonn dis汀ibution.百leloading points紅巴 shownin Figure 1 
(left). It is notewonhy伽 tthe陀 were00 bottorn bars passing through any of山 interior
columns. At the edges白erewere bars白roughth巴 columnsat the South and East sides 
(section AA' in Figure 2) but not at the North and West (section BB' io Figure 2). 

Among more than曲inytests made by LUCIO， three were "Ultimate Load Tests" 
(ULTl to ULT3) that in the end left the slab punched around columns 6， 8， 9 and 10. As 
the waffle flat slab was lighuy reinforced almost all reinforcement had yielded before白s
punching of the slab. Tests ULTl and PSPl to PSP3 arτnow described; 

Ultimate load test 1 (UL T1) 
Uniformly dis町ibutedve凶calloading was app1ied in steps on all the slab as shown ln 
Figure 3 (left). Up to the step immediately prior to failure vertical reactions for all白峰
columns were measured for each step by load cells located under each column. TypiCal 
panelload versus column reaction graphs for an intemal (co1umn 10)，加 edge(column 9)， 

and a comer (column 13) column釘eshown in Figure 3 (right). 
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Fi酔re1. Dimensions of the waffle flat slab and loading system details (left) and detail of 
the waffle flat slab (right) 
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Figure 2. Details of the connections reinforcement 

At a load of 80 kN per panel (23.9 kN/m2)， column 10 aod出encolumn 9 punched 
耐oughthe slab (Figure 3 1eft) and the test was stopped.羽山 isa quite g∞d example of 
horimntal spreading of failumin a flat slab.As column 10could only sustain a reduc巴d

lOad after failure， the slab around column 9 failed as welL 

Post.punching test 1 (PSPl) 
The four p加 eIsaround column 6wcmloaded(FipIre4left)with thEPU中oseof studying 
the beha:、riourof出ispan of the s住uctureafter the internal column had failed.As dze li 
between columns 9 and 11 was quite damaged due to出eprevious tests白iswas properly 

propped. Vertical reactions we詑 recordedat columns 1 to 3 and 5 to 7. 
百leload was applied in steps undl the system could not sustain my mg写 load.百lC

maxi~~~-ï;ad' ;~~h~d '~as 70 kN per panel (20.9 kN/m2) and the column 6 reaction was 
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21.8 kN・24.9% of the maximum reaction obtained in LUCIO's ULτ"3 test for this 
coluron -(see Figure 4 right).百 eslab around column 5 failed at出isstage and， even 
白oughit s関 medthat白iscolumn connection could sustain more load. the test Was 
discon出 ueddue to much degradation of the slab around column 6. As this connection had 
only ω'P reinforcement going through the column and the bars were not continuous this 
was the behaviour expected (reaching a maximum of a qu制 erof the戸別iousload). 

Graph for column 5 is shown in Figure 5 (right). 1t c卸 bes白 n白atafter the 
reaction reached it's maximum and the connection failed (note point 4 in 白ePSPl gr宜伸)
with an immediate loss of resistance血.erewas a later increase in the reaction (00包 the
points 6， 7 and 8).百lis泊αちasein血ereaction even after failure of白eslab was possible 
due ω 悦 presenceof continuousω'p and bonom bars in this p紅白ularconnection (see 
reinforcement details on Figure 2・ sectionAA '). As it seemed that column 5 could 
sustain mぽ eload a鈎condtest was出enmade loading only the p回 elsadjacent to it -s館
館stPSP2 below. 
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Figurち 3.LUC10's test ULT1叩dtypica1 p血.elload v column reactions 

Post-:>uodting 陥 t2 (PSP2) 
For他istest panels A and D were loaded (Figure 5). In additiooωthe line between 
columns 9飢 d11，白eregion around column 6 was propped. As c組 bes田 n合omFigure 

5 (right)，白econnection in this test wωcapable of sustaining more load (30.6128.4 := 

L08)白血 ithad sustained up to punching (PSPl test) because of the continuous ω'P and 

bottom bars through白巴 columnpresent there (see section AA' in Figure 2). It went on 

until the bottom b訂血rough出ecolumn broke and the system could not sustain any more 
load. It is remarkable that the connection resisted more load than it had resisted加fore
failure by punching. 

As columns 1加 d2 were πlatively undamaged at出ispo釦1， a白首dtest was carried 
out applying load around these columns. 
P田 t-punchingtest 3 (PSP3) 
Panels A and B were loaded and the line between columns 5 and 6 was propped due to 

由巳 previousfailures. At a load of 85 kN per panel (25.4 kN/nr) column 
-
2 p¥Jsched the 

slab and白etest was stopped because there was no connection at a11 between the colurnn 
and the slab and it was just going down a11 the way (Note the reinforcement detail on 
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Figure 2・ sectionBB ').百lisdiffers significantly from the situation of column 5 

fReinfぽ cementdetail in section AA' -Figure 2) in test PSP2. At column 2 the periphera1 
抑制 bonombars that made山 conn附 onand resisted批 loadat column 5 were 

away from the column and泊 theoverhang of the slab. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It_ was quite clear from tests ULT1， PSPl and PSP4 that horizontal spreading of failuπ 
af町 punchingis a real possibility in flat slabs. After a punching failure top bars are easily 
pull吋 outof the slab and provide little resis凶nce.After shear failure has occurred the top 
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reinforcement '・rips-out"of由巴 ωpsurface of the slab and becomes ineffective in carryin~ 
the load [7 and 10]. D田 plyembedded bottom bars passing through the colurnns -~ 
anchored in the slab however， provide significant resistance initially by dowel action， allli 
then at 1釘gerdeformation by being kinked. Bot1Om bars do not seem 10 increase the凶む:
punching s出 ng出 butare a very effective measu民 tolessen the loss of capacity at ~ 
connection and could significantly reduce出edeman出 on血erest of白eslab and its 
supports in血eevent of a punching failure. Besides this曲eyare very easy to install ii 
compared with sh巴arreinforcement血atcould be another altemative to improveぬ.epost 
punching behaviour of the connection. 

Unless they紅epositioned continuously through the column at the bottom of社le
slab， the presence of ties (according to BS 8110 [9]) is not enough to gu釘阻飽eany卯sl
punching resistance of a connection in a flat slab and consequently provide resistance to 
progressive collapse. This can be seen企omthe behaviour of the column 2 connection in 
test PSP3. 

Apart仕om白eabove described experimental work a finu巴elementelastic analysis 
was performed to make comparisons with the tests and to study the effect of the partial or 
total loss of a column on the beha吋ourof the remaining slab， a flexural resistance of the 
slab following the partial los8 of suppoロ ata column was verified by出eyield line 
method and possible damage scenarios of failure of slab-columns connections were 
considered and design recommendations were proposed [1， 11 and 12]. 
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ABSTRACT 

Mixed-mode工 and11 loading is a combination of tensile and in-
plane shear loading. 1nvestigation showed that crack evolution 
in this mixed mode is more complex than that in tension. 工twas 
observed that discontinuous cracks were initiated at several 
locations in the ligament and the growth consisted of partly 
tensile splitting and also shearing cracks. The crack face 
bridges were observed between two overlapping crack tips. 工n
some cases initial tensile cracks closed during the shearing 
process， this phenomenon suggested that compressive struts 
developed in the specimen. This very complex tensile/shearing 
crack interaction was found in most of the tested specimens. 

INTRODUCTION 

The understanding of cracking process in cementitious materials 
iS improving very rapidly with the advances made in both 
computational and experimental mechanics. Large number of test 
ge?metries have been used to study fracture mechanisms when 
Subjected to tensile loads (Mode r-type of failure) and it was 
~~nerally accepted that tensile cracks propagate in the 
direction perpendicular to maximum tension. Ten;iIe failure is 
Us~ally due to one main crack extending throughout the ligament 
~~d may be accompanied by other secondary branching cracks or 
~icrocracks accumulated around the crack-tip. This-region has 
oeen defined as the fracture process zone. 

One of the major problems in the study of the fracture 
process zone1s the di fficulty in observing it directly and on 
the basis of availabi~-~b~~~~~ti~n~-t~-d;t~r;in;-~h~t-'f~iïu;~ 
~;chanisms have actually taken place. Various techniques e.g. 
~icroscopy ， interferometric techniques or acoustic emissions， 
nave been used to investiga七e the early development of the 
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microcracked zone and the start of the main crack path. 
Understanding of the initiation of microcracking and the 

point at which the main crack path begins to form is essential 
if the results of laborat~r~_~ests are _to be m~~ni~gfully 
applied in subsequent modelling and design criteria for 
concrete structures. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This contribution deals with the development of the fracture 
process zone in mortar and badly compacted concrete specimens 
having various geometries. The testing machine used throughout 
the investigation was a closed-loop servo control1ed stiff 
testing machine， Instron 8582. All tests were carried out in a 
displacement control1ed mode at the speed of 0.003mm/sec and at 
the room temperature of about 21 C. Samples were positioned in 
a testing rig and a video recording of every test has been made 
using a fast zoom video camera with the shutter speed 500 -1000 
frames/sec. The experiments were viewed with the aid of a 
MERLYN - X vision mixer with effects enabling us to split a 
fracture process into frames 1/25 seconds apart. The frames 
were frozen and then photographed from the television screen 
using a PENTAX P30N still camera. 

The specimens were made of mortar and badly compacted 
concrete containing an excessive amount of voids. The reason 
behind this experiment was to observe how the fracture process 
zone would form if an excessive amount of voids were present in 
the concrete matrix. The geometry of test specimens is shown in 
Figure 1. 

7 Y ，ftfTt 
100 mm 100 mm 

ト・ 叫

仁
t司 250 mm 

Figure 1 The geometry of specimens used in experiments 
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We have also studied the effect of friction，between the 
platens ~n~. punc~ _- through shear specimen， on the basic 
characteristics of fracture process zone. One set of tests was 
carried out with a slight lateral restraint and without any 
agent preventing the friction between the platens and specimen. 
The other set was carried out without the lateral restraint and 
with a graphite agent applied on the contact surfaces to 
minimize the friction. 

RESULTS 

The photographs in Figure 2 and 3 show a typical set of results 
obtained from these tests. The basic characteristic of fracture 
process zone in specimens with the restraint and friction， 
Figure 2， was the formation of a superficial tensile crack， 
followed by the formation of multiple discontinuous fissures 
between the slots. The main crack faces overlapped and were 
joined by compressive struts at several places. The initial 
tensile crack either closed partly or comple七ely during the 
subsequent fracture process. The final fracture was a narrow 
crush zone with the clear signs of the abrasive action on the 
internal surfaces of the specimen. 

Figure 3 shows a typical set of the results obtained from 
specimens made of badly compacted concrete and with the minimum 
friction between the specimen and platens. The first stage of 
cracking process seemed to be very similar to that previously 
described， but the subsequent crack extension and propagation 
showed a completely different characteristic. Multiple 
discontinuous cracks overlapped and opened with the increasing 
load and the crack interface bridges could be clearly seen. The 
~ompressive struts or signs of crushing during the load 
descend， the characteristic feature of the restrained specimen， 
were not detected.工nsteadof that only the crack opening has 
been observed， indicating that Mode 1 was predominant in-this 
case. This experiment clearly indicated that the boundary 
conditions would significantly affect the fundamental 
characteristic of the fracture mechanism. 

Experiments on punch through shear cubes indicated that 
the first hairline tensile cracks appeared at about 40% of the 
maximum load and the full formation of the fracture process 
zone was observed at about 78 -85% of the maximum load. 工twas 
interesting to see that specimens made of badly compacted 
c?ncrete， and with the same boundary conditions， exhibited 
~~most identical behaviour regarding the appearance of the 
first tensile crack and the fuIl fraeture p~~cess zone. The 
maximum load was， however， considerably lower as expected. 

Figure 4 shows a formation of fracture process zone in a 
~~be subjected to direct compression. The failure mechanism in 
this case is due to indirect tension (splitting). 工t can be 
seen from the photographs that the initial discontinuous cracks 
~pen during the loading process and finally the tips curve 
!O~~rds the adjacent crack producing a finai fractu~e. This 
~~ilure mechanism is very b~ittle a~d there is no reserve in 
the load carrying capacity'after~the-fir~t-~~a~k ~pp;~;~~~~ . 
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Figure 2. Formation of crack 
face bridges and 
compression struts 
in punch through 
shear specimen 
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Figure 5 i5 a photograph of a final failure pattern for a 
cube subjected to a concentrated shear force in the ligament. 
Figure 6 shows a crack pattern obtained in the beam subjected 
to three point bending. The principal characteristic of a 
tensile fracture is a formation of one single crack originating 
from a series of discontinuous fissures， and the characteristic 
of a mixed mode fracture with the Mode 11 predominant is a 
formation of a narrow crush zone originating from a series of 
discontinuous fissures which are jointed by compressive struts. 

Figure 4. Double notch split cube fracture process 
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Figure 5， Double notch 
shear cube 

Figure 6. Crack development in 
3-pt bending beam 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The experiments described in this investigation were aimed to 
highlight the differences in the formation of the fracture path 
when tensile and mixed mode loading is applied to the specimen. 
The crack face bridging phenomenon as observed by vanMier [1，2] 
was noted in all experiments carried out on punch-through shear 
cubes， split cubes， shear cubes and three point bending beams. 
1t can be said therefore that the first phase of crack 
formation，ie. the set of discontinuous fissures occurring 
between the slots， seems to be identical irrespective of the 
type of loading or geometry of the specimen. The size of crack 
face bridges， however， seemed to depend on the type of loading. 
The larger size and more numerous were observed in specimens 
subjected to mainly Mode 11 (punch-through shear cube， shear 
cube) . 

The difference in the fracture mechanisms seems to be 
during the second phase of cracking process， ie. during the 
formation of the full fracture zone. 1t was observed that when 
Mode 11 is predominant the failure of crack face bridges is 
largely due to the crushing of intact ligaments between two 
overlapping crack tips [31. A similar observation was reported 
by Bazant et al [4] when testing beams in shear. The crack face 
bridges failure in specimens subjected to predominantly Mode 1 
loading seems to be due to extension of one of the crack tips 
and producing a single continuous crack. Further work is in 
progress to establish whether the size of the specimens and 
strain rate will have any influence on the fracture process. 
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MI XED-MODE AND MODE II FRACTURES 1M CONCRETE 
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EngIneering Depart皿ent
Miura Boiler CO.，Ltd. 

8 Copernicus Boulevard 
Branfort，Ontario 
Canada，N3P IK5 

ABSTRACT 

A center notched circular disk subjected to the splitting load is 
discussed in the context of the linear elastic fracture mechanlCS 
{L E FH}.va r iou s s t re s s s ta te s can b e g e ne r a t ed i n t he d i s k a c cord-
i ng tothe not ch l eng th a S H e l l a s the cros s i n g ang i eof t he load-
ing direct ion tothe notch plade.Stre ss iMens ity factors k l and 
k lI for t h enot ch a re ca lc u l a te d b y t he t h eor yof e l a s t i c i t y，an d 
for comparison by tbe finite element 目ethod (FEH). ResuLts of ex-
pe r iEe n ts for the not che d con c re te d i s k s a r e p r e s e n t ed.Mode l and 
modeII fracture toughnesses of the concrete are obtained fro聞 the
load intenslties at the initiation of crack propagation. 

INTRODUCTION 

In tbe past decades the nature of concrete has been investigated 
widely and deeply fro圃 theview-point of fracture 田echanics. The 
testing岡ethodsand the nu聞erical techniques have been advanced 
concuurently to solve both linear and non-linear problems in this 
ffeld. 1n consequence proble田ssuch as post peak softening， size 
effect， and fracture process zone become now popular for concrete 
investigators as research subjects. StilL now these proble岡sre-

main to be solved. 
The四ixed-阻odefracture of concrete has taken a growing interest， 

z i nce BaE a n tillcr i t i c i z ed t he i n ve s t i ga t ion b y I Ez r a f f e a[21. 
T he y COIld u c t ed she a r te s t s for s i ng le not c h ed a nd d o ub l e not ched 
conc r e te b e aE S b y fou r-poi nt loa d i n g. R e c e n t ly Rot s ana lyz e d th e 
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mixed-mode fracture in the four-polnt shear beams by using the e-
lastic softening constitutive relation in tbe smeared crack皿odel
f 3，4]. He i s caut ious in us ing the words mode 11 and mixed-四日de
fractures for concrete in the reference[4J. Hawkins(5] prOPosed 
a mixed-mode loading device for CLWL-DCB concrete specimens. In 
the rrference， however， observation of the lIlodelI fracture is not 
mentioned. More recently， Bocca[6] extended the cohesive crack 
皿odel to皿ixed-皿odecrack propagation， and performed confirmation 
experi皿eots by the sa皿emethod as seen in the reference[l). Among 
crack trajectories shown in reference[6] the modeIl patterns are 
observed. 
In this paper the stress intensity factors for the center notched 
circular disk are solved under the splitting load whose direction 
crosses the ootch plane. Using the solution results of splittiog 
test for concrete are analyzrd. The relation between stress 10-
tensity factors， KI and KlJ ， at crack initiation in the concrete 
is presrnted. 

τ P 2{1 -ρ2 ){1・p4)sin 2α 
Xl y， ::古育 (1・2p2cos2α.P 4 )2 

(lb) 

in whichα1s a crossing angle of the axis XI to the axis X and 
ρ is a nor圃alizeddistance r/R fro皿 ，thecenter of disk. As the 
notch length 2a decreases. stress intensity factors for the disk 
approxi.ate to those for an infinite plate with. a crack of length 
2a subjected to the same tractions on its inner surface. Stress 
intensity factors for the infinite plate are obtained by: 

KI ::..，針。Yl廃 dx， (2a) 

Kn ::許ffhY1/菩州 (2b) 

STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS IN A NOTCHED CIRCULAR DISK 

It is easily found that the sign of stressσyl C h a n g e 5 f r 0田 plus
to minus for the crossing angle near 30' in case of a/R=O.l. The 
elastic solution determined in this way does not completely sat-
isfY the boundary condition of the disk. In order to coofir田 the
solution， therefore. the stress intensity factors are solved by 
the FEK. The FE solution 1s obtained by superposing a solution 
for SYII圃etricloading to that for antisYI圃etricloading as shown 

in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Decomposition of loading. 

Figure 1. D~composition for solving a notched dis主.

OY1:: !o [:2 (1・2P2)(Cos2a・1)-2 p4 (cos2a.-l)(2 cos2恥 1)・1] (1a) 
πR‘ {1-2P2cos2α.p4)2 .，~ 

The FE analysis was perfor圃edby using two patterns of the element 
discretization， as shown in Figure 3. In both case. quarter point 
triangular elements are arranged at the notch tip. And the ratio 
of the side length of triangular element to the radius of disk is 
1/30. In one pattern a side of the triangular element is colinear 
to the 8xis of sym皿etry，and in the other pattern a center line of 
the triangular ele皿entis 0且 the axis of Sy回目etry.

Normal and tangential stressesσYI and τ)(IYl along the axis xl in 
the disk without nolch are given by: 
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y 

(a) Pattern-A. 

723 

y the notch length to the nondimensional stress. Although the FR 
discretization pattern-A gives a good estimation for stress inten-
sity factors， it does not yield such a saooth stress distribution 
as patter-B. This suggests that the crack propagation proble.s 
lust be solved for the entire geo・etricalform. The fracture pro-
c~ss zone 1s expected to be very s副a11fro冊 Figure 5. 

比
1/2 NOTCH LENGTH GAUSS POl NT NUMBERING 

。(cm)

o O.S 

e 0.75 
。 0.7

寓

Figure 3. Finite element discretization. 

(b) Pattern-B. 
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Kr aod KlI are obtained by Ingraffea' s for皿ula[7]. Considering a 
size of test specimen， the plane strajn was assu田ed in calcula-
tioo. The stress intensity factors are determined for di掴ensions
of tbe disk， i.e. &=7.5 cm， 8=0.15 cm， and a side legth of quar-
ter point triangular element 0且 thenotch surface 1=0.25 c描.

Figure 4 shows the nor圃a!izedstress intensity factors Fr and FIJ 
versus the crossing angleαThree different solutions are pre-
sented. The correct solution 1s thought to exist between two FE 
solutions 

!j;i; ゴ)2，0 

恒国'

LL 

10 
α(・)

0.1 0.2 0.3 
DJSTANCE FROM NOTCH END (cm) 

Figure 5.σyπR/P distribution along x axis near notch tip. 

EXPERIHBNTAL RESULTS 

Two kinds of concrete of the usual 皿1xwere used. Table 1 shows 

Table 1. 
Mix proportio且sand properties of concrete used. 

Fl 

国ix-1 lIIix-2 

water with additive (kgw/皿3) 178 174 

cement 300 283 

gravel (max. size 1.5cm) 871 871 

sand 824 840 

fと(kN/cm2) 3.00 2.40 

E (HN/cmZ) 3.24 2.55 

Poisson's ratio 0.21 0.22 
L-. 

20 30 

Figure 4 Nor阻alized stress intensity factors versusα 

Figure 5 shows nondi描ensio且a1stressσyπR/P at Gauss points 00 

the x axis of the notch end triangular element which were derived 
by the FE discretization pattern-B. It gives also the relation of 
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the mixing proportions and the掴echanicalproperties. 
A center notch was foroed by setting thickness less than 2 掴圃 and 
width 15 mm steel bar in cylinder moulds at casting of concrete. 
After three tioes repetition of preloading up to one third of the 
splitting failure load was applied to the specimen. the load was 
increased under a constant slo¥l crosshead rate to failure. The 
yield point was found at about one half of the failure load. Typ-
ical load strain curves are shown in Figure 6. One 1s the case of 
α=0・.and the other is the case ofα=30・.

Klc=146 N/cm 1•5 and Kllc =228 N/COll.S for 四ix-l， and Klc =113 N/c皿1.5

and Kllc =267 N/c圃1.5 for J1ix-2 arE' obtained. The perfect sliding 
test forα=30・isdifficult to be performed in order that the 
crack may not close. This is the reason Why圃ix-2 concrete gains 
8 larger KIIC than mix-l， in spite of smaller fc'. 
The relations of KI/KIC to KlI IKIC for tbe t¥lO kinds of concrete 
are depicted ¥lith tbe fracture locus of the maxi皿UOl stress theory 
in Figure 7. All of the experi皿entaldata is plotted outside of 
the theoretical locus as like as the result of fracture test for 
PMKA. which behaves as a brittle fracture oaterial under a roo皿

te圃perature. presented by Takamatsu[8]. 

;::ll ( 
30 

z 
a・z
~20 

Q 4 。
9 1 0 ， _J 10 

STRAIN ( )( 1 0 -3) U
目￥

『 、 ー‘ー@同一

2.0ト、、 .
…"C)'"引~"'_ -t;Z-ー

. ‘ ・

'¥冶‘

A 

(00) max locus 

町、ix1 I 
_ I plot 

mlX 2 J 

0.5 0.5 1.0 

(a)α=0・.Mix-1. (b) α=30・.Mix-2. ミ 1.0
￥ 

I
L
O
-

Figure 6. Typical load strain curve. 

ea''' 

Writers considered the load of yield point as the microcrack ini-
tiation load to deter圃ine the stress intensity factors. Table 2 
shows the crack initiation loads. From the curve for FE-A in 
Figure 4 and the yield loads in Table 2 fracture toughnesses are 
derived. 

1.0 
KI/KIC 

Figure 7. Comparison between experi皿ental fracture plots 
and theoretical fracture locus. 

TABLE 2. 
Mean crack initiation loads 

Ihe discrepancy between the theory and the experi阻ental facts for 
tbese materials is considered to depend upon a large energy re-
quirement for inducing tbe mixed-盟odeand sliding盟odefractures. 
Especially for the concrete the existence of aggregates cannot be 
disregarded in this fracture process. α (・} 田ix-1(MN) mix-2(MN) 

。 13.04 12.19 

10 22.06 14.54 

15 22.85 

20 17.95 15.16 

25 16.28 

30 15.50 17.26 

CONCLUSIONS 

This investigation was performed for the usual concrete in the 
scope of tbe LEFM. Nevertheless. interesting conclusions are ob-
tained. 
1. The center notched cicular disk is an advantageous speci皿ento 

investigate the crac孟ingprocess of concrete. 
2. 80th mixed-mode and sliding mode fractures exist for concrete. 
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3 It is not reco回目endableto use the Sy皿metricaland antisYmmet-
rical conditions with tbe singular element for the numerical 
analysis of crack proble田.

4. Microcrack propagation in concrete does not obey the maximum 
stress tbeory 
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S1ZE EFFECT 1N BENDING FA1LURE OF 
REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS 

WALTER H. GERSTLE， PARTHA P. DEY， PAKAL RAHULKUMAR and M工NGXIE 
Departrnent of Civil Engineering， 

University of New Mexico， 
Albuquerque， N.M. B7131 

ABS'1'RAC'1' 

1n a singly reinforced concrete specimen in flexure， the effect 
of reinforcernent and initial crack length on the fracture 
mechanics size effect is investigated using a sirnple analytical 
model. An unprenotched and/or reinforced beam exhibits a lower 
limit to the size effect; however a prenotched unreinforced bearn 
demonstrates no lower limit in strength as the size increases. A 
parametric study indicates for which regime the size effect is 
most prorninent. The importance of the size effect for a 
practical beam is demonstrated with the aid of an example. 

IN'1'RODUC'1'ION 

The fracture mechanics size effect in concrete structures has 
been introduced by Bazant (1)， and has been experimentally 
ob8erved (2). 工t i8 now necessary to evaluate the importance of 
the size effect in practical design situations， and particularly 
to determine whether justification exists for alteration of the 
design code， AC工ー31B (3) in light of the size effect. 

To answer this question， we study a singly reinforced 
concrete specimen in flexure. This is a pa工ticularly good 
specimen to study because it involves only Mode 1 cracking and 
is therefore easy to model analytically; because it is expected 
to produce a large size effect; and because this is the most 
Cornmon type of reinforced concrete element in practice. 

A simple analytical model has been developed. This model 
makes use of the fictitious crack model (FCM) (4， 5)， linear 
elastic fracture rnechanics (LEFM) (6)， and includes elastic 
behavior of the concrete and elastic-plastic behavior of the 
steel. 

The predictions produced by the model are briefly 
~urnmarized in this paper， and the importance of the size effect 
ょnpractical regimes is evaluated. 
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ANALYTICAL MODEL 

;;;話語11:id::?}同 nj抗告さu;;:::i:;
9-iL-=Ec∞Dcr{normalized depth of beam)J 

M霊詰2"(no叫 ized叫 iedmornent); 

A=t(町制izedlength of fictitious crack = â + a，) 
o -1 

Ao= 守(normalized ini 山 1 crack len吋 q俳帥叫t廿凶則h川1リ}

p言全色孟 (reinforcernent ratio); 
bh 
E~ 

nsp; (modular ratio of山 elto concrete); 

σ白，

γ守(…alized山 d一叩h of st制 ); 

寸何伽O白叩一rm

wth1eze f't i s c。ncreteternks ile stEezn1q七h，h is bearn depth， Ec and 
Es are Young's modu?i for concrete and steelzespectively，C∞O∞Dcr 
is the crack openi凶nq disp1a?ement beyond Which the C∞。ncrete

;ra:2;ii立1J九2ぷ1Y主ぷよごt士?s:ζ;tJc二::立:η::22l日之rp三守??主二1
crack length，σy is the Yield st ren9th。f the steel and f'c is 
the cornpressive strength of the concrete. 

r，~ 
ωo:c: 

a 
。

Figure 1・Definitionof Variables in Analytical Model 

The assqmptionsmde by the model are: 
{1}At a hozlZ?ntal distance of a (see Fig.1)from the crack， 

むなど21;二4Jtt己主erTfJJJょrzJ芯251ifn
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(2) Fictitious crack surfaces remain plane after deforrnati()~. 
(3) Closing tractions acting on the fictitious crack follow a 

linear stress-COD curve for O<COD<CODcr' 

(4) Fiber bending stress in the concrete at the level of the 
notch tip is assurned constant and equal to the traction 
norma1 to the crack rnouth at the notch tip. 

(5) The concrete is linear and elastic in the stress range 
between the cornpressive strength， f' c' and the tensile 

strength， f・t.
(6) The steel is elastic up to stressσY' at which point it 

becomes perfectly plastic. 
(7) The steel can slip with respect to the concrete over a 

distance a frorn the crack surface. Beyond this distance， the 
steel cannot slip with respect to the concrete (a 
representation of bond-slip behavior) . 

(8) The centroid of the steel is located at the bottorn of the 
beam (this assurnption is not necessary， but reduces the 
nurnber of variables in the problem for ease of 
presentation). This irnplies that bearn depth h ~ d. 

(9) Once the stress in the top fiber of the beam reaches the 
compressive strength of concrete， f'c' the bearn can carry no 

additional mornent. 
(10) At a given traction-free crack length， the beam carries the 

minimum rnornent predicted by either the FCM or by LEFM. 

RESULTS OF ANALYTICAL MODEL 

The analytical rnodel described 1n the previous section was 
implemented in a simp1e cornputer prograrn which generated 
norrnalized mornent， M， versus normalized crack length， A， curves， 
shown for a srnall， medium， and 1arge bearn in Figs. 2 (a-c) ， 
respectively. The interesting features are that for srnall bearns， 
the strength i5 determined by the FCM and by yielding of the 
steel， for medium bearns the strength is deterrnined by an 
interaction between the FCM and the LEFM rnodels， and for large 
bearns， the st rength is det errnin ed by e i ther LEFM or by the 
strength properties of the steel and concrete. 

Also， the cornputer prograrn was capable of producing size 
effect curves， several typical of which are shown fOr a 
unprenotched and a prenotched bearn in Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) ， 
respectively. The interesting features of the curves shown in 
Fig. 3 are: 

1. The size effect is rnost pronounced in an unreinforced， 
prenotched concrete bearn. 

2. The size effect 1n an unreinforced， unprenotched concrete 

lVlI.iJsm・llJ_ 3δ-1 beam has a ratio of ー~ーニ::;::2.旦~ between the upper and the 
M(slarge) O + 1 

lower shelves of the size effect curve. This effect has also 
been predicted by K1m et al. (7). 

3. For unreinforced beams， the transition region between the 
upper and the lower she1ves on the slze effect curves occur 

approxirnately in the size regirne -2 < 10g10 (s) < +2， as 
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shown in Fig. 3 (a) For typical concretes (Ec=4143 ksi， 
f'c=6 ksi， f・t=0.6ksi， CODcr= 0.0025")， this corresponds to 
a beam depth of 0.173" < h < 1730"・ Thusthe range of sizes 
of unreinforced nonprecracked concrete members falls withi; 
the range within which the size effect is most pronounced. 

~ . As the reinforcement ratio p increases， the ratio between 
the upper and lower shelves of the size effect curve is 
reduced radically. A1so， the transition regime is shifted 

toward very small beam sizes as p increases. 

0.4 Jnitial Nonnallzed 
0.36 Notch Length = 0.20 

0.32 
0.U5 メ。LEFM ~ 
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

Consider a fairly typical 12" deep by 6" wide singly reinforced 
concrete beam with one 普4 grade 60 reinforcing bar whose 
centroid is located 10・， below the top of the beam. Assume the 
following properties describe the beam: d=h=10"; b=6"， f官t =0.6 

ksi; f'c=6 ksi; Ec~4143 ksi; Es=29000 ksi;σy=60 ksi; As=0.20 

in2; K1c = 1.77 ksi巴 sqrt(in)・CODcris calculated to be 0.0025". 

The normalized parameters for this beam are: s=O.58; AO""O; 

p=.0033; y=100; n=7; S=10. Log10<s) =ー0.237. From Fig・3(a) it 

i5 found that for thi5 value of s， the value of log10(M)=ー .491

i5 already on the lower shelf. A failure moment of 116 k-in is 
thus predicted. The ACI code (3) predicts a nearly identical 
failure load of 118 k-in. 

If a similar beam of one-half the size were investigated 

(6" deep)， (this might be a floor slab， for example)， log10 (日) = 

ー0.537，and the size effect would barely begin to become 
evident， as can be seen in Fig. 3(a). From Fig. 3(a)， loglO(M)= 
ー.490，from which the predicted resisting moment is 14.58 k-in. 
The ACI code predicts a resisting moment of 14.44 k-in. For such 
a beam， the moment predicted by the analytical model is about 
one per cent greater than that predicted by the ACI Code (3). 

For yet a another similar beam of one-quarter the original 
size (3" deep)， (as for example a flange of a precast tee beam)， 
the size effect is expected to be quite important. For this 

beam，工og10(日) =一0.839.From Fig. 3(a)， loglO(M)=ー.4617，from 

which the predicted resisting moment is 1.943 k-in. The ACI code 
predicts a resisting moment of 1.82 k-in. The ACI Code under 
predicts the strength by about 7 per cent. 

A specimen smaller than 3" deep would be very difficult to 
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create with a typica1 concrete because the aggregate size WOUld 
approach the depth of the beam. However， for any beam with 

1og10(s) 1ess than -2.5， as shown in Fig. 3(a)， 10910(M)=ー.140.

The ana1ytical model predicts a fai1ure moment about 93 per cent 
higher than predicted by the ACI Code (3). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The size effect is very pronouoced io some cases: 
1. For large， unreinforced， prenotched concrete beams， the size 

effect may be extreme1y 1arge. As can be deduced from the 
size effect law， for a doubling of beam size the predicted 
nominal strength decreases by 41 per cent. 

2. For unreioforced， unprenotched beams， the ratio of nominal 
strength for a very small beam to nomina1 strength of a very 

lVJI.ρsrnalll ':l，)¥ _ 1 
1arge beam i5 given by ーテ一一一土=d旦ニム For noどma1 concrete， 

M(sl叩) B + 1 

B=10， and the ratio in normalized moments is on1y 2.63. 

3. As the amount of reinforcement increases， the size effect 
decreases rapid1y. 
The size effect does not seem to be important for typical 

concrete beams io typica1 size ranges with typica1 reinforcement 
ratios. The size effect is， however， very important for 
unreinforced， or very 1ightly reinforced， concrete beams. The 
ACI Code (3) shou1d be appeoded to cover these cases. 
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SCALE EFFBCT ON PLASTIC ROTATIONAL C昆PACITYOF R.C. BEAKS. 

CRESCENTINO BOSCO， ALBERTO C且RP工NTERIand P工ERGIORG工oDEBERNARDI 
Departm邑ntof structural Engineering -politecnico di Torino 

24， Corso Duca degli Abruzzi， 10129 Turin， ltaly. 

且BSTR孟CT

The results obtained from an extensive experむnentalprogram show the scale 
dependency of plastic rotational capacity of reinforced concrete beams. 
This ie verified both when failure occur自 withlarge deformation of bars 
(low eteel percentage) and when crushing of concrete prevails (high steel 
percentage) • 

A numerical simulation， on the basis of material constitutive stress-
deformation relationships proposed by畠tandardcodes， is performed in the 
attempt of representing the behavior of the beam cross-section. Numerical 
results do not comply with the experimental ones and then the model based 
on the hypothesis that plane sections remain plane does not seem applicable 
to evaluate inelastic behavior of r.c. structures. 

INTRODUCTIOM 

Plastic rotational capacity i8 a fundamental characteristic for providing 
reinforced concrete structures with a sufficient ductility. It allows them 
to tolerate imposed deformations， such as settlement畠 ofsupports， thermal 
effects， etc.， to redistribute load-effects， to exploit the strength of the 
8tructure and to dissipate energy provoked by seismic events. 

Theoretical evaluation of plastic rotation is however a complex que-
stion becau目e of the interaction of several phenomena: concrete confin邑守
陣 nt，bond characteri昌ticsof reinforcing hars， shear effects， shape of 
bending moment diagram， mechanical properties of concrete， strength and 
ductility of steel， etc. The influence of si%e on the inelastic rotational 
capacity， has not heen clarified yet， in fact the experimental data avai-
lable， mostly obtained by load controlled tests on concrete beams reinfor-
Ced with high ductility bars [1)， [2)， (3)， show a considerable dispersion. 

Test results discussed in the following [4]， deal with concrete beams 
reinforced with new types of steel， recently defined in the European Codes 
(5)， [6)， that present characteristic of ductility lower than the tra-
ditional ones. The displacement-controlled experimental procedure allows 
the correct evaluation of the behavior of the be回 in the plastic range， 
Characterized by large deformations and displacements at maximum load and， 
generally， by a descending branch before the failure of the element. 
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TABLE 2 
Mechanica1 characterietice of high bond stee1 reinforcement (mean va1ues) 
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The influence of the cros8-sectional dimensions of the elemente on 
the structural ducti1ity has been numerically evaluated in terms of mean 
plastic curvature at maximum load， for different percentages of reinfOrce~ 
ment， and compared to the experimenta1 resu1ts， for verifying the applica-
bility of the models given by Codes. 

Type B Type A 

641 
596 
1.076 
4.18竜

672 
587 
1.15 
7.00亀

九 (N/mm2)
f，. (N/mm2) 

f‘/fy 
&u 

The fo11owing parameters are constant， see Fig. 1: L/h = 10; h/b = 2; 
d/h = 0.9. i<fean cylindrical strength of concrete fC~ i8 25.6 N/mm3 and the 
cαnpressive reinforcement i8 represented by 2 bar8 of 12， 10 and 8 mm re8-
戸ctive1y， for the three beam depth8. Stirrups of 8 mm every 100， 200 and 
150 mm， are provided for the beams type 1-3， 4-7 and 8-11， respectively. 

P1aetic rotation 8p is defined according to Eurocode 2 (5] and Mode1 
ωde 90 (6) and obtained by integration， a10ng the p1astic zone (where the 
8trese 1n the tensile reinforcement 1e higher than its yie1ding 1imit)， of 
the difference between mean curvature 1/rm and that at yield 1imit of 
8teel， 1/r間宮 ・ The average curvature， al10wing for tension stiff邑ning， can 
be deduced from the average strain ε.m of tension chord and the average 
strain t;;ー帽 at the extreme compression fibre of concrete， according to 1/rm 
= (&aN - tcm)/d， where d i8 the effective beam depth (Fig. 1)・

TwO values of plastic rotation are considered: at maximum load (8pm) 
and at the u1timate valua (8pu) on the descending branch， at a bending 
曲oment equal to 90も ofthe maximum va1ue. When this 1evel is not reached， 
t.he va1ue recorded at the u1timate bending moment is considered. When the 
yielding of steel is not clearly identificab1e (this occur8 for high 
percentages of stee1) a fictitious yie1ding point is considered， corre-
8ponding to a 0.1電 ofthe proof curvature in the cracked range. 

The exp唖rimenta1mean pla自ticcurvature is measured in the 
part of the beam， with a length equa1 to the beam depth. 

BXPBRlMENTAL RBFBRBHCB AND DBFIHITIOHS 

The 44 simp1y supported reinforced concrete beams described in Tab1e 1， are 
subdivided into e1even c1asses of four specimens， of which two with steel 
of high ductility and two with steel of normal ductility， symmetrically 
10aded by one or七hreeloade according to the scheme shown in Fig. 1. 

central 
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Figure 1. Testing scheme and loading condition自.
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TABLE 1 
Geometrical characteristics of the beams and percentages of steel 

Non linear analysis of the behavior in the plastic range， up to failure， is 
performed by a numerical method using mean stress-strain relationships and 
based on materia1 properties appropriate for the considered 1imit state. 

As a simplification， 80me assumptions are considered va1id up to 
failure. The first one correspond8 tロ assumethat plane sections remain 
plane up to the u1timate limit state is reached. Whi1e this hypothesis is 
valid for small deformations， it can certainly be considered rough close to 
the ultimate state. Nevertheles8， often it i8 a useful reference for avoi-
ding more comp1ex ca1culations. 

other aspects that greatly affects the deformation of the beam are 
represented by bond relationship between concrete and steel and by the 

圃pacingof cracke. 
For what concerns the behavior of concrete in compression， we observe 

increa日ーdcharacteristic of strengths and strains， 1inked to the degree of 
confinement of the compression chord. On the other hand the bar自 in com-
pression can provoke， at ultimate limit state， instabi1ity phenomena that 
anticipate the crushing of concrete. 

宜E王EORBTlCALAPPROACH 
Percentage 

0.56 
1.13 
1. 70 
0.28 
0.56 
1.13 
1. 70 
0.13 
0.25 

0.56 
1.13 

Tensile reinforcement 

1<#>12 
2<#>12 
3<#>12 
2<#>12 
4<#>12 
8<#>12 

12tt12 
2tt12 
4<#>12 
9φ12 

18<#>12 

L(mm) 

2000 

4000 

6000 

h(mm) 

200 

400 

600 

b(mm) 

100 

200 

300 

Beam type 

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
 

噌
-a

・4

The mechanica1 parameters of the high bond bars type A and B， given 
in Table 2， are represented by the u1timate (f包) and yie1ding (fy ) streS8e8 

while the ductility is represented by the ratio f色 /fy and by the elongation 
at maximum load (εu). 
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A further aspect， affecting the experimental results， i8 represented 
by the loading system; the extent of the 10ading zone inf1uences the 1oc;i 
otress distribution， the 10ca1 crack propagation and the deformabi1ity， i~ 
particu1ar at fai1ure. 

The formu1ation of a consitutive mode1 for representing a11 these 
aspects in the plastic range of beams in flexure is then rather difficult. 
For comp畠ringnumerica1 and experimenta1 va1ues， a first tentative of simu-
lating the actua1 behavior of concrete structures can be performed on the 
basis of simp1e analitica1 re1ationships given in [6]， for concrete in 
compression and steel. This meane to assume the curvature as a pararneter of 
compari自on. In the preeent ana1ysis， reference is rnade to curvature at 
rnidspan crose-section and at peak 1oad， without considering the tension曙

stiffening beyond the steel yie1ding， neither the contribution of the phe-
nomena deve10ping in the fracture process zone. 

For numerical calculation， the cross-section depth is subdivided in 
strips 1 cm deep and the curvature at maximum moment is obtained by impo・
sing equi1ibriurn and congruence conditions. The idealized stressー且train
curve for concrete presents the peak stress (mean cylindrica1 va1ue ob-
tained from the spec幻nens) at a strain of 0.0022. The ultimate strain [cu 
is assumed 5 times the strain corresponding to half the peak stress in the 
descending branch (εau~0.016a) ・ The 1inear e1astic-1inear hardening curve 
of steel is characterized by th邑 yielding (fy) and ultimate (ft) mean 
stresses and the u1timate strain value εu reported in Tab1e 2. 
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Figure 2. P1a8tic curvature vs. beam depth for percentages of steel equal 
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Dl:SCUSSION轟NDRESULTS 

1he actua1 trend of the experimenta1 moment-curvature diagram8， for or-
dinary percentage8 of stee1， i8 norma11y characterized by an extended "pla-
teau" in the plastic range， without important variation日 ofbending moment 
around its maximum value. This is more evident as the ductility charac-
teristic of steel increases (the ducti1ity of 日teeltype A is higher than 
that of otee1 type 8)・ Buteven for very 10w or very high percentages of 
steel (beams type 8 or types 3 and 7， see Table 1)， it i8 possible to 
ロtoervethe re1atively extended plastic part of diagrams. 

For representing the自e aspects， together with the curvature at max~
皿岬 bending moment， a1so the curvature at the ends of the range given by 
bending moments equal to 95竃 and98亀 ofthe maximum value (in the ascending 
and descending part of the diagrams)， are reported. All these va1ues are 

plastic values， net from the curvature measured at yie1ding 1imit. 
In Figs. 2 a to d， the theoretical and experimental plastic curva-

tures for two percentages of steel (0.53 and 1.13) are compared， the last 
ones referred to the centra1 part of the beam. The labe1s A1 and A3 (or 81 
and B3) indicate the experimental mean plastic curvatures at maximum ben-

ding mornent for beams reinforced with stee1 type A (or B) loaded with one 
or three loads respectively. The bo1d 1ines bound the range of variation 
of the experimenta1 values. The internal range (dense dotted zone) is 
referred to the 98も ofmaximum moment; the external range (scattered dotted 
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zone) containinq the previous one， defines the variations at 95亀 ofrnaximum 
rnoment. In the 8ame Fiqures the labels C represent the calculated valueB 
by numerical analysis for the cracked section; these va1ues tend to 10cate 
1n the 10wer part of the experimenta1 curve of 95亀.

In any case， the numerica1 results are far from representing the 
experimental ones， for any percentaqes of reinforcement， even thouqh the 
latter are largerly oeattered. The same results are not 1nversely pro-
portional to the beam depth， aa theoretica11y predicted， because the actual 
pereentage of compressive steel is not proportional to the 8cale of the 
elementa. 

In Fiqs 3 a to d， on the other hand， the experimenta1 plastic rota-
tiona are reported for the four considered percentagea of steel. The da-
shed 1ines refer to the ultimate rotations， whi1e the continuous ones indi-
cate the values at maximum moment. For this parameter it is possib1e to 
observe a general trend of decreasing va1ues as the beam depth increa自es，
while the rotation calculated on the basis of theoretical curvature is in-
dependent of the beam depth. 

OOHCLUSIONS 

From the examination of the experimenta1 results， the influence of the Bca-
1e on the rotational capacity of reinforced concrete beams appears evident. 
In fact the experimenta1 mean curvature with stee1 type A (high ductility)， 
decreases rnore than 8 times for p自rcentageof 0.57 and more than 28 timeo 
for percentage of 1.13， as the bearn depth increases from 200w百 to600mm. 
For stee1 type B (norma1 ducti1ity) the variations are 2.7 and 9.4 tir昭島

respectively. 
The numerical resu1ts obtained using the re1ationships proposed by 

standard codes and the hypothesis that p1ane sections rernain plane dOBS not 
seem to reproduce the experimental behavior in terrns of mean pla日tic cur-
vature and， as a consequence， in terrns of plastic rotation. 
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CRACK SPACING AND CR且.CKVlDTH lN REINP'ORCED CONCRETE F日立ORALHEMBEIlS 

LUCIE VANDEWALLE 
Civil Engineering Dep且rtment-K.U.Leuven 
de Croylaan 2 -3001 Heverlee -Belgium 

ABSTRACT 

Crack spacings and crack widths in reinforced concrete f1exural members can 
be analyzed by means of methods， based on the T-S-relation of a 
reinforcement bar in concrete .At the Civil Engineering Department of the 
K.U.Leuven， the T-S-relation i8 m且thematically approached by the 

expression : 

-).a 
守鴫守u (1・ )J.e-"U) 

To check the accuracy of the developed model， eighteen reinforced concrete 
beams were te自tedto failure. Comparisons of the calculated crack spacings 
and crack widths with the obtained test results show satisfactory 

agreement. 

lNTRODUCTION 

Cracks in reinforced concrete 9tructures m且y be expected at service load 
because of the low tensile 9trength of concrete. This cracking has a major 
influence on the stiffness of the structure and the resistance to corro自l.on
ロfthe reinforcement. It i9 therefore， necessary to control cracking in 

reinfロrcedconcrete structures. 
There has been a common consensus by several investigators that the 

bond between steel and concrete has a pronounced influence on the control 

of cracking. 

FROM T・8・RELATION10 CRACKING 

The bond between the reinforcement bar and the concrete may be described in 
an idealized way as a shear stress between the surface of the reinforcement 
bar and the surrounding concrete. The bonding mechanism m且ybe expressed by 
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;立iピ:よJ;立::f九:::江:之:コ:e 岱Loニぷ:

on the basis of the results of an extensive test pros-m Of bemtests 
on deformed bars， both at noロnalaBwell as at cryogenLC temperatures • 
executed at the Civil Engineering Department of the k.u.LeuveI111]，the 
T ・・S-relationis mathematically approached by the Bxpres Sion z 

-.A S T 君'ru (1 -μe 

in which Tu is a function (mathematical expression }of the concrete cover 

iijiJ戸221i官話。?訴訟主主r試日aji
For a reinforced concrete beam， 10aded by a constant mゅmentand normal 

force alonE the axis of the member ，the transfer of a portion of th 
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Figure 1 : Eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete tensi1e bar. 
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TEST PROGRAM 

(1) 

specimens 

TIle influence of the f0110wing parameters on the cracking behaviour of a 

reinforced concrete beam was examined : _ 
diameter of the reinforcement bar (φ= 16・ 20-25 mm) 

_ 
ratio between the concrete cover on the bar (d) and the 
di~eter of the bar (φ) (dlφ・1-1.5). 

For every combination of the two parameters， three specおnenswere cast. So 

we test program consisted of a series of 18 beams. The beams were 100 x 

250 mm in cross-section and had a 1ength of 1300 mm. The under-

reinforcement consisted of one deformed bar (・ parameter) and the upper-
reinforcement of two bars (φ=6 mm) (figure 2). 

(2) 」
Figure 2 : Specimen. 

陥terialproperties 
A 

The concrete mixture (lm~) W8S composed of : grave1 ~/14 ， 
1300 kg; sand 0/5， 550 kg; cement HK40， 400 kg; water， 165 1; W/C， 0.413. 

Compressive strength obtained on cubes (150 mm) at an age of 28 days 
was 55.2 Mpa on the mean [4]・

Teot procedure 
Immedi且tely after demou1ding， the specimens were stored in a fog room 
(200C， R.H.>95%). Loading tests were performed at an age of 28 days. The 
specimens were set up vertica11y. The constant bending moment and norma1 
f白rcea10ng the axis of the member were rea1i~ed by applying at both ends 
白fthe beam a tensi1e force N on the rebar. 

At each 10ad increment the evolution of the crack formation was 
indicated on the beam and the crack width of the different cracks was 
measured by means of a 9ma11 microscope. 

TEST RESULTS 

Crack spacing 
~he ev01ution of the crack spacing (Lcr) as a function of the steel stress 
in the under-reinforce血.ent(σs)at the place of thE crack is for different 
apecimens shown in figure 3.-The hori~onta1 dotted 1ine in this figure 
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representB the theoretically calculated anchorage length td 
to-the cracking force Ncr [2]. 

From figure 3 it follows that the measured mean crack spacing 
service load (σ9=240 Mpa) corresponds good with the value of t d • 

corresponding 

at 

crack width 
1n table 1 the following observed quantities are given for a load 1evel 
about service load (σs-240 Mpa) : the maximum (wmax) ， the minimum (wmin) 
and the mean crack width (w~) ・ The mean crack widtr(Wt)at this load level 
ha8 a180 been calculated using the developed theory [2] and i8 given in the 

last colunm of table 1. 
From table 1， it fol1ows that there i9 a sati8factory 

ootween theoretically obtained results and test result8. 
agreement 

TABLE 1 
Crack width 

Specimen wmin 
(mm) 

W 
m 

{剛)

wmax 
(皿n)

w t 
(mm) 
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q
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勾
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内
'
h

φ'，0
・0
φ
a
A
V
A
V

0，13 
0，12 
0，13 
0，12 
0，12 
0，11 

0，04 
0，08 
0，04 
0，04 
0，08 
0，06 

0，18 
0，16 
0，14 
0，18 
0，18 
0，24 

0，11 
0，12 
0，08 
0，12 
0，12 
0，16 

CONCLUSIONS 

From this study it follows that for reinforced concrete beams， loaded by a 
constant moment and normal force along its axis， crack spacings and crack 
widths can be calculated using the theory that i8 developed at the Civil 
Engineerin~ Department of the K.U.Leuven. 

However， in reality the crack distribution i8 very irregular because 
it is determined by stochastic effects. The concrete tensile strength i8 
indeed a quantity which i8 liable to a relatively great 8pread， Therefore 
str!ct1y speaking on1y minimum and maximum values can be given for the 
crack spacing and crack width. A mean value for those quantities， obtained 
by carrying out the ca1culation8 with the mean concrete tensile strength， 
:LS accordingly to be interpreted with caution. 
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ABSTRACT 

An analytica1 procedure is developed to predict crackwidth 
of a sing1e dominant crack in R.C. bearns at various stages 
of 10ading using fracture rnechanics principles. The 
comparison between the predicted va1ues with the 
experimental values avai1ab1e 1.n 1iterature is found to be 
good. The influence of the tensi1e strength of concrete on 
the performance of the mode1 is ascertained by performing a 
sensitivity ana1ysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

The determination of crackwidth in reinforced concrete 
(R.C.) beams is irnportant to ensure the 1imit state of 
serviceability in design. At present the crackwidths and 
crack spacings are calcu1ated based most1y on ernpirical 
approaches using the results of large amount of experimenta1 
data available in the 1iterature (1，2). From these 
investigations， it can be seen that， in addition to the 
primary variab1e namely stress or strain in steel， many 
other variables are considered to influence the crackwidth. 
Each approach differs from the other wi th respect to the 
se1ection of other variables only‘工n the authors ・opinion，
no satisfactory theory exists to enab1e the accurate 
prediction of the crackユng behaviour of R.C. structures. 主n
the existing design approaches， the cause for cracking in 
R.C. i.e. tensile stress is neglected. Considering the 
tensile strength of concrete， it is possible to evo1ve more 
rational methods to predict the crackwidth. One such method 
lS described in this paper. 



The proposed" forrnulation to predict crackwidths in a R.C. 
bearn is based on the rnethod developed by the authors (3) to 
evaluate the crack opening displacernents (COD) at various 
locations on the cracked surfaces and at various stages of 
loading in a plain concrete bearn. 工n this rnethod， the COD 
is obtained by a sirnple rnultip1ication of the local angu1ar 
rotat土onof the cracked surfaces， e with the radial distance 
measured frorn the point of instantaneous centre of rotation 
to the point at which COD is to be evaluated. The latter is 
fixed in a concrete beam at the tip of an effective crack 
aeff. = a+Lp where a is the notch depth and Lp is the length 
~rrhe pr;8e~'~'-~~n;. -Th;--~r~-~k--~f ~-;;~~ -i~~g& ~土s replaced 
by a effective crack of length (a+Ln) subjected to the same p 
external bending rnornent M as we11~as to a crack c10sing 
force F， which is being deterrnined frorn the know1edge of 
stress distribution in the fracture process zone across the 
uncracked ligarnent. The force F being eccentric is replaced 
by an equivalent axial force F and a rnoment M. The 
expression for e (4) is given by 

e = (1~2..56( トイ)2)/(Eb写2) [VM ( 守 )M九0.167(1+2~)VFM(予) Fw] . 
{γ) / (1-γ)/(1+2~)'" l. --- r (1) 

whereち= (a+Ln)/W， a = initia1 crack1ength， b = breadth of 
the bearn， w 三 overa11 depth of the bearn， E = modulus of 
e1asticity of concrete，γ=  Poisson's ratio， V..(毛) and V"， .. 

{ミ) are tabulated by Okarnura and Watanab1e (a').' To apply 
this sirnp1e procedure to a R.C. beam， the extension of the 
softening bearn method (SBM) developed by the authors (5) is 
u~ed. Fig. 1 shows the schernatic diagrarn of the procedure. 
M- in equation (1) is obtained as the resu1tant of external 
moment M， moment Mc due to the tensile force carried by the 
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PROPOSED MODEL 

トー-dLー0一一一→ (a) 

て十-J-十J1
!c I 
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concrete a10ng the extended length of crack and Mo due to 
the tensile force carried by steel. Similarly F in equation 
(1) is the surn of Fc and Fs' being the tensile forces 
carried by concrete or steel.-The procedure described is to 
obtain the crackwidth of a single crack at rnidspan. However 
in R.C. beams rnultiple cracks deve10p. Sti11 the procedure 
is assurned va1id since the experimenta1 crack patterns in a 
R.C. bearn indicate that they can be regarded as 
noninteracting ones (6). 

RESULTS 

The theoretica11y predicted values of crackwidth according 
to the proposed procedure are cornpared with the rnost 
irnportant test results of Clark (7)， Hognestad (8) and Base 
et a1 (9). The cornputed values of statistical quantities 
like average crackwidth， standard deviation and coefficient 
of variation are given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 
Statistical quantities relating to the prediction of 

crackwidths 

Sl Experimental Number of 
No Investigator observations e

p-

r

x

-

p-

e-

w
-
w
-

Mean Standard Coeff.of 
value deviation variation 

1 Clark (7) 
2 Hognestad (8) 
3 Base et a1 (9) 

250 
117 
147 

0.950 
1. 400 
1.104 

0.430 
0.412 
0.180 

45.20 
29.42 
16.26 

Results given in Table 1 are for tensi1e strength = 1/10 x 
compressive strength of concrete. 工n order to understand 
the influence of tensile strength， a sensitivity study is 
perforrned. 24 beams tested by Base et al (9) are 
considered for comparison as given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 . 
Comparison of average crackwidths at 6 and 10 tonne loads 

(b) 

Load Predicted av安ragecrackwidth 
x 10-.) inchft 

Measured average 
crackwidth 
x10-.) inch 

1 2 3 

一寸ー-Fc

Fs 

6 t 

10 t 
4.850 6.038 6.819 

11.275 12.410 13.145 
5.6 

12.1 

Fi氏ure 1. Schemaもicdia"ram of七heprocedure 

!d) 
6 t 

10 t 
6.0 

12.1 
4.839 6.007 6.774 

11.275 12.410 13.145 
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1 inch = 25. ~ mm 
*Not e:values t abula ted unde r columnS1， 2and 3ar e 
obtained by as sum1ng tenS1l e s trerlgth equa l t01/8th，1/10th 
and 1/12th of compress土vestrength， respectively. The first 
two rows are for s tee10f type GK60 and the 3rd and 4th row 
are for mild steel .From the reS111ts，i t can be seen that 
t h e t e n sil e s t r e n g t h h a s con sid e r a blein f1u e n c e o n 
crackwidth. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The approxima t e analyt i c a l p roc e dur e d e v e10p e d u s i ng 
fracture m-chanics principles to predict crackwidthof a 
single dominant crack in a R.C. beam 土s found to yield 
results within the accuracy expected in the case of a R.C. 
beam. The performance of the model is found to be sensitive 
to the value of tensile strength of concrete. 
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ABSTRACT 

The effect of different crack lengths on the fracture toughness of concrete with 
0.3% reinforcing bars was studied. In this study， fracture toughness tests were carried out 
on three groups of reinforced concrete spec凶 ensand a group of pure concrete 
specimens. By a direct measurement or a calculation frorn the crack mouth ope凶ng
displacernent for the effective αack length， similar fracture toughness w出 obtainedfrom 
bofu-methods. Also，仕omexperimental results， it reveals也atwhen ao ' the i凶tialcrack 
length， equals to 25 and 50 mm， the frac佃retoughness of reinforced concrete are 
approximately血esame for both cases. However， these values are lower th阻 thatin the 
cas巴ao= 80 mm. This behaVior is sirnilar to that of pure concrete. 

iNTRODUCTluN 

Recently， there has been considerable interest in the study of也efracture 
toughness of concrete with reinforcing bars. In their earlier work， with the energy and 
the strength criteria， Bazant et al [1，2] analyzed the spacing and width of a group of 
parallel cracks for reinforced concrete. The asyrnptotic solutions for the crack spacing 
and width were analytically derived. Ca叩iteri[3] studied the stability of fracturing 
process in reinforced concrete beams with the type 1 crack when the different 
reinforcement ratios were considered. Rokugo et al [4] applied the fracture energy of 
concrete iu compression to disωss the ductility of reinforced concrete beams under 
bending and axial forces. In terrns of the initial crack length， De-Pei Chen et al [5] found 
a maximum 14% difference in也efracture toughness between reinforced and pure 
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concrete. Byung Howm Oh紐 dYoung-Jin Kang [6J， on the basis of回 centlydeveloped 
crack theory， calculated the maximum crack wid血 andthe average crack spacing in也e
flexed member for reinforce(;j concrete.τ'he c剖c叫ationswere in agreement With内停

留 pe血 m 叫 m山 .By白山崎削戸eldingof蹴 1b~s in concr抑制白血;
cracking occur s回出 姐.eously，Bosco et al [7J calculated the minimum reinforcement 
ratio担 highstrength concrete by dimens_ional anal:戸Is.

In previous work [8J， without changing the initial crack length， the e宜ectof 
different reinforcement ratios on the fracture toughness of concrete w;ぉ studied.It was 
found that when the initial crack leng白 W出 usedto c釘 ryout曲ecalculation， the 
fraeure toughless increased rapidly with aE increase of reinfoECement ratio.In present 
pape丸山eeffect of different crack leng出son也e企acturetoughness of reinforced 
∞ncrete will be reported. 

MAτ'ERIALS AND ME宜HODS

A. Specimen Preparation 

Materials of 甲山ensconsist of slag poロ1antcement (mark 525)， general 
山中umsand (戸nSizeぉlωthan0.5 mm)組 dcrushed stone of quartz sand stone 
(grain size is from 5 to 10 mm).τ'he mixed propor討onof concrete w出:cement: s却 d:
stone: water '= 1: 1.39: 2.3: 0.48. 

Specimens were casted in出ecぉtsteel form and the vibrating needle wぉ used
to tmlp concrete-Steel bars were used for reidorciag elements in concrete-A 1 mm 
thick crack was prec.白 tedwith steel sheet. After the血itialcoagulation of concrete， tbe 
C出 tsteel form w出 removed釦 dthe specimens wereαrred血 theαlTIng room. 
Three groups of reinforced concrete were prepared.官lerewere four specimens in each 
gro叩・ Forthe comparison pu中町onegroup of three pure co即時specimenswas also 
mPFed.Totallygfteen spedmmwere used in 叫 eriments.τT1eco凶肝則ionof 
speαmens and the arr担 gementof reinforcing bars釘 eshown in Fig.1. The dimensions 
and the reinforcement ratio，ρ， of specimens are given in Table L 

ト一一一- L 一一一----1
L 

Fig.1τ'he Conflguration of Specimen and "the Arrangement of Reinforcing Bars 

Additionally， with the same mixed proportion， six 100 mm x 100 mm x 100 mm 
印 bespeqmemand four 100 mm x100mm x300 mm PItsm specmens were prepared 
to determined the uniaxial compressionstrmgh，Young PS EI10d111凶 andPoisson ratio・
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TABLE 1 Dimensions and Reinforcement Rat~os of Specimens 

$pecimen Number of Reinforcement L h b a。
Group Specimens Ratio p mm ロ1m )llIIl mm ロ1m

A 4 0.3% 900 800 200 100 80 

B 4 0.3% 900 800 200 100 50 

C 4 0.3% 900 800 200 100 25 

E 3 0.0% 900 800 200 100 80 

B.Me氾hanicalTest 

The three point bending test was carried out to measure the fracture tou.仰 less
()f spec担lens，as shown in Fig.l. AlI U1).iaxial properties of materials were deterrnined in 
compression test and are given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 Mechanical Properties of Pure and ReIiuorced Concre旬

Material Compressive Tensile Yield Poisson Young' s 
Strength Strength Limit Ratio Modulus 

Pure Concrete 39.5Mpa 3.5恥1pa 0.198 2.82x10"Mpa 

Reinforced Concrete 310Mpa 18.Ox10"Mpa 

C. Formulation of Fracture Toue:hness 

If出etension， F， of the reinforcing bar is thought of as白eexternaI force applied 
to the specimen at the location of crack， Fig.l， then， the stre~s intensity factor of 
concrete 悦th reinforcing bars， k IC， is the di 貨'erenee"between kπ ， the 町 e儲s岱s泊出te伺n討
factor produced i担na three poin凶tbending s叩pecimena創tload p， andki~， the stress intensity 
factor nroduced bv a tension force F on the crack surface in an infinite strio_τ'he 
仕acturとtoughnessof reinforced concrete kIC is calculated as follows [9，10]. 

k Ic"'kfc-kic (工}

kPr=1.5-EE-F咽(主)(2) 
ー~ --_ h3/2b ム b

fτ 1.99-A(1-A) (2.15-3_93A+2.7A2) F， ( :') =.jA 唱，~~" ~. ，~ ， (3.) 
‘1)  (ユ+2A)(1-A)3/2 

KL2-LF2(X，n(4) 
dπa 
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_3.52(1-幻 4.35-5.28X
F勺 (X，Y) = 
~ .--.  - < (1-Y) 3/2 (1-Y) 1/2 

1.30-0.30X3/2 
+0.83-1.76X] [1-(l-X)幻 (5)

Jlーが

wbere A =ajh， X=Cja and Y=ajh. a is called tbe effective crack lengtb and wiIl be 

discussed subsequently. The definition of b， c， h c姐 befound in Fig.1 
When the reinforcing bars訂 eremoved， tbe second term of right side of Eq.l 

disappears. Then， Eq.1 will be reduced to an expression of the fracture toughness only 

for pure concrete. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSS!ON 

A. Effective Crack Len!!:th and th巴 FractureToue:hness 

Two methods were employed to determine the effective crack length. 
1. The Direct Method. In this method， tbe increment of crack， LJfl， was directJy 

measured from the strain gage which was adhered on the top of the crack.τ'he effective 
crack length can be expressed as a=ao+.da， where ao is the i凶tialcrack length. 

2. The Indirect Method. In this metbod， the effective crack length was calculated 
from the crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) by出etry and error procedures. 
The crack mouth opening displacement w田 alsomeasured experimentally. The 
expression for CMOD is given by 

O.La TT'  a CMOD=6~ζV(ー) (6) 
h2bE. 'h 

2_'> nA ，， 3~ 0.66 V(五)=0.76-2.28A+3.87A6_2.04A3+一一一一 (7) 
(l-A) 3 

wbere A， a， b， h have the same definition出 "describedearlier. E is Y oung 's modulus. 
l can aIso be found in Fig.1. 

Substituting the effective crack length，偽 determinedby tbe above two methods， 

in Eqs.1・5，the corresponding仕acturetoughness for both reinforced and pure concrete 
can be obtain巴d.τ'hefrac~ure tougbness， together with the e百ectivecrack lengths， are 
listed in Tables 3 and 4. kfc in Tables 3A組 d4A are the合acturetoughness calculated 
from direct method， and k~c in Table 3B姐 d4B紅 e也efracture toughness calculated 
from indirect method. Pc in Table 3A and B is the load at tbe initial cracking po凶，
wbile P

I7lIIX 
in Table 4A and B is the maximum load in tbe load-displacementωrve. AlI 

of the effective crack lengths， CMOD， Pc' Pmax and the fracture toughness are average 
values over the specimens in each group. 

For both reinforced and pure concrete， these tables reveal tbat the effective crack 
lengths obtained from出etwo methods are similar for a given i凶tialαackleng血 Thuら
one would expect that the fracture toughness caI印latedfrom these two effective crack 
lengths are similar. 

Comparing Table 3A with 4A or 3B with 4B， it can be found that， for a given 
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initial crack leng也，ao = 80 mm， the fracture toughness is higber for reinforced than 
oure concrete. As in earlier work [8]， it was noted that the size of microcrack zone 
decre出 edwitb an increase of the reinforcement ratio， p. Thel'efore，出emicrocrack zone 
加 thefront of the crack tip would be expected to be smaller in the presence of出e
reinforcing bars than that in pure concrete‘Thus， this smaller microcrack zone in the 
仕∞tof血ecrack tip would limit the crack opening. As a result， the fracture toughness 
in reinforced concrete inαeases. 

For reinforced concrete， Table 3 (either 3A or 3B) indicates that when ao equaIs 
to 25 and 50 mm; the fracture toughness are叩proximatelys細 e.However， these valu白
are lower than白atin白ecase in which ao = 80 mm. The similar bebavior was also 
found in pure concrete in earIier investigation [6]. 

TABLE 3 Frac!ure Toughness of ReiD.forced Concrをte
A. Calculated frorn Direct Mea"Surernent of Crack ，....ength 

Specimen ao (mm) a(mm) Pc侭N) kfc (Mpajmml/2) 

A1-A4 80 90 8.71 1.31 

B1-B4 50 75 7.55 1.08 

CI-C4 25 55 8.33 1.02 

B. Calculated from Measurement of CMOD 

I~l'ecimen I ao伽)I CMOD (mrn) I a向m)I Pc (削) kjc MWm1ρ| 

A1-A4 

B1-B4 

C1-C4 

80 0.109 99 8.71 1.36 

50 0.045 72 7.55 1.00 

25 0.039 62 8.33 1.01 

TABLE 4 Fractu問 Toughnessof P旭町 Concrete
A. Calculated from Direct Measu四 mentof Crack Length 

ao (mm) 

80 

主盟L 倒)

3.82 

k1c (Mpajmm1/2) 

1.16 

B. Calculated from MeaSUI喝mentofCMOD 

CMOD (mm) 

0.07 

Pmax (剛)I kjc(Mpajmm1/2) 

3.82 I 1.14 

B、むiticalLoad at initiaI Crackim! Point 

Itw出 notedthat when the crack begins to open， the crack opening extends 
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rapidly to the entire zone of ligament in pure concrete. In this case， it is di値切ltto 
determine tbe load at加itialcracking point. Therefore， the maximum load in load‘ 

displacement ∞IVe is usually used in the formulation of the frac同retoughness; i.e. Pm信

組 Table4A and B. 
However， for the specimens of concrete with re血forcingbars， when the crack 

be伊1Sto open， the 組 問 ofreinforcing bars increases suddenly. By the meぬodof 
flexibility (l1J， this sudden inerease in the stress leads to an obvious change on the curve 
of flexibility-displacement. Thus， the Ioad at initial cracking point， Pc in Table 3A佃 d
B，. can be easily and reliably determined from a. combination of cUIVes of load. 
displacement and fle氾ibility-displacement.Consequently， tb，e measurement of the fracture 
toughness would be expected to be more acωrate and more reliable in reinforced 
concrete than in pure concrete. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Two methods were employed to determine the effective crack length. lt was 
found that the effective crack length obtained by these two methods were simiIar. 
Therefore， s泊til釘 fractu陀 toughnesscalculated from these two methods would be 
expected to be obtained. 

2.τbe.frac如retqughness of reinforced concrete at the initia1 cracking load is 
higher .that of pure concretβat the maximum Ioad for given initiaI crack Ien尉1.For 
reinforced ~ncrete， the fracture toughness at ao = 25 and 50 mm are almost same， but 
lower than the value of ao = 80 rrim. This behavior is su凶I紅 to也a:tof pure conαete. 

3. If the specime.ns of∞nαete with reinforciIlg bars are used to measured the 
frac同retoughness， the iItitialload at cracking point can be determined easily because 
of a sudden increase of th~ stress on tbe reinforcing bars. 
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INFLUENCE OF TRE TENSILE BEHAVIOUR ON THE SHEAR STRENGTH OF 
LONGITUDINALLY REINFORCED CONCRETE MEMBERS 

GERDREMMEL 

Philipp HolzmannAG， Frankfurt/Main， Germaoy， 
preseotly at Institut fur Massivbau， TH Darmstadt， Germany 

ABSTRACT 

Shear t凶 tson high-strength concrete (HSC) beams with differeot reinforcement-aod shear 
spanJdepth ratios have beeo carried out. 00 the basis of their results and about 100 other test 

results 00 normal幽 andhigh-strength concrete， which are reported in literature， a formulation 

for the shear strength of slender， longitudioally reinforced concrete members is deduced. 
This empirical relation takes into account the effects of the ratio of reinfor∞ment， of the 

depth， and，巴speciallyof the strength and ductility of tensile loaded concrete. 

INTRODUCTION 

ln normaトst民 ngthconcrete (NSC) cracks凶 uallydevelop at the interface between the 
aggregat田 aodthe cemeot paste. This leads to a distinct aggregate ioterlock of the crack 

fa田丸 towhich a substantial part of the shear capacity of longitudinally RC-members is 

刷 bed.00 the contrary， cracks in HSC (九 >60MPのbreakright through the a餌 'eg蹴 s.
官leconsequence is: relatively sm∞th crack surfa田s.Additionally， the teosile streogth 
increases ooly underproportiooal1y with iocreasing compr'白sionstrength， and the ductility of 

tensiIe loaded concrete decreases for HSC [10]. Since a corre1ation between the shear 

streogth and the tensile st隠 ngthis usually assumed and because of the missing aggregate 

ioterlock， a relatively lower shear strength of HSC・membersis expected∞mpared to NSC. 

EXPERI加IENTALINVESTIGATIONS 

10 tota1， 6 tests 00 longitudinally reinforced HSC-beams with three different shear spao(a)/ 
depth( d) ratios were carried out at the Iostitut臼rMassivbau (臼g.1). The material 
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characteristics of the concrete and of the deformed reinforcing bars for the two series， with 

different ratios of longitudinal reinforcement， were nearly identical σ'AB. 1). Rhine gravel 
with a maximum size of 16 mm was used for ∞arse aggregate.τ'he conc陀 tecontained silica 

fume (8% of cement m箇 s)for the augmentation ofthe compression strength. 

I I dl !h=20 
3.o"14 I I I I 

eSD 一一一一一一一 l・0 ・I A. I v・2O'25 己ニニJ -.1 

占ヨ~

TABLE 1. Material characteristics TABLE 2. Test results 

Figure 1. Geometry of the beams 

Serie fc [MPa] fct.sp [Mpa) Gf [N/m) fy [MPa) 

1 85.1 5.30 162 
士0.9 土0.30 士10

2 84，5 5.25 157 554 
士1.4 士0.31 土10

Serie d [mm) p[%) a/d Vu IMPa) 

2，3 4.51 
1 165 1.87 3.06 1.94 

4.0 1.87 
2.3 

2 160 4.09 3.06 2.51 
4，0 2.40 

d) a/d = 4.0， 
Fi即時 2.Crack patterns of slender beams 

EMPIRICAL FORMULATION FOR TilE SHEAR STRENGTH 
百 efailure of the slender beams (fig. 2)， a/d '" 3.06 and 4.0， is characterized as 

follows: Near the abutments inclined cracks develop from vertical bending cracks. After a 

steep inclination at出ebeginning， the crack propagates in the region of the ultimate load V u 

from the middle of the beam diagonally towards the abutments. For both tests with a/d = 4 

inclinations of 350 
- 370 and crack widths of 0，30・0，35mm were registered at the S1紅白ces

shortly before V u was reached. In addition， horizontal cracks along the position of the 

reinforcement indicate a bond failure at the abutment side of the inclined crack. 

For the derivation of a formulation to determine the shear strength of both NSC and HSC， 
additional test 11田 ultsfrom literature were used. Shear tests on HSC-beams have been carried 

out in the USA [1， 2， 3] and in Norway [4， 5]. In order to ensure出eapplicability of the 

formulation in demand for NSC， other investigations with a wide range of influencing 

parameters were included also [6， 7， 8， 9]. ln one case [10] some beams had a h/b-ratio > 10， 
and therefore， they seem to be endangered to instabilities. These results as well as the tωt 

data， where an anchorage failure determined the ultima旬 load，were not taken into account. 
The beams with a/d = 2.3 showed a totally different behaviour. After 0.5 V u w錨

reached， the crack pattem was CI価 ed.百lenthe load was directly transmitted by 

∞mpression struts into the abutments. The crack width reached a value of四 2.0mm with 

increasing loads.百1efai1ure of the beam was finally caused by a local failure in the region 

of the load platen. The different bearing mechanisms led to high shear strengths， v u = 

V u/(b'd)， for the deep beams， which were twice as high∞mp釘edto the slender ones (TAB. 

2). A doubling of the reinforcement ratio increased Vu to 30 and 35 % for the slender and 

deep beams， respectively.百lefolIowing investigation is restricted on slender members 

because a strong influen田 ofthe geometry and the stiffness of the load platens on the shear 

strength of beams and plat回 witha/d<3 is exp閃 ted，and the dimensions of the load 
introducing systems are seldomly reported in literature. 

The diagonal shear failure is determined decisively by the stress state in the vicinity of 

the tip ofthe inclined crack (fig， 3)， which depends on different parameters: 

1. TENSILE BEHA VIOUR OF THE CONCRETE 
百1etensile strength and the tensile softening behaviour decide whether or not the inclined 

crack propagat凶 intothe∞mpression zone and finally伺回目 theshear failure. The te回 ile

st陀 ngthfct increases only underproportionally with higher compression strengths fc 

(cylinder 150/300 mm) and reaches an upper limit for fc -80 MPa [10]. 

fct (fc) = 0.40・f・58[MPα]， fcく 80MPα 、‘
.，，

唱
冒
ム(
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d1 
屯 d2 

Fi思1陀 3.IIIustration of the failure mechanism 

The ductility of a tensile loaded ∞nc陀 teis determined by its capacity to continue to 

transfer t巴nsilestresses with further increasing deformation after the tensile strength has 

been民ached.It can be approximately described by the characteristic length lch = E . 

Grl仏~. The fracture ene喝YGf represents the energy which is necessaηto open a crack to 

its full extend. Tensile and bending tests on NSC and HSC with gravel (dm砿
;;;16 mm) as 

∞創seaggregate showed for Gf a similar dependancy as for the tensile strength. It increases 

up to a strength of押 80MPa and then stays nearly constant おrhigher strengths. The 

formulation for the modulus of elasticity E was taken仕omMC1990 [11]・

九ν___(と立笠L)C2 仇 wi泊t出止h:E=斗 850ωfがJy戸門/β川3勺i仰MP同G叶1 (σ仰2勾) 
¥ Jct . Clノ

d G，- J100N/mL三25MPa (Ir附 m叫 atevalues 
1 1 150N/m んさ80M Pa are interpolated linea.rly) 

The characteristic length is divided by c1 = 425 mm， which corresponds to lch of a 

NSC (B25 (DIN 1045)). The later regression analysis showed that the shear strength is 

proportional to the normalized characteristic length with a power c2 = 0.5 (2). In addition to 
the decrease resulting from the only underproportiona11y increasing tensile strength， this 

ductility factor reduces the shear strength of a HSC (fc = 80 MPa) by 24%， compared to a 

NSC (fc = 25 MPa) (白g.4).

6 
"'1>.. "1/3 I VU-Tx d I MPa) J~ 

v u 

。ι。

V D _ _ _ _  _ 

M1125x ptm 

fc (MPaJ 

Fi忽ue4. Effect of compression strength 

2. LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT 

目目

ト1j v~ (f .. x 425mm)勺d明

I V" ~ 
0.6j u 1.125 x (Gf x町出

Vu 0.4 

。

。
0.02 

Figure 5. Effect of reinforcement ratio 

The amount of the reinforcement and its bond properties determines the longitudinal 

sti血 essof the tensile chord， and by this， the crack width and the 釦rthercrack propagatlOn 

(fig. 3). In the case of shear failure， yield stress usua1ly is not attained; therefore， an effect of 
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lhe yield s回 ssis not expected・Furthermore，a∞ntribution to the shear capacity is岱 signed

snthe dowel action of the minforcement-Ih t d白.ep戸en凶dson the fle慌:xu町1江rals“叫ti飴1児es鉛s0ぱfthe 

;LiMEn併l怜合ゐr、)rc回e叩em町me側 and is Iimited by the tensile c脚

rei泊…B
側みゐ切捌t凶却訓“削d副拘Iy1ωow附叩e釘r伽 V九九νu'ωJ'ρ，theco帥 u刷 of the dowel action seems to be qu白 tion帥

TEe dEpeEldeney chosen，vuMpm，takes into a∞ount the decreasing bond stiffn蹴 forlarger 

bar diameters with higher reinforcement ratiω(匂・勾・

J.DE阿 賀
The shear strength of longitudinal reinforced∞ncrete members decreases with increasing 

depth d. A reason might be deduced f旨omthe analogy to the size dependency of the flexural 

tensile strength.百EeregoII，where a nonlinear stress tmInfer takes place due to thttensile 

softening behaviour， b即 omessmaller for increasing depths (fig. 3)・Fromt凶 tson NSC [6， 
1.8. 91 it wωfou孔刷 vuis proportion必tod-1!3. The t回 tresults of 19uro et al・[7]

iidiiatJ 伽 t出 sis valid for d < 1.5 m (fig・6)・For d > 1.5 no further s卸ubstan釧 ti均凶aldeωc飽悶鎚s

ωα江耳.For HSC， tests with d > 50 cm are not available. 

-V U 

一一 o.s 
v':" x (1 C:I'術開}

4H Vu - us ls 
1.125xttx(GfxEfii P' 

d 1m] 

Figure 6. E鉦'ectof depth 

‘ IMPaJ 

v・op
u 2 

v u (formula 3) [ MPa] 
Figure 7. Comparison of (3) with t回 tresults 

Conceming the∞ntribution of the a路regateinter10ck to the shear strength， 
investigations of Walraven et a1. [12] in必caωanunderproportional increase of the shear 

飴ctioncapacity for higher∞ncrete strengths. However， no 陥 tresults are available for 

fc >苅 MPa.F'町 higher∞ncreteit is supposed， that the natural roughness and the higher -b蹴阻ds悦噌hof山 crackfaces∞mpensate the 10崎 ofthea館時蹴 in加 Iock.For 

the fuUowing a∞rrelation of the crack-face interlωk with the tensile strength (1) is 

assumed. The preαding study of the parameters， which effect the shear strength， shows that 
they influence one another. Th自宅fore，it s民 msto be justified to combine them to a 

ntultiplicative formulation (勾・Forthe.s組 ereason， the effects of the depth and of the 
duαi1ityare∞nsidered indepently f拘置1each other，∞ntrary to [13]・Forexample， the bond 

Splitting failure depends on the tensile strength as well as 0也iωductility.

u - c-JZ. I Gf' ~l… • fct (3) 
" -~ V d(m] Lftt・425mmj
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The∞.nstant C is re伺 ived台。ma regression analysis: C = 1.125 for the me祖 value

佃 dC = 0.87 for the 5~る・合actile (fig.η. For Gf ，E， fct and their restrictions， s開 equations

(1今・ Accordingto (め， 5%・fractile，the admissible shear strength for a NSC (ι=お MPa¥

with d = 25 cm and p = 0.50% is 0.023 fc・112ecozeSPOIldingmlueforadself=80M4

amounts 0.011らHowever，this relative decre蹴 meansan absolute incre蹴 of-50%. 同 J

CONCLUSION 

The results of shear tests on longitudinal reinforced∞ncrete members without shear rein-

やrcem側 andthe forml州 3)，which is deduc吋合omthem， show: The u時 rpropo似onal

mcreasing tensile strength fct and the decrease of the ductility result in a relativt decrease of 

the shear strength. For ∞n配cr印et旬es“tr.問e叩ng♂th加shigher tぬh姐 8剖OMp仰ano ft白伽lrth恥1犯.erin即1陀cr，閃eaおse久， but a剖1s釦o.
今

no白加n巾耐he吋 E∞creas総町eωoぱfth恥es凶he川尚ren昭gthi包so油bs鈴erv附 e吋d加 c∞orrespo叩n凶I
Oぱfb加ot白hthe 合fract初加u町E汀r陀ee叩n巴佼rgyand the t旬ensilestrength from the ∞mp 悶 sion strength. This 

underIines the strong intluence of the tensile behaviour on the shear回 pacity.
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ABSTRACT 

A th巴ory，named the Arr巴st-PropagationVerge theory， is developed for the stability of cracks 
in reinforced and prestressed concrete elements. The theory is applied to predict the cracking 
moment and the load-steel stress relationship for cracked reinforced and prestressed concrete 
beams tested by other investigators. It is believed that the general form of the theory makes it 
readily applicable not only to beams but also to other structural concrete elements. 

INTRODUCTION 

Reinforced and prestressed concrete structures are designed to generally satisfy two limit 
states， namely， tne limit state of strength and the Iimit state of serviceability. The latter state 
usually requires the analysis of cracked concrete members， under service loads， to evaluate 
the stresses in each of the concrete and the steel. There are several conventional theories that 
are in use for such analysis， but none of them is based on a real consideration of the 
mechanism of cracking of the concrete and the crack arrest offered by the reinforcing or the 
prestressing steel. For this reason each one of th巴conventionaltheories has its own limited 
range of applicability. 

百leconcepts of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics， LEFM， off，巴ra viable alternative for 
developing a general unified theory for the analysis of cracked concrete elements. Early 
~ttempts of using LEFM for cracked reinforced concrete element were made by Naus et al. 
(1 J in-1970 and followed by Carpi附 ri[2J in 1981. Models developed in those two studies 
!，ere not readily applicable for quantitative analysis of cracked concrete members. The author 
[3J in 1989， has efeveloped a theory based on the concepts of LEFM for the analysis of 
cracked concrete elem叩 tswhich were verified by successfully evaluating the steel stress in a 
number of reinforced and prestressed concrete beams of rectangular sections. In this paper， 
this theory is re司introducedunder the name "Arrest-Propagation Verge" theory. Also the 
validity of the theory is reaffirmed by applying it to predict the cracking moment as well as 
th巴eniireload-steel stress diagram from-the onset of cracking up to the yielding of steel in 
reinforced and prestressed beams of different configurations. 
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日g.2. ~s ~~~ cu~: ~~~t!~~~~_ t~ _~?~: _ d~，:，，!!~~r~_!h_e_~~<>.~&.~ _o~_:~~_ Sp2~~_~~~~ ~e_~~~e_s_~:~! 
Ihe level of KIc and it is at this point the crack is brought to the verge of arrest at a size equals 

a1 and under the action of a driving action M1. Once this point is reached the system ceases 

tO develop its constraining action anymore ~nd curve e in fig. 2 can never be_ formed. ~t ~h_is 
~áme poirit the crack is also at the verge of propagation because any slight incr巴aseof M1 
will cause the crack to propagate. Therefore， it can be said that cracks in concrete structures 
are always at the Arrest-Propagation Verge; APV， at which the following two conditions are 
true: 

K
I 

、、.，，.，
A
 

''E‘、K 
Ic 

ー恒
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THE ARREST-PROPAGATION VERGE THEORY 

The Arrest-Propagation Verge theory 
postulates that "When concrete cracks 
propagate in a reinforced or 
prestressed concrete element the 
reinforcement develops constraining 
forces of magnitude just enough to 
bring the cracks to the verge of 
arrest".百letheory will be explained 
here with the help of the model 
shown in fig. 1 for a crack 
propagating in the pure bending zone 
of a reinforced or prestressed concrete 
element. 

BR己"D"n!.B

(2) 

The above two conditions are enough to determinc: the unknowns in any cracked concrete 
element; i.e.， the crack size a and the constraining action (steel force) P s at the APV.百le

steel stress can then be calcu1ated by dividing the obtained value of P s by the cross sectional 

area of the stee1 provided. It can a1so be argued that the smallest driving action at which the 
above two conditions are simultaneously satisfied represents the cracking moment of the 
concrete e1ement M cr' 

。ーーdK I da 

P.. P ‘， ， 
・咽.酬圃圃-

PI) + P. 
司喧帽圃』ー

MORE VERIFICATION OF THE APV THEORY 

The APV theoηhas been verified 問 byapplying it to predict the steel stresses in 7 
reinforced and 7 prestressed concrete beams of rectangular sections. It was found that the 
theory predicts steel stresses higher than those obtained by conventional theory and by 
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Figure 1 . Model for crack propagation in 
pure bending zone 
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Suppose an initia1 crack of size ao is 

subjected to the driving action of the 
applied moment M and the 
constraining action of the force in the 
steel P. The force in the steel consists 
of the initial force P 0 such as the 

prestressing force and the increase of 
the force in the steel due to concret巴
cracking， P s・Accordingto LEFM 

this crack is at the verge of 
propagation if the combined stress 
intensity factor KI due to the driving 

and the constraining actions bc:comes 
equal to fracture toughness of the 
concrete KJc" At this stage let the 

driving action M be gradually 

incremented to M1 = M + aM， then 

KI wi1l exceed KIc and the crack will 

start propagating. If due to crack K 1 

propagation the system is not capable 
of developing its constraining action， 
or it can only develop little additional 
constraining action， the crack will 
continue to propagate as in the cases a 
and b of fig. 2. This situation 
represents the condition when 
yielding or slippage of the steel 
Occurs. ぃ~」

0， 。
。。

e∞ 600 4α3 

PI量N)

200 。CROSS SECTION OF BEAM T I 

Schematic K-a relation Figure 2 

If， however. the system is capable of 
developing an ever increasing 
constraining action with crack 
propagation. the K-a curve starts to 
move downward and bend forming a 
spoon like curve， curves c. d and e-in 

Figure 3. Details and comparison with beam tested in Ref. [4] 
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例)0KN/m~!2. R~ason_~ble 10 ~ood a&ree~ent bet:veen _~he :xperim.ental and the !'-PV theo.ry 
;~-~vident from these figures. It can also be seen from fig. 3 that the agreement between the 
asubobtained by tk APV theory and the exFrimental data ofdemce[4l is much better 
ih;n that between 'the latter and the results obtained using the layer finite element model [7]. 
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measurem巴ntswith an average value of 10.3% and 7.9% respectively. 
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Figure 6. APV predicted virsus measured 
steel stresses 
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Figure. 6 shows. the predi~ted 
values of the steel stress against 
the∞πesponding measured val-
ues. The Iigure iocludes a11 the 
data of也isstudy and those pub・
lisbed in reference [31. It can b.e 
seen that most ofthe.predicted val-
ues lay within a range of 85% to 
115% of the measured values.百日
discrepaocies between the APV 
predided. steel stresse~ and.. the 
Ineasured stresses may be attribut-
ed to one or more of the following 
reasons: 
1・Approximations. in th~ ex_pres-
sions. of the stress intensity factor 
used in the application of the APV 
血eory.
2・百lefact that the APV theory 
predicts steel stresses at the cen・
iroid of the steel area whereas most 
of the measured stresses are for 
the Iower Iayer of the steel bars. 
3・Thefact that the APV theory 
predicts steel stresses at the con-
crete crack whereas the measured 
values reoresent the steel stress at 
the location of the gaug巴 which
does not necessarily coincides with 
the crack. 

In this paper， .the APV !heqry is applied to pr.edict the cracking mom~nt and the entire 
Ioad-steeI stress relationship for 3 beams tested by Leonha出 and_~~her [4] (data obtai-~-~d 
from refl巴renc巴[7])，Rogowsky ~t a1. [5] and Shenoy and Frantz [6]. The expressions for th~ 
抑附 intensityfactor required for the application of the APV theory are given inぱmh
[3]. Figures 3， 4 and 5 show. detaiIs of the tested beams and compari.sons between th~ 
experimental load ・steelstress relationship and that obtained by the APV theory using KIc-~ 
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Figure 4 . DetaiIs and comparison with beam tested in Ref. [5] 

The APV theory is also used 10 predicl the cracking Ioads shown in table 1 for those 
Ihree tested beams [4・6].

TABLE1 
Predicted and observed cracking load. 
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Figure 5. Details and comparison with beam tested in Ref. [6] 
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It田nba seen that for beams Tl and III-O thcconcrete tensile stress corresponding lo 
the predicted cracking l?ads are in the expected range of the flexural strength of concrete. 
~ls6 the_ I.'red_ict~~ _c~a~~ing load for beam number 4 of 33 kip is close to the experiment~ñ\: 
observed load of 35.5 kip. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A general theory for crack stability _in s_tJ"uctural concrete elements has been developed. The 
!~eory .is ~~~~d. on th~ ~on5!ept~ C?f L~F~ _c:~d. is ass~gned ~~e n~me :'Arrest-Propagatiô~ 
Verge ( APV) theory. It is found that the APV theory is capable of evaluating the crackin2 
loacf and the load-steel stress relationship from the on制 ofconc附 cra<;king~~. the y~elding 
of steel for reinfo~ced and prestressed concrete beams. The APV theory is readily applicable 
~o oth~r st.ructural. c?ncr~te ele~~~t~ provided that the expresions for the stress -intensity 
factor for the case in hand are available. 
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PRACTURE OF R.EINFORCED CONCR.ETE CUIL-DCB SPECIHENS 

S . N. Bull ington合， N. M. Hawkins女官， and A. S. Kobayashi*** 
*INCA Engineers Inc.， Bellevue， Io1A 98005 

**Department of Civi1 Engineering， Univ. of 111inois， Urbana， lL 61801 
***Department of Mechanica1 Engineering， Univ. of lo1ashington 

Seatt1e， Io1A 98195 

ABSTRACT 

Tests were made on CLIo1L-DCB fracture specimens， with and without 
reinforcing bars crossing the precast starter notch， to exa皿ine use of 
fracture mechanics concepts deve10ped from tests on p1ain concrete for 
reinforced concrete ana1yses. Those tests showed that rea1istic ana1yses 
must inc1ude the creep strain in the concrete and the residua1 forces 
deve10ped in the concrete and stee1 due to shrinkage effects. 

INTRODUCTION 

百1e use of fracture mechanlcs concepts for reinforced concrete design 
requires use of standard finlte e1ement progra皿s capab1e of mode1ing 
fracture process zone (FPZ) effects， overall material behavior， and any 
additlonal effects introduced by reinforcement. Analyses (1) of crack 
line wedge loaded-doub1e cantilever bea皿 (CLWL-DCB)， specimens tested 
previously (2) using the finite e1ement progr岨 ANSYS (3) showed that 
com皿ercialprogra皿scou1d accurately model the behavior of p1ain concrete 
specimens. This study was to determine what modifications were needed 
for the finite e1ement 皿ode1 for p1ain concrete to accurately predict 
the response of reinforced concrete CL'旧.-DCB specimens. 

E.XPUlHENTAL PROCEDUR.E 

Ten CLl呪.-DCB specimens were 回 deusing stee1 forms， high early strength 
~ortland cement， a 10ca1 Seatt1e sand， and a grave1 aggregate of 1/4 
ln. 皿aximum size. The geometry and instrumentation for a typica1 
specimen are shown in Fig. 1. A notch of 1/4 inch width and 7 inch 
1e唱 thwas precast in the specimen and a No. 3 or No. 4 reinforcing 
Dar extended the width of the specimen at 3 inches from one edge. 
切1ena No. 4 bar was used a half inch 1ength， centered on the notch， 
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force， Fr;， that produced an e1astic strain in the specimen equa1 
~gnitude of that creep strain. The force F! was 534 1bs 
specimen which， if it had been p1ain concrete， would have 
c~pacity of about 1800 1bs. Clear1y the crack c10sure stresses， 
in the FPZ are strain rather than stress dependent. 

2000 

1600 

1400 

18叩

1200 

A
.
腕

a-】

was machi~ed to 0.397 inch di~eter . All ~pecimens were _effe_ctlvely 
continuously moisture cured until one day prior to test. Specimens i 
through 7 contained No. 3 bars and were tested at an average age of 
160 days. Speci皿ens 8 throuゆ 10 contained No. 4 bars and were tested 
an average age of 50 days. Concrete strengths at time of test were 
as fo11ows: specimens 1 through 4， 4440 psi; specimens 5 through 7. 
6770 ps1; and specimens 8 through 10， 6250 psi. The yie1d stresses foI: 
the No. 3 and No. 4 bars were 66，930 and 71，990 psi， respective1y. 
For spec1men 8， the reinforcing bar was cut with a hacksaw， where it 
crossed the notch， immediately prior to the start of testinlt 
Displacement contro11ed tensi1e loads were app1ied to the protruding ends 
of the bar and crack 1engths for lncreasing dlsp1acements were measured 
using a rep1ica fi1m technique (2). Clip gages measured the crack 
opening disp1acements at the 1ocations 2V1 and 2Va in Fig. 1 and 
electrical resistance gages of 1/4 lnch gage length meaaured bar stralns 
for the protruding ends and the notch. Specimens were 10aded to 
fai1ure in approximately seven equa1 dlsp1acement increments. 
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Effect of Creep Strains 
Shown in Flg. 2 is the force versus 2V1 re1ation for specimen 8 
compared to that predicted for the same strength plain concrete specimen 
using the computer progr皿 ANSYS and the FPZ mode1 of Ref. (4). The 
two responses are very similar except for the decrease in the capacity 
of specimen 8. Restraint of concrete shrinkage by the relnforcement 
caused compression in that reinforcement that was balanced by an equaそ
concrete tension. That tension caused a creep strain. Severance 01 
the reinforcement re1eaaed that compression and the ba1ancing e1astic 
tenslon in the concrete. However. it could not re1ease the creep 
strain caused by that tension. The resu1t for specimen 8 showed 
clearly the sign!flcance of the residua1 force caused _ by shrinkage but 
not the magnitude of that force. The result sho官ed the fictitioUS 

TEST RESULTS 

Figuどe l.
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NUMERlCAL ANALYSIS 

For ana1ysis a distinction must be made between abso1ute and apparent 
forces. The fracture behavior， in terms of abso1ute forces， was simi1ar 
for specimens 8 and 10. The re1ation of the abso1ute concrete force 
to 2V1 and the crack 1ength was a1most the sa皿e for both specimens and 
the re1ation of the abso1ute stee1 force to the bar strain for specimen 
10 was the same as the re1ation for that bar tested in air. The 
e~perimenta1 techniques me且sured apparent forces on1y. They measured 
neither the initia1 compressive force in the stee1 caused by concrete 
shriτ氷age nor the change in force recorded by the 10ad ce11 of the 
testing machine due to progressive transfer of that shrir泊~age force to 
the testing machine as the capacity of the speci皿en deteriorated. The 
latter transfer causes a drift in load ce11 va1ues that direct1y affects 
post-peak va1ues. As shown in Fig. 5， "apparent聞 concrete force versus 
2V1 va1ues for specimen 10 exhibited a post-peak s10pe steeper than for 
specimen 8 even though in abso1ute terms the fロrces were descending 
along the same curve. For Fig. 5， the curve for' specimen 10 was moved 
to the 1eft by the a皿.ount of the 2V1 va1ue necessary to create a 
force， at a 2v1 va1ue of zero， equa1 to the FE force for speclmen 8. 
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Force Versus Crack Length Ratios 
Shown in Fig. 3 are force versus crack 1ength ratios for a11 speci皿ens.
Those with No. 3 bars cracked at sma11er forces than those with No. 4 
bars. That resu1t was not due to concrete strength differences since 
specimens 5 through 7 had simi1ar strengths to specimens 9 and 10. Nor 
was it due to different bar areas since the cross司 sectionat the notch 
was a1most the same for a11 specimens. On1y differences in residual 
force， or bond 1ength parameters cou1d have caused those differences. 
Residua1 forces and creep stra.ins were different for the speclmens 曹ith
No. 3 and No. 4 bars， but ana1ysls showed that effect did not explaln 
the differences in behavior. Only the variations in bonded bar 1ength 
and size cou1d have caused the differences. For a given applied 1oad， 
No. 3 bar specimens experienced more strain due to their sma11er s1ze. 
That straln was transferred to the concrete over a 10nger bond length， 
producing greater strains on the crack 1ine than for No. 4 bar 
specimens. This result shows the need， for fracture app1ications， to 
better understand interaction effects caused by crack spaclng and bond. 

Crack Profile and Bar Strain 
Shown in Fig・ 4 is a comparison between 2V1 and 2Vz disp1acements 8nd 
crack 1ength ratios for specimens 8 and 10. Cutting the bar did not 
change substantial1y the crack profi1e characteristics. C1ear1y direct 
comparisons of the behavior of p1ain and reinforced specimens are valid. 
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A f1nite e1ement analysis procedure was deve10ped (1) to account for 
creep and residual force effects. Shown in Fig. 6 is the result for 
specimen 10， the calcu1ated contributions to the overa11 resistance by 
steel and concrete， and the ANSYS resu1t when creep and residua1 force 
effects were neg1ected. There was sti11 tension in the concrete when 
the bar yie1ded.~ The failure behavior of reinforced concrete i8 always 
eltpressed in terms of apparent forces in the concrete and stee1. Use 
of fracture mechanics for reinforced concret邑 wi11 require procedures 

a/W， Crack Length Ratlo 

2Vl and 2V2 displacements versus crack 
length ra七io

Fエgure4. 

The re1ation between bar strains at the notch and 2V1 was 1inear 
initial1y. However， once the steel's stress-strain relation beca皿e non-
1inear the bar pivoted about the crack. Between a strain of 0.002 (2V1 
- 0.004in) and yield 2V1s increased faster than strains. However， a.fter 
yie1ding at a strain of 0.0027， the non-1inearity directlon reversed. 
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that consider absolute forces and the creep strains they create. Those 
resu1ts wi11 then have to be trans1ated 1nto apparent force effects. 
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Fle~ral Failure Behavior of Lightly Reinforced Concrete Beams 

Keitetsu ROKUGO， Yuichi UCHIDA and Wataru KOYANAGI 
Departm巴ntof Civil Engineering， Gifu University 

Yanagido， Gifu， 501-11， JAPAN 
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The results of bending tests on lightly reinforced concrete (RC) beams 
(reinforcement ratio: 0.10 ~ 0.40%， effective depth: 16， 31 and 47 cm) 
were reported. The softening and hardening behavior and the localization 
of fracture were focused. When the cracking load Pcr was greater than 
the ultimate load Pu， only one visible flexural crack propagated and then 
tension reinforcing bar was broken soon after yielding. In these cases， 
it was observed through measured strain distribution that additional 
invisible cracks existed. This can be explained through the fictitious 
crack concept. 

ABSTRA白
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INTRODU白 10M

The size dependent properties of strength and ductility， the localization 
of fracture， and the stabi1ity of failure are interesting subjects in the 
fie1d of the Fracture Mechanics of Concrete. These are a11 relating to 
the softening behavior. 

η1e fai1ure behavior of 1ightly reinforced concrete beams and the 
圃inimumreinforcement ratio have been investigated [1，2，3]. In this 
:ontribution， the f1exura1 fai1ure behavior of light1y reinforced 
こoncretebeams differing in size is discussed on the basis of the soft巴ning
~()ncept. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Finlte e1ement mode11ng of the fracture of reinforced concrete that 
account be taken of creep strains in the concrete， the residual force 
acting between the steel and the concrete due to shr1nkage， and the 
transfer of that residual force to the supports w1 th 1oading. Neglect 
of those effects resul ts in strength predictions， for light1y reinforced 
members， considerab1y different to those obtained 1n physica1 tests. 

1. concrete DCB specimens -
MSCE Thesis. University 
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TABLE 1 
Kinds of specimens. 

Specimen ~pecimen size (cmL Effective Reinforcing Reinforcement LoadinQ 
width，depth，length depth (cm) bars ratio (%) span(叩}

A-1018 lOx18x170 15.7 2D6 0.40 150 
A-2018 20x18x170 15.7 2凶 0.20 150 
A-3018 3Ox18x170 15.7 2D6 0.13 150 
A-4018 40x18x170 15.7 2D6 0.10 150 

B-20l8 20x18x170 15.7 lD6 0.10 1.50 
B-2034 20x34x3却 31.2 2D6 0.10 3∞ 
B-2050 20x5Ox490 47.2 3D6 0.10 450 

P/2↓↓P/2 

4ふ L.::.込
噌一-L/3ー+モ一一L/3ー+唱一一L/3一 世

Figure 1. Loading test on RC beams. 

sp1itting tensi1e strength and the f1exural strength (modulus of rupture) 
of the concrete at the testing age (53-56 days) were 321 kgf/cm'， 28.5 
kgf/cm' and 52.5 kgf/cm'， respectively. 

The beams were 10aded at the third points， as shown in Fig. 1. 百le
shear span to depth ratio (a/d) w百s3.2. The applied 10ad and the 10ading 
point displacement were recorded. The strain distributions on the top 
(compression side) and the bottom (tension side) concrete surfaces were 
冊目uredwith strain gauges (1ength: 30 mm)， which were g1ued continuously 
in the moment span. 

DETERHINATION OF CRACKING LOAD， ITELD LOAD AND ULTIMATE LOAD 

Experimenta1 Determination 
crackinR load PC~: The cracking load Pcr was defined as the 10ad 

when the slope of the 1oad-disp1aεement curve firstly changed. 
Yield load Py: The yie1d load Py of the beams was defined as the 

load when the s10pe secondly changed. When the load dropped after cracking， 
Py was taken to be the bottom va1ue of the load. 

Ultimate load Pu: The ultimate 10ad PU was taken as the maximum 10ad 
after the yielding. 

Calculation through Rough Method 
c:rackinR 10唱dPcr~: The cracking load Pcr1 was calculated as the 

10且dwhen the stress in concrete reached th巴 flexura1strength. 
Yield load py~: When calcu1ating the yie1d load Py1， the tensi1e 

resistance of concrete was neg1ected. 
1Jltimate load pu1: The ultimate load Pu1 was calculated according 

to JSCE code [4]， assuming the safety factors to be 1.0. The work harden~n 
of steel bars was considered. The tensi1e strength of steel bars was useo 

instead of the yield strength when the reinforcement ratio was sma11er 
than 0.13 %. 
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Qeq: equiva1ent length，σ: tensi1e stress， et: tensi1e strain， 
Ec: elastic modulus，ω(σ): function of tension softening curve， 
Gp: fracture energy， ft: tens工lestrength， d: beam depth. 

Figure 2. Tensi1e stress-strain curve of concrete [5]. 

臼lculatio也 throughRefined Method Considering Concrete Tension Softening 
c:racking load Pcr2田 dvield load PV~: The cracking load Pcr2 and 

the yield load Py2 were calculated through the so-ca11ed discrete e1ement 
technique in which the tension softening diagram of concrete was taken 
into account 8S shown in Fig. 2 [51. 

四位 R路 ULTSAND DISCUSSIONS 

Test results are tabulated in Tab1e 2. The va1ues in Table 2 are the 
average of two specimens except for B-2050.ηle values of 10ads in Table 
2 are modified considering the effect of the beam weight. The 
load-disp1acement curve， the fina1 crack map， and the strain distributions 
on compression and tension concrete surfaces are shown in Figs. 3 to 8. 

TABLE 2 
Test results. 

Specimen Crack load (kgf) Yield load (kgf) U. load (kgf) Number 
Exp. Calcu1ation Exp. Calculation Exp. Ca1. PU of 
Pcr Pcrl Pcr2 Py Pyl Py2 Pu Pul Pcr cracks 

A-1018 1040 1130 910 1800 1580 1680 2070 1790 1.99 12 
A-2018 1670 2270 1730 1870 1620 1820 2210 2020 1.32 6 
A-3018 2780 3400 2560 [2080] 1630 1940 2360 2210 0.85 l 
A・4018 3270 4540 3380 [1980] 1640 2050 2300 2240 0.70 1 

B-2018 1670 2270 1690 [ 1050] 820 1030 1170 1120 0.70 l 
B-2034 2730 4050 2760 [2070] 1630 1830 2400 2230 0.88 I 
8-2050 3750 5830 3800 [3140] 2470 2690 3690 3370 0.98 1 

[ ]: bottom value of load after cracking. 
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Figures for A-3018 beam， which were simi1ar to those for A-4018 beam， are 
omitted to save space. 

Failure Behavior and Nu皿lberof Cracks 
A-I018 beams (p=0.40%) exhibited ducti1e fai1ure mode as typica1 RC beams 
with many bending cracks and 1arge disp1acement. In the fina1 stage of 
these beams， the concrete in compression crashed but the t巴nsionreinforcin9 
bars did not rupture. A-2018 beams (p=O.20%) a1so failed in the ductile --0 

mode， while the tension reinforcing bars fina11y ruptured. 
In th巴 casesof the other beams (p亘0.13%)，the 10ad suddenly dropp巴d

after on1y one macro bending crack appeared. 百le10ad slight1y increased 
with displacement due to the work hard巴ningof the stee1. Then the tension 
reinforcing bars soon ruptured at sma11er beam disp1acement due to the 
concentration of the deformation. 

Distribution of Strai且
百lestrain in compression was relative1y uniform for A-1018 beam (Fig・3)，
but was loca1ize~_at the top_?f the bending crack for the beams with on1y 
one macro crack (Figs. 5 to 8). 

For beams with on1y one macro crack， there are many peaks in the strain 
distribution in tension. This means that additiona1 invisible micro cracks 
were detected with strain gauges. This can be exp1ained through the 
fictitious crack concept. That is， in the case of concrete beams in 
bending， the load at opening of a visib1e flexura1 crack is higher than 
the load when the stress in the tension surface reaches the tensile strength 
and the fictitious crack stars because of the tension softening properties 
0士 concrete.

白血parisonof Measured and Calculated Loads 
百leca1cu1ated cracking 10ads Pcr2， which were ca1culated considering the 
tension softening of concrete， are in good accordance with the measured 
cracking 10ads Pcr. The ca1culated yield loads Py2 with tension softening 
of concrete are a1so better than the va1ues of Py1 ca1culated through the 
rough method. It can be conc1uded that the tension softening properties 
of concrete shou1d be considered when ca1cu1ating the cracking 10ad and 
the yie1d load， especially for lightly reinforced concrete beams. 

Th巴 ultimate10ads Pu1， which were ca1cu1ated using the tensile 
strength of steel bars instead of the yie1d strength， are close to the 
measured va1ues of Pu. 

Failure Mode of RC Bea皿sand阻 nimumReinforcement Ratio 
In the softening process (load decreases with deformation) the fai1ure 
zone tends to localize， but in the hard巴ningprocess (load increases with 
deformation) the failure zone spreads. This is the nature of the fai1ure 
phenomena. 

The hardening process is needed after the cracking in order that RC 
beams fai1 in ducti1e mode with p1ural cracks. The ultimate load PU must 
be greater than the cracking load Pcr. This is the basic concept for the 
minimum requirement for the tension reinforcement ratio. Precise 
calculation of both PU and Pcr isむnportantespecial1y for 1ight1y 
reinforced concrete beams. The concept of this minimum reinforce皿entratJ.O 

wou1d be effective a1so for the combined use of n巴wmaterials such as resin 
concrete， high strength concrete， high strength reinforcing bars， FRP rods， 
etc. 

The re1ation between Pcr and Pu for B-seri問 isshown in Fig. 9. pu J.s 
a1most proportional to the effective depth d， but Pcr is not. Therefore. 
it is expected fro 皿 Fig.9 that Pu becomes greater than Pcr (the relation 
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Figure 9. Re1ation between Pcr and Pu obtained from experiments. 

is reversed) and the beam fails in the ductile mode if the effective depth 
d is larg巴rthan 60 cm. The effectiv巴 depthof RC beams is one of the 
factors affecting on the minimum reinforcement ratio of RC beams， because 
the cracking load Pcr is siz巴-dependent.

αlNCLUSIONS 

When the cracking load Pcr was greater than the ultimate load Pu， only 
one visible f1exura1 crack propagated and then tension reinforcing bar 
was broken soon after yielding. The effective depth of RC beam is one 
of the factors affecting the minimum reinforcement ratio. 

It is pointed out that the tension softening properties of concrete 
must be taken into account for the precise calcu1ation of the f1exural 
cracking load Pcr and the yield 10ad Py especially for lightly reinforced 
concrete beams. 

For the case of RC beams failed with one main crack， the fracture 
zone of concrete in compression localized at the top of the crack. It 
was observed through measured strain distribution that additiona1 invis工b1e
cracks existed. This can be explained through the fictit工ouscrack concept. 
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT CONCRETE FOR PILES: 
AN APPLICATION IN CONCRETE FRACTURE MECHANICS 

MANUEL ELICES， GUSTAVO V. GillNEA and JAIME PLANAS 
Dpto.α.encia de Materiales， U niversidad Politecnica de Madrid， 

E.T.S. Ingenieros de Caminos， Ciudad Universitaria， 28040・W1adrid.Spain. 

ABSTRACT 

Thiscon汀ibutionprovides an example of an application of Fracture M田 hanicscon回 ptsto a 
practical conc陀 teproblem. Reinforced conα'ete piles made with two ∞nロeteshaving曲E

Same standard mechanical properties (compressive and tensile strength and elastic mod叫us)
behaved in a different way; -one set of piles was more brittle than the other. Fract町 C

mechanics concepts pm凶dedsome clues for solving this problem by disc10sing the relevant 
par聞記肌血efract眠 energyGp， and by suggesting proceduresωimprove its value. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although reinforced concrete piles have proved their ability to take a great amo.un_!. ，?f 
punishment without structural damage， sometimes仕actureωcursduring h阻 nnering.This 
paper presents an example of pile damage during driving and how this problem was analyzed 
using Fracture M∞h自首csconcep岱 applied10 concrete. 

A Company producing concrete piling， found that白epiles coming from one of出eir
two pile precast faetories (Factory A) occasionally showed -brittle behaviour whe~ being 
hammered. The design of the reinforced piles was the s釦neas that of the other facωry 
(Factory B). Figure 1 shows a typical section of these pil凶， whoseleng血 isusually 12 m， 

and Fig. 2 an ex創npleof a brittle failure during hammering. 

T 
よ

|←A→ i 

A = 235， 270 or 300 mm. 
B=25mm. 
o= 12 or 20 mm. 

Figure 1. Cross-section of conαete piles. 
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Fi思lfe2. Ex叙npleof brittle合郁tm芭 ofa pile made of∞nαeteA. 

Concrete mixes were nominally identical for both factories， but the aggr芭gatescame 
from different quarries.τbe mechanical prope吋esof both concret凶，邸 measuredthrough 
tensile and compressive stresses， and Young modulus， were almost the same or even better 
fω00"，αc飽食omfaαぽyA. No classical approach ∞uld explain the differen behaviour of the 
two concretes， since the conventional strengths of the brittle concrete A were never below 
世lOseof the well behaved conαeteB. 

L∞king fiぽ fractureparameters，出especific fi即附energyGp was m伺 S凶叫泊加Ith
conαちtes.It turned out血atGpand由echaracteristic length were much lower for conαeteA 
伽 nfor concrete B， so血at1he theoretical brittleness correlated well with the observed 
brittleness. Such measurements and some actions undertaken 10 improve c聞はdeA are 
descri以対indetail in血enext sections. 

CONCRETE PILE PROPERTIES 

Strong concrete is usually required for piles.百lemixix design of加出 concretes，A and B， 
was血esame -as already mentioned-and is shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 
Proportional rnixing of concrete， A and B， by weight 

ーCement Coarse aggrel!:昌也
12.64  

Cemenl ∞ntenl 390 kg/m3. 

Rne agl!:rel!:ate 

2.46 
Wa回

0.43 

The cement was a rapid-hardening Portland (ASTM type III). Natural rounded 
aggrち;gates，c1assified as silic巴ous，we跨 usedforconαete B and crushed dolornitic aggregates 
Were used for conα.eteA. In bo出 ~oncretes， maximum aggregate size was 25 mm. Also 4，2 
k前n3of superplasticizer Fluinell@ was added to the mixes. 

M即叩icalproperties were measured 合omcylindrical spec出ensof3∞mmlength 
旬 d150 mm diamet，釘， according the ASTM standards: Com戸essiveS田 ng血(C.39)，Tensile 
S凶 ngth(C.496) and Modulus of Elasticity (C.469). Average results of three samples at 28 
days， are shown. in Table 2. 
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The specific企actureenergy Gp was measured according白eproc巴dureproposed by 
RILEMTC・50[1]， and taking inωaccount additional refmements suggested by the authors 
[2， 3， 4]. Test sp配 imenswere notched beams of 1∞瓦1∞x850m且

Testing was penormed in a 100 kN s巴rvohydraulictesting machine INSTRON 8501， 
run in actuator position controI mode. Loads were measured with a 5 kN load cell with a 
resolution of 5 N and 0.5 percent accuracy. 

Fracture energy results clearly show白atconcrete B is tougher也anconcrete A -
even白ough白.estan出国propt凶.esare almost the same-a fact that戸obablyis at the root of 
the superior p白formanceof concre包 Bdぽ inghammぽing.

SeveraI parameters have been proposed to characterize白ebrittleness of concrete 
strUCtures. A usefi叫 oneis the brittleness number [6]: 

TABLE2 
Conロ-eteproperties (28 days) 

B=主 (勾

Compressive Strength 

単語
57.5 
43.5 

Tensile S田 n砂
単語
5.7 
4.5 

Elastic Modulus 

丘謡
48 
36 

where L is a characteristic dimension of the structure. A higher brittleness number indicates 
incr凶 sedbrittleness. However， this number has not an absolute meaning， because the 
structural dimension L is open to choice. It is useful only when comparing geometrically 
sitnil紅 structures.Since the piles from tbe two factories are geome凶ca11yidentica1， one can 
泊principledet，四ninethe relative brittleness of the two conαetesωbe 1.8. Hence concrete A 
may be -estimated to be nearly twice as brittle as concrete B， which again supports the 
ob悶vedfield behaviour (For this to be exact， the two conαetes should display a softening 
C町vewith exactly the same 5hape.官lisis probably not 50， but the exi5ting expぽiencewith 
otherconα-etes tends to show血atthe d出町田cemust be slight) 

A会'llCωgraphicana1ysis of the broken samples revealed that， for concrete B， most of 
the aggregates were debonded， whi1e for concrete A they were broken. Representative 
pictures of broken sllrfaces for both concぉtesare shown in Fig. 4. 

Deflection was measured as the re1ative displacement of the controlloading head and 
曲eline defin巴dby the points on the upper sunace of血especimenl∞atedon血everticals of 
the lower supports.τbe displacement was measured by an extensomet巴，rof acc町 acybetter 
dtan5仰ll.In all tests， weight compensation was used. 

The load-displacement curves corresponding to four tests are shown in Fig. 3. 

5 

4 LCX::NC町ニ」 4 ~ ~ LCOIIC栢日』

2 22 

{ 歪& 3 

。。 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

DISPLACEM ENT (mm) 

。。 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 

DISPLACEMENT (mm) 

Figure 3. Load-displacement curves for concrete A and for concrete B. 

Table 3 summarizes血eexperimental results of the specific fracture energy Gp， as well as白e
computed values of the ch紅'acteristicsize [5]， Fi釦Jre4.乃picalspecimen fracture suna，白sfor concrete A (left) and B (nght). 

L GFE 
h=予「 )

 

4
E
A
 

，t
、 IMPROVING CONCRETE TOUGHNESS 

TABLE3 
Conα芯tefracture properties 

白 ncreteType Gp (J/m2) GF.average (J/m2) Ich (mm) 

A 102.104 103 152 
B 130. 153. 169 151 268 

Tl_l~ fractographic evidence suggests血atthe low toughness values of∞nαちteA as compared 
m血concreteB回芭 dueto its weaker aggregates. Toughness of concrete A Can be improved 
tn ei血.erof two ways: by improving出estrength of aggregates， avoiding aggreg蹴 fracture
也ldforcing the crack to bend roun-d the aggiegates， or by improving血etoughness of the 
cementitious matrix. 

Thesωond solution was selected for econo凶creasons，出tdthema凶xtoughness was 
lmP!'Oved by fibr志 向inforcement.Polipropilene fibres (Concrefib@) of 40 mm length were 
Used. Conα'ete mix and curing pTl∞edures were as previously desαibed. For comparison 
PIlIposes ano白erset of samples similar to conロeteA， henceforth called A2， were a1so tes飽d.

where E is the elastic modulus and fr the tensile s甘ength.
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τ'he load-displacement curv邸 correspondingω出eRIL~~. tests ~ sho~J! in Fig. 5 
for some representative鈎mples.It is worth noticing the large tail due to fibre reinforcement 
in the P-O curves for FRC. Table 4 summarizes the main m巴chanicalprop釘世田.

事 5 

‘ |間官官J L竺剛院飽 l

;:iλ ! 3 

2 22 

。。 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

DISPLAC副 副T何吋 DISPL.ACEMENT (mm) 

R忠lJ'e5. Load-displacement cwves for fibre J切 forcedconcrete加 dfor∞ncreteA2.

TABLE4 
Mechanical propぽtiesof reinforced and A2∞ncret岱

仁b即応te乃戸 Compressive Tensile Streng白 ElasticModu1凶
LJG加R弓 h 

S剛陸 側Pが 倒~ (GPa) (mm) 

FibJちReinfiα-ced 59.4 5.0 45 157 283 
A2 57.7 5.0 40 101 162 

.. 28days 

Thesp邸 ificfracture energy for fibJe reinforced concrete is the average value of four 
EEeasutmmts(115，144，169md1871/m2)，and the cOITesponding value for A2白eaverage 
value of three tests (92， 101 and 123 J/m2).百】巴企acωgraphicanalysis of励。kensamples 
revealed 白紙血emajority of the aggregates w巴陀 broken，aresultexpec飽dfrompre羽田Stes岱

明白conα港teA. Representative pictures of broken surfaces for fibre reinforced∞nαe旬 and
∞nα写teA2 are shown in figure 6. 

Figure 6. Typical合acturesurfaces for fibre 陀inforced(left) and A2 (right) conα芭:tes.
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The increased toughness of fibre reinforced concrete， similar to出atof ∞nαete B， 
Suggested the po~~ibility .of u~~g it.!o~ piles! eve~ tho~gh the ag~芭gates were sti1l w伺k.
Fur白ertests on piles made with FRC showed g'∞d performance during h四 uneringand， at 
oresent， sufficient experience has been a∞umulatedωpem註tsafe and民 ono凶 cutilization of 
hω帥志向inforcedconcrete piles. 

FINAL COMMENTS 

百usresearch has shownー-qu組 titatively-白紙conロeteA is more brittIe出制concreteB 
and fibre reinfOJτd∞ncre也.Hen∞，under白es釘necircumstances， piles made wi曲conα'Cte
A should exhibit mo符 brittlebehaviour than piles made wi血批otherconcretes. 

百 ereis sti11 some con回 'versyon the measurement of absolute values of Gp because 
the results may depend on由esp配 imensize [2， 3， 4] and on the me出 urementprocedure 
侭且EM，Bazant， Shah， etc.)ロ].Sometimes， it is not n配 essaryto reach an agx田町lenta加ut
出ispoint to solve白 problem.This is an example where the absolute value of Gp is not 
neeaed， only relative values are of interest; an increas巴of50 percent in Gp is a11血atwas 
needed to drive the conατteωsafe grounds. 

Fracture Mechanics concepts provided a procedure for solving this problem; after 
伊intingto白erelevant parameters-specific fracture energy Gp and brittleness number-， 
this technique offered a way to quant砂山isprope回 目印dfinally suggested procedures to 
in司provethem upωvalues that previous experience had shown acceptable. 
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ABSTRACT 

百tisstudy evaluates the analytical behavior of a class_ o~ rei!lforced co!lα'ete beams without 
sh伺 Ereinfor℃ernentThebehavior is edictd usingbite element malysis and in∞中oratω
fi~titi~~~'~;~k~~eÜ~g ~f~~~iri~(ÜagõliaCtension-émck iOcations: The re~ults-o.r ~is 
analysis am compared against trMMonaI ACI Code predictions as WEll as the existing 
provisions found-in血e1 apanese Soci巴tyof Civil Engineers (JSCE) and Comite Euro-
IIltemational du Be10n (CEB) concete codes. 

明ler芭SUItsofhis study clearly show that the shear behavior of reinforced conprep 
beams can success釦llybe p詑dietdusing the fictidolzs crack model.Nonductilebeha羽，orlS
exhibited， as wouW be-exp配 ted，under出etypes of loading and fracture pl回目defmedin曲is
study. Perhaps mor官主npo此~tiy-:-th~-~~~ít: i~di~~t~-tha.t th~re-is indeed a size ~ffect .whic~ 
伺 nbeclearly seen in the nMte Element results.Sufficimt analytical work has been doneω 
show出at伽 sizeeffect is a phenomenon that can be evaluated using血istype of企actp?
model when shear behavior is considered. The c~mp副sons of白巴 analyticalresults wm 
JSαand CEB provisions indicate出at血esecodes predict悦 behavioI'of血e-aiiafytica!
~Pecnn~~~ ~-thÎI:-~ _~~~ptabie-degree of ~c~~acy， whne the traditiona1 ACI approach is less 
accurate. 

INTRODUCTION 

百lesh伺 rbehavior of reinforc巴d∞ncretemembers is an impo社創立∞nsideration加齢
阻 alysisand design of conα事犯systems.百lecomplexity and nonductile beha吋ore対tibi飽d加

sh回rfailures ofr-einforced concrete members makes it imI町 ativethat白 capacity凶
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aωurately predi~ted al_ld ~tent~叫 overloads under shear be avoided. There have been 
numerous expぽ imentaland analytical studies over the years that have indicated that the 
tradition~l_ approac_h uti1izi!lg ACI whe~eby ~ co~stant _，，:al?e of sh~~ .s位e.ssca{>~~ty~ vc， is 
∞mputedfi目 印ysize member， may not凶 inkeeping with the actua1 behavior exbibited. 

百leseobservations are not n巴w.ACI-AS包 Committee326 [1] in 19620bserve<i也鉱
山e“approximateexact" expres_sions found in the ACI 318 building cooe [2]， whl?re .eff~ts 
did not predict actual behavior fo~ m~mbers， !lJld wel1? r芭cog凶zed出鉱山edmEtobeIntenm 
formulations， ones that wぽeto be improved upon in the-following years. This area， of 
∞師e，has恥en血esu町田tof wide research. However，血e~sic c~e e?，pr白 sionshave not 
changed in the intervening years in p釘 tbecause由ealtematives offered by researchers are 
complex and叫回ぽ'enot reliably即 curateunder allloading and geome国c ∞n1igurati~ns.
However， research done in the-United States， in Canada: in Japan， and in Europe has 
increasingly戸，intedωwardsthe applicationof altemative an叫ytica1m制限astheway伽 tthe
shear probIem can be attacked.民国entlythe application of企actuπmechanicsto出esb伺 r
problem has shown gt官atpromise_[3，6，1?，J1J. In!ill of these a1~em~tive_apP!OOches， !h~ id回
isωanalytically capωm白ebehaviωand failure of mem国rsunder shearing-forces and曲enω
provide _!te qesigner_ ~ith a s~mplified approa~h 血atcan be re_adily l1sed泊 thedesign offtce. 

The intent of the study I'eported herein was to investigate the ana1ytical behavior of a 
class of reinforced concrete beams， without shear reinforcement， to identif下位lebasic beha泊町
involved so as to provide a framework whereby additiona1 research could provide needed 
analytical refinements and simjllification for design pu中oses. 百lIsstudyutili~ed finit~ 
elenient analysis together with fictitious crack modeling of identified diagonal tensionαack 
l∞ations ftrstly，めinvestigate出eapplication of frョctur窓 口teehanicsin血巴formof the fictitious 
crack model to出eshear problem， -and to comp紅 ethe results predicted in this ana1ysis wi白
血osepredicted血roughACI~ JaPaIles_e， and Europ巴ancode equations.τ'he overall intent was 
ω巴vaIuate白isapproach for its viability and as a宜leansof suggesting釦ロhersteps to be taken 
in the determination of design equations for use. 

FRACTURE IN CONCRETE 

Fracture mechanics of conαete is a well-established area of research where there are 
three predominant analysis philosophies involved. Analysts have the option of utilizing the 
di悶悶crackapproach whereby actual crack paths are determined and the ftnite element mesh 
~n the cracked regions modified to physically model a cracking prl∞ess. 百lecracking 
behavior is basea upon maximum principal stresses or other key p紅 ametersthat when 
exceeded prod!l.ce a te_nsion crac~， in ttis c_ase caused by in!erac_tion_ of tensi'?!l ~nd she~ 
stresses generally causing a curved crack trajectoη. A second option is a so-called sm回国

ぽac~behavior whereby血eeffects of cracking町 anticipatedand modeled within _ the _ele~ent 
itself， reducing its stiffness by approprlate amounts keyed to the behavior involved.αlce 
again，批判~t?ry.is dete~iryed ':.~a .t~e analys}s an~ ~he 5.l~ment stif~ne~s is. red~c~d 
accordingly. -A thii'd approach is a fic出iouscrack model. This approach， developed by 
Hillerboig -et al. [9]， is 1:lased on an四位gyformulation wh閃 theamount of energy r句uired
旬叫vancethe crack， a unit a細町mo∞un瓜1
d也巴fine吋dcrack plall問e. 百leadv加tag~s ~f this _ approach aI'!= the simpIi~ity of出巴仕'acωm
modeling and tfie disadvantages include the n田 d(01-a pre-definedαョckplane.

In位lisstudy， the decision was made ωutilize the fictitious crack model because of its 
application to other areas of陀 inforcedconcrete research and its ease of application and 
組叫xtical~educti~1l of the_ fin_ite _eleme!lt results. Accordingly， the ~hear modet t<? be inves.ti_-
酔ぬOconsisted of linear elastic fmh巴elementmodels with a pre-defined crack traj即 toryw油
zero len出 rodelements joining one sideωthe other across the crack plane.τ'hese rods were 
~odeled using nonlinear material properties to simulate the stress-crack opening width 
behavior wheie由eamount of energy dissipated through the advance of the crack is deter-
mined via experimental resu1ts and defined priorωrunmng曲巴analysis.

τ'heJ似別紅ameteぽrsincluded i泊n白i民sa佃na旧alvs“iswer泥琶 t出h巴crack orie叩nt旬ation，血a似tis t由heangle 
m由 whi泊ich】叶巾仕血lecロr即 ki加nt巴ercπ悶"Ce句pt岱St血hem巴mberfuゐo凶d白zon飽凶I邸 is，aωs well as it岱凶s“10∞ca凶d白伽oαn.The angle 
and 血elocation加出~f~c!Ïons of ~e lo~r:g， the ~nd .conditi_ons， Il!1d tte interactio!l <?f tte 
She紅 -sp加ーto-dep白ratioof the member. In this particular study， a simply supported singly 
reinforced conα'ete member was modeled without shear reinforcement with crack locations 
and甘ajectoriesbeing varied， so asωobtain an estimate of the effects of仕leseparame胞rson
the overall shear capacity of the member. Loading was imposed by inαeasing displacements 
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along血巴kmmterlhemdmeasMni 白~l~~n!~f !~requ~. 
Results were com抑r吋 againsttfie Acf:3i8t勾designequations 11-3組 d11-6: 

Vc =2仔τb~

Vc = [1.9lfc + 25∞Pw対1~
~~:~;.~c ~s_~~ s~e~_c~pac!!r， r c is the cono/Cte ~~ngth..b!f_is the member wid出，dis白
ff4回“ved空中:ρ":is tne reinforcement iatio-ãñd-V-~oru;((M: 問削除tor，“ぬear姐;
'ment，同 ~vely:

In ditIon，the JSCEI10land CEB[8]concrete codes-also wenevaluated and 
αnpared against these results.官1回 eeq国 tionsare as folIows: 

JSCE: 

Vc:=[O.19 (1∞Pwf'c) 1βd-1/4J bw(i 
aB: 

Vc=[O.12 (1∞Pwf'c)1β (1+市羽)]bwd

where f:c ~s ~n MPa制 disinm，出eo伽 parametersare悩 definedearlier 
It is important to note that the Japanese and Euro.l'ean c吋.esin∞rporate the size effi倒

22込2222fEcEおおf35誼出:GMU2ZJL官邸主将;z
mernbem;behavior that is not identified in CURent U.s.pmetice，but has ken observed by a 
number of researchers [4-7]. 

τTILls，the intent of this iEwesdgation was to mcmain the viability of flctitiOus cmck 
modeling to白e“co:π'ect"behavior of reiぱα切~ c~ncrete members subjected to shear阻 d
whether or not this approach could be acc町 atein the overaIl prediction of behavior. In the 
蹴~?nthat fol!ows， tbe results will be presen凶 f(川 isanalytical procedure制白紙uracy
of曲isapproach， as∞m戸redwith Jsa and CEB equations， will be evaluated. 

ANALYTICAL SHEAR S'fRENGTH AND COMPARISON 
WITH DESIGN EQUA TIONS 

T，? inves~~ate the siz~ effect on the shear strength of reinfoπed concrete be阻 lS
wi由out shear 問inforcement，白伽ni悶t飽e伽 n胞即m巴釘.en川E
P曾erf4巾onne吋d.In the ana1yses， simJ?ly supp~rted reétangularubem;;-;~同ectedωconcentra凶
load鉱山espan center WeI芭 considered.百le1∞ation and orientation 'of the fictitious crack， 
simIliadng the diagonal crack，were predefined-Diagonal cracks wem orlenMin日
following thee angles-260，35。.and450.'ITEesemgles were determined considedng the 
~~e of typic_a_lly observed diagonal cracks. 百el∞a~onwhere the diagonal crack in飽rsects
the bottom of km  was assumed at d，theeffective depth away企'om白esupport. For the 
diagonal cr司ckof 450.another location，2d，was alsoassumed.Finite element meshes for 
these four types of be釦nsare shown in Fig. 1. Eachザpeof beam was佃 alyzedwith five 
different sizes; however， these five beams紅 egeome凶callys泊ular.All of the five切ams
have the s佃 lesize propo:rtions in 出巴 !:ng~h.of.s~e~ span (a)， width (b)， and height (b)! 
ω:7.5:16.百leeffec~v~_<!eP.~i<!) was 7/8 of the height (h)・山erefo眠 theeffective depth of 
these five beams間 0.875，4.375，14札 21.875加 d43.75;nJesp創刊ly.

Rωelem~nts. h~vin~ the !"fode 1 fracture energy， Gf = 1∞N/m (0.57 lb/in.)， were 
pro刈edpe中e耐 .cularlyぬ ngthe pre-defined crack -surfa∞. In reality， sh即 cracksare 
suP12S吋 削lave由eMode II合actureenergy. Howev民 MαleII合acω.reenergy can加
negl民 t剖 andreplaced by Mode I fracture energy if the αack plane is properly modeled [3]・

はI222iZ民間?Emiruzsbご;zzm13，tgg;，mzt
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Fig. 1 F.泊iteElemenl Mesh for Reinforced Conα'cte Beam with Flexural Shear C口調ckIncl泊eda145 degrees 
σype 1)， 35 degrees (Type 2)，加d26 degrees (Type 3)， d from由eSuppo見 Type4M吋elhas tt眼
目，exumlShωrCr叫Inclinedat 45 degrees and 2d from tbe S叩port
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Fig. 2 Bilinear Approximati∞foc Tension Soflening Curve 

Size Effect. The analytical results on shear strength釘 eshown in Table 1. It can be 
confirmed that出e10catIon and inclination of diagonaI crack definitely affects the shear 
S悦 ngthof the beams.百le間 aof the diagonal αack surface ass∞iated with the total fracture 
energy changes with theαョckorientation陀sul住宅in出edifferent behavior. The 1ωation of 
the diagonal crack also affects the behavior of回ams.In白issωdy. analytical results of Type 
3 beanis are selected as the typical results and compared wi出 thedesign equations of shear 
S回 ngthin ACI [2]， CEB [8]， and JSCE [10] in Fig. 3. 

According to this figure， the tendency of the shear strength to decrease 明白畑

increase in beam size was obtained from finite element analyses and shows the gα姐
agr問 mentwith CEB阻 dJSCEdesi伊 equati∞s，in which the size effect has been in∞可削減-

ed. For the sa.allest beam (d = 0.875 in.)， the anaIysis shows the significant increase in白e
she紅 S田 ng由加da decrease with increasing size. The size effect 00山 shear町 印刷lof
beams without shear reinforcement can be concIuded as being significant， yet the ACI design 
equations do not consider this phenomenon. In fact， ACI design equations are likely to 
OV償問timate出eshear s田 ngthof large-sized beams; therefore， it c加 bepointed out也鉱山e
ぬfetymatgin would change depending on the beam size. 

Table 1 Numeriω1 Resul包ofNominalSInぉses(in psi) due to Diffi町 nlCracking乃戸sand Sizes 

Effect of tension softening curve. Besides the bilinear tension softening curve， linear， 
佃 d凶linearsoftening curves having the same amount of the fractur芭 energyhave been 
adopted in the analysis. In these analyses， the crack pattem of Type 3 was adopted. In order 
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ωenhance the numerical stability， the smallest beam.of血eeffective depth 0.875泊.was 
chosen as the subject.百les住ainenergy accumulated withi[l出ebeam increases with the 
hα~~~ inthe -be~ size. Failure modeoflarge-sized beams becomes_brittl~ bec.au_se ofthe 
sudden release of this large amount of accl:llnu.lat~ 町 ainenergy. Therefore，. it becomes 
grad田町difficultωget血estable solution wi泣1the inロ四sein beaffi size. To avoid num町 ical
m凶 ityproblems in the solution，出esmallest sized beam was u叫，results are s加wninF0・
4. Depending on也etension softening cぽ veapplied， the sh号ar~~ngth and _eost:peak 
responses of load-displacement relationship e~hibi~ 白e definite difference. 百lelinear 
mt出ngc町 eresults in stiffer behavior than白州釘two叩叫f批t旬伽en凶in暗gc町 e邸s叩削dは仙hi悩蹴恥岱

h悩官叫Ilzhe釘rsぬhe釘 s紅田芭noh，however 由，ed批.esωce叩叩nd曲d
Eli~~t --~f~r附.屯叫ein凶;iò肝ト氏ce白叩m削削e創叩nt r悶at伽』旬o.In addition， the ef恥 toflongiωdinalreinti町田mentra姐o
on the由ears回 ng出 ofb伺 mswas investigated. The crack pat_tem of !ype ~ w~s .u_~.百le
reinti田 cementralIo was increased from 1 % to 2%皿 dthe results are shown in Table 2.百le
results indica飽 thatthe sh巴紅 strengthis significantly i~ロeased for the small be鉱nswith 
increasing reinforcement ratio; however， for the large beams， the shear s町engthis only 
slightly inc陀 ased.

S1991 Rallo % I d ~ 0.875" I d・4.375"I da1"銅

1 I  288.18 I 159.45 .I~ 
21437.21 I 171.30 126.63 

Table 2 P.細胞forthe Same Beam Geometry and Crack Pattem何 pe3) flぽ 1%&2%S臨 1Ratios (P) 

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACI 318 

As can be seen by the foregoing evaluation， the fictitious crack modeling ap戸-oach
vields excellent results when compared with JSCE and aB  equations. It can be observed 
that there is indeed a size effect that is present that c担 beanalytically shown to exist when 

卸vestigatedusing a finite element technique. Moreover， the fictitious αack modeling 
ap戸。achyields reliable， accurate results with ease of modeling that c組 indeedpredict this 
beha吋.orin conformance with intemationally accepted shear relationships.τlte question of 

whether血esize effect is d-1/4 as proposed in由eJS白 and[1 +何万町 inthe白 Brelations 
or as has been proposed by 0仕lerswas not an area that was investigated in出isstudy. 
However， it is an important question as 10 how exactIy血eshear capacity does vary.τ'he 

assumption in this present work was白atthe Jsa and aB  relationships would be evaluated 
against由e陀 sultsof出isstudy. And， as c卸 beseen， the results match quite well. 

In an overall sense， one is led to the conclusion that出eACI expressions found in 

Chapter 11 of出巴 318Code must be improved if our ability to correctly predict shear behavior 

is not to be doubted. There is indeed an effect thatωcurs that is a function of the member 
g回 me佐yand one that is not currentIy identified in出eACI 318 ex炉 問sions.This omission 

!eads to conservatism in one class of member sizes and perhaps more alarmingly under-

conservatism in the other ex田 me.Neither over-design or under-design can be ωlerated， and 
steps need to be taken to improve the existing she釘 expressionswhile at血esame time 
pro吋.dingdesigners wi出 aviable and easy to use pr，∞edure. The authors have investigated 

the required modifications to these equations needed to include a size effect阻 d白eresults 
indicate出国民lativelyminor modifications can be made to the expressions to include a size 
effect. However， the question of the form and the approach to be used is one that clearly 
deserves fu口herstudy， and is one that should be given a top priority in the合acturearea. 
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ABSTRACT 

Analytical and experimental studies of the interfacial zone between fiber-cement and 
aggregate-cement paste were undertaken. A simple theoretical model is proposed for 
calculating interface properties from pull-out or push-out tests. The model enables 
αlculating of the following material parameters: the parむneterof shear sti節lessof the 
偽eror aggregate-matrix boundary layer， the shear bond strength， the frictional bond 
strength and the specific interfacial fracture energy.百lesep訂 ameterscan be determined 
from the slope of the load-slip curve， the m但 imumpull-out load and the corre叩onding
slip value. Slip-controlled， multiple-fiber pull-out tests and aggregate push-out tests were 
conducted in a closed-loop test system. Various factors such as， embedment length of 
fibers， treatment of a毘regatesurface， mixing process and incorporation of silica fume 
for aggregate specimens were investigated. 

官letransition zone of aggregate specimen was further investigated by using 
backscattered electron imaging and energy dispersive姐 alysisof x-rays (EDAX) to 
characterize the microstructure of the interface of a邸regate-cementpaste.τ'he 
relationship between mechanical properties and microstructure of interfacial zone was 
studied. 

INTRODUCTION 

Jt . has been long recognized that the mechanical behavior of concrete and fiber 
reinforced conαete is largely affected by the properties of interfacial zone between 
aggregate or fiber and cement. A number of studies have been conducted to characterize 
thqche凶 calnature， mo中hologyof cement hydrated product and mechanical properties 
of interfacial zone. . There is ieneral agreement that the interface between aggregate-
cement or fiber-cement is tbe weak link in concrete or fiber reinforced concrete since 
it has more porosity than b凶kmatrix. 
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The microstructure of the interfaces for both fiber-cement and aggregate-cement 
has been investigated using scanning electron microscopy[l][2][3][4]. For the 
aggregate-cement paste case， the formation of a calcium hydroxide film adjacent to the 
aggregate surface bas been observed. On this film， a白inlayer of C・S-Hforms and thus 
a transition zone. By using EDAX the presence of ettringite and the preferentially 
oriented calcium hydroxide crystals in也einterfacial zone has been demonstrated[l]. 
Backscattered electron imaging has been used to quanti今thetransition zone[5]. 1t was 
found that白eporosi旬atthe interface is relatively high， and decreases towards the b叫k
p出 te.官lewidth of the interfacial zone was observed to be approximately 50μID. Similar 
phenomena were observed in the fiber-cement interface. For example， Al Kalaf and 
Page[2] found白紙 themicrostructure of the transition zone could be described as a 
discontinuous polycηstalline layer of portlandite with a thickness from 0.5 to 40 microns. 
Pinchin and Tabor[3] observed that there was a marked decrease in strength witbin 0.75 
mm from the wire surface. Furthermore， Bentur， Midness and Diamond[6] indicated 
that a near-fiber layer had higher porosity， i.e.， had lower stiffness than bulk matrix.百le
tendency of the oc叩 汀enceof白emicrocracks around the aggregate [7] and the 
development of longitudinal句JindricaJshear IlUcrocracks around fiber[8][9] were 
also observed. 

Attempts have been made to characterize the mecbanical properties of the 
interface. Micro四 hardness tests around the 恒terface[10][l1] sbowed 伽 t也e
hardness of the interfacial zone (about 20-60μmfroma路 regateor fiber) is lower than 
that of the bulk matrix. To me回 urea毘regate-cementbond strengtb， different旬pesof 
test methods， such as bending test[12]， direct tensile test[13][14)，都ia1
compression test and shear bond test[15]， have been employed. 1t bas been shown 
that bond strength varies with curing conditio見守peof aggregate，叩dtype of cement. 
For the fiber-cement case， single fiber pul1-out tests were carried out on specimens 
consisting of different steel wires as fiber and either cement pぉteor mortar as 
matrix[16][17]. Moreover， Laws[18] and Gopalaratnam[19] conducted 
multiple fiber pull-out test by using cement paste as matrix and either glass fiber strand 
or steeJ wires as fiber. To better characterize the bond behavior， one needs to know the 
bond-slip response of the interface and the influence of the IlUcrostructure of interface 
on the mechanical properties. However， few studies have concentrated on these subjects. 

百lispaper explores the bond beha'吋orfor the I11terface of aggregate-cement釦 d
fiber-cement by analyzing the measured load-slip curve. 1nterfacial mechanical properties 
such as interfacial stiffness， shear bond strength and interfacial surface energy were 
obtained. The relationship between mechanical properties and microstructure of the 
transition zone for aggregate-cement case was also investigated.τbis might lead to better 
understanding of the toughening mechanism of concrete. 

τ百EORETICALMODEL 

To interpret the results of fiber pull-out and aggregate pusb-out tests， a simple metho~ 
is developed.官letheoretical bickground for the metb~d is described belo~. Figure 1 
represents the schematic reference model in which L and A represent the fiber or 
aggregate err脱 dmentlength and cross-sectional area. 百 efiber or aggregate η 
assumed to be elastic with Young's Modulus of E. .The matrix is assumed to be rigl~ 
except for a thin boundary layer idealized出 aelastoplastic sbear layer.τ1te effect 01 
Poisson's ratio is neglected for both fiber and matrix. 
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Fi伊 re1 Theoretical model and constitutive relationship for interface 

u 

It is assumed that debonding has ocωrred over a certain length， a， starting at 
x=L. Treating the boundary layer as a shear lag and assuming出ata constant shear 
stress are acting at the debonded interface， the following equations can be written， 

r kU(x) 0 <x< L-a 
q =1 (1) 
l q， L-a <x< L 

wbere k is the sti位lessper unit Iength of the interfaciallayer for small deformation， q 
is the shear force per unit length acting on the fiber or aggregate， <It is the剖ctional
shear force per unit length， and U(x) is the fiber or aggregate displacement. 

Introducing the equilibrium equation and the constitutive relationship for the 
fiber (aggregate)， tbe fol1owing differential equation for U can be obtained， 

U，n-dU20 0〈 X 〈仏-0)

U 
告怠

_!!t_ = 0 
EA  

(L-o) < x < L 

(2) 

Where， subscript comma "，" indicates differential operator. The quantityωis definedぉ:

ω長 (3) 

Equations (勾， together with boundary conditions and contin凶tyconditions， constitute 
~ co~plete set of eq~ations for the determination of U(x). Solving this set of equations 
~e following closed form expression for the slip displacement at ihe loading end， U.， is 
obtained as: 

U. U(L) =主4生三∞也(ω{L-a))+p・ー0.5舟aa
ιAω E A 

a 

(4) 
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Furthermore， it can be shown[20] that the relationship between the external force 
and debondi碍 length，a， derived from both the shear stre略 th(qy)αiterion and fracture 
m町 gy(r) criterion take the following forms. 

For the shear strength criterion: 

q~ tanhω(L-a) 
p*=q，a+Y(5)  

， (，) 

1 a + [乏+~ (去J+山λ" (6) 

Where， r is出especific frac印reenergy. 
τ'he interfacial frictional forces， qjl the interfacial yiel~ par~met~r， '!.Y' _and the 

specific energy， r， can be cornputed by'using the following forrnula， Eq.7， 8 and 9， 
respectively， 

仏、a-ω 
p
a

一叫

ω
一仏今

(7) 

q)l qFosh2(ω(L-a)) (8) 

24Aprz(tr[ω初日) ω 町ω日)] (9) 

Note that an addition equation (Eq. 10) is needed to deterrnine the debonding 

length， a. 

p・05(ωa)2+ Cosh2(ω(L-a)) +ωa Sinh(ω(L-a))Cosh(ω(L-a)2 -u:_.E_.c.)J-O) 

-muωa + Sinh(ω(L-a)) Cosh(ω(L-a)) ".._嗣

In Eq. (10) U・p叫 repr回 entsthe slip displacernent∞町出pondingωthepeak 

load. 
τ'he shear strength， f Y' and frictional 世田S，f (， can be obtained by dividing qy and 

qf by perimeter of the fiber or the a路regate.

MULTIPLE FIBER PULL-OUT EXPERIMENT 

Experimental details 
In order to identi骨組devaluate the interfacial properties， muItiple fiber pull-out test~ 
were caπied out using different types of fibers.τ'he results for steel fiber are discussea 
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here. The continuous steel wires were obtained from Bekaert Co. Chicago. IL with a 
diarneter of 0.2032 rnrn. 

Fabrication of出especimens was achieved by using a brass mold which is similar 
in construction and assembly to山 molddeveloped by Laws[17]. Sixteen steel wires 
were used in each specirnen. A brass guide-plate with 16 holes was used to pro吋de
alignment of fibers during construction. During testing this guide plate w出 usedto 
separate白epullout section of the specimen from the anchored end and pro吋defor the 
transfer of the load. Neat cernent p出 tewith a water/cernent ratio of 0.35 was used. To 
facilitate the workability， 3.86 ml superplasticizer per kilograrn of cernent w出 alsoused. 
τbe specimens were伺 sthorizontally with the embedded fiber perpendi∞lar to出e
direction of casting. Specimens were tested after either 14 days or 28 days ofα江ing.

百lespecirnen being held in the rnechanical fixture is shown in Fig. 2. The 
specimen is connected to the "U" shaped loading fixture by rneむ15of a strurJess steeI rod 
(loading rod) 6.3 rnrn血diameter.The loading fJxture is connected to the servohydraulic 
actuator and the entire specirnen-fixture moves wi白 theactuator. A restraining frame 
wbich can make contact with the specirnen's brass guide plates is connected to the load 
cell and is used to resist the upward movernent of思lIdeplate. Subsequently， load is 
transferred from the brass guide plate to the matrix.百lisload is being reacted against 
by血efibers which are the only means of connecting白etop and bottom portion of the 
specimen. The load is transferred to白etop of the specimen and tbereafter to the 
loading fixture through bending of the loading rod. 

R儲 training倫首ne

Figure 2 Specimen setup for multiple fiber pull-out experiments 

Two extensorneters (1.905 rnm in. range) mounted across the guide plate using 
a 12.5 mm gage length were used to measure the slip displacement of fiber debonding 
and pull-out.τ'he average output of extensometers was used as the feedback signal in 
~he control of tbe servohydraulic system. The pull-out tests we.re performed at a rate of 
0.0254 rnrn ope凶ngof extensometer transducers per rninute. Once the rnagnitude of 
slip was to exceed the transducers range， the mode of the control was switched to stroke 
control and the entire fiber length was pulled out of the rnatrix. A digital oscilloscope 
Was utilized in the data acquisition. 
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Experimental開 sults

A typicalload vs. slip displacementωrvc: is s~oWl!. i~.F~g: 3. ~aJuation oftbe load-stip 
bebavior indicatesぬatthe curve can perhaps be divided into ihree stages， linear-elasti~ 
deformation stage， partial debonding stage叩 dfull debonding folIowed by a仕ictional
pull-out stage. 
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Figu問 3 Typical load-slip displacement curve for steel fiber pull-out specimen 

百leinterfacial layer of the fiber and matrix may be cbaracterized by the 
parameter of the shear st正fness，ω.百leexperimental results ofωare obtained from the 
i凶tialslop of load-slip∞rve. Other bon~ properties of interface， i.e. <lc( T r)， qy (T y) and 
r伺 nbe cal印 latedfrom the values of r，附 andthe corresponding slip displacenient at 
p…by using Eqs. (7)， (8)， and (9). These values are listed in Table 1. It can be seen 
from the table that the values of ωare in general independent of the embedded length， 
hence one can useωas a material property. Furthermore， it is shown thatωincreases 
almost two fold as the duration of curing increases from 14 to 28 days. Thus it can be 
used toぉsessthe development of由ebond and the extent of hydration reactions at白e
interface. Note白紙themag凶tudeof the shear bond strength， T Y' agrees wi白 thelower 
bound values obtained by other researchers[16].百leagreement Is also observed for the 
vaIues of the frictional bond strength， f r， compar泊gwith the values acquired by previous 
studies.百lespecific surface energy， r， obtained泊 presentstudy is not far from tbe 
surface energy of hardened cement paste[21]. However， comparing with the surface 
energy of fiber reinforced cementitious composite[21]， the values of specific surface 
energy for the fiber/matrix interface obtained in present study are significant1y lower. 
This indicates that the interface is a weak link in fiber reI1uorced cementitious 
compoSItes. 

明.

L 
p (mNu ) 

(&) 

(dda) 
τE r Curing 

(mm) (11m) (MPa) (N/m) (days) 

10.31 246.98 75.15 2.74 1.97 17.2 28 

12.90 244.75 76.00 2.35 1.42 17.7 

7.2 80.1 45.86 1.12 1.05 2.01 14 

11.4 97.9 42.99 0.90 0.79 2.54 

12.0 134.2 44.84 1.18 1.00 4.81 

25.4 150.0 44.30 0.78 0.43 6.86 

AGGREG.A:τE PUSH-OUTτEST 
Mechanical experimental proced山町

Ana毘.regatepush-out method was developed to measure the bond properties of 
aggrega te-cement interface.τ'he materiats used in the study were Type 1 ordinary 
Portland cement， condensed silica fume slurry， and Indiana limestone and granite. 

Aggregate was cored out from stone block as a 12.7 mm diameter cylinder. The 
surface of some aggregates were pre-treated witb several kinds of processing such as 
painting cement姐 dSF slurry on aggregates and exposing them泊 roomtemperature 
(20"C) for 1 hour before casting. After mixing cement paste ma位ix，aggregate was put 
in the center of the 50.8 mm diameter cylindrical mold and then covered with matrix. 
Specirnens wereαlred in water under the temperature of 20oC. Cylindrical specimen 
were sliced into appropriate thickness and ground and polished on both top and bottom 
surface before push-out 尚早.

The set叩 fQraggregate push-out test is shown schematically in Fig.4. The 
specimen wぉ puton， a f1at circular plate whicb was connected wi出 aservohydraulic 
actuator of an MTS machine也rougha holIow cylinder. The entire spechnen-fixture 
∞uld move up with the acωator. A steel rod， which was connected to load cell， made 
白econtact with白etop surface of the a路 regateand by resisting the upward movement 
of loading包xturepushed the central cylindricaI aggregate downwards. Two LVDTs， 
which were ftxed between circular plate and the rigid wings of the steel rod， were used 
to me白山eslip displacement of the top of出eaggregate relative to the surface of the 
cement matrix annulus. The average output of the LVDTs was used as feedback signal 
to control the servobydrau1ic system.τ'he push-out test was performed at a rate of slip 
displacement of about 1 mm per bour. Slip displacement at the bottom of the aggregate 
was also measured by another LVDT. Push-out load， slip displacement of aggregate and 
stroke of the actuator of MTS were recorded by using a data acquisition computer. 

Twelve groups of specimens were tested with different water/cement ratio， 
ωating process， matrix and aggregateザpeas variables. Two water to binder ratios (0.35 
and 0.65)， eight coating methods， two kinds of matrix (cement paste and the mixture of 
cement with 10% by weight of si1ica fume)， and two kinds of a毘regate(limestone and 
g創出e)were used. Push-out tests were carried out at the specimen age of 14 and 28 
days. Three specimens for each mixture were tested. 
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Specimen 

Actuator 

Fi伊 re4 Specimen set-up for aggregate push-out experiment 

Microscopic study for 8ggIモgate-cementinterface 

In order to quanti守 microstructuralproperties of the interface in these push-out 
specimens， samples were also伺 stfor study in a scanning electron microscope by using 
the same procedures described earlier. These specimens were印 tpe中endiωlarto the 
cored aggregate担 isinto thin slices wi也 athickness about 1 mm on a diamond saw at 
14and 28days-Epoxy impreFIation of the thin slicmwas performed by repladng water 
with ethanol followed by replacing e出anolwith low viscosity epoxy. After impregnation， 
specimens were dry ground. Lapp cloths impregnated with diamond paste of 6μm，3μm， 
1μm and 0.25μm were used to bring the samples to a 0.25μm polish. Finally， the 
polished samples were carbon coated. 

The interfaciaI zone was examined with a scanning electron microscope with an 
energy dispersive x-ray anaIysis system. An image magnification of 400x was selected 
based on precedence of work by Scrivener[5] and others. Each region of different 
brightness in the images was analyzed to identi守山edi能 rentchemicaI componen臥
suchぉ unhydratedcement (anhydrous phぉe)，caIcium hydroxide， C・S-Hand pores. The 
two pbases of interest in this study are anhydrous and porous ph出 es.τnesetwo phases 
lie at opposite ends of the grey spectrum. The grey-level thresholds associated with tbese 
two phases in cement were selected by picking the suitable values which appear to best 
segment these two regions from other soIid ph部白血 theimage. 

Each image of the aggregate-paste interface was subdivided into bands with a 
width of 20~m and up to 200，μm away from the a邸時gatesurface. Binary images of the 
unhydrated phase and the porosiザph出 ewere then created for each subdivided image 
according to the threshold of grey level.τ'he area percentage， which is representative of 
the volume fraction of a randomly distributed materiaI， was measured for each band. 
Gradient plots for anhydrous materiaI and pore space were created by plotting the 
average area percentage versus the distance from the a邸regatesurface for each image. 
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E叩erimentalr可esults
The bond properties， such asω， T Y' T f and r were caIculated by using the method 
introduced earlier. The calculated results of these parameters for five groups of守picaI
push-out spec凶 ensare listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Test 回 sultsfo!" a臨時gate-cementsp配 imenwith 28-day curing 

No. Comments 也3

(占a)
Tf T 

(1jm) (MPa) (N/m) 

wjc=.35. cement matrix 20.30 4.07 3.98 4.74 
1 no coating， limestone 

w/c=.65. cement matrix 19.09 3.76 3.73 2.01 
2 no coating， Iimestone 

3 w/c=.35， cement matrix 13.09 3.33 3.26 3.67 
no coating， granite 

4 wjc=.35， 10% SF matrix 23.02 5.88 5.71 9.64 
no coating， limestone 

5 w j c = .35， 10% SF matrix 27.36 11.44 10.34 59.02 
C+ SF coating， Iimestone 

A typical image of the interface for specimen group 1 is shown血Fig.5.A clear， 
porous transition zone is observed. 

Fi伊陀 5Backscattered electron micrograph of an interface for specimen No. 1 
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The effect of w J c ratio is shown凶 Fig.6. It can be seen from Fig.6(a) that the 
specimen with wJc of 0.35 has the higber pusb-out load and steeper initial sIope. 
Consequently， it can be shown that all the interfaci必 prope吋 esdecrease with白e
increase of the w J c ratio， e甲ecialIy白efracture energy which becomes less出姐 half
(Table 2). Fig. 6(b) sho附姐 obviousdifference of the porosity gradient of for two 
di圧erentwjc ratio. It c姐 beobserved from the figure that the higher wJc ratio the 
higher the porosity. Note that one of the reasons of the existence of the interfacial zone 
is that bleed water stays under coarse aggregate and creates a porous zone under 
a田regate.τ'herefore，the higher the wjc ratio， the greater the bleeding and the more 
porous will be白einterfacial zone.τ'his phenomena is helpful to explain the reduction 
in bond mechanical properties. 
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Figu問 6 Effect of water cement ratio on the aggregate-cement interfacial behavior 

The effects of silica fume can be attributed to the fact that it reacts with calcium 
hydroxide in con灯 eteand makes the structure dense through pozzolanic reaction and 
a "packing" effect due to smaller partide size. As a result， the amount of interfacial 
porosity is reduced.百1Isis verified in the observation of present study. A dramatic 
reduction of the porosity within the transition zone is observed for a specimen wi山a
silica fume modified matrix. Moreover a significa1}.t increase in the vable of interfacial 
surface energy is demonstrated in Table 2. The additional effect is obtained frorn tbe 
coating the a路regatewith slurry of the cement plus silica fume. It was demonstrated 
白atfor the specimen incorporated with si1ica fume both in matrix and surface ∞ating， 
the porosity of the interface was further reduced. And the maximum push-out loa~ 
significantly incre錨 ed.百】einfluenαofsilica fume modification is graphi但 11yillustrate~ 
in Fig. 7. It can be seen tbat inco中oratingsilica fume improv~d • all th~ interfacial 
prope凶es，especially the interfacial specific fracture surface energy. 百lesurfac.; 
fracture energy increased about two times for the叩ecimenswith SF modified matTJ.X 

~~d about 10 times for the specimens with SF modified matrix together with cement and 
SF slurry coating when compared with the control specimen. 
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1 Control 2・SF町市difi・d3: SF modified+Coating 

.0 

Stiffneaa Sh・ar
50トparameter at聞ngth

(Vm) (t.tPa) 

30 

1 231231 .23  
Figu問'!Effect of incorporation of silica fume in matrix and coating 

CONCLUSIONS 

A simple and objective method of determining interfaciaI properties has been developed 
and multiple fiber pull-out test has been conducted， It is shown that bond properties for 
fiber-cement and aggregate-cemerit interfaces can be reliably measured. For the fiber-
cement interface， it seems that these parameters are more or less independent of 
embedded length for the majority of the experimental res凶tsexcept for the longest 
embedment length case. 
Examination of the aggregate-cement interface by using backscattered electron imaging 
shows that porosity of the interfacial zone is largely influenced by wjc ratio. The 
microstructure of白 interfa田 canbe signifi伺 ntlyimproved by lowering w j c ratio and 
incorporation of silica fume into the cement paste matrix. The pre-coating of aggregate 
WIth cement and silica fume slurry can further reduce the porosity of the transition zone. 
Direct comparison of the gradients of the porosity in transition zone and tbe interfacial 
mechanical properties reveals that the rnicrostructure of the interface is the key factor 
which deterrnines the mechanical behavior. 
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BOND OP STEEL TO STR昆IH-SOPTEBIBGCOHCRBTB Tl弘KIHGACCOUNT OP 
LOADIHG RATB 

HANS W. REINHARDT 
E呪PABW otto-Graf-工nstituteand stuttgart Universi七Y

Pfaffenwaldring 4， D-7000 Stuttgar七 80，Germany 

ABSTRACT 

Bond of reinforcing and pres七ressingsteel is an essen七ial
requiremen七 forserviceability and loading capacity of 
reinforced and/or pres七ressedconcre七es七ruc七ures.Bond is 
assured by adhesion， fric七ionand mechanical interlock七he
effectiveness of which depends on the geometry of the s七eel
bars， the mechanical properties of concrete， and the loading 
condi七ions.

In the present paper， concrete is model1ed as a strain 
sof七eningmaterial. 工tis discussed how the governing 
parame七erslike Young's modulus，七ensilestrength， fracture 
energy depend on loading ra七e.The ultimate bond stress is 
calcula七edas function of cover to steel bar diameter and 
loading ra七e.The results are compared with usual short-term 
results. 

IBTRODUCTIOH 

The bond be七weenreinforcing bars and concrete is an essen七ial
requirement of reinforced concrete. 工trelies upon three 
mechanisms: adhesion， friction， and mechanical interlock. 
Adhesion contribu七esto the bond resis七anceonly at small 
forces during the firs七 loadingwhereafter fric七ionmay become 
active at smooth steel surfaces. The most importan七 partplays 
Dlechanical in七erlockwhich develops due to the lugs on a steel 
bar when it is pulled-ou七.

However. mechanical in七erlockcauses also forces transverse to 
the bar which have to be suppor七edby七hesurrounding 
Concrete. If concre七ecover is small七heseforces may lead to 
SPlitting which， on its turn， leads to bond failuどe.The bond 
resistance is七husgoverned by the mechanical proper七iesof 
the concrete. 
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The mechanical behaviour S310111d be modelled in bestaqreement 
with七heactual behaviour .The momentbeingtomodelconcrete 
as a strain-softeninq materialis mostappropriate and will be 
in七roducedin七othe analysis. 

There are ex七raordinaryloading cases with high loadlnqrates 
such as impac七， explosions ， earthquake or pile driving • 工七
should be alsoknown forthose loading cases whe七herthe bond 
resis七anceremains reliable or whether specia1measures should 

be taken. 

工n七hefollowinq，the bond resistance of a strainFSofteniE19 
;;t;;iai-;iiï-b;'an~lysed taking rate effects into account. 

ANALYTlCAL MODEL FOR THE SPLITTIBG FAILURB MBC玄ABISM

E1astio and p1astio mode11inq 

Bond forces emenate from the steel ribs of a deformed barand 
spread intothe surrounding concrete atan anqleαas 
schema七icallyshown by Fiq.1.The bond force is compo?edof a 
;~di;ï-~nd-;~tangentiãl component. The radial ~om~;essíVe 
componen七 i~ b;ï~n~~d by a tensile ring force in the c~ncrete. 
Tepfers (1] has assumed that七heradial component can be 
regarded 

直圃~

多額
Figure 1.Equilibrium of bond forces around a deformed bar 

according to Tepfers 

asthe action of a hydrau1ic pressureon a thick-walledrlnq 
formed by七heconcrete around the steel bar.The wall 
七hicknessof the ring is de七erminedby the sZEta11estavailable 

dimension which is given by七heleast-thickness of the Cover， 

c. 
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If the wall ma乞erialis elastic a split七ingcrack occurs in 
the concrete a七 thes七eelbar surface and the maximum bond 
force is reached. For七hatcase， Tepfers [1) has given the 
rela乞ionexpressed in critical bond stress ~cr 

τ z cr (1) 

with f~. tenslle streng七h，αangleof inclination， c cover， 
and r_ -half bar diameter. Tepfers has also considered七hecase 
that a inner par七 ofthe cover is cracked and cannot transfer 
any tensile stress what led to the relation 

r=03fzα[; + 11 (2) 

and， finally， a plastic material with a yield strength equal 
to the七ensllestrength of concrete what resulted in 

T 
cr 

C

九

九一

向
(3) 

The three cases are schematical1y shown by Fig. 2. 

制覇市(5i
Figure 2. ois七ribu七ionof七angen七ialstresses around a 

deformed reinforcing bar: (1) elastic， (2) partly 
cracked elas七ic，(3) plas七ic. (d_ = steel bar 
diameter， c = concrete cover， f~:= tensile strength 

of concrete.) 一

None of these七hreeclassical cases can apply to concrete 
since it is known that concrete is a strain-softening 
material. 工七 is anticipated 七ha七 the considera七ionof 七he
sOftening behaviour wil1 lead七obetter agreement with 
邑xperimentalresults. 

8train蝿 softeningmodel 

~he basic assumption of Tepfers (1)七ha七 aconcrete ring is 
loaded by a hydraulic pressure wilI also be adopted. It-is 
assumed that a certain region around the steel bar is cracked 
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and七hatstress transfer 1s still possib1e as lonq as the 
concrete did not reach the stress-free crack opening. 

σ σ 

b 

ε 

(a) 

F1gure 3. stress displacement diagram of concrete 
a) e1astic par七， b) sof七en~ng par乞

Fig. 3 shows the stress-disp1acemen七 curveof concrete with 
the re1evan七 quanti七ies:Young's modu1us Ec' tens主1estrength 
f~. ， the strain at maximum stress ~cr' stress-free c_r~ck 
opening W~ ， and specific fracture energy GF・Withthis 
material hehaviour， the geome七ryand the stress disribution 
become like in Fiq. 4 is schematically qiven. As long as七he
crack can transfer stresses i七 iscalled a ficticious crack 
(2] • 

(a) (b) (吋

Figure 40 Steel bar with surrounding concrete ring. 
(a) 工ρnqitudinalsection with secondary cracks， 
(b) cross-section indicating material_s七a七e，
(c) stress-distribution in cincrete ring. 

The resistance of the concrete ring is built.up by七heouter 
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elastic part and the inner softening part. According to 
Tepfers (1]，七heelastic part is qiven by 

l' __ .. cr 
e fct 

rs tanα 

{c+rs) ， -e' 

(c+rs)' + e' 
(4) 

The second par七 isapproximated in the fo11owing [3，4].工t is 
assumed that the bond stresses cause a hydraulic pressure on 
the concrete which deforms. The total tangen七1a1e1ongation of 
the concrete at a distance r consists of concrete strain Et 
and crack opening nw 

o... = 2宵rE.+ nw tot (5) 

with n the number of cracks. A七 r= e， the tensi1e strenqth is 
reached at the edge of the ficticious crack. There， the七ota1
elonga七ionreads 

fct 
o._. "" 2πeE. = 2πe -一一. = 21l'eE tot _.._-t ---- -----cr (6) 

c 

neglecting poisson's effect. The radial disp1acement u. 1s 
assumed to be constant， i.e. a rigid-body displacement of the 
inner part occurs. This 1s shown by Fig. 5. 

(b) 

Figure 5. Rigid-body disp1acement of七heinner par七 of七he
concrete rinq， (a) wi七houttangential stesses in the 
cracks (b) with七ensilestesses across the cracks 

~he ~~dial displacement 1s ur = E.cre. 工n case of Fig. 5a， the 
tensii;-~tr;~s.;;;:t- r.--~-.~ rea~hes 1{i;;t the-t~;:'siie- ~セどe珂th
which leads to compatibility between the cracked and uncracked 
parts of the concrete ring. At a distance r the tangen七ia1
disp1acemen七 isgiven by eq. (5) which is， due七othe 
rigid-body displacement， equal to eq. (6) 

O._. = 27rr~. + nw = 27reE tot _"--t .... -"--cr (7) 
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The analysis is fac11itated w1七hthe assump七ionof Et =ecr 
which leads to 

nw .. 2宵 ~cr (e-r) (8) 

This assumption 1s justified because the ~lastic contribution 
in the cracked par七 1ssmall compared to the contribution due 
~o ~~rain-s?f~enin~._ The七angentialbond force per unit length 
in the cracked part becomes 

r
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(9) 

and七hebond resis七ancedue to this force 

F b 

=
 

F

・c
 

f
'
 

( 10) 
rs tanα 

The total bondどesistanceis the sum of eq. (4) and eq. (10). 
To evaluate the con七ribu七ionof七hecracked part a sui七able
softening relat10n has to be applied to the concrete. For that 
purpose， an exponen七ialexpression will be used which had been 
derived from numerous uniaxial tensile tes七s [5]. This reads 
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with C1 and C2 being constants. Inser七1ngeq. (8) into eq. 
(11) leads to the following expression 

f:=(1十[印刷]3tLJ:r [-C~~(e.-T)] -(川3)叫 r(-C，_)
with the shor七 handnotation s = 2宵Ecrl(nwc)・Thebond force 
follows from integration between r=九 and-r=e (eq. (9)・

5四よ {54Uzよ(ト L)IP f-c.μいμ人色丘2.

fιt『与ιtJ.ヵthCzp L.1  Lal JCF  CzP(13}  

訓刈r山 Fμ川a寸)巾[a.1ぷふ+2詳?+九常〈品気j
主けキ d去おお剖:京市対F丙吋7込す4十い{べ-(11'十ぐのj以仰Pω(心-

wi th a = e-ro which are the" integral boundaries. With this 
result， al1 relat10ns are known for the computation of the 
critica~ bond stress at the onset of splitting of the concrete 
cover. り Thenext step is七oaccount for the loading rate 
effect. 

(12) 

1) Ref. [4】containsan error which is r田 tifiedby句・ (13). 
The n..".，rical effect W8S h側 ever憎 9119闘 ble.
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LOadinq rate e~~ect 

At high rates of loading the strength of concrete increases 
whereas at low ra七esthe strength decreases. This general 
fea七urehas been demonstrated experimentally (6] and has also 
been derived theoretically [7]. This behaviour should also 
apply七othe bond streng七hand to the split七ingof the 
concrete cover due to bond forces since the loading capacity 
is determined by the tensile behaviour of concrete.官1atthis 
hypo七hesisis acceptable has been demonstra七edfor a deformed 
bar embedded in concどeteand pUl1ed-out of the concrete (8]. 
The failure was due to the crushing and cracking of concrete 
around the lugs of the steel bar. The increase of pUll-out 
force at hlgh loading ra七esfollowed七hecorresponding 
lncrease of tensile and compressive strength of concrete a七
high loading rates. 

The same idea will be applied to the splitting failure of 
concrete cover. For七ha七 purposequasi-static loading 
conditions are assumed but with rate dependent mechanical 
properties of concrete. The relations will be applied as 
collected in (6). 工七 isassumed七ha七七heangle of inclination 
αdoes not change from static to dynamic loading. 

:he quantities i~vol~ed are the_ tensile .streng:th fctl 出 e
fracture energy GF1 the stress-free crack opening w; and the 
elastic modulus E~. From f_. and ~ the cri七icalstどa1n ~_" is et 

_..._ 
-_.....-----....----._...._..... ""cr 

derived. 

Firs七， w~ shall be examined. This is a geometrical quantity 
which depends on the grading curve of concrete， the maximum 
aggregate size，七heshape of the aggregates， and the volume 
fraction. The dependence of.wc on this quantities has been 
shown by a model[9]・Thereis"no reason to assume a rate 
dependence of Wc ・

切1erate dependance of the tensile strength can be described 
by 

r" • b 
fct I E I 
f I f I 。 L -0 .. 

(14) 

with七hesubscript 0 denoting the respective value ~t ~sual 
Irsta七ic"loading which is in the order of Ê = 3 10'6 &・1.
Frac七ureenergy_~F is the integral under the s七ress-crack
opening curve. There are a few test results available which 
show七hatthe shape of the descending branch is similar for 
various loading rates [10]・Withthis fact and no rate 
dependence of w

供
i七 fol1ows七hat

.二 b P . 、b
G_ I f I I w ， 
F I - I I ~ I 

・・Fーーー- = I 
_.  = I ・・ a 

G I f. I I w.1 。 1 "0.J I 。ー
(15) 
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i.e. i七 followsthe same relation as the tensile strength. 
This result has not been anticipated since the prepeak and the 
postpeak mechanism need not to be the same -bond breaking vs. 
aqqreqate interlock and friction. Fur七heron，the descendinq 
branch relates on displacement (crack opening) while the 
ascending branch is given in terms of strain. 

The elastic modulus depends on strain rate according七。

ご ~ [~1 
which leads to the rate dependence Of the critical s七rain
Ecr fct/Ec as 
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工fthe rate dependence of tensile strenqth and Young's modulus 
were the same E~~ remained unchanqed. 工nreality there is a 
srnall differenc忌 whichmay be neqlected because七he
contribution of the softeninq part is by far greater七hanthat 
of the elastic part. With七hisapproximation， the coefficient 
βin eq. (12) is independent on strainどate.

The result of this deliberation is that七hecritical bond 
stress -a七 onsetof splitting failure of the cover -depends 
in the same way on loading rate as the tensile strength does. 

EVALUATrON 

The lower bound to eq. (13) is obtained for one sinqle crack 
in the concrete ring， i.e. n = 1. This case will be evaluated 
and the results plotted in normalized form as f ~.I f~. bo七h
quan七i七iesbeing rate dependen七. The following S'七atlc
quantities will be varied. 

ー 七ensiles七reng七h fo = 3， 4.5 MPa 

G。= 100，140J/zna 

Eo = 30， 45 GPa 

αa == 10， 40 1配m

c == 1 to 6 times diame七erds 

-fracture enerqy 

-Young's modulus 

-bar diame七er

-concrete cover 

-angle of inclination α ~ 45・
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From these quan乞ities，the critical strain fi__ and the 
stress-free crack openinq Wc follow via ..， 

εcr == folEo and Wc = 5・14GoIfo [11] with C，・3and C
2 ・6.93

to Ecr == 100*10・6and Wc == 0・171mm for the first combination and 

fcr == 100*10・6and Wc == 0.160 mm for the second combina七ion.

(16) 
The influence of the strain rate on tensile s七rengthcan be 
estimated from [6];七hepower becomes 

b == (10 + f~2) ・1

with fロnthestatic cube compressive strength-
This leads for七hefirst concrete with average strenqth f明 =

30 MPa tob=0.04andthe second with hiqh strength few-= 
50 MPa to 0.028. (17) 

τcf斤d

10 

ela耳目c

。 s dd. 2 3 4 5 

Figure 6. Bond stどessat onset of failure versus thickness of 
concrete cover. Conre七ewith average strength. 

Fig. 6 shows七heprediction for the averaqe strenqth concre七ミ
~~th fc!fct vs. C/ds・Thebond resistance increases with 
;ncreasing-cover as expected. The bond resistance increases 
less for a七hickbar than i七 doesfor a thinner bar or. 
expressed in another way， for the same bond resistance七he
:~ve~.has ~o_be relatively larqer. The solution for the 
~~~s~~c model surmounts the sOftening solu七ionand the elastic 
Solution leads always to considerablY lower resul七s.This had 
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七obe expected since七heforma七ionof a flrst crack in the 
vicini七Yof七hebar will not lead to failure excep七 a七 very
small covers. 

τa/fct 
10 

Wc
圃 O.160mm ー_.exp.世mction
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Figure 7・Bondstress at onset of failure versusιthickness of 
concrete cover. High strength concrete. 

The results for七hehigher s七rengthconcrete are presente~ in 
Fiq.7.COIrhparinq the twofiqureS6and 7there is not much 
difference. This means七hat七herela七ivestreng七hvalues 
reamain almost the same although concrete ~七rength has 
absolutelv increased. The reason for七.hatis the smal1 
differendin guand hinthewocases-zt has been shown 
earlier七hatan'''increase in Wc' for insta~::e b~ la勾e
aqqreqate，can shift the curves close tothe plastlc 
behaviour. 

For better unders七anding，the absolu七evalues of f cr are 
plot七edaqainst relative strain rate in Fig.8in order七。
show tha七七hehigh strength concrete.has larger advan七agesat 
low (static) loading rate while.a七 highrates the average 
concrete increases the bondどesistancemore and can come close 

to七hehigh streng七hconcrete. This may mean in reality tha七
七hefailure mechanism of a beam changes from a~chorage ~ど bond
failure to ano七hertype at high loading rates in case of 
average concrete bu七 thatthefai111retype.0f hiqh strength 
concrete remains unchanged or七hatbond-failure will occur at 
hiqh-~trength concrete.-This last statement is a hypo七hesis
whZch has notyetbeen proven by experiments as far asthe 
au七horis aware of. 
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6 

t/t。

Flgure 8. critical bond stress as function of loading ra七efor 
七woconcrete qualities 

COHCLt1SXONS 

From this s七udya few conclusions can be drawn with respec七 to
spli七七ingfailure of concrete cover due to bond forces. Firs七，
the assump七ionof strain-softening behaviour of concrete seems 
to be an appropria七emodel. Second， the relation between bond 
stress at onse七 offailure and tensile strenq七hi5 uneffected 
b~ strain rate. Third， the increase of bond strength due to 
hlgh loading ra乞esis smaller for high strength concrete than 
it is for average streng七hconcre七e.This last conclusion 
would justifyどesearchon beams or slabs of high streng七h
concrete at high rates of loading in order to investigate七he
failure mode as affec七edby loading ra七e.
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ABSTRACT 

An improved thωIretica1 analysis develop吋 onthe basis of the ∞n田:ptof fracture 
mech鉱山shasb倒 1successfuUy used ωcharacterise the dぬondingand frictional pull-
out behaviours in s飽elfibre reinfor~ed cement mortar matrlx composites. It is shown • 
白紙白emaximum debond s回 S5σ.dpredicぬdusing the instabiIity criterion devel叩d
by the authors agre凶 wellwith experiment over the whole range of embedded fibre 
length L studied. However， the thω'ry overestimates the post-debond frictional pull-out 
s岡崎 σ1i-，particularly for long L， if the same parameters are used for prediction. This 
discr可)(Ulcyぉemsto be a direct result of the decay of frictional bond at the interf也 e
region after complete debonding due mainly to compaction of the porous cement mortar 
surrounding the fibre.百liseffectively reduces the residual cIamping stress qo arising 
from shrinkage of the cement ma釘ix.Therefore， a co口氏ttheoretica1 prediction is made 
for the企ictionalp凶l-outstressσ合usinga lower va1ue of qo whiIe other p叙-ametersare 
kept ∞ns包nt，which gives good agr田 mentwi曲目perimentalrl回 ults.It is noted出atthe 
interfacial prope凶esdetermined in the present study compared favourably with the 
values reported in the literature. 

INTRODUCTION 

百1巴 recognitionof the importance of the interfacia1 properties has led to an incrl伺 sed

effort in both micromechanical 加 dexperimental characterisation of the fibre-ma佐ix

m除由偲 invarious loading configuration including fibre pull-out. There are two distinct 

approachesωthe th回 retica1analysis of fibre pull-out: one is based on a maximum shear 
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S出 sscriterion such that debonding occurs when the interfacia1 sh伺 rs回 ssexc田dsthe 

sh伺 rbond 町 eng白 Tb;and the other is based on山econ∞pt of fracture rnechanics 

where the debonded region is considered as却 interfacialcrack and its propagation is 

d句endenton the energy b必加問 interrns of interfacial fracture toughness Gic' In the 

authors' previous study [1]釦 irnprovedanalysis has tx封筒1develo戸刈 on the basis of the 

∞n印ptoffracωrern回 hanics，泊 whichthe differential旬凶 elasticenergy stored in the 

composite∞nstiωents at bo出 bonded and debonded regions are句uatedω 白e

interfaci叫 fracturetoughness. Poisson contraction of the fibre when subjec匂dωtension

is considered which results in a more-genera1ised non-uniform friction a10ng the 

de凶 ndedregion. Excellent agrl田 mentwas obtained for the maximurn debond stress卸 d

the initial frictiona1 pull-out s紅白safter ∞mplete debonding betw民 nth印 ri田 andfibre 

pull-out experiments of several composite systems with epoxy and ceramic matrices. The 

p出lci戸l必m of the prl凶 ent sωdy is to characterise the interfacial prope凶es by 

∞m戸紅ing出ethωry with published data for st民 1fibre-cement mortar matrix systems. 

Causes of anomaly observed in the fibre pull-out experiments of this material are 

clarified in terms of the relationship between microstructure and failure mechanisms at 

the fibre-rnal位ixinterface region， and their effl配 tsare ∞口氏tlyrefl民 ted for the 

interfacial properties. 

l
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Figure 1. A schematic of fibre pull-out model. 
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A simple sh回 rlag model shown in Figure 1 consists of a fibre (of radius ωwhich is 

embedded at theαntre of a∞似ialcylindri回 1shell of matrix (of an outer radius t). L 

is theωta1 embedded fibre length with a partial debonded region t from白efibre合ee

end. In experiment the matrix is fixed at one end (z=L)釦 da蜘討le町田Sσisapplied

ωthe other end (z=O) of出eembedded fibre. Shear lag analysis for other bound釘y

∞，nditions with restrained matrixω'p and fixed matrix and fibre bottom ends are given 

elsewhere [2].百leextema1 stressσis represented by σ0'σJ，6d-and σ合 for合ictionless

(initia1) debond stress，伊氏ia1debond stress， maximum debond s回 ssand initia1 frictiona1 

pull-out stress after ∞mple旬 debonding，res戸ctively，at different stag回 ofthe fibre pull-

out pr以:ess.In our previous study [1] the solution for the partia1 debond s紅白Sσlduring 

progr四 sivedebonding was formulated as a functior】ofthe debond length t and the crack 
tip debond s国 ss円 whichis the fibre凱 ialstress acting at the boundary between the 

bond吋 anddebonded regions (z=I): 

ω[e流p(λt)・1]
σ'd_P = Ut + (a -σ，) -- "" Ut + (<1 -σ，)[1・exp(-Xt)]

1 +ωexp(Xt) 
、.. ，
 

--A 
，t
、

Therefore， using Eq. (1)由einitia1 debond 位 essσ。isdetermined for an infinitesimal 

debond length (i.e. t→的 andthe rnaximum debond stressσd. determined at 1田 d

ins悩bility[3，4]. Further， the soIution for the initial frictional pull-out s位essσ合 after

complete debonding was obtained when the debond length t rl伺 .chesthe embedded 

length L却 dσ，= 0: 

σ合 =

ωei [exp(λL)・1]

1 +ωexp(λL) 
(2) 置 u[l ・exp(ー入L)]

入is白erecipro回1length giving the effective friction sh回 rstress紅ansferdistan倍加d

(T is血e出 ympωticdebond s紅白sfor long embedded length L. These par創netersare 

rela凶 tothe coefficient of frictionμ 加 d恥回sidualclamping s悦 S8qo (caused by t~e 

ma仕ixshrinkage and differential thermal contraction between fibre and matrix) by: 
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where α=E，iEr，k=(αPf +γPm)/[α(1・Pf)+ 1 + Pm + 2γ']，γ= a2/(b2 -a2)組 dω

=αげ(αPf+γ11m). IIf組 d11m are the fibre and matrix Poisson ratios. The p副 aldぬond

細部sf1l泊Eq.(1) is∞mpo剖 oftwo∞mponents:a crack tip debond 町 出Sσtwhich 

is a function of Gie and血edebond length t relativeωL; a friction s田 ss∞mponent

which is directiy pro戸，rtionalto (u' -f1t) and is also a function ofλ. 

TABLE 1 
Interfacial properti回 ofs悦 1wire-cement mo同armatrix ∞mposites 

町 (GPa)λ(mm勺 q(Gpa) Gic (11m2) μ qo (MPa) zm皿 (mm)

0.106 O.位69 0.780 
(1.62)a 

1.20 2.50 0.082 -24.2 
(・50.3)a

aUn∞rrec飽dvalues 

RFSULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Published data for st田 1fibre-cement mo血 r(or paste) composites having similar elastic 

properties and radii of the constituents are compared with theoretica1 predictions. Only 

those with both the maximum debond stress and post-debond frictiona1 pull-out 町ess

avai1able are selec低d[5・9]叩 thatthe interfacia1 parameters入，古andσ'0(and thusμ，qo 

and Gic)回 nbe determined simu凶nωusly.Properties and radii of the constituents given 

by Gray [5] who measured the pull-out s紅白S巴sfor a wide range of embedded fibre 

length L ar芭 us凶 forprediction: Ef = 207 GPa， Em = 30.4 GPa， Jlf = 0.27， Pm = 0.17， 

a = 0.19 mm， b = 12.7 mm. The interfacia1 prope口iesare determined by eva1uating 

experimenta1 results wi白 regardtoλ，言andσ'0in a procedure similar to白atpresen修d

pre'羽ously[4J，釦dare summarised in Table 1. Using these interfacia1 properties 

(加cludingthe uncorrected va1ue 古=1.62GPa or qo = -50.3 GPa) ， specific results ofthe 

partial debond stressσl are ca1culated against debond length 1 for two different 

embedded fibre lengths as shown in Figure 2. 1t is clear that the cement matrix 

composite is typica1 of frictiona1 bonding at the fibre-matrix interface as evidenced by 

白emajor contribution of the耐ctionstress∞mponent to the partial debond stress ul 
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Figぽe2. Plots of伊氏ia1dぬondstress ul as a function of debond length t for different 
embedded fibre length L for st民 1fibre-cement mortar matrix composites:一一一戸剖al
白bonds紅白SσJ;ーー・cracktip debond 町田S円;……針ctionstrl郎 S∞mponent.

(i.e.over 80% at instability for L = 50 mm).百lisis further manifested by the very sma11 

zmax (= 1.2 mm) which is the maximum bond length for unstable debonding. The 

ins凶bility∞ndition described in the authors' previous pa戸r[3] r，叫 uires that the 

derivative ofσl with resp民 tto the remaining bond leng白 (Lーの is equa1 to or less th却

zero.百lIsimplies白atthe debond prωess b切 omesunstable if L or (Lイ)is sma11er th却
・.

Zmax' where the maximum debond s紅白Sσ'd~ is obtained. It is predic飽d白ata two-fold 

inCl'l図録 inthe interfacial官邸turetoughness Gic (釦dthus the ∞rresponding increase 

泊the合ictionl田 sinitia1 debond stressσo from 0.106 GP且 to0.15 GPa) woufd result in 

on1y a negligible泊cre越 ein the partial debond stress ui. This further∞nfinns that出巴

chemi阻 1bond (which is represented either by山einterfacia1 fracture toughn民sGic or 

sh回rbond su・engthTb) makes up only an insignificant contribution to白etota1 bond 

quality at the泊町faceof血ismateria1. 

• 百lemaximum debond s紅 白Sσd ~ and the initial frictional pul1-out s住essσ仕

obtained just before and after load instability， respectively， are compared with 

experimenta1 results in Figure 3. The predictions for the maximum debond stressσJ 

agr聡 wel1with experiment over the whole range of embedded fibre length L considering 
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the由tascatter expec凶 fordifferent testing methods and materia1s (Figure 3(a)). 

However， the th∞ry overestimates the initia1 frictiona1 pull-out stressσ合，particularlyfor 

long L (Figure 3(b))， if白esame interfacia1 p.紅ametersare used (or pr吋iction.羽山

discre伊ncyis∞nsidered to be a dirl伺 tr，回ultof白ed民 ayof frictiona1 bond at the 

dぬondedregion which effectively reduces the frictiona1 pull-out stressσ告 m回sur吋 h

experiments. There are severa1 r，伺卸nsfor the degradation of the frictiona1 resistance: 

白e∞m戸cti.onor densification of cement mo民arn回 rthe fibre surface [10-12]; the 

microcracking and virtua1 breakdown of the cement mortar at the interface due ωthe 

high sti.ffness and hardness of the fibre relati.ve to the matrix materia1 [10，11]; the 

permanent pl回ticdeformation of the st回 1fibre， particularly at a high dぬonds回 ssfor 

a long embedded fibre. Among these出efirst is the most 1ikel y， which is related to the 

porous nature of∞ment mortar. Bentur et al. [13] have explained the microstructure of 

this materia1 in terms of a transition zone which consists of a duplex film of cement， a 

CH rich layer， a porous layer and the bulk material from the fibre surface.百leweakest 

region of the transition zone is not n配 essarilyat the actua1 interface， but is in the porous 

layer as evidenced by the low microhardness at a distance approximately 20ω40μm 

away企omthe interface [14].百lew回 k.porous layer is compact凶 uponfibre slip after 

debonding， resulting in enlargement of the matrix hole. 

Therefore， the gross effect tums out to be a significant reduction in the residuaI 

clamping stress qo [10， 12]釘isingfrom白ematrix shrinkage， rather than a reduction in 

仙ecoefficient of frictionμ. Further， a significant portion of the relaxation of residual 

clamping s回 ssapp伺 rsωhaveoccurred at the end of and/or just after the debonding 

prlα;ess as suggested by血eprogressive load drop (as opposed to the rapid unstable load 

drop in polymer-剖 dceramic-based composite systems) after the maximum in the pull-

out load versus displacement r回 ordfor this material [5， 9， 12]. Therefore， a correct 

白∞reti国 1prediction is made for the f旨ictionalpull-out str回 Sσfrusing a lower va1ue of 

qo (redu田 dfrom -50.3 MPa to -24.2 MPa) while other p紅 ameters 釘ekept constant. 

The new prediction gives excellent agr記 mentwith experimental results as shown 1J1 

Fig. 3(b). It is noted白紙 theinterfacial properties determined in出epr，回entstudy (i.e. 

Gic = 2.5J/m2， qo =・24.2MPa，μ= 0.082 and the initia1 frictiona1 shear bond 抑 制gth

q 揮官%= 1.98 MPa)∞mpar吋 mostfavourably with the values r叩ortedin the 

literature (e.g. qo =・24.6MPa，μ=  0.09 [5]， T合= 1.4 -1.8 MPa [12] and Gic == 

2.41-2.53J/m2， T合=1.3 MPa [15J). 
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Figure 3. Comparison bet"呼enexperimental results印 dtheoretical predictions of (a) 
maximum debond stressσd加 d(b) initial frictional pull-out s紅白S九 回 afunction of 
embedded fibre length L for the st∞:l fibre-cement mo氏ar matrix composites. 
臥戸rimentaldata taken from (@) Gray (1984); (0) Maage (1977); (口)Beaumont 
叩 dAleszka (1978); (悶)N泊 manand Sh油 (1976);( A ) Mandel et a1. (198η. 
Predictions:一一-withresidua1 clamping stress qo =・50.3MPa;-----with∞π民ぬd

qo =・24.2MPa for CTfr pr凶iction.

CONCLUSION 

Using an improved thωretical ana1ysis developed by the authors on the basis of the 

∞ncept off泊.cturem即 h創出s，interfacial properties have b開 ncharacterised with reg.訂 d

ω白edぬondand frictional pull四outstress回 instee1 fibre reinforced cement mortar 

ma回x∞mposi臨.The interfacial properties including the interfacial fracture toughness 

Gic' residua1 clamping 組閣sqo and the coefficient of仕ictionμaredetermined in a 

procedure sugges句d previous1y. It is shown that the maximum debond stressσde 

predictions agr，田 wellwith the experimenta1 results over the who1e range of embedded 

fibre length L studied. However， the thωry overestimates出epost-debond frictiona1 pull-

out str回 S九，凹rticularlyfor 100g L， if the same interfacial properti目釘eused for 

prediction. This discrepancy is pr回 umablya direct result of degradation of fricti.ona1 

bond at the debonded interface due mainly to compaction of the porous cement mortar 

Surrounding the fibre.官lIseffectively reduces the residual cJamping stress qo arising 
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from shrinkage ofthe cement matrix. Therefore， a correct thωretical prediction is made 

for σ合 usinga lower value of qo wbi1e other properties are kept constant， which gives 

goωagr田 mentwith experimentaI results. 
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INFLUENCE OF THE STATE OF STRESS IN CONCRETE ON 
THE BEHA VIOR OF THE STEEL CONCRETE INTERFACE 

C. La Borderie and G. 日~audier-Ca加t

La加ratoirede Mecar向ueetTI民 hnologie，ENS Cacban / CNRS / UIl!町民iteP. et M. Curie， 
61 Avenue du President Wilson 94235 Cachan Cedex， FRANCE. 

Abstract :・Predictionsof the response of civil engineering s回 cωrescannot be correctly 
関 rformedif the behaviors of conαete， S鈴eland of the s鈴elconcrete interface紅 eoot well 
伺.ptured.In this .paper， we are interested泊there甲onseof the interfa田 bet隅 enconcr抑制d
S旬elfibers or bãrs~ Several results from pull ouuests are .presented. This study is aimcd at 
obta泊i時同iable也ta00 the effect of the state of stress in concre飽 on白eresponse 0川e
interface. lt is found白紙theconfinement stress has no effect on出.efiber-concrete interfiωe 
and that is has a signif民組tinfluen民側there叩onseof血einterface be何回nreinforc泊gbars
佃 dconαete.百le鈴 r巴S叫tswi11 eventually help at identifying debonding and創ctionlaws. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There exist in the literature a large number of experim巴ntalset-ups designed for 
performing pull-out tests: 

-In the case of pull-out on reinforcing bars，出巴usualproc臥lureis that tension is applied 
atbo出 endsof the bar which protrudes合'omconcrete [1]. Unforrunately this test se~ up is 
quite inappropriate becauseめeconα出 blockfails usually in tension and the m凶eofぬilure
has nothing ωdo with testing the interface between the two materials. Re飽民ingcolliα写tewl自

a sleeve (see e.g. [2]) whi1e the bar is pulled is the easiest method.. Nevertheles~ such 
boundary conditions cause comp悶 sion10 deveI.σP in concrete and pe.口町bsthe state of stress 
蜘 utthe fiber at白ein町 face.cas血gtheblω:kofconc蹴 intoa rigid hollow cylinder whi~h ! 

remains fixed during test is most probably the set up which produ∞s less perturbations on自己

state of stress in concrete near the in町 face[3]. 
ln the case of fiber there are some additional choices: the number of fiber pulled is a 

parameter [4J， theirαientation is肌 otherone， and finally白eshape of the specimen can be 
qui飽di能 rentfrom one 蜘 dyω釦 other[5J. 

Despi色白elarge b叫kof data， the effect of血estate of stress in concrete on the respons巴
of the inteIface is s町prisinglylacking. In usual structures， the state of stress in concrete a~ut 
the st白 lぉinforcementis complex.百lee，貸出tof lateral confinement on出eintert蹴 propernes
of∞ncrete is a question which needs an answer beyond the knowledge of the varianon of tþ~ 
she訂 streng出.In也ed，the m叫elsforthe s低elconcrete interface need 10 be consistent with 
the material description， i.e. progressive仕acturingin concrete加 dplasticity in ste~l. 
Consistency calls for m吋els出at也悶ibethe response of血einterface entiiely and include郎
debonding佃 dslipp泊gregime observed in real failure of conc隠 temembers [6]. 

Inorderωdccide upon出etype of創αionmαlelwhich should be used for the interface it 
鈴 emsreasonableω出inkthat白estate ofs町ess泊 con.αetecan be a very sensitive v釘i油le.百
曲eeffcct of confinement on debonding and α百.ckpropagation at the interface is not clear，白e
residual strength of the interface due to friction should v紅ywith the confinement. With. a 
Tresca白ctionm叫elfor example，出eamount of relative slip betw関 nthe fiber and白ematnX
should not depend on the hydrostatic s間 ssat any given pull-out load. Furthermore， the 
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w叫oading-reload泊gbehavior of the spec凶 enm伺 suredin term of sh回 rstress versus relative 
slip is expecωdωbeq凶tedepe凶 enlon the type of合ictionlaw [7J.百levariation of白estate 
of stress泊 concreteis one of the 0柑 nalityof these results. Ano出ervaluable information is 
that fibers are pulled out of∞ncr抑制notmortar as it was done usually in白 past.

2. TEST SET -UP AND SPECIMENS 

The可児cimentested aI芭cubesof 80 x 80 x 80 mm in which a fiberぽ areinforcing bar is 
em恥d必dat the cent位百leconcrete gr叫echosen is C30β7 with a compressive strength of 

aboUl 25 MPa me郡山edon cylinders (白=16 cm， h = 32αn).百lemaximum siぉ ofthe 
aggregate is 16 mm回出esize of the concrete cube correspon白 10the smallest possible in 
view of the homogeneity of the state of lateral stress in白espωimenwithout fiber which must 
be achieved and considering白ecapacity of our tes出g企溜ne.官leembeddement length of the 
fibers∞，rrespondsωh叫fthe fiber leng出S卸 dthe embeddement length of the reinforclng bars 

is45 mm (の8mm bars).The specimens were cast 28 days (average) befiぽ etes出 g，removed
from the molds 24 h after casting卸 dkept at 100m temperature. In orderωequilibrate the 
pull-out force appliedω出efiber (or bar)， the concrete bl∞k was retained by a circular sl鴎 ve.
It was checked with finite element calculations (nonlinear) that this configuration did not 
genera句duncon館olledcompressive stresses on the interface. The laもeralconfmement was 
applied using brush-platens百letesting合amefor these experiments was a SCHENK 
multiaxial旬stingsystem.百lelateral confmement was applied with four hydraulic jacks 
(1∞KN) and the pull-out force was applied wi出 ano白erpair of jacks of capacity 250 KN 
each.l訓 dordispl蹴 ment∞n回 .1was available on each jack.百lepull-out force was appli叫
while the displacement was controlled (由=8，3 10・3mm/s) and the lateral forces were 
constrained to remain constant.百lepull-out force was measured wi由 loadcells of capacity 
おOKN，5∞Nand 22N depending on the type of fiber tested and the relative sIit was 
measured with a L VDT. 

3. PUi..L.OUT TESTS ON FiBERS 

Two types of fibers were tested : sm∞th fibers (WlREX) of length 40 mm and diameter 
0.6 mm (embeddement leng出 20mm) and h∞ked fiber百(DRAMIX)of lengthωmm釦 d
diameter 0.8 mm (embeddement length 30 mm). Three different confmement stresses were 
applied of 0， 7.5 and 15 MPa resp民 tively.百leconfinement w鎚 appliedfirst on each 
specimen and then it was kept constant under load control conditions.-Then， the fiber was 
pulled out and unloading-reloading cycles were car討edout every time the fiber was pulled of 
2，5 mm starting at the peak load. 

25 15 MPa 

o MPa 
20 

15 
force (N) 

10 

5 

。
。 5 10 15 20 

slip (mm) 
Fig. 1: Pull・outtests on straight fibers -effi目 tof the confinement s田 ssin concrete. 
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Fig. 1 presents the results of the tests on the sm∞th fibers for the various confmement 
strcsses. The pull-out strcngth is of theぽ derof 10N (a回 目 配yO.lN). At such a low level. 
回.ymisalignment betwecn白efiber and the load， or any particle 10uching the fiber can cause 
the load ωchange sensitively. 

Jn most cases白ep凶l-outforce versus relative slip curve exhibits a peak and由e?along

EL3F誌記伐おlrzzsizZ以てrL2222立22vrz岱獄
pressur芭.
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Fig. 2: Pull-out tests on h∞ked fibers -effect of the confmement s田 ssin concre鎗.

百lesame program of experiments has been carried out with the DRAMIX fibers which 
have a h∞~ked ex凶 mity.Fig. 2 presents the results ti町 thethree lateral stresses. Again. the 
results do not exbibit卸 ysignificant influence of the confmement on the pull-out streng出.As
opposed to白eexperiments on血eWlREX fibers， the dispersion seems to be within an 
acceptable r，釦 ge.The level of streng白 is10ω20 times what is measured for血.esm∞出
fibers.官lisindicates that geome凶caleffects such as a h∞k on the fi bers produce th巴
mechanisms in fiber re泊forcedconα'Cte which provide the increase of ductilIty observed 
usually泊 tensileor bending総8tS.百lefiber is cons紅ainedto become straight during pull-out 
and the戸lds回 ssofs胸 1must be reached in 0吋ertode伽 mtheb∞~kat theex田 mityof御
前 er[4).百lefailUl'C mechanism is controlled by the deformation of the fiber佃 dmost 
probably創ctionin the region of the h∞k. This phenomenon is ex回 melyI田a1izedsince the 
bond provided by the rest of the fiber which is embedded is negligible. As a∞ns珂uen回，曲e
re5ponse during白epull-out飽5tis not re必lysensitive to the confmement appliedωconα'Cte. 

4. PULL-OUT TEST ON REINFORCING BARS 

Over白.erange of possible confining press町esbe何 回nO姐 d15 MPa， foぽザpesoftests 
were carried out in which the pressure was increased by 5 MPa for eachザpe.The loadins 
procedぽ ewas kept the same th叩 thatdescribed in ~3. The results are plotied on Fig. 3. It 
shows白紙 thereis a definiぬ effectof the lateral stress on出eresponse of the interf配 e:th沼
柑 engthincreases with the confinement strcss叩 d山 interfacesofi即時 lessbeyond the peak 
for higb values of the relative slip at the interface. The increase of sぽengthis 35%-and 
con四 pon由 quite配 C町'atelyto what ROBINS and STANDISH [8) measured. Therefore. wc 
can state that such a variation is significant of the intぽ faceresponse. From the loading-
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unl倒 dingcycles in which the latera1 s回 S8has been ch制 g叫.we see th鉱山econfinement has 
a very sensitivc effi回 too創ctionproperties of this interfacc.百 evariation c佃 beof the order 
of 33 % for a confmement也α四 singof 5 MPa.σig.4). 

5. DlSCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

h阻 atωmptto summarize the results of白istest戸"Ogr湿m，we have plo也 donFigs.5・6.
白eeffect of the confinement on由epull-out strength in each test. It seems that such叩
influence is negligible for the fibers. For reinforcing bars. the influence of出econfming 
戸田sm芭exists.It affects al鈎白eshape of the おおかslipc町 veand合ictionat血einterface. -
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Fig.5 : PuI1-out s田 ngthvふ confinementstress tiωfibers 
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Fig. 6 : Pu1I-out strength vふ confinements官邸sfor bars 

The pull-out test on smooth fibers show that the bond is not白eimpo口組tmech鉱山m
which provide the increase of mechanical prope岡田 ofFRC.H∞，kedfioers have a pull-out 
strength which is 20凶neshigher th卸 sm∞thfibers. The effect of the confming pressure is 
negligible. 

百1estrength and re甲on鈴 ofthe interface between a deformed bar阻 dconcrete is mainly 
∞ntrolled by cracki時 inconロ巴飽.Debonding s田 msto be affected by the confinement of 
concrete.百lee貸出tofth巴la飽.ra1pressure on出eresidualload due to食ictionis observed. 
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Since the early days of the reinforced conα-ete indus町y，when the original smooth 
叫 fa∞barswere replaced with deformed bars， researchers have attempted to quantify叩 d
m咽elthe加ndpr∞essωallowdesigners ωaccurately select the development length. The 
goal has凶 entO obtain a safe estimate of the length問 quired，without prod田in~ c;?verl~ 
∞nsぽvative飢 dexpensive predictions白紙compromisethe∞st effectiveness of reintiぽcea
∞ncrete struct旧民 Traditionally，凶nds田 ngthhas been considered to be a material pr可>erty
-one that is related to白echaracteristics of the conc民 teand the reinforcing bar. Using this 
8tJ1)roach， studies of加ndhaveb偲 nconduc低d担 alocalized sense， and bond fail町eh鎚 been
羽，ewed踊 afailure of the materials involved rather than as a failure of the structure as a whole. 

百lisattitude， however， is ch釦 ging.Over the past decade， the陀 havebeen a num~以:r
of studies performed by the authors and others伽 thave investigated the bond of epo呼ー
∞ated and uncoated deformed steel bars in specimens with a variety of geome回es.τbis
wωic has provided insight that leads one to conclude白紙 thebond process can indeed be 
explained through a structural engineering approach. where stresses， str凶ns，s汀ucωral
gωmetry. and material properties corne into play. 

百 ispa戸rsummarizes some of the research cαIducted by出eauthors at the Universト
ty of Kansas lnto the overall question of bond and development of reinforcement and 
addresses a very promising area of endeavor， the application of fracture mechanics to this 
problem. It will be油ownthat the加ndpr伺邸S卸 dthe prediction of development lengtbs for 
reinforcing bars in conα'ete can be founded upon a企acturemechanics approach and that曲e
design community can benefit from a fracture mechanics-bas巴dphilo釦phywhen determining 
めeproper development lengths tiぽ usein design. 

FRACTURE MECHANICS IMPLICATIONS IN THE 
BOND AND DEVELOPMENT OF REINFORCEMENT IN CONCRETE 

BOND AND DEVELOP恥IENTBACKGROUND 

Abstract 

Based on work performed over the past decade by the authors and others， it has 
become apparent血atthe interaction of reintiぽcingbars with concrete is a s回 C旬ralpr田 ess
and白atthe charac飽risticsof the overall system are impぽ tanlBond failures can be explained 
through the use of structural evaluation methods加cludingfrac旬向田国hanics.

One can evaluate the generation of miα"OCracks around the region of a bar， followcd by 
血.egrowth of these cracks into larger macrocracks. ultimately leading to slippage of the bar 
and failure of the system as on-going仕acωrepr，∞ess.If this approach is taken， it can leadω 
卸 understandingof出eimportance of design parameters such -as bar spacing， cover， and白e
degree of confinement provided by汀ansversereinflぽcings悦1.

Using f同ctureas the key cause of splitting bond fail町田，出isapproach is uscd to 
make observations regarding the design considerations for reinforced concrete.百lepaper 
evaluates aspects of bond as observed in the laboratory and through analytic叫 studies
conducted by出eau白ors，and observations are made regarding the overall prl∞ess of bonding 
reinforcement to concrete. Parameters include the c()ncrete S佐eng白.tne bar surface. the 
characteristics of the member. including the bar spacing and cover.百lepaper concludes wi!h 
a summary of the fmdings to也teand the anticipated research effl側 S伽 tn偲 dωbeund釘tak-
en to further extend the application of fracture mechanics to bond evaluation in full scale 
structures. 

Over the last sev釘aIdecades. there have been a number of important studies of bond 
and development of reinforcement to concret巴includingthose by Tepfers [21，22]， Fergu回 a
p・12]，and others [1，18， 19].百lesestudies have greatly enhanced our understanding of the 
Iengths needed ωfully develop a barωits yield s回 ng血.Work by Orangun， Jirsa， and Breen 
(19]， Treece加 dJirsa [23)， Cleary and Ramirez [7]， Darwin et al. [3人14，15)have focused 
additional attention on this important pr∞ess. However， a shift has graduallyαコcurredover 
the pa~t te~ ~e釘s caused in part by the advent of computer-based analysis techniques， in 
particular finite element analysis and more recenuy fracture mechanics. If one 1∞ks at白e
earlier studies of bond. one obse円 esthat most of this research has been experimental in 
国側re.A large number of specimens have been tested， evaluating various b紅 si田 s，∞nロete
strengths. and geome凶cconfigurations. Empirical equations have回endeveloped depicting 
the behavior of these speciπlCns under 10叫.These empirical eq凶 tionshave been refined and 
made more accurate over the ye紅 s，as the p∞1 of data has increased; once a reliable and 
accぽateempirical equation is identified. then an equation for design use can be developed. 
The伽emostexample of this approach is批 ACI引 8[2]句凶tionfor development leng也.

勾=0.似 Atlyllfc 、E
F

--A 
，，‘、

INTRODUCTION 

The加凶釦ddevelopment of reinfi償問nentin∞町民館structuresis a key fac町 in印
overall structural pぽ formanc巴ofthese systems.酌operattachment of reinforcement to出e
smrounding∞ncreteωattain strain∞mpatibility is加 underlying蹴 umptionin恥 designof
reinforced concrete struc附 s.Without pro戸rattachm側 ofthe reinforcing steelω向
surrounding concrete， bar slippage and structural failure will result.百lUS，determination of 
白e問quiredlength ωdevelop the full yield capacity of the b釘 isa critical st，句 indesign. 

This句uation即時総ntsthe devel叩mentlength. ld. of the bar in terms of白ebar area，丸山e
~ar nominal yield，ι. and the nominal strength of the concrete， f' c. Equation 1 and the 
~angun. Jirs"a， B!eeIl ~xp~ssi~ .[20]， Eq. ~ helow，紅e~xamples of. e.mp~cal e'l.ll:a伽 ns
here curves are fit to白edata.τbis approach c組 accura民lyre戸esentbehavior provi也:dthe 

test parameters upon which the equations are founded are not violated by the designer. 
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wher屯 Cis白e∞'veror one-half the clear sp叫 ingand Atr is the transverse steel area. 

(2) 

百1eempirical approach begins with an hypo出esi丸山atis represen鈴din some fashi∞ 
by the testing par釘netersinvolved and can lead to greater insight into the bond proc四 s.
However， it is significant白紙 nounderlying model per se is proposed priorω せ1etes伽g.
Ra廿ler，the results are reduced and a form of empirical model results from白etesting acti叫ty
m白elaboratory. 

Recent work by the authors has begunωshow that one can effectively jo泊 the
laboratory to the analytical environment and白atexp出 mentalwork can be verified白m明gh
sn-aightforward， relatively simple analytical procedures which， in turn， may lead to tDe 
development of fut山古de.signexpressions. 

One such process has 0∞ぽredover the past five y伺 rsat the University of Kan鈎S
whぽea large-scale National Science Foundation study has involved tests of approximately 
500 beam-end specimens and 50 splice specimens. The goal of the study has beenω 
experimentally determine the behavior of epo慌y-∞atedand uncoated bars as a function of bar 
size and geom出 y，concrete streng出，釦dspecimen geome町y.In白isstudy， the experimental 
results have been evaluated using traditional methods， but the behavior observed泊 a
laboratory has been analytically verified using fracture mechanics ∞ncepts and finite element 
蹴 hniques.百1efollowing section provides additional background on this st凶y.

EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

In the NSF study at the University of Kansas， it has been consistently observed that. 
at bond failure， both the beam-end specimens andめesplice specimens undergo a spli凶ng
process in which aσack plane(s) is generated at the印 nterlineof出ebar and戸。'pagateseither 
to a free surface or to adjacent bars. In no tests were scトcal1edp叫loutfailures observed.百首s
is due， in p紅 t，to the design of the specimens which involved bar placement geome回.esand 
covers matching those found in practice [3人14，15].Typical failures丘omloading of the 
be紅n-end叩ecimensreveal a splitting plane 1ω:ated on the平均imencenter line with two oth釘
planes 10伺 tedat 120 degree intervals. The splitting occUrred nearly instantaneously， an~ 
悩1町志田cuπ'ed泊 anonductile manner. It c削 bequalitatively observed that when加叫
failure occurs， as the bar deformations attempt to sJip past the surrounding concrete， the 
concrete is forced outward and “rides up" on the bar deformations.百lIsinduces汀ansverse
tensile 町 ainsand stresses in出e∞nロete.百 isprocess could continue until the deformations 
have slid completely up and the bar is free to slide out of the surrounding concrete. priぽ ω
this occurring， however， the sp田 imenfai1s by splitting due to the slip-induced tensile 
stJ宅sses.Tepfers [21] observed this phenomena early on and attempted to evaluate白is
process using the thickwall cylinder ana1ogy. While this analogy is not -viable for design and 
can severly underestimate bond strength， it d明 sprovide a staロ泊gpoint for more accurate 
evaluation of the state of s田 5Susing finite element除chniques.

At出eUniversity of Kansas， the beam-end specimen has been extensively analyzed 
using linear elastic finite elements， together with fracture mechanics modeling to bet_te~ 
understand the failure process observed in the laboratory. Typical models include one-half of 
the beam-end specimen with a predefined fracωreplane 1∞ated along the specimen cen町 line.
百lespecimen is joined to the modeI center line by zero Iength rod elementS. The 1吋 elements
allow the crack opening behavior to be represented by the Fictitious Crack Model f~rst 
developed by HiIlerborg et al. [16]. The model is based on the concept that the craclcing 
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W四 essis principally controlled by the fracture energy， Gf， the energy requIl'ed to open a 
erack of a unit area. 

The reinforcing bar is modeled as a linear elastic material joined to the surrounding 
∞ncrete by a Mohr-Coulomb slip surface. In this way， once the adhesion between the bar 
and tlle surrounding concrete is exceeded， the bar slips with respect to白巴 concreteand the 
onlyprop釘白ssrill active in bond釘色合ictionat the bar-conαete interface却 d出emechanieal 
interlωk of the deformation itself with the surrounding concrete. Thus， the models have two 
sωrces of nonlinearity，出巴 bar-concreteinterface imd the fracture plane located at the 
伊 cimencen町 line.

τbe behavior predicted by th巴simplefinite-企actu陀 approachmatches quite closely 
明白白紙obtainedin the laboratory. For example， Darwin et al. [3，14] demonstrated出at白e
fracture mechanics approach correctly captures the experimentally observed effects of cover on 
加ndstrength.百leclose agr'田 mentbe何回nanalytical and experimental behavior is impぽ 加1t
because it reveals， f4αthe first time， that bond failぽecan accurately be modeled using fracture 
m回 hanicsand emphasizes that加ndfailure must be characterized cωT民 tlyas a s官邸tural，
rather than a material， failure.百1efailure of出econα'etesurrounding出eb紅 results台。m
dilation of出econロe也 surroundingthe bar caused by the wedging action of the bar. 
Eventually the cracks allow the bars to separate台。mthe concrete and to slip relative to the 
specimen. Based on this behavior and the close match of the analytical model with the 
laboratory specimens， one can formulate observations which can， in turn， provide insight inω 
design白紙canop也nizethe bond and development relationships. 

OBSERVATIONS FOR BOND AND DEVELOP加IENT

Based on the foregoing analysis， it can be s田 nthat fracture mechanics can be used to 
explain split白19bond failures，加d，thus， any geome住icor material changes that affect the 
倉田町ebehavior of the specimen will affect the bond and development char司cteristicsof the 
bars embedded in白巴sp回 imen.Therefore， p紅 ameterscan be identified告umthe experimen-
凶 andanalytical studies shown to be important， and using the fracture mechanics context 
provide observations as to their affects on the overall performance. First and foremost of 
曲eseare bar spacing and conαete cover. 

The合acturemechanics approach used in出isstudy indicates出atthe bond streng白 is
∞n紅olledby splitting and，出us，is related to the包nountof energy that the cover and白e
∞'ncrete between bars can ab叩 rbbefore the bar slips relative ωthe concrete.百1US，if bars 
a芭 spacedfunher apart and if th巴yare provid巴dwith greater amounts of cover， there is a 
greater reservoir of concrete白roughwhich bond slip-induced cracks must be driven prior to 
failw可3.百1egreater the “concrete r巴servoir，"the greater available fracture energy which， in 
ぬm.inαeasesthe bond force出atthe member can take priorωfailure.百1esefactors have 
been suspected in出epast. Ferguson and Breen [9)， among others， cぽ rectlyobserved尚昆t
widely spaced bars， and bars with higher amounts of cover， indeed produce larger bond 
f償問sthan bars wi仕1closer spacings and smaller amounts of cover. The fracture mechanics 
mod巴1，however， provides a unique perspective. It allows researchersωinvestigate the failure 
戸。cessby using a f同cture-basedphi1osophy which allows closer matching of behavior白血

matぽialstrength-based approaches.百1US，the geometry of the bar placement as a par沼ne包r
in determining加nd丘町e担 ddevelopment lengthぉquirementscan be explained with台前ture
mechanics.官leresults suggest that cover and spacing r.伺 uIl'ementsmay be tied to absolute 
~mensions (inches or mm) rather than dimensions as a multipJe ofbar diameter， as reflected 
in Ref. 2. 

Another geometry related parameter is the geome汀yof the reinforcing bar itself. 
C~nt deformation patterns were first studied in depth by Clark [5，6] in the late 1940's， 
~þen the available rdnforcing bar pattems were compared experimental1y. As a result of 
Clark's studies， the weak pattems were eliminated from the commercial market， leaving the 
patt.回 18白紙existtoday.百 euse of a fracture mechanics-based analysis approach allows the 
~searcher to investigate白eeffects of bar geometry. 1n a current study at the Univ釘 'sityof 
Kansas， par包neterssuch as deformation spacing， deformation height， and inclination of the 
defonnations， are being evaluated in temis of出eireffects of bond penonnance using the 
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合acturemechanics approach desαibed earlier. 
On the conαcte materia1s side， the overall basis behind the合acturem配 hanicsmα姐 is

白es官邸s-αackwidth relationship which ultimately detennines白efunctional force at the bar-
∞即時teinterface. It is interesting to note白紙白edevelopment of bars in high s回 ngth
∞nロち附maywell be less favorably affl回 tedby the higher s田 ng白 conα町田山anonewould 
f1rst白ink.A pilot study by H~dje-Ghaf~1l!Í et. al [l~] indicate4_~hat the bond strengtb may 
not be a consistent square r，∞t function off' c， as it is for“nonnal" stren♂h∞ncretes. There 
may泊 factbe a tailing off in the expected inαease in strength when the ∞m戸'essives回 n凶1
exceeds 10，0∞psi. This behavior has been observed， not only in bond tests， but in other 
applications.百lIseffect can be explained in pぽtusing a fracture n脱出nicsapproach. High 
S住'engthconcretes are generally produced with smaller sized aggregates and decreaぬd
aggr唱gatecontents. These modif1cations tend to deerease， rather出制 incre邸 e，血e告別t町E
en釘 gy.Thus，出叙事isa trad閲覧尚武田curs，and ultimately the amount of fracture en釘 gythat 
is available is not as great as expected based on observations ofnonna1 strength concrete [13). 
τne fact that higher strength concretes have a relatively low f同，ctureenergy helps explain 
observations that high streng出 concretesdo not produce signif1cant decreases in required 
development lengths. Thus， in血earena of high s回 ngthcOnαetes，企acturemechanics hel戸
explain the obs釘 vedpheno町tena.

Another area of interest is the role of町田sv釘 sereinforcement on曲ebehavior of bars 
embedded in conα'ete.τne addition of tr飢 sversesteel has been shown in m卸 ystudies to be 
effective in producing more ductile behavior and greater s住eng血 inbond specim巴ns白血

obtained in bond specimens without confming s悦1.The presence of transverse s脱 lp悶 vides
a conf1ning force血athelps reduce crack width and redistribute the load as localized fracture 
∞Cぽ s.百liseffect has been noted in several studies [9，10，11，14，15，20，22] when ∞mparing 
白ebeha吋orof sp1ice specimens with and without confining stee1. Specimens with un∞In-
f1ned three bar splices tend to fail at lower bar bond forces than those with two bar splices. 
百lisbeha吋ormay be explained by the“weak link" theory， where the weakest splice of血E
group controls the overall load of the sp釦 imen.If a fracture pl80e is produced (in splice 
specimens it tends to be horizontal running from one splice pair to the next) the failure plane 
initiated at one 1∞ation will ∞ntrol血estrength of the entire s戸:cimen.More splices pr叫脱

出epossibility of more f同，ctureplanes加 d，thus，由民ebar splices produce lower average bar 
bond streng血s白血 twobar splices. The addition of transverse羽田1，however， ch80ges由is
situation， because也etransveise steel keeps the crack widths small， limiting the separation of 
theαacked surfaces and allowing load to be transD伺 吋acrossthe par姐allyo問 Zα'acks.The 
st白 lal回 allowsload redistribution to occぽ加d1，α渇]izedeffi民 15to be removed， eliminating 
the weak link behavior and transferring load that is shed by the 1∞alized fracture into白
remaining splices. Thus， the role o( transverse steel and its benef1cial effects in load 
redis甘ibution80d more ductile behavior can be expl泊ned，in part， using fracture m回 hanics.

CONCLUSIONS 

As the foregoing discussion illus回 tes，fracture mechanics can play an impo民80trole 
in explaining the bond of reinforcing steel ωconcrete. In毘ality，the limi飽tionofαaclcwid白，
craclc propagation，加deven crack-formation itself are underiying goa1s in increasing bo!ld 
foπes and decreasing required development leng出s.ExcessiYe bond forces c80 lead 10 the 
formation of cracks and ultimately the slippage of the bar relative ωthe conαetc.百lUS，it is 
也事別組tto depict the bond pr∞ess in a way由ataccurately models the state of 抑制S初出e
∞ncrete and the failure pr，∞ess that occurs as bars slip relative to the concrete and ~ 
sp配 ing，improved bar geOme出巴s，80d the use of transverse steel can lead to improved加>fid
performance. Behavior also can be impaired through the use of aggregates加 dmix designs 
that provide an optimum合actu児 capability. For example， improved performance may加

P虻Kiucedby high strength concretes that saαifi何回mecompressive streng血inexchange for 
greatly enhanced fracture and tensile properties， obtained through白euse of larger aggr宅gates.
The application of fracωre mechanics ω恥 overal1加ndquestion has been shown to be ~ 
viable means of analysis. If 0町 abilityto predict and improve the bond charactlぽ isticsot 
陀 inforcingsteel to concrete is to occur， additional work needs to be performed using more 
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ωphisticated and detail~ tt陀e-dimensionalmodels of members wiぬavariety of gl∞me回目
∞ntaining both unconf1ned and confmed凶rs.In this way， the development length ex戸田-

sions uぉdin design will evolve from the current emp出品目yba鑓drelationships to analytically 
M銘drelationships白紙willhave exper也m凶 verifl伺 6∞.百leresul15 will be rati叩 aldesign 
orocedures that produce structures with greater reliability， safety， and economy than are 
pnxiuc吋凶ay.
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Flori白Instituもeof Technology， Melboume， FL 32901 

ABS1まACf

The fra，cture mechanics model of ma凶xcrack:ing加 uniaxiallyfiber-reinforced brittle matrix 
∞mposi脳 dependssign祖 国ntlyon the 1伺 dtransfer m民hおusmbetw悶 1the fiber and the 
ma位以.A stress住ansfermodel was developed th筑間ticallyunder uniform tension in血e
direction parallelωthe fibers and normal to由ecrack plane泊出epresence of residual s回 ss
and in町 f民ialfriction. It was assumed伽 tthe fibers are s住ongenoughωremam 1n国t
when the mal凶xcracks・τ百be“s悦 s銭s回 nsti伽巴ぽrme民ch加 isms凶swぽ悶eba鎚sedon a typi，比ca叫lcψ"凶in也“ic必
∞伽m伊仰問s討i加惨M岱cell錨山s回悶s銭Sfl防悶紙州白悦ee:帥x胞飽m叫必 W ぬ伽c岱eof白悦ema肱肱.A∞m旬p民叫h吟en釘ωeana叫E泡a
of s紺位悦'es凶sdis凶b加u瓜凶1此瓜tio∞，n凶sinb加o自 由efiber and the matrix in the slip and non-slip regions， was 
ob凶nedby introducing a fictitious合ictionc侃 fficientat the fiber-ma凶xinterfa白 in白B

non-s1ip region.百eanalytical solutions of the stress distributions in bo白山efiber副 dthe 
ma凶xdiffer貨omother me白odscurrently available in the literature. The methodology is 
much simpler， yet yields the same results as those from m仰∞mplica凶却，lutions.百e
pr'蹴 ntffii凶elmay be ex回 d凶 to白e回 sewhen the fiber is broken. 

凶 TRODUCTION

The町田stran伽 be何回n血efiber and the matrix in白efiber-reinfi町制∞mpoSl包
material is very important m田 hanicalfacωr.百lemost common model of a compoSlte 
material is to assume it as卸 assemblageof circular cylind紅白lls.Then the s紅郎

dis凶bution泊 bo自由efib償却dthe matrix is analyzed by considering the fiber回 出einner 
釦<lidcylind民 surroundedby a ring of出ema凶，x.Smith飢 dSpencer [1] inv訓 gatedthe 
stress MId displacement distribudons of elasuc matertals minforced by stzongnbar.Gao et 
札 [2]developed a sh町 l唱 m叫 el，which included friction at悦向 interfacemd??
Poisson∞n位actionof白efiberωsolve the fib巴r-matrixslip problem. However，田1eU
resid凶 1s回 ssw.錨 ignoredwhen the s住民S柑 ainrelations were used. Sigl & Ev釦 s[3] 
developed a modified sh回 rlag model to analytiωly solve白eproblem of ma凶xcrack and 
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fiber pull-out泊 abrittle matrix composite by considering the effect of residual stress企om
the thermal expansion mismatch between the fiber釦 dthe ma凶x，as well as frictional slip. 
However， stress却 ddisplacement are not ∞nsidered in the non-slip region. Hutchinson & 
J回倒1[4] propo鉛da model for the slip of a fiber embedded in a brittle matrix， which was 
restrlctedωa system having a residual compressive stress acting across the fiber-ma凶x
in館市民.百eir釦 alysescontained， however， the same shortcomings as白e却 alys回 of[2J 
& [3J. McCartney [5] develop凶 athωreticalmodel of stress transfer betw関 :nfiber and 
roa凶xin a uniaxially fiber-reinforced ∞mposite. However， in order ωsatisfy the conditions 
of displa白 ment卸 ds紅 白s・蛇 ain-temperature，白eanalysis re山 ictedto averaging the values 
and resul飽din a rather complex solution. 

官lep児 sentstudy illus住atesa much simpler solution to the s仕'essdistributions in botl1 
恥 slipand non-slip regions. The solutions satisfy恥 boundaryconditions at both ends of 
the crack plane and the far field， res戸ctively，and at出eextemal surfaces， as well as the 
倒 ltinuityconditions at the fiber-matrix interface. The slip length in a typical cylindri伺1
∞mposite cell伺 nbe calculated. The present analysis is validated by the excel1ent agrl民 ment
of白巴 resultswith the more complicated solution [5]. 

MAl宜EMATICAL FORMULATION 

Formath巴matica1convenience， the composite is also assumed to be an assemblage of circular 
cylindrical cells. A typi伺1compositβcell is shown in Figure 1 for axially symme佐icalstress 
dis凶butionwhen matrix cracks and fibers remain intact. It is composed of an inner solid 
cylindrical fiber with radius， R， surrounded by a concentric circular matrix shell with outer 
radius of R/y/n. The cylindri伺 lc∞rdinatesr and z are symme凶ω1，問中旬tively，around 
the crack 0戸ningand the long fiber似 is，with the origin at the crack plane. The slip length， 
L， is measured along白efiber from出eorigin. At the crack向 e，there is a traction T in 
the fiber but not in血ema位ix(stress企巴e)，since tlte matrix is assumed to be cracked [6]. 
The composite cel1 is合omz=O (crack plane) to∞， where the stress，σ..， is applied to the 
∞mposite in the dir即 tionparallel to the fibers卸 dnormal to the crack plane. Residual 駒田S

in白efiber卸 d白em紺 ixexists部 wellas at the interface， because of difference in 
manufacture and application temp巴ratures.

百lestress transfer mechanisms between the fiber and the matrix are analyzed in two 
regions， i.e.， the slip and non-slip regions. ln non-slip region， L S zく∞， it is assumed 
there is no slip at the interface between th~ fiber and the matrix， i.e.， the fiber and matrix 
have the same displacements in z direction. For the slip region， 0 S z S L， it is assumed 
that there has beenωme frictional slip at the fiber-matrix interface [4]. The stress-strain-
temperature relations of an elastic body釘巴

EEr=C1r -p(σ'e+σ'.)+EαTAT;民 =η-p(σ〆σ:.)+EαTAT;EEz=σ'. -P(Iσ〆σ。)+Eα~T (1) 

wh釘'eA T denotes the difference be抑制1manufacture and application temperatures and αT 
is 1in館山erm姐 expansぬnc田 fficient.E加 d11 denote悦 Young'smodulus制御

l'ois回n'sratio， resp民 tively.It should be pointed out that the above material properties， and 
S仕'essand s佐aincomponents indicate either the fiber or出ematrix， and superscripts or 
subscripts of ~f" 担d "m~ are used when referred to the fiber and the matrix， respectively. 
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Interfacial boundary∞nditions (z注0，r=R) [3] are 

e!(R，z) =E~(R.Z); u!(R，z) = u~(R，z); T~(R，Z) = T~(R，Z) (2) 

百lestress fr田 bound紅yconditions at the extemal ma甘ixcylindri伺 1surfa偲紅e

σ~(~M'Z)=O; T~( ~M'Z)=O 
Vf'~ Vf'~ 

。}

The boundary conditions for 円 inthe z direction紅 e

u!(r，O) =T; u~(r. ∞)=σL;σ:'(r，O) =0; o:'(r，∞) =0: (4) 

where T is the fiber位actionat the crack plane.σJ叩 dσ"，mare出eapplied s釘essesω 血e
fiber血 dmatrix in the z dir田 tionat z =∞ [5]， respectively.百leuniaxial s田 ssa即Ued
ω白e∞mpositein白ez direction is expressed in the form of f1紅白:lds回 sscompon佃 Itsof 
血efiber and matrix， 

九=Vf1~ + Vmu! (5) 

In the slip region， friction slip occurs because the sh伺 rcontact s紅白S何回Is白紙

prescribed by白eCoulomb friction law. The relationship between the radial and血esh町
contact stresses at the fiber-matrix interface is 

T =一μσ:R，z)atogzgL(@

where μis白eUlterfacial friction c侃 fficientand T is the sh回 rcontact s紅白sat血ein脚色ce
and is a function of z， since the fiber radial contact stress is also function of z.百leradial. 
∞n包.ctstress is assumed here to be compressive， because the compressive ∞n包ctradial 
S佐田sis desired in a real composite material. For this ωoccur， the thermal ex開nsion
C田:fficientof the fiber is assumed 10 be less白anthat of the ma甘ix.

In the non-slip region， there is no slip at the fiber-matrix interface.百ledisplacements 
担 zdirection at the interfa∞and the relationship betw捌 contactshear and rad凶 S附抑

are 

u:(R，z) = uzm(R，z); T<ーμdcR，z) at L宣言z<∞ 
{η 

It is assumed， for simplicity.白紙 thestresses in the z direction，σ/ andσ'zm， are the 
average values across白ecross section， i.e.， the axial stresses are functions 0凶Yofz.明le
relationship between axial and contact sh回 rstresses [2] are 

d d - - 2 7.dd-27Vf(8)  
dz -"R' dz-前;

By introducing the result from the Lame problem [ηin白efiber domain (solid cylinder)， 
白e曲四S∞mponentsand radial displacernent at any cross section may be written as 

σ~= -Tr;σ~=-Tc; 吋叩サ仏]叫T 例

where T， is出 sumed幽 thecompressive s位essat the fiber-matrix interface. In the matnX 
domain (cylindrical ring)， 

TrVf" R2，. _pl TrVf 11 ， R2
血 I，TrVfn R2

11 ，， _._mll~^T 
fztf(1-pv;);d=て (1+丙;);EeI{τ[1-"m+子高

(1九 )]-V，皿σ:1+吋)
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By substituting Eq. (9)回 d(10) inωthe continuity condition Eq. (2)， the radial ωn凶ct

s回 ss，Tr， is expressed as below 

Tc -= P_ u: 1. J. + q， (11) 
αα  

whereα=町1+Vf+Vm V")+E"， Vm(1ザ r)，s = EfV mPm.γ = E"， V mPf， and 
Qo=E田丸町αrα..)ilT/α.

出血.BW盟
百lesh回Z∞ntactstress T is caused by initia1 pr'田 sureqo and radia1 con凶cts出 ssTr. In白is
region， Coulomb企ictionis applied， i.e.， 

T =μT
r 

(12) 

Substi同自IgEqs. (11) and (12) inω Eqs. (8)，血egoveming equations rnay be rewrittenω 
follows 

15=-2EIvfd-zd]; 
dz R 

d<t.' 2u V. R. 町 e

ーーニ-_一一~[q，+立σZ--LσI
dz RV

皿
αα

(13) 

Eqs. (13) are first order differentia1司uationsand can be solved simultanωusly and 
analyti伺 llyby using Eqs. (4) at z = o.官leresulting axia1 stress凶 of白efiber and the 
ma困xin the z dir民 tion紅'e，respectively， 

σ:=T-η(e>.z-I)σ。-T); σ?=司王(e>.z-l)σ。-T); T=主主σo-T)e>.z (14) 
V

曲
α

wh釘'eTo，ηandλ 紅 edefined below 

T。=旦=Er(α
パ.，)ilT; ド

E'mVmPf;λ2旦(EmVmPf+E凡ωm
"f' 

I IIY • 

EmVmvf+EfVん αR

Non-sliD Relrion 
It should be noted that血esh伺 rcontact stress and the norma1 stresses of bo白血efiber and 
m凶xin血ez direction are still functions of z.百lefollowing ∞ntinuity conditions of s岡 崎

and displa回 mentcomponents at z = L should be satisfied betw明 nslip and non-slip zones. 

u!(Lヲ=4ι-);σ?ιヲ=σ:'(L-); T(Lト1'(L-); uz~ι+)=uJι -); Uzmιヲ=uzm(L-) (1。
where白esi伊 s，(+) and (う， indic脱 出enon-slip region加 dthe slip region， respectively. 
百lelimiting va1ues from伺 chregion部 oneappro叫 h尚 atz = L are equa旬d.

会 Inorderω 鈎tisfy血e∞ntinuiザconditionsEqs. (16)， a fictitious企ictioncoefficient〆
山岡ducedωderive血es住'essand出edi年lacement∞mponentsin the non-slip region. 
〆isa function of z and should satisfy two boundary conditions， i.e.，〆(L)=μ(血ereal 
Coulomb制 ction∞efficient)剖 d〆v創出hesat z =∞. The latter condition is the reason 
for calling μ・thefictitious合ictioncoefficient， becaus巴白efl白 1合ictioncoefficient，μ， can 
not be zero. B出 edon白etwo bound紅yconditions，μ冶)may be expressed儲

μ・(z)=μe~ (1η 

百lerelationship betw田n血e∞n包ctshear and the radial s位essesis similarωEq. (12)， but 
the friction coefficientμis replaced by the fictitious合ictioncoefficient，〆，and is expres鉛 d
as 
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l' =μ・T
r

(18) 

The difference betw民 nEqs. (12) and (18) is that the real friction coefficient is us吋 inlhe 
slip region and白efictitious friction c∞fficient issued in白enon-slip region. Thus，泊le
equ泊briumequations of the fiber剖 d白ematrix are rewritten， similar ωEqs. (13) in the 
slip region， by using μ. (instead of μ) in the non-slip region. Theseむe

da~ ぅJβ 圃 γr，. da~ 2.〆Vrr_. s圃 γf
~~. :: -~!: [qo + ~u~ -ーσ.~] ー・=一一一一[弘+ーのーーσ~]
dz R 。αα ， dz RV固 αα

By回 IIvingEq. (19) and subs刷 出gEq. (18)釦 dthe boundary conditions Eqs. (4) at 
z=∞， the axi必s紅白S∞mponentsin the z direction in the non-sIip region紅e

d.=ーησ+竺均(e-肌1)+σf円時;♂=_~f [T+仰+竺T)(e叩ー1)一σ~e-吋20)
aγV血'‘ V皿。 γV回

where g(z) = e'φ吟 andL :S; z <∞， The contact sh回 rstress in the non-sIip region is 

市)=笠迎 [σn+竺~T) 巴叩 JσLe-刷] (21) 
α"γV血 η

It sho叫dbe no凶伽tEq. (21) yields r(∞) = 0 in the far field， as ex戸ヨcted.

(19) 

By using the∞ntin凶ty∞nditionEq. (16) and the stress and displacement compo明附

in both regions，白川~ sIip Length' L， can be calculated and expresぉdas， 

sV 
T +ησ。+ー:fT)(e-). -1)ー。!.e-l¥ 
gγvmB{22)  

L =ー lnf • m + 1 l 
λ ‘ ησ。-T) • 

It is worth noting that the radial str闘記Sof the fiber釦 dma凶x鉱山einterface are s副1
∞n出uo凶 atz= L. wh開 thefiber traction T at the crack plane is less th組曲ecriti伺 1sIip 
s紅白s，non-slip∞curs throughout血.efiber叩 a凶xinterface. 

百 eabove derivation comple回出esolution of the耐ctional紅 白stransfer problem 
described in白ebegin凶ng.A11 the s町essand the displacement components sa出，fy血e
boundary ∞nditions and the∞ntinuity conditions at the fiber-matrix interface卸 dbetw倒 1
the sIip and the non-sIip regions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to vaIidate the solutions derived from the present model， it is nec回路ryto∞m戸re
the results with those currently available in [5]. The material par御前tersused紅e

& = 220 GN/m2 
IIf = 0.1 Vf = 0.4 

E皿=70 GN/m2 
"回=0.2 aT = -550 oC 

αf = 5.5xlQ-6 {OC am = 1.0xlO・5f'C 

Another new抑即田町， applied strain ピ=印 .aT，is introduced， where α. is出eaxial 
thぽma1expansion α>efficient of the composite rnaterial卸 dis defin巴dinβ]，回dt' is axi剖
strain泊 thenon-slip region. The slip leng血 andstr白S∞rnponentsfor the回 seof matnX 
cracking wi白台ictionalslip are∞rnpared. 

一-E --し三一-j_----~:"_---
non.-slip 
reglOn 

matrix fiber I motrix 

.liP. 
re910n L 

z 

Figure 1. Schema of matrix crock openinq 
in 0 typical cyl indrical composite cell. 
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Figure 2 shows the variation of the normalized slip length， UR， on出eapplied町凶n
for fi.ve different values of frictional coeffi.cient，μ=  0.3・0.7.* indi四 回 目le由tapoints 
d註田tlytaken from [5] and therefore may be subjectωeロor.It is also鍾g凶伍C阻 tωnote
伽 twhen e'=O， i.e.， before釦 yapplied s附 sis imposed on the com戸 site，slip leng血
剖r田 dy偲 ists，i.e.， UR > O.百lis釘oseb配 auseof血eresidual stress due ω..1.T.F沼田es3・

6 show s住essdis凶butions鉱山ein町 facebetw創出.efi.ber and ma凶x，uz
f， uz

m， T and (1 .. 
res戸別ively，normalized with resp民tωthefar fi.eld matrix stress，σ'" m， at diff釘entappli剖
strain with μ= 0.3. The very g∞dagr田 mentbetw田 nthe present solution叩 dMcC紅組ey's
solution泊 theabove fi.gures is the validation of the cuηent solutions. Since the fi.gures are 
essentially the same創出oseof [5]， the description and more discussion on the fi.gures 鶴
見ferredω[5].官lediscussion of difference of∞ntact stresses at z=O is referredω[句.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

百 estr田 sdistributions in both the fi.ber and the matrix were伺 lcula凶 ina typi白 l
cylindri四1∞mpositeceIl using a modified shear lag model.τ'he model incorpora同 var凶 le
interfacial∞ntact 蜘 esses剖 dassumes伽 t由巳以ia1stresses of the fiber and the ma住ixv町
only along the axial direction， but independent of radius. A fictitious剖ction∞effi.cientis 
used in the non-slip region， where the Coulomb friction law伺 nnot be imposed，ωmake 
it possibleωderive s位essand displacement components in bo廿1the slip and non-slip 
regions. The slip length伺 nbe determined by白econtinuity conditions between the slip and 
non-slip regions.百leprl田entmuch simplified solutions are validated by the excellent 
agreement with McCartney's [5] results from more ∞mplica飽dsolutions. 
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ABSTRACT 

A model has been developed to simulate accumulated damage in plain concrete 
aad the bondEtreRgth between concrete and stEelreinforcemmbbars.The con-
stitutiv巴 modelutilizes a con七inuumapproach to describe miαocracking and crack 
coale自cencein plain concrete for the prediction of concrete tensile fracture. The 
smeared crack model accounts for ineladc strains aad progressive strength degm-
dation while m乱intaininga macros∞pically continuous displacement field. The 
constitutive equations which form the basis for the model世 ederi ved usim: the 
principle of maximum dissipation and日ofteni時 inthe model is rel叫edto合4Kure
mechanics concepts. Concretefrebar interaction in the model is achieved through 
the use of one dimensional beam element自 whichinteract with three dimensional 
continuum elements through乱 onedimensional contact algorithm. The prescribed 
stickjslip interactions between the concrete and rebar are expressed in terms of the 
interface町田sor the internal damag巴variablesofもheconcrete damage model. 

INTRODUCTION 

Detailed f五ln凶n吋l斗iteel巴men叫l泊七 analysis of reinforced c∞on恥cr民et白es凶truct七ur江汀re白:sbv me叩 sof three 
d也i加江却l悶 O∞na叫1c∞O叩n叫凶七“III山u山umele印me

叩削d，when used in conjur 凶 onwith 1 ぬ0削 or y t e s h c o u l d ofe r a m o re c o zib ld e 
method for the determination of critical load日andfailure modes of reinforced con-
crete structures. In what follows a brief sketch of the model 1S gi刊 nand the relative 
lmportanc巴 ofone of its features is shown. 

CONCRETE DA恥1AGE孔10DEL

A concrete constitutive model has been "d巴velopedwhich accounts for tensile and 
shear damage accumulation and which utiliz巴sa巴haracteristiclength method to 
properly account for the energy which is dissipated in creating new crack surfaces (on 
a per unit volume basis)l， A tensile stress criterion is used in th巴 smalldeformation 
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model to initiate a smeared crack perpendicular to the direction of the maximum 
principa1 stress. Once a crack has formed its existence and direction in the material 
are fixed and the crack can never heal. Upon load reversals the crack can open 
and close. As七hetensile load bearing capacity of the model decreases， the shear 
bearing capacity is proportionally decreased and vice versa. The tensile and shear 
fracture planes in the crack model form an open ended failure surfa.ce in stress sp恥 e.
Fracturing in the model is governed by criteria which includes the normal and shear 
tractions on the crack plane， the concrete七ensilestrength ft， the shear strength f. 
and the direction of the smeared crack normal n. The tensile damage is governed 

10 by the criterion 

30 

Displacement (ind悶 X 10-3) 

Figure l.Global softening in a short plain corlCEEte cantilevered 
beam as displacement controlled loading is increased. 

25 20 15 10 5 

ゅt(σ，q)=π@η:σ .-ft+q三0

where the damage stress q = Htα，αbeing the damage variable， and σ isもhe
Cauchy stress tensor. The softening modulus Ht is a function of the fracもureenergy 
required to produce virtua.l cracks in the direction defined by the smeared crack 
normal n. Shear fradure in the model， a function of the shear stress traction on 
the crack plane， is governed by the following criterion 

</>~(u ， q) = 11(1-n0n). (σ 刈ーん+q~: :5 0 お;i;;;川…calartensi1e and shear loading p…eters governed by the 

λtlþ~(σ ， q) = 0 

λ..o:(σ，q) = 0 

22ごま232!abionp…eterQ 山由df…
。~(σ ， q) :5 u 

o:cσ，q) :5 0 

λtと0

λ82:0 
where I is the identity七ensorand 11 . 11 represents the Euclidean norm. 

1n the model the total strain is assumed to be decomposed additively inもo
elastic， tensile fracture and shear fradure strain components， i.e.， 

The r?lative importance ofincluding t11e shear degradation in the model can 
be自巴enin FIgure l，where the load』 displacementcurve for the failure of&short pl -n 
C也cete cantilevered beazn with an aspect ratio of 1.7under displacement controlled 
やdloading is shown.As can be seen，the CFlculation where shear degradation i詠

s ;r合?re2f九;♂f?笠ed伽笛叫h恥刷hed1ωli叫凶ov，刈1町…e町山c臼alcul叫i
.regions where acute failure of the beam has occurrd. 

d ， _d f=ε+f't+ι 

Assuming a free energy function for the ma.terial as: 

制E，Ei，制

the Second Law of Thermodynamics may be iuvoked using s七andardarguments to 
showもhatthe Cauchy stress is given by 

ニd 、θ何(σ，q) 
"'t - t̂ du 

λE笠色必
o dσ 

Q --.ん+入A
Jt 

CONCRETE/REBAR CONTACT SURFACES 

A::dimensio叫 slidelinealgorithm w担 a仙 d川 IKE3D3to model the inter-
乱C10fbean1elements wibh solid concretedements.Th algorithm constrains 

bmel…ts to m…l叫 theedg閃 ofsolid elements tm凶いx山氏ein the 
Amsegmmbsexce巴dsaprescribed valueor bhintemal miableαin the concrete 

諮:主主;詰山口位なごむ::諮問誌は2

σ=C:(E-Ef-d) 

where C is the elastic stiffnes自 tensor.Further， assuming the principle of maximum 
dissipation， 011巴alsohas the evolution laws for the internal damageγariables as: 

-Nomal comtrainbs insure出atthe b中nsmovealo時 thesolid element ed~ 
どttmu

.d 
-s 
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are initia11y computed between noda1 point日 onthe beam and solid element sides 
of the interface. These gaps are decompo自edinto components para11el (axial) and 
perpendicular (norma1) to the出 isof the beam. Pena1ty springs are then generated 
which act to close the normal components of the gap vectors. 

Axial constraints act to restrict the relative sliding of the beam and solid 
巴lements. The axia1 constraints are al80 implemented using a penalty method. 
Fictitious自pringsare inserted betw巴:ennodes on opposing side自 ofth巴 interface.
As relative sliding occurs these springs are stretched， generating equalぉldoppo・
81七eaxial forces across the interface. To simulate prestressing of concrete， hirth 
and failure mechanisms have been included in出巴日ialconstrain七.The axial∞n-
straint，initially inactive (frictionless)， is activated叫 aspecified birth七imeduring 
the analysis allowing a preload to be addedもothe rebar beam elements before they 
interact with the concrete elemenもs.Failure of the interface bond occurs when either 
the axial contact stress or the internal variable αm出econcrete exceeds prescribed 
values. After failure occurs， beam elements are allowed to slide with respect to solid 
elements. 
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AH且L玄SISOF BEADED AHCBORS EMBEDDED 1M COMCRE~E USIXG A MONLI-
IBAR FRAC~URE MODEL 

GOTTFRIED SAWADE1)， ROLF ELIGEHAUSEN2) 

l)FMPA BW Otto-Graf-工nstitut，2) IWB， Universitat Stuttgart 
Pfaffenwaldring 4， D-7000 Stuttgart 80， Germany 

且BSTRACT

This paper represents an energetical rnodel of 七hefracture 
behaviour of concrete where crack opening is considered as tirne 
dependent dissipative process. States of mechanical equilibrium 
can be obtained by simulation of a relaxation process. Applica-
tion of this mode1 to calcu1ations of the bearing capaci七Y of 
anchorages confirms recent approachs based on linear fracture 
mechanics. 

INTRODUCTIOH 

The use of fastenings systems such as headed -，expansion-or 
undercut anchors in the building construction industry is on 
the increase. At present， the design of fastenings is mainly 
based on ernpirical equations/l/.ln order to get a better under-
standing of the anchor behaviour， fracture mechanics must be 
used. However， due to the complicated fracture process (mixed 
mode crack propagation) few theoretical investigations are 
available only 12，3/.Therefore numerical studies were performed 
to investigate the behaviour of headed anchors embedded in a 
large concrete block. 工n the investigations a new1y developed 
energetical model based on the linear irreversible thermodyna-
mics was employed. 

TRERKODYN.轟XICALMODBL 

In this mode1 141 damage due to tension stresses are consideて
red as discontinuities of the field of displacements on the 
crack surface 5__. Therefore in a finite element V an additio-
?a1 strain E.

fr
， ~adepending on the average crack opEming ~ fo1-

ょowsas: 

S 
Lz=-2E(Qe)・1

v 
e 

(l) 
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with: 望ブ =[w_，w.J -crack opening normal and tangential to 
-CraCK surface， 

盟 describesthe transfo口na七ionfrom the global to the local 
COOEdinatesof the czack suxface.The entropy production L.in 
the element V. due to crack opening is: 

Le = S陶・笠.'1'・_K.

A is tbe thermodynamical force of crack opening with: 

亙 = {!f[~・1!"1.四三frト Q，w} 

~ is tensor of elasticity， 1. i8 the vector of nodal displace-
ments.皇，waisthe partial derivation of czack suzface energy z 

皇，.. '1' = [δG/δw
n
'δG/owt) 

Equ. (4) contains a simple ad hoc approach for G， with G， as 
specific surface energy， s. and ß~ as tension-strengtn and 
shear-strength of concrete respectively: 

s s 
G宮町・ {1-exp(ー[--"_・wJ」・ Iwtl))} 

G
f 

G
f 

，W
n
2!:O 

Assuming linear irreversible thermodynamics， 
rela七ionfor the crack-opening rate is valid: 

following the 

~・= ~..K 

with: for K < 0 。
R - 1:土l r__ for K_ ~ 0 s=n， t 。. . 

3X.E 

The phenomenological parameters r__ and r酢 areassumed七obe 
equaI for reasons of ;implicity. fn case ~1 previously unknown 
crack orientation， the-direction of a newly generated crack 
increment follows f工omthe principle of maximum entropy produc-
tion. The necessary condition is therefore: 

δ{E'1'"!"!s;}刷。 /δQe=0

In case of isotropic behaviour of G and R， the crack orienta~ 
tion calculated wi七hrespect to equ. (7) is in accordance with 
the usual normal-tension criterium. 
The loading of the specimen results from the vector gn(t) of 
prescribed displacements in some selected nodal point忌. The 
remaining unknown displacements g(t) are obtained from: 

旦叫・副t) =主[益。(t)] + E s.. [~(t) ] 

&_~ is the reduced stiffness matrix， i and 9 are linear func-
tるnsofえ{七) and 旦{七) respectively. Solving of the diffe-
rential equation system (5;7，8) is-done by means of discrete 

(2) 

(3 ) 

(3a) 

(4 ) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7 ) 

(8 ) 
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time steps t~=k"dt ， k=0 ， 1 ， .M. For k=O the crack opening is assu-
Oled to be ze云0，meaning no damage of the specimen at the begin-
ning of loading. The calculation-scheme is as follows: 

1. nodal displacement at time t~: 
出 t

k
)= ArlM1・l{主[昼。(t

k
)l+.Ege [~. (tk

) )} (9) 

2. orientation of cracks in at present uncracked elements 
δ{!C[よ(t

k
)J・!"K[l(t

k
)]}/oQ-0 (10) 

3. crack opening displacernent at time t~~l: 
見(t

k
..
1
) = dt・墨"K[l(t

k
) ，旦(t

k
) J +.. .~. ( t

k 
) (11 ) 

This scheme is simple as at any time step the vector of nodal 
displacernents and the crack opening can be calculated from the 
values of the previous time step. It is especially advantagous 
that ~~ remains unchanged during the whole process. To obtain 
thermoefyn叩 icalequilibrium (K=O)， the loading function止(に}
has to be expressed by means of a step-function: -司

go ( tk ) = P ( tk )・乱。 (12) 

p=p.. ; t
lll 
:s t

k
< tm + dt"M 

where g__ is a unit displacement， and M an integer. 
Loadingプis kept constant during the relaxation interval M"dt. 
At sufficiently high relaxation七imes，the thermodynamical for-
ce K tends to zero. The stress vector at the crack surface 
depends only on the crack-opening in aggreement with the Hil-
lerborg-model. 

MODELLIHG OF ANCHORAGES 

ASSUHPTIOHS 

For the calculation of the bearing capacity ofaxially loaded 
headed anchors，the following assumptions are made: 
1.Loading is axial-sy古田letrical
2.The headed stud i8 assumed to be rigid. 
3.Crack growth takes place only in the r-z-plane (circumferen-

tial cracking) 
4.The ultimate load results from the load-displacement curve， 

in each loading-step the thermodynamic equilibrium 18 rea-
ched because the loading process is sufficient slow. 

The elasticity tensor is aS8umed to be orthotropic wi七h
respect to circumferential stresses: 

E(1-μ} 
D =一一一

(1-2μ) (1+μ) H
F
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(13) 

。。
0 

2(1+μ)・1

If circumferential stress is to be excluded (e・9・incase of 
anchors in intersecting cracks) c has to be set to zero・
In the finite element discretization the nodal points form a 
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regu1ary spaced grid with the coordinates 
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Fig.1 FE-工dea1ization

The q，?-otIEmt SR/Y. in equ. (1) .was_ set _ap~r()x:Lm~te1y to l/Jjz. 
The time interval-dt was noロna1izedto dt=0.2・4z/(E'r

Aft
) ・1nthe 

following described calculations the influence of-embedment 
depth hy' the concrete stengths sz，s

t 
an~ _circumferential 

stresses (c) was investigated. The Youngs-modu1us E， the specific 
surface energy Gf and the poisson-modulusμwas set to: 

2 Load-disp1acement curve 
case 2， (り150mm) 

Fiq・

1.S 

Crack contour 
at 0.95'F 

a・x
3 Fig. 

工n Fig.4 the ratios 
Fmajhy:a calculated from 
eq5.(14iare plotted as a 
function of the embedment 
dep~h in double-logarithmic 
sca1e. For comparision the 
result of a linear fracture 
mechanics solution /5/ 
with: 

(14) FM=A-hV2/{B+hv}0・5

Considerinq the size?effect，the ultimateIoadof case l-4 
expressed as a function of the embedment depth z 

'"・， ... 
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4三 ，.. 
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話"‘a 
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150 10ading steps 
relaxation inter-

Gf"O.l N/mm 

For each of the load-displacement curves， 
were considered， the relative dura七ionof one 
val being M=100. 

-E=30000 N/rnmz， ~=O ， 

円1Cl'I.'、円，

RESULTS 

Tab1e 1 contains the cases considered and the resu1ts obtained. 

Table 1 
‘，::Jl・.......1.'

emp. 
equ. (15) 

kN 
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'10 l・
is plotted as we11. 

Obviously，the above nonlinear dissipative model qives ultimate 
1?ads with agree rath?r well with zesults obtained bv a 
G;EffztY23ffhanlCS(gee colmn70f table l}?τ::;;; 

zn coIumn8Vof table 1the above calculated ultimate loads are 
compared with results Of the empixieal design formula {17)/l/= 

4 Size Effect Fig. 

Fig. 2 shows the load-displacement curve foど case2. The crack 
contour for this case at 0.95 F_.v is shown in Fiq. 3. The 
anchorage fails due to the propagatlon of a sinqle circumferenご
tial crack， qrowinq in a stable manner. Comparison of case孟

and case 4 y~e1ds 1itt1e inf1uence of ~z~nd s
t 
on ulti~ate 

load. The fai1ure load is dependent 1旧n阻1阻ain叫l勾y。dd七h加eem励bed伽me伺n
depth， the Younqs-modulus and the to七a1speclfic crack surface 
energy. 
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F = 15.5、Is_.h1.5
1Il&X 1} V 

(15) 

The compression strength was calculated to sn=55 N/mm
2 aCcor-

ding to FIP-CEB Model-Code /6/， assuming a maximum grain diame-
ter of 16mm. Comparision of theoretical and empirical values 
shows sufficient agreement. 
Neglecting the circumferential stresses gives an ultimate load 
of only one half of the va1ue valid for uncracked concrete (ca-
se 5)・Thisi5 confirmed bS empirical results /1/ obtained with 
anchors in crosswise cracked specimens， where the ultimate load 
was in range of 40-70も comparedto uncracked specimens. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON ANCHOR BOLTS IN ROCK 

CONCLUSIONS AHMEDFA百王Y，JAI恥1EPLANAS，恥仏NUELELICES and GUSTAVO V. GUlNEA 
Dep紅tamenωdeCiencia de Materiales.Universi，也dPolitecnica de Madrid 
E.T.S.lnge凶erosde Caminos. Ciudad Universitaria s/n 28040 MADRID The essential fea七uresof the described energetical model are 

as follows: 
-The rates of crack opening displacements can be obtained as 

a function of the corresponding the口nodynamicalforce. 
-The crack contour can be determined by七heprinciple of maxi-
mum production of entropy 

-The displacements and crack-openings can be treated as a rela-
xation problem. This model allows七hesolution of a nonlinear 
boundary-problem by a simple step by step procedure. 

The application of the case of headed anchors embedded in a 
large concrete block yields the following results: 
-The ultimate load i5 essen七iallyinfluenced only by the embed-
ment depth， the Youngs-modulus and the total specific crack-
surface energy. 

-For an embedment depth hv~ 50 mm， the ultima七e load follows 
the linear fracture mechanics. 

ABSTRACT 

百Iispaper presents a first approach to the in-plane simulation of an~~or bo!t~ in quasi-'?r:i凶e
materials.百leexperimenta1 work was carried out on granite plates， with special care to ach~eve 
well defined remote boundary conditions. Four cfifferent specimen sizes were _tested_ to 
investigate the size effect. Linear elastic f四cturemechanics computations we問 performedto 
ascertaIn the large size behaviour of the specimens. The仕acturepattem records show白at
except for 25 p釘centnon-symme住icfailures， the crack path is quite symme位ic，roughly as 
predic民dby LEFM， nearly perpendicul紅 to出eloading -axis， much in discordance with出e
wedge-shaped pattem one wou1d expect by direct extrapolation of the most usuaI axisymmetric 
pullout tests. 
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EXPERIMENT AL RESEARCH 

Twelve granite plates were tested， of the geome町 depictedin Fig. 1.官liscorresponds to白空
geome佐yrecommended by the RILEM TC 90“Fractuie Mechanics of Concrete， Applications" 
for the numerical round robin on anchor bolts [1]. For this geome町， fOllf sizes were tested. of 
d = 30， 50， 75 and 150 mm， to study the size-effect phenomena. 

+一一 2a+2d一一+
~..，"" 

“li
l

-

-
↑
 

a=d 
t = dllO 
2c = 3d110 
t1 =t + 1 mm 
thickness， b = 30 mm 

Fig匹巴 1.Specimen geometry 
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Figure 2. Experimental set-up 

Specimens were cut from a pl脚 ofcommercial granite， 30 mm白ick，always keeping 
the組問d出 ctionto avoid bias in the results due to possible叩 iso位。pyofthe ma飽rial.The 
8:nchorhωsingwaswa町てjetcutωas回cttolぽ加ce.

A sketch of the experimental set-up is given in Fig. 2.百】巴 loadsystem was based on a 
hydraulic testing machine INSTRON Mod. 8501. The gr8:nite specimen rested on two 
artic叫atedlateral supports over a horizontal beam， and was loaded through the anchぽ bolt
∞nnec飽dω出emachineacωaωr.

百 eanchor bolts were made of steel， wi血a∞nventional yield limit of 325 MPa.百出
shape was in ac∞，rdance with that of the anchor housing given in Fig. 1， except that a 0.5 mm 
gap was allowed all around it to avoid uncontrolled contact with the r∞k 

百leOOlt he組 displacementwas measured at the cen町 of出eOOlt head， po凶 OinFig. 
2， with resp配 tωtheload frame. To account f<ωpossible rotations of the specimen ，two 
m回 sureswere taken， one on each face of the plat巴.All tests were performed泊 actuator
position con位。1，at constant displacement rate. Peak load was reached after 3 or 4 minutes針。畑
仕le旬ststart. 

Granite propeれieswere experimentally determined by me8:nS of complernentary tests. 
Brazilian indirect tensile tests and notched three point bend tests were conducted ωas回目ain
Y oung modulus， tensile strength and the specific fraαuπenergy of granite.百 eresults are 
shown in Table 1. Additional information about these tests is giv伺 in[2]. 

主旦~
YoungMαlulus， E (GPa) 

Tensile S畑酬し九(MPa)

Fm加古 Ener町，GF(J/m2) 

TABLE 1. 
Granite proper甘es

Mean:t Std.Dev 

39土4

12.6土1.1

173土17

TestMethod 

Noωhedτbree Point BeI叫，

CMO占玉虫plianα
Brazilian 

Notched Three Point Bend 
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

thazst appmach to modelling the ftactunofgranite plates was achieved using linear elas出
合'acturemechanics.百16simulationwas conducted using the finite elemEnt code FRANC@. 
A拙∞ghgr溜首~-ii~ughtto-behaveas acoh~siv~ J!13-~riãI rather than linear elastically， LEFM 
P仰m削v吋id似e郎su凶dεefU:副1

百1潟emo叫delgωme'町 wa“saωSd，白ep戸1Cωte吋din-Fig. 1， and the elaslI:c properties inP!lt ωthe 
m 也1were that of Table -1. A maximum ci勾ulTIIerentialstress criterion was u回 d，wi白 a
criticalり田昌s-~te~sitÿ-fãCtor KIC = 2.60 MPa~m (obtained from the plane stress relationship 
Kl，，=吋EGp).
民五einitialmesh and印加un白ry∞n必tionsfor出ehalfpla飽 areshown in Fig. 3. The 

s回 :1support and白eanchor OOlt were modelled wi出 E=2∞GPa卸 dv = 0.3. The contacts 
betw民 nsteel and gT8:nite w釘'emodelled as perf民 tlya曲ぽ巴ntbyconnec也19the relevant nodes 
of the meshes.百leload was unifon叫ydis佐i:butedat the end of白巴anchorshaft. 

To enable LEFM calculations: a short initial crack (~a '" 0.02 d) was in紅吋ucedat the 
lower∞mer of the anchor housing in a direction such asωgive zero mode n stress in~ensity 
factor (more precisely， Kn =行:tO.OlK]c). As the crack propagatC?d，_ the ~esh _w~s 
automatically帥 uiltalong出emd，leMlgふn側 dimen捌 sat the crack tip u即加ged.At
each propagation step悦 Ioad，crack lDOuth displacements and anchor head ぬ placementwere 
m∞Irded 

Figure 3. Initial mesh and boundary conditions 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A dimensionless plot of the load (P) vふ displacementof the cen官alpoint of the head oolt (o) is 
shown in Fig. 4，"OOth for the experiment~-_llI1_(i _for LEFM p~i~tions._ With the c∞，rdinates 
used (which ∞ntain the size) the curve for LEFM恥~omes. si~-inde1?e~dent. 

The experimental curves are typi回 1curves for each size and show dependence on the 
size. Thes~ curves are the plots of raw results， and inclu~e_ the _initial l!~nlinc:ar pωtion due to 
settlement'at the contacts: which is grossly exaggerated for the small specimens due to the 
scales used. 
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Figure 4. P-o c皿vesfor廿lesizes tes飽dand for tbe numeric LEFM simulation 

Although hardly appr回 iablcin tbis plot， tbe LEFM simulation shows a stable crack 
grow山regionpriorωtbe peak.百 ismeans that (except p仙 apsfor very short cracks where 
LEFM would never be appli悶 bl巴fぽ anyprac垣間1size)白isg∞Ime町 isnegative. as defined by 
tbe autbors [3J. Whcn the evolution of Kr along the crack path is analyzed. a minimum of KJ at 
∞nstant load is found at a crack extension da>= 0.1 d. with a value 

丸山1.25 P~ 
山山 bぜd for da= 0.1 d 

τ'he experimental failure paUems display a tendency towards non-symmetric modes. 
although some specimens showed paths close to symrn臼 y.Fig. 5 shows白leenvelope of也e
experirnen凶 crackpaths to郡山erwith the crack pa出 obtainedin the LEFM simulation. This 
latter has numerically enforced s戸nme町・ Anon~symmetric LEFM path is perhaps possible. 
but has not been investigated yet. 

Figure 5. Dashed釘伺is白eenvelope of the 12 experimentalα'acks. 9 of which run 
白roughthe darker regions.百leheavy line is the syrr沼田町icLEFMαackpa血.

、，
J--A 

，，a

、
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It is interestingωnote白atin general the failure occurs through a single bilateral crack 
which 四国roughlyperpendicul紅 101he loading axis.百 ism側 IS伽 tthe fai1ure也lematicsfor 
白is2D伺 seis essentially different from the∞nical1y shaped failure observed in位 issymme回c
puJl ou_t_~ tes~_. 

百ledifference in α'ack patt釘nwith respectω出eexperiments pぽformedby Hclbing et 
aJ. [4]泊 whichmultiple branching was observed. may be due to differences in the roller 
sup卯 rtswhich in our伺 sewere completely free to roll. whHe in theirs tbey were inse託凶ina
g∞ve. 

These results also indicate白atthe symme出cLEFM solution may give a reasonable 
estimate of the crack path. but that this geome位yis close to a bifurcation towards a non-
symme出cpath.Moo∞ver， prelir叫n釘ywork changing the interfacial conditions at也ebolthead 
∞ntact has shown appreciable sensitivity of the predicted LEFM solution to the detailed load 
bear泊g∞nditions.百由isa matter requ註ingfurぜler加 alysis.

Fig. 6 i1lustra匂sthe size effect for peak load.明lefigure is a log-Iog plot of the nominal 
peak stress versus sp田 imensize for this geometry. The strength theory line was estimated 
using the rigid plastic m民 hanismsketched in Fig. 7. The LEFM solution is obtained by set出g
KIm泊=KI~ = '2.6 MPa...Jm in Eq. (1).The expぽ imentalresults lie under恥 horizontalline，
wliich retresents白es田 ngththeory. and under linear elastic 合acturetheory. but出eyare
much closer ωLEFM. as expected for a negative geome町 [3].

10.0 ロ昌弘前imental

一一Slrengththeory 

-切回・

3 .。
、h 】

~ 1.0 
c.. 

0.1 
10 100 

d (mm) 

Fig町'e6. Peak load size effect 

Figure 7. Simplified rigid-plastic mechanism ωestimate smal1 size strength. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

百leol唱ectiveof出ework presented泊thispaper was to obtain test results for bo由αackpaths
and P・oc砿 veswith the aim of pro羽dingtrustworthy data to check d~ferent rock丘町ture
m似たIs.A preliminary study was perfoロnedwith出ehelp of the FRANC"" program for LEFM 
modelling. At也isstage， the following conclusions may be合awn:

1. Symme町 -enforcedLEFM caIculations predict crack paths reasonably cl~se 句 those
observed experimentaIly for symme官icmooe. However， the experimentaI P-5 curves are 
much more compliant白anthe prediction， probably due to the fact白atexcessiv巴ly
∞mpli叩 tconnections was incIuded in the meas田ingtr抵n.

2. The stress intensity factor along the crack path first decreases卸 dgoes th即 時ha 
minimum for aαack extension of a加ut0.1 d.百lismeans that the g∞me町 isn巴gative，
andhen田 耐ittle[3]. 

3. This later tendency is∞nfrrmed by the size effect plot which shows that出eexperimental 
P回 kloads are much c10ser to LEFM出antothe s田 ngthof materiaIs limit. 

4. For由istype of g∞metry， both LEFM and the experiments indicate血atthe failure tends 
to be through a single bilate叫 crackroughly perpendicu加 tothe load axis. However a 
tendency ωnon-s戸別le凶cfailure is e叩erimentallyobserv札

5. At any rate， the failure mechanism for this slender 2D model is never conicaI， and no 
extrapolation can be made to 3D axisymmetric pullout tests. 
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ROUND ROBIN ANAL YSIS AND TESTS OF ANCHOR BOL TS 

LENNART ELFGREN 
Depa円mentof Civil Engineering 

Lulea University of Technology， S・95187Lulea， Sweden 

ABSTRACT 

RILEM Technical Committee TC 90・FMAFracture Mechanics of Concrete ・
Applications has invited to Round Robin Analysis and Tests of Anchor Bolts. In this 
paper some preliminary results are given. 

INTROD!JCTION 

Ancho!age problems haye .great practical importance. Design loads for a specific 
~yp~ of an~hor a.re mostly determined by testing or by simplified empirical formufae. 
In these. the influence of the size of the anchor is釦 metimesunderestimated (i e for 
large size anchors the empirical formufae are sometimes unconservative). 

The problem is challanging from a th前川icalpoint of view and it should be possible 
!o analyse it with fracture mechanics methods. The problem is complicated -as shear 
is involved which means that mixed modes appear. 

INVITATION 

Based on discu邸 ionsin RILEM Technical Committee TC・90FMA (Fracture 
Mechanics of Concrete -Applications) an invitation was issued in f 989/90 to a 
~ound Robin Analysis of Anchor 80lt5 (1]. Sixteen contributions were submltt9cJ. 
~ n~y wer~ compile~ il'! a__preliminary report and discussed during a meeting in 
Torino in October 1990. There was quite a scatter in the r備 ultsand it was decided to 
g~ve more precise rules tor what to be calculated and what to be presented. It was 
剖50decided to invite actual t倒 ingof the proposed loading ca鵠 s.In order to make 
!estingpos.sib~e ， some. ot th~ para~eters to t)_e analysed were changed slightly. A 
second invitation was issued. see Fig. 1 and Table 1 [2]. 
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Seventeen contributions were submitted. The contributions which were submitted 
before the end of May 1991 were compiled in a second preliminary report which was 
discussed during a meeting in Delft in June， 1991. The results are very interesting 
and give a possibility to compare different methods of analysis. A paはofthe scatter 
鈎 emsto be due to different choices of mesh orientation and mesh size in FEM 
calculations. In order to make the results available to a wider audience it was 
decided to publish the contributions in a RILEM Repo円[31.In this paper some 
preliminary results form the repo吋willbe presented. 

3d/l0 

←→ 
sロmeos lor plone stresses 

It=3MPo 

GF
ニ100Nm/m2 

Ec =30 GPo 

!lc=30MPO) 

6d (300.900.2700 I 

(a) j
 

ku 
(
 

Figure 1. Invitation to Round Robin Analysis and Tests of Anchor Bolts [2).州 aly剖
andlor test any or both of the problems in Fig (a)， plane stresses， and Fig. (b) axト
symmetric stresses. Give the following results: (a) Description of model of analysis 
andlor test method; (b) Peak load; (c) Displacement of upper edge of anchor (Point A 
in Figure (司)at peak load; (d) Failure mechanism. If possible， pJease also give: (e) 
Load -displacement curve; (円 Crackpattern at peak load and at termination of 
analysis/test; and (g) load at onset of cracking. 

TABLE 1 
Recommended values of parameters in Fig. 1. 

450 450 

x x x 
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PlANE STRESSES 

Some results from the contributions regarding plane stresses are illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Load F 
600 

N/mm 

kN/m 

400 

200 

。 0.2 0.6 0.4 

Vertical displacement v
A 

of point A (mm) 

Figure 2. Preliminary results from analysis and test~ with plan~ stre~se~. T~~. six 
load-deflection curves and the accompanying crack patterns illustrate the following 

methods: 
1. Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics 
2. Non Linear Fracture Mechanics. Fixed smeared crack concept. Almost zero shear-

retention factor. 
3. Non local Continuum Damage 
4. Non linear Fracture Mechanics. Fixed smeared crack concept. 
5. lInear Elastic ・BrittleFailure in Tension 
6.Test 
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AXI・SYMMETRIC STRESSES 

iop;2剖 Itsfrom the cont刷

Axial load F 
400 

kN 

200 

4 

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 

Vertical displacement v
A 

ot point A (mm) 

~ig~re ? .P!，.eli":linary results from analysis and tests with axトsymmetricstresses. The 
six load-deflection cuwes and the accomparwing crack panerns ilustrate the 
following methods: 

1.Non Linear Fracture Mechanics，Fixed smeared crack concept-Almost zerosheaト
retention factor. 
2.Theory of Plasticity，notensile strength-
3.Non Linear Fracture Mechanics.Fracture and aggregate interlock 
4.Non Linear Fracture Mechanicsa Discrete crack concept-
~. l¥Ion Local Microplanes 
6. Test 

869 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is still !拍me釦副erin the pr，剖ictionsof the ultimate Ioads. However， most ot 
the pr剖ictionsgive reasonable resu胎.Size e偽ctscan be calcu陥.tedin an 
accurate way with many of the methods. 
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PULL...OUT TEST 

T回 TING町 rUOD
After 1nstallation of a bolt， the approprlate lnitial torque was applied 
to the bolt for prov1ding enough inter10ck白 act10n. Then， setting a reac-
tion frame and a center hole typed 011 jack， the bolt was pulled out 
statically up to fa11ure of concrete. The app11ed load and the displace-
ment of bolt were皿onltoredand recorded continuously. These data were 
stored 1n a micro-computer through a dynam1c strain皿eterand an A/D 
converter. ln order to eliminate the influence of compressive stress 
produced near the supports of the reaction frame， the distance between the 
bolt speclmen and the support polnts was d巴slgnedto be three tlmes of the 
embedment length (for h=4・10cm) or 55 cm (for h=16 and 24 cm). 

ANALYS1S AND DES1GN OF ANCHOR BOLT W1TH CONSIDERAT10N 
OF FRACTURE MECHANICS 

KYU1CHI MARUYAMA AND KEIJI SH1M1ZU 
Department of C1v11 Engineer1ng 
Nagaoka Univers1ty of Technology 

1603-1 Nagaoka， Nilgata 940-21， JAPAN 

ABSTRACT 

1t was dlscussed 1n this paper how the anchor bolt system carrled the 
load， and what was the proper des1gn for 皿ulawlth胃ideappllcab11ity. The 
authors conducted the pull-out test of anchor bolts which wer巴皿ounted
slngly 1n concrete w1th embed皿entlength of 4 through 24 cm. 曹1thcareful 
observation of the behav10r of spec1men during test and with measurement 
of the ruptured cone shape， the stress transfer mechanlsm 胃as exa皿1ned.
The fracture mechan1cs was， then， 1ntroduced to analyze the m1cro behav10r 
1n the cracked region. Comparing the analytical results with the test 
results， the authors proposed a design formula for the maxlmum capac1ty. 

INTRODUCTION 

Post-lnstalled anchor bolts have been wldely used for fastenlng acces-
sories to concrete structures， and for strengthening the exlsting 
structures against earthquakes. A lot of effort has been done to evaluate 
the pull-out capacity of anchor bolts. The results， however， were limited 
to short anchor bolts having the embedment length of 10 cm or less. 

Since the anchorage has become an important problem in relnforced 
concrete columns or 1n steel towers， the above study should be extended to 
large slze of anchor bolts. 1n order to develop a rat10nal model for 
design purposes， lt 1s necessary to exa田inethe stress transfer mechanism 
of the ancbor bolt system 1n detal1. 

First， the static pull-out test was conducted on the ancbor bolts 
w1tb the embedment length of 4 through 24 cm. The analysis on the stress 
transfer mechan1s皿 was，then， done wlth help of the elastlc finite element 
method. 1n partlcular， the fracture mechanics was 1ntroduced to express 
the stress conditlon of concrete near the tip of a crack. Co皿paringthe 
analytical results with the experlmental ones， the stress transfer model 
Was proposed and the dlscussion was extended to the load-bearing 皿echan1sm
of anchor bolt. Based on the flndlngs， a rat10nal equation was proposed 
for estimating the ultlmate capaclty of anchor bolts. 

TABLE 1 
D1mension of speclmen 

Size of bolt (mm) 1nit1al torque Concrete block (皿}

d le 中 D (kgf.cm) W x L x H 

14 40 M10 18 240 500 500 220 
14 60 M10 18 360 600 600 300 
18 80 M12 24 360 600 600 300 
22 100 M12 28 1200 1200 600 300 

ーー一ーーー ーー・ 一 -一一
160 24 34 1200 1200 1200 
240 30 44 1200 1200 1200 
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STRESS TRANSFER MECHANISM 

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
Since the test resu1ts showed that the shape of ruptured cone of concrete 
曹asa1most identica1 ln a11 the cases where the embedment 1ength varied 
from 4 cm to 24 cm， the ana1ysis was conducted on1y on the case of 8 cm 
embedment 1ength曹ith60x60x30 cm concrete b1ock. Uslng the rectangu1ar 
e1ements wlth four noda1 polnts， the 11near elastlc finite e1ement 
ana1ysls was done taklng the axl・sym皿etrlcprocedure. 

Assuming a crack to propagate a10ng the g1ven route obta1ned by the 
test resu1ts， the stress distrlbut10n in concrete was computed at the each 
loadlng 1eve1. The crack propagation胃asjUdged曹henthe princlpa1 tensl1e 
stress in the e1ement exceeded the tensl1e strength of concrete. Once the 
crack1ng胃asrecognlzed ln the element， remeshlng of e1ement was proceeded 
80 as to e11m1nate the stress transfer a10ng the cracked surface. 

stress f t 

竺::&1恥k
cracked e1astlc 

fallure surface 
..-ー， 

Flgure 3. Crack model 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
According to the e1ast1c ana1ysis， 
the maximum pu11-out capacity was 
eva1uated when the crack propagated 
up to 0.43 of the assumed fu11 crack 
1ength. Th1s seemed to co1ncide the 
result by E11gehausen and et a1 [2} 
which showed the ratio of 0.45 by 
non-llnear fln1te element analys1s. 
However， the computed capac1ty of 3.1 
tonf at the max1mum load was far 
belo曹 thetest result of 6.3 tonf. 
Th1s was because the analysls d1d not 
count the stress transfer 1n the 
cracked reglon. Then， the 1inear 
elast1c analys1s was， aga1n. repeated 
80 that the cracked e1ement could 
bear the tens11e stress 1n lnverse 
proportion to the crack wldth. Such 
res1stances were app1led to the 
e1ement as the nodal forces as sho曹n
ln F1別 re3. 

TEST RESULTS 
TYP1calshape of ruptured cone of concrete is shomIn Figke2.Due to 
the observat1on durlng test and the measurement of ruptured cone. th; 
failure process was summarlzed as the followl時 steps: (1) lnitlation of 
crack at a steeper inclination (40-55dec-ee}just around the bottomend 
of bolt; (2) propagation of crack at a slower angle (20・35 degree); and 
{り ruptureof concretewith SCUMg at a shallowmgle near the outskirts 
of cone. The 1ast stage， ho明ever.appeared after passing the peak load. 
The port10n of concrete near the surface could not contribute to the 
ultiEate capac1ty[11.S1nce the second stage was considered todeterIEine 
the ulti皿ate capacity. the crack 
inclination at this stage was 
measured in deta11s and the resu1ts 
were sum皿arlzed1n Table 2. Here. 
the measured crack angles in the 
four directlons are shown， and the 
sectlon 1 and 2 lnd1cate the or-
thogonal d1rection to each other. 

The ruptured cone shape was 
not necessar11y the same 1n each 
speclmen. but the average angle of 
28.4 degree was s1ml1ar 1n any case 
despite of the dlfference of e岨bed-
ment length. 
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Fi伊 re2. Ruptured cone 

TABLE 2 
Test results 
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The reslstant stress was evaluated by Petersson's model [3] as sho胃n in 
Figure 4. The reglon曹herethis stress was acting could be called a8 the 
fracture process zone， and the zone was actually observed by Ohtsuka uSing 
X-ray technique [4]. 

In order to obtain the appropriate magnitude of the tensl1e resistant 
stress in the fracture process zone， the computation was repeat巴duntil 
the proper colncldence曹asobtalned between the crack width and tbe cor喧

responding stresse8. 1n detail， it was necessary to determlne the 
prlncipal dlrection of stress巴sin the fracture process zone. Since the 
nomlnal dlrection of the prlncipal stress ln the elastlc range was com-
puted as about 60 degree to the assumed failure plane at the maximu皿 load，
the stresses in the fracture process zone were， then， supposed to act in 
the same manner (Flgure 3). Finally， the stress distr1bution at the 
maxlmum load of 6.3 tonf was obtained as shown ln Flgure 5. 

4 

The followlngs were concluded from th1s study. 
(1) The shape of ruptured cone was almost 1dentlcal 
embedment length. 
(2) The proposed model for the maximum capac1ty had h1gh app11cability ln 
the wide range of embed皿entlength. 1n the model， the contr1butlon of 
cracked zone was expressed as a llnear functlon of the embedment length 
whereas that of elastic zone was taken as proportlonal to the second po曹er
of the embedment length. 

Bolt: 10110 
P = 4.9 tonf 
皿ax

関0

白 mpressive紺 emath(kdld}

Flgure 7. 1nfluence of concrete 
strength on embedment length 
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PROPOSED FORMULA FOR PULL-OUT CAPAC1TY 

1n order to extend the analytical results， the stress dlstribution in 
Figure 5 should be examlned with relation to the ernbed皿entlength. Slnce 
the shape of ruptured cone was 1dent1cal irrespect1ve of the embed皿ent
length， the stress actlng area in the elastlc range should increase 
proportionally to the second power of the embed皿ent length (h). 1t 1s 
because both the band width剖ldthe periphery length of the elast1c stress 
zone increase 1n proportlon to (h). 

On the contrary， the band曹idthof stress act1ng area ln the cracked 
zone could be constant because 1t depends upon the absolute crack wldth. 
The per1phery length 1s only proport1onal to the embed皿entlength (h). 
Comparlng the analytical results 胃1th the test results， the proposed 
equation for the maximum capac1ty 1s， then， expressed as follows: 
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where， f'c; (N/rnm2) and h; (阻)・

When the embedment length was short， little difference was recognized 
between the two equations. W1th increase of the embedment length. tbe 
difference became large. Examination of Eq.(l) with 74 test specimens 
resulted 1n 99.8亀 ofcorrelat1on factor. F1gure 7 shows the requlred 
embedm巴nt length to attain a given value of the maximum capacity with 
relation to concrete strength. The effect of compressive strength was 
evaluated larger by the proposed equation than by Eq.(2). 

f
t
;tenslle 

strength of concrete， kgf/cm
2 

) and 

expressed ln (kgf). 
The applicability of Eq.(1) was examlned by the test data of this 

progr岨 and the results are shown 1n Figure 6 1n whlch the equation 
proposed by Eligehausen [2] was compared. His equat10n was as follows: 
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INFLUENCE OF CRACK V.司DTHON THE CONCRETE 
CONE FAILURE LOAD 

Rolf Eligehausen and Joiiko 0品bolt
IIL'3titut fur Werksto:ffe im Bauwesen， Stuttgart University， Germany. 

ABSTRACT 

In the present paper the infl.uence of the crack width on the concret巴 conefailure load 
of headed anchors embedded in concrete is analyzed. The analysis is cartied out on a. 
reinforced ∞ncrete thick plate specimen using three-dimensional finite elements and the 
nonlocal microplane model. In order to introduce pre-cracking into the specimen before 
loading the headed anchor， the specimen is loaded in longitudinal direction by applying 
tension forces through reinforcement. A t di狂erentcrack levels pull-out of the f;回 tening
element is performed. Results of th巴 analysisshow that the concrete cone failure load 
is decreasing with increasing crack width up toω'" 0.15 mm  to approximately 70 % of 
the failure load obtained for non-cracked concrete. Further increase of山ecrack width 
does not cause further decrease of the f.ι.ilure load. Comparison between numerica.l組 d

experimental results indicates good agreement. 

INTRODUCTION 

Presently a number of tests ha.ve been performed on fastening elements ωnsisting of 
one anchor that is embedded in uncracked or cra.cked concrete [1]. Tests in cracked 
concrete are usually晶rrangedin a way that the crack plane is passing through the anchor 
axis. Crack iniもiationas well as the crack width is controlled by reinforcement th以
is perpendicular to the crack plane. Comparison between concrete cone failure loads 
obtained for uncracked and cr乱ckedspecimens indicate a decrease of the failure load in 
the case of cracked concrete. Measurements show that by increasingはlecrack width to 
w > 0.3 mm  the concrete cone failure load of headed or undercut anchor decreasesもo
about 50 -80 % of the failure load obtained for uncracked concrete [lJ. However， in spite 
of the number of experiments the failure mechanism is not yet quite well explained and 

understood. 
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In order to better understand the failure mecharusm in such a complicated stress-stra.In 
situation， where the anchor is pul1ed out from the concrete that has been previously 
damaged，乱 numericala.na.lysis is performed (2J. Due to the complexity no numerical 
study of the present problem has been reported in literature. 

SPECIMEN GEOMETRY AND FINITE 
ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

The infiuenc巴ofthe crack width on the concrete cone failure load is studied on a reinforced 
concre七ethick plate of dimensions 1000 x 1040 x 300 mm (Fig. 1). In the center of the 
specimen a single headed anchor is embedded with an embedm巴nもdepthhef= 120 mm. 
The diameters of the steel stud and anchor head are 22 and 35 mm respectively. In order 
to initiate cra.ck propagation in the anchor plane， 11. notch of length 100 mm  is introduced 
on both vertical sides of the specimen (see Fig.1). The crack width in the spedmen 
is controlled through 12 reinforcing bars of diameter 16 mm. The plate is vertically 
supported around the bottom edges as wel1 as around the anchor at a dis同.nce2h.，. 

H 
1000 mm 

叶

IZ[ 

， 10~ ~50~ ，85， ~ ~ . ， 85，_25Q_/OO， 

Figure 1. Geometry of the specimen 

The loading procedure used in the analysis is the same as it is ∞mmon in the experi-
ments. Tensile sもE巴ssesar巴 introducedfirst through the reinforcement bars (displacement 
control) producing a crack of a certain width. In the next step the reinforcement exten-
sion is fixed and pulling out of the anchor is performed (load control). This is repeated 
for different tension stresses in the reinforcing bars i.e. for di:fferent crack widths. 

In the finite element analysis three-dimensional eight-nodes finite elements with eight 

integration points are used. A finite element mesh is shown in Fig. 2. Only 1/4 of the 
specimen is modeled i.e. symmetry is employed. Since in the analysis 11. sme札redcrack 
approach is used the crack width that is introduced through the reinforcement can not 
be obtained explicitly from the analysis. Due to t叶出出hi札叫i
order t旬ocalcu叫1北la“，品t巴theaver日agecrack width ωfrom t凶heknown reinforcement strains: 

w = 3m~.m 
3m 40 + 12.5d./μ 

(1) 

(2) 
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where ~am= 晶.veragesteel strain in longitudinal reinforcement， Sm = av_e.~age crack spacing 
(in mm)，ゐ=bar diameter (in mm) and μis reinforcem?nt ratio (in%)・

The basic material prope~ties used in the nonlocal microplane model [4]， Young mo・

dulus乱ndPoisson's ratio，arE chosen as follows:E=30000MPa and ν= 0.20. Micro-
plane model par品metersare chosen such七hatthe calculated uniaxial concrete compression 
St rengt h ( m at e r i al l e刊 1) yields fc ~ 34 MPa and the uniaxial c∞on郎cr児et旬eもω加伽e白佃nSl

j五:2宝吉 1.8 MPa. 
In order to be able to represent the concrete fracture correctly， it is necessary to 8et 

the cha.r乱cteristiclength，l，of the nonlocal continuum properly.Since no explicit relauon 
between fracture energy， GF， and 1 exists， the charaεteristic length is chosen sucb that 
together with the used material parameters the anite element caIC111Mion yields a corEeC4 

pull-out failure load for the uncracked spetimen.The refer巴ncefailure loa.d Fu (in N) for 
uncracked∞ncrete specimen is calcula.ted using the巴mpiricalexpression [1): 

凡 =K4;h;f (3) 

where k ~ 15.5 is introduced in order to calibrate Eq. (3) and to assure dimensional 
∞rrectness， J.出 representsconcrete cube compression strength (in MPa) and h.J is em-
bedment deptb (in mm). According to this the characteristic length is chosen回 1= 25 

mm. 

パ:
Figure 2. Three-dimensional finite element mesh ・onequarter of the specimen 

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS 

In Fig.3the concrete cone failureload in cracked concrete related to the value valid for 
:~k~d-~~n~~~te is plotted as a function of the crack width. For comparison re_sult~.of 

te山 withheaded anchors evaluated in [5] are plotted as well. It can be s田 nthat the 
calculated failure load decreases with the increase of山ecrack width ratber fast up to 

k width ω'" 0.15 mm. For further increase of the crack width the failure 10a.d is 
constant and amounts to approximately 70%of bhe failure load obtained for uncracked 
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concrete (ω= 0). The calculated influence of the crack width on the ∞ncrete cone failure 
load agre田 wellwith test results. 

In order to understand the faiIure mechanism at different crack widths the fields of the 
stresses in the direction tangential to the concrete cone and in vertical (姐cbor)direction 
for the uncracked and tbe cra.cked specimens a.t peak load are analyzed. ln cracked 
ωncrete the maximum tangential stress却 wellas the vertical tensile stress in the fracture 
process zone close to the anchor head are slightly smaller than in tbe case of uncracked 
concrete. This is a consequence of the {act that the tensile strengもhin the fraεture 
process zone is reduced due to the damage introduced by stressing the reinforcement. 
In the plane perpendicular to the crack plane， the magnitude of the ta.ngential tensile 
stresses are simila.r to the v乱luefor uncracked concrete. However， the zone of relatively 
high t乱ngentialtensile stresses is much larger than in the case of u凹 rackedconcrete. In 
the crack plane no tangential stresses exist because the concrete is c日 cked.For cracked 
∞ncrete approx. 75 % of the pull-out load is transferred through the supports tha.t Iies 
on a. line that is parallel to the crack plane. In contrast to this， in uncracked concrete in 
both support directions (direction paralIel and perpendicula.r to the crack) about 50 % of 
the a.pplied pull-out 10M is taken up. 

FJw)/Fu(叩 =0)
1.2 
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Figure 3. The calculated and measured relation between crack width and failure load 

Based on the results of the analysis a simplified mechanism of the load transfer in 
uncracked and cracked concrete is shown in Fig. 4. In uncracked concrete the anchor load 
is distributed equally into the concrete (Fig. 4a). Tensile tangential (hoops) stres縮 are
needed for equilibrium. No or only sma.ll shear stresses exisもonthe failure ωne surface. 
However， in the crack plane tangential tensile stresses can not b巴 takenup (Fig. 4b). 
Therefore， in this plane concrete resistance in direction perpendicular toもheconcrete 
∞ne surface consists only of tensile stresses acting in出edirection of the crack plane 
i.e. there is no spatial e鉦'ect.However， in the plane p巴rpendicularto the crack plane 
b回 idethese stresses significant tangential stresses in the imagined concrete cone exist 
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and contribute to the total resistance， sti圧'eningthe concrete cone in this direction， i.e. 
a spaもialeffect exists that is similar as in the cωe of uncracked concrete. A co凶 inuous
drop of the ta.ngential tensile stresses from the maximum value in the pla.ne perpendicula.r 
to the crack plane， to zero value in the cra.ck plane， is due to shear stresses acting in the 
concrete cone. Therefore， theoretically the projection of the concrete cone on the concrete 
surface can not ha.ve the form of a. circle， as in uncracked concrete， since in such a case 
no change of the tangential stresses i8 possible. The form of the concreもecone projection 
should be approximately an ellipse， such that change of tangential stresses is possible. 

According to this simplified model， the load transfer in the crack plane is mainly due to 
local bending i.e. no significant spatial effect exists and the situation Is similar to a case 
of pla.ne stress sta.te. However， in the plane perpendicular to the crack plane significa.nt 

tangential stresses exist. As a. consequence， this plane behaves much stiffer and most of 
もhepull.out forc怠 istransferred into the direction of this plane. 

This loa.d transfer mechanism is ba.sica.lly the same as in the case of a.n a.nchor in the 
vicinity of a.n edge if the edge disもa[lceof the anchor is sma.l1 or zero [6]. However， there 
a.re three differences: (1) While in cracked conc附 ea. full cone is formed， anchor at the 
edge will generate a half cone only for a zero edge distance. (2) Anchoring aもtheedge 
might produce a laterallocal failure in th巴 regionof the head (so called blow-out failure). 
This failure mode is not possible for an anchor in a crack because a lal'ge lateral expansion 
of the concrete u吋 eTthe head will Cause crack c10sing and thus confinement. (3) Anchor 
in uncracked concrete a.t the edge Can utilize the full concrete tensile capacity. In contr晶st
to that， for anchors in crack出econcrete tensile ca.pacity is reduced as explained above. 

The a.bove mechanism is activated 800n after crack opening starts since the cap乱bility
of the tangential loa.d transfer in the crack plane decreases relatively fast with increa.sing 
crack width. This is demonstra.ted in Fig. 3 where it is shown that the concrete cone 
failure loa.d decreases ra.ther fast at small crack widths a.nd is about constant for a crack 

width larger than a critical value (ω ~ 0.15 mm). 

面~t司iþlLti~n 01恥 tangent.凶 Jorce
reach肌 force

a) )
 

L
U
 

Figure 4. Simplified load-transfer mechanism， (a) uncracked and (b) cracked concrete 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Sirnilar as in the experiments the ana.lysis confirms that the concrete cone failure 
load in cracked concrete decreases rela.tively fast with increasing crack width and 
re抵 hesfor ω'" 0.15 mm  approxima.tely 70% of the failure load valid for uncra.cked 
concrete. A further increase of出ecrack width has no influence on th巴failureloa.d 
since the final load transCer mechanism has been formed. 

2. In the c剖 eof uncracked concrete the load transfer in乱nyvertical plane is the same 
a.nd an axisymmetrical type of a.nalysis can be used. Because of the axisymmetry， 
the forces in the concrete cone are equa.lIy distributed around the anchor. Tangential 
tensile (hoops) stresses exist for equilibrium reasons. 

3. In cr乱心ked"concrete the flow of forces is not axisymmetrical to the anchor. In the 
cra.ck pla.ne ta.ngential stresses do not exist and the load transfer in this plane is 
similar as in the case of plane stress state. However， in the plane perpendicular to 
the crack pla.ne the flow of forces is similarωin uncracked concrete i.e. a spatial 
effect exists. The change of the tangential stresses around the circurnference of the 
cone is caused by shear stresses. As a∞nsequence the concrete cone in the plane 
perpendicular to the crack pla.ne is much stiffer than in出ecrack pla.ne and approx. 
75 % of the pull-out force is transferred throughもhesupport lines tha.t are paral1el 
to the cra.ck. This change in load tra.nsfer mecha.nism ca山田 theabove mentioned 
failure loa.d in cra.cked concrete to 70 % of the va.lue va.lid for a uncracked concrete. 
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Inviled Paper 

Fracture mechan1cs-based methods for pred1ct1ng fat1gue crack growth rates and 
11fe est1mat:es 曹hichhave been used extensive1y - and successfu11y -for 
meta1s wou1d appear t:o be 1dea11y su1ted for concrete. Th1s paper revie智 S

recent首。rkon eva1uat1on of the fatigue behavior of p1ain concrete beams in 
the context of fracture mechanics concepts inc1uding the fictltious crack 
mode1， 8ize effect 1a官， effect1ve crack 1ength mode1 and such LEFM concepts 
as fracture toughness and Paris' 1aw. The app1icabl1lty of these approache8 
to relnforced concrete where the fat1gue fal1ure mechan1sm may be due to crack 
propagat1on through t:he concrete matrlx 88 opposed to debond1ng or rupture of 
the reinforcement 18 proposed by consldering test resu1ts from mode1 beams. 

nmwDUCTIOR 

Fat1gue of p1ain and reinforced concrete 8tructura1 member8 has been studied 
for many years. The most recent exten81ve summarle8 of th1s uork may be found 
1n references 1 and 2. The process of fatigue， which 1s due to progress1ve 
and irreverslb1e deter1orat1on， may 1ead to excess1ve deformat1ons. excesslve 
crack叫 dths，debond1ng of reinforce-ment. and rupture of reinforcement and/or 
matrlx 1eading to 8tructura1 co11apse. The 1atter poss1b11ity - crack 
propagation through the matrlx 1eading to fai1ure before 80me other mechan1sm 
contro1s ・ hasnot often been considered. 

Empirica1 methods using WoIl1er -or S-N curves -have tradit1ona1ly been 
used 1n conjunction w1th stat1st1cal treatment of the data as， for 1nstance， 
by oh [3] 1n冒hichthe re1at1ve d1spers1on about the mean i8 seen to 1ncrease 
w1th decreas1ng stress ratio and in-crea且1ngfatigue 11fe for p1ain concrete 
beam8 1n bend1n3. 

For meta18， the use of methods of fracture mechan1cs for fat1gue 11fe 
est1mates has become standard practlce. As stated by Barsom and Rolfe [4]， 
"The field of fracture mechanics has become the pr1mary approach to 
control11ng britt1e fracture and fat1gue fa11ures 1n structures". Wby not 
then for the "brittle" mater1a1 concrete? 

DA且 GEliETHODOLOGI酪

The use of the method of damage mechan1cs 1s d1rected to obtain1ng damage 
1nd1ces to descr1be the reduced funct10n of the structural component 1n terms 
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of 10ad cyc1e8. Typlca11y， the damage functlon Is of the form 

'!!'=宅i'zooo，.(1-D) (1) 

首rhere曹 Isthe current stlffnesa parameter， ~re正 Is the orlglna1 (con81dered 
to be undamaged) reference state and D la • damage parameter. As noted by 
Alllehe and Francois [5]， this approach to describing damage--as oppo8ed t。
conslderlng 8tressea--yle1d8 1e8s scatter and therefore 8traln--or 
equlva1ent1y def1ectlon--may be better corre1ated witb damage. They descrlbe 
three distlnct 8tage8 a8 shO'lfJl ln 11g. 1. Uslng 8tages 11 and 111， they 
a88岨 e dD/剖 tobe a scalar functlon of straln and the atresa ratlo (R _ 
P"，u/P，_，.) 

1.5 

εt )( 10・4

1.0 
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←~亙F
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N )( 105 

11g. 1. Evolutlon of E乞曹lthnumber of cycles (after ref. 5) 

The l1fe e8tlmates obtalned from thls approach ahowed a rea8onab1e corre1atlon 
曹 iththelr experimenta1 data. 

Thls concept may be utl1ized wlth fracture mechanica methoda to mode1 
the damage process direct1y. Apparent1y， Gy11toft [6】可asthe flrst to U8・
a fracture mechanlcs mode1 ln thls way to study 1ow-cye1e fatlgue behavior of 
a p1aln concrete be岨 ・ Morerecent1y. thls approach has been used by Hordijk 
[7] and Hordljk and Relnhardt [8]. As more detai18曹 111be found e1sewhere 
ln this volume oo1y a brlef de8cription of their method wi11 be glven here. 

The baslc idea 18 that damage accumu1at邑s ln each 10ad cyc1e， where 
Fuppu < F雌 (statlc1oad)， until some cy巴1ewhen Fupper coincldes曹 ltha point 
on the 80ftenlng branch of the st&tlc， unlaxlal 10ad -COD curve. At th18 
point， the crack propagation i8 un8tab1e and fal1ure occurs. 

The mode1 was lmp1emented ln the DIANA fin1te element program and 
app1ied to a beam ln four-point bend1ng胃ltha centra1 notch of ha1f the bea皿
helght (Fig. 2). It Is 8een that the deflect10n response曹lth10ad cycle N 
is very s1血11arto that observed experlmenta11y (cf. Flg・1[5]). Although 
thls approach Is very tlme-consuming (comがltlnglntenslve) it nevertheless 
appears to be rea1iatlc. 
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F1g. 2 Def1ectlon as a functlon of n'四 Iberof cyclea [8) 

Expressions for the damage parameter D have been proposed by Zhang， et 
.1. [9] for coocrete beams loaded cyc11ca11y. Fracture mechan1cs concepts 
were used and a threshold parameter based 00 openlng mode stress lntena1ty， 
~h identlfled be10刊 官hichthe e1astlc modu1us Ed remalns coostant. For AK 
> A~h' Ed decreases 11near1y w1th 10ad cyc1e--accordlng to thelr data--untl1 
a va1ue of N -WL ・ Afterthls. Ed decreases non-l1nearly. The lil111t of linear 
response Is denot3d EdL' Uslng K1cd as the dynamlc. mode 1 fract世 e_Eoughness 
of concrete and R・IC，.l.ft...x(・ 0.2ln the study)， the varlatlon of Ed←1-D) 
曹lthN 1s given as 

and 

~.. c (a.. -Ii.X...)・
一三憲一 " ‘晶--==-= l' (aa) 
dN 

1I~ =古毛，..'.KdI.-i)
1'(an 

18 the fatlgue 11fe. The terms .， n are empirica1 constant8. 

nACTU2E 1IECBARICS 

(2) 

(3) 

An approach common1y used for meta1s relate8 crack growth冒lthnumber of 
cycles accordlng to the so-ca11ed Paris' Law [10]: 

d4/dN=C(a局“ (4) 

官nereC， m are experlmental constants and ~ Is the stress lntenslty factor. 
In the 10garlthmic form the re8u1ting data shou1d p10t as • stra1ght llne. 
The dlff1cu1tles implementing thls approach are: measurement of crack 1ength 
a: calcu1atlon of K田町P，a， geometry); ca1culat1on of daμN and &K. Inherent 
to th1a are the questlons of the lnf1uence of process zone and va11dlty of 
LEFM. These of course， are the 8ame prob1ems encountered ln the 8tatlc case 
whlch have been addressed extensively ln the past few years and-ln the 
vrlter's oplnion -have been re801ved. 
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Swartz， et a1. [16] tested beams 1n bend1ng uslng t官'0s1zea and two IIlU 
des1gns. The crack 1engths were determined using comp1iance ca11brat1on [16， 
17]. The fatigue 10ading was done us1ng CMOD stra1n control and vaa atopped 
at N・1x 10・cyc1es. A typ1ca1 group of data p10ta 1a shown 1n Fig. 4. 
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The research presented by Ba1uch， et a1. [11] descr1bes ・cOlllpliancト
ca11bration techn1que us1ng cracked specimens v1th the crack length lIleasure_ 
ment based on surface observat1ons. Work by S'曹 artzand Refa1 [12] 1ndicatel 
th1s approach v111 be approx1mate1y va11d for deter祖1n1ngAa lf the procell 
zone 18 fu11y deve10ped and if a 1s 1esB than about 70竃 ofthe beam depth. 
A1ternat1vely， an effect1ve crack 1ength cou1d be uaed as propoaed by Jenq and 
Shah[13} . 

a句

"'h

nv

内
V

e

一w
Us1ng th1s approach to determ1ne da/dN and Aま. reau1ts from ref. 11・re

presented 1n 11g. 3a for three different 8tr・a8rat10s R. The stra1ght 11nel 
vere fitted to data va1uea and a11 haVE about the same s10pe m. S1m11ar曹ork
by Perd1karis and Ca1om1no [14] 18 pre8ented 1n F1g. 3b a10ng vith the data 
va1ues官hichshow the scatter. Their va1ues of a， K vere based on notched 
beam comp11ance ca11bration and LEFM. 
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The objective ~a8 to gro官 truefatigue cracks of d1fferent 1engths but w1th 
about the 58me e1apsed time (1 x 106/4 Hz ・.25玄 106s). After cracking. the 
beams were loaded to fai1ure and P-CMOD p1otted. 工n each case a companion 
beam官 ascracked such that the s10pe of the aacending P・CKODcurve matched 
that of the fatigued beam. Then th1s was a150 10aded to fai1ure. In both 
case5. KIc was computed us1ng Pmax and LEFM官 iththe crack 1ength correaponding 
to the s10pe of the ascend1ng curve. 

Fat1gue crack grovth-disp1acement contro1 [16]. Fig. 4. 
reference 14. 

A1though the data 1n F1g・3bappear to be fitted fa1r1y曹e11by the atraight 
11nes， the author5 state that the error 1n crack growth rate or 11fe 
expectancy cou1d be as h1gh as 100¥. 

b. 

Crack growth da/dN versus AK [11，14]. 

reference 11. 

Fig. 3. 

a. 

The results of these tests are presented 1n Table 1. Based on the 
comp1iance-cal1brat10n method of crack measurement. KIc (fat1gue)/ KIc (stat1c) 
- 0.90， CV = 6¥. Correspond1ng resu1ts vere obtained frolll tho Jenq/Shah 
method[13] . 

Work by Bazant and Xu [15]， wh1ch exp101ted the pr1ncip1e of the s1za 
effect 1aw， resu1ted 1n a modif1ed-or genera11zed， slze-adjusted Paria' 1a曹:

企 A1C~
T 主=c( -:_--"') 
AN -. It.ぉ

(5) 

where K1c 18 a 81ze-dependent fracture toughnes5 given by 

九.，，=1C:r.々4F3t (6) 

工nth1s KIf 1s the fracture toughnes8 of an 1nfin1te1y-1arge beam and 
t = d/d。曹here d 18 the beam depth and d

g 
18 an emp1rica1 constant. 百1e

parameter o 18 ca11ed the britt1eness number. Of intereat. i8 that it蝿'
determlned that do 18 not constant but depends AK1. A180 see Oh [3] for • 
re1ated observat1on on the relat1ve d1sper81on about the mean. 
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Tab1e 1. Stress intensity factors at unstab1e crack 
growth-fatigue and static precracking 

Load2 呈・ p_ -a a 3 
kNK-a'I・e31Z a ‘ K1c e 

Type MPa kN w 百 国・冒1，"S/2

F3 48.9 4.54 .352 1192 .195 769 
S3 48.9 4.94 .297 1116 .245 916 

F3 54.2 1.92 .525 740 .510 727 
S3 54.2 2.02 .527 780 .520 782 

F3 51. 7 2.06 .605 1117 .612 1102 
S3 51. 7 2.31 .605 1252 .618 1276 

F3 22.5 12.37 .072 595 .160 842 
S3 23.4 13.71 .065 642 .180 10U 

F3 24.8 5.70 .350 631 .490 880 
S3 24.8 5.83 .350 646 .515 972 
F3 26.0 4.91 .380 590 .580 1032 

F3 52.7 11.35 .230 902 .374 1263 
S3 52.7 10.24 .290 963 .438 1329 

F3 53.1 3.90 .590 857 .740 1670 
S3 53.1 4.05 .760 1710 .742 1752 
F3 53.2 1.07 .770 1110 .830 779 

F 
s 

.84 

.93 

.86 

.83 

.91 

.95 

.95 

1 For W - 102 mm， B -76 mm， S・381mm. For W -203 mm， B - 102皿，
s・610mm. 

2 F _ fatigue precracking， S 置 staticprecracking， 3・TPB.
3 Method of Jenq and Shah (13) 
• Comp11ance Ca11brat1on [17] 

REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAKS 

The term "re1nforced concrete" (RノC) 1mp11es here the use of convent!onal 
rebars or prestressed， stee1 cab1e or bars. Prev10us vork done on R/C be岨 S

subjected to 10ng term (h1gh N) fat1gue 1oad1ngs 1s descr1bed 1n reference 
1. 1n genera1， fat1gue fa11ures 1n such members are due to re1nforceDlent 
debond1ng or rupture. For post-tens10ned， pre8tressed beaDls fat1gue fa11ure 
may occur at the anchorages. It 18 Dlent10ned that 1n a proper1y des1gned 
unbonded， prestressed concrete beam for which precompress10n is such that th. 
sect10n曹 111rema1n uncracked during its service 10ad cyc1e， the consequances 
of fat1gue have not been a major factor 1n des1gn. Howevar， a conce1vab1e 
fallure mechanisms could occur by a fatigue crack starting lnltia11y 1n . 
tensi1e region and extending through the compress1on zone. 

Two smal1 beam models冒eretested by Swartz and Noory [18J w1th the 
geometry and re1nforcing shown 1n Fig. 5. The reinforcement con8isted of 
smooth bars anchored at the beam ends to stee1 p1ates. 
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F1g. 5. Model beam曹1thend-anchored reinforcement (after ref. 18). 

Cracks were mon1tored using a photoe1astic coating bonded to the beam surface 
at midspan as shown. prior to start1ng fatigue testing the beam曹 as10aded 
to its computed service 1eve1 and cracks were induced 1n the centra1 port1on. 
Follo曹ingthis the beam was 10aded in fatlgue at 4 Hz with P~ ・ 3.56 kN， p..1n 
・2.67闘は ・0.75). The crack growth versus 10ad cycles 1. ahovn in Table 
2. 

Table 2. Crack size versus number of cycles. 

N ][ 103 Crack Depth ¥ Change in 
Beam Depth Crack Vidth 

。 0.232 --
25 0.344 5 

850 0.376 11 

1174 0.400 74 

4300 0.600 137 

The primary mode of failure was by penetration of a f1e:ura1 crack 
comp1etely through the compressed region after vhich the load vas carried 
s01e1y by the reinforcement. This 1nduced a yleld mechan1sm 1n the stee1 
bars. The fatigue lives for the t~fO beams were 4.83 X 106 cycles and 17.68 
x 100 cyc1es. 

This model study revea1ed that (1) 1t is poasib1e for flexura1 cracks 
to propagate through the concrete matr1x due to fatlgue i.n a mode "hich i5 not 
norma11y considered in design and (2) serviceabl1ity requirements in terms of 
crack widths need to be considered with respect to fatigue loads. 
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COHCLUSIONS 

From the survey of work presented here the follow1ng conclus1ons may be made. 

1. Fracture mechan1cs approaches are 1ndeed a u8efu1 曹.ayto lDOde1 fat1gue 
crack growth. The work in references 7 and 8 using the flct1tioua crack 
concept a10ng with observed un1ax1a1 cyclic behavlor appeara to b. 
particu1ar1y promising. The approach us1ng Paris' 1av 110]・lsoapp・ars
to be va1id if auxlliary techn1ques are emp10yed to determlne .， 'r" (e8. 
refs. 12， 13， 15 and others) to account for the presence of a proc・88
zone and size effect. 

2. Future work on test1ng p1aln concrete 1n bending to determ1ne fatlgue 
damage behav10r and 1ife shou1d incorporate the concepts pr・aentedh・r・.

3. Extension of this work to reinforced concrete shou1d be done v1th 
partlcu1ar emphas1s on very 11ght1y reinforced beams， over-reinforced 
beams and post-tensioned (unbonded) beam8. 
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loading levels and have 1n each step been an important gu1de11ne for 
estab11sh1ng further research plan串. The stra1n measurements have 
enabled the calculation of the strain rate， vo1umetric strain， modulus 
of elasticity， and Po1sson's rat10. ln th1s way. the test results 
contribute to extending knowledge from the fatigue capac1ty of concrete 
on to the performance of concrete under cyclic loads below the 
"endurance 11m1t". to combinations of cyclic and longterm static 
loading. etc. 

HATERIAL HODEL FOR HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETE EXPOSED TO CYCLIC LOADING 

Terje Kanstad and Gordana Petkovlc 
D1v. of Concrete Structures， The Norwegian lnstitute of Technology 

SINTEF FCB， Research Inst1tute for Cement and Concrete 
Trondhelm， Norway 

'l'he experimental progrsmme was later on extended to investigatlng 
fat1gue propert1es under loading with stress gradients， and on to 
combinations of cyclic and static loading. ln this stage， the applica-
tion of the model is stl11 11mited to cases of centric constant 
amplitude cyclic loading. 

EXl'ERlMENTAL PROGRAMKE 

ABSTRACT 

The experimental basis used for the development of the model described 
here is limited to centr1cally tested specimens of ND95 concrete [4.5]. 
The loading combinations applied are summarized 1n Fig 1， where S周 is
the mean stress and l!.S 1s the stress amp1itude. both expressed 
re1ative1y to the compressive strength of the concrete. An asterlsk 
denotes speclmens fal1ing 1n fat1gue. The age at loading， absolute 
compressive strength， and the modulus of elasticity have varied 
some官hat，and have 1n the average been: 83.2 MPa. 33785 MPa， and 
145 days， respectively. 

Strain ~easurements perfor回edas 4 part of an extens1ve experimental 
investlgation of the behaviour of high strength concrete exposed to 
cyclic loading are here used in an attempt to develop a material model 
that can suit an arbitrary loading combinat1on. The description of 
strain deve10pment Is performed by applying the pr1nciples used 1n 
model11ng of statlc time dependent deformations. The creep law given 
in CEB Model Code 1990(MG90〉 isused as a starting point，and the 
additional deformatlon due to cyc11c load is expressed as a cyclic 
creep term. sased on the test results. we found an expression for this 
term dependent Otl the modulus of elasticity， the stress amplitude， the 
mean stress and the time under load. 1n this paper a tentative version 
of the mater1al model and comparisons between the model and some of the 
experimenta1 results are presented. 

INTRODUCT工ON
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The experimental bas1s used in the developruent of the model to be 
presented be10ngs to an investlgat10n of the fatigue properties of high 
strength concrete performed at SINTEF FCB. 

Onegan generally say that the capacityof concretein cases of cyclic 
loading to failure in co皿pressionit quite we1l known. The tests were 
perfor皿edwith three conl'.rete qua11ties， but it was found that the 
fatigue 11fe was 1ndependent of the concrete quality if el!:pressed 
re1at1vely to the compressive strength. S-N curves were， therefore， 
establ1shed on the basis uf a11 qualit1es together. The design ru1es 
developed froEE these tests141have entered the draft of the 1990CEB 
Model Code. 

0.2 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Mean stress 
0.6 0.7 

The extensive measurements of strain performed 1n these tests were a 
crucial supplement to the fatigue 1ife registrat10n under various Fig 1. Overview of the test1ng programme 
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MA'lERIAL MODEL 

The total stress dependent deformation is chosen to be described by 
oeans of three different terms: shorttioe deforoation， static creep and 
addi tional cyclic creep. At low stress level且 we assumed that the 
stress dependent deformation 1s proportional to the oean stress. In the 
experioent， only strain at oaximum and oinimu皿 loadwas measured. The 
experimental value of the strain at mean stress was， therefore， calcu-
lated as the average of the strains measured at the oaxioum and oini血um
stress levels. 

The 10ngtioe oaterial oodel presented in the 1990 CEB Mode1 Code (MC90) 
[3] was chosen as the basis for the oodel. Static creep tests within 
the prev10us1y oentioned high strength concrete investlgations [6J have 
shown that MC90 gives a reasonab1y good description of the static creep 
of these concrete qualities. The compliance function and the total 
stress dependent strain 15 deflned as: 

1¥ 1 司Pc(t， t;'】司Pcc{t， e') 
.1(1;， t')・

Bc(e'γτ在百fτ官官ヨ「

B (t)・.1{t， e')咽同町【t')

In these expressions九(t，t') is the static creep ratio as defined 1n 
[3]， ~cc(t ， t') the cyclic creep ratlo， t' the concrete age at loadlng 
and t the actual time. The cyc1ic creep ratio 1s defined as: 

世田(t，t')-P(t') P(~聞) β(5..) β(a) .cclβ(N，ω) 

In thls expresslon f.個 isthe average compressive cy1inder streng出 at
28 days， S箇 therat10 between the oean stress and the concrete strength 
at the start of testing， A the relative stress aoplitude， N the number 
of 10ad cycles and ωthe frequency (N・(t-t')ω). 50 far we have only 
considered one concrete quality (ND95) and 5pecimens tested at 1ater 
concrete ages (90・270dayS)， 50 these effects are included sioply by 
us1ng the same function5 as for static creep in MC 90. 

The product of the par咽 eters，β(5..)，β(A) and ~ocl was first adjusted 
to the experimenta1 resu1ts of each test specimen individua11y. The 
following time functlon gave good agreeoent with the experlmental 
strain developoent: 

β(N，ω)- N"-l 圃 ((t-t')86400 W)D -1 with n・0.022

(t-t') i5 the time under 10ad (days)，ωthe frequency (8・1)，and 86400 
1s the nu皿berof seconds in a day. In their general material mode1s， 
both Bazant and Panula [2] and Whaley and Neville [1] used the 5四 e
time functlon for both static and cyclic creep. We found it convenient 
to use two different time functions. After 50me consideratlons we &150 
chose to use one time function for both the first and second stage of 
the strain deve1opment. Fig 2a shows the different terms 1n the comp11・
ance functlon for one of the test specimens wlth stresses below the 
endurance limit. 
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Figure ZA}CalculatedBtrain develOFIent foraspecuen with mean 
stress leve1 S .. '圃0.2，and stress amplitude A・0・3，and 

frequency岨・s・4.
b)C佃 lparisonbetween experimenta1 behaviour and th日 genera1

mode1 for three specimens. 
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We assumed that the cyclic creep ratio wa.s independent on the mea.n 
stress for mean stresses below 401 of the strength. The effect of the 
stress amp1itude wa.s found to be best described by the simp1e function: 

β(a) -an ， n-l.0 

Flna11y the parameter九 1was， by minimizing the sum of the sq岨 resof 
the deviations between model and experimenta1 resu1ts， determined to 
be 1.39. The dependence of the mean stress 1evel was 1ess pronounced 
than for norma1 strength concretes [1，2J， and the fo11owing function 
was found to give good agreement w1th the experimenta1 behaviour: 

P(s_) ~ 1 + 10.5 (Sm -0.4)2 

The general expression for the cyc1ic creep term i8 then written as: 

~c<(t ， t')・1.39β〈γ)(J(f圃) (1+10.5(5.-0.4)2) a (~・1)

A comparison between the general expre8s1on for the cyclic creep rat10 
(the product β(5..)β(l!.) ，，"<cl)， and the ratio官h1chgave best agreement 
with the particular specimens， shows that lDost of the resu1ts 11e 
w1thin the l1mits of全20%.Fig 2b compare8 the experimenta1 behaviour 
and the results of the appUcation of the mode1 for three of the 
speclmens. It can be seen that the genera1 agreement is good. 

SUMKARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

For the understanding of fat1gue behaviour of concrete before fa11ure， 
the effect of 10w stress 1evels， of stat1c pre10ading etc.， the 
know1edge about the failure capacity of concrete under cyc11c 10ading 
ln compress1on must be completed by good descriptiol九s of the stra1n 
development under vary1ng loadlng cond1t1ons. The proposed mode1 1s the 
f1rst step towa.rds develop1ng a general mode1. 

The proposed modei expresses the additiona1 cyc1ic creep deformat1on 
as a function of the modu1us of e1a.stlc1ty， the stress amp11tude， the 
mean stress and the t1皿eunder load.τhe lDode1 1s genera11y 1n good 
agreement with exper1mental behaviour. 
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The height， width and thickness of也e平田imenswere 4∞，480如 d120 mm， re叩ectively.
An initial no帥 length(:ψwas 2∞mm. T:由ngulargroov回 of10 mm d巴凶wereformed 
on bo曲 sidesof the sp民国en，也enthe actual ligament thickness was 1∞mm.τbr回
grades of conα'ete mixes were desi伊，edto加vestigate白einfluence of也c∞nαete
抑阻gthon白巴 stif白essdegradation姐 dthe 10切 l金銅山e四 ergy.The mix propor討ons祖 d
mechani回 1properti時限 given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 
Mixpro卯，rtion(per mう

国 rl国 d"，圃 W/CWf(C+Si) W c 品 川 命av剖 Sillica- su問刷. Comp.Str. Te隔.Str.
(mm) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) 伽me(kg) ~α河川 (MPa) (MPa) 

H 5 0.25 0.20 111 444 721 1006 111 57.0 105.9 6.08 

M 5 0.47 0.40 160 340 721 1006 80 28.0 出 .8 3.82 

L 5 0.65 0.85 227 349 721 1006 。 0.0 20.9 2.35 

S'I官、FNESSDEGRADATION OF TENSION SOFI'ENING BEHAVIOR IN CONCRETE 

N. Nomura姐 dH. Mihashi 
Faculty of Eng泊，eering，Tohoku University， Sendai 980， Jap組 .

ABSTRACf 

百ledegrading stiffness姐 d10回 1fracture energy of ∞ncrete with normal， middle and hi酔
strength have been studied by using ∞mpact tension tests under a cyclic loading.百le
ωmpli組 問 ofhigher strengl出 concreteincreases with批 advanceof fictitious crack.τbe 
local fracture energy defin凶 by出efictitious crack advance is po鈴 ibleto represent the 
properties of fracture process zone， which is attributed to concrete s仕ength.

百 edeformation was measured 8t a crack mouthゅ ningdisplacement似OD)with a 
clip g加 ge.AIthough也，eMOD d伺:snot m悶 nstrictly a load-point displa田 ment，there is 
no sigr世icantdifferen白 amongthem accordingωa preliminary numeri但 1analysis. Three 
sp回 imenswere協 tedfor each series， and the number of load-displacement四 rvewi白
better u叫oadingpaせ1WeJ事 two，位rreeand two for血eL， M 佃 dH series， r，岱P配 tiv巴ly.A 
typi回 1load-displacementωrve for M series is shown加 Fig.2.

ANALYTICALPROCEDURE 

From the experimental load-displacementωrves wi白 unloadingpa血s，stiffness 
degradation伺 nbe determined in terms ofωmpliar悶 whichis a釦nction6f the 
displacement.百le也αemen凶 energydissipation回 Dbe calculated as an area sl町 ounded
by the load-displacement cycle.仁:Onsequently，江 itis possible to m回 surecrack advance in 
each句cle，山 localfraωre ene弔Y 匂~ can be蹴侭sed.The essential crack釦 rfa田泊

町TRODUCTION

τbere has been only limited studies co恥 emingdirect tensUe tests to m回 surethe stiffn郎
氏伊也凶onin tensionωftening behavior of concrete. Hordijk [1] has summarized印 tests
andαack cyclic models from the point of fatigue approach.百le企ac旬remωhani国
approach based on也巴 tensionsoftening model ap戸alsωnumericalanalysis such as finite 
element method to 50lveαacking behavior in a ∞nα-cte strucωre.τ'he tension 50食ening
model wi出 degradingstiffness would be even more important for the ar叫ysisof s加はure
under cycIic loading. on the other hand， the un10ading and reloading procedure旭 a
loading progr釘nhas been used for fracture energy t凶 tsto observe the local企acture

巴nergy[2J. In白is伺 se也e∞n∞:ptof dcgrading stif釦essis repla∞d by the∞n田 ptof 
10回 1energy dissipation. This approach is practically useful to examine the prope出 es01 
fracωre process zone (f.p.z.) and包nsion50ftening behavior. 

The main objective of白ework reported here is to apply the method to evaluate the 
10回 1fracture energy by using the cyclic loading tests in也efracture energy t凶 tin order to 
reveal the f.p.z. in the tension 50ftening behavior of concrete wi白 differents回 ngth.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Compact tension te拙 wi血句clic1倒 d包.gin白epost-peak region were performedσig.l)・

Figure 1. Specimen and loading set-up. 
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∞nα'Cte， however，伺nnotbe measured experimen凶lybecause of the smeared miαoαack 
around白ecrack tip. In白isreport two methods were apptied to defme the αョckadv叩 ω:
(1)句uivalentcrack length : If the material is assum吋 tobe linear elastic， a∞mpli阻伊

crack length民 lation伺 nbe白 lculatcd叩 alyti伺 lly叩d10rnumerically. From也is叩ー伺lled
compliance-method the equivalent αack length伺 nbe obtained so白紙偽.emeasUI吋
∞mpli佃田∞rres戸n也 tothe calculated comptian句ーαacklength relation. In也epresent 
S旬dy，出erelation was determined by using a fi凶teelement analysis. 
(2) fictitiousαack length : A numeri伺 1load-displacement 叩 rve回 nbe simulated by 
means of the fictitiousロackmodel when叩 appropriatetension softening property for the 
material being tes包dis given. Sin旬 acer悩inposition in theαuve corre叩ondsto a 
softening ph蹴 inthc li伊ment(:蹴.Fig.η， a fictitious crack adv叩包 canbe defined so 
that出eposition in the 叫>e由nentalcurve， where unloading begins， coincid巴swi也 the
simulated ∞rve.τne tension softening model used in the simulation was bilinear model 
σig.3(a))， and the model parameters were determined by 0戸imi出 19the巴却erimen凶
load-displa∞:ment envelope ωrve based on the least square method (3). 

w 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

百巴金'actureenergy (Gf)，組dtwo of the伊 即1批岱泊 the蜘 sionsoftening model， 
estimated by using averaged load-displacement curves泊 theoptimizing procedure紅 E

shown泊 Fig.3(b)， (c)叩 d(d). The results ∞凶istentwi白 theprevious work[4]. 
Fig. 4 shows the relation between白efictitious crack advance and也eωImpli叩白

normalized byan initial∞mpli祖師.百 ledegra似 ionof stu釦邸safter peak load decreases 
ac∞rdingωthe Progrl田 sof f.p.z. wbωe length is represented in terms of the fictitious 
crack advan∞.百1chigher the s田 ngthof material，白esborter the fictitious crack advanccj 
ino伽 rwords， if the fictitious crack advance is伽鈎me，the de.伊 dationof s出fnessis 
marked in白ehi凶ers位engthωnα'ete.
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markedly ri悶 up，山崎弘)in也.ehigh s釦eng出 ∞ncretebe∞m回∞附加tdぱ均fthe 
a包cadv組出.

Fig. 7 demo邸 周 畑 出atthe differen∞泊 thematerial strengβ1 exerts a gr凶 infl凶 n旬
on the progr回 sof白ef.p.z.τbe hatcb白血atindi伺給血eso食eningphぉe∞rrespondω
白ose泊 Fig.3(a). At Iower 1四dlevel after戸akload， stress岡田mi鎚ion伺 usedby the 
ωftening包ilremains泊血e10明 rs田ngth∞ncrete.on恥 0伽 rhand the s位協

佐官lsmissiondo回 notgo on continuously in the白 seof hi凶 S悦 ngth∞国.rete.百 回eare
C却 lainedby∞nside巾 g血 n釦 owerwidth of f.p.z. in hi回lers回 ngth∞ncrete[5] 
ωgether with白巴∞rrela出 nbetween the f.p.z. and the tensio沼田fteningbehavior [6].τne 
softening凶 1is a町ibutedωthebridging mechanism， which益reduced泊 highs住ength
∞ncrete be伺 usethe macro crack su由印刷dsωpro白 吋 伽ω俳句gre酔t瓜
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TIl¥在E--DEPENDENTFRACTURE OF CONCRETE: TESTING AND MODELL町 G

FANPING ZHOU AND ARNE HILLERBORG 
Division of Building Materials 
Lund Institute of Technology 

221∞Lund， Sweden 

ABSTRACT 

A study of time-dependent fracture behaviour of ∞ncrete is present凶.In order to 
investigate出etime-det:間ldencyof the a-w curve， a series of tensile 陀 laxationほstson 
notched cylinders was伺rriedout. Bωed on白eresults of白etests， a time-d句>endent
crack model is propo関d.ln血ism吋el，an incremen凶 σ-wrelation bぉedonam伺if1ed
Maxwel! chain is intr吋ucedfor the fracture pr'α溺 szone.百lemodeI has been imple-
mented in a f1nite element program加 dappliedωpredic出 gcrack growth and failure in 
notched ∞nc問teb闘 mssubjected to sustained Ioading.τ'he load-CMOD， CMOD-time， 
crack growth and stress-failure lifetime relations have been simu1ated. It seems that血e
theoreticaI simulations agree reasonably wel1 with experimental results. 

町四ODUCTION

Tensile cracking is a contributing fac10r to long-term deformations of concrete s住uctUJi田.
Therefore， crack models including strain softening have been inco中orated泊 cr，田pand 
shrinkage analy総 s(e.g. Bazant et al. [1]). Hil1erborg [2] accounted for the creep effect 
by assuming that only modulus of elasticiけEdepends on time，ぉ E=官'/(1+φ(t))，
where φ(t) is cr民 pfac1Or， and f，釦dGF are time-independent. He estimated白elong-
term strength of a structure from the structural strength and brittleness number (d/W 
relation evaluated by m伺nsof the Fictitious Crack Model (FCM). In those models， 
however， time-dependency is not taken in10 a∞ount in白efracture pr明 白szone. 

ln order to gain some insight into effects of time on the回f刷 lingbehaviour， a seロ回

of tensile relaxation t田 tson notched cylinders was阻 πiedout. Based on出eexperimen-

凶 observation，a crack mωel is pr'句"鈴d.The apw.ication of the model to Cf田 p
fracture of notched b凶 mswill be prl回entedbriefly. 'Fu武herdetails can be found in the 
thesis by Zhou [3]. 
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TENSILE RELAXA TION TESTS 

The cylinders are 60 mm in height and 64 mm in diameter. An encircling notch was 
introduced in each cylinder. The fracture cross-section is 40 mm in diameter. In all血e
tests wet specimens were used. The water-cement ratio is 0.55 and 28-day comp問 ssive
strength is 38 MPa. The tests were carried out under deformation∞otrol in a MTS・810
testing machioe， and a special arrangement [4] w笛 usedto assume stable direct tensile 
tests. 

In each test， when the load had passed the ultimate value， the deformation was held 
∞nsωnt somewhere， and the load relaxation was registered. Then the deformation 
continued 10 incr，白鳥.

A typi回 1teSt is shown in Figure 1. The 位凶srel回 esvery rapidly at f1rst and then 
slows down during the holding period. When the deformation is increased again， the load 
mcrl回 sesat f1rst until the s凶 lC釦 fteningcurve is r阻 ch剖 andthen d民 r回 sesaccording 
to the curve. The static curve does not s田 mto be affi配 ted.
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(の Stress-deformationcurve (b)S紅白s・timecurve 

Figure 1. A typi凶 1tensile relaxation test.百leholding peri吋 oftime at 0=2.65， 1，75 
and 0.9 MPa are about 60， 30 and 30 minutes res戸ctively.

τ百EPROPOSED MODEL 

The propos吋 mαlelcan be regarded as a modif1ed Maxwel1 chain incorporated wi白 the
static softening envelope (the a-w curve) as a criterion， similar to a plasticity criterion. 

The time-dependent a-w relation may be expressed by the following incremental Iaw: 

da=daR+dσ1 (1) 

where daR and dσI are s町田schang邸 due10 relaxation and deformation increment dw 
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The proposed model was applied to ana1yzing crack growth and failure in plain∞ncrete 
胸 mssubj民 t凶 tosustained loading. A number of t蹴 waspe巾 m凶 tove的 the
theoretica1 ana1ysis. The dimensions of the b回 msare shown in Figure 3. The material 
properties used in the numerical ana1ysis were: tensile strength f，=2.8 MPa， modulus of 
elasticity E=36 GPa， fracture energy GF=82 Nm/m¥ relaxation time 1 =25 s，α=0.7. 

The following computation pr，∞edures are伺 πiedout in each numerica1 simulation. 
First， a static FCM但 lculationis戸rformeduntil the prescribed sustained load is 
E回 ch剖.百lenc~田p fracture釘l3.lysisstarts. Jn each time increment， rel田 ationstresses 
a∞ordingω Equation 2 are eva1ua凶 inthe fracture zone叩 da pseudo load calculated 
from血es紅白sesis impo鉛 don the beam， and deformation increments伺 nbe ca1culated. 
The calculation continues up to the failure point， where no問ui1ibrium回 nbe maintained 
in the sustained load. 1n a t回t出especimen wi1l fail. In numerica1 analysis it is possible 
to位 rryout a static calculation until出el回 dis about zero， if the deformation is 
controlled instead of the load. 

Figure 3 shows出eth即応tica1Load-CMOD curves both in static and sustained loads. 
1n sustained loads the failure wil1 oc四 rwhen CMOD approaches the point in the 
descending part of白estatic Load-CMOD curve. ln other words， the descending part of 
the static Load-CMOD curve serves as a failure criterion for cr田 p合 国 防re.Note that 
the curves are not sm∞血b民 ausea∞arse mesh was chosen in the企acturezone (10 
FCM element in a 50 mm long zone). 

CREEP FRACTURE ANALYSIS OF NOTCIIED BEAMS 

α} 

where αis a constant， aO， is the s回 ss∞nespondingto w，泊 thestatic (J・wcurve， and 1 

is relaxation time. 
The stress change da' is propo剖出:

respectively during time increment dt. 

The stress relaxation within time increment dt is assumed to be given by 

dσR=(σ/-u。お(偲p(-OlIτ}ー1)

(3) 

(4) 

W..:s:W 1+1-"B 

w..，>w 』・1-.， B 

do1=F*(叫+1-W;)

do/=F*(ws-w/)+F'掌(wj+1-wρ

F =F AB(1 +exp( -OlIτ))，ρ 
。ー+dσR

F，・ A "'i 

ー-Wl Wj 

F'=寄w

where 

組 dO"O(w) represents the static a-w curve. 
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Figure 3. Th即応tica1Load-CMOD curves in static血 dsustain凶 bendingloads. Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the proposed m凶el.

According ωめismodel，血.eo"-w curve depends on the deformation rate. The s紅白s-
回 nsferringcapacity in白efracture prα:ess zone d民間邸時出白erate b民 omesslower. 
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百lesimulated CMOD-time curve is compared with the experimenta1 result泊 Figure
4. The creep curve seemsωbe simulated reasonably well. In Figure 5，血epropagation 
of the fictitious crack tip is plott凶.
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CONCLUSIONS 

From the ana1ysis pr白血凶 above，白efollowing conclusions may be drawn: 
(1)百lepropoぉdmodel seems to be able ωpredict crack growth組 dfracture in plain 
∞ncrete members釦町民tedωsusぬinedloading. 

(2) Conceming the CI1田pcurve， the numerica1 resultぉemsωresemble血eexperimenta1 
curve. The propagation of the fracture pr回目szone in a beam in sustained loading 
can be numerica11y simu1ated. 

。)The th即，retica1analysis predicts白紙 thedescending part of static load-CMOD curve 
serves as a criterion for cr田pfracture. 

(4) Size effect on cr明司[)fracture is indicated aωording to白emodel; the failure lifetime 
is longer for larger可>ecimenseven in the銀 mestr白 s-streng白 level.

Time (s民 οnd)

Figure 4.百∞reti伺 1(a) and experimenta1 (b) cre叩 curv.国 insustained bending on 
notched beams. The sustained load level σ..，.If"，，=O.85， notch ratio a.，Ih=O.5. 
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l釘 gerb回 rnsthe fai1ure lifetirne a1so depends on白esize. 
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in a concrete cylinder and loaded by monotonic and cyclic loading has been performed 
which fulfils the above requirements. 
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In the prEsmt paper results of a numerical analysis fol-adeformed steel b訂 embedded
ebe cylinder and pulled out by monotonic and cyclic loading areshown and 

discussed. The a.na.lysis is performed byもheuse ofaxisymmetric finite elements a.nd 
-proved 3D general II1kmplane model for concrete.II1stmd of the classical interfaze 

e]emeI品approach，a more general approaιh with spa.tial discretization modeling the ribs of 

a. deformed s 附 1 bar is empl。句ye吋d.Thep卯u叫ll-oωu凶E此tf.仏ωωa幻叫i刊lu叫附r引:en引叩me
betwe巴nnumeぽl'lca剖1r凶esult七sand test results i凶nd必JC臼at臼巴go∞od 乱喝gr向eem巴n叫t.The pres巴ntapproa.cn 
is able to corEECtly prEdict bhemonotonic aS WEll as cyclic behavior including friction and 

degr乱da.tionof pull-out resistance due to the previous dama.ge. 

MATERIAL MODEL AND FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

Material Model 
In the present study the general three-dimensional microplane model for concrete is used. 

In the microplane model the material properties are characterized separately on pla.nes 
of various orientations within the material， called microplanes， on which there a.re only 
a few st回 S5and strain components and no tensorial invariance requiremenも5n田 dもo

be observed. The tensoria.l invariance restrictions are satisfied automatically since the 
microplanes to some extent directly simulate the response on va.rious weak pla.nes in 
the material (interparticle contact planes， interfaces， planes of microcracks， etc.). The 
constitutive properties are entirely characterized by a relation betweenもhestress and 
strain components on each micropla.ne， both normal and shear directions. The model 

a.nd its implementation into a 3D finite element code i5 described in (3) and [4). In that 
version of the microplane model microplane shear stress-strain relations are the same and 
mutua.lly independent for positive and negative shea.r deformations. This is sufficient in 
the c出 eofmonoto山 loading.However， from the bond cyding experimental evidence [1]， 
it is well knownもhata loading in one direction causing dama.ge introduces a stiffness and 
strength degradation in the opposite loa.ding direction. Due to this the micropla.ne shea.r 
stress-strain law is here modified in a way that the microplane shear stiffness is multiplied 
by the damage function: 

SIMULATION OF CYCLING BOND-SLIP BEHAVIOR 

Josko Ozbolt and Rolf Eligehausen 
lnstitut fur Werkstoffe im Bauwesen， Stuttga.rt University， Germa.ny. 

ABSTRACT 
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where E represents a.ccumula.ted microplane shear energy dissipation and Eo is a constant 
representi時 thearea. under the monotonic (undamaged) microplane shear stress-strain 
curve. Eq. 1 ha.s been proposed in [1]ιnd is based on a la.rge number oi cyclic bond test 
data. Except山isimprovement the bωic micropla.ne cyclic rules， in normal and shea.r 

directions， are the sa.me as shown ill [4) 

ω= exp[-1.2(Ej EO)Ll) 

0.010 

Figure 1. Shea.r stress-strain law on the microplane level 
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INTRODUCTION 

In several叫 erimentalinvestigations the behavior of deformed bars under cycling肌 i叱
tions has been studied [1]. It 1四 beenfound、thaもreversedcycling ca.uses a degra.dation of 
the bond resistanceand sigIliacant pinding-Some explanation for this behavior hωbeen 
ffered. However， the re羽 onof th巴 bonddegrada!tion and hhe development of cracks in 

the concrete during reversed cycling loading llave not been fully understood.In reCEIlもly
published numerical studies of the bond-slip bdavioh the analysis is usually carried ouも
by the use of macroscopic bond-slip relations that is iITIPIernenbed in the flIlite demeEiも

ode employing interface elements (e.g.121)・However，in order to better understa.nd the 
hanism of吐lebond-slip beha.vior in monotonic and cyclic 10乱dingit is necess乱.ryto 

perform spatial anibe element discreuzabion with an exacbmodeling of the ribs of the 
deformed steel bar. In the analysis a. r巴a.listicmaterial mod巴1must be used that is able to 
describe山ebeha.vior of concre七ein complica.ted stress剖 rainstates where large compres-
ive， tensile and shea.r stress田 arepresent in a small volume of the material.Therefore， 
in the present study a nonlinear fi.nite element ana.lysis of a d巴formedsteel bar embedded 
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The behavior ofもhesteel bar is assumed to be lincar elastic. The a.nalysis is based on the 

10日.1continuum approa.ch. 
The specimen is loa.ded (monotonic and cyclic) by controlling the displaιement“出e

ωp of the steel bar. The bottom or the upper side of the concrete cylinder are supporled 
as in the test depending on the pull-out direction such that the support reactions a.re 
compressive fo氏自・ Asa.ωnsequence the boundary conditions are not fixed during the 
cyclic組 alysis.In the analysis the loading type (monotonic and cyclic)， the amount of 
confining reinforcement (none or strong) a.nd the peak values of slip between reversed 

cycling wer巴 varied.
di叩tacement f00ー→1
mo'nitoring 司~
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U sing the shea.r 抑制・町ainla.w introduced in (4) a.nd the shear dama.ge function (Eq. 
1) a. typical shea.r stress-strain relation on the microplane Jevel is plotted in Fig. 1. The 
macroscopica.l shear response of the micropla.ne model is shown in Fig. 2 where佃 Iy
one axisymmetric finite element is loaded by displa.cement control between two (positive 
and nega.tive) displa.cement limits. As can be seen from Fig. 2， the shear resista.nce is 
decreasing with increasing number of cycles. 

Note tha.t a.ccording to Fig. 1 the shear strength a.t large deforma.tions should tendもO

zero. This corresponds to a. shea.r response on the microplane under the却 sumption山at
the normal stress on the micropla.ne is zero. However， genera.lly norma.1 stresses are present 
and in the micropla.ne model [4) the interaction between shear and normal (compressive) 
stresses is taken into account， i.e. with increasing normal compressive stresses the shea.r 
resistance is increa.sing. 
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Figure 3. Geometry of the specimen and finite element mesh 
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RESULTS OF THE ANALYS1S 

In Fig. 4 loa.d-displacement curves for monotonic and cycling loading are plotted. The 
displacemenもismonitored at the unloa.ded end of the steel bar. Cyclic loading is performed 
by controlling the displacement (slip) a.t one side of the bar between two fixed and equal 
positive and nega.tive va.lu巴s.The chosen value is slightly larger tha.n the displacement at 
peak load under monotonic loadillg. 

The shape of山eload-displacement curve for monotonic loading as well as the value 
of th巴peakload (bond strength T '" 15 N /mm2) is in good a.greement wi七hexperimenta.l 
observations [1). However， the total displacement at peak load is much smaller than 
measured in tests. There are several同 asonsfor this such as: (乱)The problem of an exact 
modeling of th巴 concretebehavior for a stress-strain state with large volume dilatancy and 
high axial and latera.l compression anu shea.r stresses in a small concrete volume under 
七heribs， (b) while in七hea.nalysis geometrical linea.rity (small deforn凶 ionsand small 

Finite Element Analysis 
The geometry of the specimen employed in the present example is based on出egωmetry
of the test specimen that has been used in [4). The diameter of the ∞ncrete cylinder is 
200 mm and the length 189 mm. The dia.rneter of the deformed steel bar is d =25.2 rnm， 
the height of the ribs a= 1.7 rnm，もherib dista.nce c= 13.4 mm and the embedment length 
1 =5d. In order to avoid vertical splitting， reinforcement has been introduced as la.teral 
confinement. The specimen is designed such that the failure is due to pull-out rather than 
yielding of the steel bar or splitting of the concrete. For cωompar叩E吋isona specimen wi比th加l凶ou凶1凶も

c∞on貧fin凶II山i
i五In血it旬巴 elementmesh 乱reshown in Fig. 3. As can be seen from Fig. 3 the shape of the 
deformed steel ba.r is exactly modeled and displacement compatibility between ribs and 
concrete is assumed. In the a.nalysis axisymm巴tricfour node finite elements with four 
integration points乱reused. 

The basic material parameters， Young's modulus and Poisson's raも10，a.re凶kenas E;:::: 
25000 MPa. and v= 0.18. The町山roplanemod巴1ma.terial parameters (4) are chosen such 
tha.t出etensile and compressive concrete strength礼reft= 1.9 MPa a.nd fc= 28.0 MPa.・
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displ晶紙，cer釘men凶もs吋)w剖 assumed j凶nr閃巴m札刈li比ty1孔rged恥e[，おor口rrr叫 ionsoccur and (恥ωC寸)a】山

approximation of the probl巴m.

Fig. 4 clearly indicates a decrease of the pulトou七日.pacityas well as significant decrease 

of the shear stiffness with an i恥 reaseof the number of cycles. As shown in [1] this is 

a cons巴quenceof accumula七eddamage. When increasing山eslip to large values， the 
bond resist姐 ceis about ∞nstant. That is due to the fact that in the material model 

the interaction between normal and shear str由 ses，as mentioned功。ve，is introduced 

on出emicroplane level. As a consequence， the macroscopical response at large shear 
deformations yields a residual force that represents friction. In the presenもexamplethe 

friction is activated sin閃 stronglateral confinement prevents volume dilatancy in radial 

direction and causes compression stresses in七hedamage zone. Fig. 4 shows that the 

frictional resistance is decre剖 edby cycling loading. Except for the magnitude of the 

slip， the calculat巴dcyclic bond behavior agrees rather well with the behavior found in 

experiments [1] 
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Figure 4. Pull-out load-slip relationship obtained in the五niteelem巴ntanalysis 

In order to understand the failure mechanism the stress-strain states under the bar ribs 

are analyzed at different load stages， Here， only a brief description of the mech乱.nismis 

glven. 

At monotonic loading the nonlinearity sもartsat approx. 30% of the peak load caused by 

bond cracks that initiate at山eribs and propagat巴 atan angle of approx. 650 measured 

from the bar axis. The n巴xtnonlinearity appears at approx. 60% of the peak load 

caused by splitting cracks which activ，叫ethe reinforcement. As a consequence of ゆe

laもeralconfinement a further load increase is possible and significant compression stresses 

乱redeveloped under the ribs in axial and radial direction causing large displacements 

乱nda significant non-lin巴arbeh乱，vior.Failure is caused by shear cracks in the concrete 

under the ribs. Peak load， displacement at peak ]oad as well as descending part of出e

load-displacement curve， for the same specimen geometry， strongly depend onもhelateral 

confinement. 

In the case of reversed cycling loading basically the same mechanism is active except 
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that the pull-m訪日pacityin the reverced direction is reduced due to accumulated damage 

that was introduced in the concrete volume under the ribs during loading in the first 

direction. If cyclic loading is done between slips smaller than the peak value under 

monotonic loading， no significant damage is introduced in the concrete and the bond 

resistance is not much reduced by a few cycles. However， unloading from about peak 

load or after the peak has been passed causes a larger drop of the bond resistance in the 

reversed direction since a relatively large volume of the concrete under the ribs has been 

damaged. In this case only a few cycles cause complete damage reducing the pull-out 

reSI自tanceto friction only. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Comparison between experimental results and the results of the numerical analysis 

indicate that the present approach， based on the microplane model for concrete 叩 d

出eexact modeling of the shape of deformed reinforcing bars can in principle predict 

the behavior and the failure mechanism under monotonic and reversed cyclic loading 

in spite of the complicated stress-strain situations in the concrete dose to the ribs 

(high compression and large volume dilatancy， large tensile and shear deformations). 
However，もhecomputed slip values at peak load are much smaller than obtained in 

tests. 

2. Bond failure in confined concreもespecimen is due to the she乱rfailure of the concrete 

under the ribs. In monotonic loading most of the nonlinearity up to peak load is 

due to concrete compression a.nd shear deform乱tionsunder the b品rribs. Rβversed 

cyclic loading significantly decreases th巴 shearcapacity if first unloading is done 

from a bond stress that is larger than about 60 to 80 % of the monotonic bond 
strength or from the softening range. The numerical analysis indicates thatもhe

pull-out response strong]y depends on the lateral confinement. 

3. Further 3D finiもeelement analyses are needed in order to investigate the influence 

of lateral confinement as well as the infiuence of the loading history and di仔'erent

geometrical sh乱peson the bond failure mechanism. 
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R・CURVE恥.fODELINGOF RATE EFFECT !N STATIC FRACTURE 

AND ITS INTERFERENCE WITH SIZE EFFECT 

ZDENEK P. BAZANT AND MILAN JIRASEK 

Department of Civil Engineering， Northwestern University 
Evanston， Illinois 60208， USA 

ABSTRACT 

The equivalent linear elastic fracture model based on an R-curve is genemlized to describe 
both the mte eFeet and size tFed.The cruck pmpagatton mlocitv is assumed to dtPEnd 
ωthe ratio of the st陀 88intensity factor to its critical value from the R-curve， or on the 
difference of the stress intensity factor from this critical va/ue ・T刊h邸飢ed庇E叩pe何nde1町lci悶t白sc，伺anπ 
be assumed a仰spμo側t包山t

R必恥.イcω也問附ei，αs determined a8 the e印nve沼el，均o叩pe0，ザIft山he向 ctωu附7問恕 E叩q伊仰uωiωl“陥{仏br何i叩u肌mc附包町rv附巴白sc，ωo附 s叩伊P戸on叫d必iπ吋g 
tωo the ma叫xi加m削附umload values for geometrically similar specimens of different sizes. The 
creep in the bulk of a concrete specimen must be taken into account in the case of static 
loading， which is done by repla仰 9the仇 s枕

in time. Th仇emodel fits the existi吋 dataon concrete (as wel1 as rock) reasonablyωell. 

It shows not only the effects of size and rate， but also， for conc陀 te.an increase 01 
brittleness with a dec陀 aseof loading rate， manifested a白占ム s必h~俳β0ザIf t仏hemax訂lmt包，m
pointωs i伶η thesize effect plot toward linear仰山fmcturemechanics (LEFM). 

INTRODUCTION AND BAS!C RELATIONS 

The effect of loading rate on concrete strength and fracture properties has been 
studied intensely (e.g.， [1]-[11])， however， only in the context of dy~~ic fracture. The 
problem is equally interesting for static fracture with loading durations r叩 gingfrom 1 s 
もomany yea.rs. The question is whether the trends known in dynamic fracture∞凶inue，
and a further unknown is the effect of creep， which m乱;ybe expected to be pronounced 
and must obviously be taken into a.ccount. A complicating fea.ture for concrete is出品t
the fracture model must be nonlinear and must reflect the experimentalIy observed size 
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effect， which exists at widely different rates of loading but diπers from one loading rate 
ma.gnitude to another. Experimental results of increasing s∞pe have been obtained 
([12ト[17]).The basic idea. of generalizing the R-curve approach to take into a.ccount the 
size effect and ra.te effect including creep， was brieOy outlined in ((14]，[15]). The purpose 
of this pa.per is to refine this formulation and presenもresultsshowing白羽 itca.n ind田 d
describe the experimental1y observed behavior. 

To組 alyzethe response of specimens under a. control1ed rate r of the cra.ck mouth 
opening displacement (CMOD)ムoneneeds the following relations from lin伺 relastic 
fra.cture mechanics (LEFM):ふ =P6(α)/ Eb， /( = Pk(α)/b，fJ， in which P = applied 
load， E = elastic modulus， b = specimen thickness， d = characteristic dimension (ta.ken 
here as the beam depth)，α=αfd，α= cra.ck length and 6， k = functions tha.t are known 
from LEFM. The classica! rate-independent R-curve ∞ncept of fracture propagation is 
based on the assumption thatもhecritical energy reJ阻 serate R depends on出ecrack 
propagation length c = a-ao， where ao = initial crack (notch) length. The corresponding 

critical stress intensity factor is KR(C) = JER(c). 
It has b田 nshown that the R-curve can be completely determined from the size 

effect on the measured maximum loa.ds of geometric8olly simil80r specimens of differ-
ent sizes. The procedure gi四 nin ([181，[19]) yields a function p such七h80tR(c) = 
GJp(C/C，)， /(的=町長雨、池ereG内 andc， 凶 ぬ;ureener旬、fr拭 k紙切、感『
ness a.nd effective process zone length for a.n illfinitely la.rge sp民 imen，which 80re gωmetry 
(shape) independent const8onts. 

EQUATIONS恥10DELINGTHE RATE EFFECT 

One pro臼 S5causing the rate ef1ect is the f80ct tha.t the cr80ιk growth ra.te is always 
finite and depends on the stress intensity factor J(， 80S m80y be justified by∞nsidering 
the r80七eprocess theory for intera.tomic or intermolecular bond ruptures based on the 
∞ncept of activation energy a.nd Maxwell-Boltzma.nn distribution of therm80l energies. 
Such ∞nsiderations sugg田 ttha.t the crack growth rate should be expressedω a = 
κ。/(nexp(_Q/町)，in which lCo， n =∞nst肌 ts，Q = activation energy， R = g舗∞nstant
組 dT = a.bsoluteもemperature.Since we do not study the tempera.ture effect，山is
reduces to a =κoKn. This relation ma.y be a.pplicable only to ma.terials with a very 
smalI fracture process zone， and must therefore be generalized， which can be done using 
the R.curve concept. The following generalizations seem plausible: 

a=κ(K/J(R)π 

a=κ[(I( -IU)/ J(，ln (forK三KR)

a=κ[(K/ [(Rt -k1]9 (for(](/ ](Rt三ん)

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

in which K.， 叫 qand k1 are const乱.ntsto be found empirically. So far only (1) a吋 (2)
have been explored and a 5tudy of (3) is planned. 
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Replacing the elastic modulus E with a corr田 ponding∞mplian伺 operatorfor cr明 p，
出eCMOD is expressed a.s 

.d.(t) =吋卯，例 (4) 

in which t = current time， to = tir即 atthe first loading and J(t， t') = compliance 
function for creep in the bulk of the specimen， which is well known. 

One very interesting observation from testing of the size effect in concrete at various 
rat田 ([12]，[13]，[16])is th叫， in the plot of the loga出hmof nominal stress versus log d， 
出eresponse shifts to the right (i.e. toward the LEFM) as loading rate is getting slower. 
This suggests that Cj should decrease with a decreasing rate of loading， which musもbe
described in terms of a because tbe m以erialproperties cannot directly depend on the 
loading rate. Therefore， it h出 b田 nfurther assumed that 

CJ = cJo(a/匂)l/m， (5) 

in which ao is a consta凶 chosenfor convenience and CjO， m are constants to be determined 
empirically. This e在日ctis， however， not悶 nin the t巴出 oflimesもone[20]， which is 
probably related to the fact that limestone does not exhibit cr伺 p.

The problem can be reduced to山esolution of the following two coupled nonlinear 
integral and differential equations: 

ゐ(t)= d-1 f[ b-1よ 1/2P(t)k(.α(t))， J(，，/p(.α一吋d/cJ]、 や〕

{ J(t，t')d[削除:')]= br(t -tふ m 
which are to be solved for the proper initial conditions. The solutioD has b田 ncarried 

out numerically in small time steps. The va.lu巴sof material parametersκ，n， K" CJO， m 
have been varied in a trial and error fa.shion and ultimately optimized. Fig.1a shows 
the best fit of experimental data for lir即 stonereported in [20]， which has been obtained 
using the rate equation (2) with κ= 60.l4ms一1， n = 6，-KJ = 818.5kNm-3/2 and a 
constant value of cJ = 6.4 mm. As one can s配， re舗 onabJygood fits can be obtained， 
which validates the present formulation. 

To model the rate and size effect for concrete as reported in [16] (Fig.l b)， the rate 
equation (1) h回 b田 nused withκ=8・10-6m c¥ n = 29 and [(J = 900 kN m-3

/
2

• The 
parameter CJ has b田 nallowed to vary with varying crack propagation ra旬叫∞rding
to (5) with cJo = 14mm， ao = 0.01 ms-t， m = 17， in order to get a shift of the size 
effect plot towards LEFM for slow loading rates (Fig.2b). However， the experimentally 
observed shift of brittlen側 (Fig.2a)s田msto be too strong to be exactly reproduced 

by the present numerical model. A further experimental study on the physicaJ nature 
of this interesting phenom四 onis needed. 

It may be concluded that the R-curve concept， if generalized for the crack propa-
gation rate effect and cr田 pin the specimen bulk， can give a good description of both 
tbe observed size effects and rate effects in concrete (回 wellas lim田 tone). It is a 
simple model of this complex phenomenon， which wouId lend itself easily to practical 
乱pplications.
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Figure 1: Rate effect for a) limestone， b) concrete. 
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Figure 2: Size effect for concrete: a) experiments， b) theory. 
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ABSTRACT 

1n order to better understand the behaviour of concrete and concrete 
structures， non1inear fracture mechanics is more and more being app1ied. 1n 
this paper it is used to 1earn more about the possib1e cause a~d ~~chanism 
of fatigue of concrete .with a description of the post-peak cyc11c 
behaviour of concrete， crack growth in a four-point bending specimen under 
repeated 10ading was studied. A mu1ti-1ayer mode1 was app1fed-for the 
nu皿erica1analyses. The resu1ts， 1ike cyc1ic creep curves and S・Ncurves， 
showed good resemb1ance with resu1ts that are usua11y found in fatigue 
experiments. So far on1y 10w cyc1e high a皿p1itudefatigue cou1d be studied. 

1NTRODUCT工ON

Inorder todesign safe structures ，its behaviouE under different typesof 
10ading shou1d be known. For severa1 structures repeated or fatigue'ioading 
1s one of these loading types.W1th the increasing slenderRess of concrete 
structures fatigue becomes more important .The knowledge about the fatigue 
behaviour of concrete is so far main1y limited to empi;ica1 re1ations， like 
S-N curves. There is a1most no information about the-cause and mechanism of 
fatigue of p1ain concrete. 

The fatigue ana1yses in the Codes are genera11y based on Miner's Rule. 
In reality，however，fatigueof concrete deals with growingof cracks . 
Therefore， app1ying fracture mechanics 100ks to be the obvLous means for 
studying concrete fatigue behaviour in more detail .Crack propagation laws 
based on 1inear e1astic fracture mechanics (LEFM) are comm~nly ~pp1ied for 
metals and cergn1cs(for instance the law by Paris and Erdogan[1]). 
A1though， it shou1d be remarked that these crack propagatio~ ruì;~ ' are also 
empirical .the parameters must beobtained fromexperimental findings . 

For norma1-sized concrete structures it has been demonstrated that 
LE~_i~ not app1icab1e. Therefore the Paris-Erdogan 1aw is in genera1 not 
va1id for concrete. Bazant and Xu [2] came up with a size-ad.iu;ted Paris-
Erdogan 1aw by combining it with the size effect 1aw， propos主dby sazant. 
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1n this study crack growth in p1ain concrete is studied by first 
describing the behaviour in front of a crack tip and then performing 
nu皿erica1ana1yses. The basic idea was previous1y presented [3] and wi11 
brief1y be shown here. 1n this paper the principa1 resu1ts that were 
obtained with a simp1e nu皿erica1mode1 wi11 be presented. For more detai1s 
about the ana1yses， the reader is referred to [4] 

MODEL 

Starting point in the mode1 is the post-peak tensi1e behaviour of concrete. 
From experiments it is known that after an un10且ding-re1oadingcyc1e in the 
post-peak region， the maximum attainab1e stress wi11 not be the same as the 
stress at which the enve10pe curve was 1eft (see Fig. 1a). This behaviour 
may be exp1ained by the damage that takes p1ace during the 10ading cyc1e. 

1f in a concrete structure there exists a so-ca11ed softening zone in 
front of a crack tip， then the above described materia1 behaviour wi11 
resu1t in a stress-redistribution after a 10ading cyc1e (Fig・ 1b).As a 
resu1t， the 1ength of the softening zone (or crack) wi11 increase with the 
number of 10ad cyc1es. 

stress (j = F/A 

6 

deformation O 

⑥ 

Figure 1 Post peak cyc1ic tensi1e behaviour of concrete (a) and stress 
redistribution after a 10ading cyc1e (b). 

For studying crack growth， it is now on1y required to implement the 
post-peak cyc1ic tensi1e behaviour in a numerical progra皿meand to simu1ate 
the behaviour of a structure under repeated 10ading. 

Continuous-function model 
sased on deformation-contro11ed uniaxia1 tensi1e tests a comp1ete 
constitutive mode1 for the stress-crack opening re1ation of concrete 
(continuous-function mode1 or CFM) was previous1y proposed [4].工tshou1d 
be remarked that so far damage is on1y inc1uded in 100ps that return to a 
crack opening that is 1arger than the crack opening at the enve10pe curve 
where the loop started. 1n reality damage wi11 a1so occur in the so・ca1led
"inner 1oops". 
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Multi-layer model 

For studyiRg the crack growth，a four-point notched bending specimen was 
chosen. A nu皿berof pre~iminary analyses were performed with th~-DiANÄ-FE_ 
code [3]・ Sincethe analyses were quite tiIE e consuming and fracture only 
OECUEs in a sma11zone，while the res tof the specimen behaves in a11near 
elastic way， it 、 :~.chosen t~ apply a very simpie numerical model (called: 
"rnulti-1ayer model苛). 

A fictive part of the beam， encompassing the fracture zone， is 
rep1呈cedby springs. representing the behavi~ur of small-laye~~ ' (FIg. 2) 

For simp1icity， "fracture zone" wi11 a1so be used to describe this part of 
the bea皿. The 1oad-deformat10n (or stress-deformat1on) characteristic of 
the spr1ngs 1s determined by the combination of the stress ・crackopening 
re1at10n (CFM) and the e1astic deformation over the arbitrarily chosen 
1ength of the fracture zone 1F • The main characteristic of the mode1 is 
~h~~~fo;~a~d;f~;;;~i~~ di;~riE~ti~~ ~f~~h;"f;;~~~;;~;~~e~~th~-c~;;;;p~~ding 
resu1ting force N and moment M are ca1cu1ated (Fig. 2b). When equilibrium 
is found (N圃 0)，then the interna1 moment M can be used to ca1cu1ate the 
corresponding externa1 10ad F and the def1ection. 

The resu1ts of the mode1 are affected by the va1ue that i5 chosen for 
the 1ength of the fracture zone. Neverthe1ess， it has been demonstrated 
that resu1ts of FE analyses can very we11 be approximated and that the 
mode1 1s very suitab1e for studying phenomena [4J 

ANALYSES 

h c 

n 
N=.E1Gi-hi備 t

With the mu1ti-1ayer mode1 a nu皿，berof ana1yses where performea. First some 
characteristlc resu1ts of a slngle ana1ysis wi11 be shown， whereafter the 
resu1ts of a number of ana1yses wi11 be presented. in a S-N diagram. The 
dimensions of the bea回 canbe obta1ned from Fig. 2a. The app1ied notch 
depth h_ was 50 mm. For a11 the ana1yses the materia1 parameters were: 
tensi1e~strength 1s 3 MPa， Young's modulus 1s 38000 MPa and fracture energy 
is 125 J/m2 • 1f was taken equa1 to 35 mm. 

Results of a speclfic analysis 
For the structure under 1nvest1gation a va1ue of 1403.6 N was found for the 
peak load. For the fatigue ana1ysis that wi11 be discussed， a re1ative 
upper 10ad 1evel of 0.94 and a lower 10ad 1eve1 equa1 to zero was chosen. 
It appeared that 146 100ps cou1d be performed before the descending branch 
of the static test was reached. Since the ana1ysis 1s performed in a 
deformation-contro11ed manner， the 1ast 100p that cou1d be performed is 
direct1y fo11owed by the descending branch. Three loops (1， 100 and 146 
respect1vely) are p10tted 1n Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. Load-def1ection relat10ns obtained with廿1emu1ti-layer mode1. 

Figure 2. Princip1es of the mu1ti-1ayer mode1 
The deve10pment of two different parameters versus the nu皿tberof 

cyc1es 1s plotted 1n Fig. 4. It is very interesting to see that in these 
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curves three different stages can be observed， which is similar to results 
that are usually found in fatigue experiments (see制 ongothers [5]). 

Ofl (1Q-6m) 
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Figure 4. The variation of the deflection (a) and the secant stiffness (b) 
in relation to the number of cycles. 

Fatigue analyses with dlfferent load 1eve1s 

~ n~ber_?f analyses were performed with different upper and 10wer 10ad 
levels .The results of these analysES，plotted in s-N curves，can be seen 
in Fig. 5. 

1.00 

0.98 

0.96 

0.94 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

1句 N

Figure 5. Fatigue results plotted as S-N curves. 

First a remark wi11 be made about inner loops. For most of the 
analyses the crack opening increased in everyloop for every layer in the 
softening zone.For the smaller upper10ad levels inner loops were 

:::;u;:::::t2et;;c:222。::-2:::よ。::4eT212。;2171:72s:f;ら
lyses with smaller upper load levels C0111d not be performed ， In fact ， 

after a number of load cyclES in such analyses，a11the 1ayers in the 
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softening zone are in inner loops， which means that there wi11 no 10nger be 
a stress redistribution after a 10ading cycle. 

Due to the fact that the resu1ts obtained with the multi-layer model 
depend on the chosen va1ue for lE 5see_[4]~ ， a direct c?mparison wi~~ 
experimenta1 results is not possib1e. Despite it， see the inset in Fig. 5 
for an i11ustration of the re1ation between the obtained results and 
experimental results. The straight 1ine represents a regression equation of 
the S-N curve for flexura1 tension in the case of a zero lower load level 
[5]. The first noteworthy aspect of the obtained results is that the number 
of cyc1es plotted on a semi ・logarith皿icscale is almost linear， as usually 
observed in fatigue tests. A1so the fact that the number of cycles 
decreases for a decreasing lower stress level corresponds with experimental 
results [5]. 百1is，however， is not true for the re1ative upper load levels 
equal to 0.94 and 0.95 and the relative lower load levels equal to 0.5 and 
O. The reason for this peculiar result 1s explained in [4]. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From the ana1yses the following main conclusions can be drawn: 
-The multi-layer model is a suitab1e to01 for a qua1itative study of crack 

growth in a four-point bending specimen under repeated loading. 
ln genera1， there is a simi1arity between the resu1ts of the fatigue 
ana1yses and results of fatigue experiments. 

-With the CFM， on1y the "fatigue behaviour" for very high upper load 
levels could be investigated so far. For a further study of fatigue a10ng 
the lines of the approach presented in this paper， it will be necessary 
to a1so incorporate damage effects in inner loops. 

Fina11y， it can be remarked that da皿age，so far is on1y considered tロ
トethe result of a 10ading cyc1e， whi1e time effects are totally ignored. 
ln rea1ity， of course， time effects wil1 a1ways play a ro1e. For sustained 
loading tests， time effects are even the on1y contribution to crack growth. 
To the author's opinion a si皿i1arapproach can be app1ied to study crack 
growth under sustained loading. ln this respect， it can be mentioned that 
the 10ad (or average stress) a1so decreases， when the deformation in the 
post-peak part of a deformation-contro11ed tensi1e test is kept constant. 
lf then， after some time， the deformation is increased again， the envelope 
curve curve is a1so reached at a 10wer stress 1evel. 
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白E平田出enwith 血chora~凶 at bo也 阻也 asshown in F抱.1.百巴 samplesize for one level 
ofs位脳 rangeis 5.τ'he同 dingwaveform is sinusoidal組 d恥合equencyis 10 Hz. 

Table 1 Rebar Proper首es

A SfUDYONF~官GUELIFE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAM 
WITH MULTIPLE TENSION REINFORCING BARS 

The relation between e; and cumulative 
probability Pe can be regarded to make a 
straight line， so that ei and the logarithm of 
the distribution of fatigu巴 lifecan be 
assumed to make a normal distribution. 
From血isresult， the standard deviation 01 is 
obtained as 0.105 from the unbiased 
variance of population. 

BeamFat包ue官、st(pbase-m 
zest methoc!: Beam fatigu巴testswere conducted using wide-width rectangular beams 

which have也especific dime回 ionsas shown in Fig. 3.百letension rebars w，釘ea町anged泊

one row. The compressive strength of concrete at the age of 28 days is 362 kgf/cm2• The 
loading amplitude i直kept∞nstantthroughout a同t.However， it is varied for each specimen. 
Them回 surementwas done dynamically on偲 ina thousand cycles of loading.百lenumber of 
failed cycles of each reb恒 wasdetected using a logic circuit which monitored the connecting 
∞ndition of each rebar. The waveform was sinusoidal and the frequency was 3 Hz. 

Manufacturer 

Tokyo Tekko Co.. Ltd 

NobuyukiMA百 UMOTO
Chief Researcher/ωncrete Structure Laboraωry 

Railway Technical Research J.nstitute 
2-8-38 Hikari-cho， Kokubu吋i-city，Tokyo， JAPAN 

E笠i笠ult:The test result is shown in 
Fig. 2. The runout cycle was set at five 
million or more. The s!ress ranges are 
computed using the magnitude of the 
loading forces and the nominal cross-
sectional area of the bars. 

FatIirue life and its dis佐ibution:百 eS-N
curve -(50 % cumulative destruction 
probability) obtained by白eme也凶 of同5t
s9u紅 esusing only the failed data (n=17) is 
given as foUows: 

ゐgN = 20.13 -4.188・/ogS， .，. (1) 

In order to test the distribution 
characteristics of fatigue life合omthe test 
result， it was evaluatcd on a probability 
graph paper of the nonnal dis位ibutionusing 
theル(eanrankm品。dof order statisti岱.As 
也巴 samples包ein each stress range is small， 
the residuals e; are computed using a11 the 
!ailed ~ata Ni(<剤耐m則 f~tigue !!fe N(ωj  

for each streSHange obtained from Eq. 1. 

e;=/og N;(<岬 f hgN同 . ..(2) 

ABSfRACf 

Thi~ .p~per presents an outIine of fatigue t，回tsof reinforced ∞nαete rectangular beams with 
m~ltiple t~n.sion ;einf~r<:ing ba~s (rebars)， ~n~ d.escribes an attempt to predict the fatigue 
process of the rebaぉ inbeams by a statistical simulation血 whichfracture mechanics is 
applied.百lepro戸>sedsimulation models伺 .nsuc白 ssfullypredict the statisti白 1ch釘宮cteristics
of fatigue lives of beanlS with multiple rebars. 

INTROnucnON 

Since血.e~arly stage of the development of current bar d巴.formations，s加di凶 onthe fatigue 
st:en~~ ~f rebars ha.v~ bee~ exten~ively _conducted. Some equation.s for the evaluation of 
rebar's fat思lestrengl血 ~ave)'een adopted in design codes of several nations.τ'hese巴quations
are mainly determined based on tωt results of independent rebars or beams with one or two 
rebars installed. However， m血 ytensile reb釘'sare placed泊 actualreinforced conロeterailway 
~r.i~ges? so it !~ a~ inte~estin$-subjec_t.whetherthe bridge fatigue life- i~ _(Üif~~~~t-frõ~ th~ 
fatigu巴Iivesof independent rebars組 dbeanls with one oi two rebars installed or not. 

h白isresearch，白色 e~eri!?_en~l 8I!~ stati~t~cal a鈴e~!llent .~! ~e. fati~e p~'以:ess and the 
distribution characterIsues of fatigqelives of bcams with multiplctBEESIOR rebars is earned 
out-1116 fatigue process of rebarsIs assumed as thE phenomenon of a systcm of parallel 
failure series祖 dthe linear企acturem民 hanicsis applied to a statistical simulation analysis. 

τ"ESf METHOD AND RESULT 

Fati耳uetωts consist of two kinds of S-N tests. In P，恥re-[of白etest， "fatigue協 tin air，" a 
tEnS10IIfatigue testm alr using 25zcbars was carried out-Thc Eatigue strength and the 
distribution of fatiguclife of thBbars were obtainEd.In Phase-II of the test-four b唱am
sp叫 rnens，which use rebars 則的m 批 ~m~ lot a_s the bars used in the fatiguとtestin必r，
ere s.':lbjec~e.d to _repeated loadings. Each rebar's fatigue life in a -"e;-Ill is-~~~su;~d~ The 

prop町tiesof the rebar宮areshown inτ'able 1. 

F&tigue噴出tin Air (phase-I) 
T回 tmethod:τ'he Phase-[協 twas∞nductedat 5 different levels of s回 ssrange using 

Anchor司鴨

Fig. 1 Specimen for fatigue test in air (unit: mm) 
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Fig. 3 Specimen for出町 fatiguetest (unit: mm) 

Test res旦!t:An outli_ne <?f the_ test result is shown in Table 2. Rebar stress was computed 
using the strain obtained with wire strain gages and Young甘modulusof the rebars 
E=2.1.106kgf/cm2. The fatigue process of the rebars is such that the weakest bar fails 
approximately at 60 % of the beam fatigue life 1叫andthe next weakest bar keeps the 
redundancy up to appr侃 imately80 % of斗 Aftert1iis， it was observed that the bars -failed 
one by one from approxima旬ly90 %ぱ昨andfinally 剖 lausted白ebe抑 fatiguelife when 
half the embedded rebars failed by fatigue: 

Table 2 Resul1s of Beam FatigUB 11偶 t

load It) Bar stress Ikgt/cml 
) Weakest bar failure Beam fatigue life No. 

N; NJ Pm." Pmin Omax Umln S， 
37.0 3_0 3734 869 3337 1.63X 105 2.59X 105 

2 35.0 3_0 3156 827 2691 2.48 X 105 4.19X 105 

3 28.0 3.0 2642 794 2122 7.47"X105 1.394 X 106 

4 25.0 3.0 2274 752 1734 6_74X 106 8.710X 106 

一Values of bar stress in the table are obtained at the initi日Is也ge

SI'ATIS'百CALSIMULA:τ10NAND DISCUSSION 

In order to predict the fatigue process of the rebars in the beam， a combination of two 
numerical models is proposed here. The first model is a "basic model" where Paris' law is 
dir巴ctlyapplied on each rcbar.百leother model is a "successive failure model" representing 
the parallel failure series. A statistical simulation applying these models， which may be 
I巴gardedas equivalent to the fatigue test of p beams with n rebars in each beam， wa~ 
performed using the Monte-Carlo me伽 d.τ'hedis位ibutioncharact巴risti凶 offatigue life and 
白e"number-effi配t"on the beam with multiple rebars are dis印鎚edhere. 

Proposal of Numerical Models 
sasic model:百lefatigue pro∞ss model for白 .chrebar is set such that it originally con刷出

an inItial crack and its fatigue life is govemed only by the fatigueαack propagation beha'1or 
of白巴 αack.The fatigue crack propagation behavIor Is assumed to bc govemed by Paris'_lO:w 
and也ecriterion of bar failure is assumed to depend on the value of fracture toughness of出c
material. Therefore， fatigue crack growth rate-per cyc1e of loading da/dN is d巴notedby也6

following equation. 

da/dN= C. (Lぽ)m ..・防 法 =S，.{ita・F ..・怜
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where， a: crack size， N: numbcr of cyclcs， !lK: fluctuation of stress intensity facto:r_:， 
c，m:∞nstants depending on mate由1，S;: stress range， F: a parameter d巴pendingon the crack 
geosletry _ an~ i~s po~~~on: 

百len白efatigue lif，巴 ofa rebar N can be derived by integrating Eq. 3 and印 bstitutingai for 
the initial crack size and a， for血eαiticalc江田:ksIze under I:he condition that m回2.

N=ーーー土、閉 山、 x(訪2-1ーホコ) 一(勾

Moreover，takingpseudoinitial crack simaz.(=1/ai叫ー1)，pseudo critical crack sizc ai 
(::;; 1/a，III/2-1) 阻 dA・4 ・(F，Sr・而;)rn.(m!2-1)， Eq. 5 is simplified as follows: 

N:: (a/ -ai)/A' ... (6) 

Su∞essive failure numerical model: '日lesuccessive failure model to represent血efatigue 
proc国 sof帥 'arsin a be細 isbased佃白鳥110凶ng掛 ump山田.
Assumption 1: A beam includ~s n_ :rc:b~ w~i~~ !01l0'Y血erule of the basic model. The order 
of failure of reb踊 isgoverned only by白 initialcrack sizes and白血 orderis already known 
as follows. 

α;(1) > a削〉・・・〉句~>…〉何回}…ぐ7)

Assumption 2: The stress conditi_on of ~ac~ rebar is unif~rm:τ'he failed bar stress redis位ibutes
equally to血atof the unfailed rebars・sothe stress amplitude S，吋旬。feach bar before the k-血
bar's failure ch組 gesuniformly as follows.τ'he calculation is coIltinued even in the伺 sewhen 

S， becomes greater由anσ.
As~~pÚon3: If也巴 cracklen帥a向 ofthe (k+l)一白 barat the time when k-th bar failed is 
greater白an也ecriti白 1crack s即物+1)~h~~ ∞rrespon?s to向ゅ咋+1冨 O.

From a recurren，∞ formula 0凶 iiiuiby Eq. 6 exp~回singAωfórA'which∞rres伊nds.to

s晴)，N (k) is derived国 follows.

N(k) = [aふ)-ai(k) -{aふ・1)-ai俳ーl)}]/A'ω…(8) 

where Oi' (0) -ai (0) ・ 0 

τ'herefore伽 beamfatigu巴li化 isgiven by N， = l: N (k)・

Initial crack size: In order to∞nduct也巴
ically simulated beam fat~gue te~t _in 

;'hlchth~--;~Ple-size of beams is p and the Table 3 Paramete隠 Used

number of rebars in a beam is n， p grou戸 of in Mon.品 臼rloSimulation 
initial cracks consisting of n sets of initial 
cracks in a group were prepared as出巴 input
data. Therefor巴，句kinga;"(l i)総出巴戸eudo
initial crack of the rebar k in也ebe掴 lj，設lS

obtained from Eq. 9. The_N(RND)_!~ !~e 
equation is generated by the B似 ani1Muller 
method using the statistical c~aract_eri~tics 
that the logarithm of fatigue life o~_reb~rs 
(Phase-n-follows a normal distribution 
(11，ω.No岨alrandom numbers of p groups 

z:t誌なr忠誠13tjivaJSJ;Z
parameters are tr回 tedas deterministic.τ'he 
value ofpar血 letersis shown in Table 3. 

a;'6，i) =N，倒防・A'+α; …(9) 

P"司mー世「

。
μ 

S， 

n宅

F 

C 

n 
p 

Valul! 

010岳

5.693 

1.羽gUr:.田刑'1
4.188 

0.B775 

4749X 10・"
10 
10，000 

Remll(k:s 
(JI frotn fatigue t問tm81f
From同 1糊納品.2，8∞
Str，岨，rang!t(effet:tof阿国anstl"@冨isel:rTlina担dl

Fro月、fati!:IUet哩stmaLr
Com四;ti国 forcrac:1c.pロ5iti開 (surlac~) F. "" 1.12 
Corr哩口ionfor crack configUraticn 
(c:rack. leng1h/nolf crack:制d1ll-0.5) F，・0.7835
F-F，・F，
Co唱廿'iCient
Nu岡田rol回 r!in a b聞m
Si!mple slze 



Slmulated Fatigue Process and 
!l.i~tribution Characteristics of Fatigue 
Life - 2000 

The distribution characteristic of rebars' 
fatigue lives in beams obtained from the 、

simulation is 戸時entedfor血C 白 se白紙白e [ 
number of rebars in a beam n is 10; the長1∞o
鈎 mplesize p is 10，∞0;佃 dthe stπss range占

S， is equaI ω2，800 kgfi'cm2 as follows. 
Distribution of the weakest bar's fatIlme 

主主:百lefatigue life of the weakest rebar m 
beam log N(;. is obtained at the time wben 
the rebar which has initial crack size 

“ i(1) 
reaches the critical crack size and is shown 

切Fig.4. The shape of dis位ibutionis similar Fig 5Distribution Of bean句.tiguelife obtained 
to that of normal dist巾utioabut with a-WornSimlati∞ 
sIight skewnωto the ri脚t話de.Assu凶ng
its shape as the normaf distribution， the 
mean value， standacd deviation and the 5000 

~axi~um value of the .probability density 
釦nctionwere computed as 5.53， 0.062 and 
0.40 resp巴ctively.Compむingthe fati思lelife 
of a rebar itself， a lower mean value~ of life鍵 C
and a reduction of variance are observed. ~. .5 

To evaluate !l:Je. o.bta.ine~values， they ~. E 
were compared with the distribution oj孟 h

extremes. Using the Phase-I test result fo'r "，. 

the original dist司butionand setting the 
number of sets in a group at 10~ the 
maximum value of th巴probabilitydensity 
function of extremes b巴came0.36 at the 
'.:~ri <l:~le . x;;;5.54. The shape of the 
distribution of extremes is known to be 
s~lar to that of normal distribution having 
a skewness to the right side， so tbes巴 two

。jticalcrack size: The critical crack size 
~ was obtained企omEq. 10 which gave the 
fracture toughness of tbe material， K,r • Th巴
value of fracture toughness K[~" was 
computed using the minimum value'of the 
Charpy V-notch test of S25C-steeI 
(60 JJcm~)， which has approximately the 
same carbon content as' rebar， sbown in 
h匂ueData Sheet[1] and using the formula 
~hich ~a~ prol?osed by Barsom et aI. [2] as 
shown in Eq. 11. 

K[C;;; S，.y1e a， .F'…色町

KJc2J E;;;B・α明日込町

wh巴re，F': parameter F ・Fl'F霊 =

イsec(πti7W)"considering tbe size effect， 
W; width of specimen， CVN: 巴nergy
absorption (kgf・cm)，B:coefficient 
(;;;0.1ω3). 

0 
5.25 5.35 5.45 5.55 5.65 5.75 

logN (1) 

円g.4 Di5tribution of fatigue life of the weakest 
rebar obtained from simulation 
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dis住ib叫ionsseemed very close to each other 5.1 
and the aDDroDriateness of the simulation 
may be verified. 'ii!:. ~ 5. 7 

Fatil!ue life of k-th fai!ed rebar and its ~ 
distribution:The mean value of the k-th - 5.6 
制ledrebar log I N (l)> the range of蜘 ndard韮
deviations 0 and' the maximum and ~ u 

凶nimumval服部∞mputed.Di低 renω 呈.. 
in fatigue life upω也efifth bar's failure are a •‘ 
observed， but little redun血ncy泊lifeis s回 n ，~， 
after that. The standard deviation of each 
distribution tends to become gradually 
smaller and the distribution of fatigue life 
tends to converge to a symmetrical Fig. 7 Number e府ecton fatigua I拘
dis住ibu凶on.

Distribution of the beam fatIJroe lif~: The frequency distcibution of beam fatigue life， 
whicb is obta泊edas自己fatiguelife of白eぬn!tn:bar Jog ~ N(lψis shown泊Fig.5.
Th巴Chi-square test suggests that this distribution may be vi(:wed as a normal distributioll 
under the ∞ndition of the si伊国伺ntlevel of 5 %.τ'he m回 nvalue and standard deviatio畳間

ωnputed as 5.60紐 d0.042 respectively. As compared with the Phase-I test result， a lower 
m国 nvalue of life叩 da reduction of variance are also observed. 

BM (50%cd同S.mp 1. siz. P・10.000
S， ~ 2.800 kgl Icm 1 
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Comp2lnson of Fatigue Liv凶 andNumber EtTect 
S-Nrelatio~: The fatigue lives of也eweakest rebar and the beam obtained危omthe t凶 t

and the simulation 00 S-N diagram are shown in Fig. 6. The S-N curves of simulation are 
∞mputed using mean fatigue Iives co訂 岱pondingto sever芭Is悦 ssra時間・ τbelines B and C 
in the figure present the simulated fatigue.1ルesof白eweakest rebar and白ebe佃 1fatigue life 
respectively. The fa・guelife of a bearn with 10 rebars伺 nbe鈎 idto be shorter白血 at ofa 
barin佑(油ownas line A)回目'ptinga very long fatigue life. 

NUmber由 effect:11紘ingS， = 2，800 kgf/cm2 as叩 example，the fatigue life of beam wi白 n
rebars N，. is油0明 1in Fig. 7.百lemean beam fatigue life， and出emean and 5 % cumulative 
d凶恒lct~on ~b~bility fa~gue li~s o!.!!te wea~e~t re?ar bec~me sh?~e.~.wi~~. an加α'easein 
the number of rebars in a beam. The 5 % cumulative destruction probabil勾 lifeof山 beam，
however， is found almost the回 meas that of a bar加 airbe崎 usethe variance of beam fatigue 
life reduces wIth the number of rebar百.

CONCLUSION~ 

0 
5.24 5.34 5.44 5.54 

logN(師陣1)

5.64 5.74 

In order to understand the characteristics of fatigue life of a reinforced concrete beam with 
multiple tension rebars， a series of fatigue tests are conducted and a statistical numerical 
simulation is proposed and calculated. The knowledg巴 obtainedthrough thi8 study is 
summarized as follows: 
(1) The fatigue life of a reinforced conc民 tebeam with multiple tension rebars is generally 
shorter than白atof a bar tested in air. It is confirmed伽 t血ereisωme remain加glife from 
the time of the w回 kestrebar failure to the beam fatigue life. 
(2) The fatigue戸即時Sof rebars in a beam can be traced by a numerical simulation model 
apply泊gParis' /aw of lin回 rfracture mech副 CS.百1I0Ugha statisti回 1simulation，出巴general
蜘 tisti，ω1characteristi回 ofthe f泊tiguelife of rebars泊 ab回 m，組dthe number-effect on白e
fatigue life are obtained. line B: IOlf N -20.04 -4.188・logS， lin. A: Eq.1 

U閉じ logN~ 19.97 -4.189・logS，
1000L 

10' 
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DRYINGSHR刑 KAGEElGENS~S路 ANDSTRUClURAL SI.ZF，.四百:cr

1. PLANAS and M. ELlCES 
Depω. de Ciencia de Materiales. Univ釘百i血dPolitecnica de Madrid. 

ETS de Ingenieros de Caminos.。凶adUniversitaria s/n. 28040 Madrid. Spain. 

ABSTRACT 

百tispaper presents白efirst results of a resean:h aimed at understanding the m叫jficationsof 
the behaviour of concrete s佐ucturesdue to shrinkage， most specially its influence on the 
structu凶 stren出1.Ati町defuungthe phenomenological企amework:佃diden崎町theessential 
parameters. a simplified method to describe the eigens回 ssfields is presented and discussed 
and the numerical procedure， based on a cohesive crack model. is outlined.百1eeffect of the 
shrinkage is numerically investigated for three point bent unnotched be剖nsand three different 
softening curves. The results show that the effect of the shrinkage first increases as合ying
deepens. but then goes through a maximum and decreases again.日 isbehaviour lea也 to白E

existence of upper bound and a lower bound curves flぽ thestrength. It is also shown that a 
Bazant size effect curve may describ巴veηwellthe“average shrinkage" behaviour lying 
midway between the lower and upper bound curves. Finally， it is shown that the size effect 
curves for different softenings may be brought to lie on a“mast巴r"curve by defining an 
equivalent linear softening. 

INTRODUCTION 

Size effect in concrete s凶 ct山田 playsa p紅 白nountrole in the interpretation of laboratory 
experiments卸 din their extrapolationωωII scale Struc刷res.

The size effect analyses performed to date are mostly devoted to laboratory situations， 
where the shrinkage eigenstresses are minimised. In practice， however， shrinkage eigens位"Csses
may influence位lesize effect very much， as shown experimen凶 lyby Peter百 on[1]. 

百 iswas白eα凶 caI1y釦 alyzedby Hil1er加rgand co-workers for three point bending of 
unnotched specimens [1] and for tensile specimens [2] for a particular assumption regarding出e
dis凶butionof shrinkage eigenstresses. 

In their analyses， the shrinkage field was assumed to have a parabolic shape v釘ying
propo，ロionallyto size. As pointed out by 1五llerborgand Petersson [1]， this coηesponds 
approximatelyωconsidering drying times proponional 10出6叫uareof the strucωre dimension. 
i.e: specimens of differing sizes are tested at different times. 

The aim of this paper is to present the first results児 garding血emodification of the size 
effect when the drying tim巴 istaken as an independent variable. To be specific. three point 
be叫 ngof組 unnotchedspecimen subj民総dtosymme出cin-p加叫がngis considered. 

The parameters involved in the problem釘宅 firstanalyzed to show白atshrinkage 
influences the si:ze effect mainly through two parameters: a drying penetration length， which is 
prop倒 onaltothe叫uarer，∞tof企yingtime， and a shrinkage eigens田 ss泊tensity.
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A simplified担 alysisof出elinearized diffusion equation is next introdu田dto obtain 
appro氾mateeigenstraiti distributions， from which closed form expressions for白eshrink:age 
eigenstresses紅eobtained which are the input for a numeric prl∞edure∞ncepω必lyequivalent 
to-although∞mputationally different from-that used by Hillerborg's group. 

Resuhs for influence of the shrinkage penetration depth， the shrinkage severity and the 
kind of softening displayed by the materIlu are presented and discussed. lt is found that upper 
bound and lower bound curves exist for白estrength， the upper bound corresponding to 
shrinkage free s回 cturesand the lower bound to the eigens町'essdis凶butionconsidered by 
回llerborgand∞-workers. 

Moreover， it is shown that an expression of the type of Bazant's size effi似 Iawdescribes 
very well the average size effect lying inidway between ihe upper and lower bound curves. 

Finally， the influence of the shape of the sοfteningωrve of the material on the results is 
expounded， which shows that the softening shape does apprl回 iablymodify the strength， but 
also出atthe various size effect curves may be brought ωfuse into a single master curve 
∞rres戸 ndingtoan叩 iv此 ntlinear softening. 

PHENOMENOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

百les田 ng曲 ofa struct凶'cdepends on its size， shape and on the material properties. When 
dealing with size effect， we assume that the shape is fixed， so that the specimens are 
geon花岡ca1lysimilar， and define出，esize by means of some relevant s住ucturaldimension， such 
as beam depth， which we deno包 asD.

When fracture of the material is described by a cohesive crack (or fictitious crack 
according to Hillerborg's denomination)， the relevant material properties are出eelastic 
parameters E and v， the tensile str，印刷1ft and the fracture energy GF'ωgethぽ wi白山eshape 
of the softening function relating the cohesive stresses to the cnick ope凶ng.For a fixed 
ωfte凶ngshape， I出ematerial properties combine into a characteristic size， defmed by回llerborg
as 

EG 
t 一一ーヱch -- fl 、‘.，，

4
E
A
 

(
 

回llerborgwas the frrst to realize that for these materials the structural streng出 must
dependon白esizc through a function of the form 

σNm=44Z) (2) 

where F(・)is a dimensionless function andσN is some nominal stress， propぽ tionalto P/BD 
where P is白eload， D is the size and B the specimen thickness. 

百leabove equation refers to proportional or uniparame出cloadings. When non-
proportional loadings ar宅∞nsidered，as in the case of therma1 or shrink:age eigenstrains， Eq 
(2) must be generalized， having in mind白at，in principle， the failUI芭 conditionis history-
dependent 

To be specific， we consider processes where drying sh出tkag巴startsafter nearly ∞mplete 
hardening and talces place under zero external load for a time t， after which a short teJ?l 
proportionalloading is applied upωcomplete failure. The generalization of Eq. (勾musttake 
mto ac∞UIlt the shrinkage eigens釘討nfield. 

This field will depend on the detailed boundary conditions forむying，which in any 
practical case may be hard to establish， but which -may be roughly characterized bl_1I:ll 
eigens住ainat the exposed surfaces EsO coπ'Csponding to白eaverage hygral conditions.百lis
eigens汀ainmay be converted to an eigenstress by writing 

σ80-E EsO (3) 
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andσ50 may be used as a m伺 sureof the intensity of the shrinkage at the surface. However， 
within血.estructure， the moisture content - hence the eigenstrains and the eigenstresseι-will 
depend on time and wat巴rdiffusivity. These may be combined -as shown in the next 
S配 由Iトーωgivea shrink:age penetration depth defined as 

IsーイEτ (4) 

whereαs包ndsfor an average diffusivity. 
When these new parameters are taken泊toaccount，出egeneralization of Eq. (2) turns out 

to be， from dimensional analysis considerations: 

crNmax = f1 <Tは会計 (5) 

where the second and third argumentsむち obviouslysize independent and act as parameters 
~hen， as seems logical. the effect of size is analyzed for fixed moisture boundary-conditions 
(fixedσ50) and at a given age at loading (fixed Is)' 

Ofco~e! th~ abov~ phenome!lologi~alfõrmulation gives only a very simplified picture 
of the actual behaviour of concret巴.In pa凶cular，ageing and αeep釘ealtogether ignored， and 
出em叫J!usof deformation and di的 sivityap戸aringin Eqs. (3) and (4) must be unders削減to
be effectiveぽ time-averagedvalues. However， it is expeaed that for not tl∞young concrete， 
this approach is enough to give a gα対ideaof the influence of shrinkage on siw巴ffect.

A SIMPLIFIED APPROACH TO SHRINKAGE EIGENSTRAINS 

A detailed analysis of th巴shrinkagestrains in concrete requires non-Iinear formulations and 
detail巴dsp∞ificationsof the boundary conditions. However， when one 1∞ks onlyfor住ends，a 
linearization of the eq凶 tions阿国performedfollowing， for example， that liy Bazant and 
Raftshol [3]. After白islinearization， the classical diffusion equation is obtained，-which in the 
uniaxial case re剖s:

dE. d2E. 
dt -α瓦T (6) 

where αis an average diffusivity which for anぽdin_aryconcrete is of the order of 10 mm2fday. 
The boundary condition at 血~exposed surfaces is controlled by a surface resistance 

which depends essentially on the air flow-conditions， and a囚 ordingω[3]is negligible for any 
practical sp民 imensize，叩白at出.e.shrinkage_ at the surface is， on average， conitatit， and equal 
tOEsO・ knownfrom the average environmentaI conditions. 

~lt!toug_h the solution ofEq. (6) is analytically obtainable as a series expansion， there is 
no point_ in using such a ~()mplicated method after all the previous simplifications. Henceforth， 
weuse出eparabolic profiles shown in Fig. la佃 dlb for a symme凶callydried s官ip(orwall) 
of thickness D. 

τne p~ameter~ ~s and s are obtained by imposing伽 tthe di質問onEq. (6) be satisfied 
on average.百leresult is 

ts=刊五了
冒今 h ・ 12 

s --eOお守主
0.25告--e ---- D": = e 

(7) 

(8) 

From now on，出e.s~foÍnkag~ penetr~tion len~th is is used錨 theevolution parameter 
instead of time， and血eshrinkage eigens佐ainsare written as 
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Es = EsO 'I'(X) 

where血edimensionless function '1' takes the form， over half the s凶p由iclmess，

(9) σSO ~ ft (12) 

'I'(x) = 

トs(1封

(1す

andissyrnme出cover出eo白釘half.
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which， following the analysis in [3] is always violated in dry environments. Indeed， taking EsO 
in the range O.側 4・o.∞11，Eeff'" 20 GPa副い3即 a，one gets values forσsO always 
greater than 2.5 f1> and as high a8-7. 3 ft. In this papぽ welimit ourselves to白eanalysis of sma1l 
intensity shrinkage satisfying condition (12). This decision is not arbitrary， and deserv巴E
iustification. 

The ultimate reason for this self-limitation is thatωdea1 with high泊飽nsitys祉inkage
cases， one hasωintroduce non-linearities during the shrinkage PI1α~SS which req凶refurther 
assumptions relative to material beha吋our.And the imp町tanceof these assumptions is difficu1t 
ωascertain at frrst glance. Indeed， a possible approximation， discussed in a forthcoming paper， 
isωassume dis剖butedcracking during the shrinkage process and the fIIst stages of loading， 
followed by a simplified bifurcation analysis to 白紙tcrack 1ωa1ization，阻dposterior single 
crack analysis with eigens佐essescoming企omshrinkage， but also from the distributed inelastic 
strams. 

τ'he essential result is that the eigenstresses induced by the inelastic strains官官 mostly
∞ntrolled by the unloading-reloading behaviour of the materia1. That this is so may be easily 
understood by realizing that during the first stage of shrinkage， where the eigenstrain profue is 
as in Fig. la，白.emicrocracks tend to open， while for longer times where the stage shown in 
Fig. lb has been reached， these microcracks tend to close. Moreover， at initia110ading these 
microcracks wiU be again driven open，叩dass∞n as由efracture 1田 alizesin a singleα配:k，
there wiU be an unloading of the material surrounding the main crack，担dthemicnx調 .ckswill 
tend to close again. If one fu叫1ertakes into account白紙出ebifurcation condition depends on 
the unloading stiffness， and that detailed unloading-reloading behavi'Our is P'Oorly known， 
avoiding the in官oductionof such be加、riourseems a logical 1目立iction.

(10) 

、E
Z
/

L
U
 

x 
NUME武ICALPROCEDURES 

τ'he numerica1 s'Olution conceptually follows the procedure used by Petersson [1]. It is assum凶
血atin the bent beam depicted in Fig. 2， a single crack devel'OPs 3!αoss白巴centralsecti'On， while 
the bulk 'Of the beam remains linear elastic. 

As poin凶 outby Gustafss'On [2]，由isis a fiction， becau鈎 at血eearly stages 'Of cohesive 
crack growth， the tensile strength is necessarily exceeded at P'Oints in the bulk， which is 
c'On回 ryωthebasic路間nptionsof the cohesiveぽ配km吋eL百由means出atsome dis凶hu凶
cracking must take place around the main crack at曲eearly stages of loading， and -as 
previously discussed for high intensity shrinkage-a rig'Orous analysis W'Ould require 
h町oducingthe unl'Oading-reloading be加、riourofth，巴materialand c'Onsidering bifurcation合om
more or less distrihuted cracking ωgrowth of a single crack. 

Figure 1. Approximate eigenstrain profues in a s出p.a) Shrinkage pene官邸ionless也印halfthe
S町ipdepth. b) Shrinkage pene凶 tiond白P紅白anhalf the s町ipdep血.

SHRINKAGE EIGENSTRESSES 

Assuming that白es国Pis long enough to neglect end effects， the shrinkage eigenstresses are 
'Obtained by鈎tting白紙白eα'OssS邸 tionsremain plane and parallel in absence of extemall倒 ds，
釦 d出at血eresu1tant force over aα'Oss・民ctionis zero. 

百1eresu1t (weIl known in the field of出ermalstresses) is readily obtained as 

σs(x) =σω[ 'l'(x)ベ'1'>] (10) 

where ('1') den'Otes出eaverage value of 'I'(x) over a cross叩 ction.and the eigenstress intensity 
σSO is ap戸。ximatelygiven by 

whereI弘ffis s'Ome effi即tivemodu1us adequa旬lyd巴血1edωinc1udecreep. 
The above equation delivers出es国間sap戸aring'On a l'Oad合間 specimenwhlch remam_s 

elasticぬroughout白金yingprocess. In re叫ity，的ing-eigenstrains may easily be high enouOt 
to provoke cracking. To be consistent with the cohesive crack model. cracking at a given point 
must start asωon国 thetensile strength is reached. Hence， to avoid ぽ配kingdue ωshrinkagl巴

alone for any size. one must have 

σ必=J;:任esO (11) 

4D 

Figur芯 2.Assumed failure mode: a single c'Ohesive crack develops aα'Oss the cen回 1sectiα1. 
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Th田edelicate points ar官 consideredin a forthcoming paper. At present we use白e
simplification of Hillerborg， Petersson and Gustafsson， which assumes that even if some 
鈴con也ryα1lCking∞cursat the i凶tialstages，白epeak load is not much affected by it. 

百 isformulation has the enormous advantage that it reduces the problemωa boundary 
integral equation， with fewer degrees of freedom than any global finite element or finite 
difference approximation， which permits a large p紅 ame回.canalysis of the problem at a 
reasonable cost， yet cap旬ringthe田 ndand order of magniωde ofthe sh巾 kageeffl配 ts.

Just to give由巳readeran idea of the task at hand， to obtain the results included in this 
paperthe企actureof 2976 beams has been simulated on a personal cαnputer. These results may 
now be taken as a白rstapproximation and a much more selective analysis may be performedω 
searむhfi町出巴influenceof dis住ibutedcracking. 

Regarding血.echaracteristics of the computer programme， the only relevant asp配 tis that 
1∞equal elements are situated on白ecentral cross-section. This means that the resolution in 
the description of s回 ssdistributions is 0.01 of the beam depth. 

This limits the use of the program in出elarge size range s泊民也c合act町e戸ocesszone at 
peak load must be several elements wide if it is to be described with reasonable acc町 acy.
Results訂econsistent up to beam depths of about 8 times the characteristic material size. For a 
normal concrete with LCh '" 250・3∞mm，this turns out to be， about 2 m.， a depth which is 
enough for most practical pu叩oses.

THE INFLUENCE OF TRE SHRINKAGE PENETRATION DEPTH 
ON THE FLEXURAL STRENGTH 

Theq皿 si-exponentialsoftening has been taken as白.erefl閃 ncefor血eanalysis of the effect of 
ls on the rupture modulus. 百l~size e~e;t cu~es ~or ~ n~m_!l.er of shrinkage" penetration depths 
岡田匂ingtime) are shown in a se恥 logari白血.cplot in Fig. 4. 

1nmgp陀 shows伽 t中ee:貸出ofthes.凶幽geincreases wi也 sizefor a given shrin同ge
depthらbutis not monoωnic for a given size. It raiher evolves as shown泊 FIg.5whichis a 
ロoss-plotof白e戸sultswhich demonstrates白紙白eshrinkage de凶mentaleffect vanishes at出e
beginning， then increases， g田 sthrougham蹴 imumanddeぽ伺sesasymptoticallyωzero・

NUMERICAL RESEARCH 

The numerical research consisted in simulating fracture of three point bent beams of depths in 
the range O.Ollchto 8Lch， with shrinkage penetration depth ranging from O.∞15Lch to 5Lch. The 
shrinkage intensity was held equalωthe upper limit defined by Eq. (12)， i.e.: O-sO =ι 

Three kinds of softening were considered: linear softening ， quasi-exponential softening 
and extra-long tail softening. The latter cぽrespondsto a new equation that fits very well the 
direct tension experimental results of Rokugo et al. [4.5].刀ledimensionless representation of 
the three softening curves is given in Fig. 3. and their analytical equations in the Appendix. 
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where fr is曲erupture modulus and a* and b* are dimensionless ex戸出nental∞m旬ots.
Plotting the left hand member of (15) versus iCbρ， Fig. 6 is町制sformedinto Fig. 7 

which shows that the wedge shaped region of the logarithmic plot in Fig. 6 now b回 omesa 
band with upper and lower bounds nearly parallel ex田 ptfor very large sizes. 

If， furthermore， one fi∞uses on the laboratory experimen凶 r叩 gefor ordinary concrete 
with lch...3∞mm， and beam depths ranging from 50 mm to 5∞mm， one obtains白eplot in 
Fig. 8， where it is cl~ar that an equation of Bazant's type describes very well the average 
between the upper and白 10附 rc町ves.
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百usis so恥causeof our simplifying assumptions， which imply出atthe eigenstresses for 
a completely創 edstrip (infmite iJ are zero. When all possible shrinkage depths are consi伽 00，
白esize e紅白tcurves sc佃 awedge-shaped band with well defined upper and lower bounds for 
the strength. The upper bound is the shrinkage-free size effect curve (or zero shrinkage 
pene回 tion).The lower bound is the envelope of the size effect curves for allls which may be 
gues鈴 din Fig. 4， and is clearly shown in Fig. 6. 

As shown by the thick curve with open symbols， the lower bound curve closely 
corresponds to situations where ls == D.β， which correspondωparabolic eigenstrain 
distributions. Interestingly， this coπeSponds to the case analyzed by Hillerborg， Petersson and 
Gustafsson.[1， 2]. 
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σ日=ー
.Nmax va + b D 

where σNrnax is a nominal strength， D is the specimen size and a卸 db are experimentally 
determinedconstants. This equation may be rewritten in a number of ways to o~tain l~ear 
plots.白leof them， suggestea by the authors to keep the large size range wi白血f∞us，isω 
express lt as 

(14) 

(13) 

?上一==b + aよ
σNm叙 D ~ 

andplot泊施lefthand member versus the泊verseof the s国.

In our case， we take the rupture m叫u1usas the conventional stren♂h of the three poiIlt 
b伺 m阻 d白ebe担 1depth as thl巴sIze，and write Bazant's size effect in dimensionless f<ぽmas

4 

lch/D 

R忠1Te8. Z∞m of Fig. 7 res凶ctedto sizes within the usual experimen凶 rangefor conα'Cte 
specimens (beams 50 to 5∞mm in depth) 
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EFFECT OF THE SHAPE OF THE SOFTENING CURVES 1.2 

The upper and lower envelopes for白ethree kinds of softening functions previously introduced 
(Fig. 3) are depicted in Fig. 9. Obvious~y， there is a dependence on the type of softening，血e
streng出beinglower血elonger the tail. However， the佐-endsare very s加 ilar.

αose examination of Fig. 9 shows白紙thecurves differ just by a horizontal shift. Since 
hぽ izontalscale is logarithmic， this旬lplies白atthey differ just by a change of the scale of sizes. 
lndeed， th巴res叫tsfor long tailed curves are shif飽donω'pofthec凶vesfor linear so食:ening，as 
sho~n ，in ~~g. 1.0 if one use~~esma，u~~ ~d ~c .~ff~姐ve 企actureenergy which we call the linear 
equivalent fracture ener， 
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Figure 11. True softening叩 rvesand their linear equivalent softenings derived企omthescale 
sh出 ωreduceFig. 9 to Fig. 10.甘leyhappen ω∞incide with the tangent approximations. 

τbe linear efti配 tive合acωreenergyfi創出e50ftenings here analyzed are 

1.0 

雪10.5

GF=05MF 伽 q悶叫onen削 sof!附 ng

G~ = 0.377 Gp for extra-l叫 tailed印刷ng

(16) 

(17) 

τbis scale shift m回 nsthatonly血einitial portion of the softening curve mat防rsas long 
as血.epeak load is concemed， so that the actual material behaves as組 equiva1entone with 
linear 50ftening as depicted in Fig. 11.官leslopes of the s町国ghtlines in白isfigur芭 were
derived from relations (16) and (17)， hence食omthe scale shift in Fig. 9. They happen to be 
tangentω白e“官ue"5Of!飽n泊gcurves. 

As will be discussed血oroughlyin a fonhcoming paper [5J， the use of the tangent 
approach is valid only for small specimen intrinsic sizes， and， as shown in [7J，出eir町 insic
size of an unnotched specimen is zero， whatever the physical size. That is why in our problem 
血isapproximation holds. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. The shrinkage influences the size effect mainly through two parameters: a drying 
pe即位ationlength， which is proportional to the square root of drying time， and a 
shrinkage eigens田 S8intensity. 

2. Upper bound and lower bound curves exist for the s住ength，the upper bound 
corresponding to shrinkage free structures and the lower bound to the eigenstress 
distribution consid自宅dby Hillerborg and co-workers. 

3 An expression of the type of Bazant's size effect law desαibes very well the average size 
巴ffectlying midway between the upper and lower bound c町ves.

4. The shape of白巴 softeningc町 veappreciably m吋ifiesthe strength.But the various size 
e貸出tcurves may be brought to fuse into a single master cUrVe co:汀 espondingto an 
equivalent linear softening. 
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APPENDIX 

τbe equations of the SQftenjng curves， with白ecrackope凶ngdeno低dasw， ar巴thefollowing 

Concrete overlays are used frequently for the repair of damaged 
concrete surfaces. Based on a fracture mechanics analysis it can 
be shown that such systems may fail due to shrinkage of the 
overlay or due to a temperature shock by delamination of the 
overlay. s'i:arting from a free boundary a fracture zone and 
subsequently a crack form in七hesubstrate-overlay interface. 

工n cases where thin polymer coatings are applied 七o a 
concrete surface the coating may fail due to the formation of 
blisters in the coating which may be caused by s七ress
concentrations due七oosmotic or capil1ary pressure. Using a so-
called blister-test the resistance of a polymer coating against 
blister grow七hon a concrete subs七ratecan be expressed in terms 
of fracture mechanics parameters. 

Linear softening: 

r _ wf. _ 2GJ:l 

I l~一二.L for w SーニL
豆-J2GF fE 
f・_I _ _ 2G官

1 l 0 for w ~ -f.ι 1. THB PROBLEH 
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The repair of concrete surfaces which had been damaged due to 
various external or in七ernal actions by comparati vely thick 
concrete overlays as well as the preven七ionof such damage by the 
application of protective coatings today is one of the -standard 
七asksof concrete construction. Nevertheless， no objective design 
rules based on analytical considerations exist for such systems. 
Thus， it is not surprising that failures of some systems e.g・
delamina七ionof concrete overlays or the forma七ionof blisters 
in polymer coatings often occur requiring the repair of repair 
systems. 

In七hefollowing some results of analy七icaland experimental 
studies presently being σar・ried out at the University of 
Karlsどuheare reported. The objec七iveof these studies is the 

Extra.long tailed Softening: 

I wf 引主主 11.5Gロ
σ _~ Cl C勺3る法?+ ( 1H μ 
ft _ l'  11.50有

I 0 for w ~ :..=.:.了ム
Cl = 7.50310一人 C2 = 1.614 and c3 = 6.516 10-3 with 
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deve10pmen七 ofdesign ru1es for concrete repair and pro七ec七ion
systems resu1七ingin specific requirements with regard to the 
required properties of overlay or coating materia1 for a given 
concre七esubstrate. 

2. CONCRETB AND MORTAR OVERLAYS 

Whereas a uniaxia1 tensi1e stress σacts at the free ends of the 
F 

system a biaxial state of stress exists in the transi七ionzone. 
The direction of principa1 stresses rotates towards the x-axis， 
and a s七a七eof uniaxial 七ension occurs beyond the transition 
zone whose 1ength corresponds roughly to 4 ・do where do = 
七hicknesssof over1ay. 

Repair systems may be damaged by cracks in the y-direction 
if the stress Ux in the overlay exceeds the tensile streng七hof 
the overlay material. Fig. 2 shows七heresult of a FE-analysis 
of a concrete repair system taking into account the effects of 
creep. The development of the maximum tensile s七ressa七 thefree 
surface is given for concrete overlays of various thickness do 

due 七o shrinkage of the overlay in a constant environment of 
20・Cand 65 t r.H. Whereas in thin overlays maxσx exceeds the 
tensi1e streng七h，f曲， of the overlay after a few days of drying 
no cracks are expec七edin the thicker 1ayers because of their 
slower rates of drying and the reduction of residual stresses 
due七ocreep. 

Repair systems may fail if the stresses σy exceed 1imiting 
values. Then delamination of the overlay occurs starting at the 
free boundaries， x = O. 1t can be shown by numerical analysis 
七hatthe theore七icalstresses maxσy exceed the tensile strength 
of七heoverlay material or of the concrete subs七rateas well as 
七hebond strength between both components particularly for the 
case of thermal shock by a factor of 2 or more if linear stress-
strain relations for concrete in tension are used in the 
analysis [1]. This would result in complete delamination of the 
overlay. 

Overlays wi th a 七hickness ranging from about 5 l1IltI to 50 IIU!I 

generally are made using hydrau1ic cements as a binder (CC). To 
improve the properties of such materials often po1ymers are 
added (PCC)， and in special cases only polymers are used as a 
binder (PC). These materials vary wide1y with regard七o七heir
mechanical properties， in particular tensile and bond streng七h，
modulus of elasticity as we11 as shrinkage and cどeep
characteristics. 1n order七obe effective such repair ma七erials
have to form a we11 bonded over1ay free of cracks which protects 
the concrete substrate against the penetration of water， 
aggressive solutions or gas. 

2.1 Actions and stress states 
工fconcre七e or mortar over1ays are app1ied to an old concrete 
substrate in七erna1stresses and stresses due七o restrain七 are
genera七edin七hesystem due to moisture 10ss and shrinkage of 
the repair materia1 and due to seasonal temperature changes. Of 
particu1ar significance are the stresses caused by rapid coo1ing 
of a concrete surface previously warmed by sunshine e.g. due to 
rain during a thunderstorm. 1n Fig.工七hecorresponding stresses 
are shown schema七ica1ly for ma七erials with linear elastic 
properties: restraint of shrinkage and thermal strains result in 
tensile stresses σx in the x-direction which are almost cons七ant
throughout the length of七hemember. 主n the interface between 
substrate and over1ay shear stresses 'f可 as well as normal 
stresses ay are developed. At the free boundaries of the system 
(x ; 0) the tensi1e stresses ay reach a maximum value. 
Superimposed are internal s七resses due 七o the non-uniform 
shrinkage of the overlay. 
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2.2 Numerical Analvsis 
A realistic analysis of a concrete repair system particularly~ of 
七he delamination process requires the use of consti tu七ive
rela七ionswhich七akeinto account七hestrain sOftening behavior 
of cementitious ma七erials subjec七ed to tensi1e stresses. 
Therefore， the applica七ion of frac七ure mechanics concepts 
appeared to be the most rational approach. Taking into account 
the stress states described in the previous section a mixed Mode 
1 and Mode 工工 fracture pどocessshould occur at the free ends of 
the system. 1n addition， the different fracture properties of 
the concrete substrate， the overlay ma七erial and of 七he
transition zone between both should be considered. The materia1 
characteristics needed to take七heseparame七ersinto account are 
no七 avai1ab1e and are very difficult 七o determine 
experimenta11y. Therefore， for the ana1ysis on1y a Mode I 
fracture occuring in the concrete substrate was considered. This 
appeaどed to be an acceptable approximation since at the free 
boundary (x = 0) a Mode 1 condition prevai1s. Experimental 
resu1ts as well as practica1 experience also showed 七ha七
de1amina七ion of over1ays generally occurs due to lack of 
cohesion in the top 1ayer of the substrate rather than by 
insufficient adhesion of the repair materia1 to七hesubs七rate.
Therefore， in七heanalysis the constitutive rela七ions for the 
subs七rate concre七e subjec七ed to uniaxial tension was used to 
mode1 frac七ure and de1amination of the concre七e in the 
七ransitionzone. 

The analysis is based op. the fic七itiousc~ack model by 
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Fig. 1 stresses due to restraint 
in a concrete repair system. 

Fig. 2 Max. stress ax in a 
concrete overlay (CC) due to 
shrinkage of the overlay. 
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P e t e r s s 0 n and H i 1 1 e r b 0 r 9 [2] as modified 
by C u r b a c h for a FE-ana1ysi5 [3]. Curbach developed a 
rheological model for the stress-strain characteristics of 
concrete subjected to uniaxia1 tension in which the transmission 
of tensile stresses across a crack is controlled by friction 
elements whose proper七iesfollow a Weibull distribution. Values 
for the tensile strength of the concrete， fct， modulus of 
e1astici ty， E.， and frac七ure energy， Gp， were taken from the 
relations given in the new CEB-F工PModel Code MC 90 (4]. Acc. to 
(4] fracture energy may be es七imatedfrom eq. 1: 

Gp = GFo (f.1 f.o) 0.7 {1} 

where Gp :: fracture energy (Nm/m2]; f. == concrete compressive 
s七rength[MPa)i f聞== 10 Mpa; Gpo = base va1ue of fracture energy 
which depends on the maximum aggregate size of the ~oncre七e. The 
analysis ~as been carried ou七 formin. Gpo:: 20 Nm/mz and max. Gpo 

== 40 Nm/mz• Fig. 3 shows the stress-strain and the s七ress-crack
opening re1ations used in the analysis for concrete grades C6， 
C20 and C40 corresponding七oa weak， medium and high streng七h
concrete subs七rate.

ln Fig. 4 the distribution of tensi1e stresses Oy in the 
七ransition zone (y = <1，.) caused by七herrnalshock is given for 
different maximum tensi1e stresses Ox in the over1ay. The 
concrete substrate has a tensi1e strength f.1 = 1.56 MPa 
corresponding to a concrete grade C 20. For a maximum tensi1e 
stress in the over1ay， Ox = 1.0 MPa， the stress rnaxσy at the 
boundary (x :: 0) is equal to 七he tensi1e streng七h of the 
substrate， fa・Thougha crack between substrate and overlay is 
initiated de1amination does no七 asyet occur. Since the crack 
can transmi t s七ressesmaxσ. may increase fur七herfor a given 
va1ue of maxσ'y resul ting in gradua1 crack propagation. The 
location at which max Oy occurs moves a10ng七hex-axis towards 
the inter ior of the system， and a fracture zone of reduced 
tensi1e strength is developed， As soon as maxσx reaches a 
1imiting va1ue equilibrium is no longer possib1e and rapid crack 
propaga七ioncorresponding to delamina七ionoccurs. 
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Fig. 3 stress-strain and stre8s-
crack opening re1ations for 
concrete in七en8ion.
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Fig. 4 s七ressesin the tran-
sition zone (y=du) for dif-
ferent tensile stresses 
max Ox in the overlay. 
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1n Fig. 5七he1ength of the frac七urezone i.e.セhedistance 
between the 10cation of maxσy from the free boundary， x = 0， 
expressed as a fraction of the thickness of the over1ay， do， is 
given as a function of the maximum七ensi1estress max Ox which 
is developed in the over1ay. The ver七icaldashed 1ines give the 
1imiting values of maxσx for which unstable crack growth occurs. 
As七het.ensi1e s七reng七hof the substra七e，fa， increases a1so the 
critical ~esidua1 stress maxσ玄* for which delamination occurs 
increases. This also f0110ws from Fig. 6 where the 七e115i1e
strength of七hesubstrate， fa， which is required to take up a 
certain maximu狸 va1ueof the residual stress max 0完* is qLren 
both for max. and min. values of fracture energy. For a given 
tensile strength fa the stress max Ox. 1ncreases as七hefractllre 
energy Gp increases. 

10d，。

目

Fig. 5 Crack 1ength 1. as a 
func七ionof maxσ. for 
different substrate con-
crete grades. 
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Fig. 6 Required七ens11es七rength
of substrate f..，' as a func七ion
of restraining stress max 0.・

The development of a fracture zone cou1d a1so be observed 
experimenta11y bo七h in the laboratory and on site (1)， (5). 1t 
was par七icularlypronounced where over1ays wi七ha high七ensi1e
strength resu1ting in high va1ues of max 0皐 hadbeen used. 

2.3 Desian ConsideratiQns 
The actua1 values of maxσx may be estimated from empirica1 
re1ations which have been deduced from the numerical analysis 
and which give maxσx as a function of七hicknessof the over1ay 
as we11 as of modulus of elasticity， coefficien七 of 七hermal
expansion， shrir.kage and creep properties of the over1ay (1)・
From this the required七ensi1estrength or the pUll-off七ensi1e
strength of七heconcrete substrate fct prior to application of the 
over1ay may be calcu1ated. Limiting values may also be estjmated 
from tbe following consideration: The maximum of the residual 
stress max Ox is given by the tensile strength of the overlay 
material， f曲・ Therefore，

max Ox ~ fc旬 (2) 
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From Fig. 6. the following correlation between the critical 
stress maxσx' corresponding to the required tensile s七rengthof 
the concre七esubstrate， f~， and max ax may be deduced (eq. 3)・

min fce = b・[n鴎 Xσ.)'/0=]0・7 (3) 

where Oxo = 1 MPa. The coefficien七 b [MPa) depends on the 
characteristic 1ength lch (1噛 =EcGp/fc(2) and-may-be estimated from 
eq. 4 

b =一一主主主
(1cbl lCh， 0) 1/3 

(4) 

where lch，o = 38，2 lIIlTI and fc伽=1 MPa. 
If the七ensilestrength of七heconcrete substrate is low an 

overl~y material with a low tensile strength f由， genera11y 
associa宅edwith a 10w modulus o! elasticity-has to' be chosen: 
From this we may draw the general conc1usion tha七七heoverlay 
materia1 should not be stronger or stiffer than the substrat~-~ 

For overlays with hydraulic cements (cc and PCC}wi七h a 
tensile strength in 七he range of 3 < f陶<6 即 a a 七ensile
strength of the substra七e0.8 < fa < 1.5 MPa is sufficient. Where 
~ol~er concrete (PC) is used as an overlay material va1ues of 
2 < ~~ < 3 MPa are needed in order to prevent delamina七ion.This 
requirement of七encanno七 bemet by a previously damaged concrete 
substrate， so that a differen七 overlay material should be 
chosen. 

3. POLYXER COATINGS 

P01ymer coatings generally with a thickness not exceeding 5 mm 
are used七oprotect concrete repair sys七ems七oensure sufficient 
corros~on pどotectionof the reinforcement in cases where the 
co~<?rete cover is insufficient or for the protection of the 
entire concrete structure in cases of severe exposure conditions 
such as chemical attack. Therefore， suitable eoating materials 
generally have a very low permeability with respect ta fluids or 
gases. 

3.1 A~i9ns and Stress States 
Because of their small七hickness significant delamina七ion of 
polymer coatings due to residua1 shrinkage and temperature 
s七resses as described for七heconcrete or mortar overlays is 
rare. However， polymer coatings may be subjected to fluid or gas 
pressure ca.use.d by various mechanisms. Osmotic pressures are 
gene~ated within the polymer coatinq 0ど a七 theinterface be七ween
coating and concrete-subs七rateif七hecoating or the interface 
cont~in hyd~ophile substances. capillary vapor pどessuresac七ing
on七hecoating may be caused by a tempera七ure increase of the 
concrete e.g. due to exposure to direc七 sunshineor by the take-
up of wa七erof七heconcrete substrate. These mechanisms and the 
corresponding.pressures actinqon a polymer coating have been 
s七udiedexperimentally [6]・Thecapillary pressures generally do 
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not exceed about 0.3 N/mm2. Osmotic pressures depend primarily 
on the concen七rationand type of hydrophile substances as well 
as on the rigidi七Y of the polymer coa七ing. Fig. 7 shows the 
development of osmotic pressures with time both for a rigid and 
for a flexib1e polymer c9ating. For a f1exible coating osmotic 
pressures up to -0.0-5 N/mm2 have been observed. For rigid coatings 
pressures up to 16 N/lIIlTI' may occur. 

One of the most significant aspects in the "design" of 
p01ymer coatings is tha七 localdefects in the coating-substrate 
interface e. 9・ due to foreign particles， grease etc. are 
inevitable. stress concentrations a七 such defects caused by 
osmotic or capillary pressures lead to the deve10pment of loca1 
blisters and in extreme cases to delamina七ion of the polymer 
coating. 
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Fig. 7 Osmo七icpressure ac七ing
on polymer coatings on a 
concrete substra七e.

3.2 Exoeriments 
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Fig. 8 The b1ister test. 

Because of the significant role of local defects in failures of 
polymer coatings fracture mechanics concepts also have been 
applied to es七imate七heresis七anceof such coatings to internal 
pressure [6]・Forthis a七estmethod， generally referred to as 
blister test [7]， has been used and developed further， c.f. Fig. 
8. A polymer coating is applied to a concrete specimen. 工nthe 
center of 七he specimen a circular defec七， diameter 2a， is 
generated which corresponds to the nuc1eus of a blister. 
Pressure can be applied七othe defect by means of a pump and a 
tubing which penetrates the concrete specimen. The pressure p a七
which qrowth of the blister occurs can be determined by visual 
inspection. Presently， only translucent polymer coatings can be 
tested. The method will be developed further to estima七e 七he
diameter of七heblister from the curva七ureof the surface of七he
blister in the polymer coating・工nFig. 9 the critical pressure 
P which causes blister growth is given for different 
temperatures a七 testingas a func七ionof the blister radius， a. 
As七heradius， a， increases the critical pressure p decreases. 
An increase of temperature results in a significant reduction of 
the critical pressure for a given blister radius. 
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3.3 Fracture Mechanics Evaluation 
For the prelimlnary evaluation of the experimental d.ata an 
approach described in (8] has been used. The principle 
assumption is七ha七 similarto cohesive fracture also adhesive 
fracture can be described in qeneral terms acc. to eq. 5: 

.， _. . . . . E' G 
P~r1t = f(do/a) (一一.....::E!) (5) 

- a 

..here Pe市=crltical pressure (N川m2
]i d" = thickness of coating 

[mm); a = radi '~与 of blister [mm]; E = modulus of elasticity of 
tha polymer cc~ting [N/mm2]; G岨=fracture energy for adhesive 
fracture [N/mm]. Se七tingE • G，蝿 = 1<..2 the parameter f (do/a) may 
be expressed by eq. 6 

れ do/a) =宅ユ
.、ca

(6 ) 

In [8) values for f (do/a) have been determined from FE-analysis 
assuming linear-elastic material properties. 
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mental da七agiven in Fig. 9. 

For七heexperimental da七agiven in Fig. 9 values of K，岨 haヤebeen 
calculated using the FE-solu七ion presen七ed in [ 8 ). They' are 
shown in Fig. 10. From this it follows tha七 X叫 maybe .~ssumed to 
be constant only for small valUes of ajdo' It increases as ajdo 
incどeases. This may be due to a transi七ionfrom Mode工 toMode 
11 fracture as ajdo increases 1.e. as the polymer coating becomes 
more flexible. Further analysis and model development is needed 
in which also more realistic ma七erialparameters of the coating 
and of the substどa~e-coating interface are taken in七oaccount. 

Nevertheless， these preliminary tests and their evalua七ion
showed that the blis七ertest is a promising approach七o"design" 
polymer coatings taking into account the size of initial 
defects， the pressure七obe expected under realistic conditions 
as well as the adhesive fracture energy which will depend not 
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only on七hepolymer coating bu七 alsoon the surface preparation 
of the concre七esubstra七e.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

As first step in the calculations， the humidity dist.ribution in the specimen ullder st.udy 

must be calculated. Non-linear diffusioll theory is employed for this purpose， ill which 
t.he relat.ive hunudity gradient.， V h， ads as driviug force. The governIng equatioll reads 

CRACK FORMATION DUE TO HYGRAL GRADIENTS 
h -'V [D(h) 'VhJ = 0 )

 

噌
・
且，，

.z
 

A.M. ALVAREDO and F.H. WITTMANN 

11lst.itut.e for BuildIllg Materials， ETH Zurich 

ETH-Hる11ggerberg，8093 Zfuich， Switzerlalld 

In Eq. (1) it 11踊 beenassumed that neitl悶 sillksnor sources are prese此 ThefU11ction 

D(h) represellts the dependence of t11e di:ffu恥 ncoefficiellt 011 the relative hU1凶dit.y，
which is strongly linked with the pore size distribution of the material. 

COllvect.ive boundaηcOllditiollS are prescribed at the surface of the specimen in 

c011tact with the air. The correspondi11g expressioll is 

q=H(ん-h，，) (2) 

Abstract where q is the 11umidity flwc:， H the film coefliciellt， h， the ullknowll surface humidity 
and h" the air relative hunudity. 

With respect to the討ressa凶 y山， a blullt cra.ck illodel [1] wit.h bilinea.r soft.e山.lg

{2J is used to predict crack formatioll. The softelling moduli are adapted to the spatial 

discretisatioll in the usual way. Regarding the uluoadillg strategy， it is assumed that 

30% of the attained crac.k strain remaIns as irrecoverable deformat.ioll at zero stress. 

The influence of the relative hunudit.y 011 the mec.hanical properties has been neglect.ed 

Furthermore， no time-dependellt deformatio11S have been taken Into accoullt Ill the 

analysis. 

A statistical (normal) rustributioll of the fradure energy GF 制ldof the tellsile 

strellgth ft is assumed. For the former a standard deviation of 20% and for the laHer 

a stalldard deviation of 10% have beell cousidered. This is in faIr agreemellt with 

experimelltal finclings. The local distributioll of the lllat.erial properties makes any 

further assw11ptioll 011 strain localisation superfiuous. 

The inevitable fai1ure of the calculations to cOllverge is interp四 tedas Ullstable 

ma.terial response， i.e. as unstable crack format.ioll. 111 t.his c出 eall a priori crack is 

illtroduced at tbe location whel'e instability t.ook place. 

Water transport in concrete is ana.lysed by llle阻 5of the theory of diffusioll. The 

dependence of the dilfusion coeffldent on water content is ta.ken into consideration. 

The resu1ting nonlinear problelll is solved nwnerically. Next， a stress analysis is 

carried out in wluch a. smeared crack fOfUlulation with strain.softening is ell1ployed 

to predict cra.cking. In order to induce strain loca.lisation a statistical distrihut.ion 

of the fracture energy and the tensi]e strength is introduced. The conditions for the 

formation of rea.l cracks and for the sta.b出tyof crack propagation are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

If realistic hygral properties are available it is possible to calcu1ate the hUlluJity dist.fI-

bution witlun concrete elements for the complete drying history. Subsequelltly， a st.ress 

analysis allowing for crac.k formatioll can be carried out for differellt degrees of external 

restl'aint. In this way lllultiple predictions c∞oncer口rn山ill屯gthe evolution of c.口rackingcan be 
111泊a似吋d白le配: Do 悶so!μt引叩lin

五llaIてαl'ac.k公kpa凶tt匂ernlook like? Does c.匂1'a民.ck悩illgproc付守e釘吋din a stable 、鴨w、，¥'ay?

The analysis described in this brief pl'esentat.ioll is based on a number o! simplifi-

cat.Ions but it is ne¥'ertheless believed that the obtained results poillt out correct.ly t11e 

1I105t saliellt features of crack formation due to hygral gradients. The employed met.hod-

ology c.an be ext.ended to the study of cracking due to therl11al or to superimposed hygral 

alld thermal gradients. 

酌iATERIALPARAMETERS 

The humidity distributions have beell calculated for two di:fferent cementitious nud.el目ials:

llormal concrete and autoclaved aerated cOllcrete (AAC). The relationship bet，ween the 

diffusion coefficient D and the water contellt w is reported in [3J and [4J. With the aim t.o 

obtaiu the variat.ion of D with relative hUlludity， us哩mustbe ma.de of the corres]>ol吋ing
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Figure 2: Humi仙 ydistributions after 1 mOl川1，1，.5and 10 years of drying: a) normal 

C011C凶 ejb) autoclaved aerated conc[ Figure 1: Diffusion coefficIent as functiou of relative hum.idity for normal and auto-

claved aerated concrete. 
conditions， the displacements perpelldicular to the sealed sides have been suppressed. 

COllsequel 川y， the 山 ess distributiollS ShOWll ill Fig. 3.b叫)cor口r目悶.守espo吋 t旬ofulI e臼xt怜e町叩rIlal町

strail川l此tc∞o∞11叫d必it出iOllS碍s.It can be seen that ior the assumed hygral bounda.ry conditiollS anu 

after 10 years of dryillg， the tensile stresses do not reach the tellsile strength. Therefore， 
no fracture proceS5 zones develop. 

sorption isotherms [5J， [6J. The obtailled D vs. h relationsl句sare illustrated in Fig. 1. 

A五1mcoefficiellt (see Eq. (2)) H = 0.5 cm/白 ywas used for both mater田ials.

ShrIllkage straills are assumed to be proportional to the humidity change 

t.h =α.h・flh (3) 

in which t.he strain-free state corresponds to saturatio11. For 110I1llal COllCl'ete the 

adopted shrinkage coefficient is α.h = 1.4・10-3 while for AAC the employed value 

is α.h = 0..58・10-3[6J. 

The mechanical behaviour of 1l0Illlal concrete is described bJ E = 40000 MPa 

andν= 0.2. The meall values of the tensile strength and the fracture ellergy are 

I1 = 4 MPa and否p'= 100 N / 111， respecti vely. The bilinear softening diagram proposed 

in [2J is t1sed. For AAC the followi喝 valueshave been considered [iJ: E = 2060 l¥1Pa 

alld ft = 0.55 l..IPa. 
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RESULTS 

Moist ure distribut iOl1 

Calculations were carried out for a 400 111lll deep specim守口 underolle-dimensional flo¥¥'. 

One side is in cont.act with air at ha = 0.6 while the three remaining sid白 areseal{'(l. 

The humidity distributions for 1l0rIllal COllcrete al1d AAC after 1 lllol1th， 1， 5， and 10 
years of dryi碍 arepresel 

Figure 3: Stress developl11ellt ill AAC: a) fillit.e element mesh; b) stress distribut.ioll. 

Stress development il1 l10rmal concrete 

Fully restrained elemelli: ln Figs. 4.a) aml b) the computed crack paltems after 1 

and 5 years of drying are S110¥¥'11 for a COIlcrete elemellt exposed to ha = 0.8. AH of the 

formetl cracks are within the softellillg rallge， i.e. 110 real cracks appeared. This sla.te 

call be delloted as latellt instability. 

The crack patteIlls depided in Figs. 4.c)， d)， e) a.nd f) were calculated for hc = 0.6. 
Str~ss development in AAC 

The dimell白川 ofthe fi叫 eelement mesh in Fig. 3.8.). a.re 400x100xl00 111111. As support 
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Figure 6: Softening cracks ill a 2 III loug， 400 lllm high alld 100 mm  thick concret.e 

block with an a priori crack (indicated by the circle): a) after 1 week of 

dryingj b) after 1 year of dryingj c) a.Cter 2 yeむ 5of dryillg. 

Fi泡gur

year at ha = 0.8j b) softer山 g crarks a.fler 5 years a.t ha = 0.8ふjC寸)sofαt 巴en吋山1吋111

cra紅ωcksafter 1 year at ha = 0.6; d) real cracks after 1 year at ha = 0.6; e) 
softeni時 cracksafter 5 years at ha = 0.6; f) real cra.cks after 5 years at 

h"， = 0.6. 
con<litiollS were imposed at the left sidej the vel'tical displacelllellt of 1he bol.tolll side 

wns suppressed. The active softelling cracks f01'・medafter 1， 2 and -5 years oI drying can 

be seen in Figs. 5.a)， b) alld c)， respectively. No real cl'acks appeared. 

Next， a 2 m-loug specimell was subject to the same hygral boundary cOllditiollS. 

Shortly a.fter 300 days of dryillg the calculatiou5 Ca.iled to converge. This was int.erpreted 

a.s unstable crack propagation， i.e. as structural 511 ap-back. By defining E ::::: 0 for three 

demeuts日 apriori crack was deterlllilled 8.t the locatioll where instability took place 

(see Fig. 6). The analysis w 郁 repeated a.n(吋dc∞o∞nv ぞ位rgen町C吋ewa出sa町chi社由iev刊e引edthrotl暗E副l肌

whole calcu叫uat伐eddむryが111唱ghis“torげy.The adive softel1il1g cracks after 1 week， 1 alld 2 years 

of clryi時 arepresellled ill Figs. 6.a)， b) and c). 

Figs. 4.c) alld e) show the active (i.e. stilI opeJli暗)softeni時 cracksafter 1 al1d 5 years 

of dryi時 whilein Figs. 4.d)邑吋 f)the correspondi喝 realcracks are illdicated. In this 

case crack formatiOl1 proceecls in a stable way. 

Eigenstresses in elements of cli1ferent lellgt.~: A 1 11110ng， 400 mm high al1d 100 111111 

thic:k concrete block in contact wit.h air at 九 =0.6 on its top side was 8.l.1alysecl. Tl1e 

calculatioJ1S were performed on hal! of the specimen (5ee Fig. -5). Sy山田trysupport 

‘&.. .... ・・ .... ..H. 今 ' 

a) b) 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

c) 

、，¥'hen!¥na.lysing cracking duc 1.0 gradient.s， t.hree 1.Y1>何 ofsituations l1l11St. be disli'l・

guished: the formatioll of so{telung cral'ks， the stable propagat.ion of real crarks and 
u11stable crack propagation. Depending 011 the specimen climensiQl1s (size efIer t)， Oll 
the hygral boundary cωon(仙 10出 (relaωtive1山

concli t.ions (degree of restrai刈， one of these types of cracki碍 wiI1develop. 

SoftellIl1g craas appear ill l111rest.raillecl sperimells 110t exceedillg a cerlaill crit.iral 

dimensio11 01' in reslrailled specimens subject to mild hygri:ll boullclary conuitIolls. Stable 

l"eal crack fOl"ll1at.ioll takes place in s11lall elemellts under full restraillt or iu uurest.raiued 

Figure 5: Softening cracks in half of a 1 m long， 400 J111l1 high and 100 mlU tltick 

concrele block: a) after 1 year of dがllgjb) after 2 year5 of dryi時 jc) a[ter 

5 years of dryillg. 
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spedmells smaller t.ha11 a critic.al dimellsio11 if drying is severe. Unstable real cracks form 

in specimells larger 1.han a critical dimellsiou under hygral conditions severe ellough. 

For the development of softellillg cracks alld stable real cracks ihe full fracture 

ellergy of the material must be supplied. Fracture proceS5 zones call be cOllsidered to 

be lat.eut instabilities. These latent illstabilities will be activated if a specil1.leu is large 

ellough. The critical widelling oi the fradure process ZOlle at which unst.able crack 

formatioll takes place depellds esselltially on the shape of the strain softening diagram. 

Once the lat.ellt instability is a.ctivated further crack propagatioll is illdepelldellt of the 

remailling fract ure energy. 
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ABS'四ACT

In order to study the shrinkage cracks in concrete，組 experiment四 rnga
prismatic specimen and a mEerieal calculation using fictitious crack阪地l瞬間

perforBed-As the crach mouth opening displacements .Obtained from the 
calculation are under 6μ皿. it can be difficult to find such cracks by凶 inga 
glass of lomagnifications-In fact，no crack could be seen by the glass in th 
speciEen during the first 3days-but some crach patternsmre found just after 
the specimen was胃iped.ith曹etcloths. These patterns are considered to be the 

皿outhsof fracture process zones. 

IMTRODUCTIOIl 

It has great concern when and how shrinkage cracks initiate and gro胃 inconcrete 
due to drying. In this experi.ent， 10XIOX40c. prismatic specimen Na5 dried 
under the const回 tconditions of 20~ and 60~ relative hu.idity. and the 
initiation and growth of the cracks開 reobserved. The behavior of the cracks 
was also investigated by numerical analysis using the fictitious crack model 
proposed by Hillerborg et al[l]. In the創talysis，shrinkage strains冊 re
estimated by the water contents calculated from the non-linear diffusion 
equation[2]. and by the relatioD of strain to water contents obtained from 

another ex開ri・ent.
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opening displaceaent seems to be caused by the change of specimen's周回r
content gradual1y approaches to uniformity whi1e drying progress回. The depth 
of the main crack reaches 15皿 50days 1ater. On the contrary， t凶 sidecrack 
does not grow over 2皿 ofdepth and closes after drying 6 days. 

Fig. 3 shows the histories for one day， clearly illustrating the initial 
stage of drying. Fig. 4 illustrates that the main crack and the side crack gro曹
together at first， but side crack closes when the main crack grows lar伊 r. The 
relation bet~een the both cracks is sisilar to that of microcracks in fracture 
process zone. 
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1n this analysis， it is assu-ed that shrinkage strains vary ooly in叩 e
direction. Y axis， and that they are uniform in X aod Z directions. 宜臨時fore，
t胃o-dimeosionalfinite ele.ent mode1 c祖 beadopted as shown in Fig. 1. 恥wever
， because the condition is neither plaio stress oor plaio strain， three 
displace.ents訂 econsidered at each nodal point， and the displace飯沼tsio Z 
direction are supposed to be eq田 1at every nodal point. Assuming that 
fictitious cracks locate at e午氾1distances， the half portion bet'駅畑切ocracks 
is necessary for the numerica1 model. 

The crack spacing of the皿.ode1was deterlllined to be so large as the surf<l!回
stresses did not exceed tensile strength. After a few trials， the crack spacing 
of 8阻胃itha side crack in the center was obtained. 

The water ce園田tratio of the specimen is 50~， and the mechani但 i
properties for the analysis are Young's .odulus of 24.4 GPa， Poisson's ratio of 
0.21 and tensile strength of 3.23 MPa. In this祖 alysis，Young's直血lusis 
se1ected to be 64~ of test value， considering the non-linear characteristics in 
the neighbor of tens i 1e streJ昭th. The bilinear mode1 was adopted超低J.et阻 sion
softening curve based on the experi即 ntaldata fro皿 Uchidaet al[3]. 
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Figure 4. Gro曹thof cracks. 
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KlPKRI阻fITALRKSULTS 

Fig. 5 sho冒sthe crack patterns obtained by wiping the sp四国enwith冊 tclothes 
after drying one day. Clear patterns can be seen， but no crack could加 found
by using a glass of 10 magnifications. Fig. 3 shows that the crack剛氏h
opening displacement is ahout 4μ皿 atthat time. 

After drying the speci.en for 3 days， the crack patterns in Fig. 6 were 
obtained by painting black ink on the specimen and胃ipingit a曹司 i皿副iate1y.
The patterns are more clear and thin than those in Fig. 5. It is consider凶
that the patterns in.Fig. 6 indicate slightly developed cracks b田 a田 eof the 
penetration of ink， and those in Fig. 5 indicate fracture process zones加ca凶 e
of the penetration of water. In addition， the crack spacings ap医泡rto be 
nearly 8阻 inFig. 6. 

40 

Fi別 re2. Histories of crack mouth 
opening displac~挺，nts 血d

crack depths for 50也ys.

間直田ICALRESULTS 

20 
TIllE (days) 

The histories of fictitious crack depths and of crack 1I0uth opening 
displacements are shown in Fig. 2. It must be noted that the results are 
concerned only with fictitious cracks， not real cracks. The openiロg
displacement of the main crack reaches maximu皿 valueof 5.5μ皿 atdryi昭
periods of 7 days， after曹hicbit decreases gradually. The decr田 sein the 

42 
~ 

x 

Figure 1. Finite element mesh. 
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CONCLUSIOIf 

A nu・ericalanalysis using fictitious crack model and回目perim阻 tusing 
prismatic specimen冒ereperfor配 d. Tbe fol1owing conclusions瞬間 develo.IJE姐
fro. tbe results. 
1. Crack spacing was determined to be 8皿 fromthe calculation. assuaing tbat 

surface stress did not exceed tcnsile strength. The sa・ecrack spacing also 
could be seeo in the experiment. 

2. Crack mouth opening displacement reaches the maIiMUa value of 5.5μm 7也p

later. after which it decreases gradually. 
3. Kain crack depth reaches 15四 afterdrying 50也ys.
4. Side crack does not gro曹 over2皿 ofdepth. and closes after 6也y8.

5. If cracks of 5μm opening displaceaeot can be observed by a glass. it migbt 
be found after drying 2 days. But. no crack could be observed during the 3 
days the specimen dried. 

6. The mouth of fracture process zone can be observed by a si町 lelIIetb叫 of
曹ipingthe specimen with wet clothes. 
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CRACKING AND DA乱1AGEIN CONCRETE 
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Yokohama Nationa1 University 

Hodogaya・Ku，Yokohama， Japan 240 

ABSTRACT 

The effect of the nonuniform drying shrinkage on the deformationa.l behavior of concrete 
is investigated by the finite element ana1ysi5 with concrete elements. A concrete element 
is a. kind of complex element made up of a number of finite elementsもorepresent the 
inhomogeneous internal structure of concrete. From the numerical simula.tion for a. num-
ber of model concrete specimens subjected to drying， the distributions of moI5ture a.nd 
cr配 langa.re obtained. Then， the a.mount of cra.cks which indica.tes the dama.ge of concrete 
お5ta.tisticallya.nalyzed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Concrete structures are exp四 edto various drying conditions immediately after the re-
mova1 of the form. The shrink晶.geof concrete due to 5uch a. drying cond.ition 何回esa.

Donuniform stress distribution inside concrete a.nd， subsequently， craεking. Such craιk-
ing leads to reduction of the strength a.nd the stiffness of concrete. Therefore， craιking 
組 ddamage due to drying shrinka.ge a.re important fa.ctors from a. viewpoint of desi伊 of
concrete structures. 

In this study， craιking and da.mage of concrete due to drying a.re investigated by 
using祖 ana1yticalmethod with the use of the :finite element method. Concrete is consid-
ered as a. heterogeneous material made up of coa.rse a.回regatesand morta.r{cf. Fig.l(a)). 
Such a composite ma.terial with a random interna1 structure would be modeled efficiently 
by using the concrete element concept [1-3]. A concrete element is a kind of complex el令

ment made up of three domains， i.e ・， a coa.rse a.ggregate， mor此ta紅.rand 七出heint民erfa配cebetween 
t} 

nonlinea.r di班宜u出1泊悶s釘iぬonana.lysis f.お:orthe mo仇is“tur民emo仰.vementin concrete， and it is used in the 
nonlinear stress anaJysis. 
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Numerical simula.tions are carried out to get the crack distributions. Th白 eresults 
are used to estimate the influence of drying on the mechanica.l behavior of concrete. The 
damage of concrete is also eva.luated from the result of the stress analysis. 
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creep， shrinka.ge， and cracking. Subscripts E and 1 stand for the quantities related to the 
extemaimd internal nodes ofaconcrete element，Eespedively Eq.(4)is used to calculate 
the displacements of the internal nodes using the displacements of the external nodes. 

An example of the concrete element used in this study is shown in Fig.2(a). In 
thls study， 8・nodeisopara.metric elements are used for the internal elements of a concrete 
element. Each concrete element has 16 external nodes， 77 interna.l nodes a.nd 28 internal 
elements. Since Eq.(l) is related to 16 external no伽 only，it is clear tha.t the size of the 

stiffness matrix is signific組 tlyreduced by the elimination of the degrees of freedom of 
the iIItemai nodes.The shape ofaconcnte element is assumed to be squaEe.The ratios 
between the diameter of an a.ggregate (D) and the side length of a conc附 element(L) 
a.re 0.3， 0.5， 0.7 and 0.9. The thlckness of the interface is 1/100 of the side length of乱

concrete element. 

The analysis is decomposed into two parts， i.e.， the ana.lysis of moisture diffusion 
and the ana.lysis oi drying shrinkage. In this study， it is assumed that the moistu問
中ffusionin concrete due to dがngis expressed by the nonlinear diffusion equation. It is 
also assumed that the humidity-dependence of the dimmivity of the mortar is expressed 
by a trilinear relationship(ci. Fig.2(b))， considering the equation proposed by B出品nt[5J. 
The moisture diffusivity of the aggregate is assumed to be negligible. 

In the analysis of drying shrinkage， it is assumed that the unrestrained incrementaJ 
shrinkage oi mort紅 islinearly proportional to the incremental change oi humidity and the 

proportionaJ constantおκ=1.6 X 10-3 [6，可.This unrestrained shrinkage is converted 
into the equivalent nodal force to be used in Eq.(3). The mort訂 isassumed to crack when 
the tensile stress exceeds its tensile stEength.The czack is modeled by the smeared crack 
model.The cEack direction is perpendicular to the pEincipai tensile stnss and the tensile 
stress is released at once. 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

In this study， concrete is modeled硝 aninhomogeneous material made up of coarse a.g-
gregates， mortar and the interface doma.in between them. Although there are several 
methods to deal with concrete as such a composite material [4]， the method using coル
crete elements is employed in this study because of its computational effi.ciency. The 
analysis in this study is twcトdimensional.Decomposing the overall stiffness equation for a 
concrete element into two parts related to the external and internal nodes， the incremental 
stiffness equ晶tionfor a concrete element becomes as iollows，総sumingthat externa.lloads 
a.re not applied to the internal nodes. 
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where K，U，F and F" respedively stand for the element stiffness matrIx oi eaιh com-
ponent finite element， the displacement vector， the 10M vector，組dthe equivalent load 
vector due to various inelastic strains， etc. F" can take into account仕leeffects of the 
nonlinear material properties of each component material such as visco-plastic behavior， 
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Figure L Modeling of concrete: 

(aωa司)In叫terna
(怜例b防)Concept of c∞on町cret民eelement. 

Figure 2. Analysis model oi concrete specimen: 

(a) Element discretization of concrete element (D/L=0.5)j 
(b) Model oi humidity-dependence of di仇 sivity.
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ness of the internal structure of concrete. The pattern of the cracking corresponding to 
the deformation in Fig.5 is shown in Fig.6. The cracks are ma.inly located near the surface 
where the tensile stress becomes large because of drying shrinkage. However， cracks are 
also observed in the central portion because of the nonuniform stress distribution. The 
measure of the dama.ge of the concrete specimen due to nonuniform shrinkage may be 
defined in various ways [8}. In this study， the effed of cracking on the mechanical proper-

m )<C ミ司 Iν マfy 同 l)¥: 国E国rr IγN1 
関』三三三 ll::: 三ιl.}、はiIll' b、 b凶

γ ‘可 rc !7( V門 YF司V 可 ltY ~問 s; マ1百戸町@ 
止さ凶 lと~ b、.-< i会kYJl:' 副 l>、ぱJ

m f子同 γ 、司 γ可 γ ‘オ γ 門 γ 「、く fy イ 7'; マfN EヰYト可
~ lと凶 ¥>.. 住~ 〉、L...: 込竺自 ~ さメ ~ さ4 ~ A 
在日 yr<: ?¥l R'i 民間 日宝~ fy R1 E 司 『可
主主~ Lと壬4le 怪，{ l比会i u.. はJ比~ J 

Figure 5. Deformation of concrete specimen due to drying shrinkage. 

The concrete specimen analyzed in tms study is a. rectangle (10 cm x 30 cm). The 
specimenおdisc凶 izedby concrete elements with side length of 2.5 cm. An example of 
element discretization is shown in Fig.3. In this example， 48 concrete elements品reused 
The number of external nodes is 401 and that of the total nodes is 4097. Four types 

of c∞on悶1
a紅z四ear江ra制祖ng酢edra鉱組革且ld伽ouu勾yb句yusing uniform ra.ndom numb悦er凶s.In tms analysis， 30 model 
concrete specimens are analyzed for the moisture di:lfusion and the drying shrinkage. For 
the sa.ke of simplicity， it is assumed tha.t the interf".ce has the same ma.terial properties 

as the mortar. 
For the analysis of the moisture diffusioD， it is a.ssumed that the initial humidity 

in concrete is 100% and the a.mbient humiwty is 70%. FigA shows the humidity distri・
bution for drying time t-to = 10 days. It is observed that the humidity wstribution is 
inhomogeneous due to the e:lfect of random spatial distribution of coarse a.邸 regates.

For the analysis of the drying shrinkage， it is assumed that the elastic modulus and 
the Poisson's ratio are 19.6 (GPa)， 0.2 for the morta.r and the interfa.ce，組d196(GPa)， 
0.2 for the乱邸regate.Fig.5 shows the deforma.tion oi晶 concretespecimen due to drying 
shrinkage (t-to = 10 days). Nonuniform deforma.tion is observed because of the ra.ndom-
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION 
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Fi♂ue 6. Cra.cking of concrete specimen due to drying shrinkage. 
Figure 3. Element discretization of concrete specimen. 
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The coe伍cientof variation for 30model concEete specimens is15.5%which is laEgeE than 

those o( the wa.ter 10ss or the shrinkage [1-3]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The -tiEUhSion and the drying shinhgeof a model concrete SPECImenue ln-
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SIMULATION OF THERMAL CRACKS OF MASS CONCRETE 

町 STAGECONSTRUCTlON 

Chen Li-hong Fu Zuo-xin 

Department of Mechaniω， Hohai University， 
Nanj恒g，210024， P. R. China 

A.BSTRACf 

The fictitious crack model has been developed to simulate the thermal crack of 
mass concrete in stage construction. The constitutive relation in fracture zone un-
der sustained loading is obtained from the softening surface in the σ-w-t space 
which 1s based on tensile strength ft and fracture energy GF of concrete at differ-
ent ages.τbe t偲 tseri回 todetermine fracture energy GF at early ag田 havebeen 
done. The analysis shows that the ability of concrete against cracking may be im-
proved by softening and the pωsi凶 ityof fracture has been over時 timatedby or-
dinary analysis methods. 

INTRODUCTION 

The thermal crack of m前 sconcrete depends on the history of temperature and 
creep. Generally a large concrete structure is made up of many conerete lifts 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. M出 sconcrete in stage construction 
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SOFfENING SURFACE AND ITS TEST DETERIViINATION 

surface. Because the softening surface is b前回 onthe short-term t，回ts，the addi-
tional deformation w in the spa白 σ-w-tis w. in Eq. (1)rather than wT;there-
fore， real softening trace is in the outside of the softening surf2.ce and the soften-
泊gsurface is the lower boundary surface of all the伊 ssiblesoftening tra悦 s.If 
we assume that the softening trace under sustained load is on the softening sur-
face， then the softening ab出tyof concrete can be taken into account in the low-
回 tdegree and the a-w(t) curve for fracture zone凶 nbe obtained from the e-
quation of softening surface. For the assumption of s位aightline， there is 

which are poured in batches (Figure 1. ). A 仕uee-dimensiona1FEM progr創n
with the automatic generation function of mesh MId boundary condition meぉag回
has been designed to simulate the transient temperature，creep and stress fields of 
large concrete s凶 cturesin construction and operational periods. 百lethermal 

crack can then be simulated. 

As the thermal crack of ma思 concreteis caused by the sustained effects of the 
chang回 oftemperature， the σ-w curve[1]is no longer suitable for the frae1qre 
zone and the time effect must be taken into consideration.In order to consEder 
both effects of softening and creep加 fracturezone， the tota1 additional deforma-
tion WT is divided into two parts: 

σ(t)ー!t(t) 

σ(t)竺 O

、百E

，，

a
，b
 

r
、ω 

、こ

A"
。一ベ

斤一

m
(ω(t) ~ 2G，(t)/あ(t)) 

(ω(の>2G，(t)/!，(t)) 
(2) 

uゅ=W. + Wb (1) 

Where f， ( t) and GF ( t) are tensile strength and fracture energy at diff erent ag'凶.

They伺 nbe determined by t回 ts.τ'hesimilar Eqs. for bilinear錨 sumptioncan be 
obtain回 inthe姐 meway. Table 1 giv回 ther回 ultsof our tesω[2J. There are 
more than 8 specimen in each age-group. 

In which w. ia the additional deformation caused by microcracking， Wb is the 
creep deformation削剥 bythe other r拙 ons，such as the removal of adsorbed 
water etc..Under sustained loading，the relation between stressM1d deformation 
within the fracture zone， i. e.σ-WT(t) is the curve in the three dimensional 
spac泡 ofσ-w-t(Figure 2. )， it can be called softening trace. Because of the 
softening trace relating with the rate of loading，it is very difficult to determine 
it by t回 tdirectly; while the fracture energy.GF under the short-term loading阻 n
be determined easily at present and there is also a standard to follow-Therefore ， 
through a appropriate assumption we四 nobtain σ-w (t) curve based on the 

fracture eneygy Gp: 

TABLE 1 
~副館lyag伺 (N/m)

age (day) 7 14 21 28 

Mean value 59.59 89.22 104. 16 126.45 

Standard deviation 16.64 17.99 23.09 15.42 

In stage construction of mass concrete， the main loads are gravity and 
changes of temperature， there is no high compr回 sivestress and the principal 
stress direction does not change appreciably， so仕leproperti偲 offracture zone is 
independent of the type of s仕掛 field[lJ. Th包 m回 出 血atEq. (2)回 nbe di-
rectly applied to the ana1ysis of three dimensional problems. 

THE SIMULATION OF THERMAL CRACK 

w 

Based on the simulation of transient temperature， creep and strass fields of n冶ss
concrete in stage construction， the fictitious crack m吋 elcan be applied to ana-
lyze crack formation and crack grow由 ineach time step， in which σ-w curve is 
replaced by softening surface. At any time， every node of finite elements is泊

one of three stat田: (1) continuous; (2) softening; (3) crack. Once a node is 
in softening state， the node will be separated into two nodes. Between th回 etwo
nod田， a tensile force is introdu白 d，corr回pondingto the str回 Sσwhereσvari国
with w according to the equation of softening surface. so the equations for incre-
menta1 displacement fields are non1inear after softening occurred， the iteration is 
needed in each time step. 

We have used this method to analyze a practical problem: four ω，ncrete lifts 
on a rock (Figure 3). Observation data show伺 thatno crack w，鎚 foundin this 
structure. Using numerica1 analysis， when maximum str回 scriterion was used 

Figure 2. Softening surface in the σ-w-t space 

We assume that由eshape ofσ-w curve under the short-term load is a 
straight line (or a bi1inear)， a series of c町 V回 onthe planes perpendicular to出e
axis t are obta加edfrom the GF(t) (Figure 2.). Connecting these curv回， a sur-
face in the three dimensional space of a -w -t is formed， we call it softening 
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without consideration of soften泊g，a vertical crack泊 4-ぽtsformed; once the 

softening surface was taken泊toaccount， the distribution of tensile stress along 
the vertica1 directjon tended to be uniform and the crack did not formed， only 
some nodes were in the state of softening. 

Figure 3. Four concrete ぽtson the r∞k 

CONCLUS!ONS 

1. The fictitious crack model can be developed to simulate the thermal crack of 

mass concrete in stage construction when the curveσ-w is replaced by世le

softening surface in the σ-w-t space. 

2. The ability of concrete against crack泊gmay be improved by softening and the 

pωsibility of fracture has been over回 timatedby ordinary ana1ysis meth叫 s.

Therefore it is Pωsible to simplify the temperature control measures dur泊g

construction which are used commonly and cost1y at present. 
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Characteristics of Fractur邑 Responsesof Rate-dependent and 
Temperature-Sensitive Materia1自 likeAsphalt Concrete 

Yeou-Shang Jenq and Pei Liu 
Department of civi1 Engineering 

The Ohio State University 
Columbu・， Ohio 43210， US且

ABSTRAC雪

Effects of temperature and 10adinq rate on fracture responses of aspha1t 
concrete， which is a rate-dependent and temperature-sen自itivemateria1， are 
examined in the present study. 工ndirecttensi1e strength tests and notched 
half-disk tests were performed to・va1uatetemperature and rate effect自 on
the material responses. Marsha11 tab1ete which were produced using the .am・
mixinq condition and compaction effort were used in a11 the te自ts.Fracture 
parameters such as critica1 otress inteneity factor， fracture energy， and 
indirect tensile strength were found to be high1y dependent on the app1ied 
10ading rate and the testing t・mp・rature.The conceptual idea of using a 
viscous cohesive crack model to simulate the effect of temperature and 
loading rate on the progressiv・crackdev邑lopmentand deformation 
characteristics of asphalt concrete is 81so discussed. 

工HTRODUCTION

且8phaltconcrete i8 made of two m吋orphase8 of mat自rials: asphalt cement 
and mineral aggregates. Aspha1t cement i8 mainly derived from the residues 
of petroleum crude during refining process and has a very complex polymeric 
structure.且.tlow temperature (e.g.， below "g1a8s temperature"， it shou1d 
be noted that asphalt cement does not have a we11 defined g1a且S
temperature)， the cement wi11 behave like g1a88， and the fracture response 
can be described as brittle or quaoi-britt1e. However， as the temperature 
increases， asphalt cement starts to flow like a viscous 1iquid and i8 very 
sensitive to the 10ading rate. As a resu1t， the overa11 response of aspha1t 
concrete is dロminatedby the behavior of asphalt cement， since aggregates， 
in general， are not very sensitive to the service temperature and loading 
rate. Studies on app1ications of fracture mechanics to asphalt concrete 
have been very limited [1-3] and the app1icability of fracture mechanics 
concepts to asphalt concrete is still under debate among the reoearchers. 
Thi自 maybe due to the fact that the fracture response as well aa the 
deformation process of asphalt concr・t.io highly sensitive to the applied 
10ading rate and temperature. Paat attempts in using a single param・t・z
approach (such as critica1 9tress intensity factor or critical J-integral) 
[1-2] to characterize fracture re9istance of asphalt concrete did not ge自m
to yield promising results. In ord・rto properly mod邑1the fracture 
response of aspha1t concrete， basic information regarding the progreaaive 
crack deve10pment and deformation characteristics under different 
temperatures and loading rates is ne自ded. It is hoped that by better 
understanding the mechanisms that govern the fracture response and 
deformation process， one can deve10p a better mathematica1 model to capture 
the effects of 10ading rate and temperature on the material behavior of 
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observed in portland cement concrete. This is a1so true for 32DF 
七emperature，at which the material is believed to be very brittle. Simi1ar 
trend is a1so observed for the fracture energy. However， it should be noted 
that due to the unique feature of indirect tensile teet， some additional 
energies such as crushing at the loading points and energy for formation of 
multip1e cracks are included in the calculation of fracture energy. As a 
result， care should be exercieed in the interpr自tation and application of 
fracture energy derived from indirect tensile test. 
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EXPERlMENTAL PROORAIII 

Marshall disk samp1es with 4" diameter (0) and 2.5" thickness (T) were 
prepared using Marsha11 compaction hammer at a mixing temperature of 305・F.
AC-20 graded asphalt cement and aggregates with gradation meeting ohio 
Oepartment of Transportation 404 specification were used. The asphalt 
content is 5.5%， which was determined from Marsha11 mix design method. 
These samples were ueed in the indirect tensi1邑 testand the notched-ha1f 
disk test. All the 自制pleswere tested in an environmenta1 chamber usinq a 
20 Kip c1ose-loop contro11ed MTS te白tingsystem. The 1oad-point 
disp1acement was-used as the feedback slgna1 to contr01 the loading rate. 
The 10ading rate且 usedin the present progr副紅白 0.03inchjmin， 0・3
inchjmin， and 1.5 inchjmin and the testing temperatures are: 32・F，730F， 
and 1040F. A11 the自ampleswere conditioned at the testing temperature for 
10 hours before the test. Three samp1es were evaluated for each loading 
ate and testing temperature. 

aspha1t concrete. 

Three-point bend notched half-disk te自t (Fig. 1) was used to eva1uate 
the fracture response. One of the advantages of using the ha1f-disk samp1e 
is that the samp1es can be direct1y produced by cutting the Marsha11 disks 
so that materia1s with the 自由nemix proportion and compaction 自ffortare 
used throughout the testing program. In addition to the quasi-static tests， 
some notched sample自 werea190 subjected to constant 10ads to evaluate the 
creep effect. 

p 
0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 

LOAD-POINT DISPLACEMENT (IN.) 

Figure 2. Typica1 1oad-displacement resu1ts of indirect tensile test 

T且BLE1. EXPER工MENT.且L RESULTS OF INDlRECT TENS工LETESTS 

Temp. (DF) Loadin/m g rate Fracture Indirect Modu1us of 
(inch/min) energy， GFo tensile E1asticity， 

(1bjin) strength E 
(p目i) (p且i)

0.03 29.977 163.893 69727.69 
32 0.3 39.956 339.76 106370. 

0.15 34.081 403.48 143039. 

0.03 7.255 40.32 19845.9 
73 0.3 12.896 75.56 34458. 

1.5 21.23 119.09 53921.2 

0.03 1.434 14.183 13917.0 
104 0.3 3.353 23.718 16497.39 

1.5 5.675 37.24 28830. 

Figure 3 shows the typica1 10ad-displacement curv邑自 of notched disk 
samp1es tested at 73・Fwith a loading rate of 0.03 inchjmin. The modu1us of 
e1asticity can b邑 d自termined from the measured initial compliance. 士he
critical stress intensity factor (~.) without non1inear correction can be 
ca1cu1ated from the mea自uredpeak load (Pm~) and the origina1 notch-radius 
ratio (ajR) as: 

(1) Kt. = P同値ゾ~F(a/R) I (2RT) 

Fiqure 2 shows the typical results of load-displacement curves of indirect 
tensile tests obtained at a 10ading rate of 0.03 inchjmin. From the initia1 
compliance， the modu1us of elasticity can be calcu1ated usinq the equation 
derived from finite elements ana1ysis. Th邑 indirecttensi1e strength (f回}
can be calculated from the measured peak 10ad (Pm~) and is equa1 to 
2*Pm岨

j(πDT)・ Ba自edon work-of-fracture concept， the fracture enerqy (G向}
associated with the indirect tensile test can be ca1culated from the area 
under the load-disp1acement curve divided by the cross sec七ionarea (OxT)・
The experimental resu1ts are 1i目ted in Tab1e 1. It can be noted that 
modulus of elasticity， fracture energy， and indirect ten自i1estrength are 
hiqhly dependent on the testing temperature and 10ading rate. In general， 
hiqher loading rate and 10wer testing temperature yie1ded higher fracture 
enerqy， modu1us of e1asticity， and indirect tensile目trenqth. For the same 
10ading rate， the indirect tensi1e strengths at 320F are more than three 
times of those derived at room temperature (i.e. 73oF)・Furthermore，for 
七he same testing temperature， the effect of'1oading rate on the modu1us of 
e1asticity and indirect tensile strength are far significant than those 

Ball 
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in which a=initia1 notch length， R-radius of the samp~e ， and F(a(R)_ S shape 
~~r~~~tio~ f~~t~~-2 3.19578+ï7.7159(a/R)-79.1527(a/R)2+143.801(a/R)~-
60.833(a/R).. The shape correction factor was d・rivedfrom finite e1回 ents
~~iy~i;'~~d was found to be comparab1e with the results reported by other 
researchers (4)・
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Resu1ts obtained from the quasi-static fracture tests are 1isted in Tab1e 
2. The effects of 10ading rate and temperature on the critical stress 
intensity factor and modu1us of elasticity are simi1ar to those observed in 
the indirect tensi1e tests， i.e.， at a 10wer temperature or a higher 
10ading rate the va1ues of'~e and E wil1 be higher. Depending on the 
testing conditions， these increase Can be several folds. Interestingly， the 
GF valuss at 32

0F were found to be lower than those obtained at 73・F，except 
for loading rate at 0.03 inch/min， which is different frorn that observed in 
the indirect tensile te自ts.The reason for this phenomenon is sti11 not 
very c1ear. 工t is， however， believed that coupling effects of temperature 
and 10ading rate on the brittleness and viscou日 energydissipation may play 
an important ro1e on this seeminqly contradictory observation. Note that 
fracture energy obtained using indirect tensi1e tests is about three to ten 
times higher than that determined usinq notch自d half-disk tests for reasons 
discussed ear1ier. 
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Constant 10ads were a1so app1ied to evaluate the time need tロ achieve
creep fai1ure. Four different constant loads were applied to the notched-
disk s副np1es. Figure 4 listed the disp1acement-time re1ationship obtained 
at different 10ading leve1s. 工t is very obvious that viscous f10w has a 
significant contribution to the fina1 fai1ure of aspha1tic materials. 
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Figure 3. Typica1 load-disp1acement curves of three-point bend notched ha1f 
di白ktests 

Tab1e 2. EXPERIMENT且L RESULTS OF NOTCHED HALF-DISK TESTS 

Ternp. (OF) loading rate Fracture Critica1 Modulus of 
(inch/min) energy， GF stress E1asticity， 

(lbs/in) intensity B 

facti〆ori，Uku• (psi) 
(ps 

0.03 5.222 419.15 92422.3 

32 0.3 3.419 517.76 127125. 

1.5 3.342 547.695 153320. 

0.03 1.878 101.925 28305. 

73 0.3 4.11 248.723 95985. 

1.5 6.46 396.424 135976. 

0.03 0.27 18.999 5554. 

104 0.3 0.893 49.177 31348. 

1.5 1.802 99.294 49072. 

Figure 4. Typica1 disp1acement-time histories of creep tests 

MATHEMATICAL MODELING 

Since rutting (or permanent deformation) and cracking are the two major 
distress modes in aspha1t concrete pavernents， a sound mathematica1 mode1 is 
needed to simulate not on1y the fracture resistance but a1so the 
deformation characteristics of asphaltic rnix. A 1ine crack approach simi1ar 
to Dougdale-Barenb1att type of cohesive crack mode1 (5・9) seems to be a 
good choice in terms of sirnu1ating the deformation characteristics and 
progressive crack deve10pment of aspha1t concrete. Jenq and pernq (5] hao 
extended the cohesiv日 crackmod自1origina11y proposed by Hi11erborq et a1 
(6] using phenornenon1ogica1 approach to simu1ate the temperature effect. 
The associated viscous behavior was lumped into the line crack， i.e. 
assuming that the non-critical zone is 1inear ela自tic.Although progre自sive
crack deve10pment at different temperatures can be proper1y simulated， thia 
model， however， can not be used to predict the a自Bociatedtime-dependent 
deformation and creep failure. 

The fracture energy (G~) associated with the notched half-disk test can be 
calculated a目 E

GF = area under the load-displacement curve/ (T (R-a)) (2) 

A more reasonab1e model is the viscous cohesive crack mode1 proposed 
by Schapery (7-9). In the rnode1， materia1s outside the fracture zone w自re
aS6umed to be linear visco邑lastic. Furthermore， the cohesive zone is 
assumed to be governed by the fracture zone lenqth and is independent of 
the Younq'自 modu1usand Poisson's ratio so that the ext骨ndedcorrespondence 
principle can be used for a movinq boundary problem. To app1y this mode1 to 
a finite geometry and to simulating the experimenta1ly observed 1oad-
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disp1acement curve， however， do.. not seem to be very straight forward. 
First， the so1ution prOCeSB for a finite geometry 1s more comp1icated than 
that of an infinite domain. Furth・rmore，if on・assumesthat the coheoiv・
crack zone is govern・dby the白tr・.o・separationcurve， then the extended 
corre.pondence princip1e may not be direct1y app1icable to obtain the 
aBsociat・dviecoe1a・ticsolution， even if the elaetic eo1ution i8 known. A 
opecia1 technique u.ing principle of superpo・itionmay bs neceseary to 
obtain the associated vi冒coe1asticBolution. Seロond，determination of 
material propertie. such as fracture energy， indirect tensile Btrength， 
modu1u. of elasticity， and shape of otresB-.eparation curv・isbecominq 
more difficu1t. Ae diocussed earlier， work-of-fracture conc・pti8 uoed to 
determine the fracture energy. Thi日 meansthat enerqy disBipation due to 
ViSCOUB deformation， which is rat.-dependent and temperature dependent， i8 
a180 included as part of the fracture enerqy. Therefore， to determin. the 
true fracture energy， one need目 toaoSeBB the quantity of the aB80ciat・d
vi白cou・energydissipation. Furthermore. as indicated earlier， the indirect 
tensile .trength and the modu1u・ofelasticity were very・ensitiveto the 
applied 10ading rate. However， the 8tresS rate in the notched s出np1eio 
difficu1t to quantify due to the stress concentration effect. Therefore， 
correlation of different loadinq rate. among different te.ts has to b・
estab1i8hed first if one wante to use thiB model to predict the obeerved 
load'‘dieplacement curve of the notched epecimen.. IssueB re1ated with the 
proposed ViBCOUS cohesive crack model wi11 b. discussed in more detai1 at 
the conference. 
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Da・aqeof Concr・teunder Coabined Intluence of Loadinq 

and Corrosion - A Test Hethod 

Kattbias H. Hi6del 

Concrete as a bui1ding materia1 is not resistant in a11 

media. Especia11y in industria1 areas we can see the bea-

ring of air and soi1 po11ution on concrete bui1dings. The 

destruction of concrete， especia11y the cement paste， due 

to chemica1 effects is summarized with the term concrete 

corrosion. tqben we talk abou七 concrete corrosion we have 

to distinguish between disso1ving corrosion， where diffu-
sing e1ements， for example acids， des七roy the compounds 

of the cement paste， and expansive corrosion， where dif-
fusing elements， for example sulpha七es，react with the 

cement pas七e by building new compounds with higher 10cal 

requirements as the origin elements， so 七ha七 the cement 

paste may burst. 

Both types of corrosion - dissolving and expansive corro-

sion - resu1t in a change of concrete s七ructure，especi-

a11y the micro-s七ruc七ure. In addi七ion resul ting hollows 

are of七en classified as pores， but 七here are a1so new 

formed microcracks. 

These microcracks superpose with microcracks caused by七o

externa1 load， or those microcracks which a1so exis七

without ex七ernal load. Both types of microcracks - those 

due to corrosive effects and those due to load - influ-

ence each other， when a corrosive stressed concrete solid 

is 10aded. 

with regard to the experimental method of measuring， we 

mus七 differentiate undirec七edmicrocracks which occur at 

a very 10w 1eve1 of stress from directed microcracks 
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which occur by microcrack-accumula七ion at a stress of 

about 70 % of七hestreng七h. While undirec七edmicrocracks 

have七obe determined by accustical measuremen七 ina very 

S工mple way， directed microcracks have to be de七ermined

wi七h 七heaid of energetical criterias and fracture mecha-

nical a七七empt. These experiments need a high-precise 

measuremen七 foruniaxial七ensileloaded， specimens七ode-

termine七heunloading branch of the stress-s七raincurve. 

(11 ....1'"平

(2)瑚剖bIor

I句輔副IdI・k

(4) 由剖蜘剖・

t匂 11111>1In~ 

(8) Iplloim嗣

t可制帽noo_
{司圃曲、.酬剖町

t輔自剖 bor

Fig. 1: Measuring device [1] 

To compare the effects 

of differen七 corrosive

media it is necessary 

七o pu七七he specimens 

in七o 七he same state of 

struc七ure. This is pos-

sible by 七he testing 

device shown in Fig. 1， 

which has been develo-

ped a七七he University 

of Bochum to carry out 

uniaxial 七ensile tests. 

This tes七ing device， 
which is described in 

[1] ， [2] and [3] ， 
permits s七ressing the specimens up 七o the point， where 
microcrack-accumulation starts and to stop the loading， 
before microcracking becomes critical. This is the case 

before strength is reached. Thus， all specimens are put 
into the same s七a七e of structure which makes them compa-

rable. The pre-cracked specimens are stored in corrosive 

media， water and air. Half of七hesespecimens are stres-

sed by a uniaxial tensile load， which runs up to about 

60 宅 of七hes七resswhich implicated microcrack-accumula-

tion; 七he other half is unloaded. After defined periods 

of time the specimens will be tested with the above men-

七ionedBochum七es七ingdevice. wi七h these tests， all me-
chanical and fracture mechanical values like strength， 
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Young's modulus and frac七ure energy are measured. The 

corrosive effects of different media on七hestructure of 

concrete， especially 七he cement pas七e，are demonstrated 

by means of a comparison of the measured s七ress-strain

curves of the loaded and unloaded and the specimens which 

are stored in corrosive media， water or in air. 

世1esevariations are七ime-dependen七. A testing device for 

uniaxial long-term tensile stressing of specimens has 

been developed a七七heUniversi七Y of Bochum. This device 

is shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2: Long-七ermtesting 

device 

The pre-cracked speci-

mens， ei ther no七chedor 

unnotched， are stressed 

by 七ightening the 

nu七s (1) and s七retching

the threaded bars (2)， 
which are supported by 

the steelen crossmem-

bers (3). Before the 

threaded bars are 

stretched by tightening 

the nuts the stacks of 

plate springs (4) will 

be compressed. To 

define and control the 

stress of the specimens 

an ex七ensometer (5) is 

a七七ached to the 

threaded bars， s七ress-
strain relationship of which has been de七erminedbefore. 

The force in the bars is the same as in七hespecimen. The 

deformation of the ex七ensometer is controlled 

continuously. The creeping and relaxa七ion of the 

specimens is compensa七edby the pla七e springs which are 

much softer than 七he other aggregates of the 七es七ing
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device. owing to this process the force and the stress in 

the specimen remains constant all over the七esting七ime.

Comparing tests wi七h missing pla七e springs are suitable 

for determining creep curves of uniaxial 七ensile loaded 

concre七especimens. 

Conc1usions 

up七o the present 七imevaria七ions of concre七e s七ructure

due to load effects have been described in combina七ion

with those due to corrosive effectニs.

工ndicatorfor these variations are mainly mechanical va-

lues， which have been de七erminedas an average of a large 

number of ei七herloaded or corrosive stressed specimens. 

At Bochum Universi七ya test method and七es七ingdevice has 

been developed to separate these effects by determining 

varia七ion of mechanical values under combined influence 

of loading and corrosion. Particular attention will be 

given七othe investigation of long-term effects. 
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ABSTRACf 

A且cxpre皿.wayand舶 mebighways were monitored for long t泊1eto副nnlllarizecharac旬risti田 ofcracklng.Te由 werc

∞nducted to cxplore也einflucn田 faetorssuch制 slrUctur.白血dmatcrials ofpavcmcnts. An important ob肺門cdfea. 

ture of transVcrllC craeking is it'll form a final re&ular eracking 鉱 山 giv血gcquivalent crack spacing. A hypothe山 of

揖ctioncontraction in overlay is prc田 ntcdand也cfinitc elcmcnt mcthod is u田 dto calcu1atc the temp町ature低re回

目eld.Resul也 show也ats，紅白S∞E田 ntr温tionell:Ists at位lCfree-cdgc of overlay under low包mperaturecontraetion and 

出cgood bonding action between 8ub.r;rade and 0刊r1aymay rcdu母 thcItre輔印E田 ntration.The 8hcar-lag model of 

two-!ayer systcm is u皿dto cxp!a血血efmal rcgu!ar cracking statc .nd gives 8000 agr'伺 me且twith experilllcntal re. 

阻 111.Study sh。明白紙 increas泊gthe也icknessor也eelas岨cmodulus of pavcments and decre・singthc clastic 

modulus of base，田pecinllyincr四 5ingthc crack depth in ba踊 willdecr四回 therC8ular tr回 四enccrack spacing. 

Lon8itudinal cracki且.gin thc回目terof road iJ .Jso relarded to bc c副首dby the u.mc m国 :hanilmof transv町田crack.

泊1.111 onsct depends on the rclativc magni凶dcof the width of road and the regular transvel官 crackspaclna. To prc. 

vent transvcrse cracking in rigid pI.VClllcn1l， thc &pacin，s of join1l should bc Iess血 nthe rcgular住ansversecrack Spll 

ang. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cracking in concr宅tcp.四 lllen1lia thc main failure modc [or pavclllcnts. Both in flexible or rigid pavemcnt，官邸king

ぉemlto bc impo凪 ibletD prcvent after鎚veralyellt1l'田rviω.Hence，・fractur喧 controllingshould bc Cocu担 don the 

latc on田tand the fcw number of cracks. Mechan~ω1 load is important defmitcly for cracki.ng， ho刑判r，cven in the 
lootp.也 therccxists • lot of cracko， nonmechani岨Iloading (racωre ia a kind of wider failure m，吋ιThemain crack-

Ing皿回neris t回 nsv町田 cracking.Most cu町阻tvicw of p。泊tsare that也。鵠 cracksare caused mai且lyby the 



τ'ypi岨1crack specぽum旭 asphaltpav町田nthas b帽 Dshown in Fig.l. Crack forms arc m瓜nlytransvcr.踊ぽacks，
凪 melongitu曲 alcracks皿 d10岨 1皿 ultipleロ皿ks[I].The fe山 rcof cracking c血 k 田nnmedup田 follows:1)百 cdi.

rcction of transvl町田 crackis perpe且dicularto也，eroad 曲目岨on， even包 ci.n:叫arroad. 2) Tranlv'町田町田koften

st ms from the edge of r岨，d，propagat個 to也e白血terof road， but oot a11 thc岡田，versecracks処且 run也rough曲e

whole width of road. 3) Most of the ma且--madedefects such回 checkwell or dr割1well bccome the origins of trans-

verse cracks. 4) The transv町田町田kwill approach a rcgular distributive state after several years'輯円必e，i.e.， most of 

也ecrack spacings are the岨 mevalue about 5-10 m. Similar phenomenon has bcen found in也，e'Characteri瓜icDam.

age Statc' of transvcr田 cracking血∞mp皿 i旬 laminat，帽[3-4].5)In也，enarrow or the low tratrtc loading road， trans-

胃 Z田 crackingis the main cracki且gmanner. For the widc or thc heavy traflIc loading road， longitudinal cracking 0ι 

ten appears泊 twodiffercnt positions. One type o[ cracki且gIies in the館 nterof road. another旬開 isloca旬din the 

伺 ntcroflanc (Fig.l). For the onset四 dgrowth of transvcr闘 cracks，mostcurrent viewpoints are that they stem丘om

制 bgradcand rcflect into overlay to form cracks called 'reflective cracks'. We tested in a highway with the岨 me

叩 bgradcand diffe回目。verlay.After one winter，the crackratio (total crack length/ area) for the thick (20cm) over. 

lay was O.lm / m2，about a half of the也也 (4cm)overlay.計四皿a泊町民ks凪也血 overlaymay be rcgarded副 the"re-

fl開 tive町ackg'from四.bgrade.Howevcr，也at国 nsversecrack Item8 from overlay皿 dpropagates into間 bgradcis 

po組，b1eωmpletely.Sin回 difTerenttemperaturcs exist in overlay and四 bg阻 de，ov，町'layhas the b泡gertellJile strc昌

也印刷bgradeduring low ternperature con佐田t品on，田 crackin overlay is po田ibleto on田 tat first. Hen田， drill凶E

tests on ovcrlay cracks were performed i且anexprc田 wayand伺 mehighways. Results曲。w“thataU Jonds of cracks 

with different opening wid白鳥 subgrademay have cracks or not and the opening width decrcased from overlay to 

subgrade. Those show that crack may propagate from over1ay to四 bgrade[21.On the properties of asphalt，thin as-

phalt can be used to rcducc the crack ratio. Thrce k包dsof回 phaltswe田 u田din the overlays of a highway in Shanxi 

Province. Fro岡山cfirst win臼rto the th註dwinter， the crack ra世田(皿/100伽n2)for difTerent asphalt overlays arc: 

l.from 292to 1354 forDLY-60;2.from 109 t0475 forSLY-1叫 3.from58ω228 forDSY-60. The DSY-60 is the 

thinnest asphalt among也r国Jondsof面 phalt.In ordcr to distinguish the crack forms包 flcxibleand half-rigid 

subgrades， two田ctionswith differcnt四 bgradesand the岨 mc:overlay were built凶 a且exprcssway.After。且ewinter， 

国間 四rsecrack spacings were 93.2m (11<咽.ble日 bgrade)and 85.4m白alf-rigidsubgrade)， sp即阻ld江Ieren回 oncrack.

ing fonn hasn't been 0凶erved.Crack growth in a highway w田 moni1oredfor 24 times from 1980 to 1982 and shown 

in Fig.2. Crack initiated du血 8the ftrst winter and grcw even in阻 mmerand its growth had a thr田--stagemodc just 

like the grow曲。f岡田町rsecrack inωmposite laminate[4]. Thc crack spacing inc白血edvery s10wly at ftrst， then a 

rapid increa田 wasnoticed. Finally，αack spacing田emedto tend to a limit value called ・回turaωcrackspω血ピ，

crack spacings were approxima旬:lycqual. 
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. Fig.1. Typical cracking forms of concrete pavement 
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回 viromentale蜘t，for inst阻鳥山lowtempe目旬開[1-2].百聞江田開田町田ksoften have a great n皿 .ber，and 

国 U田由evibration of vehicles， and poor durぬblityof road. Repair旭畠也ωeぽacksis very costly. So也catudy of frac-
turc controlling is n田信組ry.

EXPERIMENT AL SruDY 

Month 

Fig.2. Growth of crack ratio versus every month for different asphalts in a highway 
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SEC百ONCONTRACTION ANALYSIS 

Z(m) 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 X(m) 

Fig.3. Stress distribution ofthe section contraction position (m-m) by F.E.M. 

Because a lot of dcfccts eJUst泊 p回目ncntsand出:cymaybωomethe symm出 yaxex of contraction at low tempe皿-

turc and the田 cxiststhe fmal regular tran町 町 田 crackingsta匂，血chyp。也国isof田ctioncontr臨凶onis used 10 ana-

Iyze the atrc凶日eldof pavement beゐc:eracking[S]. This model is shown in Fig.l，wherc m-n are白ecrackiDg 

positions，their displa∞ments are a島田nedto be zero at low temperature contractioD. In order回 simulatethc bond. 

ing actio且 betw開 noverlay and 8ubg阻 de，thebottom displacemcnts of overlay arc redu回 dgradually and included in 

thc displacement fteld by m伺 nsof the technique of boundary element. The distributi。且。ftempcraturc in overlay 

吹z)is as四 med10 be Iincar along the dircction of thicknc:蝿.The overlay is di叫dedinto 2-3泊yersin fllUte clement 

m且lysil.Strc値切overlay岨 nbe given by the linear thermal-elasticωnstitutive rclation 
11，-Eij(e

j 
-lZj.d.T) (1) 

Tyf頑固lre日 Itia shown in Fig.3 de町 ibingthe distribution of normal st問団泊白eedge ofr，ωd along4he dircction of 
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road. Strcss∞盟国ntnlC:tioncxIlta in the position of腸c:tioDc:。且位ac:tionwhe四 thec:rac:k may be induc:ed. FiJ:.3 also 

giv，槌 thetrend of normal stress包 thcpo副 onoftbc臨山n∞n凶c:tiOD【，alongthc transvcnc direc:tion of the road). 

Higbcr tensilc 5trc回 al回 cxistsat thc cdgc of overlay and it agrcc5 with也，co凶ervcdfcaturc that tr阻町'crsecrac:k of. 

~Di且itia蜘 from the edge of road. ADalya1s ahows that BOod bODding邸，tiODbe何回novcrlay and subgradc may re-

duce thc s位'essconccntration both at thc cdl!e of road and山cp。回tionof田ctionc:ontraction. 

SHEAR LAO ANALYSIS 

Aa:ording句也cBcneral principles of pavcm四 td叩gn，也e凶 mc蝿 andstrcngth are d回 igncdto dcgrade from ovcr・

1Iy to basc[lJ. Hc且，cc，whatcver cracl:: ini凶国恒例crlayor subgradc，it will pr，叩ag山也tobasc !inally. Thc c∞晴岨E凶包困冨b

岨ωo且 oぱfpBV刊cm岨包岨nbc divi叫'id“cdintω。t同wok也凶d由'島りI"iμi

皿 周E田5t白ha瓜tthe volumc 。ばCprodu邸ct“:5Illc闘渇咽8th鳩a且tぬha紙t。“f問a民氾tant飽saf也ιtぬhe阻i以xt町 e。ばf∞nc沼肉t旬，c.Aft町 thcmixedωn. 

crctc is laid in pa vcments，contraction will tcnd to a &皿allvaluc rapidly・Physicalcontraction目白rsωdrycontraction 

and temperat山 e∞ntraction.When tbe concrete is in scrvi目，moisturc∞ntentcvaporates IraduaUy企omsurface to 

intcrior 80 dry∞ ntracti岬目。∞岨rs.Thc tcmpcrature∞ ntraction com担金。血 thccyclic tcmperature of everyday回 d

fo町 S回 8005らespecially也 wintcror nilht， tcmpcrature泊pBvcmcn包islowcr白I，aothat泊 ba曲.Becau館。fthe differ. 

阻 t∞otra叫 ωpropぽtic:sofba揖 andpa町湖cnts，the∞Eむ町出血。Cpavc姐enl8is preventcd by basc，包nsilcstrcss 0(;. 

ωrs in pavc血 cotsas thc result. Two-layer sy山 mCor pavcmcnt analysis is田 cdto .tudy this problem[I). At a given 

阻丸山町'crage岡山伽"血pavements田 ，uscdby thc t。凶eCCec:tof∞nlractioDl伺nbc叫 P問問dby:a.圃 σ:

+17:Wh悶 11:悶蜘∞剛引蜘削n瓜t岡凶山lc5蜘回回阻剛u酎凶db匂yω仙her∞ n凶u副 iω。回叫:， m血 w蜘 d蜘 e岨血凶i叫阻凶d句∞c:ont臨r血即温叫c叫山伽。∞n

阻凶de〈;包山勾明clicI蹴出隠 cωa幽 dby血山ct畑四pe悶m凶凶e伽 u附齢削“削。岨也 s白。 t山hc主官ccrac:k叫If刊。w柚t山仙hi旭npa町v刊e皿回副tis a C，凶d旧鵬r問電 p附降

白 s鑓scau担 dby匂nsion寸 CDsionCatigue. When総mp町山lrCdrops叫 ddenly，anoverload will 0儒 urin pa.ve血 entstbcn 

trans時間crac:ltinJ! will appea.r bccau皿 ofthc low tcnsilc 胞団E曲。f回 ncn:te.C∞sidering that thc main direc:tion of 

p8vement∞ntractぬn1s in longitudina1 direction， we回 tablisha plaoc strcss modc:1 of two-layer Iy脚 m00 cracked 

pavcmcnts without traffic loading Ihown in Fig.l. Tbe avcragc stress of pavc:mcnts in longitud也aldir田山E 帥 tis-
0包gcQuilibriu血何回出nsandbo阻 dary叩 ndictionlis given by a. shear 1811 anal四回s(4J

九日:O-e-u(kx+1)) 印

刷 mg:iskstm皿 10paveme脚色tfa.r position from tr拙 V叩叩k，.as白山町l姥阿山町

k= J 2(1!一一-ト ) ω2(1 +μ) ¥t，2 • abB_ 

whcrcμis tbe poisson's ratio，E"E.arc e1副首，cmodulu& of pavcmcnts and ba昆 respectivcly，ais the total thick且C55of 

m吋 mentsand bis世田 cr回 kdcptb in ba錦.The岡崎mcnl8∞岨JlIItof ma.ny laye回 目 白eaverag津modulusoC pav。
蹴 nts岨 nbccxp血闘dby tbc rule of mi置t町cs，i.e.，E.-!:Ep，1 11 b包diC!icultto de嶋 tandc岨 bederivcd伽 m

6σ:fla1 -一一l一一一一J (4) k ¥B， bE¥ J 

whcrc W. II恥 maximumopening wid出 ofcrack in ovcrlay in win附 whena: is lliVCD伽 valueof tensile strc岬 h

oC pavcm峰山.As曲目白thctraDIV紅白 cracking0田 un，aぬ伺r-ISII.zone forms b四idethe trans四即位1Ic:kbecausc 

ofthe ahcar strc田 betwc:enpa vc血 cntsand ba田 .Sonor皿 &lstrc掴 varie.from zcro to a finitc value from cracki且gp。副

首ionto Car posi世田.On1yaft町 scveraly屯ars.tranaver揖 crackis po鎚ibleto form in thc ah叫r-lallzone. So the trana-

vcnc crack spacinιwill be given an approximatc1y cqual va1uc !inaUy_ Thc valuc LCD~ 叫且 bcgiv田by

I-e--(kx+ 1)" J -e，e"， 0.1 (5) 

Fig.4 (a)制Iliv，田thccrack distributions and thc prcdictcd姐 turatecrack spa由民Thcrulc of crac:k distributi。且can

be describcd回 (0110問:thc peak is small and tbc span白largcat the fllSt stage， gradual1y， thc peak b目。m田 higl四r

and the spao be印回目 narrow，i.e.，crackspacing tends to a limit valuc called '阻turatccrack spacing'. This value is 

&bout 7-1Om for general high膚 ays[l].To vcrify thc reliablity oCthe p田民ntmodel，伺Iculation0且va.ryingpa.rametcrs 

was conductcd and sbown ln Fig.S and 6. P問 dict“valucoC岨turatccract. spaci.且gapproachel thc expcrimenta1 val-

uc wben de“#11 paramctcrs arc in permit出11valu帽.白描inly，m。四 otber回 ndictions・ho咽Idbe taken int。
齢∞untll伺.
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When the transverse crack grow5 esp悶allyits田 turatecrllck spacing approaches the width of road， the longitudinal 

z町 kwill initiatc in the center of road from the阻皿.eshear-Iag mechllnism of transverl腸 crackbut it'8 under a p祖国

strain anaJysis state. So the on剖t∞且dictionfor this kind of longitudinal cracks caused by nonmech回 icaJloadi且.g18 

W>  LCDS" We ob田rve血e田町acksoften appear in也eroad wh冊c:wid也W is bigger than 5m. Ano也erk也dof 

longitudinal crack8 in the田 nterof lane may be regarded to bc causcd by the traffic (mccha回目1)loading. For the rig. 

id pave即時withcement overlay， join旬間 u田dωpreventtransvene cracks. Thc: spllcing of joints shou1d be le阻

than thc姐胞団tctransversc: cr，叫kop民泊gof rigid p町 cmcnts，i.c.，L，< LCDS" H thc開 mcntoverlay is paved 

∞ntinuousJy without joints，LcD3岨nbe mcasured fro皿 theflDal saturate sPllcing a丘町田veralyears'田rvi田.Prelimi. 

mηde皿 ribtionof shear-Iag zonc: inぽ且.ckedrigid pavc皿.entshas恥 enrepo巾ぽ力.

CONCLUSIONS 

1.τ'he nonmechanical 10ading crack in concr唱tepavements may bc regarded as the tension-tension fatigue crack 

from thc total effccts of various kinds of∞n住面tion.

2 Transverse cracks often臨 mfrom the edge of road and血eserious defects. Finite element 

s叫i1est位res個se阻宜i旭8t阻sat the cdge 。ぱfroadIInd good bo岨ndi泊ngaction mll:勾yre巴du田 the s住e回S8C∞。nc田e剖n祇ltra飢叫t凶ionin ovcr1ay. 

3.0nc ob田rvedfeature of transvl町田cracks函也atthey may form a regular state giving equlIl crack spacing after 10ng 

time. Th包姐turatccrack spacing can be predicted by tbe prescnt shear-lag model. 

4. The main manncr of fracture controlling is by reducing the阻 turateopacing of tr阻 sver臨むacks.It may be rea1ized 

by也は岨singthC 10tal thickness or the elastic modulus of p町田町E包 and田ducingtbc: elastic血 odulusofba田，espec-

ially increasi且gthc crack depth in ba血.

5.Longitudinal cracks in ∞即 日旬pavemcntsC8n be divided血ωtwokinds. Onc kind in thc:佃nterof road is regarded 

to be caused by the岨memechanism of nonm田，ba凶岨Iloadingfraeture as岡田町田crack.Its∞ndictionfor on田t

depends on the relativc magnitudc: of tbc width of road and仕lcfmal皿.turateopacing of位岨5versccrack. 

6. To prcvent the onset of transv，町田eracking担 rigidpav1釘百ents，thcspacing of joint should be le田thanthe meB3urcd 

姐 tur山 spacingof transverse crack in the皿mepavemcnts without joints. 
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